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Lo3iG before Mehemet Ali, by despatching his expeditions
up the White Nile, had made any important advance into
the interior of the unknown continent—before even a single
sailing vessel had ever penetrated the grass-barriers of the
Gazelle—at a time when European travellers had never
ventured to pass the frontiers of that portion of Central
Africa which is subject to Islamism—whilst the heathen
negro countries of the Soudan were only beginning to dawn
like remote nebulæ on the undefined horizon of dur geographical knowledge—tradition had already been circulated
about the existence of a people with whose name the Mohammedans of the Souclan were accustomed to associate
all the savagery which could be conjured up by a fertile
imagination. The comparison might be suggested that just as
VOL. II.
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at the present day, in eivilised Europe, questions concerning
the descent of men from apes form a subject of ordinary conversation, so at that time in the Soudan did the Niam-niam
(under the supposition that they were graced with tails) serve
as common ground for all ideas that pertained to the origin
of man. This people, whose existenee was evoked from the
mysterious hordes of witches and goblins, might have vanished amidst the dim obscurity of the primeval forests if it
had not been that Alexandre Dumas, in his tale of l'Homme
Queue,' so rich in its charming simplicity, had, exactly at
the right moment, raised a small memorial which contributed
to its preservation.
To lift in a measure the veil which had enveloped the
Niam-niam with this legendary and magic mystery fell to
the lot of my predecessor Piaggia, that straightforward and
intrepid Italian who, animated by the desire of opening up
some reliable insight into their real habits, had resided alone
for a whole year amongst them.*
I reckon it my own good fortune that I was so soon to
follow him into the very midst of this cannibal population.
It was indeed a period of transition from the age of tradition
to that of positive knowledge, but I have no hesitation in
asserting that these Niam-niam, apart from some specialities
which.will always appertain to the human race so long as it
hangs unconsciously upon the breast of its great mother
Nature, are men of like passions with ourselves, equally
subject to the same sentiments of grief and joy. I have
interchanged with them many a jest, and I have participated
in their child-like sports, enlivened by the animating beating
of their war-drums or by the simple strains of their mandolins.
* In the

Bolletino della Soc. Gcogr. Italiana,'

1868, pp. 91-168, the Marquis

0. Antinori has, from the verbal communications of the traveller himself, most
conscientiously collected Piaggia's experiences and observations in the country
of the Niam-niam

during his residence.

1111,1..1 TION

()1' T111..;

The mune Niato-niant is borrowed 1.rem the diaktet of the
Dinka, and means "eaters," or rather "great eaters," nutnifestly betokening a referenee to the eannibal propensities of
the people. This designation 1ms been su unixersdly ineorthat it seems unadporated into the Arabie
yisable to substitute for it the N‘tml " Zantley," the name by
Sinee
tre known amongst themselves.
Nv1ii(.11 the people
among the Mohaillniedans of li Soutlan the term
Ilianui(plur. Nitun•h-niam) is prineipally assoeittled \N 1111 the
idea of eannibalism, the sannt designation is sometimes
applied by them to other nations who have notbing in
eommon with the true Niam-niton, or "Zandey," except the
predileetion lbr eating human Ilesb.
one eharauteristie of
The neighbouring nations have a -v;trit.ty uf appellations to
denote them. The I limgo tat the north sometimes eall thent
Mundo, and sonattimes Manyanya; iii the eountry behind
these are the Dyour, who mdtormly speak of them as the
0-Madyaka; the tribe of the Mittoo On the east
the
them the name of the Makkarakka, or Kakkarakka;
G-olo style them Eunda; whilst among the Monbuttoo they
are known as Baltungera.
httlween
The greater part of the Niant-niam eountry
the Iburth and sixth parallels of north httitude, ;tuil iine
drawn uteross the eentte front east to west wouhl eorrespotal
with the watershed between the basins of the Nile ;.ind Tsad.
My own tmvels were conlined exelusively to the ettstent
portion ol the comitry, bvhieiu. as fttr its i eould unde•stand,
is bounded in that direetion by the upfkl' CUtIrSe of the
Tondy; but in that distriet alone 1 beeamo aequitiuted with
as many as thirty-five independent elnertains who lille over
the portion of Niant-nittin terrilory that is traversed by the
trading eompanies from .Khartoom.
Of the extent of ho , ttonntry towards the west 1 was unable
woyd

* It should agaill

and has thc

(:,~t

- giutill.

a

'I'llE
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to gaill any delinite infinlnation ; but as 1111as the land is
known to the NubUms it would appear to eover between live
area of
aml must embrace
and six degrees of
about 4.8,000 square miles. The population of the known
regions is at least two millions, an estimate based upon the
ehieftains
inunber of armed 10e11at the disposal olthe
throuHl whose territory I travelled, and upon the eorresponding reports of tho tighting foree in the western distriets.
No traveller eould possildy tind himself for the first tinw
surrounded by a group of trae Niam-niala without being
almost 101eed to eonfess that all he had hitherto witnessed
amonst the Yarious raees of Afriea was eolnparatively lame
and uninteresting, so rentarkable is the aspeet of this savage
peopIe. No one, after observing the promisellous intermingling of raees whieh (in singular eontrast lo the uniformity of the soil) prevails throughout the enfire distriet of
the Gazelle, eould fail to be struel: by the pronouneed
eharaeteristies of the Niam-niam, vltili make them eapable
of being identified at the first glanee antidst the whole series
of Afriean raees. As il proof of this, I may introduee i ease
the measure1 was engaged one day in
III point.
i deteeted
onee
at
whell
boarers,
Bongo
of
troop
a
of
ments
that the leader of flo band 110,1all the eharae(eristies oi the
Niani-niam type. 1 asked Ilim bow it happened ihat be was
1-11(‘ llongo, when the
1 " nyare," i,e., 1 liwal overseer, alnong
, beyond i donbt, to be
mere shape of his head deelared 11111
To the amazement lIt di who were present
a Niam-niatn.
replied that ho was born of INIa111-filiun
par11115,
but that
it had been his fate when a eliild to he eoliveved into the
serves to
eountry of the I.longo. This is an example
demonstrato how striking are the distinetions whielt enahle
;.;-(1(A
with
Iwgro
observer to earry out the diagnosis of
and
!•(,rtailltV,
to arrive at eonelusions tvIlilli ordina ril v eould
conjeetured by not leing los apparel or 50Ine
and aeeidenta ;alornmenis.

APPEA
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I propose 1 the present ehapter to give 0 brief summary
of the eharacteristies of this Niam-nialn people, and shall
hope so to explain the general features of their physiologieal
and osteological aspeet, and so to deseribe the details of their
costurne and ornaments, that 1 may not Sdi in my desire to
convey a tolerably eorreet impression of this most striking race.
The ronnd hroad heads of the Niam-nialn, of which the
proportions may be rankod among the lowest rank of braehycephaly, are eovered with the thiek frizzlv 1iii of what
are termed the true negroes ; this i of an extraordinary
lengtb, and a,rranged iii long plaits
tufts lloiuiiig over
the sboulders and sometimes failing as low as the waist.
The eyes, almond-shaped and somewhat sloping, are shaded
with thick, sharply-delined brows, atal are
remarkable
size and fulness ; the wide splee between them testifies to
the unusual width of the skull, and contributes a mingled
expression of animal feroeity, warlike resolution, and ingenuous eandonr. Å Ilat square nose, a mouth of about tbe
same width as the nose, with very thiek lips, a round ehin,
and full phunp eheeks, eomplete the eountenanee, whieh
may be deseribed eireular iii its general contour.
The body of the Niam-Marn is onharily inclined to be
fat, but it does not coniloonly exhibit muoh touseular
strengtb.
The averge beight does not exceed that of

er

Europeans, 0 stature of 5 feet i O, inehes being Ihe tallest
Tho uppor part of the tigure is long
in proportion to the legs, and this peculiarity gives a
strange ehameter tO heir movements, although it does not
impede their agility in their war dallees.
The skin in colour is in no way remarkable.
Like that
of the Bongo, i ulay be eompared to the dull hue of a eake
of chocolate. Ann aug the women, detaehed instances may
be found of varions shades of 0 eopper-coloured complexion,
but the ground-tint is always the same—an earthy red, in
contrast to the bronze tint of the true Ethiopian (Kushitie)

that I measurod.
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races of Nubia. As marks of nationality, all the " Zandey "
score themselves with three or four tattooed squares filled
up with dots ; they place these indiscriminately upon the
foreh ead, the temples, or the cheeks. They have, moreover,
a figure like the letter X under the breasts ; and in some
exceptional cases they tattoo the bosom and upper parts of
the arm with a variety of patterns, either stripes, or dotted
lines, or zigzags. No mutilation of the body is practised by
either sex, but this remark must be subject to the one ex_
ception that they fall in with the custom, comrnon to the
whole of Central Africa, of ffling the incisor teeth to a point,
for the purpose of effectually griping the arm of an adversary either in wrestling or in single combat.
On rare occasions, a piece of material made from the bark
of the Urostigma is worn as clothing ; but, as a general rule,
the entire costume is composed of skins, which are fastened
to a girdle and form a picturesque drapery about the loins.
The finest and most variegated skins are chosen for this purpose, those of the genet and colobus being held in the highest
estimation ; the long black tail of the quereza monkey (Colobus)
is also fastened to the dress. Only chieftains and members
of royal blood have the privilege of covering the head with
a skin, that of the serval being most generally designated
for this honour. In crossing the dewy steppes in the early
morning during the rainy season, the men are accustomed to
wear a large antelope hide, which is fastened round the
neck, and, falling to the knees, effectually protects the body
from the cold moistnre of the long grass. A covering, which
always struck me as very graceful, was formed from the skin
of the harness bush-bock (A. scripta), of which the dazzling
white stripes on a yellowish ground never fail to be very
effective. The sons of chieftains wear their dress looped up
on one side, so that one leg is left entirely bare.
The men take an amount of trouble in arranging their
hair which is almost incredible, whilst nothing could be more

fIF \D-M.ESS

(11,' T11.1,;NIAM-N[AM,

simple and unprotefiding tban tbe ordinary bead--;-rearof the
indeed, be a matter of some diftleulty to
women.
tufts, or top-knots whieb bas
diseover any kind of 1its,
men. The Imir is
not already been fried by the Ni"-niam
usually parted right down the middle; towards the forebewl
it branebes off, so as to leave I kind of tviangle; from the
fork wllicll is thus formed a tuft is yaised, mul earried baek
to be fastened behind ; on either side ol tids tuft the bair

11. 11.11-1,1,1 11

1,1

11 1, \i

•

arranged in idis , like the ridr2,-esand ewviees el i melon.
Over the temples sepavate volls ave gatbeved iip into knots,
from whieh bang more tnfts, twisted like eord, that fall
in bunebes all round the neek, thren or four of the longest
tresses being allowed 10 0 fwe over 1111breast and sboulders.
The women dress their hair in 0 simpler but sonwwhat
The
the long plaits and tufts.
similar malmer,
raost peculiar head-gear tbat I saw was npon some men -1ho

came from the territory of .k.eent, and of this
representation is given in the aecompanying portrait. These people
reminded me very nruelt of th( deseription given 1)y Livim,stone of the Dalonda, that peopfe I) inula, on the Zainhesi,
which
eame across during his lirst journey. r1111IflzHi is
encircled by i series of ravs like the
which adouns the
likeness of a saint. This eirele is eomposed enlirely
the
m.an's own hair, single tresses lr1n2 tali(11 froln
1II pll'H
stretched tighl lv over a il))J) , iiuit
is ornatlle
licIOl
_tryl
mented with cowries.
The hoop is fastened I
II lower
rim of a. straw hat by means of lOrtr wires, which are
drfflvu out before the nani le 1001 1 to sleep, when the
whole uTanyrentent :ubnits I being dded baek, This ,:bj_
Ind much
borate coiffure demands great a„.ention.
1
must he devoted to it every dav. It is adv Ihe men who
wear any covering at all iptw their head : thev use
cylindrical hat without -111ybrim, square at the top and
always ornamented with a waving plunie of feathers; the
hat is fastened on by large hair-pins, made either of iron,
copper, or ivory, and tipped with creseents, tridents, Inobs,
and varnms other deviee;.4.
verv favourite deeiwation is termed ont of the ineisor
teetli of a dog strung together lunhr the hair, ;md ham2;im,
along the forehead like i fringe. The leeth (d. dilferent
rodeutia likewise are atTanged IS 111111
wifis lhat resemble

(ir

strings of coral. Another ornament, far front unconunon,
is cut out of ivory iii imitation of lions' teeth, and arranged
in a radial fashion all over the breast, the elfeet of the
white substance in contrast with the dark skin being verv
striking.
Altogether the decoration may IS eonsidered
imposing as the pointed collar of the days of chividry, anel
is quito in charaater with the warlike nation who tind
their pastime in hunting.
Glass beads are held iii far less
estimation by the Niani-nhim than by the neighbourMg
races; and only that lazuli blue sort whiell
mon-

TIPILNIBASHES.

tioned as k"FLONVII ia the hlotrtoola market by the name
linds anv favour at all amongst them.
of "mandyoor"
Cowries are often used to nim the girdles as well as the
head-gear.
Tho prhleipal weapons of the Niam-Mant are their lanees
vl Lii has
and their trumbaslies. The word "trumbash,"
is the
Sovolan,
the
of
Arabic
the
into
been ineorporated
tenn employe(I in ennaar to dellote gem,raily all the
the negro m,..c's ; il
varieties of missiks that are used
hat sharp
sobly
avplied
be
properly
however,
should,
Ilat projeetile of wood, a kind of boomeral, whieh is used
for killing birds or lutres, or any small game : wben the
weapon is noale of irou, it is ealled " kulbeda." The trumbash of the Nialu-niam "- eonsists ordinarily of soveral limbs
of iran, with pointed prougs itnd shatp edges. Iron missiles
very siinUar in their shape are found among the tribes
the Tsad basin; and a weapou construeted oa the same
principle, the "changer mangor," is in use among the
Margby and tho Musgoo.
The trumbashes are always trttaelied to the inside of the
shields, whieh are woven from the Spanish reed, and are
of a long oval form, covering two-thirds of the body; fiwy
are ornamenfid with blaek tini white erosses or other
devices, and are so light that they do not in tlw least
kups. Ati expert
impecie the CO I II bafiwt,-; in their
Niam-Mam, by jumping np fOr a moment, ean proteet his
feet from the ilying missiles of his :_tdversary. flows 1.101
give them it
arrows, whieh, as handled by the
among the
use
common
in
not
are
aLvantage,
1
certain
who possess a peeuliar weapon of attack in
their singular knives, that have blades like siekles. The
Monbuttoo, who are far more skilful smiths than the Niamniam, supply them with most ol these weapons, receiving
* The aocompallying i11uAr:0;ion (pogo 10) givo,s exa.mple;,of live 1i11.o0),(
forms of trumbash.
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Sueh are tfie dotails with whieh 1 present the reader with
iriy portrait of the Niant-niam in his fiiI aceoutrement Ut
Witlt his lanee ii one hand, his woven shield and
his seiinitar in his girdle, and
trumbash in Ibe
his loius eneireled by a skin, to whieh are attaelied the tails

of several aninuds —adorned i
head by string of teeth, the
ehase—his long- hair Iloating
shoulders—his large keell eyes

his breast .11 1ei ht -; feretrophios of war or ur the
freely over his ne(le aud
gleaming from boneath bis
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heavy brow—his white and pointed teeth shining from
between his imrted
adv:inees with 1 lirm and defiant
SO
that
bearing,
the stramrer as lie gazes upon li ni may
well behold, in this true son of the Afrie:m wilderness,
every attribute of the wildest sava,erv that may be eonjured np by the boldest
of fanev. If is therefore bv
no means diftieult to aeeount for the deep Unpression made
by the Niam-niam on the fantastie imagination of the
Soudan .111b0. .1 have seen the vild r,isliareen nnd other
1Jedonin0 of the _Nubian deserts; I have gazed with admiration upon the stately war-dress of the Abvssinians;
have been riveted with
supple fornis
at the
Inounted Baggara: but nowlwre, in any part of Africa, have
I ever come aeross a people that in every altilmle and every
motion exhibited so thorough li mastery <Jver all the eireumstanees of war or of the ehase as these Niani-niani. Other
nations iii eomparison seemed
nw to fall sliort in the
perfeet
might alnlost say. in the di.amatie graee that
eharaeterised their every movement.
Iii deseribing this people, I is hard
determine how
far they ought to Le designated 00 il nation of hunters, or
one of agrieulturists, the 1 No 1.welipations apparently being
equally distrihuted between the 1‘No sexes.
men mosr
studionsly devote theniselves to their hunting, and leave
the eulture of tlie soil to LI earried on exclusi vely bv the
women. Oceasionally, indeed, the nien may bring home a
supply of fruits, tubers and funguses from their exenrsions
through the forests, but przwtieally they In nothing for
the support of their families beywnl provil i1lt them with
game. The agrieulture of the Nialn-nianl, i Il contrast W
that of the Bongo, involyes but
small outlav of labour.
The morc
area of the arabie land, the rger number
of inhabitants that are setiled
Il very squan.
greater produetiveness of the soii, of
in some distriets
the exuberanee is unsurpassed—all (oinI)in( to Inak). th),
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cultivation of the country suprelnely easy. The entire land
is pre-eminently rieh iii many spontaneous products, animal
and ve,,etable
that eonduce to tbe direct maintenance
of human
'Ulte E76usinecome~. ((he "raggi " of the East Indies),
cereal
had found only seantily propg rated among
the people that I havt, hitherto des(•ribed, is bere the staple
of cultivation ; sorglunn iii most distriets is (plite unknown,
and
((nly grown in ineonsiderable quantities,
11r,
IS iii Abyssinia twlwre ils product is (alled toeusso),
En
elensine affords 11 material for a very palatable beer."
the Nollammedan Soudan the inhabitants, from eoM fermented sorghum-doneh, extraet the well-known nwrissa
:und bv Iirst warming tbe dough, and exereisite.:, more
in the process, is made tbe
the
GaTe
14111 -111.t1(!11('
Takareer ; nehlter of tbese beverages, boweyer, to our palate
would
much superior to sour pap: even the booza of
Egvpt, made though it is from wheat, is bardly in any
respeet superior in
Butt the drink
by the
Niam-niam is prepared from their eleusinc is really capable.
is manipulated, of laying a
\111.1(11
it
skill
frolli
the
fair (lahn to vi kiloftIl IS 1)e..-. 11 is quile Ittio-kt ,• it is of
front
a reddish-pale 1~414 colour, and li is n• •ttIatly
the mithed grain, without the addition of
extraneous
ingwdient; it bas 14 pleasant, bitter flayour, derived from
the dark busks, whieb, il they were mixed in their natural
comlition with tbe dough, would impart
twang that
would Is exeeedingly unpalaMble. llow large is the proportion Ol beer consunted by the Niattl-n•nun may be
cstimated by sinipty observing the ordinary way in whieb
they store their eorn. As a regular rule, there are tbree
grRnarieS
:11101-Wll
l() each
of which two are made
r!..n1
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for the supply
11(,oessnry for the
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whioh is III oontrilnito tho 1n101
tho lillor is oiitiioly dovotod

to the -,rain tbat has Leen inattnd.
31anioe. swoot potatoes, yalns, and colooasho aro oultivated
with
and ranly rail 10 viohl exoollont orops.
Plantains are only 000asionally seon Iii tho i.ast, and from
the distriots iii whioll I travollod,
shonhi judge that thwy
:!Te 110t a, main sul)por1 ol flh
t any htliludo hio.hor ihnm
N. Sugar-e;tins
huth,(1 in this
part
i tho land, but I was inrormod thtlt
‘ oro as
plontirni 111.RooH's wrritovv as thoy aro annun, tho .31un1nttoo.

.\ll tfio Nnun-nilut aro loliaoco-smokors.
Thoir nano, for
l a Niool,00a letlpleune, " guntlov,- ntol. thoy :Urt‘tho only
poopto
the bahx-ol-Gliazal
dislriet that hv
I spootal
d.esiO.nation ;.(yril phint. Th.o othor sovt,
oil
tho conirnry, bas
Loal appollation iii noarh (-v)ry
diAool
not,,2.1thonring nations (;ipparontly (lonoting
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that the plant is intligehows to ( ntral. Arrieti) is ritterly
unknown thronghout the roantry.
The peoplo smoke -rrom
elay pipes or peehlitir OiIII, etalsiHting or elongated bowls
without stems. Like other itet:To raees that remain untaiuted by Ishnoisto, they abstain from I'ver ehewing the
tobtteeo.

Iii broad 1ernts, t

111 IV

`,1ated

i1itt

10O

eattle at all

exists iii flie aud ; the only tionatslie tthitnals ttre poultry aod
dogs. The dogs belong to ti sondl breed resembling the wolfdog,but with short sleek. hair ; they have ears that are large
and always ereet, tind L ltort t.turly lail like that of a youlig
pig. They (III USIUIIY r bright yellowish tan colour, and
very oftell have a wInte Htripe opott the neek: i Iteir lahky
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muzzle projeets somewhat abruptly from t:tt arehed forebead ; their legs are short and stnlight, thns dentonstrating
that the animals have nothim, il eourmon witb tb.e telTier
breed depieted upon the walls of Egyptian temples, and of
which the ...Xfrietutorigin has nover been proved. Like dogs
generally in the Nile distriet, they are delieient iii the delvwoodell
claws
tbe hind-feet. rThey are nntde to \\•(r
iost
bells round their neeks, so that they should not
„kfter the pattern of their masters,
the loug steppe grass.
they are inetined to Us eorpulent, 1.1111 this pyolm.n.-;ity is
eneouraged 115nuteh as possible, dogs' ilesh being esteemed
olle of the ehoicest delieacies or the Niam - uiam.
Cows and goats are familiaT only by report, although it
may happen oeeasionally that stune are brom,ht in Os the
result of raids that 1.lave been perpelrated npon the ;,diaeent
territories of ho liabuekur and the Mittoo.
There wouhl
hardly s‹,e10 to
any speeifie words in the langnare to
dellote etther sheep, donkeys, borses, or einnels, whieh,
aecording
eommoll coneeption, would ;t11come yery mueh.
under the eatory- of fabulous animals.
Although the Nialmniam bave
few earehtlly-prepared
disbes of whie11. thev partake,
general way they exhibit
as littb nieety or
in I iuji diet s is shown by
1'.x).),pti()11
the trthes (with the reulavkable
of the .1>iilka
the Buhr-el-Chazal
distriet. Tbe most pahttable tneSS ihnt
found amongst theln
WnS
eulnposed
or
the pulp
ground while the grain is tilI soft and milky,eleans.1
from the bran, and prepared earefidly so that it was not
burnt to the bottont of the pot. The mode of preparation is
rather ingenious. A little water baving been put over the
fire till it 15just 6_,ginning to
the raw meal, whieb bas
preyiouslybeen rolled into small lumps, is very gently shaken
in, and, haNiu:: been 1Lll0w1 to simmer for ;I:ttme, tbe tt.hole
is liiittliv stirwd up together.
aeme, however. of all earthly enjoyments would seem
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to be inf3cd. " moat!meat I " is the wateltword that resounds
their eampaigns. In eertain places and at partieular
seasons the abundanee orgame is very large, itnd it might
readdy be itna ,:ined that the one prevailing and permanent
idea of this people would Im how to cliase and seeure their
booty; but, as I have remarked before, there is no greater
evidenee of the real differenee between the disposition of
nations than that whieh is afforded In their general expression
verh" to eat " is " mony,"
for food. As, feaex;itnIde, the 130m2,-O
whieh is their ordinary designation of sorghum, their corn ;
so the Niain-niam word -is identied with " imshvoli," which
is their common nanie for merd.
Just as in Ids investigation of the anined and vegetable
kingdoms the naturalist is attraeted to the very lowest
organizations beeause they contain the ,:erms or the higher and more complieated, iii the same degree does the interest
of the traveller centre upon the simplest development of
culture, beeause he knows that it is the embryo of the most
adYaneed
The aeuravy of the report of the eannibalism whieh has
uniformly been attributed to the Niam-niam by every nation
which has iiul any knowledge at all of their existenee,
wetdd be questioned by no one who had a tair opportunity
of investigating the origin of my eolleetion of skulls. To
general rule, of course, there may be exceptions here as
elsewhere ; and I own that I liave beant of oiher iravellers
to the Niam-niam lands who have visitei the territories of
Tombo and .flazimbey, lying to the west of my route, and
who have returned without baving witnessed any proof of
the practiee. Phggia, moreover, resided fOr a considerable
time in those very distriets, and yet was only onee a witness
of anything of the kind ; and tliat, as he records, was upon the
oceasionof a eampaign, when I slaughtered foe was devoured
from aetuat bloodthirstiness and hatred. From my own
Who
knowled,:e, too, 1 e;in mention ehiefs,
VOL.

III,: III.:11;T
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111(

vehemently repudiated the idea of ealing h 11!11:111
though their constant engagennad in war Mrnished them
with ample opportunity for ?Tatifying their tuISl) i they
desired. Dut iiU, takin
all things iiiin
le(Ouu
t,
as wlmt i SaW, I ean have 1114
hesitation in
WhilI
i heard
asserting that the Niam-niam are anthropophagi ; that
they make no seeret of their savage eraving, hut ostentatiously string the leeth of 111(11 1.1(41111K 10101141 11('-11 1i eks.
adorning the stakes ereeled beside their d Nellim,s for ,Lhe
exhibition of
trOrbieti
IVItII
111)! `411111:-: il "11W
‘‘ 1,4)111
they have devffilred. Iluman rat i universaliv sold. When
eaten iii considerable quantitv, this fat is uresumed
have an intoxieating effeet ; but although I lward this
stated as a faet by a number of the people. I never eonid
diseover the foundation upwi whieh they based this strange
In times

peorde of all ages, it is reported, ;11.0 l';11 e/1
the aged, as forming by their heMess11101'e especially
ness
easier prey to the rapaeity of Il f11111111(`1nr ; 1)1'
any lime should any lone and solitary individual din , uneared for and unheecled by telatives,
would is sure 1,)
devoured in Ila very distriet in whieh
short,
ourselves would ho onsined to the knife of
all who
vitli
the anatomist would hete be disp.)sed of la this mehmehoiv
destitty.
have already had 0000s1onto Il101Iti011how tite N11 bians
asserted that they knew eases iii whielt Uongo bearers who
had died from latigue had been dug out fr()111I1111-)graves
whieh they hwl been buried, and, neeording to the statements of Niam-niam themselves—who dnl not
their
eannibalism—there were no bodies rejeeted
ludit for food
except those wItieh had died from some loathsonle eutaneous
disease. Iii opposition to all this, i feel bound to teeord
that there are some I'S'iam-nialn who turn with sneh aversien
from a.//
hunian Ilesh Ihat Ihey wonld
Of
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peremptorily refuse to eat ont ni the same dish with any
one who was a cannibal. The Niam-niam may be said to
generally partieular at their meals, and when several are
drinking together they may eaeh be observ t wipe the
rim of the drinking vessel before passing it on,
Of late years onr knowledge of Central Arriea has been
many ways enlarged, and varions well-authenticated reports
of the catudbalism of some of its inhabitants have been
circulated; but no explanation whieh ean be offered fOr this
unsolved problem of p.syehology (whether it be (onsidered
a vestige of heathen wolshilp, or whether it be regarded as
a resouree for supidying a defieielley of animal food) ean
mitigate the horror that thrills through us at every repetition of the aceount of the hideous and revoltinfrb enstom.
Among all the nations of Africa upon whom the imputation
of this odious custom notorionsly rests, the Fan, who dwell
upon the equatorial coasts of the west, have the repnte of
being the greatest rivals of the Niam-niam. Eye-witnesses
agree in affirming that the Fall barter their dead among
themselves, and that cases have been known where corpses
alreadyburied have been disinterred in order that they
might be devoured. Aceording to their own aeeounts, the
Fan migrated from the north-east to the western coast.
particulars they evidently have a strong afUnity with
.various
the Niam-niam. lloth nations have many points of resemblancein dress and enstoms: alike they fjle their teeth to
sharppoints; they dress themselves in a material made from
bark,and stain their bodies with red wood; the ehiefs wear
leopardskinsas an emblem of their rank ; and all the people
lavishthe same elaborate care upon the arrangement of
theirtresses. The complexion of the Fan is of the same
-brown as that of the Niam-niam, and they indulge
copper
in similarorgies and wild danees at the period of every
full moon; they moreover pursue the same restless hunter
life. They wonld appear in be the same of whom the eld
0
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Portuguese writers have spoken under the name of " Yagas,"
and who are said, at the begiuning of
seventeenth
eentury, to have laid waste the kingdom of Loango.
No regular towns or villages exist throu?bout the Niamnialu eonntry. The huts, grouped into littje handets, are
seattered ahout the eultivated distrjets, whieh are separated
from one another bv large traets of wildernetis many miles in
n residenee of a prince differs in no respeet from
extent.
that of ordinary subjeets, except in the larger number of
Imts provided f a: himself
and his wives. r.Uhe hareem
eolleetively is ealled a " bedimob." "
The arehiteeture
of the
/,astere
N iam-niam
eorresponds very nearly with what
may be seen in many other
parts e l Central Afriea. The
eonieai rods are bigher and
more pointed than those of
the Bongo and Dinka, having
a projeetion beyond the elay
walls of the het, whieh affords
a good shelter from the rain.
Jri
This projeetion is supported
11.!
by posts, whieh give the wltole
building the semblanee of
being surrounded by a verandah. The huts that are used
Nimn-niam Graltary.
for eooking llave roofs still
more pointed than those whieh serve for sleeping. Other
little huts, with bell-shaped rods, ereeted in i goblet-shape
upon a substrueture of elav, and furnislied with only one
* " Bodiuloh," in the Zandey

has a1,0 the ine:3nung or

papyr."
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small aperture, are ealled " bamogee," and are set apart, as
being seenre frout the attacks of wild beasts, for s/eepingplaces of the boys, a soon
as they are of an age to
be separated from the
adults.
Every sovereign prinee
bears the title of "fiya,"
which is pronouneed very
much like the Froneh
word bien. His power is
limited to the ealling together of the men who are
capable of bearing arms,
' 'il(
to the execution iii person
of those condemned
death, and to dotcrmin iiu
whether there shall be
bomoge(:: or but for the boys.
peace or war. Exeept the
ivory and the moiety of elephant's fiesh, he enjoys no otber
of subsistenee he depends upon his
revenue; for bis mneamis
farms, which ulre mmorked either by his slaves or more
generally by his tinmerons wives. Towards the west, where
a flourishing slave-trade is driven to the cost of the oppressed
inhabitants who are not true Zandey, 0 portion of the tribute
is raised by a eonseription of yomtg girls and boys, a part of
the purehase-money paid by the DarMor traders to the ehief
being handed over to the parents who are thus robbed of
their children.
Although a Niam-niam ehieftain disflains external pomp
and repudiates any ostentatious display, bus authority in one
respect is quite supreme. Without his orders no one would
for a moment entertaiu a thought either of opening war or
concluding peace. The deliant imperious bearing of the
chiefs alone constitutes their witward dignity, and there are
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gesture might vie
who in majestic deportment aud
with any potentate of tbe eartb. The dread with whieli they
inspire their subjects is incredible: it is said that for the
purpose of exhibiting their power over life and death they
will occasionally feign lits of passion, and that, singling
out IL vietim from tho crowd, thoy Will throw a rope about
lds neek, and with their own hands cut lds throat with one
stroke of their jitg ,:ed scimitar. This species of African
"Ciesarism" vividly recalls the last davs of Theadove, King
of Abyssinia.
The eldest son of a chief is eonsidered Cii be the beir to
his title and dignity, all the other sons being entrnsted with
the command of tlie lighting fin.ces iii separate distriets,
and generally being assigned 0 certain share of the bunting
booty. At the death of a cinef, bowever, the tirstborn is
frequently not acknowledged by all his brothers; some of
them perchance will support Ilim, whilst others vi1i insist
upou their right to beeome indepetalent rulers in the distriets
where tbey bave been aeting as "belinkv."
Contentions of
this ebaracter are conti»ually giving rise to everv kind
of ae:gression and repeated deeds of violenee.*•
Nonvithstanding I ho general warhke spirit displaved
the Niam-niarn, it is a very singular fitet that the ebienains
very rarely lead their ONVII people into aetual engagement,
but are accustomed, iii anxions slispense, to linger about the
environs of the " mbanga," ready, in the event of tidings of
defeat, to decamp with their wives and treasures into the
most inaccessible swamps, or to betake themselves for coneealment to the long grass of the steppes. In the heat of
combat each discharge of lances is aceompanied by the
londest and wildest of battle-eries, every man as he hurls lds
some

or the
lerritorv,

thirty-fiv,. elti,naiws who ruli•
coniparativ(ly r(.,\Vin any ay nwrit
1., 11)1 1././. 1(
l!l •
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the name of his ellief. In the interweapon shout ing 1,1ol1(l
vals between sueeessive attaeks the combatants retire to a
mounting any emineuee that may present
safe distanee, 1,11(1
itself, or elimbing to the summit of the hills of the white
ants, which sometimes rise to a height of 12 or 15 feet, they
proceed to tssti their adversaries, for the hour together,
in the most ludierous manner, with every inveetive and
every epithet of ffintempt and deilanee they ean command.
During the few days that we were obliged to defend ourselves by an abattis against the attaeks of the natives
Wando's southern territory, We had ample opportunity of
hearing these aceumulated opprobriums. We eould hear
them vow that the " Turks " should perish, and deelare that
not one of them shoubi quit tlm eountry alive; and then we
recognised the Drated shout, " To the ealdron with the
Turks 1" rising to the eager elimax, " Meat ! meat ! " Jt
was emphatieally -ttinoulteed that there was no intention to
do any injury to the white man, because he was a stranger
and a new-eomer to the land ; but I need hardly say that,
under the eireumstanees, i felt little inelination to throw
myself upon tluir utterey.
lt is in 1 measure antieipating the order of events, but
I may here allude to the remarkable symbolism by whielt
war was deelared agaillst ns on the frontiers of Wando's
territory when we were upon our return journey. Close
the path, and in full view of every passenger, three objects
were suspended limn the branelt of a tree, vis, an ear of
maize,the feather of a fowl,and nu arrow. The sight seemed
to recall the defbtnt message sent to the great King of
Persia, when he would penetrate to the heart of Seythia.
Our guides readily comprehended, and as readily explained,
the mealling of the emblems, whielt were desigued to signify
that whoever touebed an ear of maize or Ltid his grasp upon
a single fowl would assuredly be the vietim of the arrow,
Withoutwaiting, however, ter any depredations 0110111pari,
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the Niam-niam, vith the basest treaeherv, attacked US on
the following dav.
in hunting, the Niam-niam emplov very much the same
contrivanees of traps, pits, and snares as the .flongo ; but
their baages fOr seenring the larger aninnds are eondueted
both more systematieally and on a more extensive seale.
111elose proximity to eaeh separate group ef hamlets, 1.nd
more l'requently than not at the thwshold of the abo(h,s of
the 10e01 ellk«ainti
or "ehief
ts tho
borr11111ballg1l,"
court," there is always 0 huge womlen kelth*unl,
made of
a 1101101v
stem mounted 11Vull fonr feet. The 5141e5 this
are of unequal thickness, so that when the drum is struck it
is capable of giving two perfeetly distinet sounds. Aeeonling
to the mode or time iii which these soun(1s are rendered,
three dilrerent signals are delloted, the tirst being the signal
for war, another that for hunting, inl the third a summons
to a festival.
.-_ounded originally iii the inbane.a of the
chief, these signals are in a few minutes repeate(.1 on the
kettledrums of the "borrumbangas" of the distriet, and in
an ineredibly short space of tiole tionle thonsands of men,
armed if need be, are gathered together.
Perlr:ps the most frequent 0000sions on which these
assemblages are made arise from SOlfle elephants having
been seen iii the adjacent country. As soon as the foree is
colleeted, the dephants 01e driven tov ards some traets of
dense grass that have been purposely spared from the steppe
burning.
Provided with tirebrands, the crowd surrounds
the spot; the conflagration soon extends on all sides, until
the poor brates, ehoked and scorehed, fall a helpless prev
to their destroyers, who despateh them with their lances.
Sinee not onlv the males, with their large and valuable
tusks, but the felnales 01so with the young, are included in
this wholesale and indiscriininate slaughter, it mav easily be
imagined how year by year the noble animal is fast being
extermina te I. The \-01.;ee ol 111,. chiefs. ever desirous of
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copper, and the greediness of the people, ever anxious for
flesh, make them all alike eager for the chase. I constantly
saw the natives returning to their huts with a large bundle
of what at first I imagined was lirewood, but which in reality
was their share of elephant-meat, v1ucIi after being eut into
strips and dried over a fire 1nel all the appearance of a
log of wood.
The thiekets along the river-banks abound in many kinds
of wild fowl, whieh the natives eatch by means of snares.
The most common are guinea-fiuvl and franeolins, which
are caught by a bait that is ratlier unnsual in other places.
Instead of scattering common corn in the neighbourhood of
the traps, thf people make use of fragments of a ileshy
Stapelia. This little suceident grows ou the dry parts of
the steppe, and is frequently found abont the white anthills ; it is likewise naturalised in Arabia and Nnbia, and in
a raw condition is sometimes eaten as human food. Dirds
are very fond of it, and so approved is it as a bait that I not
unfrequently found it growing heside the huts, where it was
planted for this particular purpose.
The handieraft of the Niam-niam exhibits itself chiefly in
ironwork, pottery, wood earving, domestic architeeture, and
basket-work ; of hather-dressing they know no more than
others in this part of Central Africa. Their earthenware
vessels may be described as of blameless symmetry. They
make water-flasks of an enormous size, and manulacture
pretty little driiiking -cups. They lavish extraordinary care
on the embellishment of their tobaceo-pipes, but they have
no idea of the inethod of giving their elay a proper consistency by washing ont the pirtieles of mica and by
adding a small quantity of sand. From the soft wood of
several of the linbiaceaf they carve stools and benehes, and
produce great dishes and bowls, of whieh the stems and
pedestals are very di versified in pattern. I saw speeimens
of these which were admirable works of art, and the design
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of whieh were so eomplieated that they must have eost the
inventor considerable thought.
As every Niam-niam sohlier earries a lanee, trumbash,
and dagger, the manufmture of these weapons neeessarily
employs a large number of smiths, who vie with eaeh other
in produeing the greatest variety of form. The dagger is
worn in a sheath of skin attaehed to the girdle. The laneetips differ f'rom those of the _Bongoil hiavi ig a hastale shape,
to use onee more the botanieal tenn whieh distinguishes the
folia hastata from the folia lanceolata. Every weapon bears
so deeidedly the stamp of its nationality that its origin is
diseoverable at a glanee. All the lanees, knives, and daggerblades are distinguished by blood-grooves, which are not to
be obseryed upon the corresponding weapons of either the
liongo or Dyoor.
Mutual greetings antong the Niam-niam may be said to
be almost stereotyped in phrase. Any one meeting another
on the way would be sure to say "muiyette ;" but if they
were indoors, they would salute each other by saying " mookenote " or " mookellow." Their expression for farewell is
" minahpatirob ;" and When, under tuly suspieious eireumfriendly intentitm,
stanees, they wishi to give assuranee of mm
they make use of the expression " badya, badya, nutie
hither). They always extend
(friend, good friend,
and ,join them in sueh zl way
meeting,
on
their right hands
lingers eraek again; and while they are
that the two immiddim
shaking hands they 110d at etteh other with a strange movement, wlneh to our Western ideas looks like a gesture of
repulse. rfite weinen, ever retiring iii their habits, are not
aceustomed to be greeted on the road by any with whom
they are tiot previonsly intimate.
No wooing in this eountry is dependent, as elsewhere in
Africa, upon a payment exaeted from the suitor by the
tather of the intended bride. When a man resolves upon
inatrimonv, ihe i rdinary rule would be for hint to appiv to
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the reigning prinee, or lo the sub-ebieftain, who would at
onee endeavour to proeure him sueh a wito as might appear
suitable. In spite of the prosaie and nudter-of-faet proeeeding, and notwithstanclin -, the unlimited i)oly:,amy whieh
prevails throughout the land, the marriage-bond loses nothing of the saeredness of its liabilities, and unfatthfulness
hinnediale
death. A family of
is generally panished
ehildren is reekoned as the best evidenee and seal of conjugal affeetion, and to be the mother of many ehildren is
always reeognised as a elaim to distinetion and honour. It
is one of the tine traits of this people that they exhibit
0 deep and eonsistent affeetion for their Nvives, and I shall
have oeeasion mo futtne ehapter to refer to some toueldng
instanees of this feature iii their eharaeter.
The festivities that are observed on the oeeasion of 0
simple
marriage are oil a very iiniited seale. There is
proeession of the bride, who is condueted to the home of
her future lord by the chieftain, aecompanied by musietans,
A feast ensues, at whieh all partake
minstrels, and jesters."
in eommon, although, as a genend rule, the women are
(hanestie
aeeustonnt1 to eat alone in their own huts.
duties of t housewife eonsist mainly in eultivating the Immestead, preparing the dady meals, painting her husband's
body, and dressing his hair. lii this genial elimate ehildren
require eompuutively little eare or attention, infants being
earried about everywhere 1l 0 kind of band or searf.
The Niam-niam have one reereation whielt is common to
nearly the whole of Africa. Å game, 1:nown by the Nubians
as " mungala," is constantly played by all the people of the
entire Gazelle distriets, and allhough perhaps it is not known
by the illonbuttoo, it is ydte naturalised antong all the
negroes as far as the West Coast. It is singular that this
-•eremony f eowliteling
* Among 11to Eaffirs
ob.-erved with muelt Mylnality.

a 1IictI i ber new home
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pastime should be so familiar to the Mobammedati Nubians,
who only within the last twenty years bave had any intercourse at all with the negroes of the south ; but in all likelias a
hood they reeeived it in the same way as the
legacy from their original home in Central Africa. The
Peulhs devote immy suceessive hours to the amnsement,
which requires a con.siderable facility in ready reckoning
The game is played likewise by the
they call it ”
Foolahs, the Y()1ofs,and the 31~1ingo, on the Senegal. It
is faind again among the Kadje, between the Tsad and the
Benwe. The recurrenee of an object even trivial as this
is an evidence, in its degree, indireet and collateral, of the
essential unity that underlies all Afriean nations.
The " mungala " itself t is 0 long piece of wood, in which
two parallel rows of holes are scooped ont. Nubian boards
have sixteen holcs, the Niam-niam have eighteen. Each player
has ahout two dozen stones, and the skill of the game eonsists
in adroitly transferring the stones from one hole to another.
In default of 0 board the game is frequently played upon the
bare grounil,in which little eavities are made for the purpose.
Having thus detailed their warlike demeanour, their domestic industry, and their common pastime, I would not
omit to mention that the Niam-niam are no stmngers to
enjoyments of a mon, relined and ideal eharacter than battles
and elephant-hunts. rThey lutve an instinetive love of art.
Music rejoices their very soul. The harmonies they
from their favourite instrument, the inandolin, seem ahnost to
thrill through the chords of their inmost nature. The prolonged duration uf soine of their musical productions is very
before me, has remarked that be besurprising.
lieved a Niam-niam wonld go on playing all day and all
night, without thinking to leave off either to eat or to drink
* Vide vol i. chap. ix.
A mungala boapl s repre.senledin leig. 14 ni mi plaw dhfrtrating Nian,
nialahandicrart.
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and althomli i am quite ttware of the voraeious propensities,of the people, I aln lialf-inelined to believe that riaggiii
was
is something
One favourite instrument there is,
fornier in
It resembles
between a latvp and a mandohn.
the vertieal arrangement of its strings, lviiilt iii common
with the mandolin it has a sounding-board, a neek, tual
serews f(tr tiebtenim, the strings. The sounding-Imwd is
It i las two apereolistrueted on striet aeoustie prinetples.
tures ; it is earved out of wood, and on the upper side is
eovered by a pieee of skin ; the strings are bightly siretehed
by means of pegs, and are sometimes made of tine threads
of bast, and sometimes of tlie wiry hairs from the tail
of the giraffe. The musie is very nionotonolls, and it is
very diffieult to distinguish any actual liii lody in it. lt
invariably is all aeeompaniment to a moaning kind iii reeitative, whieh is rendered with a de(idel nitsal intonati)in.
bave not unfrequently seen friends marelling about
arm, wrapt in the mutual enjoyment of tbeir perfOrmanee,
and beating time to every note by nodding their
ho
There is a singular elass of professional
make their appearanee deeked out in fin most lantasti.e wav
Nvith
eoyered witlt ti pronlisetiolis irrav of bits
feitthers,
of wood ztrid roots and all the pretentious t.mblems
magieal art, tbe feet of earth-pigs, the shells of tortoises, tbe
beaks of eagles, the elaws of birds, and teeth in every varietv.
Whenever one of this fraternity presents himself, ho at onee
begins to reeite all the details of his travels and experienees
in an emphatie reeitative, and never forgets to conelude
an appeal to the liberality of his audienee, and to reniMd
them that he looks for a reward eitber of rine.s of eopper or
of beads. Under minor differenees of aspeet, these men may
be 1 1Ind nearly evervlvlier) ili Afriea. Baker and some
romantie nanw
other travellers have dignilied them with
but the designaiion of bitsliash "' (hur"
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by the rabs of the Sondan
foons) bestowed upon
would more lairly deseribe tbcir trne charaeter. The Niamniam themsdves exhibit the despicable light in which they
regard them by eaUiïig them " nzaugab,"* wbieh is tbe
same term as that by which they designate those abandoned
women who pollute Africa no less than every eivilized country.
The language of the Niam-niam (or, to speak more properly, the Zandey diale(t), as entirely as any of the dialeets
which prevail throughout the llahr-el-G hazal distriet, is an
upshoot from the great root whieh is the original of every
tongue in Africa north of the equator, and is especially
to the Nubio-Lybian group. Although the pronunciation is
certain
upon the whole marked and distinet, there are
soundswhieh are subjeet to a considerable modification, eveu
when uttered by the same individual. The nasal tone
is given to the open sounds of a and e as they rise from tlw
throat fix a charaeter upon the artierdation that is quite
distinet from that of the Bougo, aml altogether the dialeet is
poorer in etymologieal eonstruetion, being deficient in any
separate tenses for the verbs ; it is, moreover, far less
vocalised, and has a eumbrousuess whieh arises from the
preponderance of its consonants.
The languago is undoubtedly very wanting ia expressions
Ibr abstract ideas. For the Divinity I fomnl that many
interpreters would eini ley the Ivonl "gurnbah," whieh signiin contrast with this, other interfies "lightning,"
preters would make use of the term " bongbottumu ;" but
I imagine that this latter expression is only a kind of a periphrasis of the Mohammedan "rasool" (a prophet, or messenger
of God), beeanse "mbottmnu" is their ordinary term by
whichthey would designate any common messenger or envoy.
* In Loango all exmei4s and ennjurors are CR1101"ganga," an app(11,1tion wineli would aplwar fk have tla.; sante derivatiml as this Zandey w.rd
in S(megambia are behl in the same coutk.mpt
"nzangah." Tlia "lriots"
the Niam-niam minstrets.
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Although none of the natives of the Gazelle distriet may
be eredited with the faintest eoneeption of true refigion, the
Niam-rtiam have 1111expression of their ONVII for " prayer
as an aet of worship, such as they see it praetised by the
Mohammedans.
This word is " borru." When, however, the
expression is exaulined, it is fomul realty to relate to the
augury
whieh it is the lmbit of the people to consult before
‹.
they enter upon any importatit midertaking.
The augury to which 1 have thus been led to refer is
eonsulted in the following way. From the wood of the
Sareocephalus Bussegeri, whieh they
" damina," n little
four-legged stool is made, like the benelles used by the
women. The upper surfaee of tlds is rendered perfeetlY
smooth. A bloek of wood of the same kind is then eut, of
whielt one end is also made quite smooth. After
wetted the top of the stool with a drop or two of water, they
grasp the bleek and rub its smooth part btitkwarIS and
forwards over the leyel surhwe with the same motion as if
they were using a 1)101)e. If the wood should glide easily
alonfr, the eonehtsion is drawn that the undertaking in
question will assuredly prosper ; but if, on the otlier hand,
the inotion is obstrueted ;ind the smfaces adhere together—
if, teeording to the :Nitim-nian, expression, 0 seore of men
could not give free movement to the bloek—the vaining is
umnistakable that the adventure will 111~ n l;t1
Now, sinee they also 118e, this term " borro " to deseribe
the prayers of the Mohammedans, there seems some reasonable evidenee for supposing that they :tetually regard this
rubbing as akin to a form of worship. As often as i asked
any of the Niam-niam what they ealled prayers, they invariably replied by referring to this praetiee ;ind by Making
the gesture whieh eompare to working with a plane. This
praying-maehine is coneealed as earefullv as may be from
the eyes of the Mohammedans.
however, ftequentiv
resorted to during the subsequent brier period of warfare,
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when my own Niammiam attendants diligently eonsulted
the oraele, awl, is the result was uniformly satisfaetory, it
contributed not a little to eontirm their conlidenee in my
reputation for good lnek.
There are other ordeals eommmi to the Niam-niam with
various negro nations, nol which are considered as
equal
or still greater importanee. An
coneocted from a
red wood ealled " bengye," is administered to a hen. If the
bird dies, there will be misfortune in war if the bird survives, there will be vietory. Attother mode of trying their
fortune consists in seizing a eoek, and dneking its liead
repeatedly under water until the ereature is stiff and
senseless. They then leave it to itself.
If it should
rally, they lraw an omen that is favtuirable to their
design; whulst if it should succumb, they look for an adverse issue.
A Niam-niam eould hardly be indueed to go to
without fust consulting the auguries, and his relianee npon
their revelatious is very complete. ror instanee, Wando
our inveterate antagonist, although he had sueeeeded in
rousing two distriets
open enmity against Us, yet Personally
abstained from attaeking our earavan, and that iltr 110 other
reason than that his fowl had died aller swallowing the
"bengye" fullt l
administered.
We awaited his
threatened attack, and were full of surprise flott III did not
appear. Shortly afterwards, we were iniM.med that he had
withdrawn Iii f0111' and trembling to Ilit inaceessible retreat
in the wilderness. Our rttlief
considerahle.
It migh1
have fared very hadlv
us, as all our lnagazhos
ver(
established nu his route; but, happily, he had gone, and the
colitItet stouitly
NVI
bl'oUght
Niam-niam with whom
iii
maintained that it was the death of luis fowl aloue which had
deterred hint front an Issault tiol had reseued us from entire
destruethm.
These auguri,, ;tre eonsuhed likettise in order ( seertain
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the uilt or innoeenee ol otiv that .t.reaoeusel, ;oal suspected
witehes aro tried bv the salne ordeal.
The satne 1)1101 iii eyd spirits hull gx,blins
provaits
is
among the hiongo ,tnd nI lii people of
fonml lwre. Tlw h rest is uniforndy supposed to le tho
abode of the hostile .t,reneies, and the rusling ol ilie fdi;tge
is inue,ined to 1)1their inysterious dialogne.
like natural
is ;1.efiild of the soil, and gertninating
like the flowers oi the tield it unHhis us hlioost
Belleatit the dull leaden shies of the dishtit ',North i IS are
belieyed to be struetures haunted by .;-hosts and speetres.
lIere the forest, with its tenautry oi oNvis;;Ial bals, is leid to
be the abodo of inalitntuit spirits; whilst betwixt botb
the Oriental nations, who, without forests, and exposed to the
fult strength of ut Hazing sun, lear nothin,„;-so Inneh ;‘,s"tho
evil eye." Tnthy it nlay be averred that the development of
superstition is depeudent upon geographieal position.
In thus recapitalating the genend eharaeteristies
the
Niant-niant, this (..ba,pter
lieessniiy
has exhibited some
measure of repetition.
prooped ttt eonelude it, III the
saine ntanner tL5thf rt.,eord of the I>ohr2.0,by i r('W rentarks
upou the eustoms of this people with regard f their
Whenever a Niain-nium has lost any very near relative
the first token of his bereavement is sli ut by his shaying
his head. Ilis elaborate coaure--that
whieh had been
pride and his delight, the labour of devoted oonjuga.1 hands—
is all ruthlessly destroyed, the tufts, the braids, tho tresses
heing seattered far aud wide about the rowls in the reeesses
of the wildemess.
A corpse is ordinarily adornet I, as if D-11' ;L feAiVal,
With
skins and feathers.
It is usually dyed with red wo(id. Men
of rank, after being ifitired with their cononott aprons, itre
interred either sittin y ‹at tinde bettehes, ttt tre (,71(•] . :-“:1-1 111 a
kind of eelfin, whielt is itt ille fimn it holloyv tree.
eeordint2' i the preseriptiens of the la ‘ i Ishon. the
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carth is uot thnuvu upoit the corpse, which is plaeed in
eavity that has been partitioned ofr at flie side of the grave.
This is a practieo mentioned beh)re, and which is hellowed in
many heathen parts of Afric;i.
Like the fionp», the Niam-niant bury their dead with a
scrupulous regard to the points of the compass; latt it is
remarkahle that Ihey reverse the rule, the men in their
sepulture heing deposited witIi their faees lowards the ea ;1-.,
the woulen howa.nls
is thorouglity
A. grave is covered in with clay,
stamped down. Over the spot iLilllt is eier t(!i, in 1io rft.gport
differing extenially from the huts of the livin% and beiner
equally perishable iR its eonstruction, it very soon
rots away through ueglect or is destmyed in the annual
conflagration the steppe-burning.
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was impatiently awaiting the arrival of the Kbartoomers. His storehouses were piled to the full with ivory,
the hunting booty of an entire year, whieh ho was eager to
exchangefor tho produee of the north or to soe replaeed by
new supplies of the red ringing metal which should flow
into his treasury.
Thiswas Mohammed's thinl visit to the eountry, and not
onlyinterested motives prompted the king to reeeive hitn
warmly,but real attaelnuent ; for the two had mutually pledged
theirfriendship in their blood, and ealled eaeh other by the
nameofbrother. During his absenee in Khartoom, Mohammed
hadentrusted the command of the expedition of tho previons
yearto.his brother Abd-ed-fetah, a Mussulman of the purest
waterand a hypoeritieal fanatie, who had greatly offended
MUNZA
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the king by Jus arroganee :1101,unsympatbetie reserye.
considere(i . hintself defiled by contaet with a
IY0flir," and
would 11Ut allOW li nigger to approach withill ten steps of his
person; lei refused to acknowled,re either African Ifing or
prince, and always designated the la(1ies or tb), (.01irt
1;ut "Nlohamno.d was entirely different. ,P>vall the
natives III 111 known by his mutssuming Iu11 of
i.e., til) littil one, and in a!I his dealin ,» with them
was
urbanity
Ile woa every heart
;olopfing- the national
costnnle, titd attir((t in his native rokko-eoat and searlet
would sit for bolns tog(ther over the brimming
to
beer-Ilasks by the side of his royal confr‘cn:', n‘roulifing
Jun 1,11 the wonders of the world and twittnc, him with his
eannibal propensities. No wontler then that 111unza:s laily
(Inestion to Mobammed's people had been
" N'ben will
Mbably come ?" and no wonder that, 15 IVOwere prepaTito, to
eross the great river, his envoys had met us with a eordial
greeting for his friend. Nor was the attaehment all
Munza's side.
Immediately on our arrivid, 31ohannned,
having the otwanizafion of our eneampinent entirely to the
diseretion of his lieutenants, had gathered up Iiis store of
presents, and hastened to convey them to Ihe king. The
e:reater part of these offerings consisled ol huo-e eopper
dishes, not destined, however, iii this remote corner or the
globe to he relegated to
kiblten, but to
empIoved for
the far more dignified onice olfnfitishing musie for the royal
balls. The interview was long, and onr large micampment
was complete a-nd night WaS rapidly approaehing belOre
Mohammed returned to los plarters.
I le came 11e0,m1panied
by the trionlphal strailt of horns ;.tnd hefile-drums, and
the ample storc (d:
altended by thousands or natives
prov
at the king's eomlnands,
been instantly
vil
d to anandiewe
fortheolning.
anuounced that I WaS
of the
(1Ik
r(d1o,ing
,ifidlhat
reception was Il be prepared i» bonour of loy yisit. IL need
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said tliat it was itit feelings of wonder 1I111?
dOW11 that night to rest.
The 22ffil of Mareh, 17U, was the ruentorable date on
whieh loy introdnetion to the king oeourred. Long before 1
wa stivii ii, Molrimmed had onee more betaken hiinself to
Ott feaving any tent, Diy attention was
the royal quarters.
immediately ;ittraet(41. to the opposile slopes, and a glanee at
the wide spaee hetween the king's palnee and the houses of
unnsual animation
that
lds retinue was suffleient toassure
prevailed. Crowds of swarthy negroes were surging to and
il
gronps, and ever and anon
fro; others were 11111rVillgal01Ig
be heard even where
eould
the wild tones of the kettle-drum
Ivas standing. Munza was assembling his eourtiers and
inspeeting his elopliant-hunters, wititst from far and noar
streamed in the hoads of households to opon the ivorymart with Mollammed, and to negotiate with 1dm for the
supply of his provisions.
Somewhat impatiently I stood aw;dting my summons to
the king, bat it Nvasalready noon before I was informed that
all arrangements were oomplote, and that I was at liberty to
start. Mohannaod's blaek body-guard was sent to eseort me,
and his trumpeters had orders to nsher me into the royal
presenee with a Ilourish of the Turkish reveille. For the
oceasion I had donnell IL solomn suit of blaek, f wore my
and laeod up the heavy Alpine boots,
unfamiliar
that should give iniportanee to the movements of inv
figure; wateh and ehain were left behind, that no metal
worn ;Wout inv person. With all the
ernament might
solemnity 1 eolihi i 4114441411? ; three blaek squires bore

hardly

and revolver, lOilowed by Lifourth with my inevitable
rny
cane-ellair. Next in order, 11141111awestruek silenee, eame
ray Nubian servants, e14d iii festive garments of unspotted
whitenes, md bearing in their hand the offerings that had
been so long and earefnlIv reserved for his 1Ifonbutto,,
majesty.
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It took us half tun hour to Ir eL the roval residenee.
path deF. ,11(1d. J a gentle slope o the, wooded depression of
the brook, then twisted itself fo-r time :ond tII( i hiekets of
tho
and linally onee more ttseended, throm,h extensive
plantain-groves, to tht) opon court that was bounded by

wide semieireie of' motley thvellings. ()n arrival at the low
parts at the vallev we fouml the swanwyjungle-p0th bestrewn
with the steneg of fresh-hewn trees and I bridg'e of the ::anic
thrown aeross the water itselr. The 1;he eould 11;rdly have
been expeeted to sm,gest suelt peenfiar at!eation
his evii
aceord, but this provisionary arr.ingent;=nt for heeping iny
feet dry was 1110(1 Omeomplianee
rrum
Mohammed, vho, knowing thc naturi
of mmiyboots, and the
time expended in taking them off and (m, had thus thomyhtfully insured my ease and conit'ort; moreover, Ihese beots
were unique in the Afrieau world, and must
preserved
from mtul and moisture.
Unfortunately a ll -thes(., arramements tended to eonlirm the N.onbuttoo in one or other or
their iufatuated eonvietions, either tbat my feet en like
goats' hoofs, or, aecording to another version, that Ifi(-,
lettther eoverim, was itself all integrn 1 piirt 0 lOV body. The
idea of goats' fet,tt hIll probably tIrisen from the comparison
of my hair and that of ;1.
and doubtless the stubbornllesS With Vvlmirih I alW tys
mel nd
ta
1111(.'ovi'r
Illy feet for
their inspeetion strengthened iluan in their suspieion.
As we approaehed the huts, the drums aml trumpets were
sounded to their fullest powers, and the erowds of people
pressiug forward on either hawl left but 0 narrow passage for
our procession. \Ve bent our steps to olle of the largest
huts, whieh formed a kind of palatial iill open like shed
at both ends. Waiting my turrival bere was one of the
offieers of state, who, 1 presume, was the master of the
eeremonks, as I afterwards observed himt presiding over the
general festivities.
This olfieial took 1111by the rigItt hand,
and without a word eondueted 1110 to time intcrior of the hall.

\VAITING,

TlIE

KING,

l000rt , were arranged aceorW ng
Here,like the ;tmlienee;tt
o• nobles and courtiers, each oeeupyto their rauk InIrldreds
ing lds own ornamenfid beneh and deeked ont with all bis
war equipments. At the otber end of the budding a spaett
wasleft for the roval throne, which difiered in no resKei
frem the other benehes, exeept that it stood upon att outspread mat; behind tlds beneh was plaeed i large supptrt
as it seemed upon three legs,
of singular construetion, n'stin‹:
101^ ilio
and huniAled with projeetions that served
back and arms of tbe sitter : this support was thiek y stu(lt lek1
reqnested that my own eha
with eopper rings aml nails.
from tbe royal beneh, and
paees
few
a
at
placed
be
might
or
my posititat witb my people
there i took
squatting behind me, and the Nubian soldiers forming
guard around, 'rhe greater number of tbe soldiers lutd titeir
guns, but my black squires, who bad never before heen
brought face to fitee with so mighty a potentate, subsequently
confessed to me that their hearts beat fast, and that they
couldnot help trembling to think how a sign from Munza
couldhave brought all our limbs to the spit.
•Fora considerabletime I bad to sit waiting in expeetation
beforethe ompty throne. My servants informed me that
Munzahad attended the market in his ordinary costutue, but
that he had been seen to hasten home to his privttte apartments, where he was now undergoing a process of anointing,
frizzling,and hedizening at the hands of his wives, in order
that he should appear before mein tbe imposing splendou• of
hisstate attire. I had tims no other alternative than patientl y
to abidemy time ; for what could be more flattering to a foreign

guest than for miking to receive him in his costliest toilet ?
In the Mterval of waitMg there seemed a continnous uproar. The fitful beating of kettle-drums and the perpetwd

brayingof horns resounded through the airy building until
it shookagain, and mingling with the boisterous strains rose
the voices of tin3 assembled courtiers 115they whiled away

TlIE

11EAIrl'

the time in hold ond cager eonversal ion. There was no (lanhi
that I WaS myself the main eouse of lheir exei!ement ; for
althou‹:::11I sat with iny baek to the majoril v, eould not
otherwise than quite aware thot oIl eyes were intently lixed
upon me. All, however, l“pt their seots ;It ii respeetful
distanee, so that I eould ealmly look ;;bout me ond imli (lown
my observations of whot I saw.
The hall itself was the ellief obleet that ottraeted inv attention. itwas ot least o hundred feel in lenotb, forty he t.
and lifty broad. li bad 1.)e11 quite reeenti V completed, otal
tbe fresh bright look of the materials aio it, all enlivening
;tspeet, the natural brown polish of the wood-work looking as
though it were gleambig with the lustre of new vornisli.
Close by was a seeond and 111010 spoeious hall, whieh
height was only surpassed by the loftiest of the surmtunling
live
l'n'Ctl'd
oil-palms; but this, although it had only beell
years previously, had already begun to show symptoms of
decay, and being enelosed on all sicles was dark, ond therefore less adopted for the gothering at a publie speeto,le.
Considering the part of Afriea in whieh these halls were
found, one might truly be justified in eohli»g them wonders
of time world ; 1 hardly know with all our building resourees
wluit moterial we 0001a1have employed, exeept it were wholebone, of suffleient lightness and durobility to ereet struetures
like these royol holls of Munza,,eopoble of withstalaling the
th0
Vil Ll tC(11
troldeol, storms and hurrieanes.
bold orelt
roof was supported on three long rows ut pillars formed from
perfeetly straight tree-stems ; the countless spars ;ind rofters
as well as the other ports of the bnilding being composed
eutirely of the leaf-stolks of the wille-p;ilm
The lloor was covered with o dork red elay plaster, is lirm
This palni
its lIOVO ary froin 25 tii
a 1rtht
li w li shour,
thr,aighlaut
ntral

hanh-r.t,st
fla, 7 1„„i„H(„<,
: 11h• iiiiIHh
I,f tl
ftri iii Itngth
lat
p pul
r Iii li
Ilid Iiijiii1i
th t.

trhaitiist
haihtht
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and smooth as
The sides were enelosed by a low
breastwork, and the space between this and the arAing roof,
which at the sides sleped nearly to the ground, allowed light
and air to pass into the building. Outside against the
breastwork stood crowds of natives, probably the " great
unwashed" of the Monbuttoo, who were unable to obtain
places witliiu, and eontented themselves with eagerly gazing
through this opelling at the proeeedings. Ofibials with long
sticks went their rounds and kept order among the mob,
making free use of their sticks whenever it was neeessary
all boys who ventured uninvited into the hall being vigorously beaten back as trespassers.
I had probably been left for an hour, and was gettiug lost
in tho coutemplation of all the wonders, when a louder sound
of voicesand an increasing clang of horns and kettle-drums
led me to suppose that theve was an announcement of tbe
. aPproachof the king ; but, no, this was only a prelude. The
sovereignwasstill being painted and beautitied by the hands
of his fair ones. There was, however, a fresh and increasing
commotionnear the entrance of the hall, where a number of
ornamentalweapous was being arranged. Posts were driyen
into tho gmund, and long poles were fastened horizontally
acroasthoni; then 1,gainstthis extempiftized seaffolding were
or supported erosswise, hundreds of ornamental lanees
and spears, all of pure col)per, and of every variety of form
and shape. The gleam of tlw red metal caught the rays of
the tropical noontide sun, and M the synunetry of their
arrangement the rows of dazzling lanee-heads shone with the
glowof Ilanting torches, making a baekground to the royal
throne that was really magnifieent. The display of wealth,
tradition was inealeulable,
whichaccording to Ceidral
wastruly regal, and surpassed anything of the kind that I
hadconceived possible.
A little longer ;uat the weapons are all arranged. The
expected king has left his home. There is a running to and
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fro of heralds, marshals, and police. The thronging masses
flock towards the entrance, and silence is proelaimed. The
king is close at hand. Then come the trumpeters flourishing
away on their huge ivory horns ; then the ringers swinging
their cumbrous iron bells ; and now, with a long firm stride,
looking neither to the right nor to the lefl-, wild, romantie,
picturesque alike in mien and in attire, comes the tawny
Cæsar himself ! He was followed by a number of his
favoured wives. Without vouchsafing me a glance, he flung
himself upon his unpretending chair of state, and sat with
his eyes fixed upon his feet. Mohammed had joined the
retinue of his royal friend, and took up las position opposite
me on the other side of the king on a stool that was brought
for his accommodation. He also had arrayed himself in a
suitable dress in honour of the occasion, and now sat in the
imposing uniform of a commander of Arnauts.
I could now feast my eyes upon the fantastic figure of the
ruler. I was intensely interested in gazing at the strange
weird-looking sovereign, of whom it was commonly reported
that his daily food was human flesh. With arms and legs,
neck and breast, all bedizened with copper rings, chains, and
other strange devices, and with a great copper creseent at
the top of his head, the potentate gleamed with a shimmer
that was to our ideas unworthy of royalty, but savoured far
too much of the magazines of civie opulence, reminding one
almost unavoidably of a well-kept kitehen ! His appearance,
however, was decidedly marked with his nationality, for every
adornment that he had about him belonged exclusively to
Central Africa, as none but the fabrications of his native land
are deemed worthy of adorning the person of a king of the
Monbuttoo.
Agreeably to the national fashion a plumed hat rested on
the top of his chignon, and soared a foot and a half above his
head ; this hat was a narrow cylinder of closely-plaited reeds ;
it was ornamented with three layers of red parrots' feathers,

UUYAL

\V0 110hrim,
and CrOWIled
1(1I110001. Ihe S0Jfl0 ; there
hut the coprer elc.ent
1ro,1(4.1edfrom the front like the
vizor of ti Norman helmet. The nuseles of Mmiza's ears
WerC piereed, anyt eopper iJars as thiek as the finger inserted
in the eavities. The entire body was smeared with the native
unguent of powdeted eam-wood, whieh eonverted the original
bright brown tint of his skin into the colour that is so
eonspiellons in aneielit Pompeian halIs. With thie exeeption
of being of alt unnsually line texture, his single garment
difTered in no respeet from what was worn throughout the
country; it eonsisted of a large pieee of fig bark inti(regnated
with the same dye that served as his eosmetie, and this,
falling in graceful folds abont his bodv, formed breeehes and
waisteoat Liii iii one. nound thongs of buffalo-hide, with
heavy eopper balls attaehed to the ends, were fastened round
the waist in a huge knot, and Fike a girdle held the eoat,
which was neatly hemmed. The material of the eoat was so
carefully manipulated that it had quite the appearanee of a
rich inowé antique. Around the king's neek hung a copper
ornament made in
points which radiated
beams
over his chest ; on his bare arms svere strange-looking pendants whieh 111slutpe eould only
compared to dromstieks
‘‘'ith rings tit the e11(1. HaIfway np the lotrer part of the
arms and just boiowtho knee 11(.`1e three bright, hornv -looking ein.lets ent out 01 hippoputnnms•-fliAle, likettise 111>ped
Nvith copiwt.
symhol
his dignity Munza wiehled
his viglit hand the sieHe-shaped 13/0nturttoo seimitar, iit
this ease only an ornamentni weap .m, an41 made
pure
eopper.
his seat, two little tables,
As :-“0011 H 1114I ;i1g
100
belIlltIlulIV earyed, were plaeed on eitber side of his
and on these
the dainties of whielt he continually pa.-rtook, hut 4411011
were enrernily eoneealed by napkins of
bark; ut whlition to these tahles, some really artistie fiasks
drinking 1(111(1..
-)1porous elay 1111 .1' brought in,
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ivith
Such was Munza, the autoerat or lite moniafiloo,
appenred
La,e to
whomI was nowbtong-td:,
potentides, 0 speeies
as the type of those
of 111wata Yanvo or Great -:\lakoho, ‘,11ose names
Nrithorri
have penetrated to Europe, a trulv
a tritee of anything European or Orientid in his
and with nothin , lietitious or horrowed 10 he ;diribirted
him.
lIe was a man of about fody veiirs ni it2 , or a fair
height, of a 510m but po\Nerful build, and, 1ike I 1n, res1 or his
conntrymen, sairf and ereet in figure. AlthoiHi beloireine
to a type by no means tnwomely, his features were iiiiIioin
prepossessim,, hut 110110 Nero-like expression fhat told of
had smnit whiskers and a liderably
ennui and satielvli
thiek beard ; his protile was almost orthognaiie. but the
perfeetly Caueasian nose idrered 0 remarkabli, eontrast to
the lit lIk and protruding negro lips. ln los eves gleamed
the wiLl tiglrt of atitittal (,w-,Tiality, and aroluid los mouth
expression that 1 never saw irt any ollier
lurked
a emnbination of itvariee, violello , in love of erueil
that eould with the extremest difileultv relax into
No spark of love or affeetion eilli beam forth from sneli
features
A considerable time elapsed before the 1;ing looked
pale-Ineed man with the long lnui and tlie
direetly at
tight bitek elothes who now for the iirst time iippeared
no greel ing lntd
before hun. I held my hat ut my
as yet token plaee, fop, observing that everyone kept lits seat
when the king entered the hall, 1 had done the saine, and
now waited for hini to address me. The N1ull uproar of the
eannibals still continwal, and Monm, sih ute lit a eareless
attitude, only raised his eyes now irnd then from their lixed
seall the whok iissemstare upon the ground as though
blage, but in reality to take stray glion'es iit my person, and
by Lille, in satislied his euriositv. 1 eould
in tids vay.

TI1P, 1;OYAL BECEPTION.

not help.marvelling at the composure of this wild African,
and wonderim, where in the world he could have learnt his
dignity and self-possession.
At.length the monarelt began to ask me some questions.
They were 11nently translated into the Zamley dialect by
the ehief interpreter, who always played a prineipal part in
our intercourse with the natives. The Niam-niam in their
turn rendered the sense to me in Arabie. The eonversation,
however, was of the most commouplace ebaraeter, and referred neitber to the pinpose of my coming nor to the
country from which I eame. Munza's interrogations brou<dit
to my mind the rongh reception afforded to lieinhold
Forster, the companion of the renowned Captain Cook,
by Frederiek the Gwat, who bhmtly asked him if he ba.d
ever seen a king ? " Yes, your Majesty," was tbe answer,
"several two tame and tbree savage." Munza appeared
extremely anxious to keep up to an Oriental measure the
principle of nil admirari ; notbing could disturb bis eomposure, and even at my subsequent visits, where there was
no state ceremonial, he maintained a taciturnity nearly as
resolute.
My servants now brought forth the presents I had brought
and spread tlum at the king's feet. These consisted, in the
first phice, of a pieee of black cloth, a teleseope, a silver
platter, and a poreelain vase; the silver was taken for white
iron, and the poreelain for earved ivory. The next gift was
a real pieee ofearved ivory, brought as a speeimen to show
the way in which the material is employed ; there was a
book with gilt edges, a gift whieh could not fail to reeall to
my mind the seene in which Speke describes liamrasi's
first lesson in the Bible ; then eame a double mirror, that
both magMlied and reduced what it refieeted; and last,
thoughby no means least, was a large assortment of beads of
Venetian glass, including thirty neeklaces, composed of thirty
distinct pieees, so that Munza was in possession of more than
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a thousand separate beads.* The universal principle followed by the Nubians forbade that any presents of firearms
sbould be made to native rulers. Munza regarded all these
offerings with great attention, but without committing himself to any audible expression of approval. Not so his fifty
wives, who were seated on stools arranged behind his throne;
they gave frequent half-snppressed utterances of surprise,
and the double mirror was passed admiringly from band to
hand, its contortions eliciting shouts of delight.
There were fifty of these hdies present : they were only
the most intimate, or wives of the first rank, the entire
number of court ladies being far larger. Except in the
greater elegance of their attire, they departed in no way
from the fashion of the country, the description of which
must be deferred for the present.
After a time Munza turned his attention to his refreshments. As far as I could distinguish them, they consisted of
lumps of plantain-meal and tapioca piled on leaves, of dried
plantains, and of a fruit which to my surprise I immediately
recognised as the cola-nut of the west. FrOT/1 this rosyshelled kernel the king cut a few slices, and ehewed them
in the intervals of smoking his tobacco. His pipe, in the
shape of an iron stem six feet long, was handed to him by a
chibbukchak, who was in attendance for that parpose. Very
remarkable was the way in which Munza smoked. To bring
himself into the correct position he threw himself far back
in his seat, supported his right elbow on the arm-rest, put
one leg across the otber, aml with Ijs left hand received the
pipe-stem. In this attitude he gravely took one long inhahtion, then, with a haughty gestnre, resigned bis pipe to the
I had obtained these little wOrk,S or art from my Venetian -friend
to whoro they had been presented son-te years proviouly by
enterprie had
when he was preparing to tmdertake a now expedition.
failod from 110 other eause than frora tbe jealonv AtOwe 1+y the Egyptian
Government,
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hands of Ijis attendant and aflowed the smoke slowly to reissue from his mouth. It is a habit among Turks of rank to
smoke thus by taking only two or three inhalations from a
pipe handed to them by their servants ; but where, again, may
I ask, could this carmibal prince have learnt such a eustom ?
To my request for a cola-nut the king responded by
graciously passing me a speeimen with his own hand.
Turning to Mohammed, I expressed my surprise at beholding this fruit of the far west amongst the Monbuttoo ; I told
him of its high value* as a spice in Bornoo, where it is
worth its weight in silver, and I went on to say that it
confirmed my impression that the Welle was identical with
the river of Baghirmy, called the Shary, and that this nut
accordingly eame to me like a key to a problem that I was
seeking to solve. Then again addressing Munza, I made
him understand that I knew the fruit, and pointing in the
direction of Lake Tsad, I told him that there it was eaten
by the great people of the country. I hoped in this way to
induce him to give me some information on the subject ;
but he had made up his mind to be astonished at nothing,
nor could I ever even on future occasions draw him into
a geographical discussion. All that I could learn was tbat
the cola-nut,grew wild in the comitry, and that it was ealled
" nangweh " by the natives, who were accustomed to ehew it
in the intervals of their smoking.
The performances that had been prepared for our entertainment now commeneed. First of all a couple of hornblowers stepped forward, and proceeded to execute solos
upon their instruments. These men were advaneed proficients in their art, and brought forth sounds of such power,
compass,and flexibility that they could be modulated frorn
sounds like the roar of a hungry lion, or the trumpeting of
* According to Liebig the cola-nut
poteut coffee berries.
VOL.

contains

more coffeine than the most
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an infuriated elephant, down to tones which might be
compared to the sighing of the breeze or to a lover's whisper.
One of them, whose ivory horn was so huge that he could
scarcely hold it in a horizontal position, executed rapid
passages and shakes with as much neatness and decision as
though he were performing on
Next appeared a number of professional singers and
jesters, and amongst thern a little plump fellow, who acted
the part of a pantomime elown, and jumped about and
turned somersaults till his limbs looked like the arms of a
windmill ; he was covered from head to foot with bushy tufts
and pigtails, and altogether his appearance was so excessively
Indicrous that, to the inward del ight of the king, I burst into a
hearty fit of laughter. I called him a court fool, and in many
respects he fully deserved the title. I hardly know why the
Nubians should have drawn my attention, as though to
something quite new, to the wooden Monbuttoo seimitar that
he wore in his girdle. His jokes and pranks seemed neverending, and he was permitted to take liberties with every
one, not excepting even Munza himself ; and amongst other
trieks he would approach the king with his right hand
extended, and just as Munza had got hold of it, would start
backwards and make off with a bound. A short time before
he appeared, some freshly baked ears of maize, the first of
the season, had been laid before me; of this delicacy the
fool, with the most comical gestures, made me comprehend
that he wished to partake ; I therefore took up some detached
grains, and threw them, one by one, into his open mouth ;
he caught them with a snap, and devoured thern with such
comical grimaces, that the performance called-forth a roar
of applause from the whole assembly.
The next episode consisted of the performances of a
eunuch, who formed a butt for the wit of the spectators.
How Munza had come into possession of this ereature, no one
seemed to know, and I could only learn that he was employed
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in the inner parts of the palace. Ile was a fat grotesquelooking figure, and when he sang looked exactly like a
grunting baboon ; to add to the oddity of his appearance,
Munza, as though in mockery of his Nubian guests, had had
him arrayed in a red fez, and thus he was the only one in all
the immense concourse of natives who had anything foreign
in his attire.
But the most important part of the programme was
reserved for the end : Munza was to make an oration. Whilst
all the audience remained quietly seated on their •stools and
benches, up jumped the king, loosened his coat, cleared his
throat, and commenced his harangue. Of course I could
not understand a single word, and a double interpretation
would have been worse than useless : but, from what I could
see and hear, it was evident that Munza endeavoured to be
choice and emphatic in his language, as not only did he
often correct himself, but he made pauses after the sentences
that ho intended to be impressive, to allow for the applause
of his auditors. Then the shout of " Ee, ee, tchupy, tchupy,
ee, Munza, ee," resounded from every throat, and the musical
instruments caught up the strain, until the uproar was truly
demoniacal. Several times after this chorus, and as if to
stimulate the turnult, Munza uttereci a stentorian " brrr with a voice so sonorous that the very roof vibrated, and the
swallowsfled in terror from their nests in the eaves.
The kettle-drums and horns now struck up a livelier and
more rhythmical strain, and Munza assumed a new character
and proceecled to beat time with all the solemnity of a
conductor. Ilis båton was something like a baby's rattle,
and consisted of a hollow sphere of basket-work filled with
pebbles and shells, and attached to a stick.t
* It may interest the reader to learn that in the Shamane prayers " brrr - - - "
is synonyrnous with " hail," and I have little doubt that it here meant some
sort of applause, as it was always the signal for the repetition of the hyrnn in
celebration of the glories of Munza.
_
t A slinilar contrivanr,
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The discourse lasted full half an hour, during which time
I took the portrait of the king that forms the frontispiece to
this book. Hunger at length compelled me to take my
leave of the sovereign and retrace my steps to the camu.
At parting Munza said to me, " I do not know what to give
you in return for all your presents ; I am sorry I am so poor
and have nothing to offer you." Faseinated by his modesty
and indulging the idea that it was only a preface to a munificent gift worthy of voyalty, I replied, " Don't mention that :
I did not come for what I could get ; we buy ivory from the
Turks, and pay them with yellow lead and white iron, and
we make white stuffs and powder and guns for ourselves.
I only ask for two things
a pig (Potamochcerus) and a
chimpanzee."
" You shall certainly have them," said Munza; but I was
thoroughly deceived, and, in spite of my repeated reminders,
neither pig nor chimpanzee ever appeared.
As I left the hall the king commenced a new oration.
As for myself, I was so thoroughly fatigued with the noise
and tumult, that I was glad to spend the remainder of this
memorable day quietly in my tent.
Early on the following morning I was aroused by my
people, who begged me to come out and see what the king
was sending me. Looking down the road I perceived a
group of Monbuttoo, who with a good deal of shouting were
lugging up the hill something that I could not make out.
Mohammed presently hurried up with the surprising announcement that he had made Munza comprehend that my
valuables were all lying out in the open air and exposed to
the rain, and that the king was now sending me a house as
his first present. I thought at first that he was jesting, but
a few minutes sufficed to convince me of the truth of his
statement. I then became aware that about twenty natives
were carrying on their shoulders the substructure of a small
quadrilateral house, while others were following with the
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roof. A very short time elapsed before they had mounted
the hill and placed the erection in elose juxtaposition to my
tent. The light structure, woven together with the Spanish
reed, looked exactly like a huge hamper, with the roof for
lkl. It was about twenty feet long, aud sufficiently commodious to contain all my goods, and was especially useful
for protectMg my paper paekets. .
I was tims elevated to the rank and enjoyed the rights
of a householder among the Monbuttoo, and my intercourse
with the natives became more intimate every day. My tent
was continually hesieged by a host of curions speetators,
if whom the more well-to-do brought their benches, and,
i.anged in rows bdore the opening, watched in silent eagerless my every movement. Their chiefest interest seemed
tbsorbed in contemplating my person, although many of tbe
itensils and implements that surrounded me must have been
luite as strange and incomprehensible to them.
These
Frequent visitors at first afforded me great amusement,
md I received them with friendly gestures, and combed
my hair and shaved in conspectu omnium.
Nor was
the wonder all on their side ; every moment revealed
3ome novelty to myself, and I found full employment in
iketching and taking notes. The great diffieulty to our
ntereourse was in not understanding one another's language•
N-ow and then, however, I managed to get hold of some
)eople who could speak the Zandey dialeet; and then,
vith the beip of my Niam-niam interpreters, I could ask
lem questions and get my wishes conveyed to the general
nultitude.
"Bring your weapons," I would say ; " bring your weapons,
md the produce of your handieraft, your ornaments and
ools, and I will give you beautiful things in return ; bring
he fruits of your forests, and the leaves of the trees on
vhich they grow : bring the skins and skulls of animals ;
ut above all bring the human skulls that remain over from
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your meals: they are of no use to you—bring them, and
I will give you copper in exchange."
I had rarely occasion to repeat my request, but ahnost
before my wish was uttered there was opened a regular
curiosity mart ; goods were bartered, and a flourishing trade
was done.
The stock of bones that was thus brought to me in one
day was quite astonishing, and could not do otherwise than
remove any lingering hesitation I might have in believing
the cannibal propensities of the people. There were piles
of every kind—fragments of skulls, and lower jaw-bones from
which the teeth had been extraeted to serve as ornaments
for the neck. The belief seemed to be that I had no intention of dealing otherwise than wholesale. Proofs enough
were before me ; sufficient, I should suppose, to silence even
the most stubborn scepticism. It cost me some trouble to
convince the people that my requirements only extended to
such skulls as were perfectly uninjured, and that for such
only could I be content to pay. For a perfect skull I promised an armlet of copper, but I found that nearly all that
were brought to me had been smashed for the purpose
of extracting the brains. Out of the two hundred skulls that
were produeed, I was able to seleet no more than forty, each
of which I carefully labelled for consignment to Europe.
The people who brought them professed to give full particulars about them, as to where they bad come from, and
whether they were male or felnale—details which of course
enhanced the value of the collection. The want of these
particulars detracts very much from the worth of many
collections of skulls, for, as regards the purposes of comparative ethnology, not much information is to be derived
from a skull of which the only explanation is that it eame
from Brazil or East Africa. The great majority of those
which the Monbuttoo brougbt me had been procured from
the people who inhabited the distriets south of their own
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land, and were the result of the raids that had been made
upon them ; hardly any were the skulls of the Monbuttoo
The condition in which I received many
themselves.
the fragments afforded indubitable proof that they
had been boiled in water and scraped with knives ; and
some, I suspect, eame straight from the platters of the
natives, inasmuch as they were still moist, and had the
odour of being only just cooked. A good many had all the
appearance of beiug raked out of old dust-heaps, whilst some
few had been found in the streams, and had manifestly been
laved by the water.
To those who brought the skulls, I thought it expedient
to explain that we wanted them, so that in our far-off country
we could learn all about the people who dwelt here, and that
we were able, from the mere shape of the head, to tell
all about people's tempers and dispositions, their good
qualities and their bad ; and that for this purpose we
gathered skulls together from every quarter of the globe.
When the Khartoomers saw that the collection was now
going on for a second year, they were only the more confirmed in tlwir belief that I submitted them to a certain
process by which I obtained a subtle poison. From the
more dense and stupid natives, the idea could not be eradicated that I wanted all the bones for my food. To save the
honour of Europe, and in love for the seience of which I was
the representative, I lavished on these errors an incense
unbefitting the doctrine of Gall's phrenology.
Among those who day after day entered the camp to pay
me a visit, were several who had come from a great distance,
md amongst them the ambassadors of the neighbouring
Niam-niam king, Eanna, whose territories lie to the west
and north-west of the Monbuttoo. The district had been
part of the ldngdom of Keefa, a powerful prince, whose
enormous stores of ivory had ever constituted a great attraction for the expeditions of the Khartoomers, though they
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seldom travelled as far as his dominions. Keefa, whose surname was Ntikkima, about two years before our arrival, had
lost his life in a eampaign against the Mabode, a black negro
people to the south-west of the Monbuttoo. His four eldest
sons bad partitioned his extensive power between them, and
the largest share of land had fallen to the lot of Kanna, who
now sent the deputation to invite Mobammed to visit his
country. Mohammed, meanwhile, had already determined
that the land of Kanna should be the limit of the southward
march of a corps tbat be detached ; but time would not permit us ourselves to make so wide a Mour. It would oecupy
the space of several months.
From these Niam-niam envoys I derived several seraps of
information about the western regions, vhich threw some
light upon the lower course of the Welle, and of that
other stream to the north of it, which, from the union of
several streams that rise in the distriet of Wando, appears
very soon to become a large and copious river. Between
these two rivers (the Welle and the so-ealled Bahr-el-Wando,
which joins it in Kanna's distriet) was situated the residence
of the deceased Keefa, which, owing to its position, was
described in the Arabie way as being on an island. It was
represented as being to the N.N.W. of Munza's residence,
from which, according to their accomits, it was distant some
forty miles.
I made inquiries amongst them about the white man
Piaggia, whom the Nubians bad brought into the country,
and who was affirmed to have visited Keefa's residence ; but
my respondent replied that, though they had heard of him
by report, he had never been into the country ; and this corresponded exaetly with what had been told me by Ghattas's
company that had brought Piaggia as far as Tombo.
All that Piaggia communicated about the Niam-niam was
very interesting, and remains uncontested ; but he lies open
to the reproof of making fietitious routes. It is evident,
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moreover, that be arranges the Niam-niam princes in a false
order ; for example, he makes Keefa follow immediately
after Malingde or Malindo ; and he only assigns a period of
two days for a journey which Antinori, the editor of his
reports, has simply stated to be sixty-five miles. I should
congratulate a company that could get a party of refractory
bearers to accomplish more than a dozen leagues a day,
where they would have to eross a dozen brooks and marshes,
many of them taking balf an hour to aecomphsh. Not a
word, moreover, does he utter about the strange people who
reside to the south of the Niam-niam. At Indimma, the
population is a very intermingled race, the Niam-niam
seareely making up one-half, and in Keefa's region scareely
making ap a minority. Elsewhere Piaggia's observations
seemed acute enough, but here he has nothing to remark.
Many as were the visitors that I received at my tent, none
awakened greater interest than one of the sons of Munza.
The name of this distinguished personage was Bunza, and he
was about the lightest-skimied individual that I bad here
beheld. Ilis complexion could not have been fairer if he
had been a denizen of Central Egypt. Ilis hair was equally
pale and grizzly; his tall ebignon being not unlike a bundle
of hemp, and standing in marked contrast to the black
tresses which were stretched aeross the brow. As the bair
about the temples does not grow sufficiently long for this
purpose, the Monbuttoo are accustomed to use false hair ;
somewhat uncommon, false
and as fair heads of hanare
This
hair to match the original is difficult to purchase.
young man, of whom I was successful in taking a deliberate
sketch, exhibited all the characteristics of pronounced
albinism, aud in truth to a degree which can be often
seen in a fair individual of the true Semitic stock, either
Jew or Arabian. The eyes seemed painfully affected by
fight, and had a constant objectless leer; the head, supported on a shrivelled neck, kept nodding with an involun-
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tary movement, and whenever it rested it was sure to be in
some extraordinary position. Bunza reminded me very
vividly of some white twins that I once saw on the Red
Sea : they were fishermen of Djidda, and looked as like
each other as eggs from one nest. I do not know that I
am warranted in drawing any definite inferenees from my
observation ; but I cannot suppress the remark, that to my
mind the Monbuttoo have the tokens of a Semitic origin
most thoroughly impressed upon their countenance, to which
in partieular the nose (which does not at all approach to the
common negro outline) very much contrilartes. Bunza's
nose was a regular hawk's-bill.
Of the other members of the royal family, several of
Munza's wives and his eldest sister came to inspeet our
camp. This latter woman was repulsive-looking enougb,
and did not appear to possess any of the warlike virtues
attributed to one of her sisters named Nalengbe, who is since
dead, but wbo had once arrayed herself in a man's dress,
and entered into personal conflict with the Nubians. Tbis
weak woman's vanity made her the laughing-stock of strangers and acquaintances alike ; she perambulated the camp,
displaying the grossest familiarity with the soldiers. She
begged me to make her a present of some lead, which the
Nubians from motives of policy had withheld. Lead was
still in this region as mueb of a rarity as though it was just
discovered, and produced among them for the first time.
Munza's sister used to hammer bright ear-rings out of whatever musket-balls she could procure.
One morning about thirty of the royal ladies came, all
together, into the camp to reeeive the presents which
Nobammed had provided for them. They all had comely,
youthful, well-knit figures, and were for the most part tall,
but much cannot be said in favour of their expression. They
emulated each other in the extent of their head-gear and in
the profusion with which they adorned the body. Two of
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them submitted to have their portraits taken ; the whole
party sat in a cirele, taking ap their position during the
time that I was sketehing the likenesses on the little singlestemmed stools which they had brought with them ; when
they took their seats they threw" their bands across their
laps. Some of the group stood out in marked contrast to
the rest by their light complexion and fair hair, whilst others
approximated very nearly to the colour of café-cm-lait. When
I had finished my drawing, I was anxions to show my appreciation of the ladies' patienee, and accordingly offered to
present them with some beads, but they at onee begged to
refuse the proffered neeklace, explaining that they were not
it liberty to accept presents from any one but " Mbahly "
(Aboo Sammat). These they had come to feteh, but they
had had no orders to reeeive anything from " Mbarik-pah ;"
might arouse suspicion, and suspicion with Munza, the
interpreters insisted, was tantamount to death.
However interested I might be, just at first, in the
vivacions movements of the people as they thronged around
me, it did not take long to make me feel that they were a
weariness and a nnisance. On the very next day after our
arrival I was obliged to encircle my tent with a thorn-hedge
to keep off the press of the inquisitive crowds ; full many,
however, there were who would not be deterred by any
obstaele of this leind ; regardless of the obstruction, they
penetrated right into my presence. I was interrupted at
3very moment by these intrusions. My next resouree was
to have a lot of water dashed over the encroaehing rabble,
nd finding that fail, I fired some trains of gunpowder, and,
in the hopes of alarming the natives, I proceeded to set light
to a few shells ; but even the explosions of these did not
take much effect. It seemed as if nothing could keep the
3urious crowds at a distance, and, at my wits' end what to do,
applied to Mohammed for assistance. He assigned me a
3guardof men ; but even this seheme only partially succeeded ;
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it answered very well as long as I kept within the bounds of
my asylum, but I had only to venture beyoml, and I found
my retinue as large as ever. The majority of those who
harassed me in this way were women, who, by keeping up
with me step by step, thoroughly baffied me in all my
attempts to botanize ; and if perehance I managed to get
away into the wood, they would find me out, and trample
down the rare flowers I had laboriously colleeted, till I was
almost driven to despair. When thus eseorted by about a
hundred women I was marehing down to the streams in the
depth of the valleys, I might indulge the laney that 1 was at
the head of a triumphal procession, and as often as our path
led us through villages and farms the numbers in the train
were swollen prodigiously.
Sometimes I was in a better mood, and indulged in a
little joke. I had pieked up some of their words, and when
I shouted one of these out loud it was taken up merrily by
the whole party, and passed on from month to mouth. Their
word " hosanna," for instance, means " it is not," and on one
oecasion having happened to shout out this, I proceeded for
a quarter of an hour while the women around me paused not
a moment in making the air resound with the cry " Hosanna."
Not unfrequently I would try them with some hard craekjaw German word, in order to enjoy their conscientious endeavours to reproduce it ; but perhaps best of all for produeing
a characteristie seene was the ehoice of one of their imitative
names of animals, where the appellation is derived from the
sounds uttered by the creatures themselves. A goat is in this
way called " memmeh " I once seated myself in the centre
of a concourse of women, and drew a pieture of a couple of
goats, and the keynote being given, every time a fresh woman
came up she found herself greeted with the universal bleating
cry of " Memmeh, memmeh—eh ?" " What's the row ?
What's up ?" would be her question. " Memmeh, memmeh "
(a goat, a goat), would be all the answer.

INQUISITIVENES'S.

These 3Ionbuttoo women, who were so intolerably obtrusive
whilst I was amongst other folks, were reserved enough about
themselves ; however much I might be anxious to investigate
their domestic habits, I had but to present myself at the
entrances of their huts, and off they were in an instant to
the interior, and their doors barred against all intrusion.
There were delicions places where, encireled by the
luxuriance of a tropical vegetation, the elear and sparkling
pools invited me to the enjoyment of a safe and refreshing
bath, an irresistible attraction after the numberless mud
baths of the Niam-niam country. Everything seemed to
conspire to render the seenery perfect in its bewitehing
grace each winding of the brook would be overarehed by a
magnificent canopy of gorgeons foliage the waving pendants
of the blooming shrubs would shadow the secluded stream
a fantastic wreath of elegant ferns growing up amongst the
goodly leaves of the aroideæ and the ginger-plants would
adorn the banks ; gigantic stems, clothed with. accumulated
moss, would rise upwards in majestic height and reach down
But,
like steps in romantic beauty to the bathing-place.
alas ! even this nook, where the delights of paradise seem
almost to be perpetuated, may not be secure from the
torment of humanity. It happens here according to the
teaching of the poet, that—
" every prospect pleases,
And only mau is vile."

Nature is only free and perfect where man conies not with
his disturbing foot. In my romantic bathing, this disturbance,
ever and again, would come in the shape of some hideous and
inquisitive 11Ionbuttoo woman, who had posted herself on the
overlooking heights, either to enjoy the picturesque contrast
of light and shade, or to gratify her curiosity by getting a
peep at my figure through the openings of the foliage as I
emerged from the dim obscurity of the wood.
A day seldom passed without my making some addition to
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my botanical store. Beside a pathway in the wood I chanced
to come upon the great seeds of a legumen whieh hitherto
was quite unknown to me ; the natives, when I showed them
to them, told me that the name of the plant which bore
them was the " morokoh ;" after a while I succeeded in getting
an entire pod, and recognised it as the produce of the Edada
scandens, known in the West Indies as the sword-bean. These
seed-vessels attain a length of five feet, and are about as wide
as anyone could span, the seeds themselves being flat, and
having their corners rounded off, and (with the exception of
the produce of some palms) are the largest that are known,
their fiattened sides not unfrequently measuring three square
inehes. Their size gives them a great capability for resisting
the influence of the sea, and they retain their germinating
power for many months, so that, carried over by the oceaneurrents, they are borne to every quarter of the globe. They
have been observed in the aretic regions and on the northern
shores of Nova Zembla, and within the tropies they have
found their way to both the Indies and to many islands of
the Pacific. These enormous beans bear signal witness to the
course of the Gulf Stream. Their proper home would seem to
be the tropical regions of Africa, as their occurrenee in the
Monbuttoo lands, equally distant from either ocean, manifestly
witnesses. Anxious to investigate where the " morokoh "
could really be found, I devoted a special excursion to the
search, and went out for a couple of leagues or more iii a
south-westerly direction from the camp. Crossing several
brooks and passing through many a grove of oil-palms, we
reached some farmsteads that were erected in a welcome
shade. All along our steps we were followed by a group of
people who continually fell out and squabbled with the Bongo
and other natives belonging to our earavan, but who towards
myself personally were as courteous and amiable as could
be wished. It might be expected that my bean-pods, five
feet long, would be found upon some enormous trees of
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TITE ROYAL CASTLE.

corresponding growth, but in truth the Entada scandens is a
weak deciduous creeper, which climbs along the underwood
that abounds in the depressions of the brooks.
The twenty days of our residence in this interesting spot
slipped away only too quiekly. There was, however, a series
of fresh surprises awaiting me. How I made acquaintance
with the Pygmies is a tale that must be told in a later
High festivities in the court of the king— the
chapter.
general summons of the population to take their share in the
hunt as often as either buffaloes or elephants came within
sight—the arrival of vassals conveying their tribute and
making a solemn entrance with their attendant warriors—
all these events succeeded each other in rapid order, and
gave me alnple opportunity of studying the peculiarities of
the people from many a different point of view.
I paid repeated visits to the king, sometimes finding him
in his granaries engaged in distributing provisions to his
officers, and sometimes in the inner apartments of his own
special resideuce. One afternoon I received permission, in
company with Mohammed, to inspect all the apartments of
the royal castle. The master of the ceremonies and the headcook escorted us round. Mohammed was already familiar
with all the arrangements, and was consequently able to call
my attention to anything worthy of particular notice. What
I call "the castle " is a separate group of huts, halls, and
sheds, which are enclosed by a palisade, and which may be
entered only by the king anfl by the officers and servants of
the royal household. All official business is transacted in
the outer courts. Trees were planted regularly all round the
enclosure, and contributed to give a comfortable and homelike aspect to the whole. Not only did the oil-palms abound,
but other serviceable trees were planted round the open
space, and declared the permanency of the royal residence, in
contradistinction to the fluctuating and unsettled dwellingplaces of the Niam-niam chieftains.
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I was next brought to a circular building with an imposing
conical roof, which was appropriated as the arsenal, and was
full of weapons of every variety. Sword-blades and lances
were especially numerous, and I was at liberty to make my
selection out of them, as the king had chosen in this way to
make his return for the presents he had received from me.
The superintendents and keepers of the armoury did all in
their power to interfere with the freedom of my choice, and
often as I showed my faucy for any pieee that was
particularly rare, they hesitated before surrendering it, and
made a condition that the express consent of the king must
be secured before a specimen so rec/ierché could be giyen up.
As the result of this exchange of presents, I found my tent
loaded with an immense assortment of knives, scimitars,
lances, spears, bows, and arrows. At the subsequent confla;ration all the wooden portions of these were destroyed, but
metal work was safely remitted to Europe as a proof of
be artistic taste and industry of the people.
The same day I had the opportunity of seeing the Splembd
)xen which Munza had received from the friendly king in

Breed of cattk from the Maoggoo country.
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,he south-enst, and to which I have already had occasion
refer.* A representation of one of these animals is now
ntroduced, showing the great fat hump, which is larger than
iny that I had hitherto seen.
All attempts to elicit any information about the country to
the south of their own were quite unavailing ; the people
were sdent as the tomb. Nor did I succeed much better
when I came to inquire of King Munza himself. Every
inquiry on my part was baffied by the resolute seerecy of
African state policy, and the difficulties of the duplicate
iiterpretation gave Munza just the pretext be wanted for
3ircumlocution and evasive replies.
I was most anxious to obtain correct information as to
vhether the great inlaml lake to which Piaggia had referred
iad any real existence in the distriet or not, and I satisfied
myself by positive testimouy that the natives had no actual
nowledge about it. But it was really very difficult to convey to them any notion whatever of what was intended ;
there was an utter absence of any simile by whieb the idea
a lake, a great iidand expanse of fresh water, could be
illustrated, and the languages of the interpreters (Arabic
and Zandey), however copious they might be, were yet inadequate in this particular matter. Neither in Egypt nor in
the Egyptian Soudan is there a proper term for a lake.
lhere are indeed the terms " birket," " foola," and " tirra,"
ut these only signify respectively a pond, a rainpool, and a
marsh; and Piaggia, who, as I have pointed out, did not
letually reach Keefa, spoke only from hearsay, either from
the reports of the Nubians, to whom probably some vague
information of Baker's discoveries had reached, or by an
erroneous conception of the explanation of the natives when
ley described the " great water," which in reality was the
river flowing past Keefa's residence. Monbuttoo and NiamVide vol. i. chap. xiii.
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niam alike are entirely incapable of comprehending what
meant by an ocean. Anything contrary to this statemem
which may have been spread abroad by Khartoom adven,
tnrers* I do not think I need. besitate to describe as shee]
nonsense or as idle fancy. The tales of steamers and of ship
with crews of white men, which are said to have been de .
scribed by the natives as having come along their rivers, and
the stories that pictures of these ships have heen found in theh
dwellings, are doubtless circulated amongst travellers to tin
Niam-niam lands, but without any assignable grounds.
After much demurring and waivillg the question, tbe king';
interpreter did affirm that be knew of such standing wate]
in the country be pointed towards the direction of th(
W.S.W., and said its name was " Madimmo," and that it
Munza's own birthplace. The place was callecl " Ghilly " b)
the Niam-niam ; but when I inquired more accurately, amd
began to investigate its extent, I received an answer whiel:
set my mind entirely at rest that it was as large as Munza';
palace!
I nurtured the silent hope that by mentioning certair
names that perchance might be known to the Monbuttoo, ]
should succeed in breaking down their reserve. I asked th(
king if be knew anything of the land of Ulegga and of it
king Kadjoro, or whether he knew King Kamrasi, whos
dominions were beyond the " great water," and behind tin
mountains of the Malegga ; and I pointed at the same tim(
towards the S.E. Then I mentioned Eamrahs, repeati»g
word and saying " Kamrahs, Kamrahs," in the way that thl
Nubians are accustomed to do, but both Munza and his in
terpreter were silent, or proceeded to speak of other matter8
But while this conversation was going on, a significant
that Munza gave his interpreter did not escape my notice
* Compare Dr. Ori's letter to the Marquis Antinori in the Bolletino dell
Soe. Geogr. Ital.,' i. p. 181.
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and very much confirmed my suspicion that be was not
altogether unaequainted with Kamrasi.
Some .time afterwards Munza, in the most off-hand way,
complained that I had not given him enough copper. Knowing the general expectations of an African king, I was only
surprised that be had not urged his demand before. He
reminded me of the quantity of copper that Mohammed bad
given him : " Mohammed," he said, " is a great sultan ; but you
are also a great sultan." When I reminded him that I did not
take any of his ivory, he seemed to acquiesce in my excuse ;
but be very shortly afterwards sciit me some messengers to
request that I would make him a present of the two dogs
which I had brought with me. They were two common
Bongo curs of very small growth, but by contrast with the
mean breed of the Monbuttoo and the Niam-niam they were
attraetive enough to excite the avidity of Munza. He had
never seen dogs of such a size, and did not wani them as
dainty morsels for his table, but really wished to have them
to keep. However, he had long to beg in vain ; I assured
him that the ereatures bad grown up with me till I was truly
fond of them ; they were, as I toM him, my children ; I was
not disposed to part with them at any price, and might as
well be asked to give the hair off my head. But my representations had no effect upon Munza ; he had made np his
mind to have the dogs, and did not pass a day without
repeating his request, and enforeing it by sending fresh
relays of presents to my tent. Nothing, however, moved me.
At last some slaves, both male and female were sent, and the
sight of these suggested a new idea. I resolved to give way,
and to exchange one of my dogs for a specimen of the little
Akka people. Munza acceded at onee, and sent me two of
them. He could not suppress his little joke. " You told
me," said be, " not long since, that the dogs were your children ; what will you say if I call these my children ? "
I aceepted trhe smallest of the Akka, a youth who might
2
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be about fifteen years of age, boping to be able to take him
to Europe as a living evidence of a truth that lay under tbe
myth of some thousand years. I shall give a fuller account
of this little specimen of humanity in tbe chapter tbat wiH
be devoted to tbe subject of the Pyginies.
It bad, moreover, become high time for me to give way,
and not to put the cannibal ruler's patienee to too severe.a
test. The exchange which bad been effected restored me to
the royal favour, and a prohibition which bad been issued to
the natives, warning them not to bave anv transaetions with
me by selling me produce or curiosities, was withdrawn. 1
received now such quantities of ripe plantains that I was
able to procure an abundance of plantain-wine, an extremely
palatable and wholesome drink, which is obtained after being
allowed to ferment for twenty-four hours.
During this time Mohammed had begun to find tbat the
supply of provisions was growing inadequate, and that be
would find some difficulty in meeting the necessities of his
numerous bearers and of his heterogeneons caravan. lle
accordingly resolved to make a division of tbe entire company, and to send a detachment back to Izingerria beyond
the Welle, where they might get corn and other supplies.
In my own case, I was obliged to do without proper bread ;
no eleusine was to be had, and I was rediwed to a flat tough
eake made of manioe and plantain-meal.
As no cattle-breeding is practised among the Monbuttoo,
I should bave been fastened down to a uniform diet of
vegetables if I bad not happened to be aware that in the last
raid against the Momvoo a very considerable number of
goats bad been driven into the country. I induced the king
to become my agent for getting me some of them, and sent
him three large eopper bracelets, weighing about a pound,
for every goat that he would let me have. In t1Hs way I
gradually obtained about a dozen fat goats, and more beautiful creatures of the kMd L bad never seen since I bad left
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Khartoom. They were of two different breeds : one of them
was singularly like the Bongo race, which has been before
described, and which are remarkable for the long hair that
hangs from their neek and shoulders ; the other differed

from any type that I had previously seen in having an
equally-distrilmted drooping fleece, which serves as a covering
for its short-haired extremities, and in its nose being very
considerably arched. The ordinary colour of these graceful
animals is a uniform glossy black. They are fed almost
exclusively upon plantain leaves, a food-which makes them
thrive admirably. When I had got half-a-dozen of them
together I had them all killed at once. I had the flesh all
laken off the bones, the sinews carefully removed, and then
made my bearers, who had 110other work to do, rninee it
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up very fine upon some boards. The entire mass was next
thrown into great vessels and boiled ; it was afterwards
strained, and when it had got cold it was freed from all fat
and finally steamed until it was a thick jelly. The extract
of meat obtained in this way had to serve throughout our
return journey, and in the sequel proved a very remunerative
product. It was not liable to decomposition, and its keeping
so well made it an excellent resource in time of want and
postponed the evil day of our actual suffering from hunger.
Besides the company of Mohammed Aboo Sammat, there
were two other companies that for some years had been
accustomed to carry their expeditions into the Monbuttoo
country, namely, Agand's and that of the Poncets, which was
afterwards transferred to Ghattas. It was a matter of arrangement that these should confine their operations to the eastern
districts, where Degberra was king. At their departure they
always left a small detachment in charge to look after their
business interests and to prevent any competition. Agand's
and Poncet's soldiers had been left in the garrisons in the
districts that were under the control of Degberra's generals,
Kubby and Benda, and they were only too glad to embrace
the present chance (as we were only distant a two days'
journey) of coming to see their friends and acquaintance
from Khartoom and to hear the news.
To all appearance the Monbuttoo air agreed excellently with
them all, which is more than can be said of those who reside
in some of the northern Seribas. They had wives and families
in the country, and made no other complaint than that their
life was somewhat lonely and monotonous and their food so
different to what they had been accustomed to ; but what
the fanatical Mobammedans bad most readily to avow was
that they really held the natives in admiration and respect,
notwithstanding their intense detestation of the cannibalism
which was attributed to them. Mobammed also left some of
his people in the neighbourhood of Munza ; and these strangers
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bad permission to erect Seribas and to plant their environs
with sweet-potatoes, manioc, and phmtains. Their prerogative extended no furtber than this, and they bad no authority
at all over the natives however small might be their number
in any place (sometimes not a score of men altogether) they
were sure to be sufficient to restrain the inhabitants from any
attempt at surprise. The African savages are not like the
American Indians, who are always prepared to see a few of
their party killed at the outset, provided that they can only
make sure ot' ultimate suecess and can get their plunder at
last; not that the Africans underrate the advantage they
possess in the superiority of their numbers, nor that they
entertain too high an estimate of the bravery of the Nubians,
but they are conscions that no attack could be ventured
without one or two of them having to pay the penalty of
their lives. No one is ready for his own part to run the risk
of bis own being the life that must be saerificed ; and thus it
of a few deaths is sufficient to
happens that theprospect
deter tbem, though they might be reckoned by thousands,
from making that outbreak which their numerical strength
might guarantee woukl be finally successful.
As 'soon as Mohammed became aware that be had got to
the end of the king's store of ivory he began to think of his
ways and means, aud contemplated pushing on farther to
the south and opening a new market for himself. With the
greatest enthusiasm I entered into his design, and taking up
his cry, " To the world's end!" I added, " Now's the time,
aud onward let us go !" But, unfortunately, there were
insuperable obstaeles in the way. In the first place, there
was the deeided opposition of the king, who entertained the
very natural belief that the farther progress of the Khartoomers to the south would interfere with his monopoly
of the copper trade ; and in the next place there was the
impossibility of Mobammed being able, witbout Munza's
co-operation, to procure sufficient provisions for so arduous
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To put the former difficulty to the test,
an undertaking.
Mohammed despatehed his nephew with the conduct of an
expedition just sufficiently large to venture the attempt.
For three days this expedition pressed on, until upon the
River Nomayo, an affluent of the Welle, they reached the
residence of one of Munza's sub-chieftains, whose name was
Ilalfway upon their route they had rested at
Mummery.
the dwelling-place of another chieftain, named Noorna. Both
Mummery and Nooma, it should be said, were Munza's own
brothers; but neither of them would venture to open commercial transactions of any kind without the express orders
of the king, and consequently the expedition had to return
at once and leave its object unaccomplished.
The disappointment was very keen it was a bitter grief
to see one's most cherished projects melt thus thoroughly
away. Nor was it a much smaller matter of regret that
Mohammed felt himself obliged to curtail even our few weeks'
residence with Munza ; he might propose, indeed, to advance to the south from the eastern portion of the Monbuttoo
country, but that was a project that was little likely to be
accompl ished .
For a long period I held fast to my intention of remaining
behind alone in Munza's country with the soldiers who
would be left in charge of the Seriba ; and I indulged the
fascinating hope that I should find an opportunity of penetrating into that farther south which I longed so earnestly
to investigate ; but my protector would not acquiesee in this
for a moment, nor did any of my own people show an
inclination to support my wishes. It was very doubtful if
we could be relieved during the next year, or the year after,
if at all ; my resources even now were hardly enough to take
me home again ; the wherewithal for further enterprise was
altogether wanting ; if I should entrust my colleetion, which
had so laboriously gathered, to the care of others, there
was every risk of its becoming wet and even spoiled ; the
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prospect, too, of penetrating into the interior under the
escort of the Menbuttoo themselves was not altogetber
inviting: I should only have accompanied their plundering
raids, where I should have been compelled to be a daily
witness of their cruelties and cannibalism ; thus upon serious
deliberation I was driven to the conviction that my scheme
was not feasible.
No doubt a very different vista would have opened itself
before me into the untraversed interior of the continent if
I had chaneed to be one of those favoured travellers who
have unlimited command of gold. But fortune and money
appear, with regard to African travel, to stand very much
in the same relation to one another as force and time
physics ; what you gain iii one, you lose in the other.
The fortunate and healthy travellers, like Karl 3Iauch and
Gerhard Roblfs, have generally been very limited in their
means; whilst rich travellers, such as the Baron von der
Decken and Miss Tinne, have succumbed to difficulties,
sickened, or died. Any expedition that was fitted out with
a liberality proportioned to that of Speke's would have been
capable of advancing frorn Munza's to the south, defiant of
opposition ; enough copper would have neutralised the resistance of the king; if force could be opposed by foree,
and threats could be met by threats, the native princes
would all declare themselves to be friends, and, like Mtesa
and Kamrasi, would meet them with open arms. But, as I
say, the resources must be adequate. With two hundred
soldiers from Kbartoom, not liable to fever, and capable
of existing upon food of any sort, and who were up to all
the dodges and chicaneries of the African chieftains, any
one could penetrate as far as he ehose. If I bad possessed
10,000 dollars in my purse, or bad them invested properly
in Khartoom, I would bave guaranteed to bring my leader
on to Bornoo. The sum would have sufficed to keep his
soldiers up to their duty ; and under those eireumstances I
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should have been master of the situation, and Mohammed
would have had means to get as much ivory as he could
desire.
These intimations may suffice to show that, in my opinion,
with the aid of the Khartoom merchant eompanies, aceess
could be had to the remotest parts of the continent without
any exorbitant outlay of rnoney ; but conditions so favourable for prosecuting the work as those which then fell to my
lot, I fear may be long before they occur again.
Munza's visits made a diversion in our camp life. The
finest entertainment, however, which chanced to occur was
thecelebration of the victoly which Mummery had obtained
over the Momvoo. As the prodnce of his successful raid,
Mummery brought the due contributions of ivory, slaves,
and goats, to lay before the feet of the king, and the occasion
was taken to institute a festival on the grandest scale. In
consequence of Munza's establishment being already taxed
with the entertainment of so many strangers, Mummery
only stayed for a single night. The morning after his
arrival was appointed for the feast.
The early part of the day was cold and rainy ; but quite
betimes, the shouts and cheers that rang around the camp
told us that the rejoicing already had begun. Towards midday the news was brought that the exciternent was reaching
its climax, and that the king himself was dancing in the
presence of his numerous wives and courtiers. The weather
was still chill and drizzly ; but, putting on a long black
frock-coat as lbeing the most appropriate costume for the
occasion, I bent my steps to the noble saloon, which resounded again with the ringing echoes of uproarious cheers
and clanging music. The scene that awaited me was unique.
Within the hall there was a spacious square left free, arownd
which the eighty royal wives were seated in a single row
upon their little stools, having painted themselves in honour
of the occasion with the most elaborate care ; they were
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applauding most vigorously, clapping their hands with all
their migbt. Behind the women stood an array of warriors
in full accoutrement, and their lines of lances were a frontier
of defence. Every musical accompaniment to which the
resources of the court could reach had all been summoned,
and there was a meMe of gongs and kettle-drums, timbrels
and trumpets, horns and bells. Dancing there in the midst
of aB, a wondrous sight, was the king himself.
Munza was as conspicuous in his vesture as he was
astounding ull his movements. It is ever the delight of
African potentates on occasions of unusual pomp to present
themselves to their subjects in some new aspect. Munza's
opportunities in this way were aImost unlimited, as be had
-a house full of skins and feathers of every variety : he
had now attired bus head in the skin of a great black
baboon, giving him the appearance of wearing a grenadier's
bearskin; the peak of this was dressed up with a plume of
waving feathers. Hanging from his arms were the tails
of genets, and his wrists were encircled by great bundles of
tails of the guinea-hog. A thick apron, composed of the
tails of a variety of animals was fastened round his loins,
and a number of rings rattled upon his naked legs. But the
wonder of the king's dress was as nothing compared to his
action. His dancing was furious. His arnis dashed themselves furiously in every direction, though always marking
the time of the musie ; whilst his legs exhibited all the
contortions of an acrobat's, being at one moment stretched
out horizontally to the ground, and at the next pointed
upwards and elevated in the air. The music ran on in a
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wild and monotonous strain, and the women raised their
hands and clapped together their open palms to mark the
time. For vhat length of time this dance had been going
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on I did not quite understand; I only linow that I found
Munza raving in the hall with all the mad exeitement
which would have been worthy of the most infatuated
dervish that bad ever been seen in Cairo. Moment after
moment it looked as if the enthusiast must stagger, and,
foaming at the mouth, fall down in a fit of epilepsy ; but
nervous energy seems greater in Central Africa than among
the " bashishit " of the north : a slight pause at the end of
half an hour, and all the strength revived; once again would
commence the dance, and continue unslackened and unwearied.
So thoroughly were the multitude engrossed with the
spectaele that bardly any attention at all was given to my
arrival, and a few who noticed it did not permit themselves to be diverted from the enjoyment of their pleasure.
I bad an opportunity, therefore, of transferring the scene to
paper, and of finishing a sketch which embraces its prominent features.
But above the tumult of men was heard the tuinult of the
elements. A hurricane arose, with all the alarming violenee
of tropical intensity. For a little while the assembly was
unmoved and disposed to take no notice of the storm ; but
soon the wind and pelting rain found their way into the
openings of the hall; the musie ceased, the rolling drum
yielding to the thunder ; the audience in commotion rose,
and sought retreat ; and in another instant the spectacle was
over ; the dancing king was gone.
The fioods of rain compelled me to remain upon the spot,
and I took advantage of the opportunity to make an undisturbed inspection of the other and larger hall, which was
situated just opposite to the one in which I was. A low
doorway led into the edifice, whieh was 150 feet long and
not less than fifty feet high; it was lighted only by narrow
apertures, and the roof was supported on five rows of columns.
On one side of it was a wooden partition which divided off
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rom the spacions edifice a small apartment, where the king
was accustomed, according to the imperial wont of altering
the sleeping-place, occasionally to pass the night. An enormons erection, ponderous enough to support an elepbant,
served as a bedstead ; on each side of this were several
posts each encircled by forged iron rings tbat could not
weigh less than half a hundredweight. I this royal hedchamber I noticed a large number of barbarous decorations,
and I observed that the pillars and the timberwork were
rudely painted with numerous geometrical designs, but that
the artists seem to have bad only tbree colours at their
command ; blood-red, yellow-ochre, and the white from dogs'
dung (aibum griecum).
Munza twice honoured our camp with a visit. Ilis
majesty's approach was announced long beforehand by the
outeries of the teeming people tbat tbronged along his way.
On entering the encampment he found the German fiag
waving from a talt fiagstaff tbat I had ereeted in the immediate proximity of my tent ; he was curious to know what it
meant, and had to be initiated into the object of a national
symbol, and to be informed of the tragical experienees of
King Theodore in Abyssinia. It was a great relief to me
that he did not require to enter either into my tent or
into a large grass-shed which had been recently erected
for me. Altogetber the monarch displayed much less
covetousness than I had reason to expect. Recognising this
moderation on his part, I endeavoured to entertain him by
showing him my collection of pictures, and amongst others
I submitted to him the one of himself in the copper habiliments which he had worn on the day of our first audienee.
They were the only portraits he had ever seen, and his
astonishment was very great ; the play of the museles of his
face displayed tbe interest he took, and, according to the
custom of the land, he opened his mouth quite wide, and
covered it with his open hand, betraying thereby his surprise
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and admiration. I had afterwards to open my bosom for bis
inspection, and when I turned up my shirt-sleeyes, be could
not suppress a cry of amazement. The interview ended, as
such visits generally did, by his expressing a wish, with
which I bad not the least intention to comply, that I would
take off my boots.
The date of our departure was now drawing near, and yet
neither my promised cbimpanzee nor guinea-hog* bad
appeared. About the chimpanzee the truth was that not one
could be found in the district, which was far too densely
populated, and where the woods upon the river-banks were
very light and traversed by frequent pathways ; but with
regard to the guinea-hog it was quite different ; they were
to be found in the nearest environs of the royal residence,
and, if only Munza had been inelined, be could have redeemed
his promise and secured me a specimen witbout difficulty.
He left me, consequently, to get one, if I could, for myself;
but this, to a novice in the chase, was more easily said than
done, and I had to ramble in tbe thickets, rifle iii hand, under
the vain hope that I might secure a specimen.
Only once, and that was just when evening was coming on
to close a cloudy day, and a drizzling mist was giving obseurity to the woods, I caught sight of one of these animals. Its
red bristly head and long pointed ears peered out from
behind the prostrate stem of a great tree, and I was just
concluding that it was within gunshot, when at the very
instant two of my native attendants were seen beside it
rolling on the ground and bleeding at the nose. My people
were not remarkable for pluck, and nothing would induce
* The Guinea-hog (Potamochcerus penicillatus) is called " Napezzo," or
" fat," by the Monbuttoo, and its fiesh is considered very choice. These
animals, which are not marly so wild as the wart-hogs (the blabark of the
South African BoUrs), and are indeed eapable of being partially tamed, are
found throughout the tropical regions of Africa, from the west coast to Zanzibar. Burton met with them in Ugogo. In carly times they were already
introduced into Brazil.
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them to a second venture with the beast, Thus I was compelled to renounce my hope of getting a guinea-hog.
During the earlier hours of the morning and the later
hours of the afternoon, I spent the time, day after day, in
continual excursions, which enabled me to add to the novelties of my collection. The middle of the day I devoted to the
necessary supervision of my household. The periodic washing day bad come, and I was at a loss to find a washing-tub
that could contain the accumulated linen. Mohammed's
ingenuity came once more to my aid. He borrowed King
Munza's largest meat-dish for my use. A lordly dish it was ;
more like a truck than an article for the table. It was five
feet long, and hewn from a single block.

King Munza's

with grenter determinntion thev could hardly have fiiiled in
securing the desired hostages, but the passage aeross the
woods on the river-banks was their first difficulty. They had
for they could only
to contend at a great disadvant4e,
squander their bullets uselessly or at random among the
trees; while the natives from their lurking-places could do
good and sure execution with their spears and arrows.
I accompanied our party of assailants for some distanee,
and had a better opportunity than had ever presented itself
before of observing the effeet of the native arrows. The
arrows that had wooden heads I observed to have a range of
at least 300 paces, and to fall with seareely a somid ; such as
had iron tips on the contrary came whizzing through the air,
but would not earry half the distanee ; these appeared only
to be used when the natives felt tolerably sure of their
aim.
The A-Banga have a war-dress and equipments that would
seem to be entirely derived from the Monbuttoo : they dance
and jump about behind the bushes as if they were taking
part in a pantomime, generally trying to keep a crouching
posture, and only rising to diseharge their arrows. The
storm of arrows which they hurled against us as we advaneed
fell like strays from a waggon-load of straw, and yet our
enemy could not be deteeted anywhere, exeepting at intervals
a form would be seen to rush across as it ehanged its place of
ambush. Just at the beginning of the fray one of our side
was struck by a wooden arrow iii rather a remarkable way
the point, wldeh was some inehes long and as hard as iron,
having caught the inner corner of his eye, remained sticking
close to the side of the laehrymal cavity ; the fellow roared
out lustily, but he was found to have sustained no serious
hurt. It was said that a easualty of this kind was by no
means unusual, because the natives always aimed at the eye
as the most vulnerable quarter ; but as the arrows are very
light, and have to deseribe a cnrve before they can reach
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was in December 1868, just before starting from Khartoom, that I received, in a somewhat circuitous way, the first
intelligence of a people called the Nonbuttoo, who were said
to dwell to the south of the Niam-niam. Dr. Ori, the chief
official physician at Khartoom, in a letter to the 1VIarquis
Antinori, bad detailed all the most recent particulars of the
ivory traffic in the rernote distriets south of the Gazelle, and
had specially referred to the transactions of Jules Poncet.
These particulars were published without much delay in the
journal of the Geographical Association of Paris ; and I
chanced to find Dr. Ori's letter quoted entire in the Italian
Geographical Society's 'Bolletino,' which was transmitted
to me by the Narquis Antinori himself just before I was
setting out on my_expedition.
Although the intelligence conveyed by Ori and Poncet
failed utterly in giving either clearness or consistency to the
confused depositions of those ignorant and uninformed men
IT
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who had been their authorities, it still had the intrinsic
merit of enlarging the domain of geographical knowledge by
some matters of fact which it was reserved for me individually
to confirm by my own observation. It laid down as facts,
first, that to the south of the Niam-niam territory there is a
river flowing towards the west ;* secondly, that this river is
not tributary to the Nile ; and, thirdly, that its banks are
populated by a race quite distinct frorn the onlinary negro
race, its inhabitants being of a brownish complexion, aml
exhibiting a grade of civilization which is considerably in
advanee of what is elsewhere found in Central Africa.
These people were designated by the name of the Monbuttoo, and by the ivory traders they were known as G-urrugurroo, a definition that is derived from an Arabic word
which refers to their universal habit of piercing their
ears.
No sooner had I really reached the district of the Gazelle
than I discovered from my conversation and intercourse
with the leaders of the ivory traffic that the Monbuttoo were
regarded as holding a very peculiar and prominent place.
Their country never failed to furnish a theme of general
praise. It was declared to be prolific in ivory ; it was profuse
in its natural products ; the pomp of its sovereign was
unrivalled ; but, above all, the skill of its people, in the
fabrication alike of their weapons for war and their utensils
for peace, was assurned to be so striking that they were
comparable to the denizens of the civilized west, and that in
some respects the Franks themselves did not surpass them in
the exercise of an resthetic faculty.
That I might succeed in making my way onwards to the
territory of this problematical people, naturally became
more and more my impatient and ardent desire ; and it will
* Heuglin in 1863, had received intelligence of what was now proved, viz.
that the same district from which issues the White Nile also gives birth to
another stream, called by him the river of Sena.
VOL. II.

readily be understood how eagerly I recognised Aboo
Sammat as offered by a propitious fate to be the conductor
upon whom I might rely for being introduced to a eloser
view of this undefined race, which might be likened in a way
to a nebula in the geographical firmament. Very much I
now rejoice at being in a position to submit, upon the evidence
of my own observation, a somewhat detailed account of this
race, who may be described as constituting a sort of reniote
island of humanity.
Surrounded as it is by the waves of
fluctuating nationalities, it is, as it were, an "ultima Thule"
of geographical research; or perhaps still more appropriately
it might be likened to a boulder thrown up from a lower
formation, and exhibiting a development of indigenous culture, entirely different to what ean be witnessed all around.
The territory of the Monbuttoo, as it lies in the heart of
Africa, does not cover an area of more than 4000 square
miles, but the ratio of the census of its population is hardly
exceeded by any region of the entire continent. Estimating
the density of the people by the districts through which we
travelled, and observing that eultivated farms followed upon
cultivated farms, without a barren spot between, I suppose
that there are at least 250 inhabitants to the square mile,
which would give an aggregate population of about a million.
The position of the country is embraced very nearly between
the parallels of 3° and 4° north latitude, and 28and 29°
east longitude from Greenwich. To the north of the country
there is a large river, nsually copious in its stream, called the
Keebaly. This is joined by the Gadda, which flows from the
south-east. After the junetion it is known as the Welle,
and has a breadth of about 800 feet, whilSt never, even in
the driest season, does its depth diminish to less than fifteen
feet. It proceeds to the west along the southern portion of
the adjoining Niam-niam district, and being swollen by the
accession of numerous tributaries from the southern districts
of the Monbuttoo, it very rapidly assumes its large diraen-
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sions. Beyond a doubt it is the upper eourse of the most
easterly of the two arms which, after they have united in
Baghirmy, flow onwards under the name of the Shary, that
river to which Lake Tsad owes its existenee.
There are two chieftains who, with regard to the extent of
their dominions and the numerical strength of their armed
forces (for their sway extends far beyond the populous
districts of the 1VIonbuttoo),may well be designated as kings.
They have partitioned the sovereignty between them : the
eastern division being subjeet to Degberra, the western
division is governed by Munza, who exercises a much more
powerful control ; he is a son of King Tikkiboh, who bad
once enjoyed the undivided rule over the entire Monbuttoo
land, but thirteen years previously bad been murdered by
his brother Degberra.
Sub-chieftains or vieeroys are distributed over various
.seetions of the country, and these are aceustomed to surround
themselves with a retinue and state little inferior to those of
the kings themselves. In Munza's realms there are three
of these dignitaries ; viz. his brothers Izingerria, Mummery,
and Nooma ; subordinate to Degberra there are his four
sons, Kubby, Benda, Koopa, and Yangara.
The country of the Niam-niam constitutes the northern
and north-western boundaries of the Monbuttoo.
This
comprises the territories of Kanna and Indimma, sons of the
once powerful Keefa, and, farther on, the district of Malingde
or Marindo, which approaches in an easterly direction more
towards the territory of Wando ; each of these countries are,
however, separated by wildernesses which it requires two
days to eross. The southern limits of the Monbuttoo are
. enelosed, as it were, by a semieirele of typical negroes, whom
they embrace in the comprehensive definition of " Momvoo,"
a disdainful epithet implying the extremity of their degradation. From this category we are possibly called upon to
exclude in this quarter (as perehance in every other region
2
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of Africa) those isolated races of dwarfs, familiarly known as
"Pygmies," of which the Akka, who reside in the S.S.W.,
and have their abodes elose to the confines of the kingdom
of Munza, may be quoted as examples. The bulk of this
apparently thickly-peopled race is subject to independent
ehieftains, but there is one section which is tributary to
Munza in so far as this, that it makes its contributary
payments to Mummery, as being Munza's vicegerent.
According to the depositions of some Nubians who have
been stationed for some years past in the Monbuttoo country,
the language of the Babuckur is found to be spoken among
the Momvoo. To support their opinion the Nubians affirm
that women-slaves brought from Babuckur have always been
found able to converse with the natives of the land just to
the south of the Monbuttoo ; a circumstance which is not
without its signification as explaining the most recent
migration of nations into this part of Africa. Since the two
endaves of Babuckur on the eastern boundaries of the Niamniam appear only to be removed from each other by an
interval of sixty miles and to be hemmed in by hostile
neighbours, the fact, taken in connection with the above,
may serve to demonstrate that Monbuttoo and Niam-niam
alike must have been advancing in an easterly direction.
Munza's neighbours towards the south-west and south of
the kingdom of Kanna are the Mabohde. This is a people
whom Keefa, Kanna's father (known also as Ntikkima), was
accustomed to harass in war till he met with his own death.
Farther on towards the S.S.W., and separated from Munza
by the Mabohde and the Akka, there lies the district of the
Massanza, a tribe which is held in subjection by the formidable hand of Kizzo. To the south and south-east are found
the Nemeigeh, the Bissangah, and the Domondoo, tenanting
a Mountainous region, which not improbably is the western
declivity of that important mountainous formation to which
Baker, in describing the north-west of Lake Mwootan, has
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referred under the name of the Blue Mountains. The settlements of the Domondoo are the usual limits to which the
Monbuttoo are accustomed to carry their plundering expeditions. Some Nubian soldiers who had been quartered in the
country of Munza, and who had accompanied him in sorne
of his marauding exploits have given a description of the
general mountainous character of the land, and, moreover,
have asserted that goats, which are known neither to the
Niam-niam nor to the Monbuttoo, have been captured there
in great numbers. The Babuckur also, notwithstanding the
frequent incursions which their neighbours, ever greedy of
animal diet, have made upon their over-populated and
oppressed communities, are always found in possession of
herds of goats so numerous that they might be deseribed as
inexhaustible. Many days' journey to the south and southeast of Munza's realins are the abodes of' the Maoggoo, over
whom a powerful sovereign exercises liis authority, aud who
seems to have various transactions with Munza, if I may
judge from the splendid cattle which had. been sent him as a
present. Maoggoo is not improbably the same as Malegga,
the appellation of a people, which appears in Baker's map to
the west of the Blue Mountains in an extensive country
(Ulegga), of which it is affirmed that the king is named
Kadjoro, and that the population is especially clevoted to the
breeding of cattle.
Having thus minutely taken a survey of the surroundings
of the Monbuttoo, we may in the next place proceed to
observe the land itself, regarding it as the substance of the
picture of which we have been thus accurately surveying
the background.
The Monbuttoo land greets us as an Eden upon earth.
Unnumbered groves of plantains bedeck the gently-heaving
soil; oil-palms, incomparable in beauty, and other monarchs
of the statelv woods. rise lin and suread their alorv over

expanse of charming verdure, whilst a grateful shadow ever
overhangs the domes of the idyllie huts.
The general
altitude of the soil ranges from 2500 to 2800 feet above
the level of the sea : it consists of alternate depressions,
along which the rivulets make their way, and gentle
elevations, which gradually rise till they are some hundred
feet above the beds of the streams below. Upon the whole
the soil may be described as far more diversified in eharaeter
than what is observed in the eastern parts of the Niamniam land. Like it is there, it is rich in springs, wherever
there are depressions, and in a network of " desagualleros "
associated with the watercourses, and justifies the comparison
that has already been suggested between the entire land and
a well-soaked sponge, which yields countless streams to the
pressure of the hand. Belonging to one of the most reeent
formations, and still in process of construction, the ferruginous swamp-ore is found very widely diffused over the
llionbuttoo eountry, and indeed extends considerably farther
to the south, so that the red earth appears to be nearly
universal over the greater part of the highlands of Central
Africa. The denser population has involved, as might be
expected, more frequent clearances for the sake of establishing plantain groves, and promoting the culture of maize and
sugar-canes, but even here in the deeper vaileys trees grow
to such a prodigious height, and exhibit such an enormous
girth, that they could not be surpassed by any that could be
found throughout the entire Nile region of the north. Beneath the imposing shelter of these giants other forms grow
up and, rising one above another, stand in mingled confusion.
In its external and general aspect the country corresponds
with the description which Speke has given of Uganda ; but
the customs of the inhabitants of that land, their difference
of race, and their seclusion from all intercourse with commercial nations stamp them as being of a type which is of
a very contrasted eharaeter.
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It seems almost to involve a contradiction to give the title
of agriculturists to a people whose existence indeed depends
upon the easy secnring of fruits and tnbers, but who abhof
the trouble of growing cereals. Sorghum and penicillaria,
which are the common food of the population in nearly the
whole of Central Africa, are absolutely uncared for amongst
the Monbuttoo; elensine is only grown occasionally, and
maize, which is known as " Nendoh," is cultivated quite as
an exception in the immediate proximity of their dwellings;
where it is treated as a garden vegetable. The growth of
their plantain (Musa sapientiuni) gives them very little
trouble ; the young shoots are stuek in the ground after it
has been slackened by the rain ; the old plants are sulTered
to die down just as they are ; and this is all the cultivation
that is vouchsafecl. In the propagation of these plantains,
however, the Monbuttoo have a certain knack of discrimination for which they might be envied by any European
gardener : they can judge whether a young shoot is capable
of bearing fruit or not, and this gives them an immense advantage in selecting only such shoots as are worth the trouble
of planting. They are not accustomed to bestow any greater
amount of attention to the planting either of the tubers of
their manioc (or cassava), their sweet-potatoes, their yams
(neggoo), or their colocasiæ. A very limited range of plants
embraces the whole of what they take the pains to cultivate,
and that cultivation is all accomplished in the narrowest
bounds. The entire produce is summed up in their sesame
(mbellemoh), their earth-nuts, their sugar-canes, and especially their tobacco. The Virginian tobacco is the only kind
which is seen ; it is called Eh Tobboo, its name betraying its
American origin. The Nicotiana rustica, which is of such
constant growth amongst the Bongo, Dyoor, and Dinka, is
here entirely unknown.
Very little care, moreover, is given to the sugar-cane,

banks of the rivers. It is grown only as a sort of delicacy,
being found nowhere in any great quantity, and its quality is
far from good. One ever-thriving supply, which is of the
utmost importance for maintaining the population, is provided in all the valleys by the cassava (111-anihot
utilissima);
but the cultivation of the sweet-potato, equally extensive as
it is, demands a somewhat more careful attention, requiring
the sunny soil of the upper slopes of the valleys above the
line of the plantain groves and nearest to the edge of the
depressions. Both sweet-potatoes and cassava bere attain
the very fullest standard of perfection, as far as regards
eitber size or quality. But the staple food is the plantain.
This is generally gathered in a green condition, dried, ground
into meal, and boiled to a pulp ; occasionally, but not so
often, it is dried after it is ripe for the purpose of being kept
for a longer time. Very few countries of the world have a
soil and -atmosphere so favourable as these for insuring the
abundant produce of this serviceable plant. The fruit when
dried is a very choice delicacy, but any fermented drink
made from plantains I found to be almost unknown among
the Monbuttoo.
Owing to the thorough isolation in which the Monbuttoo
have lived, holding no intercourse with Mohammedan or
Christian nations, the art of weaving has not found its way
amongst them, and woven material is consequently nowhere
to be seen. Their clothing, as in many other regions of
Central Africa,, is contributed by their fig-trees (Urostigma
Kotschyana), of which the bast from the bark, with the help
of some strings and shreds, is worked into a substantial and
enduring fabric. Hardly a hut can be seen that is without
its own fig-trees, which, however, will not grow without due
care and cultivation. The people are never known to wear
skins attached to their girdles after the fashion of the Niamniam ; the only occasion when skins are worn being when
they are made into a fancy dress for dancers.
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On the south of the Welle there is a very extensive cultivation of the oil-palm (Elais guineertsis). It is a tree that,
although common to the west coasts, has not hitherto been
found in the Nile districts, and consequently, like the colanuts, which the wealthier of the Monbuttoo are accustomed
to chew, it yields a significant evidence of the western associations of the people.
Every kind of cattle-breeding is quite unfamiliar to them ;
and if the common little dogs known as the " nessy " of the
Niam-niam breed be excepted, and no account be taken of
their poultry ("naahle "), the Monbuttoo may be said to be
absolutely without domestic animals at all. In a half tame
state they keep, as I have said, the potamocheerus, which is
their only representative of the swine family. From the
marauding excursions with which they harass their southern
neighbours they bring back a prodigious number of goats,
but they make no attempt to rear them for themselves.
Their hunting expeditions supply them with meat enough
for their requirements, their taste leading them to give the
preference to the fiesh of elephants, buffaloes, wild boars,
and the larger kimis of antelopes. Although the denseness
of the population precludes any such increase of game of
this kind as is universal in the more northern and less
cultivated regions of Central Africa, yet the yield of their
chase would be adequate for their own wants, because the
abundance of their supply at certain seasons is very great,
and they have the art of preserving it so that it remains fit
for food for a very considerable time. With this fact capable
of being substantiated, it is altogether a fallacy to pretend to
represent that the Monbuttoo are driven to cannibalism
through the lack of ordinary meat. To judge from Munza's
accurnulated store of ivory, which is the result of the combined exploits of all the men in his dominions capable of
bearing arms, the provision of elephant's meat alone must
be sufficient to keep Ids people amply supplied. Nor should
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the immense quantity of poultry be forgotten, as there is
hardly a dwelling that is not conspicuous for having a considerable stock, in the same way as dogs are an especial
subject of interest amongst the Niam-niam, who have a very
decided partiality for the flesh of that animal.
A bircl very common in the Monbuttoo lands is the grey
parrot (Psittacus erythacus), which is very eagerly sought by
the natives, who not only adorn their heads with the bright
red feathers from its tail, but have a great relish fer its
savoury flesh. Other sport in the way of birds is very inconsiderable, guinea-fowls, francolins, and bustards being all
caught by means of snares. The herb Tephrosia Voyelii is
cultivated in nearly all the villages for the purpose of
poisoning fish, and the fish that is thus secured forms a very
considerable addition to the supply of food.
Whilst the women attend to the tillage of the soil and the
gathering of the harvest, the men, except they are absent
either for war or hunting, spend the entire day in idleness.
In the early hours of the morning they may be found under
the shade of the oil-palms, lounging at full length upon their
carved benches and smoking tobacco. During the middle of
the day they gossip with their friends in the cool halls, which
serve for general concourse, where they may be seen gesticulating vigorously to give full force to their sentiments. The
action of the Monbuttoo in speaking exhibits several singularities, as, for example, their manner of expressing astonishment by putting their hand before their open mouth, verv
much in the same way as a person does when he is gaping.
It has been said that the North American Indians have the
habit of showing their surprise in the same way.
Smiths' work, of course, is done by the men, but, just as in
most other parts of Africa, the pottery is exclusively made by
* A kindred plant of this genus is used in the West Indies,
practiee is generally earried on 1w slaves,
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the women. Wood-carving and basket-weaving are performed indifferently by either sex. Musical instruments are
not touched by 'the women.
The uni-versal form of salutation consists in holding out
the right hand, and saying, " Gassiggy," and at the same time
cracking the joints of the middle fingers.
The two sexes conduct themselves towards each other with
an excessive freedom. The women in this respect are very
different to the modest and retiring women of the Niamniam, and are beyond measure obtrusive and familiar.
Their inquisitiveness was a daily nuisance : they watched
me into the depth of the woods, they pestered me by flocking round my tent, and it was a difficult matter to get a
bath without being stared at. Towards their husbands they
exhibit the highest degree of independence. The position
in the household occupied by the men was illustrated by the
reply which would be made if they were solicited to sell
anything as a curiosity, " Oh, ask my wife : it is hers."
Polygamy is unlimited. The daily witness of the Nubians
only too plainly testified that fidelity to the obligations of
marriage was little known. Not a few of the women were
openly obscene. Their general demeanour surprised me
very much when I considered the comparative advance of
their race in the arts of civilization. Their immodesty far
surpassed anything that I bad observed in the very lowest of
the negro tribes, and contrasted most unfavourably with the
sobriety of the Bongo women, who are submissive to their
husbands and yet not ser vile. The very scantiness of the
Clothing of the Monbuttoo women has no excuse.
Carved benches are the ordinary seats of the men, but the
women generally use stools that have but one foot. On
the occasion of paying a visit or going to a public gathering the men make their slaves carry their benches for them,
as it is their custom never to sit upon the ground, not even
when it has been covered with mats.
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The eare that is given to the preparation of their food is
very considerable, and betokens their higher grade of culture.
The unripe produce of the plantain and the manioc, that
. in all districts is ready at their hand without the trouble of
cultivation, make good the deficieney of corn. Their mode
of treating manioc is precisely the same as that which is
adopted in South America for the purpose of extracting the
fine flour called tapioca. For spices they make use of the
capsicum, the malaghetta pepper, and the fruit of two
hitherto unspecified Solaneæ, and for which I regret that I
cannot select the name of S'. anthropophagorum, because it has
been already assigned to the " cannibal salad " of the Fiji
Islanders. The flavour of both these is very revolting, having
a detestable twang, something between a tomato and a
melongena.
Mushrooms are also in common use for the
preparation of their sauees.
All their food is prepared by the admixture of oil from
the oil-palms. In its unpurified conclition when first expressed from the pods, this oil is of a bright red colour, and
of a somewhat thiek consisteney ; for a few days it has an
agreeable taste, which, however, soon passes off and leaves a
decided rankness. By subsequently submitting the kernels
to fire, a coarse, inflammable oil is obtained, which is used
for the purpose of lighting their huts. Other vegetable oils
in considerable abundanee are obtained from earth-nuts,
from sesame, and from the fruit of a forest-tree, Lophira
alata. From the fat thick bodies of the male white ants
they boil out a greasy substance which is bright and transparent, and has a taste perfectly unobjectionable.
But of most universal employment amongst them is human
fat, and this brings our observations to the climax of their
culinary practices. The cannibalism of the Monbuttoo is the
most pronouneed of all the known nations of Africa. Surrounded as they are by a number of people who are blaeker
than themselves, and who, being inferior to them in culture,
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are consequently held in great contempt, they have just the
opportunity which they want for carrying on expeditions oi
war or plunder, which result in the acquisition of a booty,
whieh is especially coveted by them, consisting of human
flesh. The careases of all who fall in battle are distributed
upon the battle-field, and are prepared by drying for transport to the homes of the conquerors. They drive theii
prisoners before thern without remorse, as butchers would
drive sheep to the shambles, and these are only reserved tc
fall victims on a later day to their horrible and sickening
greediness. During our residence at the court of Munza the
general rumour was quite current that nearly every dav
some little child was sacrificed to supply his meal. It
would hardly be expeeted that mally opportunities should
be afforded to strangers of witnessing the natives at their
repast, and to myself there occurred only two instances
when I came upon any of them whilst they were actually
engaged in preparing human flesh for consumption. The
first of these happened by my coming unexpectedly upon
a number of young women who had a supply of boiling
water upon the clay floor in front of the doorway of a hut,
and were engaged in the task of scalding the hair off the
lower half of a human body. The operation, as far as it was
effected, had changed the black skin into a fawny grey, and
the disgusting sight could not fail to make me think of the
soddening and seouring of our fatted swine. On another
occasion I was in a hut and observed a human arm hanging
over the fire, obviously with the design of being at once dried
and smoked.
Incontrovertible tokens and indirect evidences of the
prevalence of cannibalism were constantly turning up at
every step we took. On one occasion Mohammed and
myself were in Munza's company, and Mohammed designedly turned the conversation to the topic of human
fiesh, aud put the direct question to the king how it hap-
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pened that just at this precise time wfdle we were in the
country there was no consum ption of human food. Munza
expressly said that being aware that such a practice was
•held in aversion by us, he had taken care that it should only
be carried on in secret.
As I have said, there was no opportunity for strangers to
observe the habits of the Monbuttoo at their meals ; the
Bongo and Mittoo of our caravan were earefully excluded
by them as being uncircumeised, and therefore reekoned as
" savages ; " whilst the religious scruples of the Nubians
prevented them from even partaking of any food in common
with cannibals. Nevertheless the instances that I have mentioned are in themselves sufficient to show that the Monbuttoo
are far more addicted to eannibalism than their hunting
.neighbours, the Niam-niam. They do not constitute the
first example of anthropophagi who are in a far higher
grade of culture than many savages who persistently repudiate the enjoyment of human flesh (for example, the
Fiji Islanders and the Caraïbs). It is needless for me to
recount the personal experiences of the Nubian mercenaries
who have accompanied the Monbuttoo on their marauding
expeditions, or to describe how these people obtain their
human fat, or again to detail the processes of cutting the
fiesh into long strips and drying it over the fire in its preparation for consumption. The numerous skulls now in the
Anatomical Museum in Berlin are simply the remains of
their repasts which I purehased one after another for bits
of copper, and go far to prove that the eannibalism of the
Monbuttoo is unsurpassed by any nation in the world. But
with it all, the Monbuttoo are a noble race of men ; men
who display a certain national pride, and are endowed with
an intellect and judgment such as few natives of the African
wilderness ean boast ; men to whom one may put a reasonable question, and who will return a reasonable answer. The
Nubians ean never say enough iii praise of their faithfulness
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in friendly intereourse and of the order and stability of their
national life. According to the Nubians, too, the Monbuttoo
were their superiors in the arts of war, and I often heard the
resident soldiers contending with their companions and saying, " Well, perhaps you are not afraid of the Monbuttoo, but
I confess that I am ; and I can tell you they are something
to be afraid of."
As matter of fact the Khartoom traders, some years before,
had had a definite trial of arms with the Monbuttoo. Shortly
after his aceession to power, Munza had of his own accord
and by a special embassy invited Aboo Sammat to extend
his transactions beyond their present limits in Nganye's and
Wando's territories ; but in the year previous to that, the
Nubian merchant Abderahman Aboo Guroon, having
deavoured to penetrate from Keefa's dominions into the
Monbuttoo lands, was attacked on the north of the Welle
by the Monbuttoo forces, who opposed his advances upon
their territory.
At that time Munza's father, Tikkiboh,
had absolute rule in the country, and the achievements of
his daughter Nalengbe, a sister of the present king, are still
fresh in the memory of all who were present at the engagement ; eye-witnesses gave me detailed accounts of the exploits
of this veritable Amawn, whom I have mentioned before,
and related how, in full armour, with shield and lance, and
girded with the rokko apron of a man, she had with the
utmost bravery led on the Monbuttoo troops, who then for
the first time came in contact with firearms ; and how her
exertions were attended with a complete success, the adventurous Aboo Guroon being repulsed with considerable loss,
and forced to relinquish altogether his design of entering
the country. In the following year, 1867, Mohammed Aboo
Sammat, invited as I have said by the king himself, crossed
the Welle and entered the land, thus, as the first explorer,
opening the ivory traffic under conditions of peace, which
have ever since remained undisturbed.
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The Monbuttoo potentates enjoy far higher prerogatives
than the Niam-niam princes. Desides the monopoly of the
ivory, they claim regular contributions from the products of
the soil. In addition to his special body-guard, the sovereign
is always surrounded by a large body of courtiers, whilst an
immense number of eivil officers and local overseers maintain the regal dignity in the various districts of the land.
Munza's three brothers, Izingerria, Mummery, and Nooma,
perform the office of viceroys, and subordinate to these again
are sub-chieftains of the second rank, who act as governors of
provinces.
Next in rank to the sub-chieftains, wbo are generally
chosen from the numerous members of the blood-royal, are
the principal officers of state. These are five in number :
the keeper of the weapons, the master of the ceremonies, the
superintendent of the commissariat stores, the master of the
household to the royal ladies, and the interpreter for intercourse with strangers and foreign rulers.
Munza never leaves his residence without beinc, accompanied by several hundred of liis retinue, and, in token of
his dignity, a long array of drummers, trumpeters, and
couriers with great iron hells are sent at the head of the
procession. The harem, in the immediate vicinity of the
palace, consists of eighty young ladies, who, with their
attendant women slaves, occupy as many buts erected in
a wide circuit within the precincts of the royal balls and
private apartments. Enclosed by these huts is a smooth
and ample space, where the well-trodden red soil offers a
fine contrast to the deep green foliage of the groups of oilpahns, bread-fruit trees, cordiæ, trumpet-trees, urostigmæ,
and other trees by which it is overshadowed. Munza holds
his councils in the great halls, and on appointed days grants
audiences, and occasionally gives one of the extensive feasts,
accompanied by music and dancing, such as I have already
deseribed.
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The royal ladies are divided, according to age and seniority,
into several classes. The elder matrons occupy villages
built for their accommodation at some distance from the
residenee ; their number amounts to several hundred, for,
besides his own wives of the first and second rank, Munza
is bound to maintain the ladies inherited from his father,
and even those belonging to a deceased brother. It is a
long-established African eustom that at a king's death his
wives should fall to the lot of his suecessor, who never fails
to annex to their number a large addition of his own. In
the sixteenth century the wives of the iking of Loango were
estitnated at 7000.
Whenever at night the king leaves his private apartments
to visit his wives, the place re-echoes with the shouts of the
courtiers, accompanied by the strains of horns and kettledrums, and then, too, may be heard the Monbuttoo hymn,
" Ee, ee, Munza, tchuppy, tchuppy, ee." Eye-witnesses state
that the king spends his night in passing from one hut to
another, and without favouring any with an especially long
visit ; but it is all done in the strictest incognito and under
cover of the darkness. Besides the courtiers, the royal
household contains many officials appointed to some pecuhar functions; there are the private musicians, trumpeters
and buglers, whose productions testify to the time and labour
spent upon their acquirement ; there are eunuchs and jesters,
ballad-singers and daneers, who combine to increase the splenlour of the court, and to provide general amusement for the
estal gatherings. In addition to these there are numbers of
tewards, who keep order at the feasts and, by a free use
f their rods, restrain the over-obtrusiveness of the younger
ortion of the community.
The king's private residenee consists of a group of several
arge huts, each of which is set apart for one of his daily
ccupations. They are enclosed, like a Seriba, with a pali,
1
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king's food is always prepared by one of his wives, who
perform the office in turn, relieving one another at stated
intervals. Munza invariably takes his meals in private ; no
one may see the contents of his dish, and everything that he
leaves is carefully thrown into a pit set apart for that purpose. All that the king has handled is held as sacred, and
may not be touched ; and a guest, though of the highest
rank, may not so much as light his pipe with an ember from
the fire that burns before bis throne. Any similar attempt
would be considered as bigh treason and punished with
immediate death.
As permission was granted me to inspect the internal
arrangements of the royal palace, I was enabled to survey
the whole series of huts. The king's wardrobe alone occupied
several apartments. In one room I saw nothing but hats
and feathers of every variety, special value being laid upon
the red parrot's feathers, which are arranged in great round
tufts. One hut there was in which were suspended whole
bundles of the tails of civets, genets, potamochoari, and
giraffes, together with skins and thousands of the ornaments
with which the king was accustomed to adorn his person.
I observed also long strings of tbe teeth of rare animals
captured in the chase. One ornament alone, composed of
more than a hundred lions' fangs, must have been a costly
heirloom to be handed on from filther to son. For the first
time I noticed the skin of the Galago Demidoffi, an animal
hitherto only observed in W estern Africa.
A little conical hut that I was shown was set apart for
the privacy of the royal retiring-room, the only one of the
kind that I came across in Central Africa. The internal
arrangements of this corresponded exactly with what is
seen in Turkish dwelling-houses. The heathen negroes are
generally more observant of decorum in this respect than
any Mohammedan.
On another occasion I was conducted through the armoury.
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The store of weapons consisted principally of lances tied up
in bundles of two or three hundred together, which in times
of war are distributed amongst the fighting force ; there are
also piles of tbe knives and daggers which are borne by Monbuttoo warriors. In the same place were kept the ornamental weapons which are used for decorating the royal halls
on festal occasions, eonsisting for the most part of immense
spears, formed head and shaft alike of pure copper, and
brightly polished.
The storehouses and corn-magazines were provided with
well-made, water-tight roofs, and Munza ,spends a portion of
every day in the several sections, personally superintending
the distribution and arrangement of the stores.
From these details it may be understood that the Mon buttoo
are subject to a monarchical government of an importance
beyond the average of those of Central Africa ; and in its
institutions it appears to correspond with the descriptions of
negro empires long since passed away. The half mythical
empire of the powerful Mwata Yanvo, whose influence doubtless extended to the Monbuttoo lands, may probably, to a
certain extent, have furnisbed tbe type for many of these
institutions ; but be that as it may, it is an indisputable fact,
that of all the known nations of Central Africa the Mon buttoo,
without any influence from the Mohammedan or Christian
world, have attained to no contemptible degree of external
culture, and their leading characteristies prove them to
belong to a group of nations which inhabit the inmost heart
of Africa, and which are being now embraced in the enlargThe land of the
ing circle of geographical knowledge.
Manuyema, visited by Livingstone, and the states of Mwata
Yanvo, frequented by the Portuguese traders, form respectively the south-western and south-eastern limits of this
immense territory, which in area surpasses half of European
Russia.
In turning to the national characteristics of this people,

we may notice in the first place that their complexion is of a
lighter tint tban that of almost all the known nations of
Central Africa, the colour of whose skins may be generally
compared, by the test I have frequently adopted, to that of
ground coffee. It is this peculiarity that forms a great distinction between the Monbuttoo and the Niam-niam, whose
complexions are more aptly compared to cakes of chocolate
or ripe olives. It cannot fail to strike the traveller as
remarkable that in all African nations he meets with individuals with black, red, and yellow complexions, whilst the
yellow tribes of Asia and the copper-coloured tribes of
America each present a remarkable uniformity in the tone
and shade of their skins. Barth observed this peculiarity
among the Marghi ; he noticed some individuals wbo were
quite black, and others who had coppery-red skins, or, as he
describes them, rhubarb-coloured, in distinction to those
which he compared to
His supposition that
an intermingling of races was the sole eause of this diversity of
complexion is probably hicorrect, as it appears to be a characteristic of the entire series of the red-skinned races of Africa.
The Monbuttoo have less fulness of muscle than the Niamniam, without, however, any appearance of debility. The
growth of the hair is much the same, and the beard is much
more developed than that of the Niam-niam.
But there is one special characteristie that is quite peculiar
to the Monbuttoo. To judge from the hundreds who paid
visits of curiosity to my tent, and from the thousands whom
I saw during my three weeks' sojourn with Munza, I shonld
say that at least five per cent. of the population have light
hair. This was always of the closely frizzled qnality of the
negro type, and was always associated with the lightest skins
that I had seen since leaving Lower Egypt. Its colour was
by no means like that which is termed light hair amongst
ourselves, but was of a mongrel tint mixed with grey, suggesting the comparison to hemp. All the individuals who
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had this light hair and complexion had a siekly expression
about the eyes, and presented many signs of pronounced
albinism ; they recalled a description given by Isaae Vossius,
in his book upon the origin of the Nile, of the white men he
saw at the court of the King of Loango he says that " they
were sickly-looking and wan of countenance, with tbeir eyes
drawn as though they were squinting." In the previons
ehapter I have given a similar description of one of the king's
sons, named Bunza. This combination of light hair and skin
gives the Monbuttoo a position distinet from all the nations
of the northern part of Africa, with the single exception of
the various inhabitants of Moroceo, amongst whom fairhaired individuals are far from uncommon.
It has been already observed that in the physiognomical
form of the skull tbe Monbuttoo in many ways reeall the
type of the Semitie tribes ; and they differ from the ordinary
run of negroes in the greater length and eurve of .the nose.
All these characteristics betoken an affinity with the Fulbe,
and as such the Monbuttoo may probably be included amongst
the "Pyrrhi Æthiopes " of Ptolemy. This would, however,
be but a vague supposition if it were not supported by the
fact that the Fulbe are of eastern origin, although in later
times a portion of them have made a retrograde movement
from Senegal towards tbe east. It must be understood that
I do not intend by these remarks to offer a bridge for carrying over Eichwaldt's theory of the affinity of the Fulbe with
the Malays, nor do I intend by such a national migration to
add a new link to what he declares to be accomplished in
the case of Meroe. Barth considers these Fulbe to be the
issue of a double cross, a cross between the Arabs and people
of Barbary on the one hand and the people of Barbary and
the negroes on the other. This hypothesis, I believe, would
also hold good for the Monbuttoo ; but altogether it is a
auestion too vague• to be capable of being here diseussed
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On account of the loss of the specimens of the Monbuttoo
dialect, which I had been at great pains to collect by means
of a double interpretation, I am unfortunately not in a position to give much information about the dialect ; this much,
however, I can confidentiy assert, that it is a branch of the
great African language-stock north of the equator, the
greater number of the words belonging to the Nubio-Lybian
group.
Still more than in the colour of their skin do the Monbuttoo differ from the neighbouring nations in dress and
habits. This appears to be a land where costume is a settled
matter of rule, for the uniformity of attire is as complete as
it is rapidly becoming under the sway of fashion in all classes
of our civilized communities.
Weaving is an art unknown to the Monbuttoo, and their
only material for clothing is obtained from their fig-tree
(Urostignia Fotschyana), the bark of which is found to be in
a condition most serviceable for the purpose when the trunk
of the tree is about as thick as a man's body ; the stem is
then peeled in rather a remarkable maimer : two circular
incisions, four or five feet apart, are made right round the
trunk, and the bark is removed entire ; strange to say, this
does no harm to the tree, and in a very short time a peculiar
growth or granulation takes place along the edge of the
upper incision in the form of little fibres, which gradually
descend along the bare cambium or sap-wood, until the
tree is once more clothed with a fresh layer of bast. The
only explanation that can be offered for this unusual growth
is, that in peeling off the bark the entire layer of bast is
not removed, but that some portion of it is left hanging to
the wood and retains its vitality.* In the course of three
years the fresh growth is complete, and the bark is in a con* Livingstone observed a similar new growth of bark on the trunk of the
Baorhab (Adansonio), from which the Matabele obtain material for cord,
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dition to be agaill removed ; apart from this property, the
rearing of these rokko-trees would not compensate the natives
for the trouble of planting them.
The rokko bark 1ms a certain resemblance to the lime-bast,
which is so important an article of commerce in Russia ; its
fibres, however, have not the srnoothness and paper-like
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thinness of the Russian product, bot are tangled together
ahnost like a woven mass. By a partial maceration and a
good deal of thrashing, the Monbuttoo contrive to give the
bark the appearance of a -thiek close fabric, which, in its
rough condition, is of a grey colour, but after being soaked
in a decoction of wood acquires a reddish-brown hue, something like ordinary woollen stuff. Fastened at the waist
with a girdle, one of these pieces of bark is sufficient to
clothe the bo(ly, from the breast downwards to the knees,
with a very effective substitute for drapery. Representations
of two Monbuttoo warriors in full array are given in the
illustration on the preceding page.
The women go almost entirely unclothed ; they wear
nothing but a portion of a plantain leaf or a piece of bark
about the size of their hand attached to the front of their
girdle ; the rest of the body being figured in laboured
patterns by.means of a black juice obtained from the Blippo
(Randia malleifera). Whilst the Dinka women, leaving
perfect nudity as the prerogative of their hnsbands, are
modestly clothed with skins—whilst the Mittoo and Bongo
women wear their girdle of foliage, and the Niam-niam
women their apron of hides, the women of the Monbuttoo—
where the men are more scruptdously and fully clothed
than any of the nations that I came aeross throughout my
journey—go almost entirely naked.
Whenever the women go out, they carry across their arm
a strap which they lay across their laps on sitting down.
These straps or scarfs are about a foot wide, and something
like a saddle-girth, and as they form their first attempt in
the art of weaving, their texture is of the clumsiest order,
possessing no other recommendation than their durability
they are appropriated to the further use of fastening infants
to their mothers' backs.
The women can be distinguished from one another by the
different tattooed figures running in bands across the breast
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Monbuttoo Woman.

and back along the shoulders ; their bodies, moreover, are
painted with an almost inexhaustible variety of patterns.
Stars and Maltese crosses, bees and flowers, are all enlisted
as designs ; at one time the entire body is covered with
stripes like a zebra, and at another with irregular spots and
dots like a tiger ; I have seen these women streaked with
veins like marble, and even covered with squares like a
chess-board. At the great festivals every Monbuttoo lady
endeavours to outsbine her compeers, and accordingly applies
all her powers of invention to the adornment of her person..
The patterns last for about two days, when they are carefully
rubbed off, and replaced by new designs.
Instead of this paint the men use a cosmetic prepared
from pulverised eam-wood, which is mixed with fat and then
rubbed over the whole body. The Niam-niam also make use
of this powder, but they only apply it partially in irregular
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spots and stripes, delighting especially in staining the breast
and face to inerease the feroeity of their appearanee.
The coiffure of both sexes is alike ; the hair of the top
and back of the head is mounted up into a long evlindrical
ehignon, and being fastened on the inside by an arrangement made of reeds, slopes backwards in a slanting direetion.
Aeross the forehead, from temple to temple, the hair is twisted
in thin tresses, which lie one above another, elosely fitting
the skull until they reaeh the crown of the head. Their
own hair is rarely long enough to form this portion of the
head-gear, but the deficiency is supplied frorn the heads of
those who have falIen in war, or, since hair is an artiele of
traffic in the country, it is procured from the market. On
the top of their ehignon, the men wear the eylindrical
straw-hats so often referred to. These are without brims,
square at the top and cireular at the base, and are
adorned either with the tufts of red parrots' feathers that I
have described in connection with Munza's wardrobe,* or
with the long feathers of eagles and falcons. The hats, of
course, follow the slanting direetions of the chignon, and fall .
back diagonally to the head, and altogether the head-gear is
rernarkably similar to that worn by the Ishogo women in
Western Africa. The Monbuttoo women wear no hat on
their chignon, which is merely adorned with little hair-pins
attached to combs made of the quills of the porcupines.
These details may suffice to give a fair notion of the
external appearance of the Monbuttoo, and if I add that
their only mutilation of the body consists in boring the inner
musele of the ear for the purpose of inserting a bar about the
size of a eigar, I shall have described all the fashions in
vogue, from which no individual is at liberty to make marked
deviation. They neither break out their lower incisor teeth,
* In the woodeut whieh represents
these clusters of feathers in his hat.

Munza in full dress, the king has one of
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like the black nations on the nortbern river plains, nor do
they file them to points, like the Niam-niam ; neither do they
imitate the Bongo and Mittoo women in the hideous perforation of their lips ; and I repeat that, if we exeept circumcision (which, according to the accounts of all the heathen
negroes of equatorial Africa, is a custom they have received
from their remote ancestors), this piercing of the ear is the
one disfigurement of nature adopted by the Monbuttoo. On
account of this practice the Khartoomers have conferred
upon them the title of " Gårrugurroo," i.e. " pierced," in contradistinction to the Niam-niam in general, Niam-niam being,
as I have said, the term used by the inhabitants of the Soudan
for all cannibals, irrespective of their varions nationalities.
The weapons of the Monbuttoo warriors are very numerous.
Besides shields and lances, they also carry ho-ws and arrows,
a combination somewhat rare amongst Africans ; in addition
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to these, in their girdles they are aceustomed to have seimitars with eurved blades like sieldes, whilst some of them use
daggers and spatular knives of all shapes and sizes. The
projectiles which are in use aniong the Niam-uiam are not
included in the equipment of the Monbuttoo.
Since the Monbuttoo dwell upon the red ferruginous soil
extending from the Gazelle over a large portion of Central
Africa, it may be assumed as a matter of course that smiths'
work must play an important part in their industrial pursuits,
and indeed in this respect they excel all other natives of the
districts through which I travelled, whilst in other branches
of their manufacture they surpassed even the Mohammedans
of Northern Africa.
The smelting process is of the most primitive description,
and is the same that has been deseribed by travellers in
all parts of Africa. The simplicity of the arrangement is
caused by the ventilating apparatus ; for as the construction
of valves is unknown, a continual draft is produced by means of
two clay vessels, of which the openings are covered by the
Monbuttoo smiths with plantain leaves, which have been
allowed to simmer in hot water until they have become
as fiexible as silk : other nations cover the openings with
soft skins. Although entirely without our pineers, hammers,
and files, the Nonbuttoo have a set of implements of their
own, by means of which their iron-work is more carefully
manipulated than that of any of their neighbours. Instead
of the usual stone anvil, they use a miniature one of wrought
iron, and on this each separate weapon is cut out with a
chisel, and hammered until an approximate degree of sharpness is attained ; the edge being brought to its finish by a
piece of fine-ground sandstone or gneiss, which answers the
purpose of a file. As a general rule, no special form is given
to the iron used as a medium of exchange, unless indeed the
great semicireular bars in the royal treasury be considered
as currency, and which remind one of the rough copper rings
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that are brought from the rnines of Darfoor.* Neither plates
of iron nor round spades (melots) are in vogue, but the smiths
have to work from great lumps of iron as large as the fist.
The dexterity of these artifieers is wonderful, and the short
space of time in which they will convert the raw material
into spades and lances is, I should think, unrivalled. The
Monbuttoo smiths often joined our Bongo workmen at their
forges iii our camp, and as I had frequent opportuaity cf
observing and comparing the two, I do not hesitate in asserting the decided superiority of the workmanship of the Monbuttoo.
The masterpieces, however, of these Monbuttoo smiths are
the ornamental ehains which, in refinement of form and neatness of finish, might vie with our best steel chains ; in fact,
according to the judgment of connoisseurs, many of these
specimens of autochthonie art may well bear comparison with
the produetions of our European eraftsmen. The process of
tempering is quite unknown to thern, the necessary hardness
being attained by continual hammering : the material used
is singularly pute and homogeneous, qualities acquired not
from any perfection of the smelting apparatus, but from the
laborious welding of the separate partieles of iron.
Copper was already known, and the king was in possession
of large quantities of the metal, before the Nubians set foot
in the cmmtry ; and as previously to that event the Monbuttoo (if we except the great raid which Barth reports to
have been made upon them by the Foorians in 1834) had
had no intercourse with the Moliammedan world, there is
every reason to conclude that they must have received their
supply either from the copper mines of Angola and Loango,
or from some other region of the north-western portion of
South Africa.
Almost all the ornaments worn by the Monbuttoo are made
* Iron rings of the Ileaviest ealibre are eurrent in Wandala, south of Bornoo.
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of copper, so that it may be easily understood that the demand for the metal is not small. One of the most frequent
uses to which it is applied is that of making flat wires, many
yards long, to wind round the handles of knives and seimitars, or round the shafts of lances and bows. Copper, as well
as iron, is used for the clasps which are attached to the
shields, partly for ornament and partly to prevent them from
splitting.
Copper necklaces are in continual wear, and
copper fastenings are attached to the rings of buffalo-hide
and to the thick thongs of the girdles. The little bars inserted through the ear are tipped with the same metal ; in
fact there is hardly an ornament that fails in an adjunct of
copper in some form or other ; persons of rank not unfrequently pride themselves in having ornamental weapons
formed entirely of it. All other metals being unknown, iron
and copper are estimated by the Monbuttoo as silver and
gold by ourselves, and the silver platter with which I presented the king failed to elicit any comment beyond the
observation that it was white iron. Lead and tin have been
introduced as curiosities by the Nubians, but previous to
their arrival had never been seen. Information, however,
which was incidentally dropped by a. Niam-niam, led me to
suppose that fragments of platinum about the size of peas
have been found in these lands : he told me that a white
metal, as hard as iron and as heavy as the lead of which the
Nubians made their bullets, had been discovered, but that its
existence was always carefully concealed from the strangers.
I see no reason to doubt the truth of this statement, since it
originated from a people who in no other way could have
become aware of the existence of such a metal, which has
been hitherto as unknown to the Nubians as silver and gold
to the Monbuttoo.
It would require many illustrations to convey an adequate
idea of the various forms of the heads of the arrows and
lances : suflice it to say, that the symmetry of the various
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barbs, spikes, and prongs with which they are provided is
always perfect. The prevailing forms of the spear-heads are
hastate, whilst the arrows are,.
generally made flat or spatular,
as inflicting a deeper and
wider wound than the pointed
il 1
illl
tips.
All weapons of the
,1
Monbuttoo and the Niam/,'"IJ'ill,
niam are provided with blood
[
r,
,i[
[
gutters, a mark which serves
,1
to distinguish thein at onee
from those of tho Bongo and
[i,
I
Mittoo. The shafts of the
l'
Monbuttoo arrows are made
y,
of reed-grass, and differ from
all others of the Bongo terri1
tory by being winged with
pieces of genet's skin or plantain leaves. The bows are
rather over three feet 111
Spear-heads.
length, and in form and size
correspond very nearly with those used by the Mittoo and
Bongo ; the bow-strings being made of a strip of the split
Spanish reeci, which possesses more elasticity than any cord.
These bows are provided with a small hollow piece of wood
for protecting the thumb from the rebound of the string.
The arrow is always diseharged froin between the middle
fingers.
The perfection of their instruments gives the Monbuttoo
a great advantage in the art of wood-carving, and they are
the only African nation, including even the modern Egyptians, who make use of a graving-tool with a single edge
an instrument which, by supporting the forefinger, enables
the workman to give a superior finish to the details of his
productions. The wood used for carving is generally that of
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the stem of one of the liubiacefe (Uncaria), of which the soft
close texture resembles that of poplar-wood. The felling of
these giant-trees, which vary from six to eight feet in diameter, and often shoot up to a height of forty feet without
throwing forth a single branch, is performed by means of
their small hatchets, with a most tedious amount of labour.
The hatchets are like those which are used in other parts of
Central Africa, and consist of a sharpened iron wedge inserted
through the thick end of a knotted club ; thus every blow
tends to fix the blade finner in its socket. The num ber of
blows necessary to fell one of these ponderous trees must
amount to several thousand, and yet I often noticed stems
lying in the forest the ends of which were as smooth as
though they had been cut with a knife, a circumstance that
attests their correctness of vision, a quality in which the
negroes outshine the Arabs and Nubians, as much as in their
appreciation of sound and musical talent. The first crude
- -

-

Hatchet,

spade, and adse, of the Monbuttoo.

form is given to the larger blocks of wood by means of a
tool something like a cooper's adze.* When first hewn, the
wood of the TJnearia is white, but it is afterwards blackened
by exposure to fire, or still more frequently by being allowed
to lie in the dark soil of the brooks.
* One of these tools is represented in the aecompanying illustration.
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Platters, stools, drums, boats, and shields constitute the
chief items of their handicraft. 15pon the Lower Shary, the
boats which are in common use are manufactured by fastening
together wooden planks, but here, on the Welle, canoes are
hewn out of a solid stem, and are in every way adapted for
their purpose. I saw some of them upwards of thirty-eight
feet long and five feet wide, quite large enough for the conveyance of horses and cattle.*
The large signal-drums of the Niam-niam are to be seen
in every Monbuttoo village. They stand sometimes upon

four, and sometimes upon two, feet, and are like the instruments which are seen upou the West Coast. Another smaller
kind is made in a semicircular shape, very compressed, and
fitted with a handle at the top ; the opening for the sound is
below, and the instrument may be compared to a flattened
bell.
Benches and stools, such as are exclusively used by the
women, are made in every diversity of shape. They are
carved out of a single block, for, to say the truth, no people of
Central Africa seems to have acquired the art of joining one
piece of wood to another, so that the craft of the cabinetmaker may be said to be unknown. The seats of these stools
are circular and somewhat hollowed out, surmounting a
* A boat of t1i6 bind is
Chap. XVII.
VOL. II.

SCCI1

in the view of the rapidB of the Keebaly, in
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prettily carved stem, which rises from a eircular or polygonal
base. Close to the edge of the seat is a triangular aperture,
which serves as a handle. They are usually made from
twelve to sixteen inches
,
high, and are hardly to be
distinguished from certain
contrivances for meal-times,
_
which are here made so as
to serve at once for table
and plate. Wooden platters
there are of every possible
size : one kind of them has two
open ring-shaped handles ;
another stands upon four feet,
and both are patterns quite
worthy of our own factories
Single seat used by the Women.
at home. Besides the single
seats they are in the habit of making long benehes also with
four feet. The practice of making all their utensils to stand
upon feet is all but universal among the Niam-niam and the
Monbuttoo, even the little cylindrical boxes covered with bark
for storing away their knick-knacks being finished off in this
fashion. The ordinary seats of the men are made exclusively
from the leaf-stalks of the Raphia palm they always keep to
preeisely the same form, and in their manufacture appear to
indicate a first attempt at the joiner's art. The benches of the
Monbuttoo men are about five feet long and of corresponding
width ; they are made of such lightness that one of our
bearers, without any apparent exertion, carried six of them
at once ; but they are nevertheless of very extraordinary
firmness, and the way in which the separate parts are fixed
together is really very ingenious. The Monbuttoo do not
fasten their benches or any of their structures by means of
nails or pegs, but they sew them, as it were, together by fine
split Spanish reeds, which by their unyielding toughness
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answer as admirably as in the manufacture of our canechairs.
Backs are not attached to the Monbuttoo seats ; but as
some support of the kind is clearly indispensable, they endeavour to supply its place by
placing by the side of their
benches a singular sort of crutch.
This is obtained by taking a young
tree and cutting a section of it,
where what botanists call its
" verticillate ramification " has
developed itself into four additional separate limbs : the main
stem and two of the boughs
Seat-rest.
supply the three feet, the other
two boughs serving, with the continuation of the stem, to
make the arms and back. No wood is so available for the
purpose as that of the cotton tree (Erioclendron).
The shields of the warriors are hewn out of the thickest
stems by means of the axe, and consist of perfectly smooth
rectangular boards, not more than half an inch thick, but
which are long enough to cover two-thirds of the person.
These inelegant instruments of defensive warfare, in which
the recommendation of solidity is iii sacrificed for the sake
of their lightness, require to be protected from splitting or
starting, and to secure this a number of parallel seams
of rotang are fixed across the widtb, and both the upper
and lower edges are provided with a strong border of
rotang twist, and a strong rib run across the middle gives
them an additional firmness. They are generally decorated
with tails of the guinea-hog (Potamoehcerus), and are invariably stained quite black. If any fissures or cracks
should be detected, they are at once drawn together by iron
and copper braces.
Contrasted with the rest of Africa, and even with the
2
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Bongo, whose comparative skill was noticed on a previous
page,* the district shows a very considerable advance in the
manufacture of their pottery. Although they remain as
unacquainted as other races with the use of the wheel, their
productions, besides being of a superior quality, are of a more
perfect symmetry than any which are elsewhere observed.
All the vessels and drinking-cups of the Africans in general

Water-bottles.

have the character of urns, being made without handles and
being never otherwise than spherical in form; but those of
the Monbuttoo exhibit a manifest improvement, and by
having the surface decorated either with some raised symmetrical pattern (which is especially the case upon their oil
vessels) or with some ornamental figures, they afford a firm
hold to the hand, and thus make good the lack of handles for
lifting them. It is, however, principally upon the waterbottles that the greatest care is bestowed, some of which may
fairly be said to rival in symmetry the far-famed examples of
Egyptian art, and to betray a considerable faculty of plastic
genins.t
* Vide vol. i. page 292.
+ The two examples of water-bott1es given in the engravings are copies of
the originals, which are deposited in the Ettmographical Museum in
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For the bowls of pipes, upon whien other of the native
populations lavish su much care, they have no use. They
smoke only the Virginian tobaceo, and for this purpose
employ the midrib of the plantain leaf in the way that I
have already described," superseding entirely the necessity
for a solid bowl.
They are very ignorant of the art of leather-dressing, and
are no more acquainted with the use of tan than any of the
rest of the tribes that have their homes in the Bahr-el-Ghazal
distriet.
Their baskets and nets are woven ont of rotang, the form
of the baskets in which they bear burdens on their backs
being very sonilar to those which are seen amongst the
Thuringians. Their mode of dressMg their hair necessarily
prevents them from ever earrying a load upon their heads.
They are in the habit of twisting ormnnents for themselves
out of reeds and grass, which they wear like rings round
their arms and legs, and which make a rustling sound as they
walk. They bestow a great amount of care in weaVing the
fine webs which hold on their hats and chignons. The rattles,
filled with shells and pebbles, that are used for beating time
to the music of the drums and horns at the great testivals
are also woven from reeds.
The Illonbuttoo musical instruments require no partieular
deseription. They do not include the pretty little mandolins
of the Niam-niam, nor any other stringed instruments, and
their horns, trumpets, and drums may be said to be little
short of universal throughout Africa. Wooden dulcimers
(Marimba) are met with neither here nor in South Africa.
But the artistie versatility of the people reveals itself more
than anywhere else in their architectural skill. It would
hardly be credited that Africa would be capable of rearing
To the one in three compartments
of the kind that I ever
* Vide vol. i. page 547.

handles are attached, being the only instanee
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any erection so spacious and well proportioned as the hall of
Munza's palace. This was little short of 150 feet in length
and 60 feet in breadth, and rose to the height of about 50
feet. Combined with these imposing dimensions were a
lightness of character and solidity of structure that were quite
The ever-useful leaf-stalks of the wine-palm
remarkable.
form the principal building-material, and its natural polish
and bright brown colour give every building for whieh it is
usecl an aspect of finished grace. The fiat horizontal roofs of
their huts, as distinguished from the conical roofs which we
have hitherto observed as almost universal throughout the
rest of Central Africa, mark out these Monbuttoo in a fresh
respect as being allied to the natives of the west, viz., the
Ishogo, the Ashango, the Bakalai, the Ashiva, the Camma,
the Mpongwe, and the Fan—a relation that is further confirmed by the physical character of the land, the streams of
which flow to the west instead of to the north. Some of the
huts, however, have conical roofs, and these are generally
appropriated, either as kitchens, because they allow better
escape for the smoke, or as granaries, because they throw off
the rain more rapidly.
The dwellings of the ordinary population are by no means
large, being seldom more than thirty feet long, and twenty
feet wide ; the roofs project considerably, and are slightly
rounded with a bend corresponding to the natural curvature
of the palm leaves from which they are made, and which
furnish the ribs of the roof. They are rendered water-tight
by a lining of plantain leaves, which is frequently covered
again with grass, straw, or skin. The walls are built up to a
height of tive or six feet, and are lined like the roof and
bound together by the split Spanish reed. This, again, is the
mode of erecting the huts upon the West Coast. It offers an
astonishing power of resistance to the fury of the elements,
which, left to play upon rows of posts or to range through
open halls, might be expeeted to work complete destruction ;
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yet sueh is tbe stability with which the Monbuttoo huts are
raised, that they never totter in a storm, and only show by a
slight trernbling in the walls that they are exposed to the
violence of a hurricane.
spacions doorway is the only aperture for light and air,
the door itself being made in one piece; the interior is
divided into two apartments, the more remote of which is
reserved for the stores.
Plantations of trees are frequent, and still more frequent
are patches of shrubs, which are intentionally suffered to grow,
and which, as being serviceable, are permitted to survive the
extirpation of the ancient forests. These are generally to be
seen in the immediate vicinity of the unenclosed farms. In
addition to them, many trees are allowed to stand for the
sake of the shelter they afford ; and some are kept because
of their useful produets, as for example, the Tephrosia
Vogelii, which furnishes the powder for poisoning fish; or
the Randia malleifera, whieh produces the pigment for the
staining of the skin, and of which the white funnel-shaped
blossoms are a striking ornament to the bushes; and some
are retained merely for ornament and for increasing the
pleasantness of the external aspect of their dwellings. As
examples of this superfluous indulgenee I may refer to the
marvellous Mussaenda, with its glowing bracts, and to the
variety of resplendent orchids. Here, too, I noticed what I
must not omit to record, the turf-like Chlorophylum, with its
variegated leaves of mingled white and green, which is
employed among the Niam-niam as a charm to detect a
thief, much in the same way as the Canavalia ensiformis,
known as the " overlook" or horse-bean, is employed in
Jamaica and Haiti, where it is sown in the negro-plantations
for that purpose.
The huts are arranged in sets following the lines of the
brooks along the valleys, the spacebetween each group
being occupied by plantations of oil-pahns. The dwellings
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are separated fro:n the lowest parts of the depressions by the
plantain-grounds, whilst above, on the higher and drier soil,
extend the fields of sweet-potatoes and colocasiæ.
No one could seriously expect a traveller, after a transient
residence of five weeks, to pass anything like a decided
judgment upon the religious ideas of a people like the
Monbuttoo. A wide scope for speculation is undoubtedly
opened, but it would ill becorne a stranger to pretend to
pronounce a conclusive verdiet. I must be excusecl, therefore, from drawing any very definite inference from the fact
that they adopt the rite of circumcision so far as to have it
performed on boys when they come to an age of puberty,
a period of life which is neither in accordance with the
original prescription, nor with the doctrine of Mohammed.
I may say, however, that I never allowed myself to be
unconcerned with regard to any of the people amongst
whom I journeyed as to their opinions about a presiding
Deity, but, by collecting all the proofs I could from their
habitual speech, I endeavoured to learn what were their
conceptions about the sovereignty of an invisible power,
and its influence upon the destinies of men.
The Monbuttoo have undoubtedly very intelligent ideas
of what the Nubians mean by their bowing of the knee,
their prostrations to the ground, and their cry of " Allah!"
The very designation which they use to express their conception of God as the concentration of the Supreme Being,
opens a long vista into the kindred association of African
people. In the district of the Mahas, the word now employed for the God of the Nubians is " Nor," and, upon the
authority of my interpreters, I may state that " Noro " was
the term by which, after the double interpretation, " Allah"
was rendered to me. When the question was put as to where
" Noro " resided, the Monbuttoo, who was familiar with the
Niam-niam dialect, pointed upwards to the sky ; but when
he was further pressed with the inquiry whether he could
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sce him, he only answored with a smile. Whether the
Monbuttoo are in the habit of consulting oracles, or whether
they have any reliance upon auguries from fowls, or any
fortune-telling apparatus corresponding to the " damma" of
the Niam-niam, my residence among them was not lonc,
enough to permit me to ascertain.

"liongo woman.

Dinka woman.

(See description, vol. i., p. 296,)
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two or three Egyptians are found in company,
the chances are very great that their conversation, if it could
be overheard, would be found to relate to the market prices
of the day, or to some fluctuations in the state of trade.
With the romantic sons of the Nubian Nile-valley the case
would be very different. Ample opportunity of making this
comparison was continually afforded me during the long
evenings which I passed in my transit upon the waters of
"the Upper Nile ; and even now I can recall with vivid
interest the hours when, from my detached compartment on
the stern of the boat, I could, without being observed, listen
to the chatter by which the Nubians on the voyage beguiled
their time. They seemed to talk with eagerness of all the
wonders of the world. Some would expatiate upon the
splendours of the City of the Caliphs, and others enlarge
upon the accomplishment of the Suez Canal and the huge
ships of the Franks ; but the stories that ever commanded
the most rapt attention were those which treated of war and
WHENEVER
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of the chase ; or, beyond all, such as described the wild beasts
and still wilder natives of Central Africa.
It was not with stories in the sense of The Thousand and
One Nights ' that this people entertained each other ; neither
did they recite their prolix histories as though they were reading at the celebration of Ramadan in Cairo, amidst the halls
where night by night they abandoned themselves to the enjoyment of their coffee. These thMgs I bad now long ago left
far behind; however, occasionally, as the expiring strain of
Arabia, I might still hear the song of Abd-el-Kader the sheikh,
or of Ahoo Zeyd the hero. My whole style of living seemed
now to partake of the character of an Odyssey ; it appeared
to be adapted for the embellishment of an Homeric episode,
and such an episode in truth was already awaiting me.
Of the Nile itself, which had the appearance, day by day,
of becoming wider as farther and farther we progressed
towards the south, they affirmed that it issued from the ocean
by which Africa was girt ; they would declare that we were
on the route which would lead us, like the cranes, to fight
with the Pygmies ; ever and again they would speak of
Cyclops, of Automoli, or of " Pygmies," but by whatever
name they called them, they seemed never to weary of
recurring to them as the theme of their talk. Some there
were who averred that with their own eyes they had seen this
people of immortal myth ; and these—men as they were whose
acquaintance might have been coveted by Herodotus and
envied by Aristotle—were none other than my own servants.
It was a fascinating thing to hear them confidently relate
that in the land to the south of the Niarn-niam country there
dwelt people who never grew to more than three feet in
height, and who wore beards so long that they reached to
their knees.* It was affirmed of them that, armed with
* It may be remarked that the people of the Soudan when they depict a
dwarf, ordinarily, like we should ourselves, represent him as a diminutive man
with a long heard,
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strong lances, they would creep underneath the belly of an
elephant and dexterously kill the beast, managing their own
movements so adroitly that they could not be reached by
Their services in this way were
the creature's trunk.
asserted to contribute very largely to the resources of the
ivory traders. The name by which they are known is the
" Shebber-digintoo," which implies the growth of the disproportioned beard.
I listened on. The more, however, that I pondered silently
over the stories that they involuntarily disclosed—the more
I studied the traditions to which they referred—so much the
more I was perplexed to explain what must either be the
creative faculty or the derived impressions of the Nubians.
Whence came it that they could have gained any knowledge
at all of what Ilomer had sung ? How did it happen that
they were familiar at all with the material which Ovid and
Juvenal, and Nonnus and Statius worked into their verse,
giving victory at one time to the cranes, and at another to
the Pygmies themselves ?
My own ideas of Pygmies were gathered originally only
from books, but the time seemed now to have come when
their existence should be demonstrated in actual life.
Legends of Pygmies had mingled themselves already with
the earliest surviving literature of the G-reeks, and the poet
of the Iliad, it will be remembered, mentions them as a race
that had long been known
" To warmer seas the eranes embodied
With noise, and order, through the inidway sky ;
To pygrny nations wounds and death they bring,
And all the war deseends upon the wing."
Pope's Homer's Iliad,' iii. 6-10.

But not the classic poets alone ; sober historians and iwecise
geographers have either adopted the poetic substance of the
tradition or have endeavoured, by every kind of conjecture,
to confirm its accuracy. Nothing, for instance, can be more
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definite than the statement of Herodotus about the Nasamonians after they had crossed the Libyan deserts : " They
at length saw some trees growing on a plain, and having
approached they began to gather the fruit that grew on the
trees ; and while they were gathering it some diminutive
men, less than men of middle stature, came up and seizecl
them and carried them away."* The testimony of Aristotle
is yet more precise when he says plainly : " The cranes fly
to the lakes above Egypt, from which flows the Nile; there
dwell the Pygrnies, and this is no fable but the pure truth ;
there, just as we are told, do men and horses of diminutive
size dwell in caves ;" a quotation this, which would seem
to imply that the learned Stagyrite was in possession of some
exact and positive information, otherwise he would not have
ventured to insist so strongly upon the truth of his assertion.
Very likely, however, we should be justified in surmising
that Aristotle mentions cranes and Pygmies together only
because he had the passage of the Iliad floating in his
memory, and because he was aware of the fact that cranes do
pass the winter in Africa. For my own part, I should be
inclined to doubt whether cranes ever reach the Victoria
and Albert Nyanza ; on the lled Sea I saw them in latitude
200 N., and Brehm observed them in Sennaar ; on the
White Nile, however, and farther iriland, I only found the
native Balearic crane, which could hardly have been the species mentioned by Aristotle. But whether eranes were really
capable of fighting with Pygmies or not, or whether (as
Pauer attempts to prove) the Homerie tradition was derived
from ancient Egyptian symbolism, and so was an emblematie
representation of the cranes battling with the falling waters
of the Nile stream, this is now immaterial ; all that concerns
us, with regard to the present topic, is that three or four
* IIerodotus,

t Aristotle's

ii, 32.

Hist. Auimal;

lib. viii. cap. 2.
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centuries before the Christian era the Greeks were aware of
the existence of a people inhabiting the clistricts about the
sources of the Nile, who were remarkable for their stunted
growth. The circumstance may warrant us, perbaps, in
employing the designation of " pygmy," not for men literally
a span long, but in the sense of Aristotle, for the dwarf races
of Equatorial Africa.
Throughout the time that I had resided in the Seribas of
the Bongo territory, of course I bad frequent opportunities
of enlarging my information, and I was continually hearing
such romantic stories that I became familiarised in a way
with the belief that the men about me had really been eyewitnesses of the circumstances they related. Those who bad
been attached to the Niam-niam expeditions, whenever they
described the variety of wonders about the splendour of the
courts of the cannibal kings, never omitted to mention the
dwarfs who filled the office of court buffoons ; every one
outvying another in the fantastic embellishment of the tales
they told. The general impression that remained upon my
mind was that these must be some extraordinary specimens
of pathological phenomena tbat bad been retained by tbe
kings as natural curiosities. The instance did not escape my
recollection that Speke had given the description and portrait of a dwarf, Kimenya, with whom he bad become
acquainted at the court of Kamrasi ; * but that there could
be a whole series of tribes whose average height was far
be/ow an average never really found a reception in my
understanding, until at the court of Munza the positive
evidence was submitted to my eyes.
Several days elapsed after my taking up my residence by
the palace of the Monbuttoo king without my having a
chance to get a view of the dwarfs, whose fame had so keenly
excited my curiosity. My people, however, assured me that
*

Speke's Travels,' p. 550.
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they had seen them. I rernonstrated with them for not
having secured me an opportunity of seeing for myself, and
for not bringing them into contact with me. I obtained no
other reply but that the dwarfs were too timid to come.
After a few mornings my attention was arrested by a
shouting in the camp, and I learned that Mohammed had
surprised one of the Pygmies in attendanee upon the king,
and was conveying him, in spite of a strenuous resistance,
straight to my tent. I looked up, and there, sure enough,
was the strange little creature, perched upon Mohammed's
right shoulder, nervously hugging his head, and casting
glances of alarm in every direction. Mohammed soon deposited him in the seat of honour. A royal interpreter was
stationed at his side. Thus, at last, was I able veritably to
feast my eyes upon a living embodiment of the myths of
some thousand years !
Eagerly, and without loss of time, I proceeded to take his
portrait. I pressed him with innumerable questions, but to
ask for information was an easier matter altogether tban to
get an answer. There was the greatest difficulty in inducing
him to remain at rest, and I could only succeed by exhibiting
a store of presents. Under the impression that the opportunity before me might not occur again, I bribed the
interpreter to exercise his influence to pacify the little man,
to set kina at his ease, and to induce him to lay aside any
fear of me that he might entertain. Altogether we succeeded
so well that in a couple of hours the Pygmy bad been
measured, sketched, feasted, presented with a variety of gifts,
and subjected to a minute catechism of searching questions.
His name was Adimokoo. He was the heaci of a small
colony, which was located about half a league from the royal
residence. With his own lips I heard him assert that the
name of his nation was Akka, and I further learnt that they
inhabit large distriets to the south of the Monbuttoo between
lat. 2° and r N. A portion of them are subject to the
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Monbuttoo king, who, desirous of enhancing the splendour of
his court by the addition of any available natural curiosities,
had compelled several families of the Pygrnies to settle in
the vicinity.
My Niam-niam servants, sentence by sentence, interpreted
to me everything that was said by Adimokoo to the Monbuttoo interpreter, who was acquainted with no dialects but
those of his own land.
In reply to my question put to Adimokoo as to where his
country was situated, pointing towards the S.S.E., he said,
"‘Two days' journey and you come to the village of Mummery ; on the third day you will reach the Iliver Nalobe;
the fourth day you arrive at the first of the villages of the
Akka."
" What do you call the rivers of your country ?"
" They are the Nalobe, the Namerikoo, and the Eddoopa."
"Have you any river as large as the Welle?"
" No ; ours are small rivers, and they all flow into the
Welle."
" Are you all one people, or are you divided into separate
tribes ?"
To this inquiry Adimokoo replied by a sudden gesture, as
if to indicate the vastness of their extent, and commenced
enumerating the tribes one after another. " There are the
Navapukah, tho Navatipeh, the Vabingisso, the Avadzubeh,
the Avagowumba, the Bandoa, the Mamomoo, and the Agabundah."
" How many kings ? " I asked.
"Nine," he said; but I could only make out the names of
Galeema, Beddeh, Tindaga, and Mazembe.
My next endeavour was directed to discover whether he
was acquainted in any way with the dwarf races that have
been mentioned by previous travellers, and whose homes I
presumed would be somewhere in this part of Africa. I
asked him whether he knew the Malagilagé, who, according
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to the testimony of Eseayrae de Lauture, live to the south
of Baghirmy. My question, however, only elieited a cornical
gesture of bewilderment and a vague inquiry, " What is
that ?" Nor did I suceeed at all better in securing any
recognition of the tribes of the Kenkob or the Betsan, which
are mentioned by Kölle. Equally unavailing, too.,-were all
my efforts to obtain answers of any precision to the series
of questions which I invented, taking my hints from Petermann and Hassenstein's map of Central Africa, so that I was
obliged to give up my geographical inquiries in despair and
turn to other topics. But in reality there did not oceur any
subject whatever on which I obtained any information that
seems to me to be worth recording. At length, after having
submitted so long to my eurions and persistent questionings,
the patience of Adimokoo was thoroughly exbausted, and he
made a frantie leap in his endeavour to eseape from the tent.
Surrounded, however, by a crowd of inquisitive Bongo and
Nubians, he was unable to effect his purpose, and was compelled, against his will, to remain for a little longer. After
a time a gentle persuasion was brought to bear, and be was
induced to go through some of the characteristic evolutions
of his war-dances. He was dressed, like the Monbuttoo, in a
rokko-coat and plumed hat, and was armed with a miniature
lance as well as with a bow and arrow. His height I found
to be about 4 feet 10 inehes, and this I reekon to be the
average measurement of his race.
Although I had repeatedly been astonished at witnessing
the war-dances of the Niam-niam, I confess that my amazement was greater than ever when I looked upon the exhibition which the Pygmy afforded. In spite of his large, bloated
belly and short bandy legs—in spite of his age, which, by
the way, was considerable—Adimokoo's agility was perfectly
marvellous, and I could not help wondering whether eranes
would ever he likely to contend with such creatures. The
little man's leaps and attitudes were accompanied by such
VOL.
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lively and grotesque varieties of expression that the speetators shook again and held their sides with laughter. The
inter preter explained
to the Niam-niam
that the Akka jump
about in the grass
grasshoppers,
like
and that they are so
that tbey
nirable
shoot their arrows
into an elepliant's
eye and drive their
their
into
lanees
gestures
bellies. The
of the Akka, to which
I shall have oceasion
again to refer, always
reminded me of the
given by
pietures
travellers to represent the Bushmen of
south.
the
,s1
Adimokoo returned
1
home loaded with
presents. I made him
that I
understand
should be glad to see
Bomby the Akka.
all his people, and
promised that they should lose nothing by coming.
On the following day I had the pleasure of a visit from
two of the younger men. I had the opportunity of sketehing
their likenesses, and as one of the portraits has been preserved it is inserted here.
After they had onee got over their alarm, some or other
of the Akka eame to me almost every day. As exceptional
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cases, I observed that some individuals were of a taller
stature ; but upon investigation I always ascertained that
this was the result of intermarriage with the Monbuttoo
amongst whom they resided. My sudden departure from
Munza's abode interrupted me completely in my study of
this interesting people, and I was compelled to leave before
I had fully mastered the details of their peculiarities. I
regret that I never chanced to see one of the Akka women,
and still more that my visit to their dwellings was postponed
fro m day to day until the opportunity was lost altogether.
I am not
to forget a rencontre which I had with
several hundred Akka warriors, and could very heartily wish
that the circumstances had permitted me to give a pictorial
representation of the scene. King Munza's brother Mummery, who was a kind of viceroy in the southern section of
bis dominions, and to Whom the Akka were tributary, was
just returning to the court from a successful campaign
against the black Momvoo. Accompanied by a large band of
soldiers, amongst whom was included a corps of Pygmies, he
was conveying the bulk of the booty to his royal master. It
happened on the day in question that I had been making a
long excursion with my Niam-niam servants, and had heard
nothing of Mummery's arrival. Towards sunset I was passing
along the extensive village on my return to my quarters,
when, just as I reached the wide open space in front of the
royal halls, I found myself surrounded by what I conjectured
must be a crowd of impudent boys, who received me with a
sort of bravado fight. They pointed their arrows towards
me, and behaved generally in a manner at which I could
not help feeling somewhat irritated, as it betokened unwarrantable liberty and intentional disrespect. My misapprehension was soon corrected by the Niam-niam people about
me. " They are Tikkitikki," * said they ; " you imagine
* Tikkitikki

is the Niam-niam

designation

of the Akka.
-K
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that they are boys, but in truth they are men ; nay, men
that can fight." At this moment a seasonable greeting from
Mummery drew me off from any apprehension on my part
and from any further contemplation of the remarkable spectacle before me. In my own mind I resolved that I would
minutely inspect the camp of the new-comers on the following
morning ; but I had reckoned without my host : before dawn
Murnmery and his contingent of Pygmies had taken their
departure, and thus,
" Like the baseless fabrie of a vision,"

this people, so near and yet so unattainable, harl vanished
once more into the dim obscurity of the innermost continent.
Anxious, in my contact with this mythical race, to lose
or pass over nothing which might be of interest, I very
diligently made memoranda after every interview that I
had with the Akka. I measured six full-grown individuals,
none of whom much exceeded 4 feet 10 inches in height,
but, unfortunately, all my notes and many of my drawings
perished in the fire.
A brief account may now be given of the little Pygray
that I carried off and kept with me during the remainder of
my wanderings till I was again in Nubia, who for a year
and a half became my companion, thriving under my care
and growing almost as affectionate as a son.
I have already explained in a previous chapter the circumstances under which the little man came into my keeping.
I succeeded tolerably well in alleviating the pain of the
lad's parting from all his old associations by providing him
with all the good living and bestowing upon him all the
attention that lay in my power. To reconcile Imim to his
lot I broke through an old rule. I allowed him to be my
constant companion at my meals—an exception that I never
made in favour of any other native of Africa. Making
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it my first care that he should be healthy and contented.
I submitted without a murmur to all the uncouth habits
peculiar to his race. In Khartoom at last I dressed him up
till he looked like a little pasha. The Nubians could not
in the least enter into my infatuation, nor account for my
partiality towards the strange-looking lad. When he walked
along the thoroughfares at my side they pointed to him, and
cried, with reference to his bright-brown complexion, " See,
Apparently they
there goes the son of the Khavaga!"
overlooked the fact of the hoy's age, and seemed not to be
in any way familiarised with the tradition of the Pygmies.
In the Seribas all along our route the little fellow excited a
still greater astonishrnent.
Notwithstanding all my assiduity and attention, I am
sorry to record that Nsewue died in Berber, from a prolonged
attack of dysentery, originating not so much in any change
of climate, or any alteration in his mode of living, as in his
immoderate excess in eating, a propensity which no influenee
on my part was sufficient to control.
During the last ten months of his life, my proMgJ did
not make any growth at all. I think I may therefore
presume that his heiglit would never have exceeded 4 feet
7 inehes, which was his measurement at the time of his
death. The portrait on the following page may be accepted
as a faithful representation of one who was a fair type of
his race.
Altogether very few examples of the Akka came under
my notice ; but so ample was my opportunity of studying in
detail the peculiarities of this individual specimen, that, in the
course of any observations that follow, I shall feel justified
in referring to Nsewue, when the rest of my experience
furnishes no other illustration.
The Akka would appear to be a branch of that series of
dwarf races which, exhibiting all the charaeteristics of an
aboriginal stock, extend along the equator entirely across
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Nsewue the Akka.

Africa. Whatever travellers have penetrated far into the
interior of the continent have furnished abundant testimony
as to the mere fact of the existence of tribes of singularly
diminutive height ; whilst their accounts are nearly all
coincident in representing that these dwarf races differ in
hardly anything from the surrounding nations excepting
only in their size. It would be entirely an error to describe
them as dwarfs either in the sense of the ancient myths,
or in the way of lusus natum, such as are exbibited as
curiosities amongst ourselves ; most of the accounts, moreover, that have been given, concur in the statement that
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these undersized people are distinguished from their neighbours by a redder or brighter shade of complexion ; but they
differ very considerably in the reports they make about the
growth of the hair. The only traveller, I believe, before
myself that has come into contact with any section of tlds
race is Du Chaillu, who, in the territory of the Ashango,
discovered a wandering tribe of hunters called Obongo, and
took the measurements of a number of them. He describes
these Obongo as " not ill-shaped," and as having skins of a
pale, yellow-brown, somewhat lighter than their neighbours ;
he speaks of t.heir having short heads of hair, but a great
growth of hair about their bodies. Their average height
he affirms to be 4 feet 7 inehes. In every particular but the
abundance of hair about the person, this deseription is quite
applicable to the Akka. According to Battel,* there was -a
nation of dwarfs, called the Matimbos or Dongo, to the
north-east of the land of Tobbi, which lies to the north of
the Sette River, and consequently in the same district as
that in which Du Chaillu discovered the Obongo. Portuguese authorities, moreover, quite at the beginning of the
seventeenth century, contain a distinct reference to a dwarf
nation called Bakka-bakka. Dapper furnishes eorresponding
information on the same suhject; and all thaf he relates
about the dwarfs coincides very accurately with what is
known about the Akka, whose name had penetrated even
at that date to the western equatorial coasts. It is to be
understood that districts were known by the name of the
people who chanced to be occupying them, and not by any
permanent name of the soil itself. After Dapper, in his
compilation, had toId the history of the Yagas, who is said
in olden time to have spread fear and destruetion as far as
the coasts of the Loango, a hundred miles away, so that it
took three months for caravans to come and go, he proceeds
* Vide Battel.

Purchas his Pilg.,' Il.

London, 1625, p. 983.
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to state that the greater part of the ivory was obtained still
farther inland, and was brought from a people who were
tributary to the great Makoko, and called Mimos or Bakkebakke. " These little men," he writes,* " are stated by the
Yagas to have the power of making themselves invisible, and
consequently can slay an elephant with little trouble." And
this dexterity in killing elephants seems to be implied in
another place,t where, in describing the court of Loango and
the dwarfs who took up their positions before the throne, he
says, " the negroes affirm that there is a wilderness inhabited
by those dwarfs, and where there are many elephants; they
are generally called Bakke-bakke, but sometimes Mimos."
Farther on again he speaks of the empire of the great
Makoko (described as lying beyond the kingdom of Kongo,
and some 200 miles or more inland, north of the River
Zaire), and proceeds to specify that "in the wilderness of
this country there are to be found the little people that
have been mentionecl before, who carry on the greater part
of the ivory trade throughout the kingdom." Besides this it
is expressly stated that the ivory was bartered for the salt
of Loango. Now in none of the countries that I visited in
Central Africa was either sea salt or common salt ever an
artiele of cOmmerce, but each separate nation procluced its
own supply from ashes : but whilst I was at the court of
Munza I learnt from the Khartoomers who had settled there
that, as matter of faet, king Munza did receive tribute from
the Akka in the shape of " real gooclsalt," which was brought
from the far south. Taken in connection with Dapper's
aecount, this statement would seem to justify the hypothesis
that even at this day there may be commercial transactions
between the very heart of Africa, where the Akka dwell, and
the western coasts.
Still more demonstrative than any reports about Matimbos
* Ihpper, Germ. ed., Amsterd., p. 571.

t Ib., p. 527.

Ib., p. 573.
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and Bakke-bakke, as proving the identity of my Akka with
the abnormally-formed fOlks previously named, is the evidence that is furnished by the natives of the Upper
Shary districts. Escayrac de Lauture * was told of a Lake
Koeidabo, which was said to be a two months' journey to
the S.S.E. of Masena, the capital of Baghirmy, and to unite
the source-affients of the Shary just at the spot where,
according to the Monbuttoo, the Welle widens into a boundless expanse of water. Somewhat to the west of this lake,
he was informed., were the dwellings of the Mala-gilageh
(literally, men with tails), who were of small stature and
reddish eomplexion, or, as the Africans expressed it, "white,"
and covered with long hair. The fabulous tails must be
supposed to be added by a kind of poetic licence, or as a
concession to the belief in marvellous stories that were rife
throughout the Souclan. It may with rauch probability be
assumed that the same districts in Central Africa must
be the homes of the Kenkob and Betsan, of whom Kölle,t
residing in Sierra Leone, heard reports from those who
professed to have actually seen them. In these reports the
ingreat lake was very .often referred to. One of
formants called it " Leeba," and said that he had on one
occasion personally accompanied an embassy that was commissioned to convey a present of salt to the king who
governed over the territories by the shores of the lake ;
and he distinetly affirmed not only that the Kenkob lived
in elose proximity to the same lake, but that they were a
people only three or four feet in height, but who nevertheless possessed great strength and were excellent hunters.
Another witness informed Kölle that he only knew of " a
river Reeba " in that part of the country ; but it is extremely
likely that in reality he was referring to the same Lake
* Bulletin de la See. de Ge'agraph. de Paris,' tom. x., 1855.
t Polyglotta Africana,' p. 12.
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Leeba which, by repeated geographical investigation, has
been proved to be a part of the Shary :* he went on to
describe that by this river Beeba there dwelt a diminutive
race called Betsan, varying from three feet to five feet in
height, and stated that they had very long hair and very
long beards, adding that they supported themselves entirely
by the produce of the chase.
Both these witnesses agreed in deseribing the hair of the
dwarfs as long ; and I always found that the Niam-niam
laid particular stress upon their having long beards ; but I
must confess I never observed this characteristic in any
of the Akka who came under my notice.
Nor is east Tropical Africa without its representatives of
people of this stunted growth. Of these I may especially
mention the Doko, who are reported to dwell to the south of
Enarea and Kaffa on the Upper Juba. Krapf, who has with
much diligence compared the varions accounts of many
slaves who have been carried away from the distriet in
question to Shoa, fixes the habitation of the Doko as being
below the latitude of 30 nortb. Their height is compared
with that of boys ten years of age. Even those who have
seen them and (like A. d'Abbadie) deny that they are dwarls,
yet admit that they are under a medium stature. On the
coast itself, in Zanzibar and at Brava, where, occasioned by
the Mohammedan Somali, there is a considerable intercourse with the districts said to be populated by the Doko,
stories of these dwarfs are in every one's mouth, and they
are termed the " Berikeemo," i.e. people two feet higb.
This rapid summary of the dwarf races that are known in
Africa would be incomplete without a passing reference to the
Kimos of Madagascar, of whom, from the middie of the seventeenth century down to our own time the most contradictory
* In nearly all the negro dialeets the letters / and r are usecl indifferently
and Africans, as a rule, very rnuch confouncl the ideas of lake and river.
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repoi ts have been in circulation. Any detailed accounts of
these would of course be here entirely out of place. Madagascar, too, from its isolation, must ever be treated independently. The relation of its inhabitants to the inhabitants
of Central Africa is very doubtful. It will now suffice to say
generally that the evidence appears to lie open before us of
there being a series of unestablished and imperfectly developed
nations which, although they are now in their decline, extend
from ocean to ocean across the entire equatorial zone of Africa.
Scarcely a doubt can exist but that all these people, like
the Bushmen of South Africa, may be considered as the
scattered remains of an aboriginal population now becoming
extinct ; and their isolated and sporadie existence bears out
the hypothesis. For eenturies after centuries Africa has been
experiencing the effects of many irnmigrations : for thousands
of years one nation has been driving out another, and as the
result of repeated subjugations and interminglings of race
with race, such .manifold changes have been introduced into
the conditions of existence that the succession of new phases,
like the development in the world of plants, appears almost
as it were to open a glimpse into the infinite.
Incidentally I have just referred to the Bushmen, those
notorious natives of the South African forests, who owe their
name to the likeness which the Dutch colonists conceived
they bore to the ape, as the prototype of the human race. I
may further remark that their resemblance to the equatorial
Pygmies is in many points very striking. Gustav Fritseh,
the author of a standard work upon the natives of South
Africa, first drew my attention to the marked similarity
between my portraits of the Akka and the general type of
the Bushmen, and so satisfied did I become in my own
mind that I feel quite justified (in my observations upon
the Akka) in endeavouring to prove that all the tribes
of Africa whose proper characteristie is an abnormally low
stature belong to one and the self-same race.
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According to Fritsch the average height of the genuine
Bushrnen is 1-44 metres, or about 4 feet 8 inches ; the
height of the two Akka, whose portraits I have inserted,
were 4 feet 1 inch and 4 feet 4 inches respectively ; and, as
I have said, I never saw any instance in which the height
materially exceeded 4 feet 10 inches. The skin of the Akka
is of a dull brown tint, something of the colour of partially
roasted coffee. As far as I can remember, the colour would
correspond nearly with Nos. 7 and 8 in the tahle of skintints in Plate 49 of Fritsch's work, and these are the
numbers by which he indicates the complexion of the
Bushmen. It is somewhat difficult to discriminate bet ween
the complexion of the Akka and that of their neighbours
the Monbuttoo, since the latter exhibit a variety of shades
of the same tint ; but I should be inclined to say that the
distinction lies in the somewhat duller hue of the Akka,
such as might be understood by comparing No. 2 with
No. 8 in the table to which I have referred.
. The hair and beard are but slightly developed. All the
Akka that I saw wore the ordinary costume and cylindrical
straw hat of the Monbuttoo ; but, in consequence of their
hair being short as well as woolly, they are unable to form
a chignon like their neighbours. The colour of their hair
corresponds with their cornplexion ; iii texture it may best
be compared with the waste tow from old cordage. This
absenee of the beard is characteristic also of the Bushmen.
The Nubians indeed used to tell me of the dwarfs about the
courts of the Niam-niam princes being noted for long hair,
and they affirmed that some of them, in the fashion of tlie
West Africans, were in the habit of stiffening out their long
pointed tufts of hair on their chin with pitch ; no doubt, too,
their common designation for this people (Shebber digintoo)
has reference to this characteristic ; but I could never succeed
in getting any accurate or more definite information about
dwarfs of this species. The Akka resemble the majority of
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the Monbuttoo in having brown hair, other nations of a
reddish tone of complexion not sharing tbis peculiarity.
Taking, as I have said, my little protgé Nsewue as a fair
type of the Akka in general, I will proceed to enumerate the
most prominent marks in their common appearance.
The head of the Akka is large, and out of proportion to
the weak, thin neck on which it is balanced. The shape of
the shoulders is peculiar, differing entirely from that of other
negroes in a way that may probably be accounted for by the
unusual scope required for the action of the shoulder-blades ;
the arms are lanky ; and altogether the upper portion of the
body has a measurement disproportionately long. The superior region of the chest is flat and much contracted, but
it widens out below to support the huge hanging belly,
which gives them, however aged, the remarkable appearance
of Arabian or Egyptian children. The look of the Akka
from behind is very singular, their body seeming then to
form a curve so regular and defined that it is almost like
a letter S ; this is probably to be accounted for by an
exceptional suppleness in the lower joints of the spine, since
after a full meal the centre of gravity is shifted, and the
curve of the back accordingly becomes more or less coneave.
All the varions personal traits of the Akka to which I have
thus referred are illustrated very plainly in Fritsch's work
by the figure (No. 69) which represents an old Bushman.
The joints of the legs are angular and projecting, except
that the knees are plump and round. Unlike other Africans,
who ordinarily walk with their feet straight, the Akka turn
them somewhat inward. I hardly know how to describe
their waddling ; every step they take is accompanied by a
lurch that :seems to affect all their limbs alike ; and Nsewue
could never manage to carry a full dish for any distance
without spilling at least a portion of its contents.
Of all their members their hands were undoubtedly tbe
best formed. These might really be pronounced elegant,
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although I do not mean that they were in the least like the
long narrow ladies' hands that are so lauded in romance, but
which Carl Vogt has characterised as appropriate to flie
monkey type. Nothing about my poor little favourite ever
excited my admiration to the same degree as his pretty little
hands, and so attentively have I studied every part of his
singular form that not even the smallest detail has escaped
my memory.
But all the peculiarities of the race culminate in the
shape of the skull and in the physiognomical character of
the head. As matter of fact, history has not exhibited that
any general degeneracy in a nation has ever been attended
by a general decrease in a people's stature ; but still it is
quite possible that the peculiarities I have already mentioned
might originate in some modification of the way of living.
Any attempt, however, to attribute the formation of the
skull to the effects either of circumstance, of food, or of
climate must at once be rejected as inadmissible. The most
noticeable points in the structure of the heads of the Akka
is their high degree of prognathie. The two portraits that
are given exhibit facial angles of 60° and 66° respeetively.
Besides this they are remarkable for the snont-like projection
of the jaw with an unprotruding chin, and for the wide skull
which is almost spherical, and which has a deep inclentation
at the base of the nose. These leading resemblances
indubitably exist between the Akka and the Bushmen ;
and where the general similarity is so great, all minor discrepancies must sink into insignificance.
All the accounts of the South African Bushmen agree in
representing that their eyes are small and their eyelids contracted. " Their eyes," says Liehtenstein, " are small, deeply
set, and so compressed as to be scarcely visible." Fritsch lays
special stress upon tbis peculiarity of the Busbmen, but at
the same time draws attention to the likeness of expression
between them and the Hottentots, who otherwise differ froni
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thern so widely. Now the Akka, on the other hand, have
large eyes, wide open, so as to give them the bird-like appearance of Azteks ; and does not Bomby's portrait,* I may ask,
recall the Azteks who a few years ago were exhibited in
Europe ? Amid the multitude of resemblances this may be
said to be the only important differenee between the Akka
and the Bushmen, and probably even this may be accounted
for as being the effect either of food or climate, in the same
way as the weather-beaten countenance of the mariner may
be attributed to the life of exposure that he has led.
Setting aside, however, this diversity with regard to the
eyes, the heads of the Akka and the Bushrnen will be found
to present various points of similarity in other respeets.
The Akka are distinguished from all other nations of Central
Africa by the huge size of the ear. Now, however small, in
an æsthetic sense, the negroes' pretensions to any beauty
may ordinarily be supposed to be, it must be conceded that
they can vie with any race whatever in the elegance and
symmetrical shape of their ears ; but no share of this grace
can be assigned either to the Bushmen or to the Akka.
The lips project in a way that corresponds completely
with the projecting jaw. They are long and convex ; they
do not overlap, and are not so thick as those of the generality
of negroes. What really suggests the resemblance to an
ape is the sharply-defined outline of the gaping mouth ; for
the pouting lips of most negroes convey no idea at all of
relationship with inferior animals. These gaping lips, again,
are possessed by the Akka in common with the Bushmen,
whose profiles may be seen in the illustrations given by
Fritsch; they are not found at all amongst the Monbuttoo.
The continual changes of expression which, as Lichtenstein
observes, play upon the countenance and render the Bushmen like apes rather than human beings are exhibited to a
* Vide antè, p. 130.
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very remarkable degree by the Akka. The twitching of the
eyebrows (in this case still more animated by the brightness
of the eyes), the rapid gestures with the hands and feet while
talking, the incessant wagging and nodding of the head, all
combine to give a very grotesque appearanee to the little
people, and serve to explain the fund of amusement derived
from the visit of Adimokoo.
Of the language of the Akka I must confess my entire
ignorance, having lost the few notes that I possessed. I
remember that I was much struek by the inartieulateness of
the pronunciation. During the year and a half that my pr~
was domesticated with me he was unable to learn sufiieient
Arabic to make himself understood ; in this respeet he was
very different to the other natives about me, who made themselves masters of a copious vocabulary. He never advanced
beyond stammering out a few Bongo phrases, whieb no one except myself and a few of my own people eould comprehend.
Although I was informed that eireumeision was praetised
by the Akka, I could never ascertain whether it was really
an indigenous eustom, or whether it was merely borrowed
from the Monbuttoo, and so adopted by such of the Akka as
had settled near the court of Munza.
In aeuteness, dexterity, and it must be added in cunning,
the Akka far surpass the Monbuttoo.
They are IcaT'
a nation of hunters. The cunning, however, which
eeorjv,
they display is but the outward expression of an inner
impulse which seems to prompt them to find a clelight in
wickedness. Nsewue was always fond of torturing animals,
and took a special pleasure in throwing arrows at the dogs
by night. During the period in which we were involve(1 in
war, and while my servants were almost beside themselves
with anxiety, nothing afforded him greater amusement than
to play with the heads that had been severed from the slain
A-Banga ; and when I boiled some of the skulls his delight
knew no bounds ; he rushed about the eamp shouting,
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" Bakinda,* nova? Bakinda he he koto " (Where is Bakinda? Bakinda is in the pot l) Such a people as this
would naturally excel in the inventive faculty for laying
traps and snares for game.
Like the Obongo and the Bushmen, as I myself experienced during my first rencontre with Adimokoo, the Akka
are extremely shy with other men.
Their only domestic animals are poultry ; and it struck
me as a coincidence somewhat curions that one of the
Pompeian mosaics which I saw in the National Museum at
Naples represents the Pygmies in the midst of their little
houses, which are depieted as full of common fowls.
lit is notorious that the natives of South Africa in general
have vowed death and destruction against the Bushmen,
reckoning them as incorrigibly wild and in no way superior
to apes of the most dangerous character. Now the dwarfs of
Central Africa, although they fall little short of the Bushmen
in natural maliciousness, are not regarded as mischievous
fiends who must be exterminated like a brood of adders, but
they are considered rather as a sort of benevolent spirits or
mandrakes who are in no way detrimental. They are of
assistance to the Nonbuttoo in securing them a more abundant produce from the chase, and so they enjoy the protection of their neighbours very much in the same way as
(according to Du Chaillu) the Obongo enjoy the protection
of the Ashango. These amicable relations, however, would
not be possible but foYthe reason tbat the Monbuttoo possess
no herds. If the Nonbuttoo were a cattle-breeding people,
it cannot be doubted that the Akka would consider all their
allimals as game, and could not deny themselves the delight
of driving their spears into the flanks of every beast they
could get llear, and by these tactics would very soon convert
their guardians into enemies.
* " Bakinda,"
VOL. II.

mere derisive nickname.
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Munza supplies all the Akka who have settled near him
with the best of diet, and Nsewue was never weary of
deseanting in praise of the flasks of beer, the plantain wine,
the ears of corn, and all the other delicacies with whieh his
people were feasted.
I will only add that a debt of gratitude is due from the
students of ethnology to the Monbuttoo king, who has been
instrumental in preserving this remnant of a deelining race
until the time has come for the very heart of Africa to be
laid open.

Dinks. Pipe.

(See deseription,

vol. i. , p. 292.)
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Ecturn to the North. Tikkitikki's reluetance to start. Passage of the Gadda.
Souuding the Keebaly.
Tbe river Kahpily.
Cataracts of the Kechaly.
Kubby's refusal of boats. Our impatience.
Crowds of hippopotamuses.
Possibility of fording tbe river. Origin and connection of the lieehaly.
Division of bigl dand and lowland. Geographical expressions of Arabs and
Nubians.
Mohammedau perversions.
lleturn to Nembey.
Bivouac in
the border-wilderness.
Eating wax. The Niam-niam declare war. Parley
with the enemy. My ndstrust of the gaides.
Treacherous attack on
Mohammed.
Mohammed's dangerous wound. Opeu war. Detruncated
heads. Effect of arrows. Mohammed's defiance. Attack on the abattis.
Pursuit of the enemy. Inexplicable appearauce of 10,000 men. Wando's
unpropitious omen. My Niam-niam and their oracle. Mohammed's speedy
cure. Solar phenomenon.
Dogs barbarously speared.
Women captured.
Niam-niam affection for their wives. Calamus.
Upper course of the
Mbrwole. Fresh captive. Her composure. Alteration in seenery. Arrival
at the Nabambisso.
AFTER a sojourn of three weeks, the l2th of April was fixed
for the raising of our camp and for the departure of our
caravan from the residence of the Monbuttoo king.
For myself it was with a sad and beavy heart that I bad
to begin retracing my steps towards the north. How bitter
was my disappointment may well be imagined. I could not
be otherwise than aware that I was leaving behind my only
chance of answering some of those important questions that
might be propounded to me; and my regret was aggravated
by the conviction that a journey comparatively short would
now have brought me to the sources of the three great rivers
of the west, the only streams that are absolutely closed to
our geographical knowledge, viz, the Benwe, the Ogawai,
and the Congo. Distant as I was hardly more than 450
L 2
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miles from the limit that had been reached by Livingstone, I
could diseern, as I fondly imagined, from Munza's residenee,
a path clearly open towards the south-west which would
conduct me to the Congo and to the states of the mighty
Mwata Yanvo ; it appeared to me to be a path that, onee
explored, would solve the remaining problems of the heart of
Africa as deeidedly as the sword of Alexander severed the
Gordian knot, and now, just when there was only one more
district to be traversed and that not larger than what we
had already passed since leaving tIle Gazelle, to be obliged
to abandon further 'progress and to leave the mysterions
secrets still unravelled was a hardship to which it was
impossible patiently to submit. But there was no alternative,
and, however reluctantly, I had to yield.
I have already spoken of the various obstacles to any
further advance ; I must, however, again insist upon my
conviction that any single traveller, provided he had not an
undue proportion of flesh (for to be fat would be fatal), might
march on unhindered down the Welle as far as Baghirmy,
since the population was all well disposed enough as far as
regards the white man. But any attempt to carry on an
entire caravan in that direetion would have met with the
most strenuous opposition on the part of King Munza ; his
indireet influenee might have enabled travellers to desCend
as far to the south as lat. 2° N. ; but for this Ijs sanetion
would have had tobe purchased by an enormous contribution
of copper.
The first event of the morning of our start occasioned no
small stir amongst_the Nubians. Mohammed Aboo Sammat
had established a Seriba in the place, for the garrisoning of
which twenty-eight men had to be left behind, and several
hours elapsed before the necessary conseription could be
aceomplished. Apart from myself, depressed as I was by
my disappointment, every one else was elated at the prospect
of returning, so that no penalty could be considered much
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heavier than being compelled to tarry in this remote region
for one or two years, and possibly longer, to be the associates
of cannibals; each man accordingly upon whom the unlucky
destiny chanced to fall received his orders to remain with
the loudest murmurs of dissatisfaction, and the outcry and
contention threatened to be interminable. At length, by
cajoling, by bribing, by promises of ample pay, and, it must
be added, by the representation of the lives of frolic they
would lead with the Monbuttoo women, the malcontents were
persuaded unwillingly to acquiesce in their fate.
It was noon before the column was actually in motion.
The Nubians parted from their companions with the most
touching embraces ; the crowds of chattering Monbuttoo
surrounded the encampment and watched with vivid interest
the thousand gestures of farewell, whilst the negro-bearers,
silent and stolid as ever, set forward on their way.
During this parting scene my little Tikkitikki (as the
Niam-niam called the Pygmy who had been presented to me
a few days previously) was seized with an apparent fit of
home sickness; he set up such a dismal howling and sobbed
so bitterly that I confess I was for a while undecided whether
I would really carry him away, but I soon discovered that it
was only the uninitiated who could be imposed upon by his
behaviour. He was' not bewailing the loss of his home, for
he was utterly ignorant as to where that home had been ;
neither was he deploring his separation from his kinsfolk,
for they stood by, gesticulating wildly, and only mocked at
his distress. The fact was, he was influenced solely by his
dread of strangers. He was in mortal fear of being eaten
up. It very rarely happens among the Monbuttoo that
natives are surrendered to the Nubians for slaves : the
occasion therefore of a present being made of a human
creature would only too readily suggest the thought that
some ulterior destination for cannibal purposes was in view.
Altogether inadequate to appease Tikkitikki's fears as to his
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approaching fate was the gorgeous silk jaeket in whieh I
arrayed him, and it was with no little satisfaction that I
found I could pacify him by offering him the choieest
morsels that I could procure for him to eat. After spending
a few days with me in my tent, and finding hirnself treated
with all the dainties that the country could produee, he
forgot his troubles, laid aside his apprehensions, and became
as happy as a little prince.
From the splendid thiekets upon the banks of the rivulets
which streamed across our path I gathered all the specirn en
eould of the flora of this distant land, and all along our
return journey I lost no available opportunity of contributing
any novelty to my botanical store.
For about five miles we followed the route by which we
had arrived, proceeding in a north-easterly direction until
we reachecl the mounds of gneiss that lay before the third
stream. Making a little dgtour to the left I mounted the
eminences, which were crowned with some fine fig-trees,
whence I could watch our long caravan winding amongst the
plantain-groves ; now and then my view of the cortgge would
be obstructed by some rising oil-palms, and finally the train
would disappear in the obscurity of the gallery-forest.
The
streams were now much swollen, and their passage entailed
not only a considerable loss of time but some trial of
strength. The paths were so narrow that we were compelled
to proceed in single file, not unfrequently being obliged to
halt in places where the shadows of the forest were far too
light to afford us any protection from the raging heat. Upon
these occasions I found a draught from a calabash of plantain-wine very refreshing.
Every now and then I had
recourse to a pipe. Altogether, however, in spite of its inconveniences the journey was through scenery so charming
that it could not be otherwise than enjoyable.
After crossing the third brook we made a turn to the
right, thus entering upon a way that was new to us. Ilaving
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traversed an open steppe along the edge of a gallery extending to the north-east, we eneamped at nightfall at a farmstead
near the river G-adda. Balf-an-hour's march in the morning
brought us to the river bank.
In its dimensions the Gadda resembles the Wow just
above its junction with the Dyoor, but it does not exhibit
the same periodical changes in the volume of its waters ; its
bed remains fu1 throughout the year, and at this date
(April 13th) I found that it was 155 feet wide and but 3
feet deep, its vele city being 57 feet in a minute. The banks
were bounded by light woods, and the soil not being subject
to any further inundations had only a gentle slope ; the floodmarks on the shore proved the difference between the highest
and lowest conditions of the river to be 20 feet. The Gadda
has its source far to the south-east, and, flowing across the
dominions of the Monbuttoo king Degberra, joins the
Keebaly : the united streams then reeeive the name of the
Welle.
Without unnecessary loss of time we forded the sandy
river-bed, and, continuing our march for about another half
hour, arrived at the left bank of the Keebaly. The river here
exhibited much the same character as the Welle at the spot
where we had forded it upon our outward journey, but I
presume it was somewhat narrower, as by trigonometrical
measurement I found that its width was only 325 feet.
By the orders of the king boats were in readiness to convey the caravan across, and the ferrymen did their work so
well and quickly that the entire passage was accomplished
in three hours. While the transit was being effected I took
the opportunity of embarking in a canoe for the purpose of
estimating the depth and velocity of the stream, an operation
in which I was materially assisted by the greater experienee
of my servant Mohammed Ameen. In the same way as I
noticed on the Welle, the current was much stronger on the
northern or right shore ; by throwing a gourd upon the flood
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and observing the number of feet it progressed in a minute, I
estimated the ratio of the eurrents upon the opposite banks to
be as 15 :19. The depth was between 12 and 13 feet, and there
were neither rocks nor saml-banks in this part of the river-bed.
As I stood in the long grass superintending the stowage of
the baggage, I was very eonsiderably inconvenienced by the
inquisitiveness of the natives, who persisted in thronging
close around. lii order to get free from their intrusion I
was glad to resort to all kinds of artifices, such as throwing
some lighted touchwood amongst them, and treating them to
a few cartridges.
After the last bearer had started and
they observed that I still continued to paddle up and down
the stream, their euriosity knew no bounds. Trusting to the
superiority of our firearms and the proteetion of my own
servants, I felt perfectly seeure and enjoyed the bewildered
surprise with which the natives who crowded the banks
surveyed our evolutions. The dexterous swimming and
diving of my Nubians exeited the liveliest interest, and every
time the sounding-lead was dipped it was watched as eagerly
as if it were about to draw forth from the deep some treasure
of the Nibelungen.
Northward again. We passed the farmsteads of the local
overseer Parra, erossed the brook Mboolah, and pitched our
camp at a hamlet but a few miles from the stream. The
remainder of the day I spent in botanizing. I made my way
into the thickets, and found sorne splendid representatives of
such large-leaved plants as the philodendra, ealladia, and
marantha, which gleamed with a metallic sheen. The overseer was very liberal he supplied us freely with beer, and
the greater part of the night was spent iii friendly intereourse
with the natives, who found, as ever, my hair and my lueifers
to be an unfailing source of interest. Myself the people
designated as " a good man," and, satisfied that I had come
from the skies, they interpreted my arrival as a token of
peace and happiness.
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Our road on the following day lay through a country that
was generally open, and we had no stream to cross until we
reached the brook Bumba, near the village of Bongwa.
Here we regained our former route. The country was perfectly safe, and I was accordingly able to march with my
own people in the rear of the caravan, and devote my attention to my botanical researches. The hamlets that we passed
were pleasant resting-places, and as we halted under the
welcome shade of the foliage, the natives rarely failed to
hasten out and bring fresh plantains for our refreshment.
At Bongwa we made a halt for a whole ,day, for the purpose of giving the smiths an opportunity of working, as it
was necessary for our copper bars to be transformed into
some thousands of rings. For my own part I found ample
employrnent in sketching, and in adding what I could to my
store of curiosities. The victualling of the caravan, moreover, had become a matter of increased difficulty ; it was
now the season for planting out, and all the roots and tubers
which the natives had spared from the preceding year had
just been put into the ground, so that there was a general
scarcity of provisions ; a fact that was brought home to our
own experienee, when we found that the yams that were
supplied to us had already commenced throwing out their
fresh sprouts.
Retracing our former track we crossed by fording the six
approximate streams that it may be remembered I noticed
on our advance. On our arrival at Nembey's residence, we
at once found shelter in the camp-huts that had been erected
at our last visit, and which were still in a very fair state of
preservation. I took a long ramble and made a careful
inspection of the plantations of sugar-cane in the adjoining
wildernesses upon the river-banks; my first impression was
that the canes were a rank spontaneous growth, but I was
distinctly and repeatedly assured that they were nowhere, by
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any chance, found wild, and would not thrive without the aid
of man.
Wando's territory was before us. It now became a matter
of serious consideration how our progress across that hostile
district should be accomplished. Mohammed's first suggestion was that we should take a circuitous route far to the
east, and then that he should himself return with his armed
forces strengthened by a cornplement from his head Seriba
on the Nabambisso, and thus proceed to rescue the store of
ivory that had been entrusted to Wando's care. To this
scheme no doubt there were varions objections. The new
route would be entirely unknown to the Nubians, and as,
beyond a question, it would lead across wildernesses utterly
void of any population, the caravan would necessarily have
to endure no small measure of privation.
In any case
trustworthy guides would be necessary in order that the
caravan might arrive at its destination in any seasonable
time. Notwithstanding all difficulties, Mohammed resolved
to attempt to penetrate to the eastern Monbuttoo country,
although for this purpose we should be obliged to recross the
Keebaly. Nembey was tributary to Degberra, the king of
the eastern Monbuttoo, and it had been necessary for
Mohammed thus to proceed in the first place to his village ;
the fact being that the enmity between Munza and Degberra
was so bitter that there was no possibility of passing directly
from the territory of one to that of the other. We started
accordingly, and the whole train having crossed the brook
Kussumbo, we turned to the south-east along an open steppe,
and proceeded for about half a league until we reaChed a
deep hollow from which there issued one of the smaller
tributaries of the Kussumbo. This hollow was formed by
one of the landshps so common in this part of Africa, caused
by the gradual washing away from below of the ferruginous
swamp-ore, which was here at least 50 feet thick. The depth
of the defile itself was about 80 feet ; its sides were enveloped
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in dense bushes, and the masses of rock which were quite
homogeneous were adorned with a covering of hitherto unknown fern of the genns adiantum, which, in spots like this,
clothes the reeking stones with a complete down of feathery
fronds.
Another half league across the steppe and I was surprised
to find that we were on the banks of a copious river that
about eight miles to the south-west joined the Keebaly. Astonished at the sight of the rushing waters I turned to my
Monbuttoo guide, and, availing myself of the few words in his
dialect with which I was familiar, I asked him " Na eggu
rukodassi ?" (What do you call that river ?) From his reply
I discovered that it was the Kahpily, not the Keebaly. The
sirnilar sound of the names of these two collateral streams
warnecl me afresh how carefully the traveller should render
the names of rivers which he hears ; time passes on and the
names of places are changed with their ehiefs, but the names
of their rivers are handed on by the Africans from generation to generation as long as their language and nationality
remain nnaltered ;* only where these change do the names
of the rivers fall into oblivion. The Kahpily has a rapid
current from north-east to south-west; its depth bere was
only 4 feet, but its bed, 40 feet in width, and its steep rocky
walls, 40 feet in height, demonstrated that this important
stream must be subject to a consilerable inerease in its
volume. In my own mind I was convinced that all these
rivers, meeting within so lirnited an area, must have their
sources in some mountain region at no great distance, little
* It may be objected that this theory does not hold good for many parts of
Central Africa. Barth (vol. iii., p. 26() gives twelve instances to prove that
all the tribes of the Central Soudan have no other distinctions for any of their
streams beyond the general terms of " water " or river. But I must be permitted to urge that the Arabs of the Eastern Soudan bave their Atbara,
Sobat, (Sic. At any rate, the people amongst whom I travelled, especially the
Niam-niam and the Monbuttoo, formed remarkable exceptions, for they invariably gave all localities the names of the adjacent rivers or brooks.
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as the aspect of the surrounding country seemed to warrant
the supposition. It was evident to my mind that the Kahpily must rise near the source-streams of the Dyoor, and
from a mountain-chain extending to the south-east from
Baginze, a district which would appear to be the nucleus
of a whole series of source-streams that flow thence to the
north and west.
While the caravan was being carefully conducted across
the river by means of an immense stem of a tree that
stretched over from bank to bank, I enjoyed a refreshing
bath in the foaming waters. Proceeding next in the direction of E.S.E., we passed over a level steppe. As we
approached the river that next intercepted us we found that
we were on the recent track of a lion ; the vestiges in the
red clay were all so well-defined that the natives, with their
keen hunting instinct, pronounced without hesitation that
they had been made by an aged male. The steppes extend
for a long distance along the right bank of the Keebaly
without being relieved by human habitations, and the district naturally abounds with game. Herds of leucotis antelopes animated the plain and tempted me to devote an
hour to the chase. Drenched with perspiration, almost as if
I were in the tumult of a battle, and aimlessly following the
impulse of the moment, I pushed my way through the tall
savannah-grass. Hunting in Africa may be fairly described
to be one continual whirl and scramble; the very abundance
of game confuses the vision ; one object of attraction rises
rapidly after another, and baffles any attempt at deliberation.
After considerable perseverance I succeeded in bringing
down a buck antelope, much to the astonishment of the
natives, who were watching my movements from the road,
and persisted to the last in questioning the efficiency of my
I hit a second antelope, but did not kill it. It
firearms.
was pursued by the natives for many miles, and only just
before sunset did they succeed in surrounding it so that they
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could despatch it by means of their lances. In the mildle
of the night li was called up, and naturally supposed that
something serious had transpired, but I soon discovered that
the reason why my rest had heen disturbed was merely
that I might be shown the mark of my bullet in the animal's
thigh. The men insisted upon my feeling the depth of the
wound with my finger, and seemed unable to comprehend
that they were showing me nothing that was new.
A little rivulet, called the Kambeley, wound down a hollow
imdine of which the sides were indented with many a vale of
different level. The sides of the hollow were covered for a
considerable height with a tangled jungle from which the
great leaves of the trumpet-tree ((Jeeropia)rose like brilliant
fans ; and interwoven amongst its thickets there was a new
species of palm, something akin to the rotang, of which every
leaf terminated in a long spray, armed with prickles, like a
pike-hook. From this palm the Monbuttoo eut eanes as
thick as their arms, which are reputed to be so difficult to
break that they are not unfrequently used as a criterion in
Above the primeval wood the narrow
testing strength.
valley was crowned with a number of small and graceful
huts. Altogether the spot was so romantic and wild, and
yet withal it had an air of so much snug and cosy comfort,
that it seemed to entice one to choose it for his home.
At this point our earavan was joined by a party of
people sent by Kubby, one of Degberra's sub-chieftains, from
beyond the Keebaly, to open ivory transactions with Mohammed, a circumstance that boded us no good, and forbade
us from being in any way sanguine of a hospitable reception
from Kubby. This half-way meeting was only a blind ; it
was a pretext to prevent us from alleging that bis subsequent
refusal to allow tis to cross the river was actuated by any
hostile motive. An African chief always likes to have a
loophole as long as it is doubtful whether peace is preferable
to war.
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The ground, with its continual indentations, slanted gradually
downwards as we approached the great river. Several
ravines and elefts with their flowing souree-springs had to
be traversed before we reached the river bank, and even
then, with the roar of the cataract close beside Us, we were
obliged to trace and retrace our steps up and down the shore
before we could find a suitable place for an encampment.
At this date (April 18th) the Keebaly filled a bed more
than 1200 feet in width. The main eurrent followed the
left or southern shore, along which a great bank of gneiss
lay exposed, now stretched out in wide flats, and now piled
up in countless fragments like huge lumps of ice. The
extreme height of this bank never exceeded fifty feet, while
the northern bank, on which we had our station, was covered
with the most splendid forest and rose to a height of at
least a hundred feet. Higher up, the stream was parted into
numerous channels, and amidst these was a profusion of
woody islands, against which the foaming waters broke,
throwing the sparkle of their spray into the darkness of the
thicket.*
The channels appeared to be all quite navigable,
although the sound of the rapids could be distinetly heard.
" Kissingah " is the general name by which these rapids are
distinguished; but the Monbuttoo are aceustomed simply to
refer to them as " the islands." We could observe the
conical roofs of the fishing-huts peeping out from amidst the
foliage, and noticed the canoes of the unfriendly natives
darting rapidly across from one islet to another. Not one,
however,.of these fishing-boats came near us ; nor was there
the least indication of the coming of any of Kubby's messengers to assist us in our passage across the stream. We
became aware only too soon of a resolution to obstruct our
progress, the cause of which was readily to be explained.
* The accompanying drawing, taken on the spot, will convey a correct idea
of the scene.
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Poncet's (subsequently Ghattas's) company had a Seriba in
Kubby's district, and the Nubians who had been left in
charge had succeeded in inducing the chief to refuse us the
assistance of his boats, for no other reason whatever than
that they feared Mohammed's competition with themselves,
aud that they were eager to monopolize the entire ivorytrade of the district.
For the next day we waited on. No boats arrived. This
waste of time suited the plans neither of Mohammed nor of
myself. Our provisions, moreover, were getting low. There
Accordingly our resolution
was no prospect of revictualling.
was taken : without delay we would return to Nembey.
During the day of indecision, I exerted myself as best I
could t.o explore the wildernesses of the Keebaly. My
attention was chiefly attracted by a fragrant crinum, in shape
and size resembling a white lily. The diversity of the trees
seemed almost endless, and I was especially amazed at the
variety of the anonaceæ and fig-trees, of which I found little
short of forty species.
An infallible proof of the size and copiousness of the river
was afforded by the number of' hippopotamuses that were
floundering about. I amused myself by clambering along
the smooth rocks that projectecl into the water, and testing
my bullets on the Ifides of the unwieldy brutes ; having an
ample store of ammunition, for which there did not seem to
be much demand in the way of regular hunting, I fired away
over the surface of the water, for the hour together. My
sport created a vivid sensation amongst the natives upon the
opposite bank, for although they had the prudence to keep
carefully out of sight, they could not resist surreptitiously
spying at our camp from behind their bushes ; they manifested their surprise at the enormous range covered by my
rifles, being acquainted only with the guns of the Nubians,
the best of which could not carry half the distance.
The waters of the Keebaly have the repute of affording a
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home to a very remarkable anirnal that has never been
observed in any of the streams that rise from the Nile basin.
The Nubians, who have a habit of ealling anything with
which they are not familiar by whatever name may come
uppermost at the moment, have given this anirnal the designation of a " Kharoof-el-bahr," or river-sheep; they deseribe
it in such a way that there can be little doubt that it is a
manatus or lamantin (probably 11/. Vogellii), which is so
frequently fbund in the rivers of Western Africa that flow
into the Atlantic. My short and unsettled sojourn on the
Keebaly prohibited me from securing, out of these tropical
source-streams, a specimen of this strange representative of
the Sirenia family.
I am perfectly certain that if Mohammed had pleased he
could have forced his way across the river. The dexterous
Nubians had but to swim over with their guns upon their
heads, and they could readily have taken possession of the
canoes which, too large and cumbrous to be transported by
land, were concealed in the thickets upon the opposite shore.
I merely mention this to illustrate my opinion that, with a
company of Nubians, the great African rivers iii themselves
offer no insuperable obstacles to a resolute traveller.
As already aflirmed, the Keebaly is to be considered as
the main stream of the river that, in its lower course, is
known as the Welle. Before quitting it we may do well to
give our brief attention to the geographical questions that
are associated with this discovery.
In the accounts collected from his agents, and published
by Poncet, the river is called the Boora or Baboora ;* but as
I never heard this name, I can only surmise that Poneet's
informants had somehow misunderstood or misinterpreted the
regular name Keebaly or Keebary. In the same way I
* In many Central African dialects, such as the Bagliirmy and Bongo, the
monosyllable " ba" means " river."
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never heard anything of a king mentioned under the name
of Kagoorna, or of a tribe called tbe Onguroo. The Nubians
seem never to recollect the native names of rivers, and
invariably pronounce all names whatever most incorrectly ;
the information derived from that quarter is of little value
to the geographer, and it is very much to be regretted that
the most travelled and experienced leaders of the Khartoom
expeditions should have failed so much in acquiring definite
details ; had it been other wise, their knowledge would have
been of great assistance in laying down more complete and
accurate maps of the country.
The probability that the Keebaly aud the Welle are
identical with the upper course of the Shary appears to
become at once almost a positive certainty when we ask the
counter-question, "If this is not the Shary, whence does the
Shary come?" All that we know and all that we do not
know about the north and north-western districts conspire to
satisfy us that in that direction there is neither a sufficient
reservoir, nor an adequato space, for the development of a
network of streams large enough to form a river which is
half a mile broad at its mouth, and which fills a lake as
large as the whole of Belgium. The waters of the Welle,
however, do not rise till April, while the Shary occasionally
rises in March. In order to explain this earlier rising of'
the lower river, we seem to be compelled to adopt the
supposition that there must be some second main stream
which issues fmm a latitude more southerly than the Keebaly. Quite insignificant are the tWo affluents, the Nalobey
and the Nomayo, which the river receives on the left from
the south of Munza's territory.
There can be little doubt about the real origin of the
Keebaly. Although, as delineated on my map, the river
has a position as though it issued directly from the northwest angle of the Mwootan Lake (Albert Nyanza), nothing
was more remote from my intention than to jump to such a
VOL.
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precipitate conelusion ; there was nothing either in the
nature of the river and its tributaries, or in the information
received from the various natives, which could, in any way,
justify such a hypothesis. On the contrary, I am quite conI entirely
vinced of the correctness of Baker's statement.
basin
great
the
is
concur with his view that Lake Mwootan
of the Nile, and that the Bahr-el-Gebel is its only outlet.
That Lake Mwootan, simply on account of its abundanee of
water, must necessarily have several outlets, and that the Ayi
(the river which Baker calls the Ye) is one of those outlets,
is only a geographical ehimera which, in the Old World
at least, has no analogy, and which would only be admitted
to the theories of dileUaaU. According to Baker's measurement Lake 111wootan(Albert Nyanza) is 2720 feet above the
level of the sea. But by comparing the rapids of the Keebaly
with the height of Munza's residence (2707 feet), which has
been verified by the most rigid scientific appliances, I have
ascertained that they are almost on the same level as the
lake. The river and the lake being thus at the same altitude
constitutes decisive evidence that the Keebaly does not
issue from the lake, from which it is distant about 170
miles.
All the rivers that were embraced within the compass of
my journey appeared to me to have their s()uree in the spur
of the Galla-Abyssinian highlands, through which the Bahrel-Gebel passes in the Madi country. Those which belong to
the Nile system would seem to spring from the mountains of
•Koshi on the north of Lake Mwootan, whilst those which are
.tributary to the Shary have their source in what Baker
designates the Blue Mountains, which he observed to the
north-west of the lake. Including the Mfumbiro group on
the north of Lake Tanganyika—that group which under
Speke's name of " the Mountains of the Moon," has obtained
a certain geographical notoriety—this mountain system
apparently forms a section of that conspienous terrace-ehain
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which (with the only exceptions of the Niger source-territory
and the lofty isolated coast ranges by the equator) divides
the continent of Africa, not according to the prevailing idea
into a northern and southern, but into an eastward and westward half of highland and lowland. The highland embraces
a large number of inland lakes, some of which allow their
waters to escape most diffusely, whilst others appear to have
no outlet at all. Many of these lakes are found close to the
western ridge of the high ground. Besides the Keebaly,
the Lualaba amongst other rivers may be named as forcing
its way through the mountains of Rua, and apparently flowing in a westerly direction towards the lowland. If we
imagine a prolonged line to cut the entire continent from
Massowa to Mossamedes, it would eoincide almost precisely with the terrace-chain of which I have spoken ; it
would answer very much to a corresponding line of division
between the highlands and lowlands of South America whieh,
like an Africa turned right over, has its coast-chain on the
western side.
Nurtured as I had been upon the banks of the Diina, my
earliest memories were associated with the aspeet of a majestic
river with its foaming waves, and it was consequently with no
ordinary pleasure that I gazed upon this stream which
hitherto no white man had ever beheld. I retain the most
vivid recollection of the last evening that I spent upon the
banks of the Keebaly, when both time and place contributed
to provoke a geographical discussion. The Nubians are
always ready to talk about rivers. They will enlarge freely
upon their source, their aspect, and their connection; but,
carried away by their imagination, they never fail to represent their own incomparable Nile as par excellenee the river
of rivers, the very spring and reservoir of all the goodliest
waters of the earth. A compendium of all their geographieal
delusions would form an interesting study, and might furnish
a kev to many antiquated traditions. It is
known that
iu 2
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the Nubians and Arabians always give the name of "island "
to the projecting point of land which lies at the confluenee
of any two rivers ; thus Sennaar would be described as the
" island" between the White and the lilue Nile ; and it was
in the same sense that the ancients applied the name to
Meroii, the land between the Nile and the Atbara. It is
a matter of remark again that the Nubians are accustomed
to invert, as it were, the upward and downward courses of a
stream, and to deseribe the confluenee of two rivers as the
separation of the main stream into two brauches. This
habit may possibly account for the frequent mention of
" arms" in all their descriptions of their rivers : it is in
accordance moreover with the practice of the ancients, who
referred to the junction of the White and Blue Nile at
Khartoom as a partition of the entire stream, "ubi Nilus
iterum bifureus ;" a notion probably only derived from the
babitual expressions of the natives which would thus appear
to have remained unaltered for many centuries.
A corresponding difference between the Nubian mode of
expression and our own is observable in all their allusions
to the motions of rivers, and they would speak, for example
of the Nile as going lowards, and not as descending from the
mountains. On the bank of the Keebaly I sat discussing
the topie of river-systems with Mohammed Aboo Sammat
and his people ; but as we argued over the many hydrographical problems that were yet unsolved I detected him
in the most flagrant contradictions. At length, losing my
patience, I desired him to show me with his hand which way
he supposed the Keebaly to flow ; the whole party simultaneously motioned towards the east, and turning to the west
declared that that was the direction from which the river
came. Startled from my composure, I rated them soundly
upon their inconsistencies. " Why, you Mussulmen," I said,
" twist and turn everything upside down. We can comprehend you in nothing. What is sin with us is righteoUsness
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with you. The day you call night.* In your Ramadan, you
fast during the daytime ; we do all our fasting at night. Go
to a strange place and you expect the people to be the first to
visit you. Go to a feast and you take the place of the host,
and treat the servants to their beer. Your bridegrooms, too,
you make them pay for their brides instead of taking them
with a dowry of their own. You talk of what is pure and
impure ; ' but for yourselves you are always dirty. Your
names for colour are contradictions ; ,'akhdar ' is green and
grey ; azrak ' is both blue and black. You call your
drums trumpets ;t and your trumpets drums4 In bed you
wrap up your heads and leave your feet uncovered. : To tell
the truth, I could go on and enumerate a hundred of your
vagaries, and I can only wonder that you do not stand on
your heads and eat with your feet" The incredible confusion in the ideas of this people involves the traveller in
continual tedious explanations. Speke § complains in the
same way about the geographical blunders of bis retinue.
We made our way back to Nembey by the same route that
we had come. Before regaining the place we very narrowly
escaped coming into collision with the inhabitants of some
hamlets through which we passed. The entire caravan for
some days past had been placed upon reduced rations, and
when some of the bearers caught sight of the manioc roots
that had been planted close to the dwellings, the temptation
of pulling them up was too great to be resisted. The women
were highly indignant, assailed the offenders lustily, and
shrieked at them with the loudest imprecations. The caravan
came to a standstill. As those in the rear never knew what
was happening in front, Mohamnaed, attended by his bodyguard, hurried up to inquire into the cause of the disturbance. Having ascertained the circumstances, he came to
* Referring to the Soralan Arabie word " to-day," whieh is literally "in the
night."
t Drombeta.

Tamboor.

§ Vide Speke's Jourreil; p. 90.
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the resolution that it would be his best policy to make
Accordingly he gave his
an example of the thieves.
instructions, and the delinquents received a sound thrashing
with the kurbatch, while the injured women looked on with
mingled satisfaction and derision.
On arriving at Nembey wefound our grass camp-huts in
flames, the inhabitants having set fire to them as a token of
their sense of having had enough of our company. They had
evidently no wish for us to tarry among them any longer.
Without halting, therefore, we continued our march, recrossed the Kussumbo, and, towards dark, reached the last
of the villages before the frontier wilderness, where I aud
my people found comfortable accommodation in a large shed
belonging to the local chief. We were here informed that
Wando was bent upon our destruction, the entire population
of the frontier being already in arms, and the women and
children having been removed to a place of safety.
Mohammed by this time had been driven, however unwillingly, to the conclusion that he had neither competent
gukles nor adequate provisions to enable him to carry out
his original project of avoiding the enemy's territory by
taking a circuitous route to the east. There was no alternative for us except to continue our old road over the wilderness that bounded the frontier. Meanwhile, repeated
showers of rain had fallen, and had contributed very much
to the difficulty of crossing the swamps by making them
unusually humid. So much time was occupied in conveying the caravan across the brook that bounded the Monbuttoo
district that I had leisure to make a sketch of the galleryforest, which, however, very inadequately represents the
splendour of its luxuriance.*
* The annexed woodeut is too minute to represent the details, but it may
give some idea of the plantain-groves in the obseurity of these forests. The
eumbrous stems are thickly overgrown with wilJ pepper, and the spreading
branehes are lcxaled with long bead moss (Usnea), and with that reinarkable
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The sun was still high when we made our first camp in
the wilderness. We were upon the third of the gallerybrooks. Since our former visit new blossoms had unfolded
themselves, and seemed to give a fresh aspect to the scene.
In every quarter of the thickets, gleaming like torches, there
rose the imposing clusters of the combretum, with its large
bright-red bracteæ ; and, as if to rival them in splendour,
every branch of the spathodea put forth a thyrsus of large
ora nge-coloured balls.
In the midst of my enjoyment, as I was admiring the
beauties all around me, I was startled by a ery, like a shout
of triumph, that came from a party of our uegroes who were
scouring the woods in the hope of securing something good
to eat. I hurried in the direction of the sound, and found
the men all clusterecl rouncl the stem of a tree, to which
they were busily appiying firebrands. Having discovered
a quantity of honey in a hollow tree, they adopted the most
effectual measures to secure their treasure, and very soon
the honey, the wax, and the very bodies of the bees themselves were indiscriminately devoured. If any one could
persuade the inhabitants of Central Africa to desist from
their habit of consuming this wax, he would do no small
service towards accelerating the civilization of the continent.
At present, with the exception of ivory, no article of traffic
frorn these districts repays its transport : but the inexhaustible supply of wax from these districts might be made
the object of a productive trade. Hitherto Abyssinia and
Benguela have been the only countries that have supplied
any considerable quantities of this yaluable product ; yet
the demand for yeal beeswax in the lands alone that are
lichen to which I have given the name of elephant's ear: high among the
Some stems, already
boughs are the huge dwellings of the tree-termes.
decayed, serve as supports for n mmuse garlands ef Mucuna, and, overhung by
impenetrable fidiage, Mrm r Karly bowers Ntihe i dell obscurity reigns supreme.
Such is the home (,f the ehimpanzee.
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subject to the orthodox Greek Church, where it is the only
material allowed for church lights, is almost unbounded.
The ruins of the grass-huts beside the broad meadowwater brought back to our recollection the melancholy night
of rain which we had to endure upon our outwarcl journey.
The spot was, if possible, more miserable and dejected now.
Neither leaves nor grass could be obtained in sufficient
quantity for our need. Trees had to be felled to make a
path across the swamp, and even then, go carefully as we
would, the mud was much above our knees. If the enemy
hacl been sagacious enough to attack us under those adverse
circumstances, we should have fallen an easy prey.
In another two days we should pass the enemy's border.
The very expectation seemed to awaken our impatience, and
we started off at early dawn. Already we could trace the
footprints of our antagonists' outposts, who had been seen
some distance along the road to watch for our approach.
Towards noon we came to the official declaration of war,
consisting, as I have previously described, of the maize, the
feather, and the arrow, hung across our path, as the emblems
of defiance. There was something of the anxiety of suspense
as we found ourselves at the partition brook which marked
off Wando's territory. Aware of the danger of venturing
rashly into the pathless thiekets, our eautious leader ordered
a general halt. Small detachments were first despatched to
reconnoitre and to clear the way. As soon as they had
satisfied themselves that all was safe, the signal was given
by the trumpets, and the column of bearers was set in
motion. The crowd of women were not permitted to march
as usual in single file, but for the sake of compactness were
gathered in a mass and strode on, trampling down whatever
vegetation came in their way ; the chaos of confusion was
indescribable ; the shrill chatter of their voices mingled
harshly with the clatter of their pots and pans ; while
above all rose the bellowing of the orderig and the louder
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volley of the oaths of the Nubians, who marched on with
their guns in one hand, but making good use of their rods
and kurbatches with the other.
Safely through the wood, we reached an open steppe. We
were in sight of the enemy's position, and once again a halt
was called. The occasional gleaming of a spear in the grass,
or the waving of a plume upon a Niam-niam's hat, made us
aware that we were not far from the presence of the foe.
They seemed to be in a wide semicircle, that embraced the
front of our halting-ground. There was, however, something
in their demeanour that appeared to indicate a desire on
their part for a parley. The interpreters therefore were sent
forward, the trumpeter Inglery at their head ; Mohammed
himself soon followed, and a conference ensued. The natives
all this time took careful cognizance of the range of the
Khartoomers' guns, and did not seem disposed to approach
nearer than was requisite to understand what was said.
As the parley proceeded, and we saw the parties approximate nearer to each other, we began to expect a favourable
termination of the interview. It turned out that the men
with whom Mohammed was treating were representatives of
the districts adjoining the A-Madi, the Nabanda Yuroo. They
declared that though they were subject to Wando they had
really no share in his hostile intentions; they were anxious
to guard themselves against the mischief that might befall
them from their proximity to the seene of war, and consequently were only pleading " for their hearths and homes."
Mohammed was inclined to listen to their plea, although he
was reckoning without his host. Meanwhile some of the
actual belligerents arrived, and professed that they could
give us a safe conduct across the country, declaring that they
were well aware where Wando had deposited Mohammed's
ivory, and upon these pretexts they urged Mohammed to
accept them as guides.
I could not resist making my way up to Mohammed as he
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stood surrounded by his guard, and giving his instructions to
the interpreters, in order that I might point out to him the
advantage of his position. I wanted hirn to understand how
much better it would be to secure all these men as hostages
than to trust to their promises and proposals ; but he made
light of my apprehensions, affirming that savages were all
cowards and afraid of war, and that he had no doubt everything would come right at last.
Without further delay the A-Banga were then permitted
to escort us to their villages on the other side of the brook,
where, in spite of the suspicious absence of all the women
and children, we received an abunclant supply of provisions,
and I was presented with a good. store of the fiesh of some
eland-antelopes, which the natives had killed on the day
before. In reality, these people amply deserved a thorough
chastisement at our hands for the massacre of our women
slaves during our outward journey, but Mohammed, under
the hope of obtaining a safe transit and recovering bis ivory,
thought it more diplomatic to overlook the offence.
Before sunrise next morning all were in -readiness to proceed. The day proved to myself to be one of the few unlucky
days that marred the general good fortune that attended my
enterprise. A slight mishap befell me in crossing the first
brook, which was but the precursor of a more serious trouble
to come. In crossing a swamp I fell into a deep quagrnire,
from which I scramblecl out with everything upon me except
my hat covered with the blackest and filthiest of mire.
With all my might I shouted to my servants to bring me
clean dry clothes. My outcry raised an alarm that spread
to the rear. There arose an impression that I had been
wounded, and in a short time hall the caravan had crowded
round. Order having been restored, we proceeded on our way,
deviating, however, a little from our previous route, and
passing numerous villages and cultivated spots. Owing to
irregularities in the soil our earavan became somewhat broken,
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and it was deemed advisable to make a halt near the huts
the next local overseer, for the double purpose of gathering
the stragglers, and of allowing an interval for the morning
meal.
Starting afresh, Mohammeci led the way. He was himself
unarmed, but he was attended by his young armour-bearers,
and followed by a detaehment of his black body-guard.
Next in order and close behind were the men whose mediation and offers of guidance had yesterday been accepted.
Somehow or other I could not get rid of my presentiment
that these fellows were not to be trusted, and aceordingly,
contrary to my custom, I took good care to keep my trusty
rifle in my hand. It struek me as very remarkable that in
the villages which we passed the men, women, and children
were all assembled in crowds, and calmly watched our progress, just as though there was no rumour or thought of war.
After about half a league I was at the head of a column
of bearers, but I had fallen some hundred paces behind
Mohammed. All at onee several shots fired in rapid suecession made me aware that something unusual had happened
in front. Looking to the right I saw some natives rushing
away at full speed across the steppes ; a hasty fire was
opened upon the fugitives, and their savage yells of pain
betrayed that some of them were wounded, although they
contrived to make good their escape. Another moment and
I eaught sight of Mohammed being earrieel back towards us
with a broad streak of blood across his white sash, and elose
beside were the two little armour-bearers writhing with their
faces to the ground, their backs pierced by the native lances.
It was a ghastly sight. Dashing up to Mohammed I ripped
up his clothes, and discovered at a glance that my poor
friend had received a deep spear-eut in his thigh. I did not
lose an instant in adopting what measures I could. As fate
would have it, I had a box of insect needles in my pocket.
Water, of which we were always eareful to have a supply,
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was close at hand. Mohammed's own muslin scarf was just
the thing for a bandage. Having carefully been washed, and
then bound together with half-a-d_ozen of the strongest of the
pins, and finally enveloped in the searf and tied with yarn,
the gaping wound was completely dressed, and began to heal
almost as soon as it was closed.
The sad event bad occurred in this way. One of the pretended guides foreed his way between Mobammed and his
young shield-bearers, and brandishing bis lance cried out,
" The people of Yuroo are for peace ; we are for war."
Mohammed instinctively made a sidelong movement to escape
the falling blow, and thus probably saved his life. Meanwhile the other natives attacked the boys and stabbed
them between the shoulders. Although Mobammed had
escaped the direet blow that was designed, the huge lance,
with its head a foot and a half in length, had sunk deep into
his flesh. With the fortitude of desperation he dragged the
murderous weapon from the wound, hurled it after the fugitive assassin, and then fell senseless to the earth. The
injury caused by the barbs of the spear (which were an
ineh long) was miserably aggravated by the impetuous fury
with which the weapon was extracted. The wound was broad
and deep enough to admit my whole hand, and had only just
escaped the kidney, which was visible through the open
flesh.
In their first surprise at the sudden attaek, Mohammed's
personal retinue had fired almost at random after the fugitive
t raitors ; but as their guns were only loaded with deer-shot,
they for the most part hit the enemy without killing them.
Immediately upon this there ensued a general ebase, and
during the time that I was engaged in binding up Mohamm ed's wound, I could hear the reports of firearms along the
w hole line of our procession.
And now agaill a halt was ordered, the columns of bearers
were collected, their loads were deposited in piles upon the
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ground, and tbe signal was given for a general plunder. Joyfully enough was the order hailed ; it was especially welcome
to the hungry Bongo after their scanty fare on the previous
days.
As a proof that the natives were in league together, I
notieed that direetly after the treacherous attack upon
Mohammed, all speetators disappeared from tbe road ; and
although the Nubians, considering themselves perfectly justified in taking what slaves they could, went in pursuit of
womeu and children, I did not see that their exertions were
attended with any success. They secured a nurniter of onfortunate boys, but they let them loose again, persecuting
them with gun-shot and lances as they took to flight. The
air rung with their shrieks, and it was only the long grass,
I cannot doubt, that prevented my seeing not a few of these
undeserving vietims sink and die upon the earth.
Within an hour not only were the granaries of the villages
around so effectually ransacked that abundance of corn was
piled up around our quarters, but the villages themselves
were involved in flames. With an expedition quite astonishing, the conical roofs were removed from the nearest huts
and employed in the construction of an improvised camp for
ourselves, which was subsequently surrounded by a substantial abattis. The woodwork from the adjacent dwellings
furnished the material for this defence, which we presumed
might be necessary in case of attack.
-Meantime our fighting force was adequate to keep the
natives, who had assembled to do battle with us as intruders, at a safe distance from our camp, where our own
negroes were busily storing whatever they had captured.
While tlds was going on some of the fighting men came in,
and approaching their chieftain, who, wrapped in wet
bandages, was reclining on a couch beneath a tree, laid at his
feet their first trophies of war, consisting of several heads of
the A-Banga. It was in the first excitement of battle that
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these heads had been taken off the bodies of the fallen, and
in revenge for the slaughterous attack upon Mohammed ;
hut throughout the whole period of hostility, although some
twenty natives were killed, this was the first and last instance that came under my notiee of the barbarous custom.
All the negroes attached to our caravan had a superstitious
horror of the practice of decapitating the dead, and the
Nubians would have deemed themselves defiled by touching
the corpse of a heathen. As no value appeared in any
quarter to be attached to the heads I appropriated them
to myself, and was thus able to add to the variety of my
colleetion of skulls.
The scene of these adventures was within gunshot of a
bank thicket, through the deep hollow of which flowed a
eopious brook that a little farther north joined the Assika.
On the opposite bank, which was considerably higher than
the side on which we were encamped, there were several
groups of hamlets scattered about the open plain, and between these numbers of armed men could be distinguished
burrying about, the precise object of whose activity we were
at a loss to determine. Amongst the Nubians who were
with us were some of the stoutest and most resolute men in
the whole of Aboo Sammat's corps, and these had come to
the resolution that they would foree their way through the
natives who might be hidden in the jungle, eross the brook,
and carry an attack over to the opposite bank. All the
ivory that had been purchased on the outward route and
deposited in the land seemed to be in peril of being lost,
and it was the conviction of the Nubians that their only
chance now of recovering their property was by capturing
some of the native women, who would have to be redeemed.
Things seemed to promise favourably for the undertaking.
The soil was suitable, the network of brooks and trenehes
interspersed with grass plots opened certain facilities for
encompassing an aAversary, and if the Nubians bad acted
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with greater determination they could bardly liave fhiled in
securing the desired hostages, but the passage across the
woods on the river-banks was their first difficulty. They had
to contend at a great disadvantalke, for they could only
squander their bullets uselessly or at random among the
trees ; while the natives from their lurking-places could do
good and sure execution with their spears and arrows.
I accornpanied our party of assailants for some distance,
and had a better opportunity than had e ver presented itself
before of observing the effect of the native arrows. The
arrows that had wooden heads I observed to have a range of
at least 300 paces, and to fall with scareely a sound ; such as
had iron tips on the contrary came whizzing through the air,
but would not carry half the distance ; these appeared only
to be used when the natives felt tolerably sure of their
aim.
The A-Banga have a war-dress and equipments that would
seem to be entirely derived from the Monbuttoo : they dance
and jump about behind the bushes as if they were taking
part in a pantomime, generally trying to keep a crouching
posture, and only rising to discharge their arrows. The
storm of arrows which they hurled against us as we advanced
fell like strays from a waggon-load of straw, and yet our
enemy could not be detected anywhere, excepting at intervals
a form would be seen to rush across as it changed its place of
ambush. Just at the beginning of the fray one of our side
was struck by a wooden arrow in rather a remarkable way ;
the point, which was some inches long and as hard as iron,
having caught the inner corner of his eye, remained sticking
elose to the side of the lachrymal cavity ; the fellow roared
out lustily, but he was found to have sustained no serious
hurt. It was said that a casualty of this kind was by no
means unusual, because the natives always aimed at the eye
as the most vulnerable quarter ; but as the arrows are very
light, and have to describe a curve before they can reach
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their mark, I should presume their destination is altoge
a matter of chance.
On the border of the wood, close to the pathway
emerged, some of the more courageous of the natives ma
stand and received our people with gestures of deffi
brandishing their weapons, and tossing their plumed
From the thickets beyond, the war-cries of those who
less venturesome could be distinctly heard, and from the
tance, beyond again, resounded the clang of the kettledr
One of the savages sprang forward towards us, and hol
up his shield denounced us with a volley of madd,
imprecations. A bullet quickly piereeci alike his shield
his breast, and he sank mute and senseless to the earth.
second ventured forward, but only to succumb to the
fate. Then the savages thought it was time to retreat,
accordingly wheeling round they disappeared into
obscurity of the wood, where the rustle of the foliage
witness to a general flight. Now was the opportunit:
cross, of which the Nubians took advantage, but though
reached the farmsteads without opposition they could
fire into the air without an aim, as though they were gree
the new moon after the fast of Ramadan.
For myself curiosity alone had led me on. I had no
like ardour, I had no feeling of vengeance against
natives, and consequently I took no personal share in
mild skirmish, but those who were present delighted a
wards in telling wonderful stories of the daring prowess I
displayed in penetrating the enemy's ranks. Sueh rej
often follow a traveller's reputation for years, and who
repeats them is pretty sure to append some marvel of his
faney. " When, fame paints a serpent, she attachesfeet
bocly."
The savages had no idea of the velocity of a bullet ; I
invariably ducked their heads as often as they could he
ball whistling in the air ; and it was a very ludicrous s
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taele when Inindreds of black beads that had been peepiug
from behind the trees would simultaneously disappear.
By sundown the whole region about us was clear of the
enemy, and as darkness came on the bearers returned within
the shelter of our abattis, laden richly with spoils that they
had secured in the adjacent villages. Sentries and watchfires were established, and the night was passed in a stillness
that was rarely broken by a stray and distant shot. With
the exception of a few Bongo-bearers who, yielding to their
marauding propensities, had pushed too far into the hamlets,
we had suffered no loss. Two of the Nubians, however, had
received severe lance-wounds, and had to be carried back to
the camp on litters.
It was currently reported among the natives that Mohammed was mortally wounded. Encouraged by the accession of
fresh contiugents during the night, they once again made the
woods re-echo with their savage war-cries, amidst which
could be heard the vilest and most abusive Arabie invectives
that they seemed to have learnt for the mere purpose of
vituperating their enemies. Mbahly's death, however, was
the burden of their ehorus. "Mbahly ! Mbahly ! Give us
Mbahly. We want meat." Mohammed would not submit
to these taunts. In spite of his weakness he insisted upon
showing himself. With his wound firmly bandaged, he was
conveyed beyond the camp to a white ant-hill, from whence
he could be seen far around. For nearly a quarter of an
hour he stood upon this elevation swinging his scimitar, and
shouting with the full strength of his voice, " Here I am,
Mbahly is not dead yet." He then challenged them to come
with a hundred lanees if they dare, and retorted upon them
jeering scorn their cry of, " Pushyo ! pushyo !" (meat, meat),
always using the Niam-niam dialect, in which he was tolerably
fluent.*
* In the woodeut tbat depicts this scene, the Ittckground gives a represeutation of the splendid forest scenery that marked the spot.
VOL.
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Mohammed was at once to be recognised by his Monbuttoo
straw hat, with its bright-red feathers. Although all his
compatriots would have considered it a degradation to adopt
a savage costume, he always delighted, in these expeditions,
to dress himself like a native chieftain. In order to give
the natives a still further demonstration of his safety, in the
course of the afternoon he made his nephew array himself
in his own state attire, his flowing rokko-coat, and his stately
plumes, and sent him to conduet a sally towards the north.
This party, however, returned without coming to any engagement.
I spent the whole day in my own tent preparing the
ammunition which I supposed would be requisite for my
people if the state of warfare should last. Deer-shot, with
some of a heavier description, I considered would be of
the greatest service in the hands of unskilful marksmen. I
had another oceupation, which made me feel like a very
Nemesis. I manipulated the heads of the A-Banga men
which I had so recently appropriated. Probably with their
own eyes these heads had watched the stewing of other
human heads, but now they had to simmer on in my caldron.
Although I was quite aware that the Nubians reckoned the
bones of all heathens and unbelievers as entitled to no more
respect than the bones of brute beasts, yet for deceney's sake
I preferred performing the operation in the seclusion of my
tent. Notwithstanding that my dogs had not had any
animal food for several days, they could not be induced to
eat a morsel of the boiled human flesh.
Just as it was growing dark we were startled, if not
alarmed, by the appearanee of a great troop of natives. The
attack was not made, as hitherto, from the dense dark woods
at our feet, but proceeded from our old path upon the south.
Only the foremost ranks were visible, the rear being hidden
by the high grass and bushes ; but the wild cries, like the
howling of a coming storm, testified to the overwhelming
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numbers of the aggressors. Ilalf of our armed foree issued
from tlie camp in a compact line, and fired a volley straight
upon the nearest of the assailants, five of whom were seen to
fall dead upon the ground. The altered tone of the war-cry
proved that many more were wounded, and as all the guns
were loaded with a good handful of heavy shot this was sure
to be the case ; but this time the conflict came to such close
quarters that two more of our men were severely wounded
by the native lances. As soon as the attack was thus divertecl,
and the front ranks of the enemy began to retreat, the
negroes of our caravan, who had been placed in reser ve
immediately behind the soldiers, started off at full speed in
pursuit of the fugitives, aml their lanees made far greater
havoc than all the bullets of the Nubians. Before leaving
lifunza's residence our bearers had all been provided with
new weapons, and thus our little negro band was able to
hold its own against greatly preponderating numbers of the
enemy, who, I should imagine, were at least 10,000 strong.
The weight and diversity of the weapons of the A-Banga,
added to the inconvenience of their costume, necessarily
prevented them from making a rapid flight ; they were consequently obliged to keep throwing off one impediment after
another until the ground was strewn with shields, lances,
clothes, and sometimes with their false chignons, ornaments
and all. When the negroes returned to camp, bringing in
their spoil and swinging the chignons on the points of their
lances, they were greeted alike with the glad shout of
trinmph and the loud ring of laughter.
It was near midnight when the pursuers eame back.
They had proseented their ehase to the frontier wilderness ;
they had found the villages all deserted by their inhabitants
and had obtained such stores of plunder that enough was
accumulated to keep our whole caravan for a montb.
This had been the most energetic attack that the enemy
had yet attempted ; it was made exchisively by the A-Banga,
x 2
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no Niam-niam having as yet appeared upon the seene. The
arrival of Wando, with all his force, was expected the
next day.
Early, therefore, on the following morning half of our
little armament was sent forward to the north, not merely
to anticipate any movement on Wando's part, but, if possible,
to accomplish the object of obtaining some women as hostages, who might be exchanged for the still undiscovered
ivory. Mohammed was annoyed at the previous failures to
secure any women, knowing by experience that hardly any
ransom is accountecl too large by the Niam-niana for the
recovery of their wives.
About two hours after the departure of our soldiers a
singular .sight arrested our attention. Marching along in
single file upon the top of the opposite slope, which was
separated from our camp by the woody depression and the
brook, we saw a lengthened train of armed natives, who by
their large quadrangular shields gleaming in the sun could
be at once recognised as A-Banga. The procession seemed
unending ; it occupied fully three hours in passing, and at
the lowest computation must ha ve consisted of 10,000 or
12,000 men. It was at first the general impression that the
chieftain had arrived with the main body of his troops. h
was conjectured that he intended to make a eireuit to the
west, and, having crossed the brook, to attack us at nightfall
from the same quarter as our assailants of the previous day.
But our fears were not realised, and we remained utterly
unable to reconcile the manceuvres we had witnessed with
the absence of Wando, which was still a mystery to us, as he
might have been joined by all his allies in the course of a
single day. Everything, however, was made clear to us
when our soldiers returned at night from their plundering
expeditions. They told us that on arriving in the morning
at the hamlets they had found the fighting force of the
A-Banga all drawn up, evidently waiting in anxions suspense
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for the assistance of Wando, but that on their approach this
large bo(ly of men immediately vacated their post. Thus
the long train that had caused us so much bewilderment
was simply the 10,000 natives retreating at the advance of a
detachment of forty or fifty of our soldiers.
Upon the grad ual slope on which our camp-enclosure was
situated, the white ant-hills, that often rise to an altitude
of ten feet, were the only eminences whence any extended
view could be obtained. across the long grass of the steppe.
These were nearly always occupied by the natives, who
mounted them for the purpose of getting a better vantageground for shonting their menaces and inveetive insults,
but occasionally they answered another end : they served to
allow the outposts of the contending parties to hold communication with each other. Amongst 1VIohammed'strained
soldiers he had no less than forty Niam-niam, who were
very devoted to him. These would appear to have held
some correspondence with the enemy, and from them we
learnt that the A-Banga were greatly irritated at the conduet of Wando, who, after urging them to attack us, had left
them in the lurch. They complained that all they had got
from their acquieseence in his wish was that the " Turks "
had killed their fellow-comrades and laid waste their land.
Wando himself, they said, had had an unpropitious augury
at tbe beginning of the fray, and, intimidated at the prospect, had abandoned his scheme ; he had withdrawn to the
recesses of the forest, and, in spite of the remonstrances of
the A-Banga, he now refused to render them any aid.
The little wooden bench, the " boroo," which I have
already deseribed, was also consulted in our own camp. My
two Niam-niam, who were no great heroes, although they had
an almost unlimited confidence in Wando's power, had a still
more unbounded reliance upon the answers of their wooclen
oraele. The test had been very unfavourable for one of
them, but I was told that it had promised a safe escape for
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myself, a cireumstance that once again confirmed my people
in their opinion of my unchangeable good luek. The ABanga did indeed make an exception in my favour when
they shouted their defiance from the ant-bills ; the Turks,
they vowed, should perish, but the white man might go
scot-free, beeause it was the first time of his coming to their
land. The quietness and retirement of my daily occupation,
my interested delight in studying the peculiarities of those
I saw, and perhaps, too, my reputation of being a haradess
" leaf-eater," all seem to have conspired to gain me a general
good-will.
Little Tikkitikki was perfectly immoved by all the proceedings ; he showed no sign of fear ; he skipped about and
played with the war-trophies ; but chiefiy he stuffed himself
with sesame-pap, of which there was a lavish abundance at
his disposal.
On the fourth morning the enemy had entirely vanished ;
the inhabitants, too, had all utterly gone. 'Phroughout the
period of warfare, the Nubians, neither in courage nor in
enduranee, had come out particularly strong. The main
burden of the contest had fallen upon the " Farookh." As
a matter of fact, however, the Nubian regulars and the black
Farookh are equally indispensable to every commander of
an expedition. The native soldiers may be the better shots,
and they have the advantage of knowing the country more
thoroughly and of being accustomed to the elimate ; moreover, on rainy days (when the Nubians would sit shivering
in their huts) they will wrap their guns in their girdles and
with the greatest alacrity go perfectly naked over wood
and steppe to repel an advaneing foe ; but, at the same
time, there is always the risk of their decamping at a
moment's provocation,—a dilemma into which a commander
would not be led by the Nubians, who would be afraid of
deserting at such a distance from Khartoom. The Nubians,
however, are much more often ailing; they are never per-
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fectly tractable, having an uneonquerable aversion to all
restraint ; they never showed themselves as remarkably
valiant in our conflicts with the savages, and were in continual apprehension of being devoured. It was not so much
death in itself of which they were afraid, as of being deprived of the rites of burial, which are prescribed in the
Koran as indispensable for obtaining the palm of Paradise.
The lack of a grave is abhorrent to the notions of every
IVIussulman,but the idea of being destined for the unclean
stomach of a cannibal was intolerable.
Mohammed, encouraged by the favourable progress of his
wound, now expressed his desire to quit our present quarters.
I endeavoured to dissuade him from his purpose, and represented to him that, although the wound had closed without
any suppuration, any exertion would have a tendeney to
open it afresh ; but he persisted in his purpose, and determined upon being carried in a litter across the hostile
territory. In consequenee of the journey the complete
healing was thrown back for a fortnight ; but altogether
I congratulated myself that my amateur surgery, which
had hitherto been praetised mainly on horses and mules, had
proved so satisfactory.
By sunrise on the fifth morning after arriving at this
inhospitable spot, our caravan was again in motion. The
eamp was burnt, and great heaps of corn, sesame, kindy,
earthnuts, and other provisions, were scattered about, and
as a matter of necessity left behind upon the ground, much
to the cliagrin of the bearers, who had once again to face the
deprivations of the wilderness.
It was not without some confusion that we crossed the
Assika. The way before us seemed elear of enemies, and our
crowd moved fearlessly on amongst the thickets. The white
ant-hills on the outskirts of the forest continued to afford
admirable stations for reconnoitring, and for enabling the
advaneed party to announce that all was safe.
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Quitting again our previous line of march, we eontinued
our journey towards the north, and crossed three more brooks,
each of them conducting us to a fresh grass plain. Once,
just as we approached the edge of a gallery, we were assailed
by a shower of arrows, but the volley of bullets that we sent
in reply very quickly deterred the invisible foe from any
further attack. No doubt the enemy were close enough
upon us to make certain of their mark, as the number of
iron-headed arrows was usually large ; yet they did not
suceeed in inflicting a single serious wound. It happened
fortunately that the bearers, who were more especially exposed to the arrows, were thrown into no disorder ; they had
had the careful protection of the Farookb, who had made a
fresh path for themselves through the wood, on either side
of the beaten track.
After passing the last of the three brooks which I have
just mentioned, we carne to a cultivated district, and as it
was near midday we made a short halt beside the hamlets.
The Bongo had now free scope for their destruetive propensities ; they proceeded to cut down the standing maize to
their hearts' content ; they not only plundered all within
their reach, but laid waste the land in every direction. All
the world over, war is ever war.
In ransacking the huts the plundering parties had had the
luck to discover sorne of the missing ivorv. A number of
valuable tusks were recognized as being those which had
been purchased from Wando, by means of some incisions that
Mohammed had made upon them ; the magazines in which
they were concealed being revealed by the eackling of a lot
of hens down amongst some unthrashed eleusine. When the
hens were found a quantity of eggs was found with them, and
I was in consequence treated to a very choice breakfast.
Eggs are very rare throughout the district, the Niam-niam
bens being as niggardly with them as the Dinka cows are
with their milk.
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At noon the sun became overeast, and tbe whole sky veiled
in a grey vapour tbat reminded one of a late autumn day in
the north. A phenomenon then ensued which is by no means
uneommon in these regions ; the disk of the sun turned quite
red, and was seen to be encircled by two distinct concentric
halos, which in rings of shadowy brown embraced at least a
third of the firmament above.
Turning to the E.S.E. we kept now to the right of the
depression of the brook, passing numerous groups of huts
upon our way. Isolated. dome-palms (Hyphæne thebaiea),
rare in the Niam-niam lands, reared themselves at intervals
like landmarks on the route. Farther on we crossed the
Diamvonoo, which flowed through a ravine precipitous and
obseure, and subsequently, leaving the old road to the west,
we had to ford a succession of gallery-brooks. We had
already made our way through four of these, when on
approaching to the fifth we caught sight of a number of
mttives who, surprised at our appearance, slunk away from
their huts, and tried, like beasts of prey, to find a safe lurkingplace in the adjacent thickets. The capture was effected
here of two Niam-niam women. They were bringing water
from the brook, and being espied by the advaneed guard
were soon secured and conducted to the caravan, where, after
the failure of the previous days, their arrival was hailed with
a shout of glec. The women themselves were perfectly
composed, and apparently quite indifferent, making thernselves at onee thoroughly at home with such of their countrywomen as they found already in our train.
It was later than usual before we halted for the night, and
our men were more than ordinarily fatigued. In consequence
of this our camp was pitched with haste and carelessness.
The weather turned out cold and very rainy ; the ground
became so soft and soddened that it would afford no hold for
the tent-pegs ; aud so all prospect of rest had to be abandoned.
Every moment the pole that upheld the frail shelter above
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me threatened to give way. I held tightly on, and shouted
through the commotion of the storm for my servants to
make haste, and they only came in time to save me from a
thorough drenching. This scene had to be repeated more
than once.
It was touching, through the moaning of the wind, to
catch the lamentations of the Niam-niam men bewailing the
loss of their captured wives ; cannibals though they were,
they were evidently capable of true conjugal affection. The
Nubians remained quite unaffeeted by any of their cries,
and never for a moment swerved from their purpose of recovering the ivory before they surrendered the women.
Anxious next day to continue our course to the east we
bad to cross so many streams that they seemed to make a
labyrinth of waters. The windings of the interlacing brooks
and the network of entangled streams apparently corresponded
almost precisely with what Livingstone describes as the hydrographical character of the country on the west of Lake
Tanganyika, and which he has compared to frosted window
panes in winter. This great explorer (who has been over at
least a third of the vast continent of Africa) noticed a similar
source-territory through whieh flowed tbe Lualaba7 at that time
quite an enigmatical stream. Its course, indeed, was towards
the north, but Livingstone was manifestly in error when he
took it for a true source of the Nile ; a supposition that
might have some semblance of foundation, originating in the
inexplicable volume of the water of Lake Mwootan (Albert
Nyanza), but which was negatived completely as soon as
more ample investigation had been made as to the comparative level, direction, and connection of other rivers,
especially of the Welle.
We now found ourselves in a locality with which our own
Niam-niam were by no means acquainted, and there was no
* J tate ofltis letters, Livingstotte clesexibes tite Itualaba as "a laetttritte
. river."
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facility for getting any proper guides ; just, therefore, as
might be expected, we missed our way, and proceeded
(without knowing whither we sbould come) for a couple of
leagues along a splendid gallery, where numbers of silverwhite colobus-apes were merrily taking their pleasure.
I had my suspicions that we were going wrong, and by
referring to my journal in which I haci entered the details of
our former route, I ascertained that we were now taking the
same direction as we had followed then. Further inquiry
soon convinced us that we were proceeding straight towards
the spot where we had last met Wando, and that in fact we
were not distant more than three miles from his residenee.
We were quite aware that he was not just then at his Mbanga,
but still there was no doubt that if we would ensure reaching
Mohammed's Seriba unmolested, it would be politic to make
a wider circuit round the hostile district, and accordingly,
without delay, we retraced our steps for a considerable
distance.
On the confines of the gallery, the land had just been
eleared fbr a crop of sweet-potatoes, and a number of women
was occupied in the work. They had a lot of dogs scampering
about, and the sight of these caused quite an excitement
amongst our Mittoo-bearers, who darted at them with their
spears, and slaughtered them in the most remorseless fashion.
Pitiable and heartrending in the extreme it was to see the
poor brutes writhing upon the lances. I must confess to have
felt more sympathy for the dogs in this country than for all
the men. Perchanee some one is inclined to reprobate such
a sentiment ; but I think I could show him a picture where
his own best sympathies would hardly be with his fellowcreatures. I could paint for him the spectacle, as it has been
seen on a Sunday morning in some thriving town, when all
the residents are sallying out in their best attire, and in
mournful contrast a string of poor ill-elad, dejected emigrants
passes by. What is it then, I would ask, that gives the
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deepest, trnest pathos to the scene ? It is not the sight of
the hurnan wretchedness, which probably is the penalty of
indolence or crime, but rather it is more than all the sight of
the faithful dog that has followed its master through weal
and woe, never quitting his side, and taking its share in all
the vicissitudes of his lot.
We had now turned due east along a road that led us
across the Dyagbe, the brook that ran past Wando's residence;
and, after marching for three hours over a desert steppe, we
finally encamped upon the left bank of a large gallery-wood,
where the vegetation was so luxuriant, that, forgetting all my
fatigue, I botanised until night stopped my further researches.
Game was abundant, and we had a savoury supper of roast
antelope.
The next morning was wet and gloomy. In forcing our
way through the dripping thickets, in order to reach the
river, we got thoroughly drenched to the skin. We had also
to endure incessant torture from the barbs of the calamus
(the generic name of the rotang), which like so many little
pike-hooks insinuated themselves through our clothes to our
flesh : attached to the twigs and universally diffused among
the bushes, they were a perpetual irritation for the traveller.
After we had accomplished this irritating passage, we proceeded northwards, crossed two more brooks of a similar
character, and arrived at a cultivated and populous district
on the banks of the Mbrwole.
The Farookh, who had been sent on for a league in
advance, had effectually scoured the district, and had been
rewarded by the capture of a young lady of rank : she had
been taken by surprise, and in the wonted manner of the
country endeavoured to save herself by taking refuge in the
forest, but she was tracked like a deer, and captured after a
short chase. She was attired in a magnificent apron of skins,
and was elaborately as well as fantastically adorned with
strings of teeth ; and to judge ffimi the numerous trophies
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of the chase with which she was decorated, she might be
suspected of having a mighty Nimrod amongst her cirele
of admirers. Full-grown men are never seized on these
occasions, and that for two reasons ; in the first place because
considering capture as identical with death, they defend
themselves with the fury of desperation ; and secondly,
because they are of no value as slaves. In these expeditions, it is an understood thing that the sheyba, or yoke, is
never employed to fetter strong men; it would be far too
much trouble to look after them and to drive them along
when all one's energies are required for the protection of
the baggage.
The
which, ten miles lower down, after receiving
a number of rivulets from the south, becomes a considerable
stream, had here the appearance of being nothing more than
an ordinary gallery-brook ; and if I had not heard the name
from the Niam-niam, who are always accurate in the nomenclature of their waters, I should have never imagined that it
was the main stream. The Bahr-el-Wando, as it is called by
the Khartoomers, flowed due west ; and thougli doubtless it
was fed by various minor brooks, it was here little more than
a ditch of a few feet in breadth ; yet the entire depression,
clothed with its woody heights, was scarcely less than 1500
paces broad.
The abjeet terror which the Niarn-niam men displayed, lest
they should be devoured, formed a very remarkable eontrast
to the quiet composure of the young woman who haci just
been eaptured, and who, without any sign of fear, entered into
conversation and was ready to furnish us with whatever
geographical information she could. Her ealm demeanour
led me to the eonclusion that the Niam-niam forego eating
their female prisoners of war, for the advantage of reserving
them as slaves.
Under the guidance of our captive, we erossed the Mbrwole,
and taking possession of the huts on the opposite bank, we
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found ourseIves towards midday well installed in a comfortable eamp.
The proximity of our position here to the thickets made a
nocturnal attack more than probable. I resolved, therefore,
to pitch my own tent in the middle of the huts and to keep
a lamp burning throughout the night. The tent consequently became (as it was in a measure transparent) a great
lantern in the darkness and formed a target for the aim of
the missiles from the woods, a number of arrows being found
on the following morning sticking in the top ; these I have
preserved as memorials of our bivouac on the Mbrwole. All
night long the natives were skirmishing with our outposts,
thus necessitating a continual fire in reply ; but although
I slept alone in my tent, the experience of the last few days
had so accustomed me to the perpetual shots that my night's
rest was perfectly undisturbed. I was well aware that before
the enemy could get to my position in the centre of the
camp, they must alarm the groups of bearers who were
erouching round their fires, and must afterwards penetrate
the quarters of the soldiers and of my own servants.
To get into the right road we had again to eross the
Mbrwole. Another two leagues to the west along the left
bank, and the river was recrossed once more. Over eultivated tracts of rising ground we proceeded to the north and
eame to some extensive flats of gneiss, the first we observed
This gneiss, being on the
in the course of our return.
hither side of the river, and to the east of the furrowed soil
which we noticed on our outward way between the Mbrwole
and the Lindukoo, acquired an increased significance as
apparently belonging to the line of elevation that traverses
the watershed of the Nile.
Leaving this interesting locality, we made a palpalde
descent, and had next to pass over the meadow-waters that,
flowing in a northerly direction, formed affluents of the
Lindukoo. No regular path conducted to the farther side ;
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pell-mell the caravan phmged into the long grass and clumps
of Phrynia that made a half-floating surface to the swampy
depths. Experience makes a traveller wary in getting across
these marshy spots ; he learns by practice how to avoid a
ducking ; he gets the knack of kicking down a clump of
weeds without lifting his feet, and can tell to a nicety
whether it will bear his weight ; by caution such as this he
surmounts the difficulty of " the lacustrine streams." After
passing the last of these, we made our next encampment
near sorne Niam-niam hamlets, which, in this direction, were
the last before we should arrive at Aboo Sammat's territory.
Our arrival here was rmexpected, yet before the bulk of the
caravan had come up the inhabitants had all made off, so
that we found the place entirely deserted. Although the
late outbreak of hostilities had put the whole district upon
the alert, there were various things to prevent the foe from
reckoning with any certainty upon our movements ; unevenness of soil, extent of wilderness, prospect of supplies, all
influenced our plans, which might be changeel at any hour ;
and thus it happened that in spite of all the spies that might
be set to watch us, the adversary was never safe from being
taken by surprise.
Ten leagues still remained between our present quarters
and Aboo Sammat's hospitable Seriba, which it was our wish
to reach by the shortest route.
An early honr of the following day found us at the Lindukoo, that branch of the Yubbo, which I have already
described as the last tributary of the Nile system, and which
is distinguishable from the other rivers of the district by the
eastward flow of its waters. It was here considerably enlarged by receiving the meadow waters from the watershed.
Bounded by banks some 20 feet in height, it meandered
along a deep bed that was 30 feet in breadth, through lowlying steppes, which at no great distance were replaced by
woods.
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The bank-forests that give the flora of the southern Niamniam lands its singular resemblance to the West African
type of vegetation here came to an end. In arriving at the
gneiss-hills, we had entered upon the limits of the dense
bush-forest which covers Mohammed's entire territory, an
area of nearly 500 square miles. Whilst, in the region of
the gallery-forests, all the trees and bushes are confined to
the river-banks, the intermediate spaces being occupied by
uniform grass-plaills, here, on the contrary, in the region of
continuous woods all watercourses of every kind, whether
they are rivers or mere brooks are (just as in Bongoland)
bounded by low open plaMs, which extend, without being
wooded at all, to the very shores. The hydrographical
system is better developed, and imparts a well-defined
aspect to the scenery, the strips of open grassy steppe
along the margins of the watercourses winding like streams
of verdure through the dense masses of the foliage.
I swam across the narrow though copious river, while the
bearers conveyed the baggage over along the trunks of trees
that were thrown from side to side. Turning to the northeast we passed over two more meadow-waters and reached
the Yubbo, which was now 50 feet wide, and too deep to
wade ; as no trees could be found of a length sufficient to
serve as bridges, some grass rafts had to be extemporised.
We were now once more in our former route. Another
half league brought us to the Uzze, of which, at this season,
the stream was so extremely sluggish that by my usual test
of a gourd-flask tied to a string I could detect no apparent
eurrent at all. The river we found was 5 feet deep and
25 feet wide.
The herds of buffaloes which we had noticed two months
A
before seemed never to have changed their quarters.
chase was started while the sun still gave us light, and before
night closed in the carcases of two powerful brutes were
seething in caldrons that had long been emptv.
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Early on the lst of May we were joined by some Niamniam who were under Mohammed's jurisdiction, and who,
having been stationed as outposts on the borders of the
hostile territory, had been attracted into the frontier forest
by the shots of the previous evening.
The last stage of our march before reaching the Seriba was
soon accomplished. The road led through a charming parklike wood, through which, by subterranean channels, the
meadow-waters of the Yabo and Yabongo rolled off their
verdare-hidden streams. In this latitude (40 5N.), the rain
had had very littie effect upon the lesser rivulets of the
district, and the only signs of the advaneing season were to
be found in the inereased variety of newly-sprouting plants
and flowers.
We had a general rendezvous two leagues west of the
Seriba, on the spot where we had made our first bivouac when
we were starting to the south. It was here that Mohammed
was desirous of erecting a new Seriba, as the buildings of the
old one were becorning somewhat ruined, and this appeared
a better site for defending himself against aggressors. Besides Wando on the south, he had another enemy on the
west, viz. Wando's brother Mbeeoh, who, as an independent
chieftain, ruled the district on the lower Yubbo, before its
union with the Sway; and the combined attacks of these
two placed his possessions at times in considerable jeopardy.
To escape this difficulty Mohammed now resolved to undertake a campaign against Mbeeoh first, and, as soon as this
was accomplished, to proceed with his measures of reprisal
afrainst Wando.
Until the enterprise against Mbeeoh was over, I was left
to take up my abode with the invalided soldiers, and my own
little retinue upon the banks of the Nabambisso.
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the fatigue and excitement of our previous journey
we were glad to recruit ourselves by a comfortable camp
life in the dense bush-forest on the Nabambisso. Spacious
grass-huts had been erected for our accomrnodation until the
new Seriba should be completed, and these, nestling amongst
the massive foliage of the abundant vegetation, gave the spot
an aspect that was almost home-like. A refreshing rain had
moderated the temperature ; and the air, mild and laden
with the fragrant odours of the wood, gave animation both
to mind and body.
Three years previously all the land had been under cultivation ; but nature had soon effaced well-nigh every trace of
human labour, and the roots of' the trees and shrubs that
had only been partially clestroyed by the tillage had sprouted
forth with redoubled vigour and still more giob
untic development of leaf ; thus attesting the unfailing power of vitality
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in the wilderness and the impotency of man against the
persistency of nature.
In this charming locality I passed the early days of May,
a month which in these latitudes may truly be called a
month of rapture, when the commencement of the rains has
renewed the life and growth of all around. From morning
to night I strolled leisurely about amongst the bushes,
but without neglecting a chance of enriching my stores of
botanic:il treasure by every novelty that presented itself.
Meanwhile, Mohammed was o3cupied in the formation of
his new Seriba. Hundreds of natives were employed in
conveying the trunks of trees from the neighbouring forest,
and these were erected side by side and close together in a
deep trench; the trench was afterwards filled in with earth,
and the palisaded Seriba, a hundred feet square, was all complete. So quickly was the work accomplished that on the
fifth day after our arrival the invalided sol liers, by whom
it was to be occupied, were rernoved into their new quarters.
The other soldiers in the interval had vacated the old Seriba.
Everything being ready, Mohammed, accompanied by his
entire marching force, started off on his campaign against
Mbeeoh and Wando ; during his absence it had been
arranged that I should make this quiet, lonely spot my
temporary home.
Confined thus to a narrow area, I had now to look forward
to a period of inactivity, in addition to which I had the prospect, by no in3ans pleasant: of sub:nitting to a scale of diet
that was straitly limited.
Our provisions were all but
exhausted. Under the mo4 fivourable eircumstances,
Mohammed could not be expected bick in less than twenty
days, and the slenier supply left for the maintenance of the
few men who remained behind as my body-guard would have
to be carefully doled out in daily rations to last out the
time. Our eattle had all long since been slaughtered ; goats
were nowhere to be had ; nor could any himting-booty
0 2
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reasonably be expected. For myself the only animal food
on which I could rely consisted of twenty tiny fowls of the
diminutive Niam-niam breed, which Moharamed, from sorne
unknown source, had procured for me, reekoning that he bad
thus provided me with one daily meal during the three
weeks in which he would be absent. This valuable treasure
was, however, a cause of some solicitude ; in the first place a
strong cage had to be constructed to secure thein against
the robbers of the night ; and, secondly, we could not help
begrudging them every grain that they consumed of our
scanty stock of eleusine.
My daily allowance now consisted of a fowl, scarcely as
large as a partridge, and one single slice of the coarse and
bitter eleusine bread ; but these, in the bracing air of the
Niarn-niam and in the cool stimulating temperature of the
early rains, were far from being sufficient nourishm ent, and I
began to be conscious of the pangs of downright hunger.
The season was very unfavourable for hunting, but even if it
had been otherwise I should have felt it undesirable, under
the circumstances, to have wandered far from my quarters:
the ruined condition of our palisade left us especially exposed to an attaek, and with our small supply of firearms it
1.‘asadvisable to be constantly on the spot. It is to this day
a mystery to me how the Bongo bearers who remained with
us supported life during this period of privation ; but somehow or other they had a wonderful knack of diseovering all
kinds of edibles in the forest, and stirred up by their
example I eagerly grasped at anything the wilderness
afforded to supply the deficiency of my meagre cuisine.
In the middle of the open space of the old Seriba there
happened to be a huge white ant-hill of long standing, and
this rendered some timely assistance in our need ; every
night after there had been heavy rain, myriads of white ants
appeared on the red clods and might be gathered by the
bushel ; they belonged to the fat-bodied, winged class, and
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were what are known as " sexual males." Immediately upon
issuing from their dark retreat, and after a short swarming,
they assemble in masses at the foot of their hill and proceed
to divest themselves of their wings, leaving their heavy
bodies helpless on the ground. This removal of their wings
does not seem a matter of difficulty ; the instinct of the
insects seems to prompt thern to throw the wings quite forward till they can be so mutilated by the front feet that
they completely drop off. Any insects that remainecl upon
the wing were soon brought to the ground by bundles of
lighted straw being placed under them, so that it might
literally be said to rain white ants. Baskets full were then
readily collected for our table. Partly fried and partly
boiled they helped to compensate for our lack of grease of
any kind. Not unfrequently I mixed them with uncooked
corn and ate them from the hollow of my hand ; they made
just the kind of food that would be good for birds, and,
more avium, I took them. If the day only chanced to be
rainy, the night was sure to be provided with a feast ; there
was not one of us who had not cause to be thankful for the
strange abundance of the ant-hill.
Fortunately I found that I had a little reserve of the
extract of meat which had been obtained from the Monbuttoo goats ; with tlds and with a fair supply of bread and
vegetables I could have managed for myself very well ; but
unluckily there were no vegetables in the district ; the last
of the tubers had been devoured and the gourd-season had
not yet arrived. It was revolting to me to boil and eat the
gourd leaves like the natives, and I therefore endeavoured to
procure some of the Melochia of the Arabs, a species of
Corchorus which is found both wild and cultivated throughout
the entire district of the Nile. It was upon this plant alone,
boiled like spinach, that (with the aid of thyme-tea) Sir
Samuel Baker records that he subsistad for some weeks at
the time when he was treacherously deserted by the natives
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on his way back from the lake. At this period, however, of
my residence on the Nabambisso, the Melochia was only just
beginning to sprout, and with all my diligenee in looking for
it I could never get more than the seantiest of platefuls at
a time.
As the discomforts of our situation inereased and became
more and more trying, I was thrown upon my resources to
seek enjoyment of a more ideal nature, and in the neighbouring woods I found the best of compensation for all my
bodily privations. Whenever I was beginning to feel more
than ordinarily disconsolate I would hurry off to the thickets,
and there amongst the splendid and luxuriant vegetation I
was sure to find an engagement which would, at least for a
time, draw away my thoughts even from the appeal of
hunger. In hardly any portion of the world ought an
enthusiastic botanist to suffer ennui ; wherever there exists
a germ of life, there is also a stimulant to his spirit ; but
hardly a scene can be imagined calculated to enlist his whole
interests more and to divert him better than the exuberance
of bountiful nature such as was revealed upon the Nahambisso.
The few books that I had brought out v ith me I bad read
over and over again. The perusal of Speke's journal and
Baker's accounts of his diffieulties gave me great interest,
and I realized very fully a situation which appeared to coincide so entirely with my own. During my foreed solitary
hours I was only too glad to get hold of any printed matter
whatever that was new to me. My extensive store of grey
blotting-paper, that served to protect the dried plants was silent
enough ; but the books into which every few pages of the paper
were stitehed were fastened on the backs by strips of paper
which I earefully removed and found to be a source of oceasional diversion. This paper, as being stont in quality,
chaneed to be eut from the Times ; and the articles on
the leading topies of the day, the correspondence with the
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editor, and even the concisest of advertisements, all supplied a peculiar interest. It was strange to sit bere, in the
very heart of Central Africa, and to read of the tropical
wonders that graced the Crystal Palace, where the music
that floated round might be tbe echoes of the voice of
Titiens. Tantalizing it was to read of " Mountain port at
twenty shullings a dozen," and to learn that it was comparatively free from alcohol ; it made us (involuntary abstainers
as we were) thirstier than ever, and joyfully enough would
my llongo Learers have had some cases to convey. I wished
myself back again in the days when we were fighting the
A-Banga ; fo• though they were days of peril, they were days
of plenty, and the old Spanish proverb would ever and again
force itself upon my recollection, " No misfortune comes
amiss to a full stomach." At nigbt my dream was akin to
Baker's drearn of pale ale and beef-steak.
It seemed as
though one only required a good mears victuals that he
migbt die in peace, and be contented to have for bis epitaph
the saying of the warrior of the Roman Empire, "Wbat I
have eaten and what I have drunk is all that now remains
to me." Nothing could elevate the vision of the mind for
long; tied down to material things, it was impotent to soar
and kod and drink became the single and prevailing theme
which we were capable of handling by day or dreaming of
by night.
Reduced to this low and depressed condition were the
feelings which I experienced during the later portion of
those lonely weeks that I spent in the great shed, now halfruined, that bad formed the assembly hall of the old Seriba.
The stipulated time of solitude was drawing rapidly to a
elose, but still nothing was heard from Mohammed. Our
necessities became more and more urgent to remain where
we were became more and more impracticable ; and to
escape from the disasters that were threatening us I proposed to set off on an excursion to the nearest settlement of
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any Khartoomers. Forty miles to the west of our present
quarters was a Seriba belonging to Tuhamy, and a lofty
mountain situated in its vieinity offered special attractions
for a visit ; the journey would be safe, as the route led
across Mohammed's own territory, and on our way we should
pass another Seriba upon the eastern frontiers of his district.
Ten bearers would suffice to carry my baggage for this little
trip, and I need hardly say how glad they were to accompany
ine under the prospect of ending, or at least gaining a respite
Irom, their season of privation.
We started off on our march upon the 21st, and after
crossing the Boddoh brook and two smaller rivulets we arrived
at the lloo. This little stream meandered through a wood
remarkable for its diversity of trees, amongst which I was
surprised to see the Sparmannia of Southern Africa. The
banks themselves were enclosed by dense bushes of a new
species of Stipularia, of which the numerous blossoms, halfhidden in their purple sheaths, gave a singular appearance to
the plant. It belongs to the characteristic stream-vegetation
of the spot.
Beyond the Eloo we came to a ravine of a hundred feet in
depth with a charming hedge of zawa trees ; and then crossing two more brooks, copiously supplied with water and
both running to the north, we terminated our twelve miles'
march and found a hospitable reception in the huts of
Ghitta, an overseer of some of the Niam-niam subjeet to my
friend Mohammed. After our recent privations we seemed
quite overpowered by the liberality of the entertainment
offered us by Ghitta ; he procured corn for the bearers, he
brought out several flasks of eleusine-beer, and more than
satisfied all reasonable claims upon liis hospitality. To the
great diversion of the assembled villagers I shot a great
number of turtle-doves in the adjacent trees. This species,
with the white ring round the throat, is found all through
the year in well-nigh every part of Central Africa, although
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it appears to avoid certain localities, such for instance as the
vicinity of our ruined Seriba, where we should have been
most thankful for such an addition to our scanty stores ; the
birds, however, manifestly have a preference for particular
places, but wherever they resort they are generally to be
noticed amongst the foliage in immense flocks.
The soil of this region was once more broken by deep
clefts, and was alternately a series of gentle undulations and
of deep-cut ravines. Beyond Ghitta's village the road turned
towards the south-east and crossecl a brook ; further on it
passed throngh a district enlivened by numerous farmsteuls
and where some sorghum-fields testified to the influence of
their neighbours on the east upon the industry of the
inhabitants. The district was named Madikamm, being
called so after the second brook to the east of Ghitta's
hamlets. The majority of men capable of bearing arms had
accompanied Mohammed on his campaign ; consequently
the huts bad hardly any other occupants but women and
children, who retreated shyly as we advanced, and shut
themselves up in their pretty dwellings.
The votive pillars adorned with many a variety of skulls
demonstrated that at certain seasons the hunting booty must
be very large ; the diversity of antelopes, however, was far
smaller than amongst the Bongo and Mittoo, a circumstance
that recalled to my mind an observation made by many
travellers in South Africa who have affirmed that wherever
there are many elephants there is comparatively a scarceness in the number of antelopes : the greater beasts, doubtless, make too much commotion in the forests, and in their
wanderings by night disturb the haunts and hiding-places of
the more timid game.
Leaving the villages of Madikamm in our rear, we found
ourselves on the edge of a great swamp a thousand feet wide,
which moved its insidious course northwards in the direetion
of the adjacent territory of the Babuckur. It was covered
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in its entire width by a huge, half-floating mass of papyrus,
which, called "Bodumoh " by the Niam-niam, gives i s name
to the marshy waters. This was the first speeimen of the
papyrus that I had seen in the depth of the interior at so
great a distance from the two main affluents of the Upper
Nile, and it gave a new character to the locality ; it is, however, a characteristic of the swampy region on the upper
course of the Sway, where the redueed and meagre relnuant
of Babuckur, sorely pressed on every side, drag out their
miserable lives ; their frentiers were only a league to the
north of the spot where we crossed.
After leaving the Bodumoh, our road took "an E.S.E.
direction, which it retained as far as Tuhamy's Seriba. At
the first hamlets we reached, the inhabitants viewed us with
considerable distrust,.as the soldiers from the nearest Ehartoom settlements, and those who intended to pass through
Mohammed's territory, had ra ost arbitrarily levied some
heavy taxes upon them.
Beyond the huts were op€n stepLes covered with towering
grass which shadowed many shrubs that were entirely new
to me, and exeited my liveliest interest. Not a few of them
were in full bloom, and I walked along earrying a bouquet
that it was no exaggeration to eall magnifieent. The natives
might seem fully justified in reviving amongst themselves
my name of " Mbarik-pah."
I may mention that eareful as was the method which I
have described of our wading over the marshy swamps it was
not unifornaly attended with success. More than onee in
attempting to cross without assistance at the head of my
little troop I had come to grief ; and now onee again, at the
very next swamp we eame to, it was my fate to have an involuntary bath. The dilemma eaused us some delay. I
was proceeding leisurely along, but coming to a deep hole
concealed completely by the long swamp grass I suddenly
fell in and was fished out again by my people thoroughly
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drenched and plastered over with an envelope of mud. It
took an hour while I changed my clothes and while the filth
was cleansed from the articles I was carrying.
Although the temperature was really as high as that of a
July day in our northern elime, the sky nevertheless was
overcast and the weather windy, so tbat it was with chattering
teeth and an inward chill that I continued my march along
the steppe. All prospect of the surrounding country was
obstructed by the towering grass. There was no distant
vision to fill the eye, and there was little to relieve the
monotony but the radiant blossoms, red and blue, of the
flowering shrubs.
After a while our course was interrupted by a brook
fifteen feet in width called the Kishy. This was too deep to
ford ; the method therefore was adopted of bending down
the boughs of the largest shrubs upon the banks, thus forming a fragile bridge, over which, by dint of caution, we
contrived to make our tottering way without the misadventure, only too probable, of losing our balance. The Kishy
speeds swiftly along over the level steppe in the Babuckur
country, and, after receiving the Bodumoh, contributes
materially to the volume of the Sway, which in that region
has already assurned the dimensions of a considerable river.
The country beyond the Eishy retained the same character
as that along which we bad been passing. By the side of a
little spring called Nambia, that went rippling between the
bare gneiss flats, we made a halt for the purpose of following
up some guinea-fowl, of which the notes could be heard at no
great distance; the whole district teemed with these birds,
and I could now again anticipate a daily meal such as I had
not had for months.
iidden deep amongst the long thick grass 1 here found
an aloe, of which the blossoms were of a greenish cast ; it was
a plant that except to an eye keenly looking for botanical
rarities would have been overlooked entirely.
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Whilst we were making our halt, I was surprised by a
visit from Merdyan, the local chief ; he bad heard of my
arri val, and, aceompanied by several natives, he had now
come to give me welcome. Merdyan was one of Mobammed's
black body-guard, and had been entrusted with the supervision of the eastern frontier of his territory ; with three
guns at his disposal, he had been appointed to the command
of a little Seriba surrounded with fine fields of maize, which
were bounded by a ravine watered by a copious brook. To
reach this settlement we had to retrace our steps for a full
league along a road that gradually deseended through a
cultivated country. A fine prospeet lay open before us ;
upon the south-eastern horizon rose the imposing mass of
Mount Baginze, and a little to the north a pointed hill called
Damvo. On this day's march we accomplished a distance of
about eight leagues ; towards the close of it we came to one
of the groves of Encephalartus, which are scattered about
the district, and known amongst the Niam-niam as Mvooehpiah.
We enjoyed very comfortable accommodation in Merdyan's
Seriba ; the buts were clean and well-built, and I had an
opportunity of renewing my observations on the domestic
arrangements of the Niam-niam. A delicacy to which I
had long been unaccustomed was provided for me in some
fresh ears of maize, and corn was not wanting for all
people. There were two things, however, wbich could not
be obtained. We had neither salt nor any kind of oil or
grease. Riharn, having lost his proficiency, seemed to be
now losing his memory ; he had quite forgotten to bring the
salt that would be required on our way, and the little grease
that could be procured had far too much the suspicion of
being mixed with human fat to make it in any way a
desirable adjunct to my dishes. Our own supply of butter
had been left behind intentionally, as it would be required
during our coming journey to the north. Whatever food
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the natives offered to vny people, even to my negroes, only
filled them with horror and disgust. Amongst many others
who came to the Seriba to satisfy their curiosity about me,
there was one fat old man who had his wallet full of victuals
hanging to his side, without which no Niam-niam ever quits
his home. My little Bongo, Allagabo, spying out two tempting
little brown paws, like those of a roast sucking-pig, projecting from the bag, was inquisitive enough to peep in to
make a closer investigation of the contents. He got a sharp
cuffing for his pains, but he was not likely to have been
much tempted, as the delicacy in question turned out to be
a roast dog! At another time, my Niam-niam interpreter,
Gyabir, who was here in the full enjoyment of his native
food, offered Allagabo a dish of lugrna (corn-pap), in which
were some fragments of flesh that looked like the limbs of a
little bird ; but Allagabo's disgust can be better imagined
than described when he discovered he was eating the legs
of a frog!
I spent one day with Merdyan for the purpose of inspecting the neighbourhood, and in the course of my rambles
I bagged enough guinea-fowl to supply my whole retinue.
For the first time, too, I killed a black rhinoceros-bird ( Tetmoceras abyssinicus). I had previously seen these birds in the
Seribas in Bongoland, where they are so far tamed that they
strut about fearlessly amongst the other denizens of the
poultry-yard.
As I was returning in the evening I was witness of a
cireumstance that I imagine very rarely could be seen. In
the twilight two great forms rushed past us, and were so
close upon us that we involantarily started on one side ; the
pursuit was so hot that neither of the two animals seemed
to be aware of our presence, as in a few seconds they doubled
and rushed by us for a second time. My people persisted in
saying that it was a hyæna chasing an antelope ; but as I
was aware that a hyæna seldom hunts down any living prey,
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I was unconvincecl, and went early on the following morning
to investigate the traces that were left. On arriving at the
spot I found that the assertion of my attendants had been
correct, and that the footmarks were undoubtedly those of
a spotted hyæna and a hartebeest ; the tracks were deep and
multifold, and testified to the violence of the pursuit.
The spotted hyæna (II. crocuta) is sornewhat rare so deep
in the interior of the continent, and even in the cattlecountries of the Dinka it can hardly be said to be common.
It is probably driven, through lack of carrion left by the
lion, to seek for its subsistence by chasing living prey. This
species is far more savage, as well as more powerful, than
the striped hyæna of the northern deserts, and appears to be
distributed over the whole of Africa below the latitude of
17° N. The skins are frequently used by the Niam-niam
for aprons; they exhibit a great variety of markings and
differ considerably in colour, the spots being sometimes
light and indistinct, sometitnes, on the contrary, dark and
well-defined. The reports of the Niam-niam refer to two
species, one large and one small, as being found in their
land; the smaller kind being probably the variegated hyæna
observed by Speke upon the eastern coast, and apparently a
cross between the spotted and the striped.
The route from Merdyan's Seriba to Tuhamy's was through
an uninhabited district, and was crossed by so many streams
that it was quite a matter of difficulty to determMe it.
Merdyan undertook to provide me with guides, if I desired
it ; but as any intercourse between the two Seribas was
exceedingly rare, and as I hearcl a long and loucl discussion,
before we started, as to which was the right direction, I
could not place much reliance upon my conductors. The
country through which we had to pass was perfectly flat ;
the trees, too, were frequently so high and the paths were so
narrow that we were unable to get a glimpse of either of
the two mountains which we had previously obser ved from
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the high ground on the west. Neither of these mountains
The
could be much more than seven leagues distant.
embarrassconsiderable
us
caused
guides
our
of
ignorance
ment. We were in continual dread of encroaching upon the
adjacent territory of the hostile Babuckur, where we should
be entirely at the mercy of the cannibal tribe.
On leaving the Seriba we followed the eastward course
of a little brook named the Nakemaka. We kept beside
it until it reached the spot where it joined the larger stream
called the Mahbodey, which we crossed by our previous
method of bending down the pendant branches of the overhanging bushes, and then hopping like birds from branch to
branch as best we could. All these affluents of the Upper
Sway inclined to the north ; all of them, moreover, had a
marked descent. The next of them was known as the
Meiwah, and about a league beyond we came to the actual
mainstream of the Sway, which was here thirty feet in width,
and really wider than the united measurements of the two
streams above ; such of them as we did not cross by our
improvised bridges we had to pass by swimming.
' After a while we came to a large forest of butter-trees,
the first and last that I saw in the country of the Niamniam. The underwood was so dense, and its foliage so
fully developed, that we could not see more than ten paces
in any direction ; our guides completely lost their way, and,
without a clue to our proper path, we wandered on. To add
to our perplexity the sky b2came overeast with the tokens
of an approaching storm, and we thus lost whatever aid we
might have got from the direction of the shadows. With a
vista contracted as ours the compass was of little service,
and in a country like this it was very unadvisable to leave
the beaten paths or to penetrate into any untried thickets.
We were glad enough when we at last caught sight of two
deserted huts in the middle of the wllderness. The floods of
rain were beginning to descend, and we were thankful for
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any shelter. The storm that had burst upon us continued
with such unremitted violence that we were compelled to
resign ourselves to the necessity of passing the night in this
wild spot. The interior of the huts swarmed with ereeping
things of the most revolting character, in comparison with
which the most obnoxious vermin that are ever found in
houses within the range of civilization would appear mere
mild and insignificant domestic nuisances. By heaping up
a pile of fresh leaves and grass, I contrived a sort of covering
that protected me from actual contact with the crawling
things, but the lullaby that buzzed and hummeci around me
was none of the pleasantest. There were the swarms of
white ants that were incessabtly gnawing and scratehing at
my leafy coverlet ; there were snakes and lizards rustling
in the cobwebbed thatch above: there were mice scampering
and squeaking on the ground below. However, for the condition of things there was no help: the best must be made of
it ; so I shut my ears to the commotion, and resigned myself
successfully to the blissful unconsciousness of slumber.
When I awoke at dawn the rain was still falling, the heavy
drops pattering down like lead upon the leathery leaves of
the butter-trees. Hungry and shivering, I sat upon my
grass couch and peered out through the narrow doorway
into the obscurity of the thiekets, where I could see the
broad backs of my negroes as they grubbed away with all
their might, defiant of the storm, in the hopes of getting
something from among the roots to appease their craving.
Hunger at last compelled us to brave the weather, and to
take our chance at proceeding. We direeted our movements at starting towards some mounds of gneiss, that at a
little distance we could see picturesquely rising above the
trees. Our intention at first was to ascend these elevations,
that we might make a better survey of the land around us ;
but we were spared the necessity of elimbing up them, as on
reaching their base we fell into a well-defined path which
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we did not hesitate to follow. It led us to the brook Shöby,
and shortly afterwards to sorne human habitations.
Our arrival made no little stir among the natives, who had
received no intelligence of the presence of a white man in
that part of the country, and at first they were inclined to
suspect that we must have come with hostile intentions.
My Niam-niam, however, soon reassured them, and induced
them to provide us with guides for our route. They led us
out in an easterly direction, passing through a country that
was fairly eultivated, and along which the numbers of guineafowl were so large that they kept me fully employed during
the march. We had nOw only one more brook to pass, which
was called the Nossulongoo, and this we accomplished in
such good time that it was still daylight when we reached
the Seriba of Tuhamy. Amongst the inmates of the Seriba
my servants recognised several of their former acquaintances
at Khartoom, and very enthusiastic were the greetings that
were mutually exchanged. The controller of the Seriba
received me with the most cordial hospitality, and cleared
out his best hut for my accommodation. The hut was enclosed with a high palisade, which gave it an additional
protection. The controller's superior and principal in
Khartoom was a personage no less important than the chief
writer of the Holckumdarieh; and this infinential authority
had in the previous year given instructions to his subordinate that he was to show me every possible attention
if I should chance to pay him a visit.
The Seriba was a halting-place for Tuhamy's ivory expeditions from the Rohl to the Monbuttoo country. Situated
as it was on the extreme eastern limit of the Niam-niam
territory, it formed an outpost towards the Babuckur land,
which Tuhamy's companies were accustomed to consider as
their corn magazines, and on which they relied for their
supplies to carry them onwards to the south. But the
Babuckur were already wearied by the depredations to which
VOL. II.
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they were tbus continually exposed ; their impatienee made
them desperate and exasperated ; and a very few days after
my departure they made an attack upon the Seriba, burnt it
to the ground, and compelled the inhabitants to evacuate
the place. Many Nubians as well as many Niam-niam lost
their lives in the engagement, and the few that escaped had
to make their way to the nearest Seriba, which was that
established in Mondoo, at the distance of a long day's journey,
situated amongst the Zilei mountains, of which the spurs and
projecting terraces were visible on the eastern horizon.
Subsequently to this, all Tuhamy's settlements passed by a
special contract into the hands of Ghattas's son.
The brook upon which the Seriba was situated was ealled
the Annighei. The chieftain in cornmand of the Niam-niam
in the district had formerly been independent, but had been
His
deprived of his authority by Tuhamy's companies.
name was Indirnma, and he was one of the numerous SOES 0 r
Benje, but not to be confounded with the powerful chief
of the same name, who was a son of Keefa. He came now
to offer me his welcome, and communicated to me many
interesting details about the surrounding country.
I made a little excursion to an elevation of gneiss a few
miles to the east of the Seriba, so as to gain a point from
which I might survey the surrounding mountains and make
some observations to verify the position of the varions peaks.
The detached ranges for the most part were situated from
ten to fifteen leagues from the site I had ebosen for my
survey, and I should imagine their height to vary from
4000 to 5000 feet above the level of the sea. All those who
were capable of giving me any information at all upon the
subject agreed in representing that the entire distriet was
distinguished as Mundo or Mondoo, and that the principal
; also that at the foot of
chain of hills was called Mbia
the mountains was the village of Bedelly, the native 1~l
overseer, elose to which was another Seriba belonging to
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Tuhamy. Between me and the mountains flowed the river
Issoo, a stream which I was assured was at this season fifty
feet broad, and so deep that whoever attempted to fbrd it
would be immersed up to the neck. The entire region was
rieh in corn, especially in sorghum. Several hundred bearers
laden with it arrived during my stay at the Seriba, and I
took the opportunity of laying in a stock for myself ; it is
difficult to obtain sorghum in the Niam-niam countries,
and it was long since I had had grain of sueh a superior
quality.
All the Niam-niam of whom I was able to make inquiries
assured me that the natives of Mundo are a distinet people,
differing from themselves both in habits and in dialect ;
their precise ethnographical position I could never determine,
but I should presume that they approximate most nearly to
their Mittoo neighbours on the north, and more especially
to the Loobah and Abakah.
This Mundo or Mondoo is not to be confounded with the
Mundo to the south of the Bongo, which Petherick reports
that he visited in February 1858; it is the name of the
western enclave of the scattered Babuckur. But the Mundo
of which I am speaking is marked upon the map by Peney,
who in 1861 penetrated westwards from Gondokoro as far as
the Ayi or Yei ; Petheriek too has inserted the distriet upon
his map,* under the name of the Makaraka mountains, and has
assigned it to exactly the same locality as I have myself
done. Iii spite of Petherick's protestation, many geographers
have made the two Mundos identical, and have thus
into the not unnatural conjecture that the Yei is the upper
course of the llyoor, a conjecture of which my journey has
fully demonstrated the fallacy.
The Issoo, as the upper course of the Tondy is here called,
forms the western boundary of this mountainous district ;
Jourlial of the Royal Geograpffical Society,' vol. xxxv.
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along the south and far to the east (probably as far as the
source-regions of the Yei) there stretches an offshoot of
the Niam-niam territory. This section of the Niam-niam is
called Idderoh, and is subject to an independent chieftain, a
brother of Indimma's, named Bingio, who had formerly been
an interpreter in Petherick's station in Neangara. The river
that waters his district is called the Nzoro. On all maps
this territory of the Ideleroh figures as Makkarakka; but, as
I have observed, this is merely a collective narne given to
the Niam-niam by their neighbours on the east.
We had a day's rest in the hospitable Seriba, and were
well entertained with meat and vegetables.
The neighbourhood was interesting, and yielded several novelties for
my collection. One very brilliant ornament of the woods at
this season, which I had never seen in greater abundance,
was the Abyssinian Protea, a shrub about four or five feet
high, with great rosy heads like our garden peony. Another
plant, one of the Araliacem, the Cussonia, which is usually
only a low shrub, here attained quite the dimensions of a
tree, and its fan-shaped foliage crownecl a stern little less
than thirty feet in height. In the damp grass near the
brooks flourished a number of ground orchids with remarkably fine blossoms.
A yet richer booty, however, was in store for me. A few
miles to the south of the Seriba, jutting up like an island
from the surrounding plain, and visible from afar, rose the
massy heights of Mount Baginze. There I did not doubt I
should realize the fruition of many expectations.
We started upon the 27th, under the escort of a small
body of native soldiers, from the Seriba. Gyabir was in the
best of spirits. He had just achieved a great object of his
desire in attaining a wife. The controller of the Seriba had
a large nurnber of slaves, and as one more or one less made
no appreciable difference to him, he had presented Gyabir
with a young girl of the Loobah tribe. My interpreter had
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long been desirous of securing a partner of his lot, and had
many times solicited hoth Mohammed and Surroor to procure
him a consort, but hitherto his request had been made in
vain. It is not an easy matter for a man without some
means to get married in Africa : if he negotiates for himself
he has to satisfy the demands of the bride's father ; but by
applying to the controller or ruler of the district, who can
exercise an absolute authority in these matters, he may
succeed in obtaining a wife without previously paying down
any sum by way of compensation.
We marched for about two leagues in a west and
south-west direction, and once again crossed the little
brooks that the Sway receives on its right-hand bank ; at
length we reached the pointed gneiss mound called Damvo,
which rises about 200 feet above the level of the plain. I
mounted the eminence, so as to employ its summit as the
seconel station for my observations of the mountain chains.
The rugged rocks were clothed With Sanseviera, and to the
very top charming shrubs made good their way from between
their clefts. The view was magnificent. It was the first
mountainous landscape that I had seen during my journey
that exhibited the true characteristics of African orography.
All around were elevations, more or less conspicuous, rising
like bastions isolated on the plain ; whilst high over all
reared the crest of 1VIountBaginze. The western side of the
mountain was precipitous, and might almost be described as
perpendicular ; towards the north, on the other hand, it
sloped downwards in gradual ridges : in form it reminded me
of many of the isolated mountains of Southern Nubia, and
more especially of those ia the province of Taka.
Mount Baginze is only four miles to the S.S.E. of Damvo,
but this short distance had to be accomplished by a circuitous and troublesome route leading across deep fissures and
masses of loose rock, and often through grass of enormous
height ; half-way we came to a rapid brook hastening aiong
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through a deep eleft, which we were able to leap across.
This was the source of the Dyoor. It was the first actual
source of any of the more important affluents of the White
Nile to which any European traveller had ever penetrated.
My Niam-niam eseort, who were natives of the distriet,
positively asserted that this brooklet was the Sway, and thus
plainly demonstrated that, however insignificant this little
vein of running water might appear, they were aceustomed
to consider it as the highest section of the waters that contributed to the formation of the Dyoor. The Sway, they
said, was the largest and longest river of their land ; Baginze
was their loftiest mountain ; and this was the most important
stream that issued frorn its clefts.
Before actually setting foot upon Baginze we had still to
make an ascent through a fine forest, but in due time we
reached the mountain and made our encampment close
beneath the perpendicular wall of the western flank. The
halting-place was upon the edge of a deep ravine, where a
bright thread of water rippled merrily along over rocks
covered with moss and graceful ferns. It was too late in the
day to attempt to ascend farther than to the summit of a
sloping spnr projecting towards the north-west from the
southern side of the mountain, and which was about half the
height of the mountain itself.
The first few steps that I took were quite enough to convince me of the entire accordance of the flora with that of
the Abyssinian highlands.
Masses of brilliant aloes, with
their scarlet and yellow blossoms, grew luxuriantly upon the
slopes of gneiss ; the intervals between them were overspread
with a mossy carpet of Selaginella rupestris, whilst clusters of
blue lobelia reared themselves like violets, only of a brighter
hue, from the surface of the soil. Here and there, in singular
contrast to the tender foliage of the shady hollows, lending
moreover a new and striking character to the vegetation, I
found, cropping up from amidst the rocks, the thick fieshy
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leaves of that remarkable orchid, the Eulophia ; and on the
still higher declivities I met with yet another true representative of the Abyssinian flora in a new species of Hymenodictyon, a dwarf tree of the class of the Rubiaceæ, which in
some form or other appear to embrace at least a tenth of all
the plants of Africa iii these regions.
Wherever one of the bright bubbling streams was. seen,
like a shining thread upon the grey monotony of the rocks,
there I was pretty sure to flnd the Ensete, or wild African
This is a plant which is never seen below an
plantain.
altitude of 3000 feet above the sea. It was now to be
observed in every stage of its growth, sometimes being small
like the head of a cabbage, and sometimes running out to a
length of twenty feet with its fruit attached to a short thick
stem in the form of an onion. The tender leaves were
marked with a midrib of purple-red. It struck me that here
in the wilderness this plant, which has become so common
a favourite in our greenhouses, is distinguished by a much
shorter leaf-stem and by a more compact appearance than it
bears in its cultivated form when its growth is spreading and
graceful. Not unfrequently the Ensete of the mountains
bore a striking resemblance to young specimens of the Musa
sapientium, though it exceeded it in the number of the leaves
it bore, there being occasionally as many as forty on a single
plant. I found it here in full bloom, but without any pros_ pect of fruit; it differs from other representatives of its class
by losing its leaves at the time of its flowering, and then has
the appearance of an elongated onion on a shaft some six or
eight feet in length, on the top of which rests a compact
truss of bloom. Although I never observed any side sprouts
from the wild Ensete, it by no means follows that they are
never to be seen : a single authenticated instance of the kind
would demonstrate almost beyond a doubt what is already in
so many respects probable, namely, that the Ensete is the
original stoek of the cultivated African plantain.
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We had quickly improvised some huts from the long
grass at the foot of the mountain, and they afforded us
secure and sufficiently comfortable shelter from the downpour of rain that lastecl throughout the night. On th:_)
following morning I was disappointed to find that the sky
was still burdened with storm-clouds, whilst a fine, drizzling
mist obscured the greater part of the view that we had
proved to be so lovely.
My sojourn in the neighbourhood was limited to a single
day, since the Seriba was suffering from the general dearth
of provisions, and could iii afford to entertain us : there was
consequently no help for it, but if the ascent of the mountain were made at all it must be made in defiance of the
heavy rain. I was quite aware that the adverse weather
would make the task altogether uncongenial to my guides,
and I was not very much surprised to find that they had
made off during the night. I had thus to start off on my
own responsibility. My Nubian servants remained behind
to warm their shivering lirnbs over the camp-fires, so that,
followed only by my two Niam-niam, carrying the portfolios
for my plants, I set out upon my enterprise.
I turneci towards the northern declivity, which slanted in
almost an unbroken line from the summit to the base. At
first my view was necessarily circumscribed, and it was
only after a good deal of clambering and by a very circuitous route along rugged places, overhung with bushes,
and across fissures full of water, that I succeeded in
finding the correct path. The wind was so strong that
although my broad hat was weighted with pebbles I was
obliged to leave it below. The highest point of the ridge I
found to be at the south of the summit, and thence I had a
magnificent prospect, being able to see for fifty or sixty miles
in an east and north-east direction. Not far short of a
hundred different mountain-peaks were visible, and of these
I took measurements of the angles between the more im-
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portant, which I subsequently combined with the angles
whicli I had already observed. I also made a drawing of the
entire panorama around me.
The upper course of the Tondy was plainly visible, and
beyond it were caught the terraced ridges of the country to
the east. The northern and eastern spurs of Baginze were
especially pieturesque ; the elevated level of the ground at
the base was not apparent from above, so that they stood out
like isolated eminences from a uniform plain three more
spurs a few miles to the south-east also appeared completely
detached : they were in a straight line one behind another,
the names of the two most northerly being Banduppa and
Nagongoh. Somewhere near them was a Seriba belonging
to Poneet's company, who had reduced the former independent chieftain Bendo (another of the many sons of Renje) to
the same state of submission as Tuhamy's company had
brought his brother Indimma.
The measurement that I took upon the spot gave Baginze
a relative height of 1350 feet ; but the barometrical observations made at the base, which would have determined its
exact altitude above the level of the sea, have unfortunately
been lost ; I believe, however, that I am not far wrong in
estimating the entire height to be about 3900 feet.
The bulk of the rock of which the mountain was composed
consisted of a gneiss that was so abunclant in mica that in
many places it had the appearanee of being actual mica
schist ; a speciality in its formation being the immense
number of cyanite crystals that per vaded it in all directions :
a similar conglomeration of " cyanite gneiss " is very rare,
but amongst other places it may be obser ved on Mount St.
Gotthard in Switzerland. Wherever the springs issued at
the foot of the mountain there were wide boulder-flats of
broken stones, and here the sheets of mica and the prisms
of cyanite, an inch or two in length, lay cleanly washed and
strewn one upon another in such thick confusion that I
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had to wade through them as through a pile of rubbish.
I collected several specimens of the rock, which I brought
to Enrope.
Massive in its grandeur, isolated, and worn by time, Mount
13aginze thus stood before me as a witness of a former era in
the wodd's history and as a remnant of the lofty -mountainehain which must have once formed the southern boundary
of the Nile distriet.
There was an entfre absence of large trees everywhere,
and the higher regions of the moimtain bore but a very
scanty vegetation. Contented, however, with the few botanical discoveries that the toilsome trip had yielded, I began to
think of returning. It had taken me four hours to make the
aseent of the mountain, but being now aware of the correct
path, a single hour was all I spent in getting back to our
encampment. In spite of the unpropitious weather I felt
that I could have enjoyed myself for some days in exploring
this entieing neighbourhood : the mountain air was even
fresher and more invigorating than what I had been breathing
in the Niam-niam conntry—and this is saying not a little ;
for, in spite of their meagre diet, the Nubian soldiers who
came thither sickly and weakened by their idle Seriba-life
always returned from their Niam-niam eampaigns fat and
healthy, and with renewed strength and vigour. My attendants unfortunately did not sympathise with my ideal enjoyments; but made snch loud and bitter eomplaints at the
inereasing ineIemency of the weather that I should not have
dared to prolong my stay, even if I could.
On the third morning, then, after our arrival we began to
return. Although continually in doubt as to our path, we
were fortunate in hitting upon the route that was shortest,
and, crossing the Shöby at a spot where it was contracted by
gneiss walls and made a bend to the north, we reached the
rocks in the forest of butter-trees at which so recently we
bad passed sueh a wretehed night. Before it was dark we
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once more entered Merdyan's Seriba. The long march of
nine hours, made doubly arduous by the many watercourses
that had intercepted it, had been one of the most fatiguing
that I had experienced. I took a dav's rest, and amused
myself by shooting guinea-fowl, the sport being so successful
that I supplied my people with as many of the birds as they
could eat in two days. We performed the rest of our journey
through incessant rain, and on the evening of the lst of
June found ourselves reinstated in the old Seriba on the
Nabambisso.
Here I received satisfactory intelligence from Mohammed.
The condition of things had deckledly improved. Still the
store of corn was small ; but the gourds had ripened during
our absence, fresh maize had been brought to the Seriba,
and, best of all, the guinea-fowl had effected a lodgment in
the neighbourhood, so that we had a constant supply of
animal food ready at hand. As a consequence of the continual rains edible funguses had sprung up in such abundance
that for days together I dined off guinea-fowl's liver and
mushrooms. In every respect the mushrooms resembled
those which we use in Europe.
I may mention that a large buffalo-hunt, to which all the
Bongo were invited, eame in as a timely diversion, and that
day after day, with my gun in my hand, I was up and doing.
Before many days had elapsed the main body of Mohammed's corps returned from their campaign. Only a portion
of the missing ivory had been recovered, for Wando, under a
superstitious dread of the intimations of his augury, had
persistently remained concealed in the most inaccessible
places, and consequently the hostilities had been mainly
Contrary to the
directed against his brother Mbeeoh.
general practice of the Niam-niam princes, Mbeeoh had
been personally engaged in the conflict and had exhihited
remarkable bravery. On one occasion it had been with the
greatest ditflculty that Mohammed had held his own against
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the hordes of his opponent, and in a raging storm had been
obliged to erect a kind of rampart, made of straw, to afford
a shelter from which anything like a steady fire might be
opened upon the assailants. The chanees were dead against
Mohammed's side, but it is notorious that the natives hardly
ever follow up any advantages offered to thern either by a
downpour of rain or by the obscurity of night ; and very
frequently they lost the most promising of opportunities for
crushing their Nubian oppressors.
Just before Mohammed himself returned there was a
considerable commotion amongst our Bongo bearers. A
eircumstance occurred that naturally excited some consternation. The bearers who had been left with me in the old
Seriba were in the habit of scouring the neighbouring fields
and forests every day in search of victuals for themselves.
One evening three of the party who had gone out did not
return, and their companions had no hesitation in avowing
their belief that they had been captured, and that they would
most certainly be killed and eaten by the inhabitants of the
adjacent district. Early on the following morning all the
Bongo and most of the Nubians who were with me started
off in a body to explore the neighbourhood and to follow up
as best they might the traces of the missing men. According to the statements of the Bongo, the erime had been
committed in the district under the control. of Maddah, to
the north of the Seriba. In that direction the party bent
their steps. Their supposition was apparently correct, fOr
after following the tracks into a wood they found that they
terminated in a ghastly pool of blood. Maddah was forthwith,seized and hurried to the Seriba, where he was charged
with being answerable for the disappearance of the men. In
evident confusion and with much excitement he began a
long and incoherent preamble ; he declared that the blood
was that of an animal which had been slaughtered on the
previous day ; he owned, indeed,about the three Bongo
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that he bad seen them running across bis territory and bad
had no doubt that they were making an escape to their own
homes. This explanation was objected to on the ground
that the obstacles on the way were far too great for them
ever to have entertained such a design. Maddah then went
on to say that some of his Niam-niam people had noticed
the fugitives, and had shouted after them to know where
they were rushing to, and why they were scampering along
at such a pace, but they had received no answer ; and
deeming it wrong to stand idly by and let the fellows
decamp from their owners they had not only pursued them,
but had effected their capture and put them into safe
enstody. To complete his tale he affirmed that, somehow or
other, during the night they had contrived to escape ; and
this was all he knew about them.
The settlement of the business had ultimately to be left
to the surviving Bongo. They were not easily satisfied ;
they insisted most strenuously that, even allowing that there
might be some truth in the statement that the Niam-niam
had pursued the fugitives, they had only done so with the
object of sacrificing them in order to indulge their appetites,
and to convert their flesh into food. The representation
which Maddah gave of the pool of blood was held to be
especially unsatisfactory ; the bones of the slaughtered
animal were demanded as a proof of the fact, but nothing
was forthcoming at the hands of the Niam-niam but a few
fragments that could be recognised at a glance as belonging
to some game tliat must have been killed months before.
Everything, in fact, seemed to confirm the accusation. All
ao-reedthat there was nothino- to exonerate either Maddah or
his people from suspicion. It was consequently decided that
as Surroor, the lieutenant in command, was absent, as well as
Mohammed, on the campaign, Maddah should be reser ved for
judgment, and meanwhile must be kept in confinement and
placed under the yoke of the sheyba to await his sentence.
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But when Mohammed returned he professed to be occupied by more pressing and important business. It did not
require much penetration to perceive that there were certain
motives of policy which were prompting him to procrastinate
the investigation of the affair. The truth was he was
anxious, if he could, to keep on good terms with the Niamniam, knowing that their services were indispensable to him
for the usual raid against .the Babuckur that had to be
undertaken for the purpose of getting a supply of corn to
avert the prospect of his earavan being starved. Without
their co-operation it would be impossible for his soldiers to
cross the marshy swamps. Had the disaster befallen any of
the Nubians or Mussulmen at all, there ean be no doubt
that Mohammed would have acted very differently, and
would not have suffered considerations of policy to deter him
from making an example of the delinquents.
The raid upon the Babuckur was an expedition that
Mohammed did not accompany in person. He entrusted it
entirely to Surroor, who took the charge of as many of the
subordinate Niarn-niam as could be gathered. Just as might
be expected, the most savage brutalities were practised on
either side. Besides securing the store of corn, which was
the main object of the incursion, the Nubians were on the
look-out for a capture of female slaves, which they claimed
as their special perquisite. The Niam-niam on their part
followed the example and did some private kidnapping on
their own account ; the females that ,they entrapped they
disposed of in the following way : the youngest were destined
for their houses, the middle-aged for their agriculture, and
the eldest for their caldrons !
The skulls in the Anatomical Museum of Berlin that are
numbered 36, 37, and 38 might be supposed capable of
unfolding a deploraMe tale of these depredations.
Some
natives brought them to me fresh boiled, only a few days
after the raid had been perpetrated ; they had heard from
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the Monbuttoo that I was accustomed to give rings of copper
in exchange for skulls, and as I was not able to bring the
poor fellows to life again I saw no reason why I should not
purchase their remains in the interests of science. Often I
reproached the Nubians of my retinue with allowing such
abuses to go on before their eyes, and under the sanction of
the fiag bearing the insignia of the Holy Prophet ; but just as
often I received the answer that the Faithful were incompetent to change anything, but must submit to the will of
God ; it was impressed upon me that the Niam-niam were
heathen, and that if the heathen liked to eat each other up,
it was no concern of theirs ; they had no right to be lawgivers or teachers to cannibals.
I had repeated opportunities of observing that the ivoryexpeditions of the Khartoomers, although actuated by a
certain spirit of enterprise, did not at all contribute to any
propagation of Islamism. Negro nations once converted to
Mohammedanism are no longer considered as slaves, but are
esteemed as brothers. For this reason it was inexplicable to
me how Islamism had spread so far in other parts of Central
Africa ; for although, on the one hand, Islamisrn is a faith
that puts a pres3ure upon its converts by compelling them
to submit to its external prescriptions, such as circumcision ;
yet, on the other hand, the very conforming to the prescriptions exempts them for ever from all oppression : thus I
could not understand why in other parts of the continent
the more powerful party had not maintained its material
interests by displaying the same indifference as was shown
by the Mohammedans in the countries through which I
travelled.
Some days after the raid on the Babuckur I was witness
of a scene that can never be erased from my memory.
During one of my rambles I found myself in one of the
native farmsteads ; before the door of the first hut I came to,
an old woman was sitting surrounded by a group of boys and
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girls, all busily employed in cutting up gourds and preparing
them for eating ; at the door of the opposite hut a man was
sitting composedly playing upon his mandolin.
Midway
between the two huts a mat was outspread ; upon this mat,
exposed to the full glare of the noon-day sun, feebly gasping,
lay a new-born infant : I doubt whether it was more than a
day old. In answer to my inquiries I learnt that the child
was the offspring of one of the slaves who had been captured
in the late raid, and who had now been driven off to a distant
quarter, compelled to leave her infant behind, because its
nurture would interfere with her properly fulfilling her
domestic duties. The ill-fated little creature, doomed to so
transient an existence, was destined to form a dainty dish ;
and the savage group was calmly engaged in their ordinary
occupations until the poor little thing should have breathed
its last and be ready to be consigned to the seething caldron !
I profess that for a moment I was furious. I felt ready to
shoot the old hag who sat by without displaying a particle
of pity or concern. I was prompted to do something rash to
give vent to my sensation of abhorrence ; but I was swayed
by the protestations of the Nubians ringing in my ears that
they were powerless in the matter, and that they had not
come to be lawgivers to the Niam-niam. I felt that I was
as helpless as they were, and that it would be folly for me
to forget how dependent I was upon them. What influence,
I was constrained to ask, could my interference have exercised, what could any exhibition of my disgust and indignation avail to check the bias of an entire nation ? Missionaries,
in their enthusiasm, might find a fruitful field for their labours,
but they must be very self-denying and very courageous.
The departure of the caravan for the north was delayed
for several days in expectation of the return of the corps
that had been sent to the west with Ghattas's company, but
as no tidings of it were ibrthcoming we determined, without
further procrastination, to proceed upon our way.
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Shut out from all prospect of this year making any farther
progress to the south, and debarred from the hope of accomplishing any fresh explorations, I own that I began to long
for the fiesh-pots of Egypt ; I confess that the stores that
were on their way from Khartoom to await me in my old
quarters at the Seriba in Bongolancl had a wondrous fascination to my eager imagination. I was also now looking
forward that I might make several excursions during the
return journey, from which I was sanguine that I rnight not
only make fresh botanical discoveries, but might enlarge my
general knowledge of the country.
Our first night-camp was made on the northern frontier of
Aboo Sammat's territory, on the banks of a brook near the
hamlets of Kulenjo. Until we reached the Hoo we observed
no alteration in the condition of the brooks ; but the galleries
which I was now traversing for the last time seemed in
bidding me farewell to have donned their most festal covering, being resplendent with the luxuriant blooms of the
Spathadeæ, one of the most imposing representatives of
the African flora. The waters of the Hoo had risen to no
inconsiderable degree, and they had so much increased in
breadth that they filled the whole of the level bed, which
was 35 feet in width. The current flowed at the rate of
150 feet a minute, the water being nowhere more than
feet deep. Our second night-camp was pitched half-way
between the Hoo and the Sway, at a spot where the bushforest was densest and most luxuriant.
The advancing season brought several changes in our
mode of living. I had become so far initiated into African
habits, that I now very much preferred a grass hut to a tent.
I was moreover getting somewhat out of patience with the
ever-recurring necessity of holding up the tent-pole with all
my strength during the storms of night, whilst I roused half
the camp with my shouts for assistance. At the height of
the rainy season the weather, by a beneficent arrangement of
VOL. II.
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Nature, fortunately follows certain rules from whieh it
deviates very exceptionally ; the first few hours of the morning always decided the programme for the day ; when once
the sky had cleared, we knew that we might resume our
march in perfeet confidence, and I had the satisfaction of
feeling that my papers and berbarium were in no danger of
being spoilt by damp, and my companions bad the same
security for the preservation of their powder and provisions.
Towards five in the afternoon, when the sun began to sink,
and the distant thunder gave warning of the renewing of the
storm, we made a balt, and directed our best attention to
prepare our nightly lodging in the wilderness. The baggage
was first piled together and protected by the waterproofs,
and as soon as this was effected, a number of knives and
hatchets were produced and distributed among tbe "builders."
Off they were sent with all despatch. "Now, you fellows,
quick to your work. Four of you," I should order my
servants, " must be brisk, and get together the grass. You
two must hack me down the branches, long and strong,
and be sharp about it. No sbirking now. And you bave to
get the bast. Quick, away ! and quick back !" And with
tbis hurrying and driving the work was soon done. Ten
minutes, or a little more, brought tbe men back with the
requisite materials. The frame work was first erected, the
forked boughs being driven into the ground and firmly
fastened at the top with ligatures of bast; meanwhile the
grass was being bandaged into a huge hollow sheaf, and this,
when all was ready, was raised above the strueture and fitted
like a cap. Thus, in about half an hour, with alacrity, one of
these grass huts could be reared, small indeed, and snug as
a nest, but nevertheless perfectly waterproof ; and thus
a sufficient shelter against the nightly rains. The storm
might rage and the thunder roll without, but here the weary
traveller, in safe and reliable retreat, might enjoy his wellearned repose without misgiving.
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By the glimmer of a little oil-lamp of my own contrivance„
in which I burnt some questionable-looking grease, of which
the smell could not fail to rouse up one's worst suspicions
against the natives, I would sit and beguile the hours of the
evening as best I could by writing down the experiences of
the day. The negroes had no such protection : they would
erouch round the camp-flre, which would make their faces
glow again with its fitful light, while the rain would pelt
pitilessly down upon their backs.
Such was the arrangement of our camp night after night
throughout our return journey. But my recollections of the
nights spent on the way between the boo and the Sway are
altogether very unpleasant.
The rain on the following morning did not cease so soon
as usual, and our departure was somewhat delayed. We were
all of us intensely interested in keeping our own little dry
spot free from the drenching force of the rain, when all at
once I found my cosy quarters invaded by a whole army of
ants. They had succeeded in discovering the driest and
warmest place within a circuit of many miles, and now, in
conntless legions, they took up their quarters in my palliass,
which was placed upon a lofty pile of leaves and grass.
Their encroachments seemed to come from every side. For
a long time I was in perplexity what to do ; to leave my
hut was impossible, the rain was falling almost in sheets. I
endeavoured to protect myself with my clothes, but all in vain.
Presently a stratagem suggested itself to my mind ; by a
happy thought I managed to divert the ants from myself.
Dragging some bundles of grass from my bed, I threw them
down in detached patches all over the floor, and by way of
bait I sprinkled them over with the fragments of food that
remained from the supper of the previous night. The scheme
answered admirably, and I had the satisfaction of flnding the
unwelcome guests draw themselves away and give me no
more personal annoyance.
Q2
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Meanwhile a large portion of our caravan had gone on in
advance to make the necessary preparations for crossing the
Sway. I did not reach the banks myself until nearly noon,
and by that time the people were busily employed in conveying the baggage across. The aspect of the Sway was entirely
different to what it had been on the 13th of February. The
water had risen to the very top of the banks, anil was twenty
feet deep, with a velocity of two hundred feet a minute.
Although the stream was only thirty-five feet wide, the
passage over it, in consequence of the entiro absence of treestems and the small number of bushes on the banks, offered
unusual difficulties. The men who had had experience ia
these Niam-niam expeditions had a method of effecting a
transit over the river that I think was peculiar to themselves : they set all the bearers to work to gather as many
different kinds of bark as they could, and to extract all the
bast out of it, and then to twist it into long stont .ropes, a
handicraft in which the negroes are very skilful, as in Bongoland there is an unfailing demand for cordage for huntingsnares and fishing-nets. Having fabricated their ropes, the
next thing was to get thern stretched across the river. This
was effected by practised swirnmers, who attached one end
firmly into the ground by means of pegs, and swam over with
tie other. The arrangement of the ropes was such that they
were suspended in double rows, one precisely underneath the
other, the upper rope being above the stream, the lower
being some feet below its surface. Ten expert swimmers
then took their stand upon the lower rope, and allowed the
stream to force their.weight against the upper rope, which
supported their chests, but permitted them to have their
arms perfectly free for action. Thus supported, in a halfstanding, half-floating position, they contrived to keep their
hands at liberty, and to pass the packages frorn one to
another.
I confess that it was with a beating heart that I stood
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and watched my precious baggage thus handed along over
the perilous flood ; but the lank, lean arms of the Nubians
were competent to their work, and everytbing was conveyed
across in safety. This business of crossing occupied several
hours of real exertion. The difficulties of the transit may be
conceived, when it is remembered that three-fourths of the
negroes are entirely ignorant of the art of swimming, and
that there were elephants' tusks being transported which
weighed not less thau 180 lbs., and con'sequently required
two men to lift them.
We passed the night near Marra's villages, and though
it was only a league from the river, it was quite dark before
we entered our quarters. The residents had all vaeateci the
distriet, leaving their fields of half-ripe maize to the mercy of
the uew comers ; although plunder was .ostensibly forbidden,
it was surreptitiously carried on by our bearers to a very
gross extent under cover of the darkness.
The whole of the next day we halted to recruit our
streugth. I found my amusement in scouring the neighbourhood in seareh of game. Huts were dotted about here
and there, but the country generally was covered with such
a wonderful grass vegetation, that any deviation from the
beaten paths would have involved the wanderer in great
perplexity, and only too probably he would have rambled
about for hours before he could recover his way.
As the caravan was on the point of starting on the sueceeding morning, and I had just set out at the head of the
procession, we were brought to a standstill by the arrival of
some messeugers bearing a letter to Mohammed from the
commancler of his corps, that had been sent towards the west.
To judge from the date of the letter, the Niam-niam who
brought it must have travelled at least forty miles, and
perhaps considerably more, in a day.
The letter coutained evil tidings. Ghattas's agent and
l3adry, Aboo Sammat's captain, wrote in the utmost despair,
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Three chieftains had combined to attack them as they were
crossing a gallery on Malingde's territory ; three of their
number had been slain, and out of their ninety-five soldiers,
thirty-two had been so severely wounded as to be kors de
combat. They had now been closely besieged for six days,
and were with extreme difficulty defending thernselves
behind their abattis; provisions were fast failing ; and even
water could only be obtained at the risk of losing their lives.
Ahmed, the other captain, bad fallen at the first outset of
the engagement, and his body had not been recovered for
interment, but had fallen into the hands of the cannibals.
The only means of rescuing the wounded soldiers would be to
carry them away in litters, and this could only be effected at
the cost of abandoning seventy loads of ivory that bad been
buried in a swamp. The letter concluded with an urgent
appeal for speedy succour, and Mohammed determined to
send it without delay ; two-thirds of bis armed men should
be despatched to the relief of the sufferers.
The selection of this relieving-force bad to be made at
once, and it may be imagined that it was no easy matter for
Mohammed to overcome the repugnance of those who had
no relative or personal friend in jeopardy. It was naturally
a bitter disappointment to those men who were thus marked
off for this unexpected service to have to renounce tbe
pleasant prospect of the toils of their expedition being so
near its termination, and to be compelled to expose themselves anew to the dubious fortune of war. However, in
spite of remonstrances and murmurings, the conscription was
completed in a very summary fashion, and it was still early
when the remnant of our party, with its undue proportion of
bearers, continued our northward march.
It was a bright and lovely forenoon ; the steppe was
adorned with its summer verdure ; what had before been
bare red rock, was now covered with tender grass, which
reminded one of our own fields of sprouting corn. Africa
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seemed like a universal playground, exciting our people to
sport and merriment.
We persevered in following our previous well-beaten track.
The six meadow-waters that lay between Marra .and the hill
of Gumango had increased but little since we bad last seen
them. The lovely park-like country, with its nurnerous
scattered bushes, offered unusual facilities for the chase, and
small herds of antelopes, a long unwonted sight, appeared
and as rapidly disappeared in the surrounding landscape.
Once, however, five bartebeests, at a little distance from our
road, made a stand, and eyed the caravan as intently as if
they were rooted to the spot. I took deliberate aim at the
breast of one of them, and although the whole five wheeled
round and galloped off into the thickets, I felt sure that my
shot had taken effect ; on running up to the spot where the
antelopes had been standing, we found enough blood to show
us that one of them had certainly been wounded, how
severely of course we could not tell. The dogs that I had
were of no service for hunting, and had to be kept along with
the caravan in the care of servants ; but uotwithstanding this
want of sporting dogs, and in spite of the confusion caused
by the multiplicity of tracks, we managed, by following the
spots of blood, to make out the proper traces of the wounded
hartebeest.
As I was approaching one of the smaller
thickets, I observed a couple of kites making their circling
fiight just above the trees; this was a manifest token that
the wounded animal was not far off ; in another few minutes,
as I entered the grove, I caught sight of the yellow body of
the beast skulking painfully away from me as best it might,
a patch of blood-stained, trampled grass betraying the place
where it had thrown itself down.
The arrival of the birds was to me very inexplicable ten
minutes had hardly elapsed since the shot had been fired,
and yet here they were, awaiting their prey. The sportsman
in Africa (and this is especially the case on bright, sunny
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days) has constant experiences of this kind. A few minutes
after he has succeeded in bringing down his game he may
see some black- dots in the sky, which gradually, as they
come nearer and nearer, will assume a definite shape and
altimately develop themselves into groups of kites, vultures,
or other carrion birds, ever ready to arrest their flight and
to appropriate to thernselves whatever relics of his booty the
hunter may leave behind. It might almost seem, according
to the fiction of the ancients, that the sky above was divided
into several storeys, and that the birds were ever ready, at
the sight of a tempting meal below, to hurry downwards from
their topmost region in the sevenfold heaven.
This, however, is mere digression. I return to my hartebeest. After a considerable search we came upon the
creature lying lifeless in the grass. It proved to be an
animal in suck, and my Niam-niam people, after the wild
hunting-custom of the country, filled a small gourd-shell
ith milk expressed from the udder, and mutually drank to
each other's courage and good luck. I bad not happened to
see the fawn ; probably it had not been with the harteheests
when we first caught sight of them.
It may be readily understood from these details, that
without dogs, and over so bewildering a country, the capture
of game, even after it has been shot, is very often a matter of
no trifling difficulty. Noreover, time and distance have to
be taken into consideration. Our earavan as often balf a
league in length, and it was important not to leave any gaps
in the procession, as nothing would be easier than for the
rear division to mistake the narrow path they had to follow.
However fleet the huntsman may he, the antelope is fleeter
still, and the impatience and excitement exhibited by the
sportsman, hurried because he is travelling, have a tendency
to inerease the alarm of the animal of which he is in chase,
and which is already terrified by the unwonted sight of man.
On the level steppe, where the grass grows to a height of
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five or six feet, the pursuer can only get momentary glances
of the creatures' horns, and all along in his chase he is
hardly conscious of making any more advance than if he
were buffeting with the waves of the sea.
The animal I had killed was soon cut up, and I made a
meal off its roasted liver. Leaving some of my people in
charge of the carcase, I set out, designing to return at once to
the caravan to despatch some bearers to bring in the spoil
to the encampment ; but I missed my road, and, notwithstanding the help of my compass, I lost an hour or more in
wandering over the rugged paths of an extended elephant
haunt. Coming to a depression that was partially under
water I saw several leucotis antelopes turn off in front of me,
_Jitnd as the water obstructed my farther progress I made
a venture and fired my last shot at a solitary buck that
was standing at a distance of not much less than five
hundred paces. The animal instantaneonsly disappeared,
and the noise of the report caused several others, in a state
of affright, to scamper across the swamp. My Niam-niam
were soon at the place where the antelope seemed to have
into the earth ; to my surprise they soon began to
make signs of triumph, and I could hardly believe niy eyes
when I saw them dragging the victim along the ground. It
was quite dead and the bullet was in its neck.
Wonderful good fortune had thus, at very slight cost to
myself, thrown into my hands an ample supply of meat, which
after their recent deprivations gave unbounded satisfaction
to my people. But I will not weary the reader with further
details of my hunting adventures. Lovers of the chase and
admirers of good marksmanship will find a richer field for
their entertainment in the record of Sir Samuel Baker's
exploits about the Albert Nyanza, wlnch rivals Herodian's
description of the sports and prowess of the Emperor Commodus. My own hunting experience, however interesting to
myself, was comparatively on a very limited scale.
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Carrying with us the piece of meat that was designed for
our supper, we entered the eamp just as darkness was coming
on. I found the people quartered on the slope of a ridge of
hills near the frontier of Bendo's district, a league and a
half to the south of the residenee of the behnky himself.
For half the night I sat up making extract of meat from the
best parts of the leucotis ; a large copper vessel, originally a
spirit-still, but now used for preparing the pap for Mohammed's slaves, was a most serviceable utensil for the purpose.
From about 70 lbs. of the meat, which was very tender, I
obtained the unusually large proportion of 2!,-lbs. of extraet
of excellent quality and of the consisteucy of firm honey,
the whole produce being perfeetly free from any glutinous
matter. The product was altogether superior to what I had
obtained from the Monbuttoo goats, not only being larger in
quantity, but infinitely more palatable, thus demonstrating
that the flesh of the leueotis justified the reputation for
flavour with which it was generally credited. I had an
opportunity subsequently of comparing it with what I reeeived amongst my fresh stores from Khartoom, and am
satisfied that it was in no way inferior to that from Fray
Bentos.
Only those who like myself have existed for
months together upon an inadequate and monotonous diet,
or those who on long desert journeys have been limited to
farinaceous food, can estimate the strengthening efteet
produced by ever so small an addition of this preparation to
other food which is not of itself sustaining. Extract of meat
thus is not the mere seasoning which many consider it ; not
simply does it give a relish, and draw out nutritious properties from indifferent food, but it is in itself a nutritious
substance of the highest rank.
The process of boiling the meat is very long ; while it was
being completed next morning I had time to explore the
magnifieent vegetation of the adjacent hill. The wild vine
(Vitis Schimperi) was loaded with its ripe elusters and
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aflOrded me a refreshment to which I had been long unaccustomed. These grapes were less juicy than those that
grow upon the vine-clad hills of Europe, and they left a
somewhat harsh sensation upon the palate ; but altogether,
and especially iii colour, thev reminded me of our own
growth. Towards the south-east I had a view of the hills of
Babtmga, about ten miles off on the frontier of the Babuckur
territory.
All the huts in Bendo's mbanga had been lately rebuilt in
a style that displayed considerable taste, the tops of the
straw-roofs being so much decorated that they looked like
various specimens of ornamental basket-work. We were
able to procure a good stock of maize, which made a welcome
change from the uniformly bad bread which we had been
eating previously for so long. Bendo himself was quite a
character ; his singularities amused me ; he was a kind of
line gentleman, extremely particular about his toilette, and
would never allow himself to be seen unless he had been
carefully painted and adorned with his high-plumed hat.
I did some botanising on the bill of Gumango and found
it full of interest. We next crossed the Rye, and proceeded
to the adjacent villages of Gumba. Our camp was scarcely
pitched there when a message was received from Mohammed instructing us to wait for him. On returning to his
Seriba he bad found that all the soldiers for whose fate he
had been concerned, and whom he was hurrying off to rescue,
had already arrived there safe and sound, having succeeded
in breaking through the enemy and in carrying off their
wotmded. He was now returning to us with his full foree,
Pending his arrival we remained in Gumba's villages for the
two succeeding days.
He came back at the appointed time, and the recovery of
the parted friends caused great joy and excitement in the
caravan ; innumerable were the questions asked, and no
accumulation of answers seemed to allay the curiosity.
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My own attention was very much engaged by tbe aeeounts
given by Badry, the captain who had been appointed to the
command of the corps in the place of Ahmed ; I knew that
his word was to be relied on, and his information was of
great value to me as throwing light upon the geography
of the' country about the lower portions of rivers, some of
which I had crossed only in their upper course and sometimes quite close to their fountain-heads.
I heard many details of the conflict between Mohammed's
party and the Niam-niam, the leading incidents of which I
will now proceed briefly to relate.
It was while they were crossing one of the brooks overhung with the dense forests which now for so long I have
designated as galleries that the fatal attack took place ; the
consternation of the defenceless bearers, and consequently
the confusion of the whole party, would seem to have been
very terrible. The first discharge of Niam-niam lances bad
strewn the ground with dead and wound.ed, the eolumn of
the unfortunate bearers furnishing the larger proportion of
the victims. Previous to the attack not a native had been
seen. Nothing could be more crafty tban their ambush.
Some of them had taken up tbeir position behind the larger
trees ; some bad concealed themselves in the middle of the
bushes; whilst others, in order to get an aim from above, had
ensconced themselves high up, contriviug to lie full length
upon the overhanging boughs where the network of ereepers
concealed them from the keenest vision. Badry's reeital
brought vividly to my mind the battles with the Indians
the primeval forests of America, where similar stratagems
have been continually resorted to.
The soldiers kept up their fire with energetie vigour ;
they are accustomed to carry a number of cartridges arranged
like a girdle right round their waist, and having their ammunition thus conveniently at hand they kept up their
discharges unintermittingly until they bad collected their
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wounded; but the bodies of those who had been actually
killed all fell into the hands of the assailants and were
earried off without delay, all atternpts at recovering thern
being utterly unavailing, because the irregularity of the
ground prevented any organised plan of attack.
The bearers, meanwhile, had flung away their heavy loads,
and in wild flight haci retreated to an adjacent hill that rose
above the steppe ; here they were in a short time joined by
the Nubians, who sought the eminence as eommanding
view whence they might survey their position and concert
measures for their future protection. Most of the deserted
ivory, of course, had become the prey of the foe, but some of
the Nubians had taken the precaution of burying the burdens
in a swarnp within the gallery, under the hope that they
might recover it in the following year. Thus deprived of
their proper occupation, the bearers were at liberty to carry
the.wounded, and a treaty was concluded with the enemy so
that the party ventured to quit their quarters. The natives,
however, were utterly treacherous ; they were bent upon
the annihilation of the intruders, and so, reinforced from the
neighbouring clistrict, they made a fresh and savage attack.
In consequence of this the Nubians were compelled to
come to a stand in the open plain, and lost no time in
coilecting whatever faggots they could get to make an
abattis.
Behind this abattis they had to hold out for three entire
days. The excited Niam-niam persevered in harassing them
with unwearied assaults; and as three independent ehieftains had summoned their entire forces for the attack, the
combined action was unusually formidable; not until the
store of lances and arrows was all used up were the furious
sallies brought to an end and the Nubians permitted to go
upon their way. The enemy, it was saicl, displayed such
unabated energy that when all their ordinary lances had
been spent they proeured a supply of pointed sticks, which
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they proceeded to hurl with al their inight against the
Nubian band ; it was, moreover, asserted that the quantity
of shields and lances was so large that the besieged used no
other fuel for their camp-fires during the entire period of
their detention. Besides the weapons that were burnt, the
negroes attached to the caravan brought away a considerable
number of lance-heads, which they had tied up in bundles of
nearly a hundred and designed for trophies to decorate their
own huts.
Having thus spoken of the disasters of war that befell
Aboo Sammat's company, I will proceed to give a short
outline of the route which they took, and which lay to the
west and south-west of the districts through which I had
myself travelled.
It may be remembered that the corps
had been detached from our caravan at Rikkete's vilLige on
the Atazilly. It started off in a W.S.W. direction, which it
followed during the greater part of the journey. A march
of six leagues brought the men, in the first place, to the
village of
one of Wando's brothers, who, like most of
the sons of the wealthy Bazimbey, had after his father's
death, without recognising the hereditary claiins of his elder
brother, set himself up as an independent prince in his own
district.
From this locality it was described as " a good
day's march " of six leagues to the residence of 3Ialingde
or Malindo. This prince was the aforesaid eldest son of
Bazimbey, and had consequently a more extensive territory
than any of his brothers, with whom he was at that time
on quite friendly terms.
A morning's march of about four leagues brought the
party onwards to one of the other brothers, named Moffi,
who held office as a behnky in a district under the jurisdiction of Malingde ; and between two and three leagues to the
west again they found another behnky, also Malingde's
brother, called Bazia. Beyond this place was a wide tract
of wilderness separating Malingde's territory from that of
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Indimma.
Shortly after reaching Bazia's residence they
had to cross a river, which they said was as large as the
itohl at Awoory, and joined the Mbrwole on its right-hand
side : three other smaller streams flowed through this
wilderness, all of them affluents of the Mbrwole. As it took
them four days and a half to travel from Bazia to the
residence of Indimma, the distance may probably be estimated at between twenty and thirty leagues.
Indimma was a son of Keefa, and one of the most influential Niam-niam princes of bus time. He had taken up
abode on the summit of a lofty and isolated mass of granite
or gneiss, which, according to some accounts, was as high as
the hus near Awoory (relatively 300 feet); or, according to
others, it stood even higher than the Wohba mountain near
Deraggo (relatively 500 feet).
At the top of this eminence was an extensive plateau, laid
out in cultivated tracts ; in the centre, like a small town,
stood the residence of the king, embracing, as my informants
unanimously declared, more than a thousand houses.
The mountain must extend several miles, both in length
and breadth, for the tedious ascent took many windings, .
and compelled the caravan to make repeated halts. At
no great distance to the south was another smaller hill,
and looking towards the west they had a view of nume.rous lofty ranges, amongst which was that of the Gangara
mountains.
The population of Indimma's territory is a mixed race,
consisting partly of true Zandey-Niam-niam and partly of
A-Madi, a tribe nearly related to the A-Banga, and corresponding in general features with the Monbuttoo.
After leaving Indimma, the caravan commenced the four
days' march which would carry them on to Kanna, who
bore the surname of Bendy, the most powerful of all the
reigning sons of Keefa. In the middle of the first day they
had to cross a large river, which the travellers identified with
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Wando's river, the Mbrwole, and compared for magnitude
with the Blue Nile at Khartoom ; they all persisted in saying
that it was not the river that they bad to cross in canoes on
their way to Munza, and therefore not the Welle. They had
still to march on for three days before reaching Kanna, so
that there was no doubt that the entire distance between him
and Indimma could not be much under thirty leagues. I
asked one of Kanna's Niam-niam, who had attached himself to
the party on their wanderings, how far it was from Kanna's
to Munza's residence, and he replied that, marching at the
Niain-niam rate of eight or ten hours a day, the journey
would occupy about five days ; the direction, he added, was
E.S.E. and S.E. ; and his entire statement coincided very much
with what Abderahman Aboo Guroon haci told me when he
affirmed that the journey with his heavily-laden caravan had
required fifteen days to accomplish ; this was the same
length of time that it had taken us to traVel a distance
which I irnagine is nearly the same, viz., that from the
Nabambisso to Munza's clwelling.
From all I could gather, I should conclude that the
arrangements and habits of Kanna's court were very similar
to those of the Monbuttoo sovereigns : like them he had his
great palatial halls, where he celebrated the national festivals
with dancing and music, and where the nobles were assembled
for councils of state.
About four leagues, or half a day's march, frorn Kanna the
detachment had come to the residenee of Bakinge, the king's
brother, who had a limited district specially assigned to hini.
Just before reaching this spot, the caravan had been conveyed across " the great river " that flows from the land of
the Monbuttoo. The river so distinguished was undoubtedly
the Welle. The Khartoomers described it as being as wide
as the •hite Nile at its mouth ; and the Niam-niam interpreter, who accompanied them, in reply to my direct
inquiry as to the proper name of the great river of Kanna,
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informed me that it was called the Welle or Bee-Welle,*
thus establishing, by a fresh confirmation, its identity with
the river of Munza. I was told that in this distriet it makes
a semieircular bend. Close to the spot where the caravan
erossed it, was the residence of the king's brother and subehieftain -named Mbittima, and at a short distance beyond
stood the abode of Zibba, Kanna's son, who was governor
of an independent district. Before they passed to the other
side of the river, Aboo Sammat's company had also visited
the settlement of another brother of Kmma, named Gendwa,
which was about two days' journey to the north-west of the
king's dominions.
Having thus related the main particulars of the ronte of
the detached party during their absence, I will return to the
narrative of our own proceedings.
Our old friend the " minnesinger " paid us another visit in
our camp, and entertained us once again with the droll
elaboration of his poetic faculty ; as the theme on this
occasion upon which to exercise his epic muse, he chose the
heroic deeds of Mohammed, which he chanted out with
characteristic energy.
As I was quite aware that in a few clays more I should
have taken my leave, perhaps for ever, of the Niam-niani
lands, I was particularly anxions to secure a dog of the
unique race belonging to the eountry, that I rnight exhibit
it as a novelty on my return to Europe. For a conple of
copper rings I made purchnse of a specimen of the breed,
which was quite satisfactory, as the creature was not only
very intelligent, but attaelted itself to me in a very few days.
My hope, however, of introducing the breed into Europe
was doomed to be frustrated; by dint of watchfulness, and at
the cost of no little inconvenience, I succeeded in conveying
* "Bee," 1ik "ba," iii many of the dialects of Central Afriea, meaus
" river." It was an appellation that I was surprised to find
use here, and
was 0 contirmation of the supposed conneetion of these lands with Baghirmy.
VOL. 11.
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the animal safely as far as Alexandria ; but wbile I was
staying there, it leapt from tbe hotel window, two storeys higb,
down irdo the street, and was killed on the spot. Wboever
has experieneed the botber of dragging a dog across the
desert on the back of a camel, or of rescuing it times ont of
number from being drowned during the passage of a Nileboat, will readily sympathise with the annoyance I felt at
the waste of all my pains.
As onr train proceeded along the hilly region between
Gumba and Nganye, it was easy to make the observation
thatthere was no appreeiable difference in its magnitude
compared with what it had been when we traversed the
same district more than four months previously. A considerable number of the wounded were still carried on litters, and
formed a new feature in the procession. One poor fellow had
had the entire sole of his foot literally peeled off by a lanee.
Ali, the leader of Ghattas's company, had also two severe
wounds, one on the neck, the other on the thigh ; but
although both of them were still open, the sturdy negro
made light of his trouble, marched on merrily enough,
chattering to his companions every now and then according
to the current phraseology of the Nubians, enforcing his
assertions by the ejaculation, " Wollahi ! wollahi!" (" by
Allah ! by Allah !") These people are far greater heroes
in enduring pain than would be expected from their
pusillanimity in battle.
With Nganye the Nubians spent a day of riot and
revelry in honour of the African Gambrinus. The chieftain
had already prepared for their entertainment, and had sent
to Mohammed's hut an enormous vase of beer, the vessel
being a fine specimen of native pottery, a masterpiece in its
way, and so heavy when it was full that it required two men
to lift it. I spent the day in a hunting excursion. I
started towards the west, and succeeded in killing two small
antelopes and in bagging a large number of guinea-fowl that,
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in a liberal mood, I distributed amongst my companions ;
the chieftain himself, when be visited me on the following
day, enjoyed a meal off the tender flesh of the birds, which
during the rainy season is particularly rich and saveury.
During my stay with Nganye, I had ineidentally a furtber
demonstration of what is the limited measure of authority
really possessed by the Niam-niam princes. I bad discarded,
as I have said, the use of my tent : in return for its torn
covering, which, with the lining, would have furnished material
for more than a hundred aprons, Nganye bad covenanted to
supply me with twenty baskets of eleusine corn, which would
be required by my people during their coming march across
the desert; but in spite of the number of his wives and slaves,
who I should have imagined would very soon have got
together without difficulty whatever he directed, be was only
able to furnish me with half the stipulated quantity. This
meagre species of grain was all the corn-provision that could
be obtained, and very thankful we were that we could get
even that.
Before leaving his Seriba, Mohammed had sent a messa.ge
to Nganye to warn him of the advance of the caravan, so
that he might have sufficient time for the preparation of the
bridge by which it could cross the Tondy. This work was
executed without delay. A suspension bridge of a very
eurious and original construction had been thrown across the
rushing waters. Some of the strongest trees on each bank
had been chosen for supports, and the bridge consisted
simply of strong ropes attached to them with some planks
or poles laid upon as eross-bars. This aUrial pathway, as
might be expected, oseillated like a swing ; but dangerous as
it was, it permitted a passage by carefully crawling from one
cross-pieee to the next.
The march from Nganye's residence to the river led
through the marvellous grass-thickets which I bave already
described. The grass was now shooting up afresh in all its
R 2
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wild luxuriance. The season for the great elephant-hunts
was at an end, and Mohammed was well satisfied with the
quantity of ivory his friend had secured. IIe told me that
Nganye, although he ruled over a district that was smaller
in extent (though it contained nearly as many huntinggrounds as that of Munza), had furnisbed him with a much
larger supply of ivory than the powerful Monbuttoo king.
It was near the river, in some huts newly-built in Peneeo's
district, that we passed our last night in the Niam-niam
country. A wide tract of wilderness had been lately rooted
up in order to acquire fresh arable land against the time
when the soil already in cultivation should be exhausted.
In these places it is wonderful to see how the masses of
shrubs that have been oppressed by the exuberant growth
of the trees, sprout out with renewed vigour : free, as it were,
frorn a long restraint, and reanimated by an open sky, these
step-children of the sylvan flora seern to overwhelm the
wanderer with their beauteous bounty.
On the 24th of June we reached the Tondy and its hanging bridge. To convey the baggage across this tottering
erection was the work of nearly an entire day. The place
of our present transit was four miIes to the east of the spot
at which we had crossed on our outward journey ; it had
been chosen higher up the river for several reasons, not only
because the stream was narrower and the banks were higher,
but principally because the trees were of a larger, more
substantial growth, better adapted for the purpose of being
converted into piers for the suspended ropes which formed
the bridge. The river was here sixty feet wide, but near the
banks it was so full of fallen trees and bushes, of which
the boughs projected as though growing in the water, that
the width of the stream was practically diminished one-half.
The velocity of the current was about 115 feet a minute, the
depth nowhere being less than 10 feet.
The materials of the suspension-bridge consisted exclu-
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• sively of branehes of the wild vine intertwined with thiek
elastie ropes of miusual strength. The French traveller
d'Abbadie noticed a similar stratagem for crossing rivers
on his tour to Enarea, and bridges improvised very much
in the same manner are emistructed from creeping plants
in South America. In order to get the ropes raised to a
sufficient height, a regular seaffolding of fallen stems has
to be erected on either side of the river, by means of which
The
the festoons of cords are raised to a proper altitude.
clambering from cross-pieee to cross-piece upon this unstable
strueture, poised in mid-air, seemed to require little less
than the agility of an orang-outang ; while the very consciousness of the inseeurity of the support was enough to
make the passenger lose his composure, even though be were
free from giddiness and already an adept in the gymnastie
art.

(
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Division ef the caravan. Trip to the east. African elk. Bamboo-forcsts.
Suriba Mbomo on tho Lehssy.
Abundance of corn.
lionte between
Kuddoo and Mborno. Maize-culture.
Harness-bushbock
Leopard earried
in triumph.
Leopards and panthers.
The Babuckur.
Lips of the Babuckur women.
Surprised by buffaloes.
Accident in crossing the
Lehssy. Tracts of wilderness. Buffaloes in the bush. Tho Mashirr hills.
Tamarinds again. Wild dates. Tikkitikki and the eows. The Vieewy's
scheme. Hunger on the march. Passage of the Toudy. Suggestion
ferry. Prosperity of Ghattas's establishments.
Arrival of expected stores.
A dream realised.
Trip to Kurkur.
Hymna dogs.
Dislike of ihe
Nubians to puro water. Two soldiers killed by Dinka.
Attempt to rear
an elephant.
My menagerie.
Accident from an arrow. Cattle plagues.
Bad news of
Meteorology.
Trip to the Dyoor.
Gyabir's delusion.
Mohammed.
Preparations for a second Niam-niam journey.

day was far advanced when, after crossing the Tondy,
we turned towards the left, and quitted the thiekets in order
that we might find an open grass plot sufficiently extensive
to accomModate our caraVan. The septrate detachments
were all gathered together, and then divided into two parties,
as before returning to Sabby Mohammed had resolved to
make an exeursion eastwards as far as the borders of his
Mittoo territory, so that he might fetch away what ivory
he had in store there. The greater part of the bearers and
soldiers were sent on direct to Sabby, and I arranged fti my
own bearers, under the conduct of niy servant Osman Aboo
Bekr, to accompany them, whilst for myself I reserved just
as much baggage as was necessary, and joined the party
that was proceeding to the east. It chanced that Ghattas's
corps was taking the same route, and as it led through
THE
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districts which were well supplied with corn, we all marched
in company.
After subduing the Mittoo who were resident close to
Nganye's territory, Mohammed Aboo Sammat, in the previous February, had founded a Seriba on the Upper Lehssy,
at no great distance from the villages of Uringama, one of
Nganye's behnkys. On account of its singular fertility the
district was a very favourite station for the various Rohlcompanies on their way to and from the Niam-niam lands,
and the sagacious Kenoosian, well aware of the advantages
afforded by their frequent visits, and knowing, moreover,
how numerous elephants were in the surrounding regions,
had lost no time in making a settlement in the locality.
The name of the local overseer of the Mittoo people was
Mbomo. As the owners of the land were mutually satisfied
with each other and on the best of terms, the soldiers of the
Seriba lived on the most amicable footing with the neighbouring Niam-niam. The Seriba Mbomo was about twentvone miles to the E.S.E. of the spot where we crossed the
Tondy, the road by which we travelled lying almost in a
straight line in that direction.
Soon after starting, just as we re-entered the obscurity of
the forest, the men in the van of the procession made signs
that there was something stirring amongst the bushes. We
came to a halt, and hurrying to the front as stealthily as I
could, I made out the forms of some light-coloured animals
that were lurking in the shadows of the underwood. They
turned out to be five splendid elands. They appeared not
to have noticed our approach, and grazed on, as peacefully as
oxen, under a large tree just in front of us. Simultaneously
one of the blacks and myself fired at the foremost buck that
chanced to be standing full broadside in our face. The
startled animals made a bound, and put their running powers
to the test, their short weak legs carrying their ponderous
bodies at full gallop across our path. All at once a crashing
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noise and a heavy fall; the wounded victim was oms; a
good supper was provided for our caravan.
This antelope (A. oreas) is the largest and tallest of all
the African species, occasionally measuring six feet high
at the withers ; it appears to be common to the entire continent, and perhaps does not fail in any equatorial region
whatever. It is probable that the imposing animal owes its
name of " eland" to the imagination of some well-read 13or,
to whom it appeared like the mythical creature of his fables
and heroic songs ; for only as such could the elk have been
known to the worthy Datch colonists. But however little,
as far as regards either the colour of its coat or the shape
of its horns, the oreas may have in common with the elk,
still I must confess that by its size it could not do otherwise
than remind me of the stately game of my Livonian home;
and the shaggy hair hanging in full crop from the neek, the
bushy bristles on the forehead, and above all the thick black
mane upon the withers, all combined to increase.the resemblance. Far more striking, however, is the analogy of this
animal with the zelm-races of Africa, which exhibit many
points that are common to the whole antelope type. The
short legs, the elevated round body, the long hanging dewlap, the hump-shaped withers, and the light bay colour of the
skin are characteristies of this race that justify a comparison
of the eland with them far more than with the elk.
In external appearance this African elk exhibits varieties
as great as the hartebeest and other common species of
antelopes, and on this account it seems to claim some
detailed notice. In zoological gardens it is very rare to
find two individual examples exactly alike, and the greatest
diversity is observable in the shape of the horns; as instances
of tlds, I may refer to the representation here introduced
of two pairs of horns which I have selected frorn my collection, and which may be taken as examples of the two
They
most extreme forms that came under my notice.
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tre about a yard iii length, the pair that is more divergent
making only one spiral turn, wbile the other makes a torn
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and a half. All the elands that I saw had extremely short
sleek hair of a bright yellow tan colour verging on the
flanks to a light bay ; the mane was black and erect, being
about three inches long. In every district through which
I travelled I observed their skin to be always marked in
well-defined stripes, which are not, as some travellers have
supposed, to be taken as indications of the youth of the
animal : I have seen full grown specimens that were marked
on each side of the body with no less than fifteen parallel
stripes, about as wide as one's finger, of a pure white running
from the black line of the back transversely down to the
middle of the belly, which is often marked with a large black
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spot. The fiesh of the eland rmiks amongst the better kinds
of antelope-meat, and is quite as palatable as that of the
hartebeest.
We encamped abont a league from our suspension-bridge,
in the midst of a splendid wilderness, where, in spite of the
torrents of rain, I passed a night of entire comfort in my
warm nest of grass. A little way to the north of our eneampment there was a small gneiss hill called Manga. Before
halting for the night we had erossed two brooks, which with
a supply of water alike copious and rapid hastened on to
join the river at no great distanc13away ; the first of these,
the Mokungudduly, rippled along over smooth blocks of
gneiss, and was bordered by flower-bespangled meadows that,
stretching ouwards in a forest glade, were watered besides by
countless springs.
The mareh of eight leagues that lay before Us would pass
through an unbroken forest, and required us to make an
early start upon the following morning ; accordingly when
we set out we found the whole wood veiled in mist and the
ground yet reeking with the heavy dew. The forest flora
continually tempted me to deviate to either side of the pathway.
interest was especially attracted by the splendid
Encephalartus, which seemed abundant throughout the distriet. Amongst other new types of plants whieh met nly
notiee was the Tithymalus, one of the cabbage-hke euphorbiw,
the first that I had seen throughout the entire region. A
large variety of conspicuous shrubs, many of them covered
with fine blossoms, gave the forest almost the aspect of
an artificial park ; one of the most frequent of these (worthy
indeed to be designated as a tree) was the Parinarium polyantherum, remarkable alike for its great trusses of wldte
blossoms and for its polished leaves, which are thick and yet
brittle.
No less than eight running streams had to be erossed
during this Inareh: the three first joined the Tondy, the
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rest behig tributary
to the Lehssy. The third brook was
ealled the Baziah, the lifth the Ulidyatibba ; sueeeeding this, and enelosed bv walls of gneiss, eame the Lehssindah.
Ahout a leagne to the right of our path, and to the south
of the place where we forded the Lehssindah, rose several
gneiss hills, of which the two highest peaks were ealled
Ndimoh and Bondoh. Our ronte had hitherto been quite
level, and apparently at a considerable height above the
valley of the Tondy ; but it now began to deseend for a
couple of leagues to the Morokoh. This wide and rapid
strearn tiowed through a tray-like valley surrounded by open
grass-plains that sloped downwards on either side to the
meanderings of the water. In front of us, to the east, the
whole eountry had a gentle but regular elevation, for looking
over the right bank of the Lehssy we could make out the
loeality in which the union would have to be sought of the
ehain of the ZWi mountains in Mondoo with those that
extend between the Tondy and the Roah.
The seenery of the steep deelivity towards the south-west
wlileh we now reached assumed a character very different to
the park-like landseape through which we had .been passing.
For many miles the eye rested upon treeless steppes broken
by bamboo jungles that seemed almost impenetrable, standing in detaehed groups, their dark olive-green contrasting
admirably with the bright hue of the grass, and giving a
novelty to the general aspeet. Immediately beyond the
Morokoh our path began to rise, and led us into the semiobseurity of ole of these jungles.
A short time before reaelling it, we had left on our right
a series of hamlets inhabited by the Niam-niam belonging
to Dippodo's distriet : a league further on lay the villages
of Uringama, on the extreme eastern froutier of Nganye's
territory, the Lehssy forming the boundary between the
Niam-niam and the Mittoo ; and a few more leagues still in
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the same direction would have brought us to the northeastern limits of the Babuckur.
We reached the Lehssy shortly before sunset. The
Seriba was built close upon the opposite bank, but it was
so enclosed by the tall bamboos that towered high above
the palisade that it was completely hidden from our view.
The actual source of the Lehssy was at no great distance ;
the river here was about fifteen feet wide, and four feet
deep, and flowed in a N.N.W. direction : the water was as
elear as crystal, a peculiarity that appertains to all streams
that are enclosed by bamboos, which delight in a soil that
is intersected by springs. The stems of the bamboos rose
to the height of forty feet; slender and graceful they bent
tbemsel ves into an arch which stretched far across the
stream ; and as hardly anywhere could a more inviting
spot be found for a siesta, so hardly anywhere could water
be met with more tempting for a bath than that which
flowed limpidly over its gravel bed.
On my arrival at the Seriba, I soon became convinced
that I was in a land where corn was abundant; the very
liberality of the messes of sorgbum-kissere that were served
to my people was an ample proof that there was no
scareity here. In times gone by I had myself had an utter
disdain for this food of the Soudan, but now, after so long a
deprivation, I relished it heartily, and thought it equal to
the most delicate of rolls. It was no doubt heavy and
•indigestible enough ; still I could make a good meal of it ;
only on rare occasions during the Niam-niam journey had
I tasted any sorghum at all, and when I had, it bad been
doled out in infinitesimal quantities, but with the fresh
enjoyment of this luxury now, and with the returning
opportunity of getting some real roast mutton, our previous
privations were soon forgotten.
The Seriba Mbomo was ten leagues to the south of
uddoo, on the Roah. Mobammed, with a thoughtful con-
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sideration of my tastes, had taken means to enable me to
fill up some missing links in the chain of our route. During
his march in February he had made one of his men who
could write take down all the information he could get from
the Mittoo guides; and from the same authority I obtained
verbal confirmation of the reports which I had previonsly
gathered, so that I was able to map out the entire district
with wbat I believe is tolerable accuracy.
In the sketch of the route there were enumerated as many
as twelve brooks that had to be crossed in the interval
between Kuddoo and Mbomo, all supplied more or less
copiously with water, even in the dry winter season.
lleckoning from north to soutb, the series came in the
following order : the Tee, the Burri, the Malikoo, the Marikohli, the Mangawa, and the Wary ; then came the watershed between the Lehssy and the Roah, marked by the
Gherey-hills, which I afterwards visited ; then followed six
more brooks, the Kooluma, the Magbogba, the Makai, the
Patiob, the Manyinyee, and the Malooka. Although all
these streams have their origin quite close to the left bank
of the Roab, yet they take a very devious course before they
actually join it ; the last five, indeed, do not directly meet
the river, but join another stream to the west of the route
called the Dongodduloo, which unites itself with the Tee or
Tay ; the brook that flows past Ngoly's village, and which is
known to the west of Sabby as the Koddoh, being an
affluent of the Roah.
On the watershed, bamboo-jungles extend over an area
of many square miles. The species which is thus found in
sneli immense masses is the same which is so prolific in the
lower terraces of the Abyssinian highlands. 1n the manner
of their growth these bamboos remind me of an asparagusbed in the summer-time, hundreds of sprouts start up from a
single root, and in graceful curves droop over towards the
ground. The babit of the plant is altogether similar to
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the Inc1iti bamboo, which bas lately been successfully
introduced into the pleasure-gardens of Cairo. The Abyssinian species does not grow so thick in the stem as the
Indian, but it attains as great a height, often rising to forty
or fifty feet.
The well-tilled soil of Mbomo's district reminded me very
much of the country about Kuraggera; the land appeared
well populated and covered with extensive fields of maize
and sorghum. The extent to which maize was cultivated
was quite surprising ; whole acres were planted with it,
and I obtained a large supply of fresh ears. I had these
all dried and ground, and thus provided myself with a con,siderable quantity of flour, enough to meet the requirements
of several weeks to come. The maize is here liable to the
same drawback as it is elsewhere. It is very easily spoiled.
This happens from two causes ; it has a tendency to turn
mouldy, and it is very subject to the gnawings of worms ;
the meal also ferments sooner than any otber species of
grain. The means adopted by the natives to keep it during
the winter is simply to tie the ears in great sbeaves and to
hang them up on some detached trees, where they can have
plenty of air, and yet be out of the reach of the noxious
vermin.
One of the best productions of the country is the bean
(Phaswolus lunatus), the same that is so much eultivated by
the Mittoo ; it is one of the most palatable species with
which I am acquainted ; its pods, that are short, broad, and
crescent-shaped, never contain more than two large beans.
Although the settlement had been so recently established,
Mohammed was very pleased with the store of ivory that
had been secured.
For three whole days I rambled about on the banks of the
Lebssy, meeting with excellent sport. Araongst other
things, I killed my first bushbock, an animal of which the
yellowish-tan skin is marked with white stripes, the lines so
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arranged as if they were a regular harness. There is always
to be observed some difference or other between each of
these creatures and all its fellows ; they are never precisely
alike ; either there will be some spot or speck, or stripe,
which is peculiar to each, and distinguishes it from all the
rest. The specimens of the bushbock that I saw were
always solitary ; and it would seem to be more timid than
any other species of antelope. The singular marking of its
skin adapted it to catch the eye, but it was rarely visible for
more than a moment ; its nervous sensibility made it keen
to catch the slightest sound ; the lightest rustling would
make it bound away into the woods. I have stood breathlessly waiting with cocked rifle, but there is no time to take
a proper aim ; and the shot that took effect I own was
directed rather by chance than skill.
The bamboo-thickets are likewise a favourite resort of
wart-hogs, which there find abundant food in the tender
young sprouts in which they delight. Numhers of birds,
too, attracted by the grain that is formed in the round and
bushy spikes of the bamboo, haunt the scene, and many
varieties of sparrows (Passeres)build and breed in this
solitude, which is well-nigh as undisturbed as any upon the
face of creation.
The appearance of a herd of large eland antelopes excited
the Niam-niam of the neighbourhood to organise a regular
battue,during the prosecution of which they met with a bit
of good fortune that did not often occur. They succeeded in
kuling a leopard, an event that was deemed so great a
triumph that old and young conspired to do honour to the
occasion. The first intimation that we had of anything .
unusual having transpired was given by the war-trumpets,
the notes of which were heard in the direction of Uringanaa's
villages ; our first impression was that the Niam-niam, who
were charged by the keen Kenoosian with the protection of
his frontier, had been successfully repulsing some assault on
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the part of the Babuckur ; but very soon the report was
eirculated that a noble present was being conveyed to
Mohammed, and, true enough, ere long there approaelnd a
formal procession bearing on a litter of leaves the bloodstained earease of the leopard. The offering was duly laid
at Moharnmed's feet as a tribtite, betokening the respect and
friendship of the behnky. Throughout the whole of Central
Africa the skin of the leopard is deemed a snitable adornment for persons of prineely rank, and nowhere is it more
readily admitted amongst the insignia of royalty than with
tite Niam-niam.
The animal that was now brought in was more than a
It had been killed in a singular way.
yard in length.
Having encroached stealthily npon the position of the
hartebeests, and not suspecting the proximity of the hunters,
it had suddenly Ibumi itself beset by a body of men, and by
a prodigious bound endeavoured to leap over the cirele of
snares that had been set. Just, however, as the leopard was
effecting an escape it was struck by a couple of lanees with
such violence that the points darned thernselves into the
Thus impeded, the
flesh, and left the stems protruding.
wounded creature became entangled in the bushes, aml,
overpowered by the number of missiles huried against it,
succurabed to its destiny.
All the leopard skins that I saw in this part of Africa
belonged to animals of the thick-set species, whieh is distinguished by large complicated spots, each spot being itself
an assemblage of smaller spots, which run, generally in
about five rows, along the entire body. By some naturalists
this species is designated as the panther, in contradistinetion
to the true leopard, which is said to have a more slender
body covered with more numerous rows of smaller spots.
This, however, is an error ; in spite of the many varieties of
form and the gradations in the markings of the skin, it
appears certain that but one species of leopard exists
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throughout Africa, and that in this quarter of the globe,
at least, the distinctive terms of leopard and paniher are
unnecessary.
On my previous wanderings I bad skirted about threefourths of the frontier of the Babuckur territory. As this
erritory lay but a short distance to the south-west of
Mbomo, being bounded by the Tondy, I was able to obtain
from the soldiers of the Seriba some particulars of the
country of which I had seen the natives largely represented
among the slaves of the various settlements at which I had
sojourned.
The Babuckur must either have migrated to their present
quarters from the south, or they Must be the remnant of a
nation that has been constrained to make its way to the
north and to the east by the advance of the Niam-niam. It
is said that their dialect is found amongst some of the tribes
to the south of the Monbuttoo ; this is not at all unlikely, as,
like those tribes, they have an established system of agriculture and give great attention to the breeding of goats.
Limited to an area of not more than 850 square miles, the
eastern portion of this people is very much exposed to the
raids of the Khartoomer traders and to the depredations of
the Niam-niam chieftains, who for years have considered
their land as a sort of outlying storehouse, from which they
could at pleasure replenish their stock of corn and cattle.
By reason of the perpetual persecutions to which tbey have
been subject, their population has gradually become more
and more compressed, and their very crowded condition
itself probably accounts for the vigorous intensity with
which they now ward off any acts of hostility ; they are
equally warlike and resolute ; they will fight till they have
shed their last drop of blood ; and as cannibalism is commonly repotted to be practised among them, their assailants
are generally content to earry off whatever plunder is to be
seenred, as hastily as possible, withont waiting to pursue
vot.
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or trying to subjugate them. Their eastern neighbours, the
Loobah, though themselves harassed by the oppressors from
the north, are continually at war with the Babuckur.
The other portion of the Babuekur has withdrawn to the
frontiers of the Bongo and Niam-niam that lie between the
Sway and the Tondy, about sixty miles to the north-west of
the portion to which I have been referring ; the complete
identity of the race, thus severed only in situation, is verified
not only by the one term " Babuckur" being applied indiseriminately to the two sections, but still more by the
complete similarity of the dialects, as I afterwards proved by
comparing the vocabularies that I compiled. The Bongo
eall the western division of the Babuckur " Mundo."*
The Babuekur are a tropical negro race. Their complexion is very dark. As slaves they are very useful, being
of a docile and enduring temperament, handy in the house,
and expert at almost any ordMary work. They are short in
stature, and have a vacant, not to say a repulsive, expression.
The women, when they have once passed their youth are, as
a rule, the very inearnation of ugliness, for besides having
extremely irregular features, they mutilate their faces in a
most frightful way. All married woment pierce the rims of
their ears and both their lips, and insert bits of grass-stalk
about an Mch long in the holes, some of them having as
many as twenty of these grass-slips about their mouth and
ears. The sides of the nostrils are treated in the same way
as amongst the women of the Bongo, as I noticed in its
proper place.
As Mohammeci was anxious to inspeet his Mittoo Seribas
again before returning to his chief settlement, I did not wait
for him, but, accompanied by a small retinue, I started off

* This is the Mundo of Petheriek.
1. The portratt of a Babuckur woman is given in the subsequent chapter
on the slave-trade.
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on the 29th of june, taking the nearest route to Sabby.
For the first four miles we followed the same path by which
we had come to Mbomo, and although the rain fell incessantly, the bamboo-forest was so unbroken that it afforded
us an effectual shelter, and we reached the descent to the
Morokoh with dry skins. After crossing the brook we
turned off in a north-westerly direction, at an acute angle
to our previous path.
An immense tract of forest, utterly barren and uninhabited, was now before us. The nearest cultivated spot
would be the villages of the Bongo, near Ngoly, which could
not be less than forty miles away, and certainly could not
be reached within three days. After crossing four little
meadow-waters, and fording the Lehssindah where it flowed
between its gneiss banks, we encamped for the night about
a league further on, near another of these meadow-waters,
which are very numerous, and which, spreading themselves
out in open glades, sometimes 500 paces wide, break the
monotony of the wooded scene.
The whole region was enlivened by herds of hartebeests,
and choosing my position at the head of the procession, I
was ever on the qui vive to pursue them. My exertions in
this way made the distance that I actually travelled three
times as much as it need have been ; but I had no other
reward for my pains than the amusement I derived from the
grotesque movements of the agile creatures.
After I had comfortably settled myself for the night in my
grass nest, a circumstance occurred of a kind which more
than once had happened to us before. I was roused by a
dull heavy sound that seemed to shake the ground like an
approaching earthquake. Our camp was tolerably extensive,
for, besides my own retinue, a considerable number of
Mohammed's beare.rs, conveying a large quantity of his ivory,
had been sent in our party ; but large as our numbers were,
the whole camp was thrown into commotion, and shouts and
s 2
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gun-shots were heard frorn every quarter. The explanation
of the uproar was that an enormous herd of buffaloes in
their nightly wanderings had come scampering down upon
our position, and exposed us to the manifest risk of being
trampled to death.
Early on the second morning we reached the banks of the
Lehssy. The deep river-bed was now quite full, the stream
being forty feet wide and flowing in a westerly direction at
the rate of sixty feet a minute. The bearers performed the
passage by the ordinary manceuvre of bridging over the
water. For my own part I thought to adopt a scheme which
would give some variety to the monotony of these proceedings, and became the victim of a little episode of by no
means an agreeable nature. There would be a difflculty, I
felt,'in wearing my boots to cross the tangled branches of
which the extemporised bridges are formed ; they would
permit no sure hold to the feet, and to walk over barefooted would not have been a prudent experiment, as I
might become footsore and prevented from marching ; I
therefore abandoned all idea of clambering over, but undressed myself and proceeded to swim across the flood.
When I was just within a few strokes of the opposite shore,
all at once I experienced a painful shock that throbbed
through every limb ; I had come into contact with one of
the prickly mimosa-bushes, which I have already described
as frequently hedging in the various streams. The river-bed
being now full to its entire capacity, the water had completely risen above the dangerous shrubs, so that they had
quite escaped my notice. I knew the nature of these thorny
barriers by experience, and when I mention that I never
found the stoutest boots able to withstand the penetrating
power of the spikes, it may be imagined to a degree what
agony I now suffered. It was like stranding on a reef of
thorns. The utmost refinement of cruelty could hardly
devise an instrument of torture much more effectual than
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these mimosce. However, swim I must. With a desperate
effort I got myself free from the entanglement of the shrubs,
and, bleeding from a hundred laceratiens, I contrived to
reach the land. I felt as if my whole body had been
scarified. But there was no time to lose ; so, in spite of the
nervous shock, the angry wounds, and the smarting skin, I
set out at once in continuation of our march.
We travelled five leagues that day and crossed six
separate meadow-waters and glades of the same character as
those already mentioned.
After proceeding for a considerable distance over bare red
rocks, we were overtaken by a sudden storm of rain, and
had to take hasty measures for protecting the baggage. But
the interruption did not prevent me from doing a little
interesting botanizing during the interval of delay. I found
two of the prettiest plants that the land produces here,
showing themselves in great abundance a little orchid
(Habenaria crocea) with saffron-coloured blossoms, and a
sky-blue Monbretia, not unlike a squill. In many places
the barren rocks were overspread with patches of these
plants, that they looked as though a carpet had been laid
out upon them, the colours blending into patterns that would
not disgrace the flower-beds of our modern gardening.
In connection with the second of our night encampments
a circumstance occurred, trifling in itself, but which was a
convincing proof that, however deserted and free from human
intrusion these forest solitudes might appear, they are nevertheless explored by the natives when they are out upon their
hunting excursions. In the bustle of starting in the morning, a pair of boots, which I had hung up to dry within my
grass-hut, had been forgotten and left behind. I did not
miss them for a few days ; but as their loss could not be
replaced, I sent some people back, in the hope that they
would recover them. It was found that the huts meanwhile
had been ransacked by some mysterious stranger, and the
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rare treasure had not escaped the keen eve of the hunter ;
the boots, indeed, were hanging precisely where they had
been left ; but every nail, and every little brass ring that
formed the eyelets for the laces, had been carefully extracted
from the leather, and were now probably gleaming in the
nose and ears of some swarthy beauty.
Early in the morning of the third day we entered the
splendid forest of Humboldtiæ, through which, only ten miles
to the west, we had passed at the commencement of our
Niam-niam campaign. After the forest came an open steppe,
with a distant view of the hills in front, which we shonld
again have to cross, though more to the east than before.
The passage of the Mah being accomplished, the aseent
began, and led through a wood, where the foliage was so
dense that it was quite impossible to see many steps ahead.
At this period I chanced to be nearly in the rear of the
procession, when my attention was arrested by an old black
slave in the pathway, who kept beckoning me to come to her.
I found, on going up to the place where she stood, that she
wanted to point out to me a black object that was about ten
paces away ; at first I took it to be merely a great stern of a
tree that could only be indistinctly seen behind the large
leaves of the Anonæ ; and I was about to make a somewhat
closer investigation, when all at once the mass began to
move, and a fine pair of horns displayed themselves. In my
impetuous surprise I fired mechanically, without an aim.
My sudden shot raised a storm that I had little expected.
In an instant a herd of twenty buffaloes, snorting and
bellowing, with tails ereet, came galloping past in mad
career. Dizzy with confusion I discharged my doublebarrelled rifle amongst the brutes ; another moment and I
could see nothing more than the massive foliage : the buffaloes had vanished, and I heard no more of thein than the
distant thunder of their heavy tramp.
The hills before us were called Mashirr ; they were a con-
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tinuation of the steep deelivity of Mbala-Ngeea in the west, to
which I have already alluded, extending onwards towards
the south-east and forming a portion of the ridge that had
been on our right during the whole of our march. On the
summit, as far as the eye can reach, there is an extensive
plateau, broken by detached groves and handsome trees, and
sloping down towards the north, to the depression of the Tee.
For the first time, after long missing them, we found some
tamarinds, under the ample shade of which we made a short
noonday halt, and then started off through some deep
deflles that led to arid plains. Before reaching the Tee we
counted four little brooks that flowed in an easterly direction
to join it ; the first of these, to the north of the hills, was
the upper course of the Nungolongboh, and was full of water
in a deep bed enclosed by an avenue of trees. A ridge of
hills ran parallel to our path upon the left, and after we had
crossed the second brook we observed a mass of red rock
rising to about 300 feet upon our right. Many small herds
of hartebeests caine in sight. I lamed one of the animals
with a rifle-shot, and was grieved to see how cruelly it was
afterwards butchered by the Bongo, the poor brute being so
uninercifully inangled by their lances that I had no little
difficulty in getting a piece of solid flesh large enough to
carry off and roast.
So inuch time was lost in our chase of the antelope that
the evening came on whilst we had still some leagues to
travel, and we soon found ourselves marching on in complete darkness. I was amongst the stragglers of our party,
and we lost our way several times before we were flnally
collected by the clanging roll of the kettle-drums on the
southern outposts of the Bongo. It was quite midnight
when, weary with our exertions and drenched by passing
through so many swamps, we arrived, after a circuitous
route, at the village of Ngo i v.
At this place we remained a day to recruit our strength,
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In the environs of the village I found the Encephalartus
(here in its most northerly position), the seeds, as large as
hazel-nuts, strewing the ground in all directions.
At this season, too, the fruit of the wild date-palm was
ripe, and I collected a large quantity of it, with which I
made an unsuccessful attempt to concoct some African palmwine. The fruit possesses the same pleasant aroma as the
common date, but it is only a third of the size, and is very
unpalatable, being harsh, dry, and woody.
On the 3rd of July we marched, without a single halt,
for nine consecutive hours, until we found ourselves once
again in Sabby. The last few leagues were accomplished in
a drizzling rain. Large herds of antelopes frequented the
district ; but it was vexatious to find myself continually
foiled in chasing them by the over-eagerness of my own
dogs, which I was quite unable to restrain.
Our entry into Sabby made a wonderful impression upon
Tikkitikki.
He caught sight of a number of cattle quietly
grazing before the gate of the Seriba, and, jumping to the
conclusion that they must be a herd of wild antelopes that
had accidentally strayed there, could not comprehend why
110, one endeavoured to avail himself of so splendid a chance
to secure a prize. Subsequently, when he witnessed the
process of milking, his delight knew no bounds ; he laughed
aloud, and deciared that so comical a sight he had never
seen before.
This journey had been one of the most pleasant and the
most successful that had ever been undertaken in so remote
a part of the continent. Its pleasantness was owing to my
state of health and to the fine air of the Niam-niam countries ;
its success was due to the favourable circumstances under
which I had travelled. In Europe the general idea of such
a journey is that it must be a sort of martyrdom, made up
of indescribable fatigue, exertion, and deprivation ; but,
without hesitation, I can affirm that, to a traveller who can
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only maintain his strength and activity, it is far other wise ;
though he may find his enterprise laborious, he will not find
it wearisome ; it will be what a German would deseribe as
mühsam rather than mühselig. Fatigue and hardships are
estimated comparatively, not so much to themselves, as to
the ordinary comfort of domestie life. Those who are
acquainted with such fatigue as attends our modern warfare,
with its transient strain upon the powers of endurance, may
probably form a fair idea of the character of my exertions ;
but to all those who, like myself, have travelled by " Russian
posts " my worst trials and wants in Africa would appear
mere
play. In fact, our days' marehes were often so
short that I became quite impatient. Our Niam-niam campaign from Sabby occupied 150 days, and in that time,
apart from a few unimportant deviations, we had only
travelled 560 miles in all ; according to the calculations as
registered in my journal at the time, the whole distance
accomplished was about 248 leagues.
After the forced marches, however, that we bad just recently been making, I was heartily glad of the five days'
rest which I was now enabled to enjoy in Sabby. A large
packet of letters was awaiting my arrival, and to read
through a correspondence which had been accumulating for
a year and a half was an agreeable engagement for the
period of unwonted repose. It was now for the first time
that I heard of Sir Samuel Baker's adventurous expedition,
and now that I got my earliest intimation of the Egyptian
Government having undertaken to establish a footing in the
Gazelle district. Kurshook Ali, a born Osmanli and one of
the chief ivory merchants of Iihartoom, who possessed a
Seriba there, had been invested by the Governor-General
with the title of a Sandjak, and been placed at the head of
two companies of Government troops, one company being
regular Turks (Bazibazuks), the other composed of negroes
(Nizzam). The arrival of these troops had excited a great
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arnount of consternation through all the Seribas, for, apart
from the fact that it too probably seemed to jeopardise the
very foundation of the rights of the holders to the territory,
it certainly presaged the levying of those taxes and imposts
which the presence of Government soldiers always entails.
What, in the first place, excited Kurshook Ali's cupidity was
to get possession of the famous copper mines of South
Darfoor. He was going to appropriate these in the mune of
the Viceroy, but Ismail Pasha was caught in a trap, and
beguiled by the duplicity of a priest belonging to Darfoor,
who represented the locality as being his own private
property, exhibiting a forged deed of gift, purporting to be
made by the late Sultan, to corroborate his claim.
Hellali, for such was the name of the skilful swindler, had
for sorne time been employed as a secretary at the Court of
the Sultan Hussein, and, being familiar with the administration of the affairs of Darfoor, turned his knowledge to account
in fostering the animosity of that country against Egypt, its
far more powerful neighbour.
He had not, however, the
slightest acquaintance with the property which he claimed as
his own, and led the troops, with their Sandjak, by difficult
paths to an uncertain fate, in a country that was scarcely
known even by name.
III possession of the Viceregal firman, Hellali had the
companies of black soldiers under his own orders, while
Kurshook Ali had only the Arnauts.
The story of how
Hellali brought about a bloody confiict not only with the
occupiers of the Seribas, but (after the death of the Sandjak,
Kurshook Ali, which occurred soon afterwards) with the
Turkish soldiers themselves, must be narrated on a later
page.
After I had re-arranged and re-packed my collection, and
seen that it had been properly enveloped in waterproof cases,
I proviled myself with a fresh relay of bearers, and, on the
8th of July, proceeded again towards the north. It was
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nardly in human nature not to be eager to get the provisions
which, having been forwarded from Khartoom, were now
delayed beside the sluggish waters of the Gazelle. Mohammed, however, had not yet appeared, but was still making
his requisitions of corn in his territories amongst the Mittoo.
In consequence of his not returning with the anticipated
contributions there was an increased dearth in Sabby, and
my poor bearers were becoming absolutely destitute. Their
sufferings during their arduous five days' toil were little
short of incredible. The Seribas of Shereefee, which were
passed upon the way, were as " hard up " for sustenance as
Sabby itself ; and besides this, the Bongo that were settled
thereabouts were all in avowed hostility to my own Bongo,
so that no spirit of hospitality was to be expeeted along
our route.
Throughout this portion of our trying journey, the bearers,
ineredible as it may appear, subsisted solely upon the wild
roots which they could grub up ; they had positively nothing
else to support them, and only digestions such as theirs could
have endured the strain. The pressure under which we
laboured of aceomplishing the journey without loss of time
was so urgent that there was not leisure to avail ourselves of
any ternptation to the chase, and, however much we might
feast our eyes, we were under the stern necessity of keeping
back our feet from pursuing the elands and waterbocks
which had ventured from the wilderness and were grazing
peacefully in almost close proximity to our line of march.
It was on the 10th that we reached Shereefee's chief
Seriba, but we did not enter it. I had openly declared
myself to belong to Mohammed's party, and indeed could
not do otherwise than foresee the bitterness of those contentions which so soon afterwards broke out and led to
such serious issues.
Most fortunately we were free from rain all the day. The
groups of sycamores, which on our former visit had furnished
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such a commodious encampment under the shelter of their
splendid foliage, invited us once again to take up our
quarters beneath them ; but we had hardly settled ourselves
under their shade before we were surprised by the sudden
outbreak of a storm, which continued with much violence.
The woody landscape around was pleasant enough, and I
was compensated in a way by the beauty of the scenery for
the lack of provisions; but I looked forward with eager hope
for a period of refreshment when there would be an end to
chilly baths and wearing apparel perpetually. wet.
The passage over the Doggoroo was not made without
considerable trouble, as we bad to fell some trees and lay
down a lot of brushwood so as to construct one of our improvised bridges. The last night-camp between the Doggoroo
and the Tondy was deplorably wretched ; our provisions
were positively exhausted ; all we could do was to send some
messengers to the nearest Seriba to insure that we should
have a supply of some kind in readiness for us on the
following morning. It was also necessary to have extra
bearers, as comparatively few of the Bongo of Sabby had
any knowledge of the art of swimming
After arriving at the height, from whence, for some miles
round, we could survey the expanse of the submerged lowlands, we had still several hours before we could decipher
in the distance the forms of the swimmers bringing the
burdens of which we were in such urgent need. My bearers
could not control their impatience ; greedily they pounced
upon the first bags of corn that were brought to land, and
without tarrying for the grain to be cooked, they thrust it
by handfuls into their mouths. Their strong teeth easily
crunched it up, the hard dry corn being as readily devoured
by them as if they bad been accustomed to it all their lives.
Horses, or ruminants of any kind, could not moro readily
have disposed of a feed of oats.
I had thoroughly to undress myself in order to pass over
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the flooded depression, and even upon the banks of the
stream I stood knee-deep in water. The passage over the
river was tedious, mainly in consequence of the sharp edges
of the marsh-grass and the numerous pit-holes in the bottom
making any rapid progress very dangerous. No less than two
hours had I to dawdle away my time in this cheerless position before the caravan could be brought entirely over. A small
raft, constructed of bundles of grass tied together, was used
for the purpose of ferrying the baggage aeross ; and,
thanks to the excessive care that was used, not a single
article failed to be transported in safety.
At this date (July 12, 1870) the Tondy was flowing
with a velocity of eighty feet a minute ; the depth of the
chaimel, now over-full, proved to be no less than twentyfour feet, and the entire width of the stream, as it reacheel
froin tho reedy border on one side to that on the other,
extended to something more than 120 feet. The river had
now risen more than four feet beyond the ordinary limits of
its inundation, and our train bad repeatedly to make wide
deviations from its proper route in order to keep where the
bottom was tolerably level and free from dangerous holes.
The day was well-nigh spent in contending with rain and
flood, and it was quite dusk before we hailed the welcome
sight of the hospitable huts of Kulongo.
There is a way of transporting baggage across such rivers
as are tolerably free from danger, which appears to me to
be eminently practicable, and to be suited peculiarly well to
this country, but which I was sorry never to see brought
into use. It is a method recommended by Barth * in the
reeord of his enterprise, and consists simply of making a
ferry by means of gourds. About a couple of dozen of
moderate-sized calabashes are fastened together and covered
over with layers of grass, and these are - found to make a
* Vide Barth's Travels,' vol. ii. p. 254.
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raft, which is quite capable of bearing several hundredweight of goods. It has been to no purpose that I have
called the attention of tbe Nubians to this contrivance ;
although they seemed forced to acknowledge the efficacy of
the plan, they are not disposed to try it ; however, for the
benefit of future travellers, I beg to suggest it as a method
under many eircumstances, migbt afford them
incomparable service.
Thus it was that after an absence of eight months I found
myself happily back again at my old quarters. The place
itself was little altered, except that the Seriba seemed to be
in a more flourishing condition than in the previous year.
The Bongo deserters, who haci caused the failure of the
Niam-niam expedition, had in eonsequence of a eampaign
against the Dinka tribes, on whose territory they had taken
up their quarters, not only themselves returned to their
former abode, but had induced three times as many Bongo
as there were before to come and settle upon Ghattas's
property. These people, who were now present in such
superfluous numbers, had ten years ago all taken themselves
off at the first appearance of strangers settling in their land.
I saw that numerous tracts of woodlands had been cleared
and brought under cultivation, and that varions elusters of
houses and farmsteads had grown up arounel. Altogether I
should say that there could not have been much less than
600 fresh huts, which would represent at least 2500 souls.
Since my departure, too, Ghattas senior bad bidden his last
farewell to earthly property, and his Seribas on the Upper
Nile had all become the inheritance of his eldest son.
After being away so long I felt that it was almost 1ike
coming home, and realised something of the sensation of
treading again the soil of my fatherland when I gazed
afresh upon this country, so rich in its woodland charms, so
abundant in its smiling sunny cultivation, so contrasted in
its charaeter to the gloomy and inhospitable forests of the
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Niam-niam, which I had just quitted. I could not be otherwise than conscious that I had taken a step which brought
me nearer Europe. The large establishment with its diversified population of full many a hue, the mere sight of
clothes and linen that had known what it is to be washed,
the unaccustomed diversity of victuals of which we could
partake, all seemed so different to the contracted resources
and meagre fare to which of late I had been subject, that I
could hardly resist the impression that I must be living
in a eity, and could almost fancy myself already back at
Khartoom. But before that coulcl happen there were many
obstacles to be overeome, and I must submit for various
reasons to stay where I was. The journey to the Meshera,
at this season of the year, presenteci nothing but countless
marshes, the very birthplace of the miasma, which in its
turn begets fever. Fresh deprivations for months to come
would be the penalty of attempting at once to proceed up
the river, and I had, moreover, reason to mistrust the capability of my constitution to withstand disease if I put it to
too stern a test. I resolved, therefore, to tarry as patiently
as I could, and to console myself with the pleasure of anticipation. In addition to this I had several important tasks
whieh had never been satisfactorily finished, although I felt
that the main object of my mission had been generally
accomplished.
The temptation to a second Niam-niam tour was too
strong to be resisted. I felt that it was my business to
strike while the iron was hot, because future travellers only
too probably would find that opportunities so good as my
own were closed against them.
Exactly a month after our arrival a party was despatched
for the purpose of fetching the supplies which were on their
way to me. Not only my own effeets, but Ghattas's too,
were all lying crammed up in the meagre and not over-safe
accommodation of the hold of the boats.
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One occupation which engaged my attention continuously
consisted in my supervision of the arrangement of my
miscellaneous colleetion, which had increased very largely.
It was necessary that everything should. be put into a
condition ready for its long transport.
Another demand upon my time arose from my having
my correspondence for the ensuing year to complete and my
journal to transcribe. My industry at this period had its
full reward. The documents that I then copied and the
outline maps that I dotted down were all preserved, and
were the only compensation I had to make good the subsequent melancholy loss of all my other papers.
It will easily be understood how delighted I was, on the
23rd of August, to receive my new consignment of supplies.
Although a good many articles had either been damaged
by damp or devoured by insects, yet a sufficient proportion
of them remained so uninjured that I was perfectly satisfied,
and could venture with the utmost confidence to make -my
preparation for another journey. I was able to distribute
a good number of presents of garments, pistols, and guns
amongst the controllers of the various Seribas, whose acquaintance I had made, while the replenishing of my store
of beads and stuffs gave me an opportunity of making certain acknowledgments of the good offices of my attendants.
But the services which 11Iohammed Aboo Sammat had rendered me were far larger than all, and for these I had
return in my power to make.
Furnished thus afresh with a number of conveniences and
luxuries which the interior did not supply, I fomal myself
enjoying an amount of comfort that reminded me of Europe,
and in the improvement of the quality of my daily food I
almost forgot the hardships I bad suffered.
By a somewhat circuitous route I had received several
cases of wine. This was a gift which was especially acceptable, as being redolent of my distant home. That of which
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I had dreamed as I tarried by the banks of the Nabambisso
was now within my reach ; it was no longer tantalizing to
think of the " mountain port," for I had not only my bottle
of wine, but a plentiful supply of other good things in addition ; and nothing would have been a pleasanter task than
to be able to entertain some lonely traveller like myself
whom chance might have thrown across my path. To be
able to open a bottle of wine at all in the heart of Africa
was such an inexplicable piece of luck that it involuntarily
brought to my mind the revenge of the gods and the ring of
Polycrates, and to say the truth it was but a passing pleasure.
I was .desirous of devoting the remainder of 1870 to the
further and more complete investigation of the Dyoor and
Bongo lands. With this intention I betook myself next
to the Seriba of Doomookoo, and spent the first half of
September in an interesting excursion to Kurk ur, a district
which, if ever the history of this land should be properly
written, will have a elaim to one of its most prominent
ehapters.
Kurkur, just at present a Seriba of Aboo Guroon's, twentyeight miles to the W.S.W. of the chief Seriba of Ghattas, is
a name already known, having been mentioned by Petheriek,
who, as the first explorer of the district, in 1856, had established a mart somewhere in the neighbourhood, making
it the extreme point to which he advanced in his search
for the ivory of the productive region.
Upon my route I crossed and re-crossed a number of small
affluents which, coming westwards from Bongoland, joined
the Dyoor. I gave, however, a partieular attention to the
course of the Molmul, which hitherto had been regarded
merely as an arm of the Dyoor, but which I ascertained
beyond a question to be an entirely independent stream. 1
erossed it elose to Doomookoo, and again on my return at
another place eight miles further to the north. It bears
among the Bongo the name of
voL.
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Between Doomookoo and Kurkur the seenery was pretty
and undulated, wooded eminences alternating with extensive
tracts of cultivated plain. The rises in the ground are made
by low ridges of hills that run in a north-west direetion on
either side of the Nyedokoo, an affluent of the Dyoor that
is always full of water. I looked in upon two little Seribas
belonging to Agand, called Kehre and Neshirr, and just
before reaching Kurkur I called at Nguddoo, one of KurThe various territories of the
shook Ali's settlements.
different traders are quite confusing, as they lie scattered
about in little enclaves like the petty Thuringian dukedoms in G-ermany.
The present Seriba of Kurkur is situated in a flat bushy
region, rich in every variety of game. I was told that the
former Seriba, visited by Petheriek, stood eight miles to
the south-west, on the Legbe, an important affluent of the
Dyoor. Twelve miles further to the south, and parallel
to the Legbe, is the Lako, which is another tributary of
the Dyoor.
I remained at Kurkur for three days. Whilst I was there
the natives killed a couple of giraffes. The controller had
in his possession several of these animals alive, which had
been caught in the neighbourhood, and for which he hoped
to find a sale at Khartoom.
The spotted hyæna dogs (Canis pietws) are very cornmon
in this region. These dangerous animals have a partiality
for the steppes and open• brushwood, and, congregating in
herds, hunt down the smaller antelopes, especially bushbocks. No case was known where they had attempted to
attack men. Some of their skins are most brilliantly marked,
and exhibit such a combination of red, white, yellow, and
black spots that the hyæna dog may fairly claim to be the
most particoloured of all mammalia. I saw one specimen
in the Seriba that was perfeetly tame, requiring no other
restraint than a cord, and yielding to its master with all
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the docility of an ordinary dog. This fact appears to corroborate the assertion of Livingstone (which, however, he
makes with some reserve, not having personally witnessed
the circumstance), that the natives of the Kalahari Desert
are,accustomed to break in this animal and train it for the
ehase.
Twebre miles to the north of Kurkur was another subsidiary Seriba, belonging to Aboo Guroon, and called Dangah,
after a liongo chief who lived there at the time when Petherick was in the country ; another surviving cliief named
Dyow, also mentioned by Petherick, had his abode five
Miles further to the west ; he eame to pay me a visit, and
retaining the recollection of the condition of the country
under an earlier aspeet now passed away, he made the usual
lamentations over the destitution of the land and its present
deficiency of game.
The Nyedokoo, enelosed by dense jungles of bamboo,
passes close to Dangah, and in the rainy season is about
thirty feet wide and ten feet deep. The inmates of the
Seriba were supplie 1 by its bright and sparkling waters, and
I rejoieed at having an opportunity to send my stock of
linen that it might be properly washed. Of the forty Seribas
that I visited I saw scarcely more than three that were
situated in immediate proximity to running water, the
supply obtained from the wells being generally impure,
besides being obtained in quantities too limited to be of
much service for washing clothes.
The Khartoomers seem to have a very wonderful faculty
for picking out the worst possible places for the formation
of their settlements. Although they are excellent swimmers,
they are so accustomed to the dust and dirt of their own
home and to the turbid floods of their beloved Nile, that
even here, where streams are so abundant, they have a
morbid prejudice against all pure water whatsoever. They
forget that the waters of the Nile are wholesome in spite
T 2
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of being turbid, and make no distinction between them and
the waters of the noisome swamps of Central Africa ; while
they heap imprecations upon the insalubrity of the climate,
which, they say, gives them pestilence. guinea-worm, fever,
skin disease, syphilis, and small-pox, they take no pains to
avoid the very spots which are the primary cause of all their
guffering.
After leaving Dangah I turned back towards the east, and,
having called at Agand's subsidiary Seriba Dubor on the
way, I soon re-entered my own headquarters. The circuit I
had thus completed was about sixty-five miles.
During my brief absence an event had transpired in
Ghattas's Seriba that had alarmed the whole eommunity,
and whieh furnished a topic of anxious speculation for some
weeks to come. It appeared that two of the Nubian soldiers
belonging to the Seriba had betaken themselves to a Dyoor
smith in the neighbourhood for the purpose of getting him
to forge them some rings. While they were sitting in the
smithy quietly watching the operations, all at onee they
were surrounded by a troop of Dinka warriors, who were
scouring the country. The sight of a couple of unprotected
" Turks " had suggested to the Dinka the idea of taking
revenge for the last raid that they had suffered, and the
unfortunate vietims were attacked; cruelly tortured by lancewounds, and carried back dead to the Seriba. The entire
force turned out to punish the aggressors if they could ; but
the Dinka had had so good a start, that they were far beyond
pursuit. The occurrence gave a general feeling of insecurity
to the whole Seriba; the people were afraid to move abont
unarmed, and even in their ordinary domestie engagements
carried their guns under their arms. This excessive prudence
on their part, involving, as it did, a large increase of danger
from firearms, was far from agreeable to myself. The risk
of being burnt out was still greater than it bad previously
been, and not relishing my position in close proximity to so
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many straw-buts, I was anxious to set up my quarters at
some little distance away ; but Idrees, the controller, deelared that he should have to answer for my safety with his
head, and would not permit me to build outside the palisade.
On the 15th of September Mohammed Aboo Sammat
passed through the Seriba on his way to the river, with his
store of ivory. It was a good opportunity for me to send
intelligence of myself to Europe ; and, under bis care, my
letters were despatched by the speediest route, so that in the
course of five months they were in the hands of my friends.
A fortnight suificed for the indefatigable Mohammed to
reach the Meshera, start off his boats on their way to Khartoom, and return to our Seriba.
Mohammed upon his return made me a present of a somewhat uncommon description. On his way through the forest
of Alwady he had fallen in with a troop of elephants, two of
which had been killed by his people, one of them being a
female that was accompanied by her still sucking calf. The
little elephant had been secured and attached to the caravan,
and on arriving at the Seriba was introduced to my quarters
as a gift to myseif. I was in possession of a milch cow, and
took the greatest pains to cherish my new proUgé by supplying it with large quantities of milk ; but all my attention
was in vain, the young animal had been so weakened by
improper or insufficient diet, and so exhausted by the forced
marches, that no subsequent care could save it, and in a few
days it expired. It was quite touching to watch the poor
helpless creature in its last gasps. Whoever has observed
the eye of the elephant will remember that, in spite of its
smallness and natural short-sightedness, it exhibits an intelligence, almost amounting to reason, that is seen in no other
quadruped. My juvenile specimen had already begun to
display the instinctive cleanliness of its nature. I was told
that on its journey it stopped at every pool and spring while
it pumped up the water with its trunk, and squirted it, as if
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from a hose, all over its body to wash off the dust of the
road and the mud that it had contracted in crossing the
swamps.
For my own amusement I had made a collection of several
other animals, which I lodged in my hut, in order to have
them under constant supervision and to be able to observe
their habits. My menagerie contributed very much to the
characteristic features of my hut. Outside were tethered my
donkey and my cow ; but the calf, being too delicate to withstand the rain, was brough t in at nights, and fastened to the
tall scaffolding which supported my bed, the noxious miasma
during the rainy period making it desirable for every
traveller to spend his hours of sleep raised as much as
possible above the level of the ground. Different corners of
the hut, which was already encumbered with every variety of
furniture, were appropriated to my dogs, two caracal lynxes
a ratel, or honey-badger, and a zebra-ichneumon.
These
creatures lived in continual feud, and did not show the least
likelihood of becoming " a happy family." The honeybadger and the ichneumon were perhaps the most amicable,
but even they were continually snapping at each other ; still
they never came into any mortal conflict. But the caracals
were utterly implaeable, and fought most savagely : in spite,
however, of their general faculty of self-defence, one of them
iu a desperate encounter with a Bongo dog was bitten in the
throat and died on the spot.
I had brought a large number of lances and of bows and
arrows from the Monbuttoo, and felt inclined not only to try
the efficiency of the weapons, but to test the marksmanship
of the representatives of the various tribes that were included in the promiscuous population of the Seriba. Accord..
ingly more than once I set up one of the Monbuttoo shields
as a target, and instituted a general shooting-match. Tikkitikki was an eminently successful shot, the grotesque attitudes into which he threw himself to exhibit his dterity
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ever causing a great diversion : I was, in fact, quite proucl of
my Pygmy, and his reputation was so bruited about, that
many Khartoomers came frorn distant Seribas to gratify
their curiosity by looking at him.
One evening during the exercises I met with an accident
which might have been serious, if not fatal, in its consequences. An imn arrow struck my forehead and, although
it only slightly grazed the skin, the pain for a moment was
quite agonizing ; it soon passed off, however, and I took no
further notice of the matter than applying a little goulardwater ; but, according to my ordinary habit, I sat up writing
until hite into the night, exposed to a draught at the
entrance of my hut, and caught a cold in the wound, which
became exceedingly inflamed.
When I woke the next
morning I was unable to open my eyes, and on lifting up my
eyelids with my fingers, I could see in my looking-glass that
my whole face was immensely swollen. Fearful of erysipelas,
I could devise nothing better than wrapping up my face in
calico and staying patiently in bed. On the third day I had
the satisfaction of finding that the inflammation had subsided, and that all fear of danger was gone. In regions such
as these the traveller cannot be too careful in his treatment
of even the most insignificant wound. Once before I had
experienced something of the sort during a foreed march
through the desert about Thebes : a gnat had slightly stung
my instep, and such a violent infiammation had supervened
that I had been obliged to keep my bed for several days.
The proceeds of this year's eattle-raids upon the Dinka
had been exceedingly large ; and as Ghattas's company had
been prevented from carrying out a Niam-niam campaign,
they had been able to concentrate all their forces for plunder.
The captured cattle, under the charge of a number of Dinka
herdsmen, had been installed in a large yard set apart for
the purpose close to the Seriba. There was consequently no
lack of mcat, and, at a very reduced price, I was allowed to
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purehase whatever cattle I required to be slaughtered for
myself and for my people.
My milch cow was an almost invaluable possession. In
spite of its yield of milk being somewhat meagre, it supplied
me for eight months with a morning draught, and in the
subsequent season of necessity its contribution to my daily
diet was still more precious. Half the cattle sickened with
all sorts of internal disorders, and the greater proportion of
the animals that were slaughtered would not much longer
have endured the climate. I am sure, however, that notwithstanding the fact that these breeds have been entirely
unaccustomed to salt, its admixture with their food would
infuse new life and vigour into them ; nothing but this, I
feel convinced, kept up my own supply of milk and prevented my cow from becoming emaciated ; at first the dose
had to be administered by force, but the creature not only
soon became accustomed to it, but would run after me for a
handful of salt, like a lap-dog for its sugar.
During the rainy season of 1870 the Dinka cattle were
decimated by various plagues, and the district of the Lao was
especially ravaged, old Shol losing some thousand of her
stock. The most common of these cattle plagues was called
Atyeng by the Dinka, showing itself by open wounds like
lance-cuts in the hoofs ; sometimes the wounds would make
their appearance on the tongue, rendering the animal incapable of grazing, so that it could get no nourishment, and
sank through exhaustion. Another malady, called Abwott, to
which only the cows are subject, consists of a swelling which
affects the uterus, and carries them off in a night. A third,
known as the Odwangdwang, appears just as contagious, though
not so generally fatal as the two former ; the animals refuse
their food for forty-eight hours, but, under favourable circumstances, on the third day commence grazing again.
The Khareef of 1870 terminated on the 21st of September,
no rain falling after that date. A heavy fall of hail oecurred
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on the 25th of August, when the hailstones were as large as
cherries ; this was the only time that I remember seeing
hail within the tropics, although in May 1864, when I was
on the Egyptian coast of the Red Sea, just to the north of
the tropie of Cancer, I witnessed one of the severest hailstorms that could be imagined.
This year's rainy season was remarkable for the violence
of the separate storms, but also for the small number of
decidedly wet days ; of these I counted ten in July, twelve
in August, and ten in September, the number altogether
corresponding very nearly to what I had reconled in the
previous year. Nevertheless, the rainfall was so great that
the sorghum in all the low-lying fields rotted in the ground ;
the condition of the crops, however, was equally bad in all
places where the soil, although rocky, was sloping, and threw
off the water too rapidly, for between the intervals of rain
the heat of the sun was so overpowering that the corn was
parched up through being drained of moisture.
By reference to a few notes that I saved I find that the 4th
of October, in a meteorological point of view, was an important
day, as being the date on which the wind first veered round
to the north-east. I cannot speak positively as to the date
when the south wind had first set in, as I was absent amongst
the Niam-niam and Monbuttoo at the time ; but my impression is that it was not far from the same time as in the year
before, viz., the 16th of March ; thus the entire period during
which the south-west winds had been prevalent was seven
months. But although the north-east wind had thus commenced on the 4th of October, there was no perceptible fall
in the temperature until the 20th of November ; after that
the thermometer at sunrise stood at about 70° Fahr.
As the flora at this season presented little with which I
was not already familiar, my time was spent very much
under the same routine as in the previous autumn ; I continued my occupations of measuring the natives, studying
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their dialects, collecting insects, preparing skulls, and joining
the people in chase of small birds. But, all along, I did
not lose sight of my projected journey, and applied all the
experience I had gained so that I might equip myself for
renewing my wanderings with the best advantage.
My
health was by no means impaired, but, on the contrary, I
had gained fresh vigour in the pure air of the southern
highlands, where I had undergone more fatigue than I could
have previously trusted myself to encounter ; I came to the
resolution, therefore, that I neul not fear to accompany
Ghattas's next expedition, and visit the central portions of
the Niam-niam countries that were still unknown to me.
The journey was specially attractive to me as promising to
enable me to complete my exploration of the hydrographical
system of the G-azelle, taking me as it would to the middle
sections of those rivers, which, indeed, I had aiready crossed,
but only in their Upper and their lower courses. By this
means I indulged the hope that, under favourable circumstances, I might be able once for all to settle the details of this
particular district of the Nile territory, and so to make one
contribution more towards building up the true theory which
may solve the complicated problem of Central Africa.
Being desirous of making some exchanges and effecting
some purehases to complete my supplies, I set out on a tour
to Kurshook Ali's head Seriba, with which I was already
well acquainted. This excursion occupied from the 24th of
October until the 4th of November. The owner, as already
mentioned, had been sent out by the Egyptian Government
at the head of a body of troops ; but before reaching the
interior he had succumbed to the pestilential climate of the
Dinka, and had been succeeded in command by a Turkish
Aga, who had accompanied him as lieuteriant, and who,
having broken up his camp in the Dinka country, had
turned farther to the west.
Credit had been opened for me in all the establishments
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of the Khartoomers, and not only were the magazines of
Kurshook Ali's Scriba amply supplied with stores, but
Khalil, the controller, received me hospitably and rendered
me all possible service, so that I accomplished my business
most satisfactorily.
The little trip gave me another opportunity of twice
erossing tbe Dyoor, and thus, by taking fresh measurements,
of adding to the information I bad already gained about this
important river. At ten o'elock in the morning, when the
atmosphere was at a temperature just under 80° Fahr., the
temperature of the water was just over 90°.
The passage over was effected in a ferry-boat of the most
wretched deseription ; it was composed of nothing more than
a couple of hollow stems bound together by ropes and
eaulked with common clay, the miserable eraft demanding
perpetual vigilanee to keep it afloat at all. It is a striking
proof of the uneonquerable indolence of the Nubians that
during their fifteen years' residence in the land, although
they are beyond a question acquainted with the art of shipbuilding, they have never attempted to construct an
ordinary boat for the daily passage of such an important
river as this.
The aspeet of the vegetation was very similar to that of
late autumn in Europe. Quite recently as the water bad
left the steppes, the low parts of them were already beginning to look withered, and in the woods the trees were
rapidly becoming more and more bare. Amongst smaller
and less important plants I found a considerable number of
new species, which either had previously eseaped my notice,
or which probably do not spring up until after the receding
of the waters.
On our way back we were entertained in the little Seriba
Dyoor Awet, where roasted elephant-foot constituted the
speciality of the repast.
Before we reached Aboo Guroon's Seribtt a ludierous
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circumstance occurred, which while it brought out afresh
the evidence of the dastard cowardice of my Niam-niam
interpreter Gyabir, who had made such an outery when
woundecl in the arm by the A-Banga, at the same time
exposed me to the risk of losing one of my invaluable
guns. He was marching along in the rear of tbe caravan
when a number of Dyoor chanced to corne across his
path ; mistaking them for Dinka, to whom they bore a
very decided resemblance, he took to his heels and made his
way to the most inaccessible part of the steppe, where he
intended to remain till night should enable him to escape
unobserved. Our route led us so close to the Dinka territory that we were aware no one could wander half a league
away without being in imminent peril of being captured ; it
was, therefore, with no small concern that on our arrival we
discovered that Gyabir was missing. We could only conjecture that he had lost his way. Aboo Guroon at once
despatched his black soldiers in all directions, but they
returned at night without having discovered the least clue to
the whereabouts of the wanderer. Early next morning,
to the general surprise, Gyabir made his appearance ; he
acknowledged that he had heard the shouts of the men who
were making the search for him, but that he could not
venture to quit his place of concealment, because he was
thoroughly aware that if by any misadventure he should fitil
into the hands of the Dinka, being a Niam-niam, he could
have no hope of finding any quarter.
Whilst here I received sad news of my friend Mohammed.
On his way back from the Meshera to Sabby he had hoped
by taking a short cut through the wilderness to avoid all
contlict with the marauding parties of his enemy Shereefee ;
but, in spite of all his precautions, his antagonist had gained
information of his movements, and, setting an ambush in the
forest, made a murderous attack upon him. The assault was
far more sanguinary in its results than that of the previous
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year. As usual the Khartoomers refused to fire upon their
compatriots, and Mohammed was thus entirely dependent
for his protection upon his black spearmen, of whom several
were killed. Mohammed's cousin, who had brought the
stores from Khartoom, fell a victim to a gun-shot quite at
the beginning of the fray, and Mobammed himself received
so many sabre cuts about his face and head that, deluged
in blood, he was left on the ground for dead. Shereefee's
I3ongo pursued Mohammed's Bongo in all directions, and
Mohammed's stores all became the spoil of Shereefee, who
did not as before scatter the beads and valuables about the
ground, but had everything conveyed to his own Seriba.
The booty amounted in all to at least two humlred packages.
The shameless marauder made an avowed boast of his
aehievements, ostentatiously displayed his ill-gotten wealth
to all around hitn, and even strutted about arrayed in
Mohammed's new clothes.
In the course of the night Mohammed was picked up,
apparently lifeless, by his faithful blacks and carried to
Sabby, where he received every due attention, but it was
some weeks before he was sufficiently recovered to write an
account of his misfortunes, which be despatched to the
friendly Seribas, sending it by witnesses who could explain
the true condition of affairs.
These events naturally excited the utmost indignation in
the Seribas, all the controllers of which were friendly and
well-disposed towards Mohammed. The slave-traders, on
the contrary, who had settled in the country, and all their
adherents, took the part of Shereefee. That a Mussulman,
on a peaceful journey, should be the subject of a premeditated
attack by one of his own faith, was a circumstance without
a precedent even in this land of violence and club-law but,
what most provoked my own anger and disgust was the cool
indifference with which the commander of the Egyptian
troops (the lieutenant who had sueceeded Kurshook Ali)
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viewed the whole affair. When Mohammed tippeared in
camp and demafided that retributive justice should be
exacted for the ill-treatment and loss that he had sustained,
the commander endeavoured to throw doubts upon all his
statements, and did not hesitate, in spite of the testimony of
all the witnesses, to shield Shereefee, by whom, no doubt, he
had been previously bribed. Who shall say what order or
justice is to be expected in this land of license, when even
the Government official, sent out as the first representative
of the State to protect and administer its laws, could proceed
to such a degree of avaricions partiality ? And yet the
people in Khartoom have the audacity to descant upon " the
suppression of the slave-trade ! "
Aboo Guroon, with whom I spent several pleasant days,
was busy from morning to night in his preparations for the
forthcoming Niam-niam campaign, and it afforded me much
amusement to watch him as he sorted out and packed his
varied store of ammunition.
Several companies had combined for the expedition, and he invited me to remain and
start with him, as Ghattas's party, to which I was attached,
would not follow for some weeks later.
In this common enterprise Aboo Guroon had a special
interest of his own, having but a short time since lost one of
his Seribas in the Niam-niam land. The garrison had been
massacred, and all the arms and ammunition had fallen into
the hands of the sons of Ezo, who having got possession of
the weapons turned them to such good account that they
inspired the Nubians with great respect for their military
skill. These events had taken place to the west of my
Niam-niam route, and had an indirect connection with the
proceedings taken against Mohammed by Mbeeoh, who had
been surprised by Aboo Guroon's company in the same way
as the combined companies of Ghattas and Aboo Sammat.
The scene of war had merely been transferred from Mbeeoh's
territory to that of the sons of Tombo and Ezo.
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Although I should have much preferred to travel in company with Aboo Guroon rather than with Gliattas's agent,
here was one insuperable impediment : my baggage was
not ready, and it would require some little time to select
the articles that would be of most practical use to me as
ud as what would involve me in the smallest outlay for
bearers. I was obliged, therefore, to forego Aboo Guroon's
offer. If I had joined him I should have escaped the
calamity of fire from which I soon afterwards suffered so
severe a loss, but perhaps only to share a worse fate, for
Aboo Guroon was one of the first victims of an engagemen t with the Niam-niam, a very few days after he
set out.
Just at this time all the controllers of the different Seribas
were actively engaged in preparing for their combined and
extensive ivory expedition. With their aggregated forces
they hoped to subdue the refractory chieftains in the north,
who bad been guilty of much treachery towards the N ubians:
their primary proceedings were to be taken against Ndoruma,
the daring son of Ezo.
It had been the rapid dirninution of the ivory in these
districts that had caused the Khartoomers of late to direct
their expeditions to the territories of the powerful kings of
the south, leaving the smaller chieftains with a comparatively
insignificant interest in the traffic. These chieftains, therefore, did all in their power to obstruct the progress of the
Nubians, and endeavoured by foul means, instead of by fair,
to obtain a share of the copper which they coveted. They
commenced a system of hostility to get possession of the
store of metal which, as long as they had ivory to dispose of,
had come to them in the peaceful way of commerce, To
the dismay of the Khartoomers, the natives soon showed
that they were quite capable of putting whatever firearms
they captured to a formidable use, and I shall very soon
have to relate how completely all the Niam-niam expeditions
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came to grief in consequence of the vigorous opposition of
the natives.
Meanwhile I was fully occupied by my preparation for the
long journey before me. My anticipations were not to be
realised. Just at the time when I was rejoieing thiat my
health had braved all the perils of the climate and my good
fortune seemed to be at its height, I was doomed to drink of
that bitter cup of disappointment from which none of my
predecessors in Central Africa have been exempt.
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description which has already been given of the large
establishment owned by the firm of Ghattas, where, with all
my provisions, I was now awaiting the start of the caravan,
must have made the place in a large degree familiar to the
reader. For the clearer apprehension of
event I have now
to relate it may be advisable to repeat the following particulars. The eolony consisted of about six hundred huts and
sheds, which were built almost entirely of straw and bamboo.
In the intervals between the huts were erected the large
sun-screens known as " rokooba," which were made of the
same materials ; and, to separate allotment from allotmeut,
there were long lines of fences, which were likewise composed of straw, and these were arranged so close to each
other that they scarcely admitted the narrowest of passages,
perhaps but a few feet across, to run between them. Everything that human ingenuity could contrive seemed to have
been done to insure that, with the cessation of the rainy
THE
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season there should commence a period of the extremest
peril, and, for myself, I can avow that fear of fire became
my bugbear by day and my terror by night. In spite of my
remonstrances I saw the erowding togetber of the buts continually become more and more dense, and the enclosure
packed full to the utmost limits of its capacity. It became
a manifest impossibility in the case of the occurrence of fire,
on however small a scale, to prevent it spreading into such
a confiagration that the safety of the whole establishment
must be imperilIed. The material of the structures, dried
in the tropical heat, would accelerate and insure the devastation that must necessarily ensue.
The catastrophe, which I had dreaded with such ominous
apprehension, befell us at midday on the ist of December.
This most disastrcus day of my life had opened in the
accustomed carrying ut of its routine. I had been engaged
all the morning with my correspondence and in arranging
the notes of the various occurrences that had transpired since
the despatch of my previous budget. I had partaken of my
frugal midday meal, and was just on the point of resuming
my writing, when all at onee I caught the sound of the
excited Bongo shrieking out " poddu, poddu " (fire, fire!)
Long, how long none can tell, will tbe memory of this burst
of alarm haunt my ear. It makes me shudder even now.
Eager to know the truth, and to ascertain how far the illomened apparition of misfortune had already spread, I
rushed to the doorway of my hut, and beheld that the
devouring element was doing its work at a distance of only
three huts from my own ; the fiame was rising fiercely from
the top of a hut ; there was no room for hope ; just at that
time of day the north-east wind always blew with its greatest
violence, and it was only too plain that the direction of the
gale was bringing the fire straight towards my residence.
The space of a few minutes was all that remained for me to
reseue what I could.
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Without an instant's delay, my people flocked to the scene
of the alarm. Without stopping to discuss what was most
prudent or to consider what was most valuable, they laid
hold upon anything that came to hand. The negro-boys
took particular care of all the stuffs, and of their own clothes
as being of the greatest consequence in their estimation, and
by their means all my bedding and two of my leathern portmanteaus were carried safely out of the Seriba. I myself
flung my manuscript into a great chest which had already
been provided against any accident of the sort, but my care
was of no avail. My servants succeeded in hastily conveying
five of my largest boxes and two cases to the open space of the
Seriba where the direction of the wincl made us presume
they would be out of danger ; but we only too soon learnt
our mistake ; the wind chopped and veered about, and the
hot blasts fanned the flames in every direction till there was
hardly a place to stand, and it was hopeless to reckon upon
any more salvage. A prompt retreat became absolutely
necessary ; great masses of burning straw began to fall in
every quarter, and the high fences of straw left but narrow
avenues by which we could escape. The flames sometimes
seemed to rise to a height of a hundred feet above the combustible structures of dry grass, and then all at once they
would descend, but only to lick with destructive fury some
adjacent spot, while a perpetual shower of hot sparks glared
again in the roaring air. The crowds, as they rushed away
before the advancing flames, were like a swarm of flies
buzzing aroimd a lighted torch. I cast a look towards the
remnant of my property which we had thought we had
reseued, and to my horror I perceived that the chests
were enveloped in smoke, and immediately afterwards were
encircled by the flames. It was a moment of despair.
How my heart sank at the sight none can imagine, for
those chests contained all my manuscripts, journals, and
records, in comparison with which the loss of all the effects
u 2
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in my hat appeared utterl y insignificant, though they were
the burdens of a hun dred bearers. Regardless of the shower
of sparks, which singed off my very hair, I made a frantic
rush forwards, the dogs, with their feet all scorched, howling
at my side, and breathlessly stopped under a tree, where I
found a shelter alike from the raging of the ardent flame
and from the noonday glare. In the confusion of the flight
I had been unable to get my hat, and was thus fully exposed
to the midday heat.
Below us from amidst the crackling waves of fire came
the crashing noise of the roofs as they collapsed, and ever
and again there broke forth the louder report caused by the
explosion of our ammunition, and many a loaded gun that
had been left behind discharged itself and exposed the fugitives to a new and random danger. The Nubians behaved
themselves with a strange composure, not to say indifference ;
the majority had little or nothing to lose, yet many an
account-book must have perished in the flames, so that not a
few of them hoped to turn the disaster to a profitable account. The priests, however, were not quite so unmoved ;
they stood before their doors and howled out the shrieking
for mulæ of their incantations, by which they pretended to
control the course of the raging fire. It was very remarkable
that the spot where a Faki had been buried, and which was
marked with a white banner to distinguish it as a place for
prayer, was spared from the general conflagration, although
it was within a few yards of where my burnt chests had been
laid. The departed Faki was now as good as a canonised
saint, and had proved himself a genuine sheikh.
The entire Seriba by this time was wrapped in flames,
which seemed still to spread in every quarter. The wind, as
it rose, carried away with it whole bundles of smouldering
straw, which it soon- fanned into fire amidst the huts that
were scattered round on the exterior of the palisade.
Yery dry at this season, the steppe had hitherto been
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preserved, because the harvest was not yet complete, and it
was not very long before this too was caught by the raging
the, and even the old trees around did not eseape, so that it
seemed almost as if the whole district were being submerged
in a sea of flame. Half an hour had completed the great
work of devastation. After that period it was possible to
make a dash between the charred posts of the huts, but only
for a few moments, so intense was the heat of the ground
and so overpowering the glowing atmosphere that pervaded
the seene of destruction. A crowd of people kept on bringing
vessels of water to try and extinguish the flames before they
had totally destroyed the elay " googahs " which held the
sole supply of corn.
After a while I succeeded -in getting to my garden, which,
bereft of the greater part of its recently-constructed hedge
of bamboo, presented a truly melancholy aspect. As the
sun sank low we began to make a search for anything that
might have been spared amidst the still glowing embers of
the huts. I had saved little beyond my life. I had lost all
my clothes, my guns, and the best part of my instruments.
I was without tea and without quinine. As I stood gazing
upon the piles of ashes I could not help reekoning up the
accumulation of my labours which had there, beneath them
all, been buried in this hapless destiny. All my preparations
for the projected expedition to the Niam-niam ; all the
produce of my recent journey ; all the entomological colleetion that I had made with such constant interest ; all the
exarnples of native industry which I bad procured by so
much care ; all my registers of meteorological events which
had been kept day by day and without interruption eTer
since my first departure from Suakin, and in which 1 had
inseribed some 7000 barometrical observations; all my
journals, with their detailed narrative of the transactions of
825 days ; all my elaborate measurements of the bodies of
the natives, which I had been at so much pains and expense
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to induce them to permit ; all my vocabularies, which it had
been so tedious a business to compile; everytbing, in the
course of a single hour ; everything was gone, the plunder of
the flames. It had been for the sake of better protection, as
I thought, that I had resolved not to part with my journals,
and had kept my collection of insects in my own possession ;
I had been afraid of any misadventure befalling them ; but
now they might just as well have been at the bottom of the
Nile.
There 1 sat amongst my tobacco-shrubs upon my stock of
bedding that had been rescued from the flames ; but I fear
that I could not boast of overmnch of the spirit of resignation. The entire remnant of my property was soon reckoned
up ; it consisted of a couple of chests, my three barometers,
an azimuth-compass, and the ironwork which survived from
the different productions of the Niam-niam and Monbuttoo.
Evening drew on : just as usual, the cow with her calf
came and provided me with two glasses of milk. I had a yam
or two, a picking from the inside of a half-burnt tuber, a
morsel from a similarly half-burnt lump of pickled meat,
and I had come to the end of my slender stock of provisions.
My dogs kept up a continual howling ; their sufferings from
their burnt feet must have been excessive, and they whined
in concert with the general desolation. The servants,
however, were as calm and undisturbed as usual. Neither the
Nubians nor the negroes seemed to be much concerned ; and
why should they ? They had just nothing to lose.
I looked around and counted up my party. It consisted
of seven bipeds and seven quadrupeds; the same number of
each, and each of about the same sensibility.
When the darkness of night had really set in, the region
of the Seriba had all the aspect of an active colliery. The
venerable fig-tree in front of the main entrance was still
flaring away, and the palisade was yet burning, apparently
shutting in the scene of ruin with a garland of light. It was
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a ghastly ilinmination. To the Nubians the spectacle was
not altogether a novelty. The sight of a negro village in
fiames was to them familiar enough ; but now the tables were
turned, and they had to learn for themselves what it is to be
hungry and destitute of every prospect of supply. Such
were the conditions under which that night we had to seek
our rest.
Hardly anything coUld be more impressive than the scene
that revealed itself on the following morning. Not merely
the places where the fire had raged, but the regions around
were strewn with a thick layer of ashes ; the steppes and
sorghum-fields were whitened with them. It would be easy
to have imagined that the glowing green of the tropics had
for a time retreated, and allowed itself to be replaced by a
gloomy and wintry vegetation transported from the arctic
zone. Almost as white as snow were the layers of ashes that
bad settled on the sorghum-fields, only broken by the heaps
of half-burat elods that rose like hillocks of turf upon a
moor. The smoke still lingered on the ground, and veiled
the general scene ; the trees seemed to stretch out their dry
bare arms to heaven, and helped to complete the resemblance
to the winterly aspect of the frozen world.
It was a pitiful sight to watch the brown and swarthy
figures of the negroes, wrapped in their brown and swarthy
rags, run hither and thither amongst the still smouldering
ruins ; and the wretchedness of the view was not a little
aggravated by the bloated carcases of half-roasted donkeys
and sheep that lay scattered about in various parts. Troops
of women were bustling about and carrying water-vessels of
every sort, eager in their endeavours to put out the lurking
fire that was threatening the corn-magazines that hitherto
had escaped. These clay-built reservoirs of corn were the
only memorials that seemed to survive the devastation.
Blackene d indeed by the smoke, the "googahs" were, still
erect. Varying iii height from five feet to seven, they were
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hardly ever wanting in the homes either of the Dyoor or
Dinka : and now as they stood surmounting the otherwise universal dbris , their very numbers made them conspicuous, and, forming a fantastic feature in the seene, gave
their testimony as to what had been the crowded proximity
of hut to hut.
Hurrying up from the surrounding country, the natives
flocked to search for beads amidst the ruins, although every
bead must necessarily have been spoilt. Others of them,
with a better purpose, set to work to construct sheds of
straw for the shelter of the houseless.
The next day was opened with a general effort to restore
the buildings of the Seriba. Hundreds of Bongo, Dyoor,
and Dinka brought the necessary wood, straw, and baraboos,
and proceeded to construct their new huts with inuch dexterity : on an average, six men would completely finish a
hut twenty feet in diameter in a couple of days.
No common sense had been learnt through the late
calamity, for not only was the Seriba erected on the selfsame spot, but in the selfsame manner as before. The fear
of being assassinated by the Dinka was assigned as the
reason for refusing to follow the example of Khalil, the controller of Kurshook Ali's Seriba, who, in rebuilding his
establishment, had insisted upon placing the Vokeel's residence and the magazines alone within the palisade, leaving
the soldiers' huts in detached groups outside. In vain, day
after day, did I repeat my warning of the danger they were
inviting of the repetition of a similar misfortune ; but all my
exhortations to care and prudence were utterly wasted ; the
people were obstinate, and I could not help passing many a
sleepless night in continual dread of a second catastrophe
that I was aware I was powerless to avert.
The eause of the fire, when subsequently discovered, did
not give me the least surprise. One of Gliattas's soldiers
had been quarrelling with his slave, having accused her of
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unfaithfulness ; and in order to frighten her, and extort a
confession of her guiit , he had discharged a gun into the
interior of his hut. I afterwards remembered hearing the
report ; as gunshots, however, were far from uncommon, I
paid no particular attention to the circumstance but the
smouldering paper-cartridge had lodged in the straw-roof,
and ten minutes later the hut was in flames. Although the
origin of the fire was thus easily explained, the Mohammedan
fatalists never swerved from their belief that the misfortune
was unavoidable, and was ordained by the deeree of destiny.
All my reproaches failed to reach the real offender, who
immediately after the fire quitted the scene of the disaster
he bad brought about. But, in my opinion, Idrees, the controller, was himself primarily responsible for all the trouble.
He allowed a senseless firing to be carried on inside the
Seriba, not only at every new moon, but on a hundred other
occasions, and I was in a perpetual state of vexation and
anger whenever I saw the lighted wads flying about amongst
the dry straw-roofs: then, again, he allowed each person to
increase the number of his huts, rokoobas, and hedges, just
as he liked, until the appearance of the Seriba was that of
an inexplicable maze. In his capacity of Vokeel it was
undoubtedly his place to allot a proper space to each individual ; but so far from seeing that this was legitimately done,
he himself did his utmost to increase the complication of
bnildings, and had 'erected a huge rokooba for his horse just
in front of my hut ; it was this very rokooba that had been
the means of communicating the flames to the chests containing my manuscripts, as they stood on a portion of what,
previously to its erection, had been a wide open space.
By the llth of December some newly-built huts were at
my disposal, a place of seeurity on that day proving doubly
weleome, as a heavy storm of rain came on about four
o'clock in the morning, lasting for quite half an hour. This
exceptional storm rose from the south-east, yeered round to the
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south, and finally passed away towards the south-west. The
entire day remained cold and dull, with slight showers falling
at intervals. For the first time the temperature fell to
63° Fahr., having previously varied between 75° and 80°.
The coldest season of the year now set in, and lasted for a
couple of months ; during this time the thermometer in the
early morning was comparatively low, and the barometer
varied much more continually than ri the height of the
rainy season.
13ad news f1lies apace, and following close upon the
destruction of the Seriba came the intelligeuee of the total
defeat of that first detachment of the Niam-niam expedition
that had been despatched to the south ; besides a number of
native bearers, 150 111ohammedanswere reported to have
lost their lives.
The immediate effect of these disastrous tidings was to
make me know that all hope of extending my wanderings
in that direction must finally be abandoned. Bitter as had
been the misfortune that had befallen me, it would not of
itself have deterred me from my project of a second Niamniam journey, but, now that Aboo Guroon was killed, there
was no one who could provide me afresh with such articles
as I had lost. I possessed neither boots nor shoes, guns nor
ammunition, paper nor instruments, and even my watches,
which were so essential to me, were gone ; what use then
to think any further of a journey to unknown countries
under such circumstances as these ? Convinced of the
vanity of any attempt to proceed, I was therefore obliged,
with a heavy heart, to turn my thoughts towards Europe ;
no succours could reach me for more than a year, and even
then my great distance from Egypt made their safe arrival
more than doubtful.
Still more than six months remained before the tradingboats would start on their return journey down the Nile
felt bound to employ this time to the best of my powers,
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and I was not long left to make up my mind as to what I
would do. Amongst the few of my effects that were snatched
from the flames I discovered ink, together with materials for
writing and drawing : and the sight of some sketches that
had accidentally been rescued with my bedding first roused
me from my feelings of total despair, and told me that I
must once again begin to collect and investigate, and preserve my observations by means of pen and pencil. Necessarily somewhat depressed in spirits I once again turned
to as many of my former pursuits as I could, although I felt
the increasing pressure of poverty and hardship, and was as
dependent as a beggar upon the hospitality of the Nubians,
raany of whom viewed my presence in the country with
suspicion and distrust. My present discomfort was still
further aggravated by its contrast with the comparative ease
and abundance Which the arrival of my European stores had
latterly afforded me.
I came to the resolution of quitting the scene of my
disaster, and, accompanied by my servants, determined to
withdraw to Kurshook Ali's. Seriba beyond the 1)yoor,
where I knew that Khalil, the kind-hearted controller,
would render me what relief he could under my present
urgent necessities, although the amenities of life to which
the Nubians had any pretension were very few. Accordingly
on the 16th of December, followed by a small herd of cows,
I turned my back upon the Seriba that had arisen from the
ashes of its predecessor, and started by a new and more
southerly route for my intended quarters.
For nearly three years my watches had gone with
remarkable accuracy, they were ordinary Geneva ancres
perfectionnées, having cost about twenty-five thalers a-piece ;
their loss was quite irreparable, for the Nubians have no
* The Turkish name is properly prououneed Kutshook Aly, but I give the
words as I believe they are more generally written.
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other means of computing time than upon the great dial of
the firmament," which requires no winding up, and they tell
the hour of the day by simply observing the position of the
sun in the heavens. The only resource left to me for estimating the distance that I travelled was to coimt my steps,
and in my despondency over my losses I found a kind of
melancholy satisfaction in the performance of this monotonous task, which probably had never fallen before to the
lot of any other African traveller. My patience, however,
was, as it were, an anchor of safety that I threw out after my
calamity : I seemed to myself like a ship, which, though
seaworthy in itself, has thrown overboard its cargo as the
only hope of getting into port. An enthusiast I set out,
enraptured with nature in her wildest aspect, and an enthusiast should I have remained, had not the fire clipped my
wings ; but now, helpless on the inhospitable soil of Africa,
I could not but be conscious how powerless I was to contend
with the many obstacles, both physical aud material, that
beset my path ; but in the place of enthusiasm, patience,
that overcomes all misfortune, came to my aid, did me good
service, and kept me from sinking.
I must confess that the first few days' journey threatened
to exhaust what spirit still remained to me, but by degrees
my equanimity was reStored, and persevering in my design
I soon became accustomed to a practice to which I owe some
of the most reliable results of the survey of my route. As a
consequence of this method of counting my steps I succeeded
in attaining very considerable accuracy in the relative distances noted on the map, although very probably I may
have been unable to avoid an error of from 5 to 8 per cent.
in the absolute distances themselves ; of course, my steps
were not so perfectly uniform in length as the divisions of a
* The negro races of Central Africa also, without any notion of hours as
a division of time, are able to indieate the time of day by the same methed,
which for the equinoctial regions may be considered quite practical.
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measuring rod ; but, efter nU, the footsteps of a man are
a much more accurate standard of measurement than those
of a beast ; the camel, for instance, as is well known, when it
is urged to greater speed does not increase the number of its
steps, but only increases their length ; whilst the paces of a
man, at whatever rate he may walk, do not vary much from
an average length. Anyone may easily put this matter to
the test for himself by measuring the distance between his
footprints on the moist side of a river, and he will find that
no increase nor diminution in his rate of progress will make
a very material difference in their successive distances. My
own paces varied, according to the nature of the roads, from
two feet to two feet four inehes in length, and my method
of computation is readily described. I first counted hundreds,
telling off each separate hundred on my fingers ; when I
had reached five hundred I made a stroke in my note-book,
and on reaching another five frundred I made a reverse
stroke upon the one already made, thus forming a cross, so
that every registry of a cross betokened a thousand paces ;
all beyond five hundred were carried on towards the next
stroke, and between the various strokes and crosses I inserted
abbreviated symbols, as notes about the conditionand
direetion of the road ; thus I was prevented from either
over or under estimating the number of my steps, and at the
close of each day's march was able at my leisure to sum up
all the entries and duly record the result in my diary. In
the six months that elapsed before my embarkation at the
Meshera I had in this way taken account of a million and a
quarter of my footsteps.
The route which I had taken towards the Dyoor led
through Dubor and Dangah. On the 16th of Deceniber
the Molmul was still full of water, but had no longer any
pereeptible current ; the brook passed along a considerable,
though gradual depression, the rising ground about Debor
being visible for a long distanee to the west. All the pools
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and ponds by the wayside were now completely dry ; a couple
of swamps were all that remained of the affluent to which the
copious brook near Okale,* with its surrounding groves of
wine-palms, owes its existence. The Nyedokoo was reduced
to half its former dimensions, and was now but fifteen feet
wide and three deep, although the current was still strong.
Before its union with the Dyoor, the Nyedokoo receives
a considerable increase in its waters from the left, and on
our way north-west from Dangah we had to cross two small
brooks, both ilowing into the Dyoor ; the larger of these was
called the Kullukungoo. We made a short halt in a little
Seriba belonging to Agand's company, and then began to
descend the eastern side of the valley of the Dyoor, which
might be deseribeci as a steep wall of rock eighty feet in
height. We marched for a distance of four miles through a
lovely wood on the right bank of the river, and were greatly
diverted by the extraordinary quantity of hippopotamuses
that frequented this part of the stream.
I had the kindest of receptions from my old friend Khalil,
who did all that lay in his power to make my visit enjoyable,
and showed great sympathy with me iii my misfortunes.
His magazines were plentifully stored with stuffs and ammunition, and, as I had unlimited credit with him, he was able
to supply me with some of the articles that were more
immediately necessary, In the Seriba I found some people
who understood something of the art of tailoring, and with
their help I set to work, to the best of my ability, to make
good the defects of my wardrobe. By taking to pieces the
few garments that remained to me and using the fragments
for patterns, I managed to procure some new clothes, all of
which I cut out myself. In none of the Seribas was there a
single piece of linen or of any durable material, and I could
obtain nothing stronger than their thin calico, which, however
* Vide Chapter V.
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well it might do for the costume of the effeminate Arabs,
was hardly adapted for the pursuits of a hunter and botanist
who spent all bis days in thorny thickets. But a still more
serious inconvenience was the want of any proper protection
for my feet, and I could not at all get accustomed to wearing the light slippers of the Turks. The loss, too, of my hat
was irreparable, but I contrived a sort of substitute by
pasting together some thick cartridge-paper and sewing
some white stuff over the whole ; this hat possessed considerable durability, and in lightness was all that I could desire.
In spite of the poverty of my wardrobe I was rejoiced to
find that in eleanliness at least it was a match for that of the
Khartoomers, who attach great importance to their washingThe superiors
garments being of a spotless whiteness.
amongst them, such as the Vokeels and the agents of the
trading firms, even in these remote districts, not unfrequently
appear in Oriental costume as gorgeous as though they were
parading the streets of Khartoom; they all possess cloth
clothes made in the Egyptian Mamelook fashion, and these
are donned on special occasions, as, for instance, whenever
they pay formal visits to their neighbours. For my own
part I could never consent to array myself in an Oriental
costume, knowing that the most meagre garb of European
cut commands far higher respect throughout the domains of
the Egyptian Viceroy than all the most brilliant and elaborate uniforms of the East. The adoption of the European
style of dress in Egypt itself has been remarkably rapid,
and between the years 1863 and 1871 I noticed a very conspicuous alteration in this respect, although unfortunately
the advance was limited to this external aspect.
The 25th of December was the coldest day that I experienced during my residence in the interior. Half an hour
before sunrise the thermometer registered 60° Fahrenheit,
whilst on the two preceding mornings at the same hour it
had stood at about 62° Fahrenheit ; but it never afterwards
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fell so low again, and notwithstanding the eoldness of the
momings the tem perature at midday rose regulaily above
85° Fahrenheit, and on the 28th the therrnorneter out of
doors and exposed to a north wind registered 96° Fahrenheit
in the shade, whilst inside the huts it rose no higher than
88° Fahrenheit. The uniformity of the temperature throughout the year is a remarkable peculiarity of these far inland
districts, which in winter-time are neither subject to the
great heat in the middle of the day nor to the cold by night,
which are experienced in the steppes and deserts of Nubia.
The temperature of 60° Fahrenheit was the lowest that was
registered during a residence of two years and a half, and
was quite exceptional, only lasting for a couple of hours just
before sunrise. As a comparison between this and the relatively cool climate of Tropical America I may mention that
observations in Guatemala gave the average temperature for
a period of twelve years as the same as this one exceptional
minimum registered throughout my two and a balf years'
residence in Central Africa.
The camp of the Egyptian Government troops had been
removed to the west, and was now a good seven days' march
beyond the Dyoor. For the maintenance of the troops,
contributions were levied on all the Seribas : the Government, it is true, paid two Maria Theresa dollars for each
ardeb (14 cwt.) of corn ; but as the bearers from the more
remote places were obliged either to consume more than
half of their own loads upon their journey, or else to obtain
extra provisions from the Seribas through which they passed,
this payment was necessarily very inadequate. Some of the
controllers managed to raise their portion of the compulsory
tribute by sending herds of cattle to those Seribas that were
nearest to the camp, and there getting them exchanged for
the required corn ; but as some of the settlements were as
much as twenty days' journey from the encampment, it was
perfeetly impossible to provide means of transport to such a
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distancc, and besides this difficulty, there was a constant
occurrence of scarcity of corn in.all the Seribas ; the unreasonable Turkish commander, however, took not the smallest
heed of these inconveniences, but, by insisting upon the full
satisfaction of his demands, went far towards hurrying the
settlements into bankruptcy and ruin.
Instead of introducing order and regularity into the
country, the first measures of the Government official tended
only to engender odium and discontent, and completely
crippled all the more promiSing tendencies of the mercantile
intercourse of the Seribas. For the suppression of the
slave-trade they did absolutely nothing. Along the Nile, it
is true, where tlie route was open and everything obliged to
be above-board, the Governor-General had commenced proceedings for the suppression of the slave-trade by a series
of bombastic and pompous proclamations ; but here, in the
deep interior, there was every facility for the carrying on of
theavowedly prohibited traffic.
Nowhere in the world can more inveterate slave-dealers be
fonnd than the commanders of the small detachments of
Egyptian troops ; as they Move abont from Seriba to Seriba,
they may be seen followed by a train of their swarthy property, which grows longer and longer after every halt.
In the course of my narrative I have repeatedly shown
that the Madequacy of the means of transport throws great
difficulties in the way of the maintenance of a large and
concentrated body of men. Fifty pounds is the standard
weight of a bearer's burden on the longer journeys, and it
does not require much calculation to make it evident that
iii comparatively a few days this burden will be materially
encroached upon by the bearer himself having to be maintained by means of what he earries ; he must necessarily
exhaust it by his own requirements. Thus, for marches of
many days' duration, man becomes the most unsuitable of all
instruments for transporting provisions. It was, therefore, not
"VOL. IL
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unnaturally a matter of constant consideration with me as
to whether this difficulty might be obviated in any way, and
whether longer expeditions might be undertaken into the
interior without that continual risk of the failure of their
means of subsistence, which was now so perpetually threatening them as often as they had to make their way either across
uninhabited wildernesses or through hostile territory.
The introduction into these lands of carts drawn by oxen,
such as are in use in South Africa, could only be done with
very great caution, as it would involve much outlay both of
time and money ; in the first place, the transport of the
heavy waggons themselves into the country would be far
from easy, and then drivers who could train the beasts to
their work would have to be obtained from remote districts ;
and even if these preliminary obstacles were overcome, it
remains somewhat doubtful whether the breed of Dinka
eattle could produce animals of sufficient strength and powers
of endurance for such a purpose. In addition to all this I
have already shown, in my account of my Niam-niam journey,
that it would be impossible to penetrate with bullockwaggons of any sort beyond latitude 50 N.
It has been proved by experience that all donkeys, mules,
horses, and camels succurnb sooner or later to the effects of
the climate ; thus oxen would remain the only animals
able as beasts of burden ; but as those of the Dinka would be
as incapable of carrying loads as of drawing waggons, it
would be necessary to import suitable cattle from the
Baggara Arabs, thus following the example of the slavetraders from Kordofan and Darfoor, who thence obtain all the
animals that they use for riding.
Any sort of hand-truck in these countries must necessarily
be limited to a single wheel, for, as I have often said, the
paths are everywhere quite narrow, being in fact no wider
than ordinary wheel-ruts ; in most cases they barely allow
any one whilst he is walking. to put one foot before the
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other, as the tall grass closely hens in the avemie on either
hand .
After giving much attention to the subject, 1 am convinced that the most suitable form for any hand-trucks
would be something like that used by the Chinese, running
upon a single large wheel, which the framework that contains the goods spans like a bridge ; a construction which,
it is well known, permits loads of considerable weight
to be moved by one man. In Central Africa, however,
these trucks would have to be made chiefiy of steel and
iron, and ought to be constructed so that they should be
propelled by a couple of men, one pushing behind and one
pulling in front, by means of twO poles run longitudinally
through the barrows. They would then, I think, be applieable to every variety of soil, and would be equally adapted
for the swamps and for the flooded depressions of the rivers,
for the rocky ground of the mountainous regions, for the
densest forest, and for what to broader waggons would present hardly inferior difficulties—for the open steppes. I
should estimate that, at a very moderate computation, trucks
of this build could bear upwards of five hundredweight ; and
thus the traveller would find the number of men he wanted
reduced to one-fifth, and still be in a position to convey
everything that was really necessary. 1n 1870 I drew the
attention of African travellers to tlds style of truck, made
almost exactly upon the principle of the Chinese handbarrows, and I have since submitted it to the notice of the
German African Society, just now formed, in the hopes that
it may not immaterially assist their expedition from the
coast of Loango.
I spent the remainder of the year in Kurshook Ali's
Seriba. Whilst I was there, some Nubian soldiers arrived,
who, having been eye-witnesses of the late engagement with
the Niam-niam, brought us more circumstantial evidence of
the defeat that the united forces of the several trading
x 2
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companies had suffered. The earavan had been composed
from the three companies of Aboo Guroon, Hassaballa, and
Kurshook Ali, and included a larger number of bearers than
it was customary to take into the Niam-niam lands ; thus the
entire party numbered elose upon 2250, of which not less
than 300 were provided with firearms. The accompanying
train of wornen slaves, that had never heen tolerated at all in
the earlier expeditions, had been gradually increasing from
year to year, and was now of such dimensions as materially to
impede the daily movements of the Khartoomers, as well as to
increase the confusion in the event of war. The leaders had
striven in vain to do away with this abuse, but as it was with
some difficulty that these undiseiplined soldiers could be
prevailed upon to join the arduous enterprises at all, they
were obliged in this respect at least to let them have their
own way. The assault had been made at a spot about a day's
journey to the north of the residence of Ndoruma, the,son of
Ezo, just as the caravan with all the baggage was entering the obseure gallery of a bank-forest, and after the
two leaders, Aboo Guroon and Ahmed Awat, on their
mules at the- head of the procession, had already emerged
from the farther end. To the consternation of the Nubians,
the attack was rendered doubly formidable by the skilful
use of the firearms which the Niam-niam employed against
Cut off from
them from behind the massive tree-stems.
their people, the two leaders were killed at the outset
of the conflict, the one by a lance and the other by a
bullet.
During the whole course of the battle, Aboo Guroon's
people alone displayed any shadow of bravery. A detachment forced their way through the gallery, and rescued the
body of their leader from the hands of the enemy, so that
this old servant of Petherick, one of the earliest and most
experienced of the traders with the Niam-niam, was consigned to an honourable grave, whilst the dead bodies of all
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his fellow-sufferers fell into the hands of the Niam-niam.
Ndoruma, who led on the attack in person, had some months
previously captured large quantities of guns and ammunition, and as he was in possession of several fugitive slaves
from the Seribas who had been familiarised with the use of
firearms, be bad lost little time in compelling them to impart
their knowledge to their fellow-countrymen. The Nubians
have the most pusillanimous dread of bullets, and any
savage nation that enjoys the reputation of having guns in
its possession may be tolerably sure of being spared any
visits from them. It may therefore be imagined with what
success the Niam-niam pursued their vietory, and with what
disgrace the intruders retreated in hasty flight. All the
baggage, including a hundred loads of powder and ammunition, fell into the hands of Ndoruma ; and a proper value
the cunning cannibal seemed to know how to set upon his
booty, for I was informed, that be at onee ereeted waterproof
magazines for the protection of his treasure, and diligently
set to work to have his people well-drilled in the use of
the weapons they had captured.
From what I could gather from some Niam-niam with
whom I had communication, Ndoruma's enmity towards the
Khartoomers was not entirely founded upon the exhaustion
of the ivory-produco of his country. The Nubians, too shortsighted to foresee the consequences of their folly, are
accustomed, whenever they can do so without injury to
thernselves, to commence an unjustifiable system of depredations upon any land from which they have no longer
anything to gain by an amicable trade. In this way they
have acted with impunity to themselves towards the Bongo,
Mittoo, and others ; but with the Niam-niam, a people whose
strength consists in their constitutional unity, they have
exposed themselves to a severe retribution. In their repeated razzias against the surrouncling nations they have
been addicted to the practice of carrying off the women and
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girls, and this bas roused the Nia m-niam, who ever exhibit
unbounded affection for their wives, to the last degree of
exasperation. It is this diabolical traffic in hurnan boings
that acts as the leading incentive to these indiscriminating
Nubians, and has caused so much detriment, by the decimation of the Bongo, to their possessions. In one part, as
amongst the Bongo, it has resulted in bringing about an
insufficiency of labour, and in another, as amongst the Niamniam, it bas thrown a barricade of hostility across their
further progress.
Of the three companies that had met with this serious
repulse, Kurshook Ali's company bad suffered the smallest
loss ; its column of bearers, who were bringing up the rear
of the procession, had retreated in time ,; but of the soldiers
of the company, who had naturally hastened to the assistance
of their fellow-countrymen, ten were killed and four more
were carried away severely wounded. According to the
protocol that Khalil received, all of these had been pierced
Apart from the grievous loss of life and
by bullets.
property that this occurrence entailed, it foreboded nothing
but discouragement for the future of the ivory trade ; the
controllers of the Seribas felt absolutely powerless before the
over whelming fact that the Niam-niam had used firearms,
and, under the circumstances, they were entirely at a loss to
know how to induce their disheartened troops to re-enter the
formidable country. The soldiers openly declared that they
had been hired to fight against savages on the Upper Nile,
and by savages, they meant people who used lances and
arrows ; but to do battle with people who were armed with
genuine bullets was going beyond their contract, and this
they positively refused to do.
All the bearers who had escaped from the conflict with
their lives, hurried back in crowds to their settlements, and
circulated in the environs of the Seribas the most horrible
accounts of the heartrending massacre they had witnessed. As
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the demands of the expedition had nearly emptied several of
the Seribas of their fighting force, those settlements that
were on the Dinka frontiers were cohsequently for the time
considerably exposed to the danger of attack from their
neighbours. Accordingly, in the course of a few days, it
happened that we were solicited by the inhabitants of a
neighbouring Seriba of the deceased Aboo Guroon to send
them an armed succour, as the Dinka around them were
assuming a most threatening attitude. Khalil complied with
their request by sending a small detachment of soldiers to
co-operate with the remnant of armed men who had been
left in charge of the garrison.
All these events combined to give my life in the Seriba
much more excitement than before, and my intercourse with
strangers was far from unfrequent. Many of the Gellahbas,
mounted upon their donkeys or Baggara oxen, passed through
the place to do business in the purehase of living ebony, and
their rivals, the Turkish soldiers, ever and anon paid us a
visit whilst on their way to make their requisitions of corn at
the adjacent Seribas.
On one occasion the surprising intelligence was brought
us that a lion had been shot on the sandy bed of the retreating Dyoor. In the early morning the animal had gone to
quench its thirst at the river, and had been tracked down to
the water's edge by a troop of soldiers who happened to be
passing by ; one of their number, though but an indifferent
marksman, had aimed from a short range, and had suceeeded
in mortally wounding the lion by a shot in the head. The
skin was dressed and converted into a splendid saddle-cloth,
whilst the heaci was stuffed, and devoted to the mysterious
purposes of magic.
One night a deafening uproar suddenly arose : it was
followed by a horrible yell, accompanied by what sounded
like the wails, screeehes, and howls of a lot of terrified
women. Every one started to his feet; the soldiers seized
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their weapons ; tbe eaptain of the Turkish guard, who
happened to be in the place with a party of bazibozuks,
rushed out with his • troop, and increased the confusion by
sending forth a whole volley of the .usual oaths and impreeations. It turned out, however, that tbere was nodemand
either for his military services or for any of his bombastie
bluster. The simple cause of the tumultuous outery was
the fall of an enormons tree near the Seriba. To save the
trouble of felling this monster of the woods it had been
gradually undermined by fire, and the negroes, in the course
of one of their nightly orgies, had been waiting for the
moment of its downfall, and were now bellowing and dancing
like maniacs around the prostrate and still smoking mass.
On the 25th I made an excursion to the banks •of the
Dyoor, for the purpose of hunting ,hippopotamuses, as well
as of verifying the condition of the river by taking measurements in two . fresh places. Six miles to tbe S.S.E. of the
Seriba, I reached the left bank of the river at a place where
it was overgrown with tall reeds, and on our return we
erossed again four miles farther below. Between . these two
positions was a deep basin, in which a number of hippopotamuses throughout the year found sufficient water
which tb perform their evolutions. A. couple of miles still
lower down were situated the two crossing-places of earlier
date. Between the most northerly and the mostsoutherly
of the four spots I have mentioned, the general direction
of the Dyoor is due north, varied by gentle windings to
the N.N.E. and N.N.W. Beginning at the most northerly,
and- taking them in order, I will now proceed to give the
result of .my observations on the condition of the Dyoor at
each of the four places where I crossed it either by boat or
by swimming.
1. At the first spot the entire bed was 800 feet wide, but
on the 28th of April, 1869, the water only extended to the
width of eighty feet, being from one to four feet in depth,
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The edge of the bank stood from twenty to twenty-five feet
above the water.
2. At the next point of examination the measuring-line
gaVe the width of the bed from bank to bank as 302 feet.
On the 8th of May, 1869, the river was full, and three or
four feet deep. On the 27th of October, and on the lst
of November, 1870, the depth was from sixteen to twenty
feet, whilst the banks were already three or four feet above
the surface of the water. The velocity of the current on the
left and western shore was 105 feet per minute, whilst on
the eastern it was 137 feet. It could be seen by the floodmarks that in the height of the rainy season (i.e. in August
and September) the entire depression, extending from 1000
to 1200 paces on the left shore, and only 100 paces broad on
the right, was covered witli water to a depth of three or four
feet.
3. The bed of the river at the third place, where I submitted it to my examination, was 328 feet wide, and on the
18th and 25th of December was full. For a distance of
sixty feet from the right4land bank, the depth of the water
was little more than a foot, then for 100 feet in the middle
of the stream it was about two feet, and subsequently for
the remainder of the width as far as the left bank it increased
to four feet. On the western shore, where the river depression stretched out in wide tracts, the current was far
stronger than on the eastern, where the wooded rocks extend
close down to the edge of the water. Near this place the
condition of the depression of the river was exceptional,
being of an equal breadth of about 600 feet on either side
of the stream.
4. The bed of the stream at the last of my points of
observation was, according to the measuring-line, 492 feet
wide. On the 25t1i of December, 1870, it was only half full
of water. Near the reedy eft-hand bank alone was the
water of any considerable depth : at that spot it was about
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four feet deep, but nowhere else was it more than two feet.
The current was strongest in the middle of the stream : it
is a peculiarity of the Dyoor that. its current has always the
same velocity, and does not appear to be at all affected by
the variations in the height of the -water.
I sat for hours upon the rocky slopes of the right bank
of the river watching the hippopotamuses as they plunged
about in the water, and occasionally firing at them as opportunities occurred for an aim ; but a light rifle was all that
I had saved from the fire, and the small shot that it carried
did not have rnuch effect upon the unwiehly beasts. The
range of my rifle was rarely more than 150 feet, and of
the hundred shots that I discharged very few did any serious
damage, and only two animals appeared to be mortally
wounded. Early on the following morning the natives of
the surrouncling districts found the body of one of the
creatures that I had killed by a bullet behind the ear lying
amongst the reeds in the river-bed, and they spent several
hours in cutting up the ponderous carcase.
The colour of nearly all these animals was a dark fleshy
red, almost like raw meat, marked irregularly with large
black spots ; I also saw specimens of a lighter shade, but
never of a pure white ; in the sunshine their damp bodies
assumed quite a blueish-grey hue.
Half of the hippopotamuses that I noticed at this deep part of the river, which
extended for about a mile, were females carrying their
young, which at this season seemed very weak and undeveloped, and sat astride on the short necks of their mothers.
The females appeared to rise to the surface of the water
for the sake of their young far more frequently than was
necessary for their own accommodation, and unlike the
males, which usually show their mouth and nostrils, they
only lifted their young above the water, whilst their own
heads generally remained invisible. The animals seem to
utter different sounds at different seasons ; they now snorted
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and grunted, or rather groaned, and the sharp rattling gurgle
was less distinct than in the spring. In the sunlight the
fine spray emitted from their nostrils gleamed like a ray of
light.
Now and then, with a frightful roar that resounded far
away, the males would leap violently from the water, displaying all the forepart of their huge body ; they seemed
to be scuffling together, but whether they were quarrelling
for a monopoly of the limited space, or whether they had
been hit by some of my bullets, I could not determine.
Their sinall pointed ears were remarkably flexible, and were
contimially moving to and fro as the animals listened to
distant sounds or flapped away the settling insects. All
other characteristics of the hippopotamus are so well known
that it would be superfluous to introduce any further description of them here.
To the same degree as its waters were enlivened by fish
and hippopotamuses, were the banks of the Dyoor animated
by birds and many varieties of animals. The forests were
denizened by several species of the monkey family, that
during the winter months found there an abundant harvest
of ripened fruit. The grotesque form of the red-billed
Nashorr-bird rocked to and fro on the half-bare branches,
aud one of the most splendid of African birds, the sky-blue
Elminia, was especially frequent. The bare sand-fiats in the
half dry river-bed were the favourite resorts of the waterbirds. The quaint-looking umbers (Seopus umbretta), which
are generally seen sitting solitary by the shady swamps in
the woods, were here marshalled along the banks in flocks of
twelve or filteen ; these birds, with their ponderous crested
heads pensively drooping in the noontide heat, seemed in
their " sombre weeds " rather to belong to the dreary wastes
of the chilly north than to the smiling grass-plains of the
Upper Nile. Then there were the great herons (Iligeteria
senegalensis) gravely strutting about, or skimming the dark
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blue surface of the water on their silvery pinions. The
Khartoomers call this bird Aboo Mieh, or father of hundreds,
in commemoration of the munificence of a traveller who is
said to have given a hundred piastres (five dollars) for the
first specimens of this noble bird. In other places the sacred
ibises had congregated into groups, and with their bills
turned towards the water, stood or squatted motionless under
the vertical beams of the midday sun. The return of the
dry and cool winter months regularly brings these birds,
like their compatriots the Khartoomers, into the more
southerly negro-cotmtries. Ever and again the sharp ery
of the osprey from some invisible quarter would rouse the
traveller from his reveries, as though by its yelling laughter
it were mocking at his meditations. Storks, which are so
prominent a feature in the Central Soudan, and are so highly
reverenced in Adamawa, did not appear in these regions,
and throughout my journey to the Niam-niam I never saw
them.
We were hard at work on the following day in turning
the huge carease of the hippopotamus to account for our
domestic use. My people boiled down great flasks of the
fat which they took from the layers between the ribs, but
what the entire produce of grease would have been I was
unable to determine, as hundreds of natives had already cut
olf and appropriated pieces of the flesh. When boiled,
hippopotamus-fat is very similar to pork-lard, though in the
warm climate of Central Africa it never attains a consistency
firmer than that of oil. Of all animal fats it appears to be
the purest, and at any rate never becomes rancid; and will
keep for many years without requiring any special process
of clarifying ; it has, however, a slight flavour of train-oil, to
which it is difficult for a European to become accustomed.
It is stated in some books that hippopotamus-bacon is quite
a delicacy, but I can by no means concur in the opinion ; I
always found it unfit for eating, and when cut into narrow
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strips and roasted, it was as hard and tough as so much
rope; the same may be said of the tongue, which I often bad
smoked and salted. The meat is remarkably fibrous, and is
one continuous tissue of sinews.
Several hundred Nile-whips or kurbatches can be made
from the bide of a single animal, and- afterwards, in Egypt,
my servants made a profitable little market by selling the
whips, for which they found a ready demand. By a proper
application of oil, heat, and 'friction, they may be made as
fiexible as gutta percha. The fresh skin is easily cut crosswise into long gnadrilateral strips, and when half dry, the
edges are trimrned with a knife, and the strips are hammered
into the round whips as though they were iron beaten on an
anvil. The length of these much dreaded " knouts" of the
sonth is represented by half the, circumference of the body
of the hippopotamus, the stump end of the whip, which is
about as thick as one's finger, corresponding to the skin on
the back, whilst the point is the skin of the belly.
By a remarkable accident one of my most important
manuscripts, happily for me, eseaped the conflagration in
Ghattas's Seriba. The explosion of a cliest of ammunition
had sent the book flying high into the air, 'where it had
been caught by a current of wind caused by the glow, and,
being carried for some distance, fell to the ground in a wood
outside the Seriba ; after the lapse of many days it was
picked up by some natives and brought to me with no other
damage than that the edges of the leaves had been slightly
singed. The manuscript conta ined a copious vocabulary of
the Bongo dialeet and a colleetion of carefully translated
phrases and sentences. I could not fail to accept this
recovered treasure as an incitement to the further prosecution of my linguistic studies, and I set to work at once to
replace my Dyoor and Niam-niam vocabularies. The idioms
of the far south and east, which I had so laboriously committed to writing, the dialects of the Mittoo tribes, of the
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Behl, of the Babuchur, and the Monbuttoo, were unfortunately irrecoverably lost, for during my subsequent
residenee in the Seribas I could never meet with competent
interpreters.
My old friend Khalil commanded greater respect from his
subordinates, and maintained more order and diseipline in
his Seriba, tban any other controller belonging to a kbartoom mercantile firm with whom I ever became acquainted.
With him, the settler who had been longest in the country,
I spent many a pleasant hour, and from his eonfidential
gossip I gained many a hint that enabled me to form an
accurate judgment upon the state of affairs. He complained
very much about the undisciplined troopsof his countrymen
that were sent to him from Khartoom ; be emphatically
denounced the slave trade, and although he could not enter
much into the humanity of the attempts for its suppression,
yet he was fully alive to the disadvantages that it exereised
upon tbe internal administration of the Seribas. He was
extremely anxions that the natives under his jurisdietion
should suffer no diminution in their numbers, and would
often dispute with the itinerant slave-dealers their right to
carry off property that they bad obtained from his territory ;
he even endeavoured to exercise control over his subordinates
in the subsidiary Seribas, although they generally contrived
to elude his watchfulness. Whenever it happened that any
orphan Dyoor or Bongo children bad been sold to the
Gellahbas, be would use all sorts of remonstrances and
would spare no argument to induce the traders to surrender
their booty.
" This boy," he would say, " you can't have
: in the
course of three or four years be will be oM enough to be a
bearer, and will be able to carry his 70 lbs. of ivory to the
Meshera ; and this girl, you mustn't take her : she will soon
be of an age to be married and have children. Where do
you suppose I am to get my bearers in future, if you run off
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with all the boys ? and where do you expect that I shall find
wives for my Bongo and Byoor, if you carry all the girls
out of the country ?"
However reserved might be my behaviour towards the
Nubians, yet my long period of daily intercourse with thein
gave me a tolerably deep insight into their character. It
may perhaps appear incomprehensible how, with any equanimity, I could have endured for two years and a half the
exclusive society of what was, for the most part, a mere
rough rabble ; but it must be remembered that the social
position that I was able to maintain amongst them was very
different to what it would have been amongst a party of
rude and unpolished Europeans, and their religious fanaticism, as well as the entire differenee of their habits, raised
a strong barrier of defence against any sort of intimacy.
Amongst the thousands of Nubian colonists with whom I
was thrown in contact, I never met with a single individual
who offered me any insult either in word or deed ; I never
had occasion to enter into anything like domestic relations
with thern, and never did otherwise than eat and sleep perfectly alone and in the seclusion of my own hut. But in spite
of all my reserve I was a constant witness of the scenes in
their daily life, and I believe that very few of their habits
escaped my notice ; it may not, therefore, be altogether
uninteresting to insert here some results of my observations
upon the character of my old travelling companions.
Throughout this account of my wanderings I have, for the
sake of simplicity, always used the term "Nubians" to
denote the present inhabitants of the Nile Valley, in contradistinction to the Egyptians and true Arabs (Syro-Arabians)
on the one hand, and to the Ethiopian Bedouins and true
Negroes on the other. I do not for a moment deny that the
present Nubians (meaning by this term only the people who
dwell on the banks of the river) must have sprung from
Independently of the three dialects of
races.
varibus
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the Nubian language, which are those of Dongola, of' Kenoos,
and of Mahass (in .which it is supposed that the still
deciphered ancient Ethiopian inscriptions are written), and
independently of Arabic being the .actual mother-language
of the natives, who have, in fact, immigrated from Asia, and
some of whom, as for instance the Sheigieh, have hitherto
remained ignorant of the Nubian language altogether ;
they are yet all so united by one common bond alike of
general habits and physical character, that they no longer
exhibit any perceptible distinctions. It must also be remembered that these Nubian natives of the Nile district have for
centuries not only intermarried with each other, but have also
mixed so indiscriminately with slaves of every origin, that
they have Iost, all traces of being other than a single race.
Accordingly the use of the term " Nubian," under. . tbe
restriction named, may be justified in more than one respect,
and may be fairly employed in geographical, ethnographical,
or historical relations.
Whoever has become acquainted with the passive natives
of Berber or Dongola* in Egypt only, or more especially in
Alexandria, where they are trusted with the charge of house
and home, and whoever has witnessed the patience with which
they endure the antipathy of the residents, will be at a loss
how to reconcile his own impression with the unfavourable
one given by a traveller so faithful as Bureldiardt,t who knew
them before they were subjected to Egyptian domina tion, and
has left on record his version of their national character.
As far as my own experience went, with regard to morality,
I decidedly preferred the people of Berber to the Egyptians,
and 1 believed that the change for the better that had taken
place since Burckhardt's visit to Berber and Shendy in 1822,
had been owing to the more rigid government of the Turks
* The Egyptians call them sirnply "Baräbra."
t Travels iii Nubia,' by the late John Lewis Burekhardt.

f oniloii, 1822.
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on the one hand, and to the increasing physical luxury of the
people of Berber on the other ; for in their own homes I
never found them to be otherwise than quiet and harmless.
My impressions, however, were at that time very imperfect ; but when I saw the people on the territory of the Bahrel-Ghazal, that pasture-land for their hungry spirits, where
they are beyond the jurisdiction of the Government and tire
no longer in dread of bastinadoes, extortions, taxation, or
summonses to the divans of the satraps, and where there are
no Egyptians to mock them with the insulting cry of
"‘Barabra,"—then I discovered the true side of their nature,
and all their leading traits came fully to light. Their character, a curious mixture of exemplary virtues and most
repulsive vices, was not like a mechanical medley of antagonistic qualities, but was a composition in which each
single quality seemed to partake of mingled good and evil,
though unfortunately the evil decidedly preponderated.
If an Alexandrian merchant were asked for a character of
his Nubian servant or baob, he would probably give it some
thing in the following way : " My servant is a man whom I
would confidently trust with untold gold, and yet there is
no one to whoni he is more indifferent than to myself. I am
convinced that if' I were in danger he would not stir a finger
to save me." And this judgment would indeed be perfeetly
fair; the faithfulness of the Nubians is merely inspired by
their cowardiee, otherwise it would not be limited to money
or things of a similar nature. Pilfering is not one of their
failings, and is unheard of even in their lawless proceedings
in the wilderness of the Upper Nile. As long as I lived
amongst them they never robbed me of the smallest article
of my property, and in this respect their behaviour offered
a very favourable contrast to what I experienced from
the Egyptians, whose thievish propensities have already
been placed by Burckhardt in unfaveurable contrast to
the honesty of the Nubians. It is not, however, a genuine
VOL. IT.
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sense of right that makes the Nubians honest, but rather tbe
want of courage that pervades all their dealings : courage,
whether for good or for evil, physical or moral, is entirely
wanting amongst them. Their agreement one with another,
and the promptitude with which every one feels bonnd to
cheek a rising quarrel, whether it concern himself or not,
arises from this same defect. Their indomitable striving for
freedom is only the utterance of a spirit that rebels against
order of any kind, and refuses even to be compelled to
cleanliness ; but at the same time it cannot be denied that
sparks of a nobler nature can be traeod in tbis part of their
character, and they show a degree of patriotism, a feeling of
nationality, and a resistance to usurped authority, all of which
are sentiments quite unknown to the Egyptians.
TJntruthfulness has become to them a second nature, and
most of them will tell lies by habit, even when it is not of
the smallest advantage to conceal the truth.
They display a far greater amount of religions fanaticism
in the Seribas than in their own homes, as may be seen in
their behaviour towards the heathen negroes, and I should
fill a long chapter if I were to attempt to illustrate my
aceount by the various examples of this of which I was
myself a witness. To their ineradicable belief in witches
and in the periodie migration of souls into the bodies of
hyænas, I have already made several allasions. But the
most monstrous of all their practices was that of liver-eating,
of which some of the soldiers (though I must eonfess they
were only exceptions) were shamelessly guilty during their
encounters with the heathen. In Nubia dogs are trained for
the chase in rather a remarkable manner : for a long time
they are deprived of all animal food, but the first time afterwards that an antelope is killed they are fed with its still
reeking liver ; by this means the dog is accustomed to
the seent, and becomes so wild and bloodthirsty, that it is
always eager to track and hunt down its prey. It is probably
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this custom that has caused the liver-eating people to
imagine that by a similar method they may make themselves invincible in battle ; perhaps they entertain the
belief, that after partaking of such food, a portion of the
power and courage of their fallen foe may pass into the
vanquisher.
Other notions, very similar in character, appear to be
widely diffused throughout the Mohammedan world. in
their bigoted prejudices the MohaInmedans imagine tbat
the Christians are just as fanatical as themselves; the pitch
to which their imagination will carry them about the actions
of which they believe Christians to be guilty may be
illustrated by the following aneedote : A friend of mine,
who held the post of Government physician in a town on
the Red Sea, proposed one day, in order to gain a more
accurate knowledge of a disorder that was raging in the
place, to dissect the body of a pilgrim, a stranger without
kith or kin, who had died in the hospital. The doctor had
long been on the look-out for an opportunity of this kind,
but up to this time had never had a body which he could
consider as being at his own disposal ; now he thought he
had a chance of making his investigations in peace and
quietness. But his project was quickly to be frustrated.
The hospital servants, pffl.ceiving his preparations, rushed
horrified to the Governor ; the news spread like wild-fire
through the little town; the principal inhabitants met and
consulted, and authorised a deputation to wait upon the
Governor, who, at their instance, commanded the physician,
under penalty of forfeiting his post, to desist from the operation. The offender also received a severe reprimand from
the sanitary authorities, who expressed their indignation
that he should have been guilty of such an outrage upon
The citizens were at length
the customs of the land.
pacified, but for long afterwards the revolting report was
current amongst them that the doctor, being a Christian,
Y 9
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had been about to take the opportunity of eating the heart
of a Mussulman and of drinking his blood!
Khahl told me that in his own home it was the general
belief, in which, although he now knew better, he had himself been a firm believer, that when a Mussulman enters the
land of the Franks he is at once caught and put into a
cage, where he is carefully fattened ; as soon as he is nice
and plump, he is placed upon a gridiron over a fire that has
been lighted in a pit below ; tie fat is collected as it drops
from his body, and from this fat of the faithful it is believed
that the Franks prepare their most subtle poisons.
Whenever a horse or a donkey gets in any way sicIdy it
is compelled to swallow pieces of pork ; this is considered as
an infallible cure throughout the whole of Nubia, and in some
of the heathen negro-countries, where tame pigs are unknown,
the fiesh of the wild hog (Phacochærus) is used as a substitute.
The practice in Zanzibar and in other places subject to the
Arabian semi-culture of introducing pigs into the stalls with
the horses for the purpose of attracting the devil from them
into the swine, is unknown to the Nubians, but probably
only for the reason that stalls do not exist in the Sondan.
Amulets* are not only worn by dozens round the arms of
the believers," but are affixed to the doors of the houses
as a protection from fire, and, what may sound still more
remarkable, they are hung upon the necks of horses and
donkeys. The writing of amulets is One of the most remunerative occupations of the Fakis or scribes, and they are in
far greater requisition in Nubia than in Egypt.
The Fakis of Darfoor are held in the greatest reverence,
and they are credited with the power of securing a certain
protection from bullets. They are presumed, by meaus of
spells, to be able to make the lead to dissolve into vapour,

* Burckhardt gives copies of two of these amulets in ltis Travels; pp. 210
and 211.
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and to work enchantments so that the discharge becomes
innocuous. There has hence arisen in the Egyptian Soudan
such an exaggerated notion of the superiority of the weapons
of Darfoor, that none other than white Turkish troops are
considered suitable for a campaign against this stronghold of
Mohammedan fanaticism. The Turks, themselves bigoted
enough, naturally laugh at all their superstition, and an
aneedote related to me by the Governor of Fashoda will
serve to illustrate the extravagance of these delusions of the
Nubians. He told me that Seebehr Habama, the great
Seriba owner, whose territory joins the southern frontiers of
Darfoor, had boasted to him that he possessed a means of
foiling the black art of the Foorian Fakis ; he had had
25,000 dollars melted down into bullets in Khartoom, and as
the amulets of the Fakis did not apply to silver, he declared
these new-fashioned shot to be most effectual. This story, as
I have said, had been received by the Governor from Seebehr's own lips, and as I heard it confirmed in various
quarters, I have no reason to doubt its truth, especially as
Seebehr's wealth and enterprising character were as wellknown to me as his blind superstition. If then the Viceroy
should open a war with Darfoor (and there are few who,
interested in the progress of enlightenment, would not
rejoice to hear of such a movement) he must first, before
venturing to attack this African Bokhara, lay in a store of
the precious metal, in order to make the weapons of his
troops at all effective against their foes. A costly war this
would be in truth.
Throughout the Mohammedan Soudan there is a widespread belief in the unfailing efficacy of water which has
been subject to the charm of imbibing the virtue of leaves of
paper inscribed with texts from the Koran ; to the Nubians
this infusion is the best of medieine.
According to their notions, all diseases may be divided
into two elasses ; those that are caused by " haboob " (wind),
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and those that are caused by " damm " (blood). For purifying and cooling the blood their specific remedies are hffusions of pepper, cloves, and other spices. Not a day, and
hardly an hour, passed during my residence in the Seribas
without my being a witness to some action prompted by one
or other of their ingrained superstitions. The " evil eye,"
which it is well known is dreaded by all the people on the
Mediterranean, plays a prominent part amongst them. No
one is ever seen to eat alone, or even known to eat in private,
and no food is ever carried aeross the road without being
earefully covered. The invitation " bes-millah," which is
heard amongst the people as they sit at table, is by no means
uttered because there is a lack of envy and selfishness.
.Before the tongue of any animal is eaten, the tip has to be
eut off, for here, they say, is the seat of afl eurses and evil
wishes, and even the to»gues of sheep and oxen are not
served up until they have been subjeet to this treatment.
It is well known that most dogs have a few white hairs
at the extrerne tip of the fuji ; this tip, they declare, must
be removed, otherwise the animal nill not thrive. Altogether
their fancies about dogs are most absurd ; they adhere to the
belief that to inhale their breath would be followed by
grievous consequences, and that the worst internal disorders,
such as consumption and dropsy, would infallibly ensue.
Every Nubian dreads hearing a dog howl, and I was not a
little surprised at finding in this remote land a superstition
that is common in many parts of Europe, and which I
remember having met with in Hungary. The superstition
to which I refer is, that whenever a dog howls (and that is
not seldom, for it will do so on hearing a donkey bray) it
betokens the approaching death of its master.
One of their praetices is as disgusting as it is strange.
They suppose it will give them strength to apply the sweat
of their horses to their own bodies. After a ride they serape
off the sweat from their horse's back with their hand, and rub
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it about their persons, just in the same way as if they were
using one of their ordinary greasy ointments. All Mohammedans have peculiar ideas about what is clean and unclean.
A horse is not an unclean animal, and therefore its sweat
cannot be supposed to defile a man. By the same rule,
nothing impure can proceed from a man, because man is not
an unclean animal. This theory of theirs is exemplified
when a group of travellers is seen squatting on the ground
preparing their cooling drinks ; with their dirty hands they
will squeeze the tamarinds into the water, and their draught
is ready ; that a couple of sticks would be in ally way a more
wholesome or seemly device appears never to have entered
their thoughts. In order to express his disgust at anything
dirty or impure, the traveller must either invent some
phraseology of his Own, or must signify his disapprobation in
the words " Take that away it is uiggis" (i.e. unclean in
a religious sense) : the Arabic terms for dirt being quite
inadequate to convey the right idea.
.
I should not omit to mention that there are certain prejudices about the fabrication of European products that are
shared by all the inhabitants of the Soudan. They believe
that gum-arabic is in such demand in Europe only because
the Franks use it for making tLeir glass-ware, and especially
their beads. Cigars, they say, are rolled up from tobacco
that has been soaked in spirits to give it pungency ; consequently no true believer can be induced to put one to his
lips. All preserves are supposed to contaiu pork, or at any
rate to be mixed with pigs' fat ; otherwise, why should they
be introduced into the country ? Cheese, a product that is
utterly unknown amongst the pastoral tribes of Africa, from
the people of Morocco to the Bishareen on the Red Sea, and
from the Dinka to the Kaffirs, is imagined to be composed of
pigs' milk , a fact which accounts for the predilection of the
Europeans for it.
I eould go on reciting a hundred of the absurd prejudices
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and misconeeptions of the Nubians, but having given examples of their failings, I will now say a few words in
commendation and recognition of the better qualities of my
old friends. There are eertain peculiarities of their character
that may be describecl as actual virtues. The Nubian is far
less cringing and servile to his superiors than the Egyptian :
the title " Seedy " (my lord), which is continually heard in
ordinary conversation amongst the Egyptians, is never heard
from his lips. One day I asked my servants why they
persisted in addressing me by the meagre and pointless
term " Musyoo," when their language provided them with
a courteous word like " Seedy," which is always used in
Egypt. They at once replied that " Seedy " meant lord,
and that they acknowledged no lord but the one Allpo werful Allah.
I have already mentioned the romantic tone of conversation used by all Nubians, high and low, even on the most
trithing subjects, and hew, in this respect, they form a striking
contrast to the Egyptians, who are ever harping on money
and business.
Another very laudable trait in the eharacter of the Nubians
is their moderation in eating ; they eat little, but quickly ;
their meals seem to occupy them but a few moments, and
it is remarkable with what enjoyment they will gulp down
their frugal repast of tough kissere. They are not at all
dainty, and do not seem to covet tit-bits of any description ; they never helped themselves to any of rny delicacies,
though amongst the Egyptians and the true negroes, I was
always obliged to keep my sugar-basin in a place of security.
Their outbreaks of intemperance over their aborninable
merissa stand out in strong and sad contrast to their otherwise perfect moderation.
Amongst their physical qualities I may especially remark
their powers of marching ; they are the best walkers that I
know, and seem formed for tramping along the wildernesses
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of Africa. Turks and Egyptians are rarely seen in the Seribas
of the Upper Nile district, and mainly for the reason that in
marching they are unable to keep pace with the Nubians.
Although they are more lively and excitable than the
Turks and Egyptians, the Nubians exhibit a more decided
idleness and dislike to work than either of them ; hence proceeds that utter want of order and regularity in their households which is so conspicuous everywhere, and to overcome
which would require more energy than they are ever likelv
to display. It is true that they are free from some of the
more revolting vices of the Turks, such for instance as opiumeating, but they indulge in the same lascivious excesses, and
have the same hankering after stimulants when their physical
powers flag or fall to answer to those demands of an insatiable
imagination, which have become a second nature in the
degenerate nations of the East.
My condition was somewhat ameliorated, but I was still in
want of many common necessaries. Bitherto I had been
quite unable to find anything that could compensate for the
boots and shoes I had lost. In the hope, therefore, of obtaining some of the things I so much required from amongst the
effects of the deceased Turkish Sandjak, I resolved to make
an exeursion to the Egyptian camp. A series of settlements
belonging to various Khartoomers would be passed along the
route, and by stopping at these I might not only break my
journey, but might get an opportunity in addition of gaining
infonnation about that portion of the frontier of the Upper
Nile territory.
The camp of the Government was situated close to the
ehief settlement of the most powerful of all the Elartoom
Seriba owners, Seebehr Rahama, who himself resided there.
Ris territory included the western portion of the district
occupied by the Khartoomers, and was immediately adjacent
to the most southerly outposts of the Sultan of Darfoor. A
few days before I started on this little journey to the west, a
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cireumstanee had occurred that had thrown all the inhabitants of this Seriba into a great commotion, and which
did not augur altogether well for my projected tour. A
confliet had broken out between the black Government
troops and Seebehr's Nubian soldiers, and twenty Nubians as
well as many of the negroes bad lost their lives in the fray.
The Turkish bazibozuks, instead of remaining nentral, had
joined in the affair and taken part against the blacks. The
reason of this coalition between the Egyptian Turks and the
Nubian settlers was, that the Turkish commander had given
orders that their common enemy, Hellali, should be seized
and imprisoned. This Hellali, it will be remembered, was
the man who had been appointed to the special command of
the black troops of the Government, and who had represented himself as the owner of the copper-mines in the south
of Darfoor, stating that they had to pay him 4000 dollars
annually. He was really the cause of the present quarrel,
and the events that led to his imprisonment will not take
long to deseribe.
Hellali had drawn upon himself the odium of all the
Khartoomers, because, by alleging himself to be the owner
of the land in the south of llarfoor, he threw doubt upon
their legal right to the soil on which they had founded their
Seribas ; lie was consequently summoned to lihartoom to
give an account of his conduct. All the representations by
which he bad induced the Viceroy to undertake the expedition to the Gazelle had turned out to be nothing but the
fraudulent devices of a swindler ; Hellali had never possessed
land in this district at all, and much less had received any
grant of territory from the Sultan of Darfoor. For months
it had been rumoured that he intended to retire with his
black troops to that part of the country, and in spite of his
appeal to the seal and signature of his Highness, by virtue
of which he claimed possession of the lands, the suspicion
against him increased to such an extent that the Turkish
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conunander appeared to be justified in proceeding to violent
measures against the alleged favourite of the Viceroy. The
conflict that now arose determined the matter ; Hellali bad
been the mainspring of the quarrel with Seebehr's people,
and thus, as I have said, his capture brought about a reconciliation between the Turks and the Nubians.
The immediate cause of the disagreement may now be
relatej. ilellali had ordered his soldiers to make requisitions of corn upon the natives under Seebebr's jurisdiction,
who had hitherto been accustomed to fumish contributions
to none but their own master. The strange troops were
proceeding by violence to appropriate to themselves the
contents of the granaries, when the Nubian soldiers, with
Seebehr himself at their head, sallied out from the Seriba,
and attempted to drive off the intruders. Hellali's people
immediately opened fire upon the Nubians, and the very first
shot wounded Seebehr in the ankle. This was the signal for
a general battle, and many lives were lost on either side.
For the first few days the Egyptian camp, so near the
Seriba as it was, was in imminent danger, and could with
difficulty hold its own against the ever-increasing numbers
of antagonists, for of course all the neighbours hastened to
the assistance of Seebehr, whose fighting force already
amounted to more than a thousand. In this dilemma the
Turkish commander was obliged to resort to the diplomatic
measure to which I have referred, so as to avert the serious
consequences that threatened himself and his troops.
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third New Year's Day that I passed on African soil now
dawned, and it was precisely on the lst of January, 1871,
tbat I found myself starting off upon my long-projected
tour to the west. I left my little Tikkitikki to the temporary guardianship of Khalil, and set out accompanied by
two of my servants, the negro lads, and the few hearers that
were necessary to carry the little remnant of my property.
My scheme was first of all to pay a visit to Bizelly's
Seriba, thirty-two miles to tbe north-west, the same that had
been Miss Tinne's headquarters seven years previously ; and
as the controller happened to be passing through Kurshook
Ali's Seriba on his return from a business tour, I was glad to
avail myself of the chance of travelling in company with one
who was well acquainted with the country. The name of this
man was Bakhit Yussuf ; he was a negro by birth, and had
formerly been in the service of Eleincznick, a Hungarian,
THE
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wbo at• the time of Miss Tinne's expedition bad owned a
Seriba in the Kozanga mountains, and who by tbe shameless
way in which he had prosecuted the slave-trade, had fallen
under the censure of the Khartoom authorities.
We crossed the Wow at the same wooded spot as we had
done in April 1869. This river, the Nyenahm of the Dyoor,
the Herey of the Bongo, during the rainy season has a
depth of fourteen to sixteen feet without ever overflowing
its banks ; even at this date the bed of the noble foreststream was still quite covered with water, the depth of which
near the banks was three or four feet, decreasing in the
middle of the current to less than two feet. The varying
depth, however, did not affect the velocity, which was uniform
througbout and about ninety-eight feet a minute. The width
of the Wow I found by careful measurement to be 132
feet.
Beyond the river we passed through cultivated lands,
leaving Agand's chief Seriba on our left ; we then crossed a
low range of hills stretching towards the north-east, and
brought our day's march to an end in the hamlet of a Dyoor
chief named Dimmoh, where we encamped for the night.
I had purposely avoided entering the Seriba Wow, although
it was quite within reach, my reason being tbat I had recently
been aggrieved by the behaviour of the acting Vokeel, one
of the few men of Turkish origin who had settled in the land.
A short time previously I had despatched a document of considerable importance to myself, containing a narrative of my
late misfortunes, directing it to the commander of the Egyptian camp, so that through him it might be put on the right
track for Europe, vid Kordofan ; but although the Contra ers
of all the other Seribas had readily passed on my despatch
from place to place by means of special messengers, this
Turkish Vokeel had sent it back to me with the paltry
excuse that he bad received no instructions from myself personally as to where he should forward it. I was thus compelled
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to be the bearer of my own papers as far as the Egyptian
camp in Seebehr's Seriba, wlience I hoped to be able to send
them on by one of the slave caravans that made the place
their starting-point.
Our night-camp afforded me an opportunity of renewing
my familiarity with the idyllic village life of the Dyoor. The
sorghum harvest had long been gathered in, and the dokhn
had been safely stored in the great urn-like bins that were
so essential a fixture in every hut; a second crop was now in
course of being housecl, consisting of the kindy (Hyptis) that
springs up between the stubble, many of the women being
engaged in the task, which is very tedious, of cleansing the
poppy-like seeds. About the fields were lying many of
those strange cylinder-shaped melons, which appear to be
peculiar to the Dyoor, with their rind like that of the bottlegourd and as hard as wood. There were also large numbers
of the fleshy variegated calyees of the Sabdariffa dried all
ready for storing, a condition in which they retain their
pungency, and serve the purpose of giving the soups of the
natives an acid flavour ahnost as sharp as vinegar.
Several of the old men and women that I saw looked very
decrepit ; a circurnstance which I mention, because amongst
the Bongo, slaves to heathen superstition as they are, I never
notieed a single individual whose hair was grey.
was a witness here of what struck me as a very singular
method of treating wounds. A boy's knee had been grazed,
and I saw a woman apply some of the acrid juice of the
Modecca abyssinica. Forskal, who discovered the plaut in
Arabia, where it goes by the name of " Aden," says that
pulverized and taken internally it causes a swelling of the
limbs that does not fail to terminate fatally. The Dyoor
woman scraped the rind off a piece of the stem, and having
expressed the juice from the soft pulp spread it upon a
damp leaf ; this was laid as a plaster upon the wound and
covered with another leaf. I could not help regretting that
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time did not allow me to ascertain the efficiency of the
operation.
The nights were cahn and beautifully starlight, so that
our rest in the open air was very enjoyable, and we started
off each morning before sunrise with our energies thoroughly
requickened.
After going awhile uphill over some rocky ground we
eame to a declivity of nearly a hundred feet ; at the bottom
of this we had to cross a wide swampy depression covered
with the Terminalia forests that so often characterise- such
localities. The holes and hollows', although they were now
completely dry, gave ample testhnony as to what must be
the number of the pools that wouid obstruct the path during
the height of the rainv season. In a short time we reached the
hamlets of a Dyoor chief named Woll, that were scattered
about an open plain covered with cultivated fields ; this was
the frontier of Bizelly's territory.
A tree something like an
aeacia, the Entada sudanica, remarkable for its pods, a foot
long and thin as paper, and breaking into numbers of pieces
when ripe, was the ehief feature in the bush-forests of the
environs, although it is a tree which is generally rare in
the country.
The bearers with whom Ehalil had supplied me were here
dismissed, their place being taken by others who had come
up at the orders of Bakhit Yussuf. Woll's people were very
busy collecting their iron-ore ami putting their smeltingfurnaces into readiness for use. In the vicinitv of the village
there was an iron-mine similar to that near Kurshook Ali's
Seriba.
Over rocky soil and through tracts of dense bushwood we
.marched on, until in front of us we saw a kind of valleyplateau, bare of trees, apparently shut in on the farther side
by an eminence extending towards the north-east, which is
the general direction of the territory of the Dyoor in this
district. Here we entered a little Seriba of Bizelly's, known
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by the name of Eurnuk,* where we were well entertained
during the midday hours.
In the afternoon we set off again, and mounted the wooded
height covered with great tracts of the Göll tree (Prosopis),
which is noticeable for producing a fruit very like the St.
John's bread. Then again descending, we came to the driedup bed of a watercourse that was closely overhung with
bushes. Beyond this were various cultivated plots, dotted
here and there with huts ; and we next entered a splendid
forest of lofty Humboldtim, which by its extent and denseness reminded rne of our own European woods. Our path
was shaded by these noble trees until we reached the Ghetty,
or "Little Wow," six miles above the spot where Dr. Steudner
lies buried on its bank.
This tributary of the Dyoor was about as large as the
Molmul near Aboo Guroon's Seriba ; its bed was between
fifty and sixty feet wide ; its banks were ten feet high. At
present it was little more than a narrow diteb, with no perceptible motion in its waters, but I was told that lower down
it widened out into pools that were always full of water.
But insignificant as the Ghetty looked, it was large enough
to be the resort of crocodiles so daring and voracions that
they were the terror of the neighbourhood, the rapacity of
the creatures very probably arising from a prevalent scarcity
of fish. A few weeks previously, when the stream was full
to the top of its banks, a Dyoor boy as he was swimming
across had been snapped at by one of these ravenous Saurians
and had never been seen again. It is surprising in the dry
season, into what tiny pools and puddles the erocodile will
make its way, and where, buried in the miry elay, it will find
a sufficiently commodious home. In comparison with these
* " Kurnuk " is the term used by the Nubians and Poorians for a shed ; the
corresponding expression in the Soudan Arabie being "Daher-el-Tor," ffleral y,
the back of an ox ; thus " lzurnuk " means generally any roof with a horizontal
ridge.
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1)001sthe tanks with which the speeimens in the'.aquariums
of our zoological gardens are provided must be fully if not
superfiuously spacious. When kept in confinement the
crocodile makes scarcely any pereeptible growth ; and from
this eircumstance of the slow increase of its bulk the
inference seems necessarily to follow that the creature lives
to a great age.
The Ghetty is bordered by bushes nearly identical with
those which are found on the banks of all the streamlets of
this land ; the Morelia senegalensis, the Zizygium, and the
Tricitilja relusa may be noted as amongst the most common.
I was told that
head Seriba, known amongst the
liongo as Doggaya Onduppo, was situated upon the right
bank, about eight leagues to the north-west of tim spot where
we crossed the stream, which bere forms the boundary between the Wow tribe of the Dyoor and the district populated
by the Bongo. We continued to advance for another league
and a half, going up a densely-wooded acclivity until at
length, fairly tired out with our exertions, we entered, quite
late in the evening, Bizelly's subsidiary Seriba, called by the
Bongo Doggaya-morr.
Ilere, for the first time, I found myself on what my scientific predecessors had made what to my mind was nothing
less than a elassic soil. Here it was that Theodor
Heuglin had resided from the 17th of April, 1863, to the
4th of January, 186-1; bere, or at least in an adjacent village of the Wow tribe, had Dr. Steudner * expired ; and close
in the vicinity had Miss Tinne passed through a period of
wretchedness which all her wealth was powerless to prevent.
Never could I leave the Seriba without being conscious that
* Dr. Steudner died on the lOth of April, 1863, from an attack of fever, a
few days after that, in company with Heuglin, he had commenced his first
jounley into the interior ; lds object had been to reconnoitre the country to
the west of the Meshera, and to find a sultable place for the accommodation
of Miss Tinnes party during the rainy season.
VOL.
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every shrub and every plant was a memorial of those who
had been before me, for all were representatives of that
hitherto nnknown flora of which Henglin had collected the
first botanical data, and which Dr. Kotschy has depicted in
his noble work 'Plantæ Tinniame; partly from the drawings
of Miss Tinne herself.
Within the Seriba, too, I was constantly reminded of the
miserable condition to which this expediti(in, so comprehensive in its original design, had been reduced. The region
bore every token of having an unhealthy climate. The
staguant meadow-waters and foul streams all arounil had all
the appearance of being veritable and pmlifie breeding-places
for fever and malaria. A great ruined tenement, now a mere
lodgment for sheep and goats, marked the spot where the
remains of Miss Tinne's mother, who fell a victim to the
pernicious climate, were temporarily deposited until the
opportunity came for theru to be removed to her distant
home. A dejected fate indeed, and a miserable resting-place
for one who had been reared amidst the comforts and luxuries of the highest refinement.
Befbre leaving Bizelly's Seriba we received intelligenee
of the murder of our old friend Shol, the wealthy Dinka
prineess, into the details of whose personal charms and
associations I have, in an earlier page, entered with some
minuteness. The natives, it seems, had accused her of inviting the " Turks " into the country ; and as many of the
tribes in the neighbourhood had been exposed to attacks from
Kurshook Ali's troops, they determined to avenge themselves
on Shol, as being a long-standing ally of the Khartoomers.
Knowing that she slept alone in her hut, a troop of men
belonging to the Wady (a tribe settled to the east of the
Meshera) set out by night, and under pretext of having
business with Kurdyook, her husband, knocked at her door.
She had no sooner appeared in answer to their summons
tban they attacked her with deadly blows ; and setting fire
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to all the Imts drove off nearly all the cattle that was to be
found in the place. This melaneholy pieee of news, coupled
with the recent defeat of the Ehartoomers by the Niam-niam,
foreboded iii for the future prospects of the Seribas; by Shol's
death the vicinity of the Meshera would lose all its peaceful
eharacter, and there was no longer the possibility of solitary
boats being left there in security during the season of the
mins.
A lovely march of about six miles to the north-west,
through an ahnost unbroken and in many places very dense
bush-forest, brought us to Ali Amoory's* cinef Seriba, distinguished by the natives by the name of Longo. The Parkia
trees were just beginning to bloom. The wonderful spectaele
that these presented was quite unique ; their great trusses of
bright red blossoms, large as the fist and smooth as velvet,
made a display that was truly gorgeous, as they depended
from the long stalks which Inoke forth from the feathery
foliage of the spreading crowns.
Another characteristic of the scenery was the Boxia
folia, that appeared in great abundance.
In spite of the constant traffic between the different
Seribas there seemed to be no lack of game ; traces of
hartebeests were everywhere visible, whilst the little madoqua antelopes bounded like apparitions from bush to bush.
Gninea-fowls were just as prolifie as in the wildest deserts
the Niam-nitun. lleuglin, no inexperieneed sportsman,
had certainly bere chosen a remunerative ground for his
zoological researches.
Our path was erossed by three watereourses, which were
now for the most part dry. By their confluenee these three
streams formed an important tributary of the Dyoor, called
the Okuloh, their separate names before their junction,

or

* The real name of the firni is Ali-Aboo-Arnoory, and it has acquired an
ondesirable notoriety for its frandulent dettlings with Miss Tinne's expedition.
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reckoning from the southernmost, being respectively the
Dangyah, the Matshoo, and the Minnikinyee or " fish-water ;"
their uniformly north-eastern direction attested the material
fall in the level of the ground at the boundary between the
rocky soil and the alluvial plains of the Dyoor.
Longo ranked as a first-class establishment. It contained
a larger number of huts than even Ghattas's Seriba, which
it surpassed also in dirt and disorder. Every hedge was
crooked, every hut stood awry, and the farmsteads were as
ruined as though they had for years been abandoned to the
ravages of rats and white ants. Disgusting heaps of ashes
and seraps of food, piles of rotten straw, hundreds of old
baskets and gourd-shells stood as high as one's bead all along
the narrow alleys that parted hut from hut ; whilst outside
the Seriba, just at its very entrances, there were masses of
mouldy rubbish, overgrown with the most noxious of fungus,
that rose as high as the houses ; at every step there was
sure to be an accumulation of some abominable filthiness or
other, such as nowhere else, I sbould think, even in the
Mohammedan world, could be found in immediate proximity
to human habitations ; altogether the place presented such
a dismal scene of dirt, decay, and disorder that it was enough
to induce a fit of nightmare upon every one with the
smallest sense of either neatness or clecorurn. Truly it was a
wonderful specimen of domestic economy which this horde
of undisciplined Nubians had thus elaborated.
The level country for a mile or more round the Seriba
was occupied by the arable lands belonging to the settlement. Longo was one of the oldest establishments in the
country, and the adjacent soil was no less productive than
that around the Seriba of Ghattas. The Bongo villages
were all situated at some distance to the west.
Amoory's representative agent, Zelim, had formerly been
a soldier, one of the Nizzam, in the Turkish service, and was
a native of the wild distriet of Baria, in the mountains of
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Taka ; he was now absent from the Seriba, but had left
orders that I should be hospitably entertained and that
everything which his stores could furnish should be placed
at my disposal. A grove of excellent plantains was close
at hand, from which I obtained a bounteous supply of that
luseious fruit.
All the year round a considerable number of slave traders
resided in the place, and were always attended by those wild
sons of the steppes, the Baggara of the Rizegat, who, with
their lean, fly-bitten cattle, hacl to camp ont as well as they
could in the enyirons of the Seriba. They had never before
set eyes upon a Christian, and full of eager wonder they
flocked together to survey me, keeping, however, at a distance of several yards from personal contact, probably dreading the malign influence of the " evil eye" of a Frank.
Their curiosity was still further roused when they saw me
drawing pictures of their cattle, and when I offered them
my various sketches for their own inspection they appeared
to lose much of the alarm which they bad exhibited.
I
rose from my seat, and held up to them one picture after
anotber ; the effect was little short of magical; their uncouth
tones seemed to soften into a murmur of delight, and so
effectually had I succeeded in gaining their confidence that
some of them were induced to sit for their own portraits.
All those that I drew had fine light brown complexions,
sum muscular frames, and perfectly regular features ; the
expression of the face might lairly be pronounced open aud
honest, and exhibited the strong resolution that might be
expected of a warlike nation whose occupations, when not in
the battle-field, were in hunting and cattle-breeding
Their
profiles all formed quite a right angle ; their noses failed to
be aquiline, but were rounded and well-formed ; the faces of
the younger men were good-tempered looking, having a somewhat effeminate expression, which was still further increased
by the high round forehead. All of them seemed to wear
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their hair in long slender- braids running in rows along the
top of the head and drooping over the neck behind.
As I was pursuing my oecupation, and quietly taking my
series of portraits, watched intently by a hundred spectators,
who stood around with open mouths which revealed an
astonished admiration, my attention was all at once arrested
by a commotion which was taking place just outside the
circle of the admirers. An old fanatic from Darfoor was
raving away and denouncing loudly what he pleased to
the iniquity of my proceedings ; he professed that my
pursuit was beyond all endurance, and that he was not going
to countenance my presumptuous practices. I shouted to
the old rascal to hold his tongue, to mind his own business,
and be off, and most of the bystanders took up the same
strain, some beginning to taunt and jeer the fellow with
such a volley of satirical laughter that, completely discomfited, he was glad to skulk off as quickly as he could.
I could not resist having a word of my own, and just as he
was retiring I shouted after him, for his comfort, the native
proverb, " Trust to the protection of the Almighty as to the
shade of an acacia, but," I added, " they had need be better
acacias than those of your miserable land."
On the 6th of January I resumed my progress. Taking a
south-westerly direction I accomplished a good day's march
of eighteen miles and reached Darnury, Amoory's subsidiary
Seriba on the River Pongo. A rocky soil covered with
bush had predominated for the greater portion of the distance, the route having been perfectly level and unbroken
by the smallest depression. We had crossed the beds of
five brooks which were nearly dry. Taking them in order
they were, the Okilleah, a mere line of stagnant puddles ;
the Kulloo,* a larger brook overhung with sizygium-bushes,
* "Kulloo"
ckamcter.

is in this neighbourhood the gencric name for brooks of this
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nd containing water as high as one's knees ; the Horroab, a
dry hollow bed ; the Daboddoo, with a few pools ; and the
Ghendoo, .with lioles from whieh the water had either dried up
or drained away. All these, when supplied with water, were
tributary to the Pongo, and flowed towards the north-west.
Midday, between the Kulloo and the Horroah, we had
come upon a gigantic fig-tree (Ficus lutea), one of those
memorials of the past that are so often seen in Bongoland,
marldng, as they do, the site of an earlier native village.
The name of the place was Ngukkoo. The enormous tree
had a short stem enveloped in a perfeet network of aerial
roots, struck downwards from the branehes, whilst at the
summit it spread out into a erown of foliage that under the
vertical midday sun formed a shadow on the ground of which
the eireumferenee, as I proved by actual measurement, was
not less than 230 feet.
During the latter portion of the march we had seen a
considerable number of candelabra Euphorbiæ and Calotropis.
The appearanee of the Calotropis (called in Arabie " el
(Tsher ") was indicative of a more northerly type of
vegetation, as the plant is eharacteristie of the steppes of
Nubia, Arabia, and the frontiers of lndia : this was the first
time I had seen it iu the territory of the Seribas ; the " el
Usher " had evidently been introduced into this part of the
eountry by traders from the north, and the solid stems of the
plants, which elsewhere are little more than shrubs, bore
ample witness to the long-established traffie on this commercial highway. The explanation of the extensive diffusion of this plant may be found in the fact that the silky
down that covers the seeds in their large plump pods is
used as a material for stuffing cushions. In the northern
steppes its appearing in sight is ever hailed by the traveller
as a happy omen, as it enjoys the reputation of always having
either a wel or a hidden spring of fresh water in its innnediate vieinity.
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Damury was situated elose to the right-band bank of the
Pongo, as the Bongo call this affluent of the Bahr-el-Arab.
On earlier maps the river was marked as the Kozanga,
but this I found to be merely the designation of a small
mountainous ridge that extended for several leagues along
the left bank of the river to the south-west of the Seriba.
On the 17th of July, 1863, Theodor von Heuglin* had
visited the spot for the purpose of selecting a dry and rocky
eminence in the woods where a camp might be erected for
the headquarters of Miss Tinne's expedition. If this scheme
bad been carried into practice the melancholy sacrifice of
life that resulted frorn the unwholesome atmosphere of
Bizelly's Seriba might happily have been spared ; but
the difficulties of properly organising so large a party of
travellers were insuperable, and the project of removal to
that healthier resort fell to the ground.
The transitoriness which seems to be the characteristie of
all the institutions of this land prevented me frorn ascertaining the exact site of the dwelling-place of the deceased
Bongo chief Kulanda, mentioned by Heuglin in his account
of the visit he made to the place ; but from the comparison
of certain points of correspondence, I entertain no doubt but
that my footsteps were then upon the very spot.
In its upper course through the district inhabited by the
Sehre, the Pongo, as already noted, bears the name of the
Djee ; it flows towards the north-east, and after leaving the
Bougo territory beyond Damury passes through that of the
Dembo, a tribe of Shillook origin related to the Dyoor : ou
this account the Khartoomers call it the Bahr-el-Dembo.
The Dembo are under the jurisdietion of Ali Amoory,
whose territories extend far bc7ond the river to the northwest, and join the country of the Baggara-el-Homr, his most
rernote Seribas bing on the Gebbel Marra, in the locality of
* This was the niot westerly poiut that Heuglin reached iii Central Afried.
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a negro tribe called the Bambirry, probably also a branch
of the great Shillook family ; but it should be stated that,
according to some aceounts, these Bambirry are true Zandey
Niam-niam who have immigrated from the south and settled
in their present quarters.
The scenery about Damury was extremely like that around
Awoory in the Mittoo country; in fact it altogether remindeci
me of what I had seen on my trip to the Rohl, especially as
the Pongo exhibits not a few points of resemblance to that
river. Dainury is built on risirtg rocky ground, thiekly
covered with wood, and close to the eastern or right-hand
bank of the river. The slopes that enclosed the river-bed
were about fifteen feet in depth, and between them and the
actual stream there was, on either side, a strip of soil subjeet
to inundation during the rainy season and now broken up
with numerous pools and baekwaters. At this date (January
7, 1871) the water was moving sluggishly along between
elay banks, some 10 feet down and 70 feet apart ; but the
water did not cover a breadth of more than fifty feet and was
nowhere more than four feet in depth. Its velocity was the
same as that of the Wow ; but whilst both the Wow and the
Dyoor rolled along, even at this season, in considerable
volume, the Pongo was comparatively empty, and, as I saw,
it must have offered a very striking contrast to its appearance
during the Khareef, when no doubt it could make good its
pretensions to be a river of the second class. On the other
side of the Pongo there was a low traet of steppe, at least
3000 paces wide, which, of course, represented the territory
subject to inundation on the left bank. I subsequently
found that the entire length of the river, from its source to
Damury, could not at the most exceed 200 miles, and thus
beeame able more completely to realise the very remarkable
periodie changes which occur in the condition of the stream.
1n various parts of the depression the vegetation of the
open steppe is replaced by elose masses of stephogyne: these
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form marshy elumps, and from their general habit very
strongly resembIe our alder-beds of the north.
Close to the Seriba a deep ehasm, called Gumange, opens
out into the valley of the river ; it is one of the landslips, so
common in this region, cansed by springs washing away the
ferruginous swamp-ore from below, and an inexperienced
traveller might easily be led to mistake it for the bed of a
periodical waterconrse of considerable magnitude. It is
thiekly overgrown with brambles and ereepers. The shrub
Tinnea plays a prominent part in the underwoeds all areund
Damury, and many of the plants that are found growing on
the dry sand of the bed of the Pongo may be considered as
true representatives of the flora of the black Nile-earth, and
prove the hydrographical importance of the stream.
Just above the Seriba the course of the river was due east
for a distance of four miles, and in pursuing our westward
journey we marched along the left bank in the direction
contrary to the stream until we arrived at the spot where it
made its bend away from the south. Here we crossed. The
sandy bed was not more than 100 feet wide, a grassy depression beyond was about 400 paces across. On the borders
of this we came upon sorne ruined huts projecting above the
grass, evidently the remains of a forsaken Seriba of Bizelly's,
which had likewise been called Datnury, after the name
of the Bongo community that had had their homes in the
district. The Bongo had now withdrawn beyond the right
bank of the river, and thus the Pongo had been left as the
boundary between the populated country and the actual
wilderness.* With very slight deviations the remainder of
our journey to Seebehr's great Seriba was in a direction due
west. The ground rose considerably, and ou our left was a
tall eminence of gneiss, ealled Ida, a northern spur of the
* in the dialeet of the Soudan tliese distritietions aro re:3peetively rendeted
by the lerms " Dar " (eultivated land) and " Akabah " (wilde~).
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Kozanga ridge and (with regard to our present position)
about 500 feet high. A deep brook, the Ooruporr, rising
somewhere on the slopes of this Mount Ida, here crossed our
path, the line of its banks being distinctly marked out by
sorne specimens of the wild date-palm. A little farther on
we came to a dry, deep chasm, that formed the bed of a
periodic stream known as the Andimoh, which likewise
descended from the hill of Ida ; its banks were marked by
erags of gneiss and studded with bamboos.
We passed onwards over masses of gneiss almost spherical
in form, overgrown with moss-like.clusters of selaginella, and
reached the bed of the brook Karra, lying in its deep hollow.
To this little stream the Nubians gave the name of Khor-elGanna, on account of the jungles of bamboo that enclose its
rocky banks, which descend in successive steps so as to
produce a series of cascades. The Bongo reckon the Karra
as the boundary between their country and the country of
the Golo; it is also considered to be the line which separates
the domain of the landowner kli Amoory from that of
Idrees Wod Defter, whose Seriba is about thirty-five miles
from Damury and, as nearly as possible, half way along our
route thence to Seebehr's chief settlement.
Beyond the Karra the path led over very undulated
country; and we had twice to cross a brook called Ya, which,
formed mainly of a series of deep basins, worked its devious
way along a contracted defile. Having at length mounted a
steepish eminence of red rock we appeared to bring our long
ascent 10 an end, and commencing a gradual descent we
proceeded till we reached the brook Attidoh, beside which
we encamped for the night.
Large herds of buffaloes thronged the chief pools of the
swampy bed, and before it became quite dark I managed to
creep within range of a group of cows with their calves.
The only result of iny exertions was that one calf fell dead
upon the spot where it was struek, all my other shots
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apparently taking no effect. Half the night was spent in
roasting, broiling, and drying the flesh of the young buffalo,
and all my party were in great good humour.
The forests for long distances were composed exelusively
of lofty Humboldtiæ, and increased in magnitude and
denseness as we advaneed farther amongst them ; they were
so flne that they might well bear comparison with any of the
best wooded districts of the Niam-niam. We crossed a halfdry khor (or stream-channel) ealled the Ngoory, and shortly
afterwards a marshy brook, with a considerable supply of
water, called the Akumunah ; both of these joined the
Mongono, of which the bed at the place where we erossed
it was so dry that it appeared only like a traet of sand,
seventy feet wide ; but by turning up the loose sand to the
depth of six inches, a copious stream of clear water was
discovered to be running on its subterranean way over a
gravelly bottom. In the rainy season the Mongono assumes quite a river-like appearance, for I discovered traces
of important backwaters that had been left by its inundation,
and the banks that boundecl its sandy bed were not mueli
less than eight feet high.
A little rose-coloured gentian, the Causcora, characterises
the slopes of the banks of this streamlet, growing just in the
same luxuriant manner as the kindred species that adorn the
sides of our own brooks. The frequent appearance of the
Abyssinian Protea convinced me that the elevation of the
ground was greater than what we had left behind us : as
matter of fact we were at an average height of 2500 feet
above the level of the sea.
The Yow-Yow,a narrow sort of trench, made up of a series of
deep pools, next intersected our path. On the other side of
this I mounted a crag of gneiss, whence I obtained an extensive view towards the west, and observed an elevated line of
woods stretehed out with the preeision of a wall from S.S.W.
to N.N.E. The clevation was beyond the Athena, a brook
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that we reached after first crossing two other but minor
streams. The bed of the Athena was formed of sand and
gravel ; although it was dry, with the exception of some
occasional water-pools that had not failed, it was fifty feet in
width. The steepness of the banks demonstrated that in the
rainy season they enclosed what would be allowed to be a
considerable river. Two more brooks with deep beds had
still to be crossed, and then we entered upon the cultivated
land adjacent to Idrees Wod Defter's Seriba. Two miles
more, along a continuous ascent, brought us to the Seriba
itsel f.
Idrees Wod Defter was a partner in Agand's firm. His
Seriba had been built about three years previously, and was
composed of large farmsteads, shut in almost with the
seclusion of monasteries by tall hedges of straw-work ; they
were oceupied by the various great slave-traders who had
settled in the country. Four huts and a large rokooba had
recently been erected for the accommodation of the
numerous travellers who passed through, chiefly composed of
second-class traders, who, like itinerant Jews, wandered about
from place to place, hawking their goods. Idrees himself
resided in his Niam-niam Seribas, which, I was told, were
near Mofio's residence, seven or eight days' journey distant.
Besides this chief settlement there were two subsidiary
Seribas, one about four leagues to the south-east, on the
western declivity of the Kozanga hills, and another at the
same distance to the south-west, the controller of which was
named Abd-el-Seed. The farmsteads of the chief Seriba
stood in their separate enclosures, and were not surrounded
by the ordinary palisade. Close by, on the south, a little
spring trickling forth from a cleft in the ground suddenly
expanded into a clear rippling brook that ran merrily to the
west.
The natives that served the necessary demands of the
Seriba belonged to the tribe of the Golo. In manners and
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in general appearance they very much resemble their
eastern neighbours the Bongo, although the dialeets of the
two tribes have very little in common. 111orethan any
other negro tongue with which I gained much familiarity,
the Golo dialeet seems to abound in sounds resembling the

Golo Woman.

German vowels ö and ü , and, like sorne of the South African
dialeets, it contains some peculiar nasal tones, whieh may be
deseribed as sharp and snapping, and which are quite
unkn.own to the neighbouring nations. Another peculiarity
consists in the frequent occurrence of eertain lingual sounds,
which in a measure may be represented by ds and ts.
Escorted by the controller of the Seriba I made an inspection of all the neighbouring hamlets, and observed that
the style of the Golo architecture was far more like that of
the Niam-niam than that of the Bougo. The roofs of tIle
buts projected far beyond the clay-walls, and were supported

MEETING

AN OLD FRIEND.

on light posts whieh formed a colonnade, the walls themselves being whitewashed with hymna-dung.
The flora of the bush is distinguished by large numbers
of Euphorbia venenifica, which is only sporadically represented in this district, and a tree . of a type which is rare
in the southern parts of Darfoor and Kordofan and in the
Western and Central Soudan, the Eriodendron anfractuosum,
being in fact the " cotton tree " of the colonist, was planted
near the Seribas for its ornamental qualities. It is called
" ruhm " by the Foorians, and is chiefly remarkable for the
verticillate arrangement of its branches, separating tbe erown
of the tree into divisions distinet from each other, like an
araucaria—a peculiarity that results in its being resorted to
by the poor heathen negroes of Bagliirmy, when they are on
the look-out for a place of refuge from the bands of slavehunters : large conical prickles of an immense thickness
cover the stem, almost like the elusters of barnacles on a log
of wood that has been exposed to the influence of the sea.
Just as I was on the point of leaving the Seriba of Idrees
Wod Defter, my oM friend Mohammed Aboo Sammat
arrived. He came in the train of a large party of Bongo
who were conveying corn to the place,and as, like myself,
he was on his way to the Egyptian camp, we joined company
and started without further delay to the west.
Half a league beyond the Seriba we left the cultivated
land and re-entered the forest wilderness near the village of
the Golo chief Kaza. Far and wide the fields were sown
with sweet potatoes, and dokhn corn was extensively cultivated. In the village of Kaza we noticed several of the
peculiar corn-magazines upon the construction of which the
Golo spend so much care. They are at once bold and
graceful in design. The actual reeeptacle for the corn is
made of clay and is in the form of a goblet ; it is covered
with a conical roof of straw, which serves as a movable lid; to
protect it from the ravages of rats it is mounted on a short
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substantial pedestal, that is supported at the base by stakes
arranc,ed as a series of flying buttresses. Altogether the
structure is very symmetrical ;
and the elay is worked into
tasteful graduated mouldingS
that add considerably to the
general flnish of the whole.
The dwelling huts of the Golo
also display peculiarities in
their style of building, and
bear evident marks of
erected with unusual eare and
labour.
The Seriba we had just
quitted was situated on the
watershed between the Kooroo
and the Pongo. We crossed
Corn-magazine of the olo.
the last stream in the Pongo
system just beyond Kaza's hamlets ; it was called the
Abbuloh, and was now thirty-flve feet wide and two feet
deep. Farther on the path gradually rose through a shady
wood until we reached an eminence strewn over with bloeks
of gneiss ; then descending, still through woods, we came
to a copious brook of about the same dimension as the
Abbuloh. This was the Bombatta, which flowed in a northwestern direetion and joined the Kooroo. The next brook,
the Abeela, moved in the same direction, and was eomposed
of a connected series of deep basins. Two more rivulets
of the same charaeter followed, the second of which, named
the Ngoddoo, flowed past a flat bare elevation of gneiss and
joined the Kooroo only a short distance to the west. Amongst
the autumn flora of this region the Hydralia was very conspicuous, its brilliant sky-blue blossoms blending with the
grass so as to form a charming carpet over the depressions
of the brooks.
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An hour after erossing the Ngoddoo we anived at the
bank of the Bahr-el-Kooroo, as this important affluent of
the Bahr-el-Arab is called by the Mohammedan settlers ; the
name is probably borrowed from the Baggara Arabs, as amongst
'the G-olo (whose territory it divides from that of the Kredy
on the west) it is sometimes called the Mony, and sometimes
the Worry ; by the Sehre it is called the Wee. At the
place of our transit it was flowing towards the N.N.W., and
the current was rather rapid. The entire breadth of the
bed was between ninety and a hundred feet, bot of this only
sixty feet was covered with water, the depth of which nowhere
exceeded two feet. At one spot the river flowed over blocks
and layers of gneiss that were overgrown with mossy Tristichee. The banks stood fifteen feet high, and although there
were woods on either side that grew right down to the water,
many indications remained of their being subject to a periodieal inundation : a canoe left high up on the dry ground was
an evidence how full of water the river must be during tbe
rainy season.
We kept continually meeting small companies of slave
traders, mounted on oxen or on dookeys and having their
living merchandise
their train.
The long tracts of one species of forest-tree reminded
very much of the masses of the alder-like Vatica on the
Tondv. Beyond the west bank of the river the path led up
the steep side of a valley, and the level of the soil rapidly
increased. Then we came to a series of ruts like deep
ditches, some quite dry and sorne still filled with running
water. We counted six of these before reaching the Beesh,
or Khor-el-Rennem, which is an affluent of the Beery and
the largest of the three tributaries of the Bahr-el-Arab, which
had the opportunity of seeing.
The Khor-el-Rennem, or goats' brook, received its name
from the circumstance that once, during the period of the
annual rains, a whole herd of goats had made an attempt to
2 A
voL.
li.
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eross the stream and had all been drowned in the rushing
flood. It was shut in by trees and bushes of many kinds,
and these cast a gloomy shade over the chasm which was
worn by the waters ; it was now only a foot deep and fifteen
feet wide.
Ilere, again, the land on the western shore rose suddenly
like a wall, a peculiarity in the topography of the country
that testified to the continual increase of its level above the
sea.
Two easy leagues forward, generally over cultivated country and past several hamtets belonging to the Kredy tribe,
the Nduggo, and I reached what I designed should be my
resting-place for awhile at Seebehr's Seriba, which was also
the Egyptian camp. The distance of seventy miles from the
Pongo had been accomplished in four days. By this time I
had become quite accustomed to the habit of counting my
steps. I had become my own " perambulator," and could
not help thinking, as I marched along, of Xenophon and his
parasangs in the expedition of the Greeks. One day of our
ordinary marching would aecomplish about four or five
parasangs.
Seebehr's Seriba was 2282 feet above the level of the sea,
4(34feet higher than Bizelly's Seriba on the Ghetty, and 737
feet higher than Ghattas's ehief settlement. There was but
little observable change in the character of the vegetation;
few new plants appeared, and almost the only difference was
that the forests had apparently become more dense. But however little the gradual elevation of the land might affect the
vegetation, yet the hydrographical condition of the country
very plainly attested a complete alteration in the nature of
the soil. Although our present latitude was 8° N., the
general aspect that came under the observation of a traveller
was almost identical with what he would see between latitude
6° and latitude 5° in passing southwards from Bongoland to
the Niam-niam.
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Immediately after crossing the Pongo we quitted the soft
absorbent soil, and entered upon a region so prolific in springs
that, all the year round, every rivulet, brook, and trench,
and even the sinallest fissure in the earth, is full of water, and
that of the brightest and purest quality. Between the Pongo
and Seebehr's Seriba we had crossed no less than twenty
brooks and two rivers of considerable magnitude. Just as
had been the case in the Niam-niam lands, water trickled
from every crevice and found an outlet on every slope, whilst
in the low-lying country of the Dyoor and Bongo, on the
edge of the red swamp-ore, where chasms and watercourses
are quite as abundant, no springs ever break forth during
the winter months, and the half-dry beds are supplied by
no other water than what has been left from the previons
Khareef.
This circumstance seems in a certain degree to illustrate
the conformation of the south-western side of the Bahr-elGhazal basin ; for the general direction of all the streams
that contribute to its volume would be at right angles to the
lines of the terraces that rise one above the other at various
levels above the sea.
The Seriba was enclosed by a palisade 200 feet square ;
hundreds of farmsteads and groups of huts were scattered
round, extending far away along the eastern slope of a deep
depression which was traversed in the direction of the northwest by a brook that was fed by numerous springs. The
whole place, in all its leading features, had the aspect of a
town in the Soudan, and vividly reminded me of Matamma,
the great market town in Gallabat, where all the inland trade
with Abyssinia is transacted. To establishments of this
magnitude the natives give the name of " Dehm,"* which is,
in fact, an equivalent for " a town." The heights to the east
* The Khartoomers have given the word Dehm an Arabie plural , " D wehm
and by tlds term they distinguish the great slave marts of the west.
2 A 2
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of the place were more important than those immediately
bordering on the depression, and in the N.N.E. very high
ground was visible in the distance. Towards the west the
country sloped downwards for a couple of leagues to the
river Beery, which, it has been mentioned, is an important
tributary of the Bahr-el-Arab.
The Egyptian troops were encamped at the soutliern
extremity of the settlement, and were under the command
of the Vokeel-el-urda, Ahmed Aga, who had been the lieutenant of the late Sandjak. The black swindler, Hellali, was
still kept in confinement, his company of soldiers being
treated as prisoners of war and placed under the surveillance
of the other troops in a section of the camp allotted to the
purpose. Great scarcity of provisions prevailed, for, in addition to the troops, the population had been augmented by
the arrival of many hundreds of slave-dealers from Kordofan.
Immediately on receiving information of the schemes that
were being plotted against his copper-mines by the Egyptian
Government, Husseln, the Sultan of Darfoor, had prohibited
all intercourse between his own frontiers and the Seribas
of the Khartoomers ; consequently the traders from Aboo
Harras, in Kordofan, found themselves obliged to take a
longer and more dangerous route across the steppes of the
predatory Baggara ; but, in spite of every difficulty, the presence of the Government troops offered such an attraction
that the number of the traders was just doubled. They were
enticed by the hope of carrying on a lucrative business with
the avarieious Turkish soldiers, whose infinential position
gave them opportunities that were specially advantageous
for making high profits ; but besides this, the attempt, however abortive, of the Government authorities in Khartoom to
suppress the slave-trade along the Nile had had the effect
of driving up the tralfic in the upper countries to such a
premium that the dealers were spurred on to fresh energy.
Since the last rainy season upwards of 2000 small slave-
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dealers had arrived at the Seriba, and others were still
expected.* All these people, like the troops, lived upon
Seebehr's corn-stores, and thus provisions became so scarce
that they could hardly be purchased for their own weight in
copper, Which, with the exception of slaves, was the solitary
medium of exchange.
It might not unnaturally have been expected that the
Egyptian troops would have taken up their position in the
richest and most prolific of the corn-lands ; but instead of
this they had quartered themselves on the extreme limit
of the Seribas in the Bahr-el-Ghazal district. The avowed
reason for this was that they might be better able to overlook the approaches to the copper-mines of Darfoor, but the
real motive was in order that they might be nearer the
fountain-heacl of the slave-trade and in direct communication with the northern territories, from which the main supply
of living merchandise was obtained. I have already drawn
attention to the impossibility of raising the contributions of
corn required by the Egyptian commander, and I now
became a Fersonal witness of the unreasonableness of his
demands ; he appeared to have no other object than to
exhaust the land already impoverished by the slave-trade,
and in true Turkish fashion he set to work to involve all
that remained in utter ruin.
In point of fact, however, it must be owned that it was a
matter of considerable diffieulty (after the bloody conflict
that had resulted froin Hellali's compulsory levies) for
Ahmed Aga to raise the necessary supplies for the coming
Kliareef ; but be made his requisitions in the most unfair
way ; his partiality was extreme, for while he exempted
some Seribas from any contribution at all, he imposed upon
others a demancl for a double supply. My friend Mohammed
was one of the oppressed. He had been called upon to
* The entire number that year rose to 2700.
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furnish fifty ardebs of corn, a quantity corresponding to the
burdens of 150 to 170 bearers, and not only was his Seriba at
Sabby at a distance of seventeen days' journey from this spot,
but his corn-magazines were stil another four days' journey
farther on, so that the mere maintenance of the bearers for
three weeks would take thirty ardebs more. Mohammed, in
truth, had not sufficient corn of his own to meet the demand
of the Divan, and would be reduced to the necessity, in order
to make up what was deficient, of purchasing at famine prices
from other Seribas which already were well-nigh exhausted.
I took upon myself to intercede with the Aga, but to no
purpose ; he was utterly inflexible, and, not content with
insisting upon his original demand, inflicted a heavy fine for
the delay in the payment of the tribute, by exacting a contribution of 100 ardebs instead. of fifty. But what irritated
me more than anything else was the barefaced iniquity
with which he backed up Shereefee in his refusal to make
any compensation to Mohammed for the outrage, no better
than a highway robbery, which he had perpetrated upon him,
whilst at the same time he pretended to upbraid Mohammed
for what he called his implacability. The solution of the
matter was very easy. Shereefee had bribed Ahmed Aga
with a lavish present of slaves, aud that was a gift as
acceptable as cash, just because they were a recognised
medium of currency.
Notwithstanding the crowd of hutnan beings thus aggregated together, the bill of health, as far as it was influenced
by the elimate, was perfectly satisfactory. There were, of
course, occasional cases of hereditary or insidious disease ;
but even amongst the slaves, closely packed as they werc,
the mortality was inconsiderable, and the human bones that
lay scattered about were comparatively fewer than what I
had grown accustomed to notice in other places. The effeminate Turkish soldiers, however, grambled excessively at their
position ; they besieged me with petitions that I would not
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only represent their misery to the Governor-General in
the strongest terms, but that I would do my utmost to
convince the authorities that neither profit nor glory could
be gained from an enterprise which was exposing their lives
to so much peril. " Do this," they said, "and you will be
doing us one of the greatest favours that it is in the power
of mortal man to confer, and the blessing of Allah be with
you!"
Certain it is that these Turks, fit for nothing better than
to lounge about on a divan, were the most unsuitable beings
imaginable ever to have been sent on an expedition into the
wilds of Central Africa. A year of their ordeal had scarcely
passed, and already their complaints were piteous enough to
melt a heart of stone ; they seemed helpless as babes, and I
verily believe that had it not been for the Nubians they
would have been cheated and trampled on and reduced to
the direst necessities in this land of solitude and starvation.
They were all indifferent walkers ; they could not endure
the food of the conntry ; they sorely missed their "schnaps ;"
they were aggrieved at the loss of their wheat-flour and their
rice, and did not understand going without their habitual
luxuries. It was indeed a kind of set-off against all this
that they could be as indolent as they pleased. There was
nothing to do, and nothing they did ; they did not plant out
a single plot of maize, they did not lay out a kitehen-garden
of the simplest kind ; but, loitering about from morning till
night, they kept up their unfailing growls of discontent,
dealing out their invectives against the " wretehed " land
and its " wretched " people. No wonder they complained of
ennui. Divest a Turk of his fine clothes, his formal etiquette,
his measured speech, and his little bit of honour which may
be described as " l'ext&ieur de la vertu et Felegance des
vices," and little remains to elevate him above a Nubian of
the worst elass ; nevertheless, the mutual antipathy that existed between the Turks and the Nubians was very marked,
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and verified the proverb that " Arabs' blood aud Tarksblood
will neyer boil together."
The remarkably large contingent of Gellahbas that
chanced to be within the place gave the dirty erowds of men,
such as are more or less to be invariably found iii every
Seriba, a more motley aspect than usual, and altogether the
Dehm offered a deplorable contrast to the freshness of the
wilderness that we had so long and so recently been trayersing. The hawkers of living human fiesh and blood, unwashed and ragged, squatted in the open places keeping
their eye upon their plunder, eager as vultures in the desert
around the carease of a camel. Their harsh voices as they
shouted out their blasphemous prayers ; the drunken indolence and torpor of the loafing Turks ; the idle, vicious
crowds of men infested with loathsome scabs and syphilitie
sores ; the reeking filthy exhalations that rose from every
quarter—all combined to make the place supremely disgusting. Turn where I would, it was ever the same ; there was
the recurrence of sights, sounds, and smells so revolting
that they could not do otherwise than fifl the senses with
the most sickening abhorrence.
Such were my impressions as I made my entry into the
Dehm Nduggo, as the settlement is called from the Kredy
tribe with which the neighbourhood is populated. The first
consideration I had to make for myself was whether I would
become the guest of the Turks or of the Nubians ; I had to
choose whether I would sue for hospitality at the hands of
Seebehr or of the Turkish Aga. After due deliberation I
made up my mind to apply to Seebehr, for as the Turks had
taken the smaller share in the affair with Hellali, I concluded
that they constituted the less powerfal element, and, in
truth, they were themselves dependent upon Seebehr's
liberality. But what perhaps infiuenced me still more was
that my firman from the Government had been lost in the
fire, and that consequently I was lacking in credentials
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make any formal and autkoritative demands ; and I did not
wish to be at the merey of the commander. As it was,
Aluned Aga did not even fulfil the stipulations that had
been made in my favour by the Government in Khartoom,
and all that I could get out of him was a supply of good
writing-paper to enable me to go on with my sketching.
Atuongst the effects of Kurshook Ali, on which I had set
my hopes, I could discover nothing that would be of the
least serviee to me ; his successor had long since, in true
Ottoman fashion, disposed of everything that could be turned
to account, a proceeding that subsequently involved him in
a lawsuit with the son of the deceased Sandjak.
Meanwhile I was most kindly received by Seebehr, and
as long as I remained in the Seriba I had not the faintest
cause of complaint. He was himself in a debilitated state
of health ; the wound that he had received in the late fray
had proved very dangerous, the bullet having completely
penetrated the ankle-bone. The only means employed for
healing the wound was repeated syringing with pure oliveoil, a remedy which, though slow, had been efficacious ; for
when I saw him, after some weeks had elapsed since the
casualty, the injury was all but cured.
Seebehr* had surrounded himself with a court that was
little less than princely in its details. A group of large
square huts, enclosed by tall hedges, composed the
private residence; within these were various state apartments, before which armed sentries kept guard by day and
night. Special rooms, provided with carpeted divans, were
reserved as ante-chambers, and into these all visitors were
conducted by richly-dressed slaves, who served them with
coffee, sherbet, and tchibouks. 'Ehe regal aspect of these
halls of state was increased by the introduction of some lions,
seeured, as may be supposed, by sufficiently strong and
* Seebehr's name at full length was Seebehr-Rahatna-Gyimme-Abel.
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massive chains. Behind a large curtain in the innermost
hut was placed the invalid conch of Seebehr. Attendants
were close at hand to attend to his wants, and a company
of Fakis sat on the divan outside the eurtain and murmured
their never-ending prayers. In spite of his weakness and his
suffering he was ever reeeiving a stream of visitors, who had
something to say to " the Sheikh," as he was commonly
called. I often paid him a visit, and, to my surprise at first,
was accommodated with a ehair by the side of his bed. He
repeatedly bewailed the helplessness of his condition, saying
how vexed he was at being unable personally to provide for
my requirements, adding that if he had been well, he should
have had the greatest pleasure in escorting me over his
lands. It was a great relief to my mind that he did not
apply to me for surgical advice. I was glad to encourage
him by my approbation of the remedy be was using, which, if
it possessed no particular virtue, had at least the recommendation of being perfeetly harmless.
A draft that I made on my aecount at Khartoom was dnly
honoured, and I obtained a hundredweight of copper from
Seebehr's stores ; this I employed without delay as cash,
and purchased soap, coffee, and a variety of small artieles
from the hawking hangers-on of the slave-traders, as well as
a large supply of cartridge-paper for the preservation of my
botanical specimens.
The greatest service, however, that Seebehr afforded ine
was in providing me with boots and shoes of European make ;
no acquisition was to be appreciated higher than this ; and in
finding myself fresh and well-shod I felt myself renovated to
start againtipon my wanderings with redoubled vigour. None
but those who have been in my condition can comprehend
the pleasure with which I hailed the sight of the most trivial
and ordinary artieles. Once again I was in possession of a
comb, some pipe-bowls, and lucifers. As I was not in the
least inclined to forego my smoking while on the march, I
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had been obliged, in order to get a light for my tobacco, to
make one of my people carry a blazing firebrand throughout
the recent journey.
No sooner was I installed in the huts allotted to me than
I received a succession of visitors ; some of them crossed my
threshold from mere idle curiosity, whilst others came either
with some vague hope of profit or from some innate love of
intrigue. I was honoured by a call from the great Zelim,
Ali Aboo Amoory's chief controller, who eame to express his
hope that I bad been satisfied with rny reception iii his
Seriba, which I had visited during his absenee. Then I
made the acquaintance of some of the more important slavetraders, who had long been settled in the place and who
came burning with curiosity to know the real object of my
journey. But the most remarkable of all my visitors was a
certain Ibrahim Effendi, who held the office of head clerk
and accountant in the Egyptian camp. His life had been one
unbroken series of criminal proceedings, and he had been
guilty of frauds and swindling transactions to an extent that
was absolutely ineredible. Originally a subordinate in one of
the clepartments of the Egyptian Ministry he had, during
Said Pasha's Government, forged the Viceregal seal and
attached it to a doeument professing to appoint him to the
command of a regiment that was to be formed in TJpper
Egypt, and to prescribe that the local government there
should defray all the expenses of levying and equipping the
troops. This doeument he had the audacity to present first
with his own hands to the governor of the province, and
then forthwith he proceeded to present himself in the Upper
Egyptian town as the colonel of the new regiment. Only
those who are acptiainted with the disorder and despotism
that prevailed in every branch of the Administration during
the lifetime of that Viceroy could believe that such a
deception would be practicable ; but I am in a position
positively to assert that the fraudulent artifice did really for
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a while succeed. Two months afterwards, the troops having
meanwhile been embodied, the Viceroy happened to make
an excursion up the Nile, and seeing a great many soldiers
on its banks, inquired the number of their regiment and
why they were there.
His astonishment was unbounded
when he was told of a regiment of whose existence he had
never previously heard. Ibrahim was summoned at once.
Throwing himself at the Viceroy's feet, the culprit colonel
confessed his guilt and beggecl for mercy. The good-natured
Said, who never suffered himself to lose his temper, far less
to go into a rage, merely sentenced him to a few years'
banishment and imprisonment in Khartoom. As soon as
Effendi had completed his term of punishment and regained his liberty, he started afresh as clerk to some of
the Soudan authorities ; but his habits of fraud and embezzlement were as strong as ever, and he was caught in
the act of decamping with the cash-box, and was this time
banished to Fashoda, on the White Nile, as being the safest
place for dangerous eharacters of his stamp. After he had
been here for several years our friend managed to exeite
the compassion of Kurshook Ali, who was passing through
the place, and was induced to give him his present post
of head clerk to his division of the Government troops.
This appointment brought Effendi to the district of the
Gazelle.
Well versed as he was in the ways of the world, Effencli,
by his wit and versatility, seemed to have the power of
winning every heart. His position here in the Egyptian
camp offered only too wide a scope for his love of intrigue.
He had played an important part in the affair with Hellali,
having doubtless been at the bottom orthe stroke of policy
that had reconcilecl Seebehr to the Turkish soldiers by
bringing the hated Hellali to ehains and to the yoke of the
sheba. Probably he was again biclding for the command of
some troops, and I am bound to confess that he seemed in a
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fair way of being able before long to gratify his old predilection for military organisation.
The uninhabited wilderness stretching to the west of the
P ongo, a district long known to the inhabitants of Darfoor
and Kordofan under the name of Dar Ferteet,* represents
one of the oldest domains of the slave-trade, and at the
present day, as far as regards its aboriginal population
presents to the eye of a traveller the aspect of what may be
described as "a sold-out land." Only within the last fifteen
years have the Khartoom trading-companies penetrated into
the district watered by the Gazelle, but long before that
numbers of slave-dealers had already formed settlements
in Dar Ferteet, then as now streaming into the country
from Darfoor and Kordofan accornpanied by hundreds of
armed men, aud conling, year after year, in the winter
months so as to accomplish their business and get back to
their homes before the rainy season again set in. Some of
them, however, did not return, but remained permanently in
the land, and, under the sanction of the more influential
chieftains, founded large establishments (Dehms) to serve as
marts or depôts for their black merchandise. As soon as the
ivory-traders, with their enormous armed bands, made their
appearance in the country, the Gellahbas received them
with open arms; and the Nubians, in order to provide for
the storing of their ivory and ammunition, forthwith combined their Seribas with the Dehms already established, so
that in the course of time these places assumed the appearance of the market towns of the Soudan. The Gellahbas by
remaining in their old quarters reaped a twofold advantage:
in the first place, the large contingents of armed men that
* Ferteet is the term by which the Foorians and Baggara distinguisb thic
In a wider sense the term is
Kredy tribes as a nation from the Niam-niam
applied to all the heathen nations to the south of Darfoor. In the Soudan the
guinea-worna is also called Ferteet, probably because the heathen negroes are
especially liable to its attacks.
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were now introduced into the country relieved them frorn
the necessity of maintaining troops of their own ; and,
secondly, they were exonerated from the heavy imposts that
they had been compelled to pay to the native Kredy chieftains, as these were very speedily reduced by the Nubians to
the subordinate position of mere sheikhs or local overseers of
the natives. In the course of my tour through llar Ferteet
I became acquainted with five of these towns, which represented so many centres of the slave-trade in this part of the
country.
But although the various Khartoom companies who had
thus taken up their quarters in the Dehms sent out expeditions every year to the remotest of the Kredy tribes in the
west, and even penetrated beyond them to the Niarn-niarn
in the south-west, it did not take them very long to discover
that the annual produce of ivory was altogether inadequate
to defray the expenses of equipping and maintaining their
armed force. Finding, however, that the region offered
every facility for the sale of slaves, they began gradually to
introduce this unrighteous traffic into their commercial
dealings, until at length it became, if not absolutely the
prime, certainly one of the leading objects of their expedi- tions ; thus the people whom the professional Gellahbas had
at first hailed as friends grew up, ere long, to be their most
formidable rivals. For example, Seebehr Rahama himself,
who had to maintain a fighting force of a thousand men on
his territories, had, as the result of his ivory expedition in
the previous year, gained no more than 300 loads or 120 cwt.,
a quantity which realised but little over 2300/. at Khartoorn ;
but at the same time he sent probably as many as 1800
slaves direct to Kordofan, there to be disposed of on his own
account.
Ethnographically considered, Dar Ferteet presented a
Perhaps nowhere else, in an area so
wondrous medley.
limited, could there be found such a conglomeration of the
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representatives of different races as upon the cultivated
traets iii the environs of the Dehms : they were evidently
the miserable remnants of an unceasing work of destruction.
As we have already observed, the neighbours of the Bongo
upon the west were the Golo and the Sehre, who combine
together and have their homes in common. Beyond them,
still farther to the west, are the Kredy. These Kredy do
not seem to be limited to any particular distriet, but like
blades of any one particular species of grass, crop up every
now and then, quite at haphazard, as it were, amongst the
other species in detaehed groups. The tribes which predominate, or at any rate those which I had the most frequent
opportunities of observing, were the Nduggo, who were settled
around Seebehr's Dehm ; the Bia, who were settled all about
Dehm Gudyoo ; and the Yongbongo, who occupied the region
between the two.
Of all the people of the Bahr-el-Ghazal district with whom
I made acquaintanee, the Kredy, I think, were the ugliest ;
and whether it was in consequence of their longer period of
subjection, or that they were depressed by their straitened
eiremnstances, I cannot say, but certainly they were, to my
mind, very inferior in intelligence to the Golo, the Sehre,
and the Bongo. In form the Kredy are thick and unwieldy,
and entirely wanting in that symmetry of limb which we
admire in the slim figures of those who inhabit the swampv
depressions of the Gazelle ; but although their limbs are
stmng and compact, they must not be supposed to be like
the museular and well-developed limbs of Europeans. They are like the true Niam-niam in being below an average
height, and resemble them more partieularly in the broad
brachyeephalie form of their skulls ; there is, however, a very
marked difference between the two races in the growth of
the hair and in the shape of the eyes. Their lips are thicker
and more protruding and their mouths wider than those of
any other negroes that I saw throughout the whole of my
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travels. Their upper incisor teeth were either filed to a point
or cut away, so as to leave intervening gaps between tooth
and tooth ; in the lower jaw there is no mutilation, and the
teeth being left intact may perhaps account for their language
being more articulate than any other in this part of Africa,
although, at the same time, it bears but the slightest resemblance to any of them. Their cornplexion is coppery-red, the
same hue that is to be noticed among the fairer individuals
of the Bongo ; but, like the majority of the Niam-niam, they
are generally coated with such encrusted layers of dirt that
they appear several shades darker than they really are : as a
rule I should say that they are decidedly fairer than either
the Bongo or the Niam-niam.
The Kredy are bounded on the north by the Baggara-elHomr ; on the north-west, three and a half days' journey from
Dehm Nduggo, reside the tribe of the Manga, who are said
to be quite distinct from the Kredy; on the west, five or six
days' journey from Dehm Gudyoo, on the Upper Bahr-elArab, are the abodes 'of the Benda, whose land hos long been
known to the Foorians under the name of Dor Benda, and used
to be the limit of their venturesome slave-raids ; still farther
to the west are the settlements of the Aboo Dinga, who are
said to have no affinity either with the Kredy or Niam-niam.
The most important of the western Kredy tribes are the
Adya, Bia, and Mareh, and towards the south-west their
territory is approximate to the frontier wildernesses of Mofio,
the Niam-niam king. Finally, in the south, there is a
mingled population of Golo and Sehre, the Sehre decidedly
very much predominating in nurnbers.
Before I had learnt the true state of things with respect to
the caravan-roads that started from Dehm Nduggo, I had
indulged the hope of making my homeward journey by the
overland route through Kordofan : the prospect of extending
my geographical knowledge by traversing unknown lands
was very attractive and almost irresistible, but when the diffi-
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culties and drawbacks came to be reckoned up, I was compelled, however reluctantly, to relinquish a project so perilous
as marching across the steppes of the Baggara, and to reconcile myself to retrace my course by the more secure and
habitual highway of the Nile. I could willingly have born3
the exposure to fatigue, and it might be to hunger ; I could
have risked the peril of being attacked, and could have stood
my chanee of procuring the necessary provisions and means
of transport ; but the extreme uncertainty as to the length
of time whieh the slave-dealers' caravans would take upon
their northward return was of itself sufficient to deter me
from my scheme ; I aseertained that, whenever it suited
their interest, they would linger for weeks and weeks together
at various places on their way, and delays such as this were
altogether ineonsistent with my present purpose and convenienee.
In the meantime I found a very desirable opportunity
of forwarding my long-written letters to Khartoom : the
Turkish commander was about to rernit his own despatches
by a caravan, and he undertook to enclose my correspondence
with his own. As a security against any injury that might
happen to the mail-bag from the caravan being attacked by
the marauding soldiers of the Sultan Hussein, Ahmed Aga
had provided an ordinary Arab travelling chest with a
donble bottom as a hiding-place for all the papers. The chest
was confided to a trustworthy Faki, who happily reached the
Egyptian frontier without molestation.
Taking seven leagues as an average day's march, the
journey from Dehm Nduggo to Aboo Harras on the southern
frontier of Kordofan is estimated to take thirty days. This
staternent was confirmed by various independent testimonies,
and I found moreover that it corresponded with the distance
of the two places as indicated by my map, a distance which,
according to the position that I assigned to Dehm Nduggo,
would be a trifle under 380 miles. The route first of all
2 B
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leads in a N.N.E. direction to Seebehr's most northerly Seriba ,
Serraggo, a distance which it takes three days to accomplish.
Another day's march and the traveller reaches Dalgowna, a
depôt much frequented by the slave-dealers and situated on
the isolated mountain of the same name as itself, from which
there is said to be an extensive view across the northem
steppes.
The Beery flows quite elose to this Cebel
Dalgowna, on its way to join the Bahr-el-Arab farther to the
north-east. Three days' journey more and the Bahr-el-Arab
is attained, just at a spot where it marks off the frontiers of
the Baggara-el-Homr.
On account of the so-called Bedonins
(known as " Arabs " in the comrnon parlance of the Soudan)
residing upon its banks, the river has received, from the
traders of Kordofan and Darfoor, the designations both of the
Bahr-el-Arab and 'the Bahr-el-Homr ; that these two appellations belong to different rivers is quite a fallacv, and the
mistake, which has found its way into many maps, very
probably originated in travellers sometimes calling the river
by one name and sometimes by the other. There is really
but the one river. After another three days' march Shekka
is reached, the great rendezvous in the territory of the
Baggara-Rizegat.
It may thus be seen that the journey
from Dehm Nduggo to Shekka may be accomplished in ten
or twelve days, according to the length of the day's
marching.
According to the statements that I gathered and have
now recorded, Shekka, I should suppose, corresponds with a
position described by Eseayrac de Lauture in his valuable
accounts of these regions, and which he distinguishes by the
name of Sook-Deleyba (i.e., the market near the Deleb palms).
Shekka, in fact, appears to be an important market-place and
rendezvous for the itinerant slave-dealers, as well as for the
Baggara Bedouins, many of whom have permanent homes
there ; it is the site also of the residence of Munzel, the
Sheikh of the Rizegat. But it is most notorious of all as
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being the prineipal resort of all the great Kordofan slavetraders : being beyond the jurisdietion of Egypt and its
arbitrary officials, who are in the habit of extorting a specific
sum per head for hush-money on every slave that is conveye4
into the country, it is a spot that enables them to transact
their nefarious business free from the burdensome imposts, and
to transmit their living merchandise in whatever direetion
may suit them, all over the pmvinces of the Soudan.
The journey from Shekka to Aboo Harras, I was given to
understand, would require eighteen days, and even with very
long days' marehing could not be accomplished in less than
fifteen days. All my informants agreed most positively in
asserting that there were no streams of auy magnitude to be
erossed, and that even in the height of the rainy season there
were no brooks nor swamps to offer any serious obstacle to
travellers, There was, however, no time of the year, not
even in the middle of winter, when the Bahr-el-Arab could
be erossed by any other means than swimming, or by rafts
constructed of grass.
The earavan-roads from Dehm Nduggo to Darfoor were
closed at the time of my visit. They nearly all started in a
N.N.W. direction. Almost immediately after leaving the
Seriba, the traveller would have to cross the Beery, and
proceed for three or four leagues until he arrived at the
subsidiary Seriba Deleyb; another day's march to the northwest would bring him to one of the minor Seribas, of which
the controller's name was Soliman ; and two days more
would find him at a Seriba on the Gebel INIangyat, as the
natives call that distriet.
The notorious copper-mines
Hofrat-el-Nahahs* are said to be situated six days' journey
* There is much uneeriainty about tho exact geographical position of these
farnous mines. The accounts differ widely, so that I cau only approxirnately
determine the preeise situation. According to brown, Hofrat is twenty-three
and a half days' journey from Kobbeh, the eapital of Darfoor, whilst accordi] Ig
to Barth it is on.ty eight good days' march from Tendelti, which is a day's
B 2
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to the south of this region of the Manga, and to lie on the
southern frontier of Darfoor. The copper is brought into the
market either in the shape of clumsily-formed rings, full of
angles, varying in weight from five pounds to fifty, or in long
oval cakes of very imperfect casting. The priee tbat I bad
to pay for the hundred rottoli (about 80 lbs.) that I obtained
from Seebehr was 1500 piastres, or 75 Maria Theresa dollars,
which would be represented by about £15 of English money.
Seebehr had a Seriba on the frontiers of Darfoor that was
in constant intercourse with this important place, and
through his interest I obtained a sample of the ore of these
far-famed mines. It weighed about five pounds. One half
of it I handed to the Khedive of Egypt at an audience with
which he honoured me ; the other half I deposited in the
Mineralogical Museum at Berlin. The specimen consisted of
copper-pyrite and quartz, with an earthy touch of malachite,
commonly called green carbonite of copper, but containing a
very small quantity of the real metal.
No systematic mining seems to be carried on in the
"Hofrat-el-Nahahs," and the man who brought me the sample
carefully concealed in his clothes, informed me that the ore
was found lying like loose rubble in the dry bed of a khor.
It may be presumed that by boring galleries, or even by
hewing out quarries, a large supply of the metal might be
obtained without any vast expenditure of time or money, for
even in the present condition of things, while the solid rock
still remains intact, the yield of copper for years past has
been very considerable. The Foorian copper even now takes
a prominent part in the commerce of the entire Soudan ; it
is conveyed across Wadai to Kano in Haussa, and, according
to Barth, it holds its own in the market even against that
imported from Tripoli.
journey from Kobbeh. I should imagine that it probably lies a little to the
west of the position that I have assigned it in my rnap: of one thing I am
certain—it 1Ms to the west of the roads to Darfoor.

(
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Under wood of Cycadem. Peculiar mills of the Kredy. Wanderings in the
wilderness.
Crossing the Beery.
Inhospitable reception at Mangoor.
Numerons brooks. Huge emporium of slave-trade.
Highest point of
my travels.
Western Ijinil.
Gallery-woods near Dehm Gudyoo. Scorbutic attack. Dreams and their fulfilment.
Courtesy of Yumma. Remnants of ancient mountain ridges. TJpper course of the Pongo. Information 0.)out the far west. Great river of Dar Aboo Dinga. Barth's investigations.
Primogeniture
of the Bahr-el-Arab.
First giving of the
weather.
Elephant-hunters
from Darfoor.
The Sehre.
Wild gamo
around Dehm Adlan. Cultivated plants of the Sehre.
Magic tuber.
Deficieney of water. A night without a roof. Irrepressible good spirits
of the Sehre. Lower level of the land.
A miniature mountain-range.
Norway-rats.
Gigantic fig-tree iii Moody. The " evil eye." Little steppeburning.
Return to Khalll's quarters.

As time elapsed, and I considered the life that I was
leading, I could not help thinking that there was something
in the lines of the Russian poet that was not altogether
inappropriate to myself.:—
" Two

years had passed ; the gypsies still
Their frank and lawless lives fulfil ;
From heath to heath they push, nor stay,
But find new guarters every day,
AP heed for culture east away :
And Aleek of their guild is free,
Nor kith nor hin remain his joy,
New pastimes every hour employ,
For gypsy, heart and soul, is he! "*

It was on the 22nd of January that I prepared to resume
my wanderings. In the evening I took my leave of Sheikh
* Zwei Jahre schwanden, immer wandern
Noch die Zigeuner friedlich fort
Von einer Steppe zu der andern
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Seebehr, and attended by six bearers, with which he had
provided me, I departed from the Seriba.
3Iy first destination was the settlement of one of the
eompanies associated with Kurshook Ali, which was situated
on the Beery, about twenty miles from Dehm Nduggo.
The route for the most part was in a south-westerly direction,
over elevated ground that was channeled by no less than ten
running streams and khor beds, and along country that was
splendidly adorned with goodly forests. The defiles extended
trom the south-east to the north-west, aud stretched awav
towards the valley of the Beery, which ran parallel to our
course at a few miles' distance to the right.
The first irregularity in the soil whieh crossed our way
consisted of a deep river-course, which was now quite dry and
shaded over by thick foliage ; the second was made by the
stream of the Uyeely, which, flowing out from a narrow
streak of thicket that corresponded very much in its vegetation with the galleries of the Niam-niam, with deliberate
current passed onwards to the west. 111idwaybetween the
Uyeely and the next stream, called the Uyissobba (the native
word for " a buffalo "), which consisted of a series of pools
that ranged themselves in a continuous series along an
open swamp-steppe, there stood a grove of tall trees. I was
much surprised to find the frequent occurrenee of the same
species of Cycadea which I had observed in the Niam-niam
lands, but which here, through the absence of any underwood,
made a majestic upward growth, and expanded their noble
tans at the summit of a stately stern.

Und finden gastlieh jeden Ort ;
Der jeden Bildungszwang veraentet,
Aleko ist so frei wie sie.
Nield die Familie, wie sie waren,
Nichts weiss er mehr von frühern Jahren,
(-anz zum Zigeuner ward er sehon.
(German translalion fro)a
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The Kredy Nduggo eall the encephalartus " kotto," and
m v attendants acquainted mc with the fact that they could
manufacture a sort of beer out of the central portion of the
stem, which was marrowy and full of meal. Some of the
specirnens that I saw had great cylindrical stems two feet
high, a contrast very decided to those that I had previously
seen, which were all quite low upon the ground. The male
flowering heads were often as many as eight or ten upon a
single stem. In the shadowy liglit admitted by the tall
flumboldtia; that towered above, their stiff erowns had all
the appearance of being alien to the seene and a decoration
imported from some foreign soil.
After eroSsing a rippling brook we eame to a village
belonging to the Kredy chief, Ganyong, on Seebehr's territory.
The fishing-nets, forty feet long and eight feet broad, with
their great meshes and floating rims made of the stalks of
the borassus, bore ample testimony, as they hung outside

Kredy hut.

the huts, to the productiveness of the Beery. Nets so large
as these I had never seen in the country, except among the
tribes that people the banks of the Dyoor.
The style of building amongst the Kredy appeared to me
extremely slovenly and inartistie. Most of the huts were
entirely wanting in substructure, and consisted merely of a
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conical roof of grass raised upon a framework of hoops.
They recalled to my mind the huts of the Kaffirs. Ganyong
had some corn-magazines of a very remarkable construction.
They were made very much upon the principle of the
" gollotoh " of the Bongo, having a kind of basket supported
on posts and covered with a large conical
; but underneath the main receptaele and between the posts there was a
space left large enough for four female slaves to do all the
necessary work for converting the corn into meal. A deep
treneh was cut, and, being firrnly cemented over with clay,
formed a common reservoir into which the corn fell after it
had passed from the murhagas or grindstones. The stones

Interior of Kredy hut.

were arranged so as to form a cross. The women who were
employed sang merrily as they worked, and in the course of
a day the quantity of corn they ground was very considerable.
At the next hollow, which appeared to have been a marsh
that was now dry, was a kind of defile rather thickly sprinkled
over with huts, where we found the native women busily
engaged in gathering the Lophira-nuts that they call " kozo,"
and use for making oil. The succeeding brook was named
the Uyuttoo, and was lined on either side by avenues of
trees ; it was not much more than a trench, but it was full
of water. Farther on, right in the heart of the wood, we
made a passage over a khor, and having for a while mistaken
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our way, we made a halt at a rivulet that was but eight feet
wide, but abundantly supplied with running water. It was
alreadY quite dusk, and we were obliged to abandon all hope
of getting as far as the Seriba that day. I sent my bearers,
therefore, to make the best investigation they coukl of the
surrounding country, and to find out some settlement where
we could encamp for the night, as it appeared to be quite
impossible for us to bivouac with any degree of comfort in
the midst of the still vigorous growth of grass. During the
Khareef these thickets must be absolutely impenetrable.
Just in time a village belonging to Kurshook Ali was
discovered, and, after making a circuitous route to the southeast, we fixed upon a convenient resting-place for the night.
Next morning we proceeded down to the river over very
irregular ground, up hill and down hill and repeatedly
broken by deep fissures. The dimensions of the Beery in
this district were anything but important : it flowed towards
the west, making a good many bends and curves, and after a
while turning short off to the north. At this date it extended
over about two-thirds of the width of its channel, the depth
of the stream varying from one to two feet, and the water
flowing at the rate of about one hundred feet a minute. The
banks were about eight feet high, and were crowned on either
hand by trees that, rising some fifty feet, threw out their
boughs and overhung the stream to a considerable distance
with a leafy canopy. I found a place in the most shadowed
portion of the wood where the river had formed a deep
basin, and I took a bath, which I found something more
than refreshing, and with the temperature at 68° Fahr.
I was obliged to take a good run to get warm again.
A mile to the south of the river there was an extensive
tract of land covered by farrosteads, merely separated from
each other by hedges, and inhabited prineipally by some
Gellahbas who had settled there and by some of the black
soldiers. Just beyond these, in a deep depression, the
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rivulet of the Hende made its way towards the north-west.
Facing the settlement and towards the south, the valley
sank very low, whilst towards the west and south-west, the
country rose considerably in prominent wall-like ridges.
The controller of the place was named Mangoor, but he
was unwell and out of temper, and consequently had no
hospitality to show me, and allowed me aud my people to
start next day with empty stomachs and without any contribution of supplies. Nor was much to be got out of the
native local overseer, Gassigombo, who had the supervision of
sueh of the Kredy tribe of the Jonolion,ro who had settled
there ; the country was so impoverished that he had neither
goats nor poultry to part with. An Egyptian, who was the
representative of the sick controller, was really the person
which was by far
responsible for this ungraciousreception,
the worst of all that I ever experienced at any of the KharBetween Nubians and Egyptians
toomers' settlements.
there goes on a continual jarring, and their mutual animosity
is extremely bitter. The Nubians eall the genuine Egyptians
by the name of " Wollad-er-Reef," the designation being
given to them in distinction to the other residents on the
Nile, although its real meaning is simply a Nile-dweller
in fact, is the name of the Nile throughout
the word "
its course in Egypt.
The icy stolidness of my angry servants and the erabby
reSentment of the Egyptian, whom they had somehow
managed to offend, gave me a vast fund of amusement in
spite of my melancholy plight. On the following morning I
found myself thoroughly unwell, and so weak that I hardly
knew how I should hold out during the next stage of our
progress to the next Dehm. I had now double cause to
regret the loss of all my stock of tea, for although I tried to
compensate for the want of it by taking an extra quantity of
eoffee, it did me but little good, and was comparatively
useless in bracing up my nervous system. I made it, how-
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ever, as strong as I could, and took it with me to sustain my
flagging energies and keep up my elasticity as I went along.
The Dehm Gudyoo, to which I was directing my steps,
was about twenty-two miles distant, and was one of the chief
establishments of the slave-traders who had settled in the
eountry. There were no less than ten brooks to be crossed,
of some of whiell the channels were partially dried up every
one of them without exception flowed from west to east
towards the I3eery, which lay from this point onwards
upou our left hand, apparently following a southerly direction. The altitude above the sea, which hitherto upon the
ronte from Dehm Nduggo had been tolerably uniform,
began to increase considerably. The region was less thickly
covered with trees, .but light brushwood took their place,
whilst the monotony of the steppes was broken by dwindling
watercourses. These seemed to flow from north to south,
and were described to me under the following names : the
first was the Rende, and had a tolerably strong current ; the
next was the Buloo, flowing along in a deep rift between
walls of red rock ; then came the Zembey, a mere meadowbrook ; to this succeeded the Kungbai, flowing in its channel
along the open steppe ; next in order was the Ramadda, a
swamp-khor, that had but little current, on the banks of
which a number of little springs were constantly yielding
their fresh supply.
After this, the way began to ascend, blocks of hornblend
and schist occurring every now and then to vary the uniformity of the general configuration of the soil. As we
again descended we came to another series of brooks. The
first was named the Biduleh, and ran rapidly along, its
banks being clearly indicated by rows of Raphia-palms ; the
next was of similar character, called the G-atwee, its borders
again lined by the Raphia : then came the Gobo, a much
smaller stream that murmured along its red granite channel ;
and then the K additch, shut in by a kind of gallery vegeta-
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tion. The last of the series, by which we passed the night,
was a strearn fifteen feet wide with a rapid current, the
water of which was up to our knees ; it was the G-resse, a
feeder of the Beery, and here it had an aspect that very
much resembled the Beery as we observed it at the unfriendly Dehm. It was now full 30 feet wide, and made its
way amongst blocks and over flats of gneiss between lofty
banks that slauted down abruptly to the stream.
The
declivity, arnidst the openings of the thickets, revealed the
red rock of the swamp-ore in many places, whilst down
below, the flats of the gneiss were everywhere apparent.
From the Gresse we had still eight miles to march along
very rising ground before we reached Delim Gudyoo. As
well as being one of the oldest halting-places of the slavedealers of Dar Ferteet, and in number of huts quite equal to
Dehm Nduggo, this town contained a Seriba of Agand's
company, and served as the headquarters of a division of
Khartoom soldiers, who made annual expeditions to the
territory of the Niam-niam king lVlofio,in the west. Gudyoo
himself, formerly a Kredy chief and a great patron of the
slave-dealers, had now settled down to the east on the banks
of the Beery as an ordinary sheikh of Agand's possessions.
Dehm Gudyoo formed the most westerly and, with the
exception of Mount Baginze, the highest point that I visited
in all my travels in Central Africa. The altitude of the
Dehm was about 2775 feet, and not much less than 500 feet
higher than Dehm Nduggo. From varions indications in
the character of the soil I seemed to have no alternative
than to conclude that these elevations continue to rise still
more decidedly beyond Dehm Gudyoo, and tbat most
probably a considerable watershed would be found in the
region in that direction.
The character of the vegetation reminded me in more than
one respect of the flora of the Niam-niam lands. Dehm
Gudyoo stretches itself out on the northern declivity of a
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valley, and consists of huts and farmsteads, which, rising one
above another in a kind of amphitheatre, gave an imposing
aspect to the scene. Probably the number of huts exceeded
2000. Prom a spring close to the lowest tier of houses
issued a considerable brook, named the Kobbokoio, which was
shadowed over with tall trees and thick bushwood that gave
the borders very rnuch the appearance of the Niam-niam
galleries. In the farther environs of this Dehm there were
a good many instances of plants that were very nearly allied
to those of the Niam-niam, and the dualism which characterised the vegetation was very marked, and ever and again
recalled what I had observed before. On the higher parts of
the hill-slopes I found the Albizzia anthelmintica in considerable quantities, the bark of which is the most effectual
remedy that the Abyssinians are acquainted with for the
tape worm.
Although I had eause to congratulate myself upon the
hospitable reception that I found at Agand's Seriba, and
appreciated the hospitality that was extended to me, my
condition altogetber was so wretched that I might almost as
well have been left in the wilderness. A kind of scorbutic
affection, that had for some little time been lurking in my
system, probably in consequence of my having been deprived
for so many months of proper vegetable diet, now broke out
with some yiolence, my gums becoming so sore and the
whole inside of my mouth so inflamed that I could not take
anything but water without experiencing the greatest pain.
The restricted supply of provisions in the place naturally
aggravated my condition. As it happily fell out, Faki
Ismael, the superintendent of the establishment, made me a
present of some sweet potatoes, which he had just received
from Dar Benda : at this season they were very scarce, but
they were very acceptable, and were the only food of which
I could venture to partake. In spite of my ailments, however,
I did not suffer my three days' residence in Dehm Gudyoo
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to pass away without employing them as profitably as 1
could : I made a collection of words in the Kredy dialeet,
and careffilly inspected all the most interesting plants in the
district.
Large quantities of the Ashantee pepper are found on the
Kobbokoio, and just at this season the stems of the trees were
so beautifully decorated with its red clusters that thev
gleamed from amongst the thickets almost as brightly as
a flarne of fire. The Kredy might in this place alone, without any difficulty, gather hundredweights of this pepper,
amongst them bears the name of Dehre. The Nubians who
had taken up their quarters here had not the least idea of
the useful properties of the plant, and it had never occurred
to them that the red berries, after they were dried, would
become black pepper-corns. My diselosure seemed to give
them the greatest delight, and without delay they set to
work to gather the pepper, which they designed to be sent
off to Khartoom, a novelty in the way of their commerce.
In the bank-woods I found some muscat-nuts which, in the
previous year, I had not found on the Assika until the month
of March. The straight growth of its stout stem never failed
to attract attention.
At Dehm Gudyoo I learnt a great many details about the
aspect of the land still farther west that had been traversed
by the various companies of Agand, Bizelly, Idrees Wod
Defter, and Seebehr Adlan. When we took our departure I
found that our road had a decline. In order to reach the
Bongo territory again I proposed to proceed in a kind of are
towards the south-east down to the Dehm Bekeer, where the
extensive establishments of the Gellahbas, stretching away
for miles, were collected, and. where Kurshook Ali was in
possession of one of the most important strongholds which he
had inherited from his father-in-law. In a straight line the
distance between Dehm Gudyoo and Dehm Bekeer would
not exceed five-and-thirty miles, but our deviations were so
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frequent and so long that it took us two days of exceedingly
hard marching to reach our destination. The entire distriet,
a thoroughly unbroken wilderness, was the true source-land
of the Beery and the Kooroo, both of these rivers at the
points where we crossed them being in the incipient condition
of mere brooks ; nor did they seem to surpass the other
streamlets, thirteen in number, which we had to cross, in their
supply of water.
The universal direction which the streams took was from
south to north. Beekoning them in their order after leaving
Delun Gudyoo, the first was the Domwee, quite a little
ebaimel filled with a flowing eurrent after a considerable
rise in the land, we came to the Ghessy Beery (i.e., the Little
or Upper Beery), with its broad water almost stagnant and
shadowed over by an extensive gallery-wood ; then came a
dried-up channel at the bottom of a broad and outspread
valley, of which the western slopes were marked by crests of
hills some 400 or 500 feet in height ; to this succeeded an
uphill march, which led to a soil so elevated that it opened
an ample prospect into the far distant east, embracing at
least the chief landmarks for some eighty miles round ; next
sueeeeded a brook called the Yagpak, of which the waters,
still deep, were hemmed in by thick shrubberies ; next came
a little watercourse with languid stream ; and then a rivulet
twenty feet wide, full of water, and named the Gulanda,
where we spent the night, the direction of which was indicated
by the bushes on the bauks. The level of the soil was here
about, 400 feet lower than it had been at Dehm Gudyoo.
Farther on, close following upon each other, came two driedup khors ; after which the land once more began to rise again
in alternate flats of gneiss and lofty eminences of swamp-ore,
hills named Bakeffa and Yaffa lifting themselves up conspicuously on the east ; next we reached a small dried-up
course that intersected a valley made up of gneiss flats,
bounded on the west by the elevation of a hill, called the
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Fee-ee ; then, at about equal distances one from another,
were crossed four khors, now dry, that gave an undulated
character to the ground; proceeding onwards we came to the
half-dry, half-swampy depression known as the Ohro ; and
last of all we arrived at an inconsiderable water-channel of
which the stream was deep, but apparently stationary, and
was described by the Kredy as being the upper course of the
Kooroo, distinguished here by the name of the Mony.
The district over which we thus had travelled very much
resembled the northern regions of the Kredy lands in its
wooded eharacter and in the absence of meadow-lands and
steppes ; only it was utterly wanting in that distinctive
abundance of springs which is so marked in latitudes below
lat. SN.
The defleiency of water, in comparison to what we
had before experienced, made itself very obvious. The flora
offered some few novelties ; in particular I was surprised at
the cabbage-like Euphorbia (Tithmalus),
which, though
common in our zone, is quite a rarity in Tropical Africa.
In the dried-up watercourses I frequently saw one of the
rollentia which had hitherto been little known to me : this
was the reed-rat, called by the Foorians the " Far-el-boos."
I had the good fortune to bring down three of them, and,
after having been limited for three days to a diet of soaked
sweet potatoes, I very much appreciated a meal from their
delicate and tender flesh.
Never shall I forget the hospitable reception which Yumma,
Kurshook Ali's Vokeel, showed me at this Seriba, nor the circumstances under which it transpired. My gratitude was all
the more keen because the discourtesy and inhospitality which
I had experienced from Mangoor were still fresh upon my
memory. I was really worn-out by the fatigue of marehing,
and very much debilitated by my compulsory abstinence in
consequence of my scorbutic attack, when in the early
evening we reached the Dehm. We wandered about for a
considerable time amongst the scattered homesteads, and had
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some diffieulty in discovering the palings of the Seriba.
After we succeeded in getting inside, we found all the huts
perfectly quiet, and it appeared almost as if invisible hands
had prepared the coffee which was handed me as soon as I
had taken my seat upon the " angareb " in the reception-hall.
The ruler of the Seriba happened that evening to be absent
somewhere in the environs, and it was not known for certain
whether he would return that night. Feeling that it was
quite a matter of speculation what kind of entertainment
I should have on the following day, I threw myself down
without taking any supper, and composed myself for my
niglit's rest.
Whoever has wandered as a lonely traveller in the untrodden solitudes of a desert likes to tell his dreams: in them
the true situation of a man often mirrors itself ; for, unrestrained by any control of reason, images arise from the
obscurity of the post, so that, at times, it seems as if a painful
vividness was being stamped upon recollections, which, as
reproduced, are really very contradictory to the actual facts.
It happened to me very much in this way at Dehm Bekeer,
only I had the compensation that the visions that I saw were
not disproved, but confirmed, by my experience.
Weary and worn-out as I was, and no longer master of my
faculties, I seem very soon to have fallen asleep. Memory,
unshackled from the guardianship of reality, began to revel
in the ideal clelights of a material world. I fancied that I
was in a spacions tent that was glittering with the radiancy
of countless lamps, that the tables were groaning under the
most tempting viands, and thatyroops of servants in gorgeous
livery were in attendance upon the guests, to whom they
brouoht the mellowest and rarest of wines. And then it was
race-time at Cairo, and the entertainrnent was sumptuous
with all the splendour of the fairest imagery of The Arabian
Nights,' the host:no less than the Governor of Egypt himself.
And then I seemed all at once to wake, and was quite beVOL. II.
2 c
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wildered in trying to deeide whether I was in the smokeclonds that envelop the interior of an African grass-hut or
whether in truth I was reclining under the shelter of a royal
marquee. My frame of mind enbanced the force of my
faney : but soon the delusion took a more distinet phase, and
I seemed to divine that there was really about me a group of
well-dressed servants, and that whilst some were bringing in
various dishes and sparkling goblets which they placed beside
my lowly coueh, others were running about with tapers and
lamps, and others with embroidered napkins under their
arms were conveying the ehoicest dainties in lordly dishes or
offering lemonade and sherbet from the brightest erystal. I
rubbed my eyes. I took a draught of what was offered me.
I surveyed the seene deliberately, and came to the surprised
convietion that what I had been dreaming was a reality!
Yumma, the controller of the Seriba, bad returned home
late in tbe evening. No sooner was be informed of my
arrival than he had had all his retinue of cooks aroused
from their night's rest to give me an entertainment worthy
of his rank. He was more than half a Turk, and acquainted
farbeyond the other superintendents of the Seribas with the
elegancies and comforts of a Khartoomer's household. Everytbing he possessed in the way of valuable vases or tasteful
table ornaments was brought out and exhibited in my lamour.
He set before me bread of pure white flour, maccaroni, rice,
chickens served with tomatoes, and innumerable other delieacies which I could hardly have supposed had ever found
their way to this distant land. It was quite midnight before
the preparations for the impromptu banquet were complete,
and then, whether I wanted or not, I was bound to partake.
My tortures were the tortures of Tantalus ; however eagerly
I might covet the food, the inflammation in my gums put an
emphatic veto upon my enjoyment, and it was only with the
acutest suffering that I could get a morsel of meat or a drop
of fluid between my lips. As soon, however, as I was some-
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wbat better, the improved diet told favourably upon my constitu tion, and after a few days I was ready to start afresh upon
my travels with renovated energy and recruited strength.
The environs of the Dehm are inhabited partly by the
Golo and partly by the Sehre. Amongst the natives the
town itself is known by the name of Dehm Dooroo, called so
after a deceased chieftain of the Golo. The present native
overseer of the Golo population is called Mashi Doko. To
the south and south-west of the town, the ground gradually
rises, and in the main might be called hilly in all directions,
as right away to the horizon there are continued series of
hill-crests and ridges. Above the general undulation of the
land these rise high enough to form conspicuous landmarks,
and afford the wayfarer considerable assistance in the direction of his journey ; many of them present an appearance
that is quite analogous to that of the hill-caps which have
been mentioned as characteristie of southern Bongoland ;
generally they consist of bright masses of gneiss. The shape
of these hills is defined in the Arabie of the Soudan as
" Gala ;" the Bongo cafl it " Kilebee." They are quite
isolated, and are always rounded elevations of grey gneiss
projecting, sometimes like flat plateaux and sometimes like
raised eminences, from the swamp-ore around, and they give
the landscape the aspect so characteristie of Central Afriea.
They may readily be supposed to be associated in character
with those gneiss flats which are scattered all over the land
in every variety of shape and size, and any one must involuntarily become subject to the impression that they indicate a
spot where in bygone ages there were the summits of mountains
that have long since been worn down by the tooth of time,
and that these elevations were the ridges that bad separated
the channels of the very rivers that I had discovered, which
by various agencies, chemical and mechanical, were now conspiring to carry off the débris of the mountain mass and
convey it to the distant ocean. All along the way thero
2 c 2
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were the most striking evidences of how, in the operations of
nature, it had been brought about that every valley should
be exalted and every mountain and hill male low. The
problem over which antagonists may wrangle and refuse to
be reconeiled has been successfully solved by Nature, whose
function has ever been to establish a balance between opposites ever since the days of her own early youth, before as
yet a living creature existed to give animation to the seenes of
earth. As instances to illustrate the certainty of these earlier
chains of mountains, I may mention the following, which the
reader will easily trace upon the map : The Taya, between
the Beery and the Kooroo ; the Bakeffa, the Kosanga, and
the Ida, between the Kooroo and the Pongo ; and the Kokkuloo, the Yaffa, and the Atyumen, between the Pongo and
the Wow.
On leaving Debm Bekeer, a mile sonth from the Seriba,
we reached a small stream called the Ngudduroo, and on the
farther side of it, after traversing a lnlly tract for about two
miles, we came to another stream whieh in winter could only
boast of a very weak current, although even then the breadth
of its bed was fifteen feet, thoroughly covered with water.
The banks were about eight or ten feet in beight, and stood
out dry above the stream. Yumma, who accompanied me,
declared that it was the upper course of the river of Damoory
and Dembo, consequently that it was the Pongo, and he
affirmed that, in his frequent marches along its banks, he
had distinetly followed it right into that distriet. Both the
Golo and the Sehre throughout the environs called it the
Djee, and as I proceeded along my way I derived fresh confirmation for Yumma's statement about the river from the
circumstance that it is also ealled the Djee by those Sehre
who reside on the farther side, at Dehm Adlan. All along my
route back, moreover, towards the east, I did not come across
any river large or small which could possibly be identified
as the upper portion of what is the Pongo at Damoory.
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Some four or five leagues to the north-west of Delim
Bekeer there is stationed one of Kurshook Ali's subsidiary
Seribas. The natives of the distriet are Golo, and the Seriba
has been established upon the banks of the Hahoo, a little
stream that subsequently joins the Kooroo. Two leagues to
the south-west of the Dehru rises a hill, steep in every aspect,
it is designated the Kokkuloo, and commands a wide view of
the eountry around. I found a number of intelligent people
in this locaiity whose information about the neighbouring
Niarn-niam was of considerable service to me in aseertaining
various facts, and by comparing and combining their separate
aceounts I was able to gain a fairly accurate idea of tlie
country. The particulars that I gathered were for the most
part appertaining to the territories of the two Niam-niam
chieftains Mofio and Solongoh. Mofio's residence was described as being situated to the W.N.W. of our present
position, and that, in consequence of the number of streams
that had to be erossed and the deserts that had to be traversed, it could not be reached in less than twelve days, even
if the mareh were urged on with all possible speed, whilst
at an ordinary pace it would take fifteen days at least ; there
was, however, a way from Dehm Nduggo which was less
cireuitous, and did not offer the same diffieulties in furnishing the bearers vith supplies : this could be accomplished in
about eight days. The home of Solongoh, who was a son
of Bongohrongboh, was not distant more than a five days'
march to the S.S.E., and only separated from the domain of
Kurshook Ali in the lands of the Golo and Sehre by one
of the desolate frontier wildernesses. There was a third
independent Niam-niam chief, whose territory, however, was
of insignificant extent. He was ealled indifferently Yapaty
or Yaffaty, and was the son of Mofio's brother Zaboora : he
had his mbanga three" days' journey to the south-west of
Dehm Bekeer.
At the period of my visit Yumma was on terms of open
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enmity with Solongoh, his territory being constantly threatened by that powerful prince, whose sway extended as far
as the Bellandah, who are bordering upon the land of Aboo
Shatter. Just before this, in fact only a few days previonsly
to my arrival, Solongoh had been repulsed in an attack
which he had made, although he had summoned his full
force and had advanced within a couple of days' march of
Dehm Bekeer. As Yumma foresaw that 'another engagement was imminent, he would not permit me to remain any
longer in his Seriba, because he saw he could not be responsible for the issue, and it was in vain that I begged him not
to have any apprehension on my account. But the audacity
of the Niam-niam was so gross that it was intolerable, and
must be suppressed at all hazards. To such a pitch had this
shameless daring grown that even the arms of the soldiers had
been stolen by people sent by Solongoh into Dehm Bekeer
for the purpose. Under cover of night they had contrived
to get into the Seriba, and had managed to purloin several
guns whilst the unsuspecting owners were sound asleep.
1Vlyresearches in Dehm G-udyoo enabled me to gather
certain information which is of some consequence as affecting
the proper hydrographical delineation of the countries through
which I was travelling. Six days' journey south-west by west
from the spot at which we were sojourning stood a Seriba,
which was Idrees Wod Defter's principal repository of arms
and ammunition ; it was situated, as I was informed, upon
the banks of a river that flowed to the north-east, and afterwards joined another river that was so much larger that the
passage over it could at all seasons only be effected in boats.
To this river the Khartoomers give the name of Bahr Aboo
Dinga ; it is said to be about two and a half days' journey
beyond Dar Benda, where Idrees maintains another Seriba.
It is a river that is likewise well known to the company of
Seebehr Rahama, which makes a yearly visit to the conntry
that is inhabited by the Aboo Dinga, a distinct negro people,
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quite different alike to the Kredy and to the Niam-niam.
The direction of the stream Aboo Dinga was reported to be
E.N.E. or due east, and all the statements concurred in
making it identical with the Bahr-el-Arab, which intersects
the country of the Baggara-el-Homr.
No one seemed able to decide the question where the Bahr
Aboo Dinga came from. I suspect its source is somewhere
amongst the mountains of Runga, to the south of Wadai, a
spot of which various travellers have given suck reports as
they have been able to gather. Barth,* in the itinerary
which be gives of his eastward route from Massena in
Baghirmy to Runga, makes an entry which may contribute
something in the way f elucidating the question. He says
that he came " on the forty-second day (i.e. one day's journey
to the south of the residence of the prince of Runga) to Dar
Sheela,t a mountainous district with a river flowing to the
east, beyond which lies Dar Dinga." No one is more conscious than I am myself how little stress is to be laid upon
a mere resemblance in the sound of names. Hundreds of
times, and in every diversity of place, I have found that any
conjecture based upon the apparent similarity is utterly
worthless ; but in this case the resemblance was not a chance
coincidence, for the assigned bearings and distances (as
reckoned from the two starting-points of Barth and myself)
so thoroughly correspond as to suggest the sense of a
mutual agreement between the scenes that we explored;
it seems also very probable that Barth's river Kubanda is
identical with my river Welle.
Various reasons, into which it is unnecessary to enter with
more minuteness here, might be alleged to show that it is in
the highest degree probable tbat the river in question is
* Barth, vol. iii., p. 578.
t Some geographers fidi into error with respect to this place by making
Dar Sheeh identical with the well-known Dar Sileh or Dar Sikth, which is a
4lifferent negro Mohammedan country, many of the people of which I bave seen .
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likewise identical with a river which is affirmed by the two
entirely independent witnesses, Teïrna* and Fresnel,t to exist
in this district, and to which the name of Bahr-el-Ezuhm,
or Azzoum, is assigned.
Although these statements are only given in their main
and essential features, and not in detail, they will suffice to
cast some degree of clearness upon the souree of the Bahrel-Arab, that river which appears hitherto to have been very
much underrated in all the maps of the country. The evidence which demonstrates that the river is entitled to the
rank of primogeniture amongst all the tributaries of the
Gazelle system, has already been collected in a previous
page. We have only to take account of the extraordinary
length, as may be gathered from the foregoing data, to which
the Bahr-el-Arab extends, and we shall be at once bound to
concede that in all diseussions connected with that endless
question of the sources of the Nile, the Bahr-el-Arab takes
at least an equal rank with the Bahr-el-Gebel.
Leaving the Djee at some little distance to our right, we
continued our return journey to the Wow and the Dyoor,
starting in a N.N.E. direction, and persevering for twentyfive miles until we reached Dehm Adlan, just as it had been
described to me by the same reliable authorities to whom I
was indebted for such detailed particulars about the districts
of Mofio and Solongoh. Nearly throughout the march the
country was quite destitute of inhabitants, and we crossed
eleven little streams all running from west to east and fiowing into the Djee. We had first to cross a half-dry khor, surrounded on all sides by open steppes, and then proceeded to
the farms of the Sehre sheik, Bereeah, which were situated just
Vide De Cadalvene et de Breuvery L'Egypte, vol. ii p. 237, where the
Orientalist Krinig has given his interpretation of a map, which Tenna-Walad-el(Governor of Kordofan, ub ject to the control of Darfoor,
Sultan-Messabani
had himself projeeted.
t Fresnel pursued his rescarches in Djidda in the years 1848 and 1849.
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beyond a considerable brook, of which the water was nearly
at a standstill, and which bore the name of Langeh.
Our pathway now led us through bushwoods and over
soil that was generally rocky, till after accomplishing about
two leagues we came in sight of Bakeffa, a hill of which I
had previously taken the bearings ; it reared itself so much
above the fiat table-land that it could be seen from afar. All
ronnd the west, far as the horizon embraced the view, the
whole country was apparently one elevated plateau. For a
long time we had a river named the Gumende on our left,
and at intervals passed through the galleries of forest-wood
that enelosed its banks ; after a while we had to cross the
stream at a spot where it was thirty feet wide and ten feet
in depth. As surveyed from this place, the horizon upon
the north-east was shut out by the rising of some steepish
erromid. The next brook that we reached was named the
Nyusseta ; its water was nearly stationary, and beyond it
were still standing the dejected ruins of a previous Seriba of
Having traversed a rocky tract broken by repeated
bushwoods, we next arrived at the large brook Gopwee, of
which the channel was deep, but the waters nearly still, its
banks being shrouded with very thick foliage. Then we
reached the Dibanga, of which we found that the bed was
of considerable depth ; but at this season it was divided into
a number of separate pools. Farther on we passed a gallerybrook, in which the water had no movement, and finally we
came to a much larger stream, of which the surface of the
water was ten feet in breadth, the height of the woody
banks which shut in the channel varying from twenty-five
feet in some places to forty in others. Its name was the
Ndopah. The woods, which almost completely overshadowed
it, were composed in a large measure of great sterculire,
which the Niam-niam call kokkorukkoo, and to which I
have already called attention as being so conspicuous in the
gallery-forests of the south.
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Upon the banks of a little stream, by the sides of which
the trees were arranged as it were in avenues, and where a
kind of glen was formeci amongst them, we came to an
establishment of slave-dealers, who, in company with some
elephant-hunters from Darfoor, had taken up their quarters
at the place which the Khartoorners simply designate by the
name of Bet-el-Gellahba, or " the abode of the slave-dealers."
As we were unable to reach the Dehm to which our steps
were bent, we were compelled to take up our quarters here
for the night.
On the following morning, which was the 5th of February,
I was very much surprised at the singularly clouded aspect
of the sky. After a long interval the night had been warm,
the atmosphere being oppressively close, an indication that,
just as might be anticipated at the beginning of February,
a change of weather was impending, and there was about to
ensue a transition from the coolness of winter to the heat of
summer without any interruption in the dryness of the air.
Before we arrived at the Dehm of Seebehr Adlan, who
was a Seriba owner associated with Agand's company, we
had to journey over lands that were under vigorous cultivation and to pass by numerous farmsteads of the Sehre. On
our way it was necessary to cross two considerable brooks
that flowed in the hollow of some deep depressions, and were
closely shut in by lofty trees. Beyond the second of these,
which was called Ngokkoo, on the steep side of a valley
slope, lay the aforesaid Seriba, in the immediate environs
of which were clustered many groups of Gellahbas' farmsteads, numerous enough to constitute a Dehm, which, however, was far smaller than any that we had previously
visited. The resident dealers in slaves were partly Foorians
and partly Baggara, and had an interest in the ivory traffic
as well as in their living merchandise. They conducted
their business in the regular Bedouin fashion, with sword and
disposing of their spoil at the nearest Seribas, where
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their aetivity was much appreciated. The Baggara, who come
into the country in the train of the slave-dealers (whether for
the purpose of tending the oxen which are wanted as beasts
of burden or of superintending the transport of the slaves),
are all of the tribe of the Rizegat, the Homr being the most
irreconcilable enemies of all the Gellahbas, no matter whether
these come from Kordofan or Darfoor, or whether they be
natives of Khartoom or other Nubians.
At the distance of a mile from the Seriba, towards the
east, the Djee had already expanded into a river some forty
feet broad ; its bed was full of water, which, however, did not
exceed two feet in depth ; it flowed deliberately towards the
north, between lofty walls of swamp-ore and over moss-grown
elumps of gneiss that half obstructed its flow along its bed.
The embankments on either side seemed to be equally inelined to the base of the valley, which they overtopped by
an altitude of nearly 600 feet ; so prolonged was the depression, spreading outwards for several miles, that the aspect
of the locality was quite remarkable. The affluents of the
river joined the main-stream by gorges in the soil, which
sank perpendicularly to the bottom ; and the land had the
singular appearance of having been regularly parcelled out
into distinct allotments.
The contented little community of the Sehre had established itself in well-packed quarters, which were ranged for
some distance around the Seriba. The prospect all around
wasvery diversifled, the landscape presenting pleasing alternations of light and shade, the dense woods being relieved by the
reeurrenee of the culture-lands and homesteads of the natives.
In general appearance the Sehre may be said to bear a
striking resemblance to the Niam-niam, except that they
are not tattooed. Originally they were a tribe of slaves
subject to the Niam-niam chieftains, but recently they have
migrated farther north, very probably encouraged to that
movement by the depopulation of the land in consequenee
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of the large and perpetual eapture of the people for slaves.
However, many of the Sehre still remain subject to the
dominion of the Niam-niam prince, Solongoh. The prolonged intercourse that has existed between the two people
has done a great deal towards obliterating the nationality
and peculiar customs of the Sehre and to assimilate them
to the Niam-niam ; but to a large extent they retain their
own dialect, which, as might be expected, has inany points
of resemblance with the Zandey. Many of the Sehre are
quite accustomed to the Zandey tongue and speak it fluently.
The long hair is precisely like what is found among the
Niam-niam, and the mode of arranging it in tufts and twists
is identical. Their cornplexion is a clark chocolate colour.
The Sehre are a robust and well-built race, and in this
respect they more resemble the Golo and the Bongo. Their
ethnographical independence, however, does not admit of a
question. Their huts attest the interest which their owners
take in them, and the amount of care that is bestowed upon
the management of their households is larger than what is
anywhere to be observed amongst the Golo, not to mention
those of the poor degenerate Kredy. The peculiar huts
appropriated to boys, which I have mentioned as being
adopted by the Niam-niam and calleci " bamogee," are
found here, and are always built in a style that is most
But their most remarkable structures are
symmetrical.
their corn-bins, which are of a shape that I never saw elsewhere. They are made in the form of a drinking goblet,
and are nearly always artistically decorated with mouldings
and with a series of rings almost as perfect as though they
had been produced with the aid of a lathe. They are always
built on a pedestal, which must be climbed in order to push
aside the projecting
Among the Sehre I never saw either goats or dogs, and,
as far as I could judge, their residences had no other livestock about them but a few cocks and hens.
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There is nothing very retnarkable about the arms of the
Sehre ; their lances resemble those of the Bongo, and are
very rare and quaint-looking weapons. The bows and
arrows are considerably smaller than those of the Bongo,
the arrows in particular being of that short and stumpy make
that I had noticed amongst the Bellanda.
The women's attire consists of bunches of grass or leaves,
fastened to their girdle before and behind, and very like
what is worn by the Bongo ; it is also generally adopted
by the wornen of the Golo and Kredy. There is the same
partiality for inserting bits of straw in the sides of the
nostrils that is so common amongst the Bongo women, but
the example here is to a certain extent followecl even by the
men. Many of the women have the eircular plate let into
their upper lip like the Mittoo women. At the Dehm Adlan
I observed several women who had an appendage hanging
from the lower lip in the shape of a piece of lead several
inches long. The teeth, both of men and women, are left
unmutilated, the only disfigurement being that an artificial
separation is made between the two central incisors. According to the ordinary fashion of Central Africa, infants at
the breast are carried in a girth, similar to a saddle-girth,
worn over the shoulders just in the same way as amongst
the Monbuttoo women.
Hunting in the neighbouring wildernesses, which cannot
extend much less than twenty miles in every direction, and
which appear to be entirely void of inhabitants, must be a
very productive pursuit. In all my travels I never came
across such numerous and abundant hunting trophies as here
amongst the homesteads of the Sehre ; they were contrived
out of branehes of trees resting one against another and selfsupported like the guns of soldiers in camp, and were crowded
with the skulls and horns of animals that the natives had
secured. Hundreds of buffalo-horns, including a surprising
number of those of the females, were attached to the struc-
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tures which stood in front of well-nigh everylmt, and were as
numerous as though hunter vied with hunter in his separate
display. Every variety of horn was represented: intermingled with the buffalo-horns were those of the elandantelope, the water-bock, the hartebeest, and the bastardgemsbock, whilst skulls of wart-hogs, and occasionally even
skulls of lions, were not wanting to help adorn the trophy.
The proprietor of the Seriba happened to be absent on
an excursion to the western districts of the Niam-niarn, but
his Vokeel did his utmost to provide me with a hospitable
reception ; and taking into account the impoverishment of
the land and the general deficiency of provisions that prevailed, I am bound to award him my best thanks for his
courtesy and attention.
Beyond the Kooroo, and just half-way between Dehm
Adlan and llehm Gudyoo, there stands a hill of considerable
altitude, named Taya. The whole distance required two days'
bard marching to get over, the road being straight through
iminterrupted wilderness until it reached the farmsteads of
the Kredy sheikh, Gudyoo, on the banks of the Beery.
Shortly after midnight on the 8th of Febrnary there
eame on such a violent storm that I was aroused from my
sleep, although I was sheltered by one of the best protected
of the huts. A complete change of wind ensued, and for
the first time this season the south-west wind set in afresh
and for some time maintained its position for the greater
part of the day. The nights in consequence became so
much warmer that any covering for the bed could easily
be dispensed with. We tarried here three days, and then
started for another three days' march on our return to
Bongoland, over a country all but destitute of water, for
the Pongo may be described as a river that separates a
district full of springs from one that is just as barren of
them, although the change in the level of the country comes
on so gradually that it can hardly be said to be observable.
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In the eourse of our journey we had to cross the three running brooks known as the Ngokurah, the Simmere, and
Ngonguli, and to pass by several villages of the Sehre, of
the sheikhs were respectively called Kombo, Villeke,
Ullielt
Badja, and Barraga. The last huts and the last water were
left behind about four miles after quitting the Pongo, and
henceforth water for drinking had to be sought for with considerable trouble, as all the pools and marshes that supplied
any were only to be found scattered at wide intervals one
from anotlier.
We spent our first night elose to the farms of Barraga,
a spot which seemed especially remarkable for the clusters
of trophies, all covered with the skulls of baboons. Everywhere there seemed to be an extensive cultivation of cassava,
a product of the soil that seems hardly known at all to the
fiongo. Many things that I saw in their cultivation bore
evidence to their comparatively recent migration from the
country of the Niam-niam. Sweet-potatoes were as common
as eassava, and in addition to this were the ricinus, the
edible solanum of the Niam-niam, here called " dyooyo,"
and the horse-bean (Canavalia), which here bears the name
of " nzerahno." I also found a very peculiar creeper, with a

"Karra,"

the magic tuber.

double horny or finger-shaped tuber attached to the axils of
the leaves, like the edible helmia, to which genus of plants
it doubtless belongs. It is transplanted by the natives from
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the woods and trained in the neighbourhood or the huts,
and is known under the name of " karra." I had already
noticed this plant in the Kredy villages on the Beery,
where I was told that the tubers were very much used as a
purgative medieine ; but amongst the Niam-niam, who likewise occasionally cultivate it, I heard a different account.
There it was said that the tubers are looked upon as a sort
of charm, and it is believed that a good show of them upon
the leaves is an infallible prediction of a prolifie hunting
season. It was, moreover, affirmed that if a huntsman wants
to render his bow unerring in its capabilities, he has only to
hold it in his hand while be " slaughters " one of the tubers
over it, that is, takes a knife and cuts off the end and chops
it in pieces.
The first tract that we passed in our still eastward return
route was a uniformly thick wood, without any declivity at
all in the ground, or anything to indicate that it was ever
broken by a watercourse or standing pool of rain. About
midday we made a halt at a marshy brook named Kanda
now dry, and set to work to explore the neighbourhood in
the hopes of discovering some water, for, after a march of
eleven miles in the heat, we began to be suffering from
thirst. After a long search my people succeeded in meeting
with a puddly slough, from which the dirty superficies had
to be earefully removed in order to get at a little clear
water. It was a disgusting swamp, the haunt of buffaloes
and wild boars, full of excrements and reeking with filtb, a
compound of mould and ammonia. It was not until it had
been strained through handkerchiefs and well-boiled that
the water was purified of its odious smell.Only
three miles
farther on we had the good luck to find the watercourse of
the Telle, overshadowed by thick foliage and running in a
tolerably bright stream : a sufficient inducement to make
the spot our resting-place for the night.
On the third day of our rnarch we again passed several
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dry Idiors that had little pools of water in them, but very
inadequate to our needs. In one of these there was lurking
a herd of hartebeests, which by the greyish fawn-colour of
their winter coats had quite an exceptional appearance.
Hundreds of maraboo-storks were congregated around a
marshy pond, where they were fishing for snails and worms.
At dinner we were again obliged to put up with the most
abominable and revolting of water ; our stock of provisions
was miserably short, and ahhough I had knocked over a
few guinea-fowl, I had neither water in which to boil them,
nor grease in which to fry them. In the afternoon we were
startled by a storm, which, coming up from the north-east,
rolled away towards the south. Wo eudeavoured to get
shelter in the wood beneath the thick foliage of the numerous
great Lophira-trees, but it was all in vain ; for, after having
waited till daylight was waning, we were obliged to proceed iu the darkness, and, thoroughly drenched to the skin,
marched for a couple of hours till we came to the banks of a
rivulet, where we were again overtaken by the rain.
A tedious, trying night, spent without a roof over my
head, seemed to fill up the cup of bitterness which I was
destined to drink upou this tour of privation. In the darkness no grass could be discovered, and on account of the
dampuess of the atmosphere no fire could be kindled, so
that it was entirely without protection from the wet and cold
that I had wearily to await the following morning, when,
half-perished by exposure, iii spite of the continued storm,
I resumed my way, now become more arduous than ever,
because, as a result of the rain, it had become exceedingly
slippery. The rain of this night had been quite an exception, and was very transient ; it passed away, and the prevalence of the north wind, during the last three days overpowered by a current from the south-west, was for a time
restored.
Never do I recollect having seen a more cheerful
VOL. ii.
2
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people than the Sehre, if I may judge them by those who
acted as my bearers. No mischance, no fatigue, no hunger
nor thirst, seemed ever to take the smallest cffect upon the
happy temperament of these poor negroes. As soon as we
halted they began their jokes and pranks. There was not a
woe-begone countenance to be seen ; groans and sighs were
utterly alien to their disposition, and no sconer was their
work over, toilsome as it was, than they began to play, like a
lot of lioys fresh ont of school. Sometimes one would pretend to be a wild animal, and was chased by the others ; or
sometimes they would contrive and carry ont some practical
joke. Nothing seemed to entertain them more than to act
the part of a great clumsy tortoise, and to waddle about on
all-fours, accompanying their movements by all kinds of
grunting and claeking noises. And all this jocoseness went
on while their stomachs were empty. " If we are hungry,"
they would say, " we sing, and forget it."
We proceeded thirteen miles still eastward from the Telle
and then the wooded country, which had continued in an
unbroken succession of thick trees of every variety all the
way from the Pongo, came to an end. It was sueceeded by
extensive steppes and marshy lowlands, which every here
The
and there was relieved by clusters of Terminaliæ.
lowland was bounded towards the east by a range of hills,
the base of which we reached about four miles farther on.
The direction of the elevated land lay from the south-east
to the north-west.
Deviating now from the east a little more to the north,
our route condueted us towards Ngulfala, a Seriba in Bongoland, about fourteen miles away. We had to make our way
through a complicated system of rounded caps of gneiss,
and to wind round flat-topped hills that gave the distriet
the aspeet of being a miniature mountain-chain, the sourceland probably of the Ghetty and the watershed between
that stream and the Pongo. The rise in the ground was
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very obvious. The bighest of the rounded eminences, named
Atyumm, was about 200 feet above our path, and at least
500 feet above the adjacent steppe below ; it bad a semispherical form, very like that of Gumango, near Bendo's
village, in the Niam-niam country.
Before reaching Ngulfala we had to cross the Ghetty,
here a meagre stream, corresponding to the absorbing nature
of the soil through whieh' it flows. The distanee between
the spot and where we had crossed it at Bizelly's Seriba is
about forty miles, but the river presented just the same
aspect—a broad, deep rift in the earth, with its water almost
stationary in its pools. A considerable number of maraboostorks were seen, either standing upon the banks or dipping
into the water-holes for fish and mollusks (Anodontw).
The altitude of the Seriba above the level of the sea was
1905 feet, about 500 lower than llehm Adlan ; but it should
be observed that an accidental rise in the ground is made
simply by the hill-system of Atyumm, itself nearly 500 feet,
so that (without allowing anything for the cutting of the
stream) the gradual deseent of the land during the thirty or
thirty-five miles that it extends eastwards from the Pongo
must amount altogether to just about 1000 feet.
The lower level of the soil becomes more obvious still
over the next stretch of country. The nearest Seriba in
Bongoland, called Moody, belonged, like the one before it,
to the possessions of Agabd ; and the thirteen or fourteen
miles that led us there brought us over a traet of perpetual
marshes, the flat steppes tbat divided them being traversed
by five khors that we found Ferfeetly dry. The names of
these khors were reported to me as the Mingangah, the
Bolongob, the Boddoowee, the Doggolomah, and the Koddahirara, of which, if the testimony of my Bongo bearers is to
be trusted, the two former take their course northwards to
the Ghetty, and the three latter make their way southwards
to the Wow.
2 D 2
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In Moody I took a day's rest, as I baddone in Ngulfala.
I required it very much, as I bad taken a violent cold, and
felt altogether weak and out of sorts. Throughout the time
we balted there was a strong north wind blowing, very keen
and cbilly.
Feeling somewhat better towards evening, I took a short
ramble amongst tbe bomesteads of the place. It was here
that I came across the grave of the departed Bongo ehief
Yanga, with its monumental erection, of which I have

A llongo concert .

already* given an illustration. The Bongo here seemed to
show a remarkable originality in their contrivances. In their
buts I was continually finding some furniture or implements
which in other parts of the country had long become obsolete. The variety of their musical instruments, as I bave
described them in the chapter devoted to their manners and
* Vide vol, i.. Chap.
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eustoms, is very great, and to exemplify the use of them, I
may here introduce a sketell which represents four young
men whom I saw in Moody, and who had met together to
while away the evening by performing quartets.
The controller at Moody was in possession of a couple of
caracal-lynxes, which he had caught when they were quite
young, and which he was training, intending to send them
when full-grown to Khartoom. One of the Bongo men was
employed in attendhig to them, and in order to keep them
supplied with food he was obliged to spend the greater
portion of Jus time iii eatcldng rats. He used to bring them
home, tied up in dozens, from the banks of the neighbouring
river-course. These rats were of a reddish-brown colour,
with white bellies, and were called "luny " by the Bongo
except that they are smaller in size, they are very like what
we know as "Norway rats." They are never found except in
the proximity of water, and appear to be indistinguishable
from those which infest the huts and granaries in every
respect but in colour. Whether the Norway rats in their
dispersion have ever reached as fitr as these remote districts
is a question that I cammt answer, as the investigation of the
spechnens 11brought with me has not yet been completed.
Two leagues to the south-east of Moody lies a subsidiary
Seriba of Kurshook Ali's, named Moddu-Mahah; and three
leagues farther on in the same direetion is the chief Seriba
of 1iasziba11a, known amongst the Bongo as Gellow. This is
situated on the lither side of the Wow, and at no great distance from it. The narrow strip of land between the Wow
and the Dyoor contains at least half a dozen smaller Seribas,
which lie along the route to the Bellanda, and whieh belong
partly to Kurshook Ali and partly to Hassaballa.
The little Seriba Moody, together with all its huts, was
overshadowed by a single fig-tree, of such enorrnous growth
that it was quite a magnificent example of the development
whieh that tree may attain.
It belonged to the species
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named the Fieus lutea, the mbehry of the Bongo. It was
not that the height of the stem of this giant of Moody
was very excessive ; the remarkaW e growth displayed itself
rather in the prodigious thickness and spreading habits of
the powerful arms, every one of which was so massive that
it might stand a comparison with the stontest of our pines
and firs. The pecuhar bark only appears on parts of the
stem ; its eolour is light grey, and, like that of the plane, it
is seored with diagomd lines. All the boughs, right up to
the highest, are furnished with external pendant roots,
that hang in the air like a huge beard; they encompass
the trunk of the tree with a regular network, like rope
and string. But it should be observed of this species that
its principal branches altogether fail in throwing out those
perpendicular roots, which, falling straight downwards, find
their way into ihe earth and give such a remarkable appearanee to trees like those venerable sycamores of Egypt,
which stand as though they made the pillared corridor
of a stately coliseum.4
A singular story was associated with this noble tree
Moody, and I found the entire population of the Seriba still
under the influence of the astonishment and alarm that had
only recently been excited. It appeared that one of the
great branches, having become worm-eaten and decayed,
had fallen to the ground, and as it fell would inevitably
have utterly smashed in a contignons but if it had tmnbled
in any other direction than it did. This fall of the huge
bough was attributed by the Nubians-to the direet ageney of
an " evil eye," which it was alleged had been directed against
the tree by a soldier who had happened to be passing through
* A sycamore of this description is to be seen on the island of Rodah in
Ceiro, in the garden of the Duke of Dumont, where the formation of pillars
(oromoted by hanging pitchers of water on the branches) consists of two perfectly concentric eireles that girdle the whole stem. This sycamore is one
of the most remarkable natural curiosities of Egypt, and is well worth a visit.
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the place the day before my arrival. just as usual the
people had been collected in front of their huts under shade
of the tree, when the man in question, pointing significantl v
to the bough, said, " That bough up there is quite rotten ; it
would be a bad business if it were to come tumbling down
upon your heads." No sooner said than done. The words
were hardly out of the fellow's mouth before there was a
prodigions cracking and creaking, and down came the huge
branch with a crash to the ground. There lay the fragments.
I heard the testimony from the very lips of eye-witnesses,
and what could I say ?
It took us two days more to accomplish our return journey
to Wow. The chief Seriba of Agand's company lay to the
north-east of 3loody, aud, allowing for a slight deviation from
the direet route, was about thirty-five miles distant. The
country was clothed with light bushwood, but in no part did
it exhibit anything like the same richness of foliage as the
western lands that we had left behind. We had to pass over
two low-lying marsh-districts, Katyirr and Dumburre, where,
hidden amongst the tall, half-withered grass, we found several
cavities filled by springs of water. At Dumburre we came
across traces of a deserted settlement, which, according to
the statements of the Bongo of my party, were the remains
of the very earliest Seriba that had been established in the
land. Our night was spent upon the borders of a marshy
stream called the Moll, and was very uncomfortable on
account of a heavy north-east gale which blew from ten
o'clock.
The dogs that were with me were kept in a constant state
of excitement by the perpetual rushing that went on in the
bushwood, and it was impossible to restrain them from
rushing off into the darkness, and carrying on a hunting
game on their own account. All through the night they
kept running in and out of the camp, very often returning
bespattered with Hood. A farther indication of the abund-
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ance of wild animals that existed in the neighbourhood was
afforded by the continual howling of hyærms, vbie1i, in a
manner that was quite unusual, kept us disturbed all through
the night.
For our supper that evening we had bad a couple of flne
reed-rats measuring just twenty-one inches frorn their snouts
to the root of the tail. Before leaving Dumburre I had had
a small steppe-burning of my own. By the help of my
bearers, who were set to the work of beating the bush, I
had quite an interesting hunt, the produce of which had
been two zebra-ichneumons and the two far-el-boos (reedrats), which had been carried with us in triumph to the
camp.
Beyond the Moll we entered upon a hilly region, the
ground being much broken by scattered shrubs. On both
sides of the pathway lines of red rocky hills emerged in the
distance, varied occasionally by flats and rounded projections
The next watercourse to
of the ever-abundant gneiss.
which we came was the Dabohlo, a marshy spot, but now
nearly dry, upon which we could discern the traces of a
large number of buffaloes. Here, also, we had a very prolific
battue of guinea-fowl ; for the early morning hours had
tempted them to collect by hundreds around the little
puddles which were left standing every here and there
within the-limits of the marsh.
Far as the eye could reach there was nothing to be seen
but a gently-sloping steppe, entirely void of trees, which it
took the bearers 3000 paces to get over; but this accornplished, we reached a depression in the same marsh-lands
(now, however, perfectly dry) that were relieved in various
places by groups of Terminaliæ. Beyond this the ground
began to take a considerable aseent, the valley upon the far
east being bounded by a range of hills that ran from southeast to north-west; and the rise continued through the four
remaining miles that brought us to the Seriba.
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Thus, after forty-nine days' absence, and numbering
87(3,000 paces in the interval, I again returned to the
quarters of my good friend Klialil. While I had been away
he had, for my special accommodation, most considerately
erected some new and pretty huts, in which I was very
pleased to spend the remainder of my sojourn.
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Kathra-ine II's villages.
Goods bartered by slave-traders.
Agents of slavetraders.
Baseness of Fakis.
s.,3ene. Entbusiasin of slaveihmlers. Hospitality shown to slave-dealers.
Three classes of aellahbas.
Intercourse with Mofio. Price of slaves. Relative value of races. Private
slaves of the Nubians.
Voluntary slaves. Slave-wornen.
The murhaga.
Agricultural slave-labour.
Population of the district. Five sources of the
slave trade.
Repressive measures of the Government.
Slave-rahls of
Mehemet Ali. Slow progress of humanity.
Aceomplishment of half the
work. Egypf s mission. No co-operation from Islamism.
Regeneration
of the East.
Depopulation of Africa.
Indignation
of the traveller.
Means for suppressing the slave trade.
Commissioners of slaves. Chinese
immigration.
Foundation and protection of great States.
PROBABLY
the overland slave-trade along the roads of
Kordofan had never been so flourishing as in the winter of
1870-71, when I found myself at its very fountain-head.
Already, in the previous summer, had Sir Samuel Baker,
with praiseworthy energy, commenced scouring the waters
of the Upper Nile, and by capturing all slave-vessels and
abolishing a large " chasua " belonging to the Mudir of Fashoda,
had left no doubt as to the earnestness of his purpose ; but
whether it was that his peremptory measures had driven the
G-ellahbas of Kordofan to a common centre, or whether the
reported scarcity of cotton-stuffs in the Seribas had raised
their hopes of doing some business, or whether, as perhaps
was most likely, the introduction of Egyptian troops into
the Bahr-el-Ghazal district opened a fresh and attractive
avenue to their avarice—one thing is certain that neither
Baker nor the Government (the Viceroy being free from
blame in the matter) accomplished anything like a practical
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supervision over the loeal authorities in Kordofan. Satisfied
with having, to the eyes of the world at large, made a clean
sweep of the waters of the Nile, Sir Samuel and his supporters did not perceive, or could not remedy, what was going
on on either side of the great river-highway. To anyone
who should now enter the country under the impression that
the slave-trade on the Upper Nile was for ever abolished,
and should subsequently learn by contrast the true condition of the lands, a seene would be presented that might
well remind him of the painted villages that were exhibited
to Katherine II. on her tour through Southern Bussia.
The sheikh Seebehr complained bitterly of the great rush
of Gellahbas to his establishment, and told me that his corn
was so nearly exhansted that his land was threatened with
fatnine. From his own mouth I learnt that during the
winter two large earavans had come through Shekka, and
had brought into the country the enormous quantity of
2000 of these petty adventurers ; by the middle of January
the number was still larger, and at the beginning of February
was swollen again by 600 or 700 more.
All these traders break their journeys across the steppes
of the Baggara by making a lengthened stay at Shekka, for
the purpose of purchasing oxen both for riding and for
carrying burdens; here also it is their practice to lay in a
stoek of butter for bartering in the Seribas, where it is iu
great demand. The goods that they bring into the Seriba
distriets are principally ealico, " trumba," a coarse material
woven in Sennaar, and English cotton of two sorts, " amerikani and damoor ;" they also make a market of a number of
firearms, mostly ordinary double-barrelled guns, of Belgian
manufacture, worth from ten to twenty dollars apieee ; in
addition to these they frequently carry on a brisk trade in
The Baggara butter is of an excellent quality. It is packed in wicker
baskets, which are made impervious to damp by being smeared inside with
tbe pulp of the
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all kinds of knick-knacks—pipes, looking-glasses, Turkish
slippers, red fezzes, and carpets.
Every Gellahba, according to his means, takes into his
service a mimber of the Baggara, to whom he entrusts the
training and management of his cattle. Camels invariably
succurnb to the climate in a very short time, and are eo.nsequently but rarely used as a means of transport. All the
traders ride asses, and it may safely be asserted that they
pass the greater part of their lives on the backs of these
animals; in fact, a petty pedlar of the Soudan with(mt his
donkey would be a sight almost as remarkable as a Samoyede
without his reindeer. Besides its rider the donkey will carry
not much less than ten pieces of cotton ; if it survives the
journey it is exchanged in the Seribas for a slave, or perhaps
for two; its load of goods will bring in three more, and thus,
under favourable circumstances, a speculative vagrant, who
has started with nothing beyond his donkey and five pounds'
worth of goods, will find himself in possession of at least four
slaves, which may be disposed of in Khartooni for 250 dollars
(50/.) The return journey is always made on foot, and the
unfortunate slaves have to carry all the articles necessary for
travelling.
But quite apart from these pettifogging traders, whose
innate propensity for trafficking in human beings can only
be compared to the ineradicable love of usury that characterises the itinerant Polish Jews, there are numbers of more
important investors, who, protected by a large retinue of
armed slaves and accompanied by long trains of loaded oxen
and asses, carry on a business which brings many hundreds
of their fellow-creatures into the market.
These more
wholesale dealers have their partners or agents permanently
settled in regular establishments in the large Seribas. More
frequently than not these agents are priests, or Fakis as they
are called, though strictly the term Faki belongs only to
those whose profession it is to explain the Seriptures ; it is,
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however, an indisputable fact that the slave-trade is included
amongst the secondary occupations of this class, and, as
matter of fact, they are all more or less soiled with the
defileinents of this seandalous business. In the larger towns,
and especially in Khartoom, there is every opportunity for
observing their doings, and things often come to light whieh,
except tbey were actually witnessed, would seem perfectly
In finding seope for their commercial proincredible.
pensities they practice tbe most heterogeneous trades: the
poorer Fakis act as brokers, retail-dealers, amulet-writers,
quacks, schoolinasters, and matcb-makers ; whilst the rieber
and more educated class are directors of sehools and managers of inns, where they place paid subordinates to carry on
their business. The doctrines of tbe Prophet are taught in
their schools, whilst the merissa-shops are dedicated in a
large degree to the worship of Venus. But, in spite of
everything, these people are beld in the greatest veneration,
and their reputation for piety not unfrequently survives the
generation in which they live ; they are buried in tbe public
places for prayer, the place of interment being marked by
small white banners as ballowed ground. A few words will
suffice to exhibit these holy men in their true colours.
With the Suras of the Koran in one hand and their
operating-knife* in the otber, they rove from Seriba to
Seriba all over the country, leadMg what might be termed
in the most rigid sense a life of perpetual prayer ; every
other word that they utter is either an invocation of Allah
or a direct appeal to Mohammed-el-Rasool. But the wide
difference between faith and practice is exemplified in the
unrighteous dealings of these Fakis ; never did I see slaves
so mercilessly treated as by these fanatics, and yet they
would confer upon tbe poor souls, whom they bad purchased
---* The Fakis who come from Darfoor are probably the only people ia the
world who still practise the abominable business of emaseulating boys, aud
eunnehs are rapidly lwemoing more rare.
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like stolen goods, for a mere bagatelle, the most religious of
names, such as " Allagabo " (i. e. given by God). The following incident will show that with their horrible blasphemy
they do not hesitate to combine such eruelty as the commonest scavenger would shrink from using to a dying dog.
In one of their convoys were some poor, miserable Mittooslaves, almost too emaciated to bear the heavy yoke (the
sheyba) that was fastened to their necks. Going, as I was
wont, to my kitchen garden, I had constantly to pass the huts
in which they were kept. One morning, hearing an unusual
outcry, I paused to inquire what was the matter. A seene,
such as my pen can only indignantly depict, met my gaze.
A dying man had been dragged from the hut, and was being
belaboured by the cruelest of lashes to prove whether life
was
yet extinct. The long white stripes on the withered
skin testified to the agonies that the poor wretch was
enduring, and the vociferations I had heard were the shouts
of his perseeutors, who were yelling out their oaths and
imprecations. " The eursed dog, he is not dead yet! the
heathen rascal won't die !" Then, as though resolved to
accumulate eruelty upon cruelty, the Faki's slave-boys not
only began to break out into revolting jeers, but actually
played at football with the writhing body of the still
gasping victim ; truly it seemed to be with justice that
La Fontaine bad recorded : " Cet dge est sans pilié." The
horrible contortions of the sufferer's countenance, even if
they failed to excite commiseration, were suilicient to melt
the hardest of hearts ; but so far from this, the unfeeling
reprobates were loud in their asseverations that the poor
wretch was only shamming, and intended to sneak off
unobserved. us pitiable appearance, however, gainsaid
their words, and he was finally dragged off into the woods,
where a few weeks afterwards I found his skull, which I
deposited with those of many others of his fellow-sufferers
in the Museum in Berlin.
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Such is the history of the skull marked No. 36 in
collection, and such are the deeds perpetrated in the very
face of death by Mohammedan priests, who consider themselves the very piflars of their faith. And yet our missionaries, perhaps the most guileless men in the world,
start by putting themselves on equal terms with these
Mussulmen, and endeavour to make headway against their
faith, when it is really a simple case of morality that is at
issue. The history of Islamism has ever been a history of
crime, and to Christian morality alone do we owe all the
social good that we enjoy.
It must not, however, be supposed that the minor retail
trade in slaves is uniformly lucrative. The smaller clrellahbas
are exposed to numberless mischances ; if their ox or ass
should die upon the journey, they must at onee dispose of
tbeir other property at any price ; then, again, they are
liable to suffer from a lack of corn during their journey
across the wilderness ; and, what is perhaps the sorest
disaster that can befall them, their slaves so frequently
run away, that their profits are dispersed before they are
realised. Their powers of endurance are truly wonderful.
I repeatedly asked them what induced them to leave their
homes, to change their mode of living, and to suffer the
greatest hardships in a strange land, all for the sake of pursuing an occupation that only in the rarest cases would keep
them from absolute want. " We want groosh '" (piastres),
they would reply ; " so why should we live at home ?"
And when I further urged that they had far better lead
respectable lives, and either grow corn or breed cattle, they
answered, " No, that wouldn't answer our purpose; when we
are at home, we are exhausted by the demands of the
Government, and corn doesn't bring Us in any money."
Not that the Government is really so hard upon the people
as they assert; the fact is that they are incorrigibly lazy,
and have so great a dislike to work of any sort that they
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do not care to be able to pay their taxes, which do not
much exceed those that are usually demanded in Egypt
proper. To expect that these slave-traders should renounce
of their own accord the business which suits them so completely, and for which they will endure any amount of
hardship, would be almost as unreasonable as to expect
Esquimaux to grow melons.
All trade is undeniably in a very stagnant condition in
the Egyptian Soudan ; the rich man gives nothing,away,
but lives like a dog, and has no desire beyond that of
privately amassing wealth; of domestic comfort, or luxury
even on the fimited Oriental scale, he has not the faintest
conception. There is consequently no demand for labour,
no circulation of money in wages, and it is manifestly
impossible for trade to flourish as long as the rich man
consumes nothing ; and equally impossible for the poor man
to thrive while the rich man keeps us retinue of slaves,
who do all be wants without requiring payment. Thus
slavery itself ever reproduces slavery.
One material alleviation to the position of the Gellahbas
is the open hospitality they meet with in all the Seribas.
Besides the mercenaries of the various ivory companies—the
controllers, clerks, agents, storekeepers, and other ofiicials—
they find numbers of their compatriots and brethren iii the
faith who have taken up their abode in these lands, and who
subsist free of expense on what is gained by the sweat of the
negroes; mere idle drones, as it were, living on the produce
of the workers. The rabble thus collected consists partly of
escaped conviets and partly of refugees or outlaws who are
evading their proper punishment, and if they could be swept
from off the face of the land, there would then be food
enough for half a score of regiments, should the Egyptian
Government determine to station them in the country.
Just in the same way as in the Egyptian Soudan, the
actual cost of travelling in these lands is next to nothing;
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every new comer to a Seriba is treated to .kissere and
melah, and bis slaves and donkey are provided with corn
enough to keep tbem from starvation. Wherever they go
the Gellald)as may stay as long as they please, and accordingly they wander all over the district from the west to
the east, as far as the llohl and the Dyemit, and only
just before the commencement of the rainy season tbey reassemble at tbeir common place of rendezvous in Seebebr's
Seriba, wliere they re-organise their caravans, and make their
final preparations for starting for Kordofan.
Tbe Gellahbas wbo, eitber on their own account or as
representatives of others, carry on the slave-trade in this
district may be divided into three classes :—
1. The petty dealers, who, with only a single ass or
bullock, come in January and return in March or April.
2. The agents or partners o' the great slave merchants
in Darfoor and Kordofan, who have settled in the Seribas,
nearly always in the eapacity of Fakis.
3. The colonised slave-dealers, who live on their own
property in the Dehms of the west.
The last of these form the only class who ever penetrate
beyond the bortnds of the Seriba distriet into the negrocountries. They nearly all direct their course from the
Dehms in Dar Ferteet to the territories of Mofio, the great
Niam-niam king of the west, and are accompanied bv considerable bands of armed men, whom they reernit for this
purpose frorn the best of their slaves. Contrary to the
poliey of the Khartoom ivory-merchants, the Gellahbas have
by degrees supplied King Motio with such a number of firearms that he is now said to have at bis command a foree
of 300 fully-equipped warriors, a formidable fighting-force
with which be seriously threatens any expedition of the
Khartoomers that may enter bis dominions. His store of
slaves appears absolutely inexhaustible ; year after year
his territories go on vielding thousands upon thousands,
2 E
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which he obtains either from the slave tribes* that he has
subjected or by raids organised against the surrounding
nations.
As regards the price paid for slaves, I can only report
what I personally witnessed in the Seribas. Copper and
calico are used as the principal mediums of exchange.
Calico is very fluctuating in its value, which is always first
rednced to its equivalent in copper. In 1871 thirty rottoli
of copper t in Dehm Nduggo and twenty-five rottoli in the
Bongo and Dyoor districts were taken for young slaves of
both sexes of the class called " sittahsi " (literally, six spans
high), meaning children of eight or ten years of age ; thus
making the average price in this country, according to the
value of copper in Khartoom, to be about 7j- Maria
Theresa dollars (1/. 10s.); particularly pretty women-slaves,
called " nadeef," i. e. clean or pure, fetch nearly double that
price, and are very rarely procured for exportation, because
they are in great demand amongst the numerous settlers in
the country. Strong adult women, who are ugly, are rather
cheaper than the young girls, whilst old women are worth
next to nothing, and can be bought for a mere bagatelle.
Full-grown men are rarely purchased as slaves, being
troublesome to control and difficult of transport. Slaves in
the East are usually in demand as objels de luxe, and consequently lead an idle life, and are not valtted according to
their capabilities for labour.
In consequence of the glut of wares in the market during
the winter of 1871, the quoted value of slaves rose to almost
double that of the previous year, and very high prices were
paid in cotton stuffs. As much as four or six pieces of the
* These belong to tLe tribes of the Sehre, the Nduggoo, the Fakkerey, the
Badcloh, and tbe Tabbob, &e.
A rottoli is equal to 15 oz. 13 drs. avoirdupois. Thirty rottoli is here a
somewhat imaginary weight, being not worth more tban eighteen Egyptian
rottoli.
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ordinary sort (damoor) were paid for the " sittahsi," each
piece measuring twenty-four yards in length, and worth two
Maria Theresa dollars in Khartoom.
Next to white cotton
materials firearms are a very favourite means of payment, and
bring in a far larger proportiOnal profit. For an ordinary doubl ebarrelled gun of French or Belgian manufacture, a slavedealer can purchase two or three sittabsi, and if the weapon
has gilt facings he can sometimes obtain as many as five for it.
The price of slaves in Khartoom at that time might be
reekoned to be at least six times their original cost; of course
it will be understood that the value would be regulated to a
great extent by the more or less severe measures taken by
the local government for the suppression of the trade ; but
at the time of my departure from Khartoom, at a period
when the market was tolerably unrestrained, no slave could
be obtained for less than forty Maria Theresa dollars, and
that was the lowest price given for elderly women only fit
for household service.
The slaves brought from the Bahr-el-Ghazal districts vary
in value according to their nationality. The Bongo are the
most prized, as they are easily taught and are docile and
faithful, and are, besides, good-looking and industrious.
True Niam-niam, especially young girls, are, however, much
dearer than the best Bongo slaves, but they are so extremely
rare as hardly to admit of having a priee quoted. The Mittoo
are of little value, being ugly, lean, and ineapable of enduring
fatigue or even of undertaking any regular work. No
amount of good living or kind treatment can overcome
the love of freedom of the Babuckur ; they take every
oportunity of efiecting an escape, and can only be secured by
fetters and by the yoke ;* the same may also be said of the
Loobah and Abaka. The dernand for slaves in the Seribas
* The portrait on the following page is that of a Babuckur slave bound by a
leather rope. Her piteous expression of countenance shows her distress at
her condition.
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through which I travelled would alone snffice to support a
very flourishing trade.
Numerically the Mohammedan
settlers bear a high ratio to the native population, and in
some of the western territories, as amongst the Kredy, Golo
and Sehre, they are actually considerably in excess of the
total number of natives, who onlv consist of hearers and

agricultural labourers. Taken one with another every Nubian
possesses about three slaves, and thus it may easily be conceived
that the computation is not too high that places the total
number of private slaves in the country at between 50,000
and 60,000. These private slaves are quite distinct from
those that are kept in store and used as rnerchandise ; they
mav be divided into four categories
1. Boys from seven to ten years of age, who are employed
to earry guns and ammunition : every Nubian soldier pos-
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When
sesses at least one of these juvenile armour-bearers.
they get older they are ineluded in my next eategory.
2. The seeond elass ineludes the greater part of the fullgrown natives in the Seribas. They are termed " Farookh,"
" Narakeek," or " Bazingir," and, being provided with guns,
form a kind of Nizzam, whose duty it is to accompany the
natives in all their expeditions, whether for war or for
trading purposes. These black soldiers constitute nearly
half the lighting foree in all the Seribas, and play a prominent part in time of war. It is the duty of the Farookh
to seour the negro villages in seareh of corn, to assemble the
bearers, and to keep under coereion any that are refraetory
in the wilderness. In every aetion the hardest work is put
upon their shoulders, and they have not only to sustain the
ehief brunt of any aetual confliet withthe savages, but to
provide for the safe eustody of all prisoners. If the controllers of the Seribas had a sufficient number of these Farookh,
they might well dispense altogether with their Nubian
soldiers, except for one reason, to which I have already
referred, viz. the constant danger of their running away, a
risk that makes them practically less reliable than the
.Nubians, who never think of sueh a thing, and even if they
did, would only join another company. The Farookh bave
ehildren, and land in the Seribas, and some of the
elder amongst them have even slave boys of their own to
earry their guns. Their ranks are largely inereased after
every Niam-niam expedition, as numbers of young natives
will often voluntarily attaeh themselves to the Nubians, and,
highly delighted at getting a cotton shirt and gun of their
own, will gladly surrender themselves to slavery, attracted
moreover by the hope of finding better food in the Seribas
than their own native wildernesses ean produce. The mere
offer of these simple inducements in any part ef the Niainniam lands nould be suffleient to gather a whole host of
ers and vassals, and during our journey I myself
folloNN
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received proposals to join our band from young people iii all
parts of the country. I mention this circumstance just to
illustrate my opinion of how easily the Egyptian Government
might, without using any compulsion, enlist here as many
soldiers as it required. I am persuaded that, without any
difficulty, whole regiments of Nizzam troops might be raised
from amongst the Niam-niam in the course of comparatively
a very few days.
3. The third class of private slaves is formed of the women
who are kept in the houses. Every soldier has one of these
slaves, and sometimes more, in which case one is advanced to
the position of favourite, whilst the rest are employed in the
ordinary routine of preparing meal, or in the tedious process
of baking kissere. These women are passed like dollars
from hand to hand, a proceeding which is a prolifie source
of the rapid spread of those loathsome disorders by which
the lands within the jurisdiction of the Seribas have been
infested ever since their subjugation by the Rhartoomers.
In accordanee with the universal rule in the Nohammedan
Soudan, the children of a slave are reared as legitimate, and
the mother receives the title of wife. The daily conversation
of the Nubian mercenaries is a continual proof that their
thoughts are always running on their slaves both male and
female. If a quarrel arises amongst a group of people, one
is eertain to be correct in surmising that some slave or
other is being reclaimed or the payment due for her is being
demanded ; or if there is a sudden uproar, the burden of the
ery is sure to be, " A slave has run away !" " Kummarah
olloroh," shout the Bongo, and " 011omollo, ollomollo,"
resounds from every side. Many and many a time have I
been roused from my slumbers in the early morning by such
cries as these, and it is one of the occupations of the Seriba
people and their negroes to hunt down and recapture these
runaway women. Hunger often obliges the fugitives to
take refuge in a strange Seriba ; here they are looked upon
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as lucky windfalls, and are either seized by force or are
quietly disposed of to the itinerant G-ellahbas ; and if the
rightful owner subsequently appears to claim his property, a
violent squabble will inevitably be the result. These slaves
are thus the subject of one incessant wrangling; and if a
slave absent herself only temporarily without the consent of
her master, she will at once excite his jealousy, displeasure,
and mistrust.
The single slave of the poorer soldiers is a regular drudge,
or maid-of-all work : she has to bring water from the well in
great pitehers, which she earries on her head; she does all
the washing, if there is anything to wash ; she grinds the
corn upon the murhagn, makes the dough, roasts the kissere
on the doka, and finally prepares the melah, a horrible
greasy concoetion of water, sesame-oil or pounded sesame,
bamia-pods, and corchorns leaves, beautifully seasoned with
cayenne pepper and alkali. Not only has she to do the
sweeping of the whole house, but she has to get wood from
the wilderness, and, when on a journey, to supply the want of
any other bearer by carrying all the lumber of her lord
and master. In the larger households, however, of the
more important people, such as controllers or agents, where
slaves are numerous, each woman has her own allotted task,
and a large number of boys are employed, who follow their
master on his travels, each carrying a single weapon, either a
gun, a pistol, or a sword. From all this some little idea may
be gained of the unwieldy crowd that must necessarily be
attached to every march undertaken by the Nubian mercenaries. To a force of 200 soldiers on our Niam-niam
expedition there were as m any as 300 women and boys ; a
party which, as well as inamoderately increasing the length
of the procession, by the clatter of their cooking utensils
and their everlasting wrangling (scenes of which I have
already given some illustration), kept up a perpetual turmoil
which at times threatened a hopeless confusion.
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The rude and primitive manner of grinding corn employed
throughout the Mohammedan Soudan contributes more than
may at first sight seem credible to perpetuate the immense
demand for female slave labour. The very laborious process
is performed by pounding the grain on a large stone, called
murhaga, by means of a smaller stone held in the lumd ; it
is the only method of grinding corn known to the majority
of African nations, and is so slow that by the hardest day's
work a woman is able to prepare only a suflicient quantity of

-

Slave at work.

meal for five or six men.* A mill worked by oxen has been
erected by the G-ovemment in Khartoom, not only for the
use of the troops, but also to enable private individuals to
have their corn ground at a moderate.price; but in spite of
this provision the durra-corn is still pounded on the murhaga
* The aeeompanying illustration represents one of the daily seenes in iny
travelling life, and may serve to give an idea how slavery degrades st woman
ahnost to a level with the brutes. A newly-eaptured slave, with the heavy
yoke of the sheyba fastened to her neek, Lis been senteneed to work at the
murhaga, whilst a boy, who has been placed as a opy to keep a constaut wateb
upon her conduet, hulds up the yoke in order that it should not interfere with
the freedoal of her movements.
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all the houses; not a single resident takes advantage of the
improved facility that is offered. Until this lavish waste of
hum an strength is suppressed, either by the introduction of
mechanical handmills or by putting a tax upon the murhaga, no hope is to be entertained of any diminution in the
demand for female slaves. This is but one instance, yet it
may suffice to show how gradually and consistently one
must set to work ultimately to gain the suppression of
slavery in the Soudan : nowhere ean oM institutions be
deelared to be abolished, until new institutions have been
provided to take their place.
4. In my fourth and last category I would include all
slaves of both sexes who are employed exclusively iii husbandry. Only the men in more important situations, such
as the controllers of the Seribas, the clerks, the dragomen
(generally natives who have been brought up like Arabs in
lihartoom), the Fakis, and the colonised Gellahbas actually
cultivate the soil and possess cattle ; the poorer people being
content with a little occasional gardening and the possession
of a few goats and fowls. •Old women, who are too weak for
anything else, are employed to weed the fields, and at harvest
time the Farookh are called to their assistance. Statute
labour as applied to agriculture is nowhere demanded of
the natives, although it would really act less disadvantageously on the condition of the population than the arbitrary system that allows any controller of a Seriba to seize
the children from the native villages and dispose of them
to the Gellabbas, a proceeding that is generally carried out
as a punishment for offences like dishonesty, treachery, or
attempts to abscond.
The remote position of the Seribas places the controllers
far beyond any authority, and makes them quite independent of the jurisdiction of the chiefs of the trading-firms,
who are most of them settled in Ehartoom without much
care for either their own advantage or for that of the cottniii
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try ; it thus becomes necessary to appoint trustworthy people
to the post, and consequently the head-controllers are in
many cases slaves who have been reared. in their master's
house. A controller has every opportunity if he pleases of
coming to an arrangement with the soldiers and other officials,
and in concert with them of acting very much to his chiers
disadvantage ; or he might sell the negroes on his territories
to the Gellahbas, turn the proceeds into copper, and retire as
a rich man to Darfoor, already a place of refuge for many
delinquents from the Egyptian Soudan.
The sub-controllers and agents in the subsidiary Seribas
are, on the other hand, far less trustworthy ; their position is
often held only for a temporary period, and consequently
their interests are not so firmly bound up with those of their
chiefs as those of his former slaves. Then, too, the smaller
Seribas are often so far apart that the •Vokeel can transact
all their business without any supervision from the head
controller ; all this is well known to the itinerant slave-dealers,
who have a special preference for visiting these minor settlements, because they are aware that they can there buy up
numbers of boys and girls, disregardful of the fact that, as
future bearers and agricultural labourers, the children are
vassals belonging to the soil, and form part and parcel of the
property of the head of the firm.
After thus considering slave-labour in its separate branches,
and gaining some idea of the immense and wasteful expenditure of human energy that goes on in the Seribas of the
Khartoomers, we may turn our attention to the numerical
proportion of the foreign settlers (with whom must be
cluded their private slaves) to the actual aboriginal population.
The following table is founded upon a eareful
ealeulation ; the results are given in round numbers, as
fuller details would demand more spaee than could be
alforded here.
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AND PRODUCERS.

CONSUMERS

Proportions of the PopuLATION in the District of the
TOOMERS' SERIBAS on the Bahr-el-Ghazal.

KHAR-

CONSUMERS.

Nubian soldiers, recruited in Khartoom and consisting of natives of
Dongola, Sheygieh, Sennaar, Kordofan, various Bedouins, &c...

5,000

Black slave troops (Farookh)*

5,000

Fellow-boarders with the Nubian idlers from the Soudan, living here
..
in order to proeure corn cheaply aml without any trouble
Gellahbas

settled
&c.

iii Dar Ferteet,

and

agents

in

1,000

the Seribas,
•

Private slavis belonging to the colonised Mohammedan

2,000
2,000

Itinerant Gellahbas, who enter the country in the winter

40,000

population
..

TOTAL

55,000

PuolmeEtts.
100,000

Bongo
Mittoo (including

Loobah, Ma(li, &c.)

30,000

.

10,000

Dyoor

6,000

Golo
Sehre

•,

Kredy

••

4,000
.•

20,000

Small tribes of natives belonging to the immediate environs of the
Seribas, such as Ihe Dembo, Bimberry, Manga, &e.

20,000

TOTAL

..

190,000

In the next place let us turn our attention to those slaves
who are regarded as actual merchandise, and who are dragged
into bonddge from the Upper Nile lands solely for purposes
of profit. In order to demonstrate how important at the
present time is the part taken by the district of the Gazelle
in the entire African slave-trade, I will take a brief survey
of the sources which alI the year round supply the endless
suecession of the dealers with fresh stores of living wares,
* should point out that the total number of the soldiers maintained
tlie Bahr-el-G hazal distriet by the twelve great mereantile firms inKhartoom
amounts to 11,000. 1 have here given the lowest computation.
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and which, branching off into three great highways to the
north, yield up their very life-blood to gratify the insatiable
and luxurious demands of Egypt, Arabia, Persia, and Asiatie
Turkey. Previous travellers have estimated the total of the
annual traffie in this immense region to be 25,000, but I
shall show by a very summary reckoning that this is far too
low a computation. The three currents for the slave-trade
in north-east Africa (a region corresponding to what may
be geographically termed the " Nile district ") are the natural
highways of the Nile and the Red Sea, and the much frequented caravan roads that, traversing the deserts at no great
distance to the west of the Nile, find their outlet either in
Siout or near Cairo. As a proof of how little these roads even
now are known, I may mention that when, in the summer of
1871, a caravan with 2000 slaves arrived direet from Wadai,
it caused quite a sensation in the neighbourhood of the
pyramids of G-izeh ; it was supposed to have traversed a
geographical terra incognita, and it divided and dispersed
itself as mysteriously as it came. It is far more difficult
to place the deserts under inspection than the ocean, and
this is especially the case in the vicinity of a river, where a
caravan can easily supply itself with water for many days.
The borders of a desert are like the coasts of an unnavigable
ocean. The plan, however, of establishing a system of control along the borders of the Nile Valley, corresponding to
the coastguard cruisers on our seas, has never yet been
tried.
The following are the territories that form the sources of
the slave-trade in North-Eastern Africa (Nile district) :—
1. The Galla countries to the south of Abyssinia, between
latitude 3and 8° N. The outlets from them are : (a)
Shoa to Zeyla ; (b) viCz Godyani through Abyssinia to
Matamma and Suakin, or to Massowa and smaller unguarded
coaA, towns ; (c) vid Fazogl to Sennaar, where the largest
market is not in , but above Ehartoom, ia a place called
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Mnssalemia ; the merehandise brought bv this ronte is
abundant and valuable. Aecording to the reports of the
Abvssinian collectors of eustoms the number of slaves in
Matamma (Gallabat) amounted in 1865 alone to 18,000.
2. The second source is found amongst the Berta negroes
above Fazogl, and amongst the Dinka above Sennaar, between
the White and Blue Niles. These are likewise carried to
Mnssalemia and Ehartoom, but in no considerable numbers.
3. The Agow, in the heart of Abyssinia between Tigre and
Amhara, together with the .peopie on the north-west frontier
of the Abyssinian higMand, are also exposed to plunder of
the persons of their sons, on aceount of their disorganised
condition and their position on the wild border-land. The
ehannel for their dispersion is across the Red Sea to Djidda.
4. The upper district of the White Nile, inelusive of the
Albert and Victoria Lakes, though the slave-trade really
begins at latitude 5° N. The expedition of Sir Samuel Baker
has stopped this source. The annual produce in the most
favourable years did not exceed 1000.
5. The supply of slaves in the upper distriet of the Bahrel-Ghazal is chiefly derived from the Bongo, Mittoo, and
Babuekur. For the last twelve years the Gazelle has never
been navigated by more than twenty boats. On their retnrn
journevs the soldiers of the ivory merehants carry their own
slaves with them as payment and perquisites ; but it is very
rare for a hoat to earry more than twenty or thirty of these
slaves, so that the annual transport of slaves to Khartoom
by this route never exceeded frorn 400 to 600. This faet
is perfeetly authentic, and thusit may be seen that even
before Sir Samuel Baker's expedition put a stop to it
altogether, the slave-trade that was earried on down the
river was quite insignificant compared to the overland traffic.
For vears there has been a publie prohibition against bringing
slaves down the White Nile into Khartoom, and ever and
again stronger repressive measures have been intredneed,
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which, however, have only had the effect of raising the land
traffic to a premium ; but as a general rule the Egyptian
officials connive at the use of this comparatively unimportant
channel of the trade, and poeket a quiet little revenue for
themselves by demanding a sum varying from two to five
dollars a head as hush-money. This expense, together with
the continual risk of the property being confiscated
Khartoom, has always prevented the river trade from reaching a very flourishing condition ; at all events, thc Egvptian
Government has hitherto had the best of it. Consuls from
England, France, Germany, and Austria have been, and are
still in residenec at Ellartoom, and a Copt was also temporarily appointed as consular agent for America ; it was
therefore an easy matter for the Egyptian officials to feign
in the eyes of the world at large a wonderful amount of zeal
and energy in the suppression of the slave-trade, especially
as every confiscation threw the whole eargo into their hands
for the slaves were never sent back into their native lands,
but the full-grown men were turned into soldiers, whilst the
young girls and boys were divided at discretion arnongst
the troops of the garrison. In these transactions a formidable
bond was always entered into by the reeeiver, from whorn the
former owner was at liberty at anY time to re-purchase
the slave.
6. As we have already seen, the great souree of the slavetrade is to be found in the negro-countries to the south of
Darfoor, which are included under the name of Dar Ferteet.
The natives, who for the last forty years have been exposed
to the rapacity of the slave-dealers, and have been annually
exported to the number of from 12,000 to 15,000 souls,
belong to the Kredy tribes ; but the great bulk of the slaves
come from the western Niam-niam territories, where the
powerful King Mofio (whose residence is about under latitude
7° N. and longitude 24° E.) carries off on his own account,
from the neighbouring nations who are not Niam-niam, large
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numbers of slaves, and sells them to the Gellahbas, by whom
they are conveyed by the overland routes already mentioned
across Kordofan to Aboo Harras in the Egyptian dominions.
There are other routes that lead direct to Darfoor, whence
caravans start twice a year to Siout. Kordofan is in many
ways in direct communication with the most important
markets of the slave trade ; the following being the most
frequented caravan roads : (a) from Aboo Harras to Khartoom
vid El-ObeId ; (b) from Aboo Harras eastwards to Nussalemia through Sennaar ; (c) from Aboo Harras across the
Begudali steppes to Dongola vid El-Safy ; (d) from Aboo
Harras to I3erber along the Nile, for the purpose either of
crossing the great Nubian Desert or of keeping farther to
the east across the Iled Sea. All these routes are associated
to me by the many reminiscences of slave-transport which
I recall as having myself witnessed there.
7. A final and by no means unimportant souree of the
slave-trade is found in the mountain lands south of Kordofan.
The general term for the negroes of these parts is Nooba,*
a people that are much in demand on account of their beauty
and intelligence. It was in these Nooba mountains that, after
his bloody conquest of Kordofan, Mehemet Ali, the great
reformer and usurper in Egypt, allowed kidnapping to be
a legitimate souree for the State revenue. From the slaves
thus obtained he formed black regiments, by means of which
he was to subdue the insalubrious Soudan, and paid his
officers and subordinates with a portion of the plunder.t
As the Egyptian Government itself was the first to teach
its subjeets to kidnap slaves, it behoves it now in these more
humane times to make amends for all its past delinquencies,
* This word mest not be confounded with Nubian, a word which has come
down from antiquity, and which, like the term Egypt, did not originally
apply to the inbabitants of the Nile Valley.
t If this account of slave capture in the time of Mehemet Ali should
eppear incredible, I would refer the reader to a book that contains the
narrative of an eye-witness : Pallme, "Pravels in Kordofan,' London, 1844,
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and I most cordially acknowledge that the present ruler,
with all the resources at his command, is striving most
honourably to accomplish the task.
Slavery, with its inseparable adjunet the slave-trade, is
almost as old as the world in which we dwell ; there is not
a page of history that does not bear its traces, and not a
climate nor a people in which it has not made good its hold.
An impartial survey of the past cannot but convince us that
religions institutions have effected little or nothing in the
cause of humanity, which has been left to take its own course
of development. At the present day slavery is considered
incompatible with Christian doctrine, but the historv of
ancient Christianity shows a different picture.* The oldest
Fathers of the Church seem to have had no conception of
there being anything wrong in possessing or selling slaves ;
for although Christianity inculcated the precepts of brotherly
love, it also set forth the duty of slaves as slaves, rendering
obedience and submission to those who were their masters.
But the light that rose over Galilee emanated from a spirit
so sublime that it has taken eighteen eenturies to accomplish
its course of penetrating the world, and only now is beginning
to reveal itself in its true pnrity.
But nowhere in the world has slavery been so thoroughlv
engrafted and so widely disseminated as in Africa ; the
earliest mariners wlio eircumnavigated its coasts found a
system of kidnapping everywhere established on a finn basis,
and extending in its business relations far into the interior
of the continent ; the idea arose how advantageously the
owners of land in the distant East might cull the costly
products of their soil by the hands of slaves ; and the kernel
of a single plant, the coffee berry, became the meaus of
uniting the remotest lands, and had the effect of throwing
* Under the most Christiamminded
Popes of the eighth eentury, slavemarkets and tho slave-trado flortrished mlhindered, not only iii Italy hnt in
Rome itself.
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a large portion of the human race into subjection to their
fellows, whilst Christian nations became the patrons and the
propagators of the disgraceful traffic. It has therefore
happened in the natural course of things that philanthropists
have first applied their energies to the slave-trade in the
West ; the East has still to tarry for an enlightenment which
is destined in the fulness of time to gladden a future chapter
ofhistory.
Half the task is now accomplished. Two great nations
have speedecl on the work : England in theory, North
America in practice. For scores of years the ships of G-reat
Britain cruised about the shores of Africa for the purpose of
stopping the export of slaves ; but although the outlay was
great, the result was small ; nevertheless a path was broken
for the realisation of the ideas of Wilberforce, for whose
noble endeavours the best sympathies of all nations had so
long and ardently been enlisted. Finally the civil war
broke out in North America, and great and glorious as had
been the services rendered by England in the cause of
humanity, honour greater and more glorious still was won
in long and bloody strife by her bre thren beyond the ocean.
Now the black man has free footing in all parts of the
Western Continent ; and itt the Eastern, the seed of liberty,
sown scarcely ten years back, is already bearing its first fruit
on African soil ; the export of slaves from the coasts of
Guinea, which in the middle of the last century amounted
to 100,000 annually, exists no longer, and the shores are
enlivened by populous towns, the inhabitants of which are
engaged in peaceful traffic ; all the work of a few years, and
all owing to the happy termination of the American civil
war.*
* Iwoulcl refer especially to the district of Lagos, where the advance has
been rapid to a degree hitherto unheard of in the history of the continent.
ln 1871 the entire commerce of the British possessions on the West Coast
amounted to 2,556,0001., and may at the present time be estimated at 3,000,0001.
sterling.
voL.

it.
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Our age is now anxiously awaiting the fulfilment of the
great work, but the other half of the task has still to be
accomplished; the clark cloud of barbarism still lowers over
the innermost regions of Africa, and Egypt, the oldest and
richest land of the historical world, has its mission to perform. A great revolution has already begun, and although
at present it affects only the surface, there is seareely any
reason to doubt that progress, alike spiritual and humane,
will ultimately claim the victory. But the task is gigantie,
and no one can be more sensible of this than the traveller
who has lingered at any of the sources of the slave-trade.
One point there is in which all are unanimous—that frorn
Islamism no help can be expected, and that with Islamism
no compaet can be made. The second Sura of the Koran
begins with the prescription : " To open the way of God, slay
all those who would slay you ; but be not yourselves the
first to commence hostilities, for God loves not sinners ; slay
them wherever you meet them ; drive them away from the
spot from which they would drive you, for temptation is
worse than a death-blow." Islarnism, the child of the deserts,
has everywhere spread desolation, and wherever it has penetrated, deserts have arisen bleak and bare as the roeks of
Nubia and Arabia, and under its influence every nation from
Morocco to the Isles of Sunda has congealed into a hornogeneous mass ; inexorably it brings all to one levd , remorselessly obliterating all traces of nationality or race.
That Islamism is capable of progress is merely a supposition that has been hatched up from books, and has no foundation; there is likewise nothing to prove that it has fallen
to decay ; its condition appears to be that of one perpetual
childhood. Its votaries are like the germs of vegetation that
slumber in the sands of desert valleys ; a drop of rain, a
mere nothing, may call them to a transitory life ; the plants
bear their flowers, produce their fruit, then die away, and all
becomes once more buried in a long deep sleep.
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Another question then arises as to whether Mohammedans
might be roused to civilisation by adopting Christianity. If
a European residing in Egypt were asked whether it would
be possible for the people to adopt European eustoms without forsaking Mohammedanism, he would at once answer in
the negative ; and if he were further pressed with the inquiry
whether there was any prospect of the religion ever changing,
bisreply would again be that there is not the remotest hope
of sueli an issue. And this opinion would seem to be borne
ont by witat has been experienced in Algiers, where the
gentle administration of the French Government, with its
" Bureaux Arabes," bas always prevented the colony from
beeoming rich and populated by Europeans. The European
costume is the only one of 011r civilised institutions tbat
has hitherto been adopted in Egypt, but underneath this
external garb there still lurks the old feeling of hatred for
the Franks, a feeling which is perceptible only to those who
penetrate into their domestic circles.
But whether Egyptian officials wear an Oriental dress or
a European dress, their ideas about slavery and the slavetrade are stereotyped ; it is the fashion in good society to
have a houseful of slaves, and their presence is considered
indispensable. Now if a man were to keep two, or even
three, properly paid servants, and see that they did their
duty with order and punctuality, be would be making some
advance in eivilisation : but now, what is the impression on
entering the homes of the rich Egyptians ? There, comfortably settled on the divan, sits the master of the house, silent
and contemplative, a man of peace and quietness ; notbing
seems to disturb bis composure ; all the nobler passions are
quite alien to his nature ; hunting and fishing, riding and
boating, are quite unknown to him, and he never puts bimself
to the trouble of taking a walk. If he is thirsty, he has
only to raise his hand and say, " Ya, wolled " (here, fellow !),
and in an instant his slave hands him a glass of water ; or
2 F 2
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if he wants to smoke or to go to sleep, it is " Ya, wolled," just
the same : evervthing is done for him, and he does not stir
an inch to help himself. Now supposing some fine day
all these " wolleds " were to take themselves off, what would
befall these fine gentlemen on their divans, and where would
they turn for all the trifling comforts of their daily life ?
Their sluggish nature would be invaded by a feeling of disquietude that they had never felt before ; they must either
die or become new creatures.
This description, which
applies to every rank of life, is only a reflection of the
lethargie apathy that prevails in every Oriental State ; an
inference necessarily follows that of equal importanee with
the abolition,of slavery is the dawn of a new life in, the East.
If this regeneration is impossible, then slavery is a permanent necessity.
The kind treatment of slaves, and the comfortable lot that
they enjoy, in comparison to the hardships of their rude,
rough homes, are pleas that have often been urged in extenuation of slavery in the East. It is cortainly true that
the contrast in slave-labour is very great, and whilst Europeans have looked upon their slaves as little better than
useful domestic animals, the Oriental slave is a mere object
of luxury. Only a small proportion of the slaves that are
brought annually from the interior are employed in fieldlabour in Egypt, though rather more frequently in the
Nubian provinces. The European, although he deprived
the negro of his ordinary rights, still compelled him to
become a useful member of society ; the Oriental allows
him a portion of his rights, but trains him up to general
incapacity ; the occupations of filling pipes, handing water,
boiling coffee, and holding a salver, are not employments
worthy of a man. Slavery in the East, in spite of its good
living and fine clothes, is not at the best a very enviable position ; but such as it is, it is purchased by these poor creatures
at a heavy price ; they have to submit to a long and painful
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journey across the deserts ; they have to suffer the extremest
hunger and fatigue, and to be exposed to the contagion of
disorders, such as their fresh blood, pure with the simplicity
of a life of nature, is especially liable to imbibe, and altogether they are doomed to be subject to hardships so severe
as to decimate their ranks.
But the worst feature in the case is the depopulation of
Africa. I have myself seen whole tracts of country in Dar
Ferteet turned into barren, uninhabited wildernesses, simply
beeause all the young girls have been carried out of the
country. Turks and Arabs vi1l urge that they are only
drawing off useless blood, that if these people are allowed
to increase and multiply, they will only turn round and kill
one another. But the truth is far otherwise. The time has
come when the vast continent of Africa can no longer be
dispensed with ; it must take its share in the commeree of
the world, and this cannot be effected until slavery is
abolished. Sooner than the natives should be exterminated,
I would see all Turks, Arabs, or whatever else these apathetie
nations may be called, vanish from the face of the earth ;
they are only occupying the place of their betters ; and
negroes, if they only work, are their betters.
I travelled in the Nile countries from 1863 to 1866, and
again from 1868 to 1871 ; on my first journey I visited all
the great markets of the slave-trade, Cairo, Siout, Djiddah,
Suakin, Matamma in Gallabat, Khartoom, and Berber ; in
my seconcl I reached its sources in the lands to the south of
Darfoor and Kordofan. Throughout my wanderings I was
ever puzzling out sehemes for setting bounds to this inhuman
traffic. The traveller in these lands is kept in one perpetual
state of irritation by what he sees ; on every road he meets
long troops of slaves ; on the sea and round the coasts he
comes in contact with Arab boats crammed full of the same
miserable creatures.
Whilst exploring the coasts of Nubia and Egypt in 1864
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and 1865, I spent eight months on the Red Sea. The slavetrade there was then in a flourishing condition, but the
accounts * of what I saw attracted no more attentiou than
the complaints made by my predecessors. The consuls in
Djiddah and other ports on the Red Sea were afraid to take
any measures that were not sanctioned by European policy,
and consequently Arabs were allowed to carry on that which
amongst Spaniards and Portuguese would have been considered
piracy. Not a man-of-war was to be seen cruising on the
water, and yet one single gunboat would have sufficed to
keep a check upon the intercourse between the opposite
coasts, and to make the slave-trade an impossibility. A
change has now been effected, and all the Powers that are
interested in the matter have done their utmost to remedy
the evil ; but even on the Red Sea there still remains much
to be done, and even now there are far too many secret
landing-places and loopholes which escape the vigilance of
the authorities.
11Iany a time, under the consciousness that alone I was
utterly powerless as a vindicator of humanity, I have restrained myself from the temptation to rescue slaves with
my own hands. Once, between Khartoom and Berber, a lot
of slaves was being brought from Kordotan, and I cut in two
the leather thongs that bound them to their sheyba ; but an
ugly squabble was all that resulted from my interference.
At other times I have vehemently remonstrated with the
slave-dealers, when I have been a witness of any cruelty in
their treatment of their property ; but all to no purpose.
It may therefore be imagined that a traveller in his fury
and disgust will be led to devise all manner of schemes for
eradicating the system, and although, when weighed in a
calmer frame of mind, many of his plans will seem chime* Detailed aceounts
vol. xviii. 1866.
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rical and even impracticable, yet it may be that their very
apparent impracticability at least proves the gravity of the
situation, and shows the inadequacy of the present means of
suppression. But such as my schemes were, I will venture
to indicate them here. They contain no shifts, no compromise, no expectation of better times, no dependence on
Egyptian officials, not even a hope of assistance front the
Viceroy, who, however good his intentions may be, has not
the power to do much. A talent for organisation is not
sufficient to rouse whole nations from their apathy ; no small
hero ean do the woik, but it would require a powerful reformer like Peter the Great, and a people like the llussians,
or the Japanese of the present day, who would easily imbibe
the ideas of the West. I beg therefore to submit the following as suggestions lowards the suppression of the sktve -tracie ;
they embody at least the ideas of one who has been a witness
of what transpires at the sources of the slave-trade in Central
Africa.
1. To place the country under an Administration formed
on the European principle, and to appoint Europeans to fill
the highest posts ; the French have officials who understand
the language, and the English have their experience to show
them how Mohammedans may be pressed into the service of
a well-regulated State. This plan would please the fellaheen
of Egypt, whilst the rest of the people would be indifferent
to it, as long as they were not severely taxed.*
2. To appoint commissioners of slaves, who should travel
about the provinces, and keep watch upon all the highways
of the slave-trade ; they should be invested with the fullest
authority, and rank above the local officials. They should
have the power of arresting and imprisoning every slave* The long possession of almost sovereign rights enjoyed by European
Consuls in the East has given the people a confidence in their sense of justice,
and would prevent them from fearing any encroachment on their religious
opinions.
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dealer, of sequestrating his property, and of equipping expeditions for the purpose of conveying the rescued slaves back
to their own homes. As these expeditions would have to
traverse hostile territory, they must necessarily be armed,
and the commissioners of course should be perfectly incorruptible, inasmuch as they would be constantly exposed to
the temptation of accepting bribes.
3. To place the negro-countries that suffer most from
the slave-trade under the protection of European Governments, by founding States expressly for their defence. The
splitting up of African nations into small States has ever
been the main hindrance to the introduction of civilisation
amongst them ; it is only large Powers, and such as are
competent to organise themselves, that offer a likely foundation for the establishment of any thriving comrnerce or
traffic.
4. To introduce a Chinese immigration into the Mohammedan countries of Africa, of which the population
gives little attention to agriculture.
The four millions of
Egyptians who are available for agricultural occupations are
insufficient to do justice to the richness of the soil ; but
Chinese labourers would thrive well in Nubia, and would
certainly, in the course of a few years, make the culture of
the land highly remunerative.
Under existing circumstances there can be no amelioration in the condition of the Egyptian States until the
slave-trade is not only held in check at its sources, but
also stopped at its outlets. This can only be effected by
the rich people resigning their slaves and replacing them
by paid servants ; the change would doubtless involve many
in a large expense, for they would be still obliged to maintain their former slaves, the greater part of whom would
refuse to leave their masters ; still a great step would be
gained if a law could be passed to give all slaves the right
of demanding payment for their services ; such i measure
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would have the effect of putting a limit to the number of
slaves that are kept, and by foreing the masters to demand
more work from them, would have a tendeney to rouse the
Orientals from their humdrum ways. As long as a man
retains his slaves as sueh, there is nothing to prevent him
from making fresh purehases, so that any other measure
than that which I have described would be so much trouble
lost.
That there is any assistanee to be expected, under the
eircumstances, from the Khedive is quite a delusion. It
is commonly supposed that the ruler of Egypt is a despot
of the purest water ; this, however, is a great mistake. In
many respects the Egyptian Government is extremely mild
eriminals and officials who have been remiss in their duty
are rarely severely punished, and the only delinquency that
it will not overlook is the refusal to pay taxes ; and even
bere matters would not be so bad, if it were not that the
disorderly administration involves the officials in making
encroaebing demands. The Viceroy has little power over
the higher authorities, who manage to sneak behind the
Crescent of Stamboul ; he is no more than a Viceroy ; the
high-sounding Persian title of Khedive which he assumes
is in reality no more than a title. He ean only issue his
orders, and then all boats that come down the White Nile
are confiseated ; and in Khartoom especially, where it is
good policy to make a stir in the eyes of the European
residents, all kinds of repressive measures are proposed ;
in displaying their zeal in the eause, the authorities often
commit acts of the greatest injustice, and Mohammedans
sometimes find their wives and families sequestrated as
slaves, merely because they happen to be black. Such
proceedings afford a fine opportunity for the subordinate
officials to make a harvest out of the injured people by
extorting ransom-money, and by making other extortionate
demands. I can myself bear witness that several of my
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servants were deprived of their wives and children and put
into chains, and I had to write to the Minister, and accompany the people to Cairo myself, before I could get justice
done to them and their rights restored; and all this was
only for the purpose of throwing dust in my eyes and
inducing me to report upon the wonderful energy displayed
by the local government in Khartoom.
But, meantime, the caravaus find their way just the same
as ever through Darfoor and Kordofan to Dongola and
Siout, and still they are brought from Abyssinia through
Gallabat to the Red Sea, and no one sees them but the
traveller. In Kordofan, where there is a resident Egyptian
Governor, the trade is truly enormous, and there is now
as well the slave-trade from Darfoor. Siout, the common
termination of the roads, is the only place where this trade
can be cut off, and that could only be effected by the
heaviest sacrifices for the commerce of Egypt. The conquest of Darfoor by the Egyptians would consequently be
a great step in advance ; but I most emphatically protest
against Ismail Pasha being allowed to send Turkish troops
into the heathen negro-countries, for it may literally be said
that " where they have been, no grass will grow." The
kindest thing that the enlightened ruler of Egypt can do
for these lands is to leave them alone; they are not productive, and if they were, they are too far frorn the
navigable rivers to make any of their products that are in
less demand than ivory of any mercantile value.
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first boats had reached the Meshera early in the year,
and the number of soldiers in the Seriba kept continually
increasing by the arrival of fresh contingents from Khartoom.
The firms of Chattas and Kurshook Ali seemed both to have
a sharp look-out for business, for one of them had collected
forty and the other seventy-eight fresh idlers as reeruits.
Their arrival gave new life to the Seribas ; friends and relatives who had not met for years exchanged greetings and
recounted mutual experiences, whilst news from Khartoom
was eagerly circulated and as eagerly received.
For myself there was a collection of little notes sent by a
friend at Khartoom that could not do otherwise than excite
my keenest interest. They were six months old, but not the
less on that account did they stimulate my curiosity : in
them I read, in sentences that were almost as crisp and brief
as telegrams, of the startling events of the previous autumn.
Naturally I turnecl to my letters from horne, hoping to gather
TIIE
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further particulars of the strange occurrences that had thus
been partially unfolded, but I found that these letters had
all been written a year ago, whilst peace still prevailed
throughout Europe, and that they only referred to ordinary
and commonplace topics. So incomplete, therefore, were the
intimations that I received of all that had transpired since
November 1869, that the events all remained an enigma to
me which I could very imperfectly comprehend. It is true
that I had come across slave-traders in the west who had
recently arrived overland from Khartoom, and who had plenty
to tell of uhat was going on in the Soudan, but not a syllable
fell from their lips about the great war of the Franks, for
who besides myself was interested in the least in the fall of
the Emperor of the French, or who cared either to hear or
to relate the victories of the Germans ? Although when I
visited Khartoom many menths had elapsed since the fall of
Magdala, yet near as it was to the seat of war, the intelligence of the Abyssinian campaign even then had scarcely
reached the town.
Meagre as were the details of my latest intelligence, it
may be imagined that they roused me to the greatest excitement, so that it was with the most feverish expectation that
I awaited the arrival of a son of Kurshook Ali, who would
bring definite tidings as to whether there was peace or war
in Europe.
As it had been my intention to return home immediately
after my Niam-niam tour, I had given no orders in the
previous year for any quantity of fresh stores to be sent me
from Khartoom ; consequently the boats that now arrived
had brought me nothing beyond the few articles that I knew
would be necessary on my passage down the river ; these
inconsiderable things, meanwhile, had been left at the
Meshera ; but after the hardships of the last few months,
I felt that the possession of the merest trifies would be an
incalculable boon to me. Pendin 0. the arrival of this I ittle
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addition to my present means, I had still to endure some
weeks of poverty ; then for a short period after receiving it
I enjoyed a brief season of comparative comfort until onee
more, when the scanty stock was exhausted, I relapsed for
the rest of my sojourn in the country into a state of destitution more distressing than ever.
The two months that I spent in Khalil's huts were passed
almost entirely in hunting. Not only was the abundance of
game abont the valley of the Dyoor a great inducement to
sport, but such was my nervous condition that continual
exertion was the only thing that made my life endurable.
I found walking to be the best antidote to depression and
the most effectual remedy for headache and languor ; and
it was only during the hours that I passed in the wilderness
that any of my former energy returned. Whenever I found
myself within the walls of my hut I was conseious of nothing
but weariness and dejection and was only fit for lounging on
my bed ; it was but rarely that my love of sketching from
nature in any degree diverted me or gave me its wonted
amusement.
Khald had lent ine a eapital gun, a weapon specially suited
for antelope-shooting, that dici me good service. During the
months of March and April I brOught down as many as fiveand-twenty head of the larger kinds of garne, including
amongst them specimens of nearly all the different species
of antelopes that the fauna of the country could boast. The
number of caama and leucotis antelopes appeared little short
of inexhaustible. The fiesh of the leucotis served as a substitute for beef and mutton, both of which at that time were
exceedingly scarce in all the Seribas. I had no butter or
lard of any description, but the meat was very palatable
when simply boiled in water. The lean goats' meat, with its
soapy fiavour, was the only alternative, and that after awhile
became utterly loathsome to me. For a long time I had
had 110vegetables at my meals, and indeed for months I had
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without any vegetable diet at all with the exception of
some sorghum cakes.
During this period I met with an antelope (A. arundinacea)
of a species that I had never seen before. The Bongo called
it " yolo," and although it appeared to me to differ from the
leucotis merely by having horns of about one-third the length,
the natives insisted that it was quite distinct ; upon closer
investigation I could not help acknowledging that the people
were right, and that several marks of distinction did really
exist ; in the first place, the head of the " yolo " is all of one
colour ; in the next, it is deficient in the black stripe along
the h.ind leg which is always seen in the leucotis ; and the
lower joints in the hind legs are never black, but of the same
brown colour as the rest of the body. Again, the two animals
are distinguished by their habit, for while the " yolos " are
found only in pairs frequenting the bush forests in the vicinity
of the rivers, the leucotis are observed in groups (sometimes
even in large herds of several dozen), and haunt, not the
forests, but the open valleys through which the rivers flow.
It was highly interesting to notice the keen accuracy with
which the instinct of the natives had taught them to diserimivate between species of which the general resemblances
were so predominating ; the droppings of the animals as they
move from place to place are quite sufficient to enable these
observers of nature to distinguish one kind of antelope from
another.
I was informed that the end of February was the best
time of the year for hunting reed-rats (Aulacodus Swinderianus). Accordingly one day I arranged an excursion to the
Dyoor, and engaging a number of natives who were used to
the sport to bring their lances and to beat up the game, I
set off under their guidanee to the spot that they considered
the most promising. At that season of the year, when all the
grass was so thoroughly dry, it did not seem as though it
could be a matter of much difficulty to kill almost unlimited
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numbers of these reed-rats, if only they could be got at ; and
so in fact it proved : in the course of the day we killed no
less than ten, but nearly all of them were so damaged by
the merciless use of the lances or by the teeth of the dogs
that they were of no use at all for any scientific purpose.
The method of hunting, it must be confessed, is somewhat
rough. As soon as a spot is discovered frequented by the
animals, a ring of the tall grass is set alight, so that escape

Ilunting
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is rendered impossible, and every one of the poor brutes
within the circle of flame is compelled to show itself. The
reed-rats invariably keep in concealment until the very last
moment, and when finally they make an attempt to escape
they get their feet so scorched and their eoats so singed
that it is very difficult to secure a perfect specimen ; they
are in this respect like the wild hares of the deserts, which
are subject to the delusion that however close at hand their
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pursuers may be, they may still be safe by remaining quiet
their hiding-places ; as soon as they are obliged to quit
them they get killed by stones and clubs. In many parts
where the grass that had survived the steppe-burning was
unusually thick, the Dyoor had only to thrust in their spears
at random and they had every chance of spearing one of the
reed-rats. The case is pretty much the same in the various
pools full of fish left by the subsidence of the river.
The Aulacodus finds a habitat in all the tropical regions
of the continent ; it is ordinarily found in the neighbourhood
of brooks and rivers, burying itself in deep holes amidst the
reeds ; when, however, it is in search of its food it will wander
away to a considerable distance from its place of concealment,
and thus allow the hunters a chance of killing it. The larger
rivers are the natural channels for the wanderings of the
ereature, its movernents in the water being assisted by its
hind feet being furnished with webs ; but these webs, it is to
be observed, are not perfectly developed ; they do not stretch
across from toe to toe in straight lines, but go in curves that
vary considerably in their stretch. On account of this peculiarity, Th. von lIeuglin has suggested that the reed-rat found
on the Gazelle hiver should be classified as A. semipalmalus,
to distinguish it from the species of the Zambesi and Garnbia,
which is entirely wanting in the webbed foot.
A full-grown reed-rat is never less than twenty inches in
length, but a third of this must be assigned to the rat-like
tail, which is coated over with thin hair, nearly black on the
top and light grey underneath.
The snout, throat, breast,
and belly are coverecl with hair almost as prickly as the
bristles of a young hedgehog, light grey in colour ; on the
back and sides the colour is shaded down to a brownish hue,
that is to say, the grey hairs are tipped with a lightish tanbrown. In February the half-grown animals shed their
bristles and acquire an entirely new coat. The skin is about
an eighth of an inch thiek, but is quite soft, and may
iii
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easily be torn ; it is lined with a• uniform layer of fat. The
meat is excellent when roasted ; it is rich, and without being
sweet and insipid like that of the roek rabbit, it is free from
any unpleasant flavour; in quality it is about equal to poultry,
whilst in taste it may be deseribed as being intermediate
between veal and pork. As a eloven-footed animal , without
horns and non-ruminant, the Nubians of course consider it

Far-Pl-boos.

(Aulacodus

Suinderianus.)

to be unclean ; but the Mohammedans of the steppes and
deserts are not so scrupulous ; to the Baggara and the
Foorians a roast reed-rat is as great a delicacy as a hare is
to the Bishareen and Hadendoa.
Amongst ihe natives of
the Nubian towns and Nile-valley the Far-el-boos (as the
reed-rat is called in Arabic) gives rise to a good deal of
mutual banter, and in times of dearth they jocosely charge
one another with eating reed-rats on the sly.
The food of the Aulacodus consists, 1 believe, of the
2 G
vOL. II.
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aromatic rhizomes of certain kinds of grass that grow in
the depressions of the rivers ; but as I only juclge from the
green finely-minced partieles that were contained in the
stomach, I am unable to speak positively on this point.
The natives esteem the contents of the stomach as a special
delicacy ; and my dogs, that were generally dainty enough
to reject rats and mice, greedily devoured all the entrails.
Tikkitikki, armed With his bow and arrows, was an eager
participator in our sport. He declared that reed-rats are
never found in the land of the Monbuttoo, but are perfectly well known to all the Niarn-niam, who call them
" remooh," or "alimooh." In cotnmon with many other
Africans, the Niam-niam often adopt the practice of
burying their stores of ivory (either as a protection from
the disasters of war or from the chance of fire) in the
damp soil of the swamps, which are the haunts of the
Aulacoclus; the ivory forms just the substance that meets
the requirements of the animal for sharpening and grinding
down its front teeth, and consequently gets gnawed in every
direction.
Khalil required 300 bearers to convey his stores from
the Meshera, but as these could not be collected in a day,
and as the prevailing scarcity made it impossible to maintain any others beyond the soldiers that were already in
the Seribas, the new-comers were turned out to pick up
what they could for themselves from amongst the neighbouring Dinka until the entire troop could be got together.
A goocl many days elapsed before the great caravan was
complete; and, in the meantime, the soldiers who had
already started were having continual conflicts with the
Dinka, who were resolved not to part with their corn
without a struggle.
On the 4th of IVIarch 200 of Ghattas's Bongo bearers
arrived at the Seriba on their way to carry corn to the
Turkish camp. All their loads put together would hardly
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have amounted to twenty ardebs. Ilopelessly stupid are
the people ; it roused my indignation to think how, in
spite of the hard and level roads that were established
during the dry seasons, they had never introduced a single
vehicle of any description into the country. Thirty handbarrows or three bullock-waggons would have amply sufficed
to convey the whole of the corn, and yet they employed
these 200 bearers, who, during the twenty-four days that
they would be on their journey to their destination and back,
would, at the very lowest computation, consume as much as
forty ardebs of durra, just double the quantity they had to
deliver. The extortions of the Government are thus, in
the course of the year, three or four times as great as
they need be ; the troops may require some 600 ardebs
of corn, but in procuring tbis, at least another 600 ardebs
would be wasted, to say nothing about the reckless and
lavish expenditure of time and strength which is thrown
away upon the proceedings. I cannot help repeating these
details, in order to show to what a senseless system of
robbery these negro-countries are exposed as soon as ever
they come within the grasp of Mohainmedan rule.
In March the natives employ themselves in fishing.
Towards the middle of the month the numerous backwaters and swamp-channels that have been left by the
Dyoor are separated into independent basins by means of
dams, that may be seen thrown up in all direetions across
the intricate ramifications of the water ; when these basins
have been thoroughly drained, the fish are left lying above,
or just embedded in the mud and slime, and may easily be
taken with the hand. All the inhabitants of the district
were in some measure concerned in the fishing of the
Dyoor, and it afforded me a pleasant diversion, when I was
out on my hunting-excursions, to stop awhile and watch
the artifices by which they contrive to entrap the fish.
At the part of the river which, being deep, was frequented
2 o 2
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by hippopotamuses, the right-hand bank was more than
fifteen feet high, and rose perpendicularly from the water ;
the upper section of the soil of the bank was a ferruginous
clay which went down to a depth of eight feet, below which
was a broad white stripe some four feet thick, resting upon
the gneiss that apparently was the substratum of the entire
alluvium of the river-valley. The white stripe of the soil
had a chalky look, and contained fragments of quartz ; it
consisted of a crumbling product of felspar, such as may
frequently be seen, under similar circumstances, in the
hollows of other river-courses and brooks throughout the
country.
In all parts of the dry sandy bed may be found the shells
of the river-oyster (Etheria Cailliaudii), which is wanting
in none of the affluents of the Upper Nile, and is known
to the Niam-niam as the " mohperre." In the deeper parts
of the bed of the Dyoor these oysters exist in groups,
adheriwg firmly to blocks of swamp-ore that, having become
detached from the top of the banks, have fallen into the
river, and so are permanently under water. While the
Etheria is young, the shell is almost cireular, but as it
increases in age, it becomes elongated and irregular, and
occasionally attains the extraordinary length of eighteen
inches. The flavour of this mollusk is rather sweet and
mawkish, and to me particularly unpleasant.
On the 20th, my temporary abode was very consider.ably enlivened by the arrival of Soliman, the owner
of the Seriba, the eldest son of the late Kurshook Ali.
He was quite a young man, and entirely inexperienced in
the management of the extensive property that he had
recently inherited from his father. It is matter of notoriety
that whenever an Oriental proceeds on his travels he takes
a large supply of his luxuries with him ; thus it happens
that his valuable baggage, consisting of clothes, weapons, and
harness, as well as his horses, makes it espeeiaAly worth
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while to waylay him and plunder him of his wealth. From
this disaster Kurshook Ali bad been spared during his life,
but no sooner was he dead than, as I have already had
occasion to mentiou, his successor in office appropriated all
his effects and proceeded to dispose of them in the open
market to the best bidders. It was on this account that
the son of the deceased Sandjak had been induced to undertake this laborious journey in person, and he arrived at the
Seriba with the double purpose of saving whatever residue
there might be of his father's property and of exacting an
account from Ahmed Aga of what already had ly3en sold.
With much pleasure I still remember my first meeting
with Soliman, and ean yet recall the eager euriosity with
which I turned the conversation to the position of the
European Powers. As he was the ehief of a great mereantile fir m, and consequently associated with the more
edueated class of Khartoomers, I quite hoped that he would
be able to give me some decisive political intelligence ; but
all the information that I could obtain from him Was that
when be left Khartoom in January, no announcement of
peace bad reached that town.
Old Kbalil, who had never been out of the negro-countries
for fifteen years, was just as ignorant of political matters as
the lowest of his emmtrymen ; not only had be to ask what
was the name of the Governor-General of Kbartoom, but
he seemed to be quite unconscious that Egypt was in any
degree an inclependent country. 11lost of the people were
quite unacquainted with the name of the Khedive in power,
and I heard sorne of them ask what the Pasha was called in
Cairo; of one thing, however, they said they were perfectly
sure, namely, that Abdul Aziz was the sovereign who ruled
over all the believers, and that all the kings of the Franks
were his vassals ; it was true, they confessed, that the
Emperor of lqoseow, some years ago, had the audacity to
pretend that he was independent ; but now, thanks to the
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fidelity of the great Sultan's vassals, he was very glad to eat
humble-pie, just as it had happened before with Buonaparte,
the " Sultan-el-Kebir."
Such was the ignorance of the Soudanese ; and the few
sentences that I have recorded will serve for an epitome of
their political knowledge. When they heard me talking to
Soliman about peace and war in the land of the Franks,
they wanted to karn what sort of people the Prussians (the
" Borusli ") were. Soliman answered them with the greatest
naiveQ. He described Prussia as a " country with very few
people," meaning to imply that it was about the smallest
of the great Powers. " And have these few people," they
went on to inquire, " made the great Emperor of the
Franks a prisoner? Do you mean that they have taken
the Emperor, whose likeness is stamped on all the gold
money ?" " 0 yes," answered Soliman ; " he was a big
rascal ; and heaven has rewarded him according to his
deserts."
It was on the 30th of March that the people arrived from
the Meshera, and no one can tell how delighted I was to
get the few stores that had been sent me from Khartoom.
Provided as I was with a new stock of paper, I again set
about my botanical work, which had so long been suspended,
and renewed my investigations with redoubled ardour ; it
was the opening of the third spring-tide iii which it had
been my singular happiness to gather the tribute of Central
Africa to lay upon the altar of science. The period of my
return to Europe was getting near, and I was eager to
make a collection of all the bulbs and tubers that I could ;
I was very careful to dig them up before they had thrown
out any of their fresh shoots, and was very successful in
procuring a large number, which I deposited in Berlin in
a state of perfect vitality ; amongst them were many rare
plants, and particularly some specimens of the Cycaclewfrom
the Country of the Niam-niarn. In consequence, however,
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either of the defective construction of the plant-houses,
or of the inexperience of the gareleners, many of these
subsequently died.
The meteorological events of 1871 deviated in some
degree from their normal rule. The seasons were not at
all sharply defined, as they had been in the two preceding
years. Throughout Mareh there was a perpetual struggle
between direetly contrary winds; first the north-east wind
contended violently with the south-east wind, and only
desisted to commence a confiict just as furious with the
south-west. About the middle of the month the days were
extremely hot, and the domMant north-east winel raged with
almost the intensity of a simoom, that threatened to convert
the land into a desert. On two separate days there were
some slight showers, but the first heavy rain was that which
fell on the 31st. In April there were six slight falls, and
four very beavy falls, of rain, the south-west wind being
generally prevalent, although there were several days when
the rude, rough Boreas still struggled vehemently for the
mastery. In May there were five showery days and three
that were thoroughly wet.
The reappearance, for the first time, of various plants and
animals marked, as it were, the separate stages of the
advancing season, and prompted me to make a sort of
farmer's calendar of the different events. It was on the
16th that the wind suddenly veered to the south-east and
some drops of rain fell, the first that had occurred since the
passing shower on the llth of February. The direction of
the wind seemed now to be settled, and in the course of the
night I heard a cricket chirping on the grass. Before many
days had past the cicadas put in an appearance, and in the
middle of the day the air resounded with their shrill tones,
clear almost as the ring of metal. At the beginning of
April the humidity of the atmosphere rapidly increased,
whilst the heat remained intense, the average temperature
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being not less than 81° Fahr. This unhealthy concurrence
of hot atmosphere with damp had the effect of bringing out
an angry eruption all over my body, causing an irritation so
violent that my rest at night was completely destroyed.
Heat and moisture together are never beneficial to the
health, except there is a complete protection from the chance
of taking cold.
The 3rd of April, three days after the first decidedly heavy
rain, is noted in my register as being the first day upon
which the floor of my hut was covered with those uncomfortable visitors which never wait for a weleome ; I mean partieularly those strange Arachniclw, the Galeodes (or scorpionspiders), with their great venomous mandibles, and the whole
family of scorpions proper. My poor negroes were terribly
punished by them, and from head to foot there was not a
portion of their body that enjoyed immunity from their
attacks. It was after a very heavy rainfall that, on the
evening of the 18th, I saw the first winged white ants (sexual
males) issue from the clay pyramid of their " gontoor."
Towards the middle of the month the stores of corn were
so nearly exhausted that Khalil was obliged- to deeline
showing any hospitality to the Gellahbas that passed through
the Seriba. Soliman bimself was compelled to quit the
place, and his old Vokeel took a trip to his Bongo Seribas
to gather together what additional supplies he could. For
nayself, I was suffering privation almost as severe as I had
endured in the previous May upon the shores of the Nabambisso, on some days being unable to obtain a single handful
of durra-corn ; still, distressing as my condition was, I could
not at once make up my mind to retrace my steps to
Ghattas's head Seriba. I was quite aware that I should
be better off there for provisions than anywhere else, but the
disaster of the 2nd of December had left such an impression
upon my mind that the very name of the place was hateful
to me ; and I felt that I should for my own part much prefer
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to drag out four mouths in a starving Seriba and a barren
wilderness, rather than to enjoy meat and milk at the cost
of residing amidst the scenes of my disappointment and
misfortune.
One day, just about this time, a former Bongo chief, who
had escaped to the mountains on the southern frontier,
having been captured after a long pursuit, was brought back
by Kurshook Ali's people to the Seriba. He had elandestinely murdered many of the Nubians, and had instigated
the natives to revolt against their conquerors. His condemnation and execution now followed forthwith. I heard
nothing of the matter until it was all over, but my negroes,
who had been witnesses of the whole proceeding, gave it as
their opinion that the punishment was well-deserved. They
described to me the mode of carrying out the sentence. The
delinquent, they said, had been taken out a considerable
distance into the forest, dragging after him a long sheyba
that was fastened to his neek ; all at once he had been felled
to the ground by a tremendous blow, directed just below the
knees, from one of those huge swords four feet long that
have been made for centuries at Solingen near Düsseldorf,
and are still manufactured for the especial use of the African
Bedouins and Arabs ; two more heavy blows had then cut
off his arms ; and last of all, the attack had been levelled at
his head, which was haeked, rather than cleanly severed, from
his body.
There are always to be found in this country those who
are singularly dexterous in the use of the swords that I have
mentioned. They use them for performing amputations in
their own barharous way. If mortification from an ulcer or
any other cause seems to be setting in, so that a hand or a
foot is deemed ineurable, the limb is fastened to a block of
wood, and with one blow of the sword the part affected is
severed almost within a hair's breadth of the part that is
sound. Instances far from unfrequent have been known
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where the sufferers have had the fortitude to perform the
operation, hazardous as it is, upon themselves. The custom
is of great antiquity amongst the Arabs, and probably is not
to be disassociated from the ancient Gospel precept, " If thy
right hand offend thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee."
Reluctant as I was, I found myself compelled at last to
yield to the urgent solicitations of my hungry Bongo and to
set off for Ghattas's Seriba. We started on the 21st. We
found the Dyoor, which had risen during the last few days,
somewhat subsiding again, but the whole breadth of the bed
was still covered with water, although only two and a half
feet deep ; in the two previous years it had not begun to rise
until a fortnight later. Aboo Guroon's Seriba was just in
the same miserable condition of want as the district we had
left, and we found the natives eagerly engaged in collecting
the bitter berries of certain kinds of the Capparideæ, of which,
after soaking them repeatedly in boiling water, they manage
to make a sort of pap. The berry of the Boxia oclandra is
likewise used for a similar purpose, having been first dried
in the sun to remove the astringent cotyledons and then
pounded in a mortar.
As we continued our journey, we could not be otherwise
than surprised at the large flocks of maraboo-storks that we
saw congregated amidst the burnt grass in the low steppes
adjacent to the bed of the Molmul : most probably they were
searching for the bodies of the snakes, lizards, and mice that
had been killed in the recent conflagration.
With the 4th of May came the commencernent of the
general sowing of the crops ; men's hearts revived, and they
began to anticipate happier times.
Ghattas's granaries still contained some Corn ; and a small
number of cattle, the residue of his once enormous herds,
was yet to be seen in his farmyard. But in spite of my
sense of these material comforts, the erowded Seriba was
most repulsive to me : ehanged indeed it was in a way ; but
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in its essential character it had remained true to its old
composition. Certain it was that the swarms of rats that
had infested the huts and undermined the soil had been all
but exterminated by the fire ; the crowds of red-headed
lizards (Agamas) that used to frisk up and down the old
rotten palisade were no longer to be seen ; the horned beetles
(Scarabmus nasicornus) and their grubs that had once covered
every dung-heap were totally annihilated ; it was man alone
who was unchanged, and the same revolting forms, infected
with syphilis, scabs, and boils were spreading their putrid
miasma around. Tottering along betwixt the crooked, tumbledown straw hedges and amidst the heaps of garbage and
of refnse might still be seen the wretched fever-stricken
beings, with shorn heads covered with scabs and every limb
a mass of festering matter ; everywhere prevailed the
moaning and groaning of a lingering death ; the people were
not so much what they were accustomed to call themselves
and each other in their curses, " dogs and the sons of dogs,"
they were rather sons of dirt, born and bred in an atmosphere of abscess and corruption.
I found my former garden ragged and barren as a wilderness ; the only surviving memorials of what it had been were
the tomatoes flourishing persistently upon the fertile soil,
and the sunflowers that gloried in the tropical sun. Some
of the sunflowers rose in great pyramids of foliage to a
height of over ten feet, and with their huge disks of blossoms
ever turned towards the full glare of light, presented an
appearance that was very striking. In this strange world
their splendour could not but irresistibly attract me, and I
often sat down on the ground before them, and while gazing
on their brightness recalled the fading memories of the past
and conjured up anew the recollections of my distant travels,
looking back upon the scenes I had passed, as a traveller
looking through the back window of his carriage might take
a retrospect of the country he had left behind.
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In order to obtain a short reprieve from my melancholy
and unpleasant surroundings and to finish up with a few days'
quiet enjoyment of nature, I resolved, towards the end of
May, to take a farewell trip to Geer, and so to pay a parting
visit to the Bongo. I bad become quite attached to this
people, and had determined to take a young Bongo boy back
with me to Europe. 111ynew protégewas named Allagabo.*
He seemed to me to be sharper and quicker in ability than
many of his race, even of those who were considerably older
than himself ; and I intended him accordingly to be properly
educated ; his family lived in G-eer, and whilst I was there
I received various visits frorn his father, uncle, and aunt, to
all of whom I made what presents I could, and immortalised .
them in my portfolio. They no longer exercised any right
over Allagabo, as he had been stolen from his home a long
time before by the Dinka, and disposed of by them to the
controller of the Seriba in exchange for some cattle ; the boy's
good fortune was quite a matter of congratulation to his
relatives, as they were fully convinced he would lead a much
happier life with me than he could possibly expect in his
savage home. Ilis mother, some years previously, after one
of the regular cattle-exchanges, had been carried off as a
slave to Khartoom ; she was the only one of his relations
for whom Allagabo had any yearning, and later, when he bad
grown aecustomed to his European life and begun to confide
in me, he used to tell me that the image of his mother
haunted him in his dreams and hovered over him with tears
in her eyes. I made many inquiries for her in Khartoom,
but never succeeded in learning anything about her. For
his father, Allagabo bad little affection or respect. When
I was making presents I bad noticed that he was always
urging me to hand my gifts by preferenee to his uncle,
* Allagaho is the Arabie remkring of the Greek Theodore (gift of God);
by the Dinka the lad was ealled "Teem," is. " a tree," because his native
name was " Lebbe," which is the Ihmgo word for a species of mimosa.
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saying that his father did not deserve them, and upon my
asking him the reason, he told me that once during the time
when he was suffering from one of the diseases of childhood,
his father had been utterly indifferent to his condition, but
that bus unele had helped to nurse him with the greatest
tenderness.
Iii Geer I made numerous additions to my albrun. Here,
too, I sketched the accompanying illustration of the village
life of the liongo. The huts and granaries are built round
an immense butter-tree.
On the left is one of the memorial
graves which I have already described,* and on the right,
a woman pounding corn in one of the native portable
mortars in the foreground are three Bongo women in attitudes in which they may frequently be observed, the sitting
figure having a child suspended from her back in a leather
bag ; all round the village are sireh-fields, witb their erops
standing some twelve feet high, -whilst the harp-shaped
frames for drying the sesame rise up conspicuously above
them.
The appearance of the first new moon after my return
from my pleasant little trip was saluted with the usual nonsensical firing of guns, which threatened to eause a disaster
similar to that over which I have already poured out my
Jeremiad. It was the same old story ; bullets were whizzing
and whirring in all directions, when one of the straw roofs
took lire ; the fiames were extinguished with much difficulty,
and before any very serious damage had been done, but my
powers of endurance were exhausted; I would not abide the
chance of further repetition of the peril, and insisted upon
preparations being at once taken in hand for sending off the
boats to Khartoom.
An aceidental circumstance favoured my design. Intelligence had casually reached me that Abdel iVlesih, a son of
Vide vol. i , chap. vii.
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Ghattas, was making a tour amongst the eastern Seribas of
the Rohl, and intended very shortly to come on to us. To
me the information was very opportune, as it gave me a
handle, which I did not fail to use, to induce Idrees, our
controller, to hurry on his movements in my behalf. I
made him understand how much worse it would be for him
if Abdel Mesili should arrive before I had taken my departure ; for most certainly if I had the chance I should
report upon the negligence that had eaused the burningdown of the Seriba, and should demand compensation for all
my losses. The consequences, I warned him, would be that
his master would at once remove him from his post, and that
he would have to go back to his place in Khartoom a poor
beggarly slave. My threats answered their purpose admirably ; they put Idrees into a frightful state of alarm ; he
lost no time in pushing matters forward, and on the 4th of
June everything was ready for the march to the Neshera.
Our party consisted of fifty soldiers and rather more than
300 bearers. We started along our former road to the
north-east, through the low-lying country of the Dinka,
which I had previously traversed during the month of
March ; but so advanced was the season now that the whole
region presented quite a new aspect. Bulbous plants of
every variety shed their enlivening hues over the splendid
plains, which were adorned by noble trees, park-like in their
groupings. There was a descent in the land, but it was
scarcely perceptiMe. We were only aware that we were
approaching the limits of the rocky soil, when, on emerging
from the bush, we saw stretching far before us the first
great steppe that marked the commencement of the Dinka
country. Scattered at intervals over the plain were some
very remarkable groves. These were not only singularly
compact, but their outline was as sharply defined as if it
had been drawn by compasses, each cluster seeming to form
itself around some unusually tall tree that was a comtnon
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centre for the rest.
The fantastic forms of the wild
Phcenix and the eandelabra-Euphorbia
were the most
conspicuous amidst these striking groups.
Our first night-camp was pitched at a deserted murah
belonging to the Ayarr tribe. The deep holes that remained where wells bad formerly been sunk, allowed us to
make a very interesting inspection of the character of the
soil; we bad advanced exactly 7000 paces from the extremity of the rock, and on looking into the holes I could
see that the ferruginons swamp-ore was here covered by a
homogeneous layer of grey sandy soil, ten feet iu thiekness.
These steppes are scarcely at all above the level of the
Gazelle,* and, consequently, from July to the end of the
rainy season they are constantly under water ; traces of the
inundation were apparent in the empty shells of the watersnail (Ampullaria) that were seattered about, and in the
pools I found some of the little tortoises (Pelomedusa gehafie,
litipp.) that have their home in the Gazelle itself.
On the following day we crossed the territory of the
Dwuihr ; the country retained the same eharacter of level
steppe broken by clumps of trees, but in consequence of the
recent showers the roads in parts had become quite marshy.
There were many detached huts seattered about.
As we advanced, our attention was attraeted by a herd of
hartebeests sporting together scarcely 500 paces from our
path, and apparently quite unconscious of the proximity of a
earavan nearly half a league in length. So regular were
their evolutions as almost to suggest the idea that they were
being guided by some invisible hand ; they ran in couples
like the horses in a circus, and kept going round and round
a clump of trees, whilst the others stood in groups of three
* The barometer gave an altitude of 1396 feet here, and about the same at
two other points on our route to the Meshera, but as these were only single
readiugs I eannot vouell for their accuracy. Readings at the Meshera taken
in 1869, and repeated in 1871, gave 1452 feet as the height there.
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or four intently watching them ; after a time these in turn
took their place, and, two at a time, ran their own circuit in
the same fashion. How long these movements might have
continued, I cannot say ; but my dogs soon afterwards made
a dash in amongst the antelopes and sent them fiying in all
directions. The circumstance that I have now related may
appear somewhat increclible ; but I can only say that I had
ample time to witness it, and that I was as much surprised
at it as my readers can possibly be. I can only imagine, in
explanation, that it was pairing-time, and that the animals
were blind to all external danger.
I remembered that I haci witnessed something similar,
three months previonsly, upon the Dyoor. A party of three
of us were rambling over a plain covered with short grass,
when we saw two little Hegoleh-bocks (A. Madolua) chasing
each other upon one side of us ; they kept up that peculiar
grunting that belongs to their kind ; a moment after, and
they were on the other side of us ; in another moment they
were back again; and by watching them we found that
they kept making a circle round the spot on which we
were standing, and, although we shouted and tried to seare
them, they persisted in twice more performing their eireuit
about us.
Our next task was to cross a swampy brook overgrown
with the Habbas-mimosa, and the Bongo bearers made a
diversion in the day's proceedings by instituting a baltue in
the long steppe-grass, in which they succeeded in killing
four ichneumons.
The following section of our march was through bushthickets abundant in pools ; and, to judge by the numerous
traces that we noticed, it must have been a district that was
much frequented by elephants.
The ever-recurring swamps seriously impeded our third
morning's march, which was across the forest of the Alwady.
The first villages that we reached belonged to the distriet of

A CATTLE-HAID.
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Teng Teng ; here we deviated from the road that led
directly towards the Meshera, and turned eastwards through
more populous parts, hoping that provisions might be
foraged up with less difficulty for the large troop of bearers.
The natives, according to their wont, withdrew as we approached, so that, although the region was really well cultivated and thoroughly inhabited, it was now quite deserted ;
and the large murah belonging to a Dinka chief named Dal
Kurdyook was reduced to a condition hardly better than a
wilderness, except that the well-kept soil was covered with
some hundreds of the great wooden pegs that are used for
tethering the cattle.
Hardly was the baggage down from off the bearers' backs
before the command was issued for a cattle-raid. Off and
away was every one who had arms to carry. Unless meat
could be had, the bearers must starve. There was no
corn left ; and as to grubbing in the earth for roots, the
days' journeys were far too arduous to permit any extra
fatigue for such a purpose. Meat must be got.
It was a strange sensation, and sufficiently unpleasant, to
find myself left alone with my few helpless servants in the
deserted murah; the Dinka might fall upon us at any
moment ; and against their thousands what chance had
we ? In the course, however, of little more than an hour
my suspense was at an end. The marauders had made good
use of their time, and now came back in triumph with
fifteen cows and 200 sheep and goats. The leader of the
band bad the reputation of being one of the most adroit
hands at cattle-stealing that the Khartoom companies had
ever had in their service, seeming to put his party, almost
by instinct, upon the right track for securing their prey.
His experience made him quite aware that the bulk of the
herds had all been cleared far away from the murahs and
despatched to the most inaccessible of the swamps of the
Tondy ; they had had twenty-four hours' start, and it was
2
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useless for a caravan, with its own baggage to look after,
to think of going in pursuit of them. Still, one thing was
certain ; although all the large herds were gone, yet there
must have been cows with their calves that were left behind
for the support of the households that were in hiding close
in the neighbourhood ; against these the plot was laid, and
The marauders
succeeded by a very simple stratagem.
marehed out a little way to the south, turned short off into
the forest, and then, having arranged themselves in a. semicirele embracing the murah, proceeded in unbroken line
right through the bush, driving everything before them. The
result was, that within half a league of the place of encampment the whole of the reserve of Dal Kurdyook's cows, as
well as other animals, fell into the hands of Ghattas's people.
A portion of the sheep and goats was spared to be driven
onwards with us to the Meshera, but all the rest were slain
and consumed off-hand the very night on which they were
captured. Such a wholesale slaughter, or such a lavish
feasting, as took place in Dal Kurdyook's murah I never
witnessed before or since. When we took our departure on
the following morning the layer of white ashes that covered
the ground was literally dyed with the blood of the vietims.
On the fourth day of our march, at a spot near the residence of Kudy, we re-entered our former road. The country
was alternately wood and cultivated land. It was enlivened
by numerous hamlets, and altogether, although it was neither
rocky nor undulated, it had a general aspeet, to which the
detached clumps of trees contributed, not unlike Bongoland.
Kudy was a Dinka chief, a elose ally of Ghattas's maranders, and one of those characters, not uncommon in
Central Africa, who have gained an inglorious notoriety for
their treachery and infidelity to their own countrymen. How
he managed to maintain his position in the place after his
confederates had taken their departure, I cannot imagine, as
his authority did not in the least extend beyond the imme-
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diate viciiity. The ineidental meeting o our party with
their ally of course put it into their heads to set out on
another cattle-raid, and Kudy was appointed to the command. He had only to lead them out for a couple of leagues
to the south-west of his residence to a region where Ghattas
some years ago maintained a Seriba, and the object was
effeetually accomplished. Quite early in the day they carne
back with an immense number of sheep and goats, and
nearly every bearer had a kid upon his shoulders. The
quantity of corn, however, was very insignificant. Everything was done in the quietest way possible ; there was not
the least excitnent.
The people were so accustomed to
these raids that the execution of them was quite a matter
of routine.
On the following morning we reached the murah of Take,
another Dinka chief, and while we made a halt our people
effected yet another raid. Just as on the previous day, the
produce in the way of corn was next to nothing, but large
numbers both of goats and sheep were driven in, the whole
of which were killed and cooked forthwith for the benefit of
the soldiers and bearers.
In spite of the good understanding that existed between
the Khartoomers and both these chieftains, every village
throughout the district was utterly deserted, and with the
exception of the families of Take and Kudy themselves
we did not see a single human being.
The march of the sixth day led us through the territory
of the Rek, a district remarkable for its wide sandfiats. All
along I had noticed that the pasture-lands were cropped so
closely hy the cattle that it might almost be fancied that
they had been mown with a scythe ; but although the grass
was so short, it had, in consequence of the recent rains, a
bright green look that was very refreshing.
Next day at noon we encamped beneath the sycamore
by the wells of Lao. By some misunderstanding my people
2 ir 2
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had come to the conelusion that we were to halt here for the
night. Accordingly they unpaeked all my things, and I
was about settling myself in an empty hut when the tidings
were told that the caravan had already renewed its march.
By the time that I was again prepared to proceed the whole
train was out of sight, so that under the guidance of a man
who knew the proper route we had to follow in the rear as
rapidly as we could. While we were on our way a violent
storm came up from the west, and, bursting over our heads,
soon put the whole locality under water. To add to our discomfort, our road happened to be through a wood and it was
growing dusk, so that we had to go on stumbling into the
continuous puddles, that were often very deep. In getting
through these places I was at a great disadvantage ; my
heavy boots prevented me from keeping up with the light
ambling trot of the natives, as I had constantly to stop and
pull on first one and then the other, as they were halfdragged off my feet by the tenacious elay. Except a genuine
African traveller, no one eould imagine what ponderous
lumps of mud stuck to the soles.
As we toiled along through the miry forest in the thick
of the drenehing rain, we were startled by hearing a volley
of firearms in the direetion of the caravan. Pitiable as had
been our plight before, we felt it was worse than ever
now ; we did not doubt but that the party in advanee had
been attacked in retribution by the ill-treated Dinka. With
throbbing hearts we reaehed the outskirts of the wood, every
moment expecting to eateh sight of the enemy who would
eut us off at onee from the main procession; but seeing the
fires burning hospitably in the neighbouring villages we were
soon reassured, and on rejoining our people found that the
sounds that had alarmed us had been caused simply by the
soldiers discharging their guns so that they might not
become foul through the charges getting damp.
Early next day, the eighth of our mareh, long before
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reaching the spot, we saw the tall columns of smoke
rising from the murah of our old friend Kurdyook, the
husband of the murdered Shol, and on approaching had
the satisfaction of surveying the scene, which had long
been strange to us, of a well-filled cattle-park. The very
lowing of the herds was a welcome sound. Kurdyook himself
soon appeared, and expatiated in very bitter terms upon the
lamentable fate of his wife. We passed close to the spot
where her huts had stood, and where our caravan had been
so hospitably entertained on taking leave of her. The great
Kigelia alone remained undisiurbed in its glory ; the residence was a heap of ashes, and there was nothing else to
tell of poor old Shol's former splendour than the strips and
shreds of a great torn spirit-flask.
Very little rain had fallen here. The river had scarcely
risen at all ; we were able consequently to get down with
dry feet to the edge of the Meshera, where, about noon, we
were conveyed across to the little island upon which the
Khartoomers pitched their camp. Between Ghattas's Seriba
and this spot I had counted 216,000 paces, showing that the
entire distance we had walked was about eighty miles.
Except that the island which served for the landing-place
had been completely cleared of trees the general appearance
of the Meshera during the last two and a half years had
undergone little alteration ; the growth of the papyrus had
diminished rather than otherwise, and the am batch was still
altogether wanting.
Not only attacks from the neighbouring tribes of the
Afok and Alwady, but continuous outbreaks of cattleplague had decimated the herds left by Shol, and there had
been a great searcity of corn. Boats, however, laden with
durra had arrived from Khartoom, and, as a considerable
portion of it was consigned to me, I availed myself of
the opportunity to start a flourishing business with the
natives, who in exchange for the corn brought me milk
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enough to make into butter. The milk was conveyed to me
in separate bottle-gourds, and in order that I might get five
pounds of butter I had 'to dole out in small quantities as
much corn as would fill a wine-eask.
Before setting sail I bad a good deal of squabbling with
Ghattas's people. I did not want to be brought into the
close quarters which the limits of a boat's deck necessitated
with either lepers or slaves, and protested that if I did not
shoot the first that came on board, I would at least take good
eare to report them to the Government. My endeavours in
this way to secure my comfort were very far from being so
successful as I wished. I had previously written to Kurshook Ali to engage the same boat which had brought him
into the country to carry me back to Khartoom, making it
an express stipulation that the boat should not convey any
slaves. We had come to terms, and everything was apparently quite settled, when it turned out that the boat
was not going to return until late in the year. To defer
my departure so long was out of the question. Slaves or
no slaves, it was all-important to me to be at Khartoom
soon as possible ; and when I found that Ghattas's people
were this year going to ship only a limited number, I came
to the resolution that, under the circumstances, I would take
my chance with them. i knew that Sir Samuel Baker was
on the Upper Nile, and did not doubt that his presence
would have the effect of making the Government take the
most strenuous measures against any import of slaves.
represented as strongly as I could to the people the danger
they were ineurring by having such property on board, but
I might just as well have remonstrated with the winds. In
spite of all I could say twenty-seven slaves were shipped,
not avowedly as slaves, but so nearly in that capacity as at
once to bring them under suspicion of being destined for
the market. Iindesirable as their company was, still I was
thankful to be free from contact with any lepers ; making
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the best, therefore, o an unpleasant business, I went on
board on the afternoon of the 26th of June.
I confess that I felt a little tongue-tied, through not being
myself entirely free from blame. I could not deny that I
had three slaves of my own : these were Tikkitikki the
Pygmy, Allagabo the Bongo, and Amber the Niam-niam.
The other Niam-niam youth I left behind in the Seriba,
after having gained liim his freedom and seen him duly
achnitted into the Mohammedan sect by circumcision, the
only means by which his social position could be secured.
With regard to these lads I profess I had not the least
squeamishness in carrying them away with me, and I felt
none of that misgiving which other travellers have expressed
when they have been tempted to a like proceeding. I felt
that I could not leave them to a doubtful fate after they
had been serving me faithfully for nOthing, and attending me
for two whole years in the desert ; and I had no kind of idea
that I was reducing myself to the level of a slave-dealer
by determining to retain them and to introduce them to
European civilisation, for if I left them behind I was quite
aware that they would be immediately consigned to the
ordinary lot of slavery. Rather was I disposed to compare
myself with those noble-minded Orientals who, although
they look upon the regular slave-dealer's calling as the vilest
and most degrading of all professions, yet do not consider
the possession of slaves to be in itself illegitimate or inconsistent with the purest morality.
It may be well to transcribe here my original diary of the
passage down the Gazelle. It will not, I believe, be without
interest, if it be only to show that the length of the river has
hitherto been much exaggerated on all previous maps

" June 26th.—Sailed for about four hours, until evening,
along the Kyt. A light breeze. The Kyt channel from eight
to ten feet deep ; its bottom one great mass of valisneria.
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"27th.—Dull, eloudy day. A contrary N.N.E. wind has
prevented us from getting beyond the mouth of the Dyoor.
" 281h.—Slow progress, on account of the continued N.N.E.
wind. In the afternoon a more favourable breeze. The
boat's erew affirm that after passing the mouth of the
Dyoor the water becomes whiter. I eannot say that I can
perceive any difference ; the water is elear and colourless,
and free from any flavour of the swamps, as if it had been
Elephants to be seen marching about the shore,
considerably in front of the demareation line made by the
trees. To the west of the ehannel are columns of smoke
from some adjacent murah. Acacia-forests (none of the
trees more than forty feet high) line both sides of the land
subject to inundation ; nowhere do these exceed a width of
two miles. We proceed through clumps of ambatch, and
make a wide bend to the west round an island which the
sailors eall G-yerdiga. Continued safling at night under a
good west wind.
"291h.—Quite early at a place where the river is not
500 feet across ; the contracted spot enclosed by bush-forest.
Soon afterwards we pass the mouth of the Bahr-el-Arab.
There is a favourable breeze from the south-east. In the
afternoon we reach the first Nueir villages. Some of the
great Balwniceps rex are standing on the white ant-hills ;
have they been there ever since I last saw them there, two
years and more ago ? At evening a negro is dying from
dysentery ; aceording to custom, the poor creature is thrown
overboard before life is really extinct. I fear my own
feelings of satisfaction at getting home again make me
somewhat callous to this horrible proceeding.
" 30th.—A clouded sky, and the wind contrary. We heaveto in a backwater that is overgrown with grass for seventyfive feet from either bank : a solitary doom-palm marks the
spot. Again sail on throughout the night, the breeze having
onee more become favourable.
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" july lst.—At 8 o'clock A.M. pass the Nueir villages, at
which we stayed for a day on our passage out. It is unsafe
to land now ; a Vokeel of Kurshook Ali's was murdered not
long since. The district is full of bushes ; white ant-hills
and low acacia-hedges are frequent. A hippopotamus is
leaning against a great stem upon the bank ; we approach
within thirty paces of the flesh-colourA brute, but it makes
no attempt to get into the water. A bullet is fired, but
seems to take no effect ; the great beast totters about as
though it needed support. All the crew assert that it is
and has gone, as usual, on the land to die ; no
hopelessly
one, however, explains why it still stands upright. Large
herds of Dinka cattle graze on the northern bank. Towards
evening we arrive at the lake-like opening by the mouth of
the Gazelle, where the water is a mile across. A tremendous
gale gets up from the N.N.R ; the boat is tossed about
on the muddy bottom of the river and dashed against the
floating islands of grass. The mast and sail-yards creak as
though they must snap in two; the boatmen shout according
to their habit, but the Reis caunot join them because he is
hoarse with a cold. There is an incessant invocation of the
saints of the Nile : a mingled outcry of 'ya Seyet, ya Sheikh
Abd-el-kader, Aboo Seyet, ya Sheikh
" 2nd.—A good west wind carries us betimes past the
mouth of the Gazelle. I am surprised to find the floating
grass in almost the same condition as in the winter of 1869 ;
the water, however, is higher now, and consequently the
entrance to the main stream is easier."

From these contemporary notes it will at once be inferred
that the entire length of the Gazelle was navigated by us in
four and a half days of very moderate sailing. If the stream
is from 136 to 140 miles long, as nearly all the existing
maps have represented it, we must have sailed at a rate of
about thirty miles a day ; but for my part I feel sure that
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this estimate of our speed must be reduced by at least onequarter.
All the comfort of our future progress was marred by the
ineessant plagues of flies, and all its regularity was interrupted by the same grass-obstructions that had impeded
us on our former voyage. Before we could enter the side
channel known as th3 Maia Signora, we had to make our
way by a narrow eut of water that rushed along like a
wild brook, and forced itself through the masses of vegetatiou on either side of the river, which here, I should suppose,
was about half a mile ‘N.d.e. The depth of the fair way varied
from six feet to eight feet, and the boat nowhere toriehed
the bottom. The best plan that I ean devise for rendering
the stream permanently navigable would be to erect dams
at eertain intervals, and it appears to me that the small
depth of water would render the project far from difficult of
accornplishment.
We spent the 3rd in sailing along the ehannel of the
Maia Signora, which was 300 feet in width. Towards
evening we re-entered the main-stream. At night we continued to drift along, borne gradually onward by the slow
eurrent ; but, in ease of being surprised by sudden gusts of
strong wind, we did not hoist a sail. The open ehannel was
about 500 feet in width, but on the northern side it was
divided from the actual shore by a growth of grass that was
scarcely less than 3000 feet across. The morning brought
us in sight of the huts in the Shillook distriet of Tooma.
A horrible association will be for ever linked to my
memories of that night. Dysentery is a disorder to which
the negroes, on changing their mode of living, are especially
liable, and an old female slave, after long suffering, was now
dying in the hold below. All at once, probably attacked
by a fit of epilepsy, she began to utter the most frightful
shrieks and to groan with the intensest of anguish. Such
sounds I had never heard before from an y human being, and
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1 hardly know to what I may compare them, except it be to
the unearthly yells of the hyænas as they prowl by night
amidst the offal of the market-towns of the Soudan. Beginning with a kind of long-drawn sigh, the cries ended with
the shrillest of screams, and were truly heart-rending. From
my recess in the bow of the boat, that was partitioned ofie
by a screen of matting, I could not see what was going on,
and conscious that I was quite powerless to accomplish any
alleviation for the sufferer, I tried to shut out the melancholy noise by wrapping myself closely round in my bedclothes. Presently I was conscious of the sound of angry
voices ; then came a sudden splash in the water amidst
the muttered curses upon the " marafeel " (the hyæna), and
all was still. The inhuman sailors had laid hold upon the
miserable creature in her death-agonies, and, without waiting
for her to expire, had thrown her overboard. In their own
minds they were perfectly convinced that she was a witch or
hyæna-woman, whose existence would inevitably involve the
boat in some dire calamity.
It was about five o'clock in the afternoon when we passed
the mouth of the Gazelle. Nearly all next day a contrary
north wind prevailed, and was so strong that we were obliged
to put in upon the right-hand bank. From the spot where
we lay-to I counted as many as forty villages on the opposite
shore. The distriet was called Nelwang, and the whole
of the surrounding region belonged to the once powerful
Shillook chieftain Easligar, now no longer formidable, as he
had lately been reduced to subjection and his entire dominion
converted into a regular Egyptian province. Of this altered
condition of things we had received no intelligence, and
consequently we were in no little trepidation when we saw
the natives crossing the river in large numbers just above
the place where we were stopping. But we need not have
been under any apprehensions. It was soon manifest that
the Shillook party had no hostile intentions, and were
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gathered together merely for a hunting-excursion in the
forests beyond the right bank of the river.
On observing the crowd of Shillooks our first impulse
had been to make our way into the middle of the stream.
It was past noon, and we were intently watehing the movements of the hunters, when our attention was suddenly
attracted by four men, dressed in white, shouting aud gestieulating to us from the opposite bank. We could not
imagine what Mohammedans were doing in this part of the
country, and without loss of time pushed across and took
the men on board. They proved to be Ehartoom boatmen
sent by the Mudir of Fashoda to inform us that his eamp was
elose at hand, and that it was requisite for all boats coming
down the river to stop there and submit to a rigid investigation as to what freight and passengers they were earrying.
Our long sail-yard bad been observed from the camp, and
active measures had been immediately taken to prevent us
from continuing our voyage without undergoing the prescribed scrutiny.
We had not long to wait before an unaccustomed surging
of the water made us aware that a steamer was quite elose
upon us ; in a few moments more the " Remorquer," No. 8,
was alongside, and a rope thrown out by which we had to be
towed down to the camp.
However elated I might be at the prospect of being now
so soon restored to intercourse with men of a higher grade
than those with whom I had been long associated, I must
confess that this our first greeting from the civilized world
rather jarred upon my sensibilities, and in the sequel resulted
in some bitter disappointment.
For nearly a couple of hours we were quietly towed down
the river until, at a spot just above the mouth of the Sobat,
we came to a side arm of the main stream, called the Lollo.
Turning off abruptly into this we found ourselves proceeding
in a direction that was quite retrograde as compared with
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that in which we had just come, and in another couple of
hours reached the Mudir's temporary camp in the district of
Fanekama. His force consisted of 400 black soldiers, fifty
mounted Baggara, and two field guns.
The Lollo flows almost parallel to the main stream at a
distance varying from a quarter of a league to two leagues.
It is said to be about eighteen leagues in length ; its current
is extremely weak, and its depth from ten to fifteen feet ; in
many places it was from 800 to 1000 feet in width, and consequently at this season as wide as the main-stream itself:
during the winter, however, it dwindles down to a mere
shallow khor.
The little steam-tug was an iron boat of 21 horse-power :
its sides were so eaten up by rust that they were like a sieve,
and the decrepit old captain, almost as worn-out as his vessel,
was everlastingly patching them up with a compound of
chalk and oil. Besides this, there were lying off Fanekama
three G overnment boats and two large " negger " belonging
to Agand's company that had come from the Meshera
Elliab on the Bahr-el-Ghazal ; these had been conveying no
less than 600 slaves, all of whom had been confiscated.
Notwithstanding that Sir Samuel Baker was still on the
upper waters of the river, the idea was quite prevalent in
all the Seribas that as soon as " the English pasha " had
turned his back upon Fashoda, the Mudir would relapse into
his former habits, levy a good round sum on the head of
every slave, and then let the contraband stoek pass without
more ado. But for once the Seriba people were reckoning
without their host. The Mudir had been so severely reprimanded by Baker for his former delinquencies that he
thought it was his best policy, for this year at least, to be as
energetic as he could in his exertions against the forbidden
trade ; and his measures were so summary, and executed
with such methodical strictness, that unless I had known
him I could scarcely have believed him to be a Turk. He
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was now especially anxious to show off his authority before
me as the first witness who would have the power of reporting
his activity and decision to the world at large.
The first thing was to get all slaves whatever carried on
shore, that is to say all who were black and who were not
Mohammedans ; no distinction was made in favour of such
as had come after having already been in Khartoom, although
they might have been reported in the list of the crews that
had worked the boats up the river.
Among the 600 slaves now brought in Agand's boats
there were representatives of ne less than eighteen different
tribes.. The small-pox, however, had raged so frightfully
among them that fear of contagion alike for myself and
my people deterred me frorn taking advantage of the
unusual opportunity offered for ethnographical investigation. It must not be supposed that these 600 slaves had
been the only passengers on Agand's boats ; in addition
to them there had been 200 Nubians, and thus it may
be imagined that the most crowded cattle-pens could hardly
nave been more intolerable than the vessels throughout
their voyage.
Many of the black soldiers under the Mudir's command,
recruited as they had been at Khartoom from slaves previously confiscated, made very fair interpreters to assist in
classifying the new arrivals according to their race and
nationality. Everything about the slaves had to be registered. Their number, the number of tribes that they represented, their age, their sex, the way they had been purchased,
the place where they had been captured, the circumstances
under which they had fallen into the hands of the Ehartoomers, and all particulars of this sort had to be entered in
a book. Then each of the Nubians was separately questioned
about his own home, his name, his rank, his trade or profession, the number of his slaves, and the price he had paid
for them respectively ; to each of the traders there was then
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handed a copy of his own affidavit, to which he was obliged
to affix his seal.
An inventory was next taken of all property, so that it
might be retained at the pleasure of the Government, guns,
ammunition, and ivory being expressly specified. The three
Arab clerks entered into such minute details, and made their
reports so prolix, that it was necessary for them to apply an
arnount of patient industry of which I could hardly have
believed them capable.
Besides these notaries the Mudir kept a number of smiths
and carpenters perpetually employed in the fabrication of
the iron fetters and wooden sheybas to bind the Reis and all
the men that were not absolutely indispensable for the navigation of the boat. Every possible precaution seemed to be
taken, and even seals were made for the use of those who
had none of their own with which to attest their affidavits.
It took two days to complete our inspection ; but when it
came to an end, three soldiers were sent on board as a guard,
and we were allowed to proceed. Free from the polluted air
of Fanekama, I began to feel that I could breathe again.
A day and a half brought us to Fashoda, where I was
equally surprised and gratified to hear of a kindness that
had been intended to be shown me. Dyafer Pasha, the
Governor-General, immediately on hearing of the destitute
condition in which I had been left by the burning down of
Ghattas's Seriba, had despatched to me such a munificent
supply of provisions of every description as would have kept
me well for months not only with the means of subsistence,
but with many of the elegancies of a civilised life. Had this
liberal contribution reached me before I left Bongoland, I
think I should have been vastly tempted to defer my return
to Europe for another year ; but it was not to be ; the supplies had been placed under the charge of a company of
soldiers who were going up the Gazelle to reinforce the
troops already stationed in Dar Ferteet ; but the change of
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wind and the condition of the water had delayed tlieir progress till it was too late to proceed, and they bad been obliged
to stay at Fashoda until the commencement of the winter.
The condition of the unfortunate slaves had become far
worse since their confiscation ; the very measures that ought
to have ameliorated their lot had been but an aggravation
of their misery. The supply of corn was rapidly coming to
an end ; they hacl, in fact, hardly anything to eat, and the
soldiers on guard never dreamed of making the least exertion to provide in any way for their needs, resorting to the
use of the kurbbatch much more freely than their former
masters, who had now lost whatever interest they might have
had in their welfare.
My powers of enduranee were sorely tried. Incessant on
the one hand were the murmurs and complaints ; incessant
on the other were the scoldings and cursings. If some luekless negro happened to be blessed with a tolerably good and
robust constitution so that he kept fat and healthy under all
his hardships, he was continually being made a laughingstock and jeered at for being " a tub ; " if, on the contrary,
a poor wretch got thin till he was the very picture of misery,
he was designated a " hyæna," and perpetually bantered
I used to have whole
on aceount of his " hyæna-face."
kettles full of rice and maccaroni boiled for the poor creatures, but it was, of course, utterly beyond the compass of
my resources to do much towards supplying their wants.
On approaching the distriet of Wod Shellay, we perceived
countless masses of black specks standing out against the
bright coloured sand. They were alL slaves ! The route
from Kordofan to the east lay right across the land, and was
quite unguarded ; the spot that we now saw was where the
caravans are conveyed over the river on their way to the
great depa at Mussalernieh. Onee again did the sight
remind me of Katherine II.'s painted villages in South Russia,
although this time in a somewhat different sense.
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At length towards sunset, on the 21st of July, we reached
the Ras-el-Khartoom. Our entire journey from the Meshera
had been accomplished in twenty-five days, six of which had
been consurned in stoppages at Fanekama, Fashoda, and
Kowa. Upon the whole I congratulatecl myself on getting
so quickly to the end of the trouble. With a quickened
pulse I set out alone on foot for the town. Evening was
drawing on, and although I met numbers of people, there
was no one to recognise me ; in my meagre white calico
costume I might easily have passed for one of those homeless
Greeks, who, without a place to rest their heads, have been
forcecl to seek their fortune in the remotest corners of the
earth. I made my way at once to a German tailor named
Klein, who had been living for some years in Khartoom, and
by the vigorous prosecution of his trade had contributed in
no small degree towards the promotion of external culture in
the town. He soon provided me with some civilised garm ents, and I felt myself fit to make my appearance before
my old friends, at least such as remained, for some I grieved
to learn were dead, and others had left the place.
I found Khartoom itself much altered. A large number
of new brick buildings, a spacious quay on the banks of the
Blue Nile, and some still more imposing erections on the
other side of the river, had given the place the more decided
aspect of an established town. The extensive gariens and
rows of date-palms planted out nearly half a century back,
had now attained to such a development that they could not
be altogether without influence on the climate ; in spite of
everything, however, the sanitary condition of Khartoom
was still very unsatisfactory. This was entirely owing to
the defective drainage of that portion of the town that had
been built below the high-water level. In July, when I was
there, I saw many pools almost large enough to be called
pouds that could never possibly dry up without the application of proper means for draining them off; stagnant
2
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under the tropical sun, they sent forth such an intolerable
stench that it was an abomination to pass near them. When
it is remembered that Khartoom is situated in the desertzone (for the grassy region does not begin for at least 150
miles farther to the south), there can appear no necessary
reason why it should be more unhealthy than either Shendy
or Berber ; all that is wanted is that the sanitary anthorities
should exercise a better management and see that stagnant
puddles should be prevented.
As I have already intimated, I found that not a few of my
former acquaintances during my absence had fallen vietims
to the fatal climate ; but no loss did I personally deplore
more than that of the missionary Blessing, who died just a
fortnight before my arrival ; Herr Duisberg had left Khartoom, and since his departure Blessing had managed all my
affairs, and it was from him that I had received my last
despatches in the negro-countries. I found his young widow
perfeetly ineonsolable, and the sight of her grief made me
feel doubly what a blank his death had left.
On the day after my arrival I telegraphed to Alexandria
to announce my safe return. The message reached its destination in the course of two days ; the charge for twenty
words was four dollars. The telegram had to be written in
Arabie, and in the compressed yet lucid form of that language ran as follows :—" German Consulate-General, Alexandria. Arrived July 21st. Telegraph to Braun at the
Berlin Academy that he may inform my mother. Nothing
else necessary." The telegraph bad only been established
during the last few months, and as yet was scarcely in full
working order. The officials were young and inexperienced
at their work, and the direct line of communication was
broken in two places by the messages having to be conveyed
across the river ; as a further defect, the Morse system was
partially in use, and it was only beyond Assonan that the
needle-system had been adopted. Except for the conciseness
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of its forms of expression, Arabie is extremely unsuitable for
telegraphy ; the deficiency of vowel symbols makes proper
natnes all but undecipherable to any one who is previously
unacquainted with them. But with all its temporary shortcomings, the establishment of the telegraph will ever rank
as pre-eminent amongst the services rendered by the Government of Ismail Pasha.
Dyafer Pasha, to whom I was so much indebted for his
liberal intentions on my behalf, reeeived me with his unfailing cordiality, and gave me a lodging in one of the Government buildings that was at his disposal ; but notwithstanding
all his generosity to myself I could not feel otherwise than
very much hurt at the unscrupulous manner in which he
acted towards my servants. Their faithfulness to myself had
made me much interested in them, and I now felt intensely
annoyed when I found that, without any communication with
me, they hael been seized, thrust into irons, and set to work
in the galleys, leaving me with no one but my three negro
lads, and without the services of anybody who knew how to
cook. The fact was that, although I had not been made
acquainted with it, they had been in possession of some slaves
on their own account, representing them as being consigned
to their care by friends in the upper district, who wanted to
forward them to their homes. It was, I found, quite out of
my power to prevent the controllers of the different Seribas
all along my route from making presents of slaves to my
servants ; any protest on my part was always practically
useless, and only tended to produce an irritating disagreement
between us. At the time of our embarkation at the Yeshera
I imagined that they were accompanied only by the wives of
two of them, one of their children, and two young boys who
had been so long with them that I quite regarded them as
a recognised part of their belongings ; but it turned out in
reality that they had no less than fifteen slaves, which they
were surreptitiously carrying with them. The whole lot
2 2
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were now confiscated in one common batch ; no distinction
was made—men, wives, and children were all included in the
general fate. This was as illegal as it was unjust, for every
slave who has borne any children is reckoned as a wife,
although there may have been no regular marriage.
Four separate appeals did I take the trouble to make to
the Pasha for the emancipation of my servants. Even at
last my success was only partial, for I could not obtain the
restitution of freedom either to the women or the children,
although their confiscation had been specially illegal. The
Pasha was on the point of starting for Egypt, but I could
not permit any circumstance of the kind to prevent my
doing everything in my power to assist my servants, who had
shown such fidelity for a period of three years. I could not
find it in my heart to leave them to fight ont their cause
fOr themselves with the arbitrary and disorderly administration that I knew well enough would follow the Pasha's
departure. I resolved, therefore, to take the men on with
me to Cairo. I incurred a considerable extra expense by
travelling with so large a retinue ; but I would not be
daunted, and after a world of trouble I succeeded ultimately
iii obtaining redress for their grievances.
I told the Pasha that, grateful as I was for all his hospitality and kindness to myself, I could not help being
extremely annoyed at the trick that had been played me.
Nothing, I assured hitn, could obliterate the impression that
he had looked upon me as an easy dupe : his proceedings in
this respect were quite an insult. I gave him my opinion
that if he wanted to suppress the slave-trade he must see
that the laws were carried out all over the country, and not
merely along the river. Repressive measures, that were
enforced at isolated and uncertain intervals, were of no use
at all, and only served to inflame the population with increased hatred to the Franks. For what good, I asked him,
was it to lay an embargo upon the boats when (to take only
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one exaniple) the Mudir of Kordofan quietly allowed the
slave-trade to be carried on in his province to such an extent
that in a single year no less than 2700 slave-dealers had
made their way to Dar Ferteet; and whilst they were there
not only had the Egyptian commander raised no objection
to their proceedings, but had so far coalesced with his officers
as practically to become a professional slave-dealer himself.
The ill-feeling and smothered rage against Sir Samuel
Baker's interferenee, nurtured by the higher authorities,
breaks ont very strongly amongst the less reticent lower
officials. In Fashoda, and even in Khartoom, I heard complaints that we (the Franks) were the prime cause of all the
trouble, and if it had not been for our eternal agitation with
the Viceroy such measures would never have been enforced.
Yet they need to be instrfieted that it was never the intention either of Wilberforce or any of our modern philanthropists that men should, under any pretext, be robbed of
their wives, or parents of their children, or even that slaves
should be wrested from the hands of the traders merely to
be distributed amongst the soldiers, or to be compelled to
become soldiers themselves. And, as I pointed out to the
officials, the very reproaches they made tended to lower the
Viceroy, just because they implied that his commands were
only influenced by external pressure from foreign Powers. I
tried further to make them see that it was quite impossible
for any ruler to maintain proper authority unless his subordinates, whose duty it was to support him, did their
utmost to contribute to his dignity.
On the Oth of August I once again took my passage on
board a Nile boat, this time under more comfortable and less
ambiguous circumstances. With a favourable wind and high
water our voyage was very rapid. On the fourth day we
reached Berber. Here I found excellent quarters in the
house of my friend Vasel, and for the first time, after many
months, had the enjoyment of intercourse with a
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educated fellow-countryman. Vasel had been a benefactor to
the land by erecting a large portion of the telegraph lately
opened between Assouan and Khartoom, and, in spite of
his exertions in a climate that had been fatal to so many
Europeans, had hitherto enjoyed unbroken health.
The deaths during the last fever-season had been more
than usually numerous. In Kbartoom, in 1870, almost
the resident Europeans had been fatally attacked, and
amongst them Dr. Ori, the renowned Italian zoologist, after
successfully withstanding the deleterious atmosphere for ten
successive years. Soon afterwards Thibaud, the head of the
French vice-consulate, was carried to the grave, followed in
the course of a week by the whole of his family. He had
spent forty-three years of his life at Kbartoom ; as an associate of Arnaud's, and in company with Werne and Sabatier,
he had taken part in the memorable expedition that in 1841
was sent out by Mehemet Ali to discover the sources of the
Nile, and in the prosecution of their task ascended as far
as Gondokoro. To the melaneholy death of Blessing I have
already referred ; and now, on reaching Berber, I learnt that
my old friend Lavargue had succumbed to fever only a short
time before my arrival. He, too, bad been residing for
many years in the Sondan.
He
And now the next to go was my little Tikkitikki.
of
hand
misparing
the
by
marked
had for some time been
death, and here it was during my stay at Berber that I had
to mourn his loss. At Kbartoom he bad been taken ill with
a severe attack of dysentery, probably induced by change
of air and very likely aggravated by his too sumptuous diet.
His disorder had day by day become more deeply seated ; my
care in nursing seemed to bring no alleviation, and every
remedy failed to take effect ; he became weaker and weaker,
till his case was manifestly hopeless, and, after lingering
three weeks, sunk at last from sheer exhaustion.
Never before, I think, had I ever felt a death so acutely ;
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my grief so weakened and unmanned me that my energies
flagged entirely, so that I could scareely walk for half an
hour without extreme fatigue. Since that date two years
have passed away, but still the recolleetion of that season of
bitter disappointment is like a wound that opens afresh.
The other two negro-boys, according to my intention,
were to be playmates and companions for my little Pygmy ;
but now that he bad been taken from me I took measures to
provide for them in a different way. The elder one, Amber,
a true Niam-niam, I left behind in Egypt, under the care of
my old friend Dr. Sachs, the celebrated physician of Cairo ;
my little Bongo, Allagabo Teem, was taken to Germany for
the purpose of receiving a careful education.
I was delayed in Berber by the sad circumstances of my
little prolég's death ; but independently of that, my stay was
prolonged by waiting for a courier who, by the orders of his
Higlmess the Khedive, was on his way to meet me. The
German Consul-General Von Jasmund, with his accustomed
solicitude for all who were in any way entrusted to his
protection, had procured me this favour. Fearing that I
should be in want, he had commissioned thecourier to bring
me money, medicines, arms, and clothing of all description.
Meanwhile I had amply provided n3yself at Khartoom with
everything of which I stood in need, and was consequently
anxious, if I could, to stop the progress of the envoy. It
was, however, several days, even with the help of the telegraph, before I could find out how far he bad advanced, or
could succeed in countermanding his orders.
On the lOth of September I was ready to start for Suakin.
The route that I took was the same, tbrough the valleys of
Etbai, by which I had journeyed on starting three years
previously. My little caravan consisted now but of thirteen
people. By the help of fourteen camels we accomplished
the journey in a fortnight, without any misadventure. Onee
again I was in sight of the sea. It was with the truest
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mterest that I regarded the faithful few that were round about
me, and as I looked down from the summit of the Attaba,
3415 feet high, that enabled me to gaze beyond the intervening stretch of land to Suakin and to cateh the extended
deep-blue line of sea, my feelings could be understood by
none except by a wanderer who, like myself, bad been
lingering in the depths of an untraversed country. On the
26th of September I embarked at Suakin, and after a
pleasant voyage of four days landed at Suez ; by the 2nd of
November I had reached Messina.
Thus, after an absence of three years and four months, I
was onee again upon the soil of Europe.
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APPENDIX
TABLE OF HEIGHTS OF VARIOUS POINTS VISITED
DURING THE JOURNEY.
(COMPUFED

BY DR.

WMHELM

SCHUR4

DURING my journey I made use of three aneroid.s, all of which
I brought back safe to Europe ; they were subsequently most
carefully tested under vari ous conditions of temperature and
pressure by Dr. Wilhelm Schur, who undertook to estimate and
reduce to standard measure the various observations I had made.
I here append only the final results of his investigations, but
for more complete details I would refer to the Journal of the
Geographical Society of Berlin (vol. viii., p. 228), where he has
described at length his method for ascertaining the proper
corrections of my registries, after allowing for the variations
from the mean condition of the barometer.
I very rarely failed three times in the course of a day to note
the readings of the aneroids, but these numerous observations
were only entered in my diary, and consequently perished with
the rest of my papers in the confiagration of the 2nd of December,
1870; only those observations, therefore, that were made subsequently to that ill-fated-day, and a few others that were sent
home promiscuously in my correspondence, were available for
Dr. Schur's deductions.
But altogether the following figures will suffice to give very
approximately a true conception of the heights of the regions
that I visited, and it may be of some interest to compare the
results with those obtained during the geometrical survey that
is requisite for the formation of the proposed railway between
Suakin and Berber.*

* The position of this district with regard to the points of the compass may
be seen in the map of the road from Suakin to Berber, which I published in
vol. xv. of Petermaun's Geographical Communications,"Pable 15. 1869.
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In the approximate heights given below, Dr. Sehur has reekoned 25 meters as being equivalent to about 82 English feet.
A.—Potyrs

BETWEEN

TEE
FROM

RED

SEA

SUAKEN

AND

THE

NILE

ON THE

ROAD

TO BERBER.

Ileight ttbove the sot.
ItIeters.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Three hours W. of Suakin.
212.1
Tamarisk wood, 74 hours W. of Suakin.
514.2
Wady Teekhe, 114 hours W. of Suakin.
618.9
First Attaba (pass),13 hours W. of Suakin.
921.5
At the pools in the vallev between the
two Attabas.
913.5
Second Attaba, highest pass.
1041.7
Upper Wady Gabet, below the Attaba.
925-8
Singat, summer camp in the great Valley
of Okwak.
941.3
Wady Sarroweeb, 4 hours E.S.E. of
Singat.
1037.7
Wady Harrassa in Erkoweet, 8 hours
E.S.E. of Singat, near the summer eamp. 1187.8
At the base of the high hill of Erkoweet, on the N. side.
1250.2
Summit of the hill of Erkoweet.
1676.1
2 hours W. of Singat, 1 hour from 0Mareg, E. of the small pass.
1007.3
34 hours W. of Singat, W. of the small
pass.
1072.5
0-Mareg, summer camp in the valley.
971-7
Small Wady, 3 hours W. of the Mareg
in front of the pass.
949.5
Near the wells in Wady Amet.
810.1
On the S. slope of the W. end of the
mountain 0-Kurr, 5 hours W. of the
wells of Amet.
803.3
Small Wady, an hour W. of Wady Arab.
739•9
Grassy Wady W. of Wady Arab, an
hour from the great khor-bed.
762.5
Near the wells in Wady Kamot-Atai.
735.3
Wady 1 hours E. of Wady Habob.
705-6
Wady Dimehadeet.
717-5
Wady Habob, eastern arm.
741.0
Wady Habob, western arm.
600.2
Wady Kokreb, eamping-place, 1871.
694.5
Wady Kokreb, camping-place S. of last.
597.6
Great Wady, an hour W. of Wady
Kokreb.
657.0

Eng.tt.
695
1785
2030
3033
2996
3115
3037
3088
3404
3732
4101
5499
8301
3518
3188
3115
2658
2635
i 2427
1 2501
2412
2311
2354
2431
1969
2278
1960
2155
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Ileight above tbe sca.

29 54 hours W. of small isolated hill near
Wady
(Wper
Derumkad
Wady
Yumga)
30 Wady Yumga.
31 Wady Derurnkad.
32 Small isolated hill, an hour W.of Wady
Derumkad.
33 Valley near the acacias S. of the wells
of Roway.
34 Below the small pass above the Wady
Laemeb.
35 End of rising ground in the upper
Wady Laemeb.
36 In the middle of Wady Laerneb.
37 In the middle of Wady Laemeb.
38 1n the lower Wady Laemeb, 2 hours
E. of 0-Feek.
39 Wady at the foot of the hill 0-Feek,
southern side.
40 2 hours E. of the bush-forest at 0Baek.
41 0-Baek, bush-forest near the wells.
42 Rain-pool, 2 hours W. of 0-Baek.
43 54 hours W. of 0-Baek.
44 Wady Eremit, camping place in 1871.
45 Wady Eremit, eamping place in 1868.
46 Depression in Wady Aboo Kolod.
47 Wady Darrowreeb or Derreeb.
48 Wady Aboo Zelem.
49 Pools of Aboo Tagger, 24 hours E. of
Berber (el Mekherif).
50 Town of Berber (el Mekherif) 30 feet
above rhe highest level of the Nile.

13.--POINTS

ON THE

NILE

BETWEEN

LAT.

Meters.

Eng. ft.

650.0
587.6
581.4

2132
1927
1907

578.0

1896

590-2

1936

580.1

1903

532.8
574.6
513.9

1748
1885
1686

458.8

1505

498.6

1635

508.2
476.3
459.0
438.8
464.4
446-0
399.8
414.0
452.2

1667
1562
1506
1439
1523
1463
1311
1359
1483

403.6

1324

417.0

1368

90

AND

180 N.

Height above the sca..
Metf!rs.

1 Above NVolled Bassal (from the boat).
2 Town of Matamma (from the boat),
3 Town of Shendy (from the boat).
Town of Khartoorn, 20 feet above the
highest level of the Blue Nile.
5 Meshera, on the island on the Kyt, the
extremity of the Bahr-el-Ghazal.

Eng. ft.

399•7
404-1
408.8

1319
1326
1341

407.2

1336

442.7

1452

D.--POINT

BEYOND

THE

NILE

DISTRICT.

Ileight above the ses.

1 Munza's residenee in Monbuttoo-land,
Aboo Sammat's Seriba.

Meters.

Eng. ft.

825 -4

2707

(
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EIGHT ITINERARIES
IN ILLUSTRATION
OF THE
DISTRICTS TO THE SOUTH AND WEST OF MY
ROUTE.
A.—IDEEESWOD

DEFTER'S

ROUTE

TO THE

W.S.W,

FROM DEFIM

Gum: 00.
First day.—Four hours to the village of the Kredy chief
Mangirr, on Agand's territory.
Second day.—Six or seven leagues to some Kredy hamiets still
on AgaM's territory.
Third day.—Long day's march of seven or eight honrs to the
deserted villages of a former Kredy chief, named Koiye.
Fourth day.—Eight leagues across an uninhabited distriet;
night in the wilderness.
Fifth day.—Seven leagues to a small Seriba belonging to
Idrees Wod Defter on Mount Berangah.
Sixth day.—Seven or eight leagues across an inhabited district
to the ehief Seriba of Idrees Wocl Defter, situated on a river
flowing to the north-west. The Krecly tribes of the district are
called Bia and Mehre ; the local chief is named Gariaongoh.
Seventh day.—Five hours' march to the west to a subsidiary
Seriba belonging to Idrees, called Adya, after the Kredy tribe of
the district.
Eighth day.—Long day's mareh of eight or nine leagues across
the wilderness.
Ninth day.—Half a day's march to Idrees's most westerly
Seriba in Dar Benda, of which the chieftain is named Kobbokobbo. The Benda are an independent nation, with their own
dialect.
Tenth day.—Seven or eight hours to the great river, said to
flow here in an easterly direction, and requiring to be crossed in
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boats at all seasons ; the population on the banks is composed
of the ivory-trading Aboo Dinga, and the land is called Dar
Dinga, or Dar Aboo Dinga.
A king, known to the Nubians
by the name of Ayah, to whom several chiefrains are tributary,
resides to the north-west of Idrees Wod Defter's chief Seriba.
Dar Dinga is also the resort for many slave caravans under the
management of the great dealers from Darfoor and Kordofan.
The companies of Seebehr Raharna, Seebehr Adlan, and Agand,
likewise visit the country to purchase ivory from the chieftains.

B.—YUMMA'S ROUTE TO THE W.S.W. FROM DEHM
BEKEER TO THE RESIDENCE OF MOFIO.
First day.—Six or eight leagues to the last villages of the
Sehre : they belong to Kurshook Ali's territory, and the Sheikh
is named Sahtsy. His residence -is situated on a small river,
named the Ville or Wille, that is said to flow in a north-western
direction, and to belong to the system of the river of Dar Dinga:
it is at no part of the year less than twenty feet deep.
Second day to Eighth day (inclusive). —Seven long days' marches
over uninhabited wildernesses to the borders of Mofl o's territery, where his behnky Boborungoo has his mbanga.
Ninth day.—A short march over cultivated land to the residence
of the sub-chieftain Bakornoro.
Tenth day.—A long march mostly through wild forest to the
residence of Kanso, a behnky of Moflo's.
Eleventh day.—The road turns to the north-west and leads by
a long day's march to the behnky Abindee.
A river flowing
towards the north is crossed here ; it is named the Ngango, and
after joining the Welle or river of Sahtsy, flows into the great
river of Dar Dinga, farther to the north-west.
In its lower
course the stream is known as the Mboma.
Twelfth day.—Half a day's march to the mbanga of Gazima,
the sub-chieftain in command of the district and a brother of
Moflo's.
Thirteenth and Fourteenth days.—Two days' march to the residence of Moflo, only a good day's journey to the south-west of
Idrees Wod Defter's chief Seriba. The river on which it is
situated is said to be called the Mbette, and to flow into the
Mboma.
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C.—ROUTE TO THE S.S.E. FROM DEHM BEKEER TO
SOLONGOH'S RESIDENCE.
First day.—An ordinary day's march aeross the Ngudduroo
and the Djee (leaving the Kokkuloo hill on the left) to the
brook Biserry, which has been followed by Nubians, and found
to join the Wow. Unless the rainfall has been very excessive,
the brook my be waded even during the Khareef. Mount
Daragumba lies about two hours to the south of the passage over
the Biserry.
Second day.—A good day's march to the south-west across the
wilderness to a little brook, named the Kommoh, said to flow
into tho Biserry.
Third day. —The Dar (or inhabited land) of Solongoh's territory is reached towards evening. Night spent at the residence of Karya, the chieftain's behnky and brother.
Fourth day.—The road bends more to the south, and leads by
a long day's march to the mbanga of another sub-chieftain,
named Ndundo, also a brother of Solongoh.
Fifth day.—South-west
to Yagganda, a third brother and
behnky of the chieftain. Mount Yahre is passed on the east.
Sixth day.—Aeross the Nomatina or Nomatilla, a copious river,
declared by the Niam-niam to be identical with the Wow, which
in its lower course in Bongoland they call the Nomatilla. Halfa-day's journey to the mbanga of Solongoh.
Two days' march to the north-east from Solongoh lies Kurshook Ali's Seriba Aboo Shatter, in the land of the Bellanda,
which for the most part belongs to Solongoh. About half-way
there stands the residence of a behnky of the chieftain, named
Ndimma ; and a day's journey north of Kurshook Ali's settlement
lives another sub-chieftain, named Mamah ; consequently the
Seriba forms an enclave in Solongoh's territory.
Solongoh's
father was named Borrongboh or Bongorboh, and was the brother
of Mofio and Zaboora.

YUMMA'S ROUTE TO THE SOUTH FROM DEHM
BEKEER TO YAFFATY AND INGIMMA.
First and Second day.—Two days to the S.S.W., across unin •
habited frontier wildernesses.
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Third day. —Towards evening is reaehed the residence of the
small chieftain Yaffaty or Yapaty, the son of Zaboora, who had
shaken off his allegiance to his brother Mofio.
Fourth day.—A moderate day's march to the south to the
residence of Bogwa Riffio, a behnky and brother of Yaffaty.
Fifth day.—Across the brook Mbomoo, flowing northwards, and
said to empty itself into the Nomatilla, to BL)ggwa Yango, a
sub-chieftain of Bombo.
Sixth day.—An ordinary day's march to the mbanga of the
powerful chief Bombo, A day's journey to the north-west is the
residenee of Nembo, and about the same distance to the north-east
that of Nzembe, both of these are brothers and sub-chieftains of
Bombo.
Seventh and Eighth days.—Through uninhabited wildernesses.
Ninth day.—Across a great navigable river said to pass through
the territory of a chieftain named Sena, whose residence lies to
the east of the route ; on this account the Nubians call the
stream the river of Sena. By the Niam-Niam it is called the
Ware.
Tenth day.—To the residence of a son of Ezo (not to be confounded with the chief of the same name, who was the father of
Ndoruma and Ugetto) on the river of Sena, said to be identical
with the river of Wando (the Mbrwole).
Eleventh and Twelfth days.—Through inhabited country, the
territory of the old, decrepit chieftain Ezo. Two long marches
to the south of the river is the residence of Ingimma, the most
powerfal of the sons of Ezo.
Thirteenth and Fourteenth days.—Half-a-day's march beyond
Ingiumia's territory is the great River of Kanna, known as the
Welle.
After crossing the river to the south of Ingimma's
residence, that of Kanna is reached in two days' journey to the
east.
E.—ADERAHMAN ABOO GUROON'S ROUTE TO THE
S. FROM MS CHIEF SERIBA TO THE NIAM-NIAM
AND MONBUTTOO.
First day.—Eight hours to the south-west to Kurshook Ali's
Seriba Nguddo.
Second day.—Six hours to the south night in the wilderness.
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Third day.—Half-a-day's
march to Aboo Guroon's Seriba
Mahah, on the brook Lako.
Fourth day.--Seven hours' march to the S.S.W. to Gebel
Reggeb, where Aboo Guroon has his small Seriba Hibboo.
Fifth day.—Half-a-day's march to the south-east to the little
Seriba Mbellembey, the joint possession of Aboo Guroon and
Ghattas. The local chief of the Bongo in Mbellembey is named
Ghirrah.
Sixth day.—Half a day's march to the south-east to Ghattas's
Seriba Gebel Higgoo, on the southern frontier of the Bongo
country.
Seventh day.—To the south-west, leaving the territory of
Mundo (Babuckur) on the east. Eight hours across the wilderness to Aboo Guroon's Seriba on the northern frontier of the
Niam-niam country. The Seriba was under the control of a
Niam-niam slave, narned Fomboa, and was destroyed in 1870 by
Ndoruma. The name of the local chief was Ukweh.
Eighth day.—To the south, across the Sway (Dyoor). Nightcamp in the wilderness on the Bikky.
Ninth day.—A long day's march of about nine hours across the
wilderness to the south-west, to the residence of Dukkoo, a brother
and sub-chieftain of Ndoruma.
Tenth day.—A long march to the south and west, the residence
of Mbory, a behnky of Ndoruma. Half-way lies the spot where
Ndoruma attacked and defeated the united companies in 1870.
whole day's march to the residence of
Eleventh day.—A
Ndoruma on the Barah, a brook that is said to empty itself into
the Bikky. Ndoruma is the most powerful of the reigning sons
of Ezo
Twelfth day.—Half-a-day's mareh to the mbanga of Gettwa or
Ngetto, a brother of Ndorurna and an independent chieftain ; his
lands lie to the south of Ndoruma's.
Thirteenth day — An ordinary day's march to the south-east, to
the village of Mashmany, a behnky of Ngetto.
Fourteenth day.—Long march to the sonth-east across uninhabited country.
Fifteenth day.— Half a day's march to the territory of Malingde.
In the middle of the day is reached the village of Owra, a son of
the wealthy chieftain.
Sixteenth day. — A whole day's march to the south -east, to the
village of a local overseer under Owra, named Bazway.
VOL. u.
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Seventeenth day.--Half-a-day's
march to the residence of
Malingde or Marindo, one of the numerous sons of Bazimbey.
Eighteenth day.—A whole day's march to the W.S.W., to the
residence of Malingde's behnky Bahzia.
Nineteenth day.—A long day's march to the south-east, to the
villages of Malingde's behnky Yaganda.
Twentieth clay.—Across uninhabited country : night in the
wilderness.
Twenty-first day.—Half a day's march to the residence of
Wando's behnky Bagbatta.
Twenty-second day.—A long day's march to tho river of Wando
(Mbrwole) : night on the banks.
This stream is said to pass
through the territories of Sena and Indimma ; in its lower
course it bears the name of the Ware.
Twenty - third day. — Through the remainder of the border
wilderness
on to the territory
of Izingerria
(in Munza's
dominions), near the villages of his behnky Dedda.
Twenty-fourth day.—Southwards to the numerous villages of
Izingerria's territory.
Twenty-fifth day.—In the same direction to the residence of
one of Izingerria's behnkys.
Twenty-sixth day.—A short march to the residence of Izingerria himself.

F.—AHMED

AWAT'S ROUTE TO THE S.W. FROM
NDORUMA TO EZO.

First day.—A good day's march to the west, to the residenee
of Ndoruma's behnky Komunda.
Second day.—In the same direction, to the residence of Tumafee,
another behnky of Ndoruma.
Third day. — To the residence of Mbanzuro, a brother and subchieftain of Ndoruma.
Fourth day. —To the residence of Ndoruma's behnky Byazingee.
Fifth and Sixth days,—In a south-western direetion across
uninhabited regions.
Seventh day. — Half a day's march to Baria's territory : halt at
the border villages.
Eighth day. — A day's march through poprdous districts to
Baria's residence, near which Ahmed Awat, IIassaballa's head-
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controller, has erected a Seriba. Baria is an old friend and
ally of the company.
Ninth day.—A good day's march to the south, to the residence
of Sango, a brother and sub-chieftain of Ndoruma.
Tenth and Eleventh days.—Across uninhabited country ; two
nights in the wilderness.
Twelfth day.—A day's march to the abodu of Ndenny, a son and
former behnky of the deceased Sena.
Thirteenth day.—To the resiclence of Baziboh, the son of Sena,
now an independent chieftain.
Fourteenth day.—To the Gangara mountains, the home of the
A-Madi and their kindred tribe the Imberry.
Fifteenth and Sixteenth days.—Through populated districts to
the residence of the old chieftain Ezo.

G.—ROUTE FROM KURSHOOK ALI'S CHIEF SERIBA
ON THE DY0OR TO ABOO SHATTER, IN THE DISTRICT OF THE BELLANDA.
First day.—Eight hours' march to the south-west and south,
through Hassaballa's small Seriba to Kurshook Ali's subsidiary
Seriba Mittoo in Bongoland.
Second day.—Six hours' march to the south, to a second Seriba
belonging to the same company, and called Longo. A small
Seriba of Agand's lies to the east of the route : it is called Mbor,
and is not far froin the left bank of the Dyoor.
Third day.—Seven or eight leagues to the site of a former
Seriba of Kurshook Ali, named Murr.
Fourth day.—Across the frontier wilderness on the south of
the Bongo territory : night in the wilderness.
Fifth day.—A short march to the border villages of the
Bellanda, under the control of a behnky of the Niam-niam chieftain Solongoh.
Sixth day.—Half-a-day's march to Aboo Shatter, a lofty isolated mountain, from the summit of which all the detached hills
of southern Bongoland and the mountains of Mundo (Babuckur)
are said to be visible. The local chief of the Bellanda, under
Kurshook Ali's jurisdiction, is named Akoo, whilst the chief of
the Niam-niam, tributary to Solongoh, is said to be Bongurr. Six
hours to the north-east of Aboo Shatter is a second Bellanda
2 K 2
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Seriba, belonging to Kurshook Ali, called Dorigoh : it is said to
be near the left bank of the Dyoor. Six hours farther to the
east, and beyond the river, is a third Seriba belonging to this
company, named Asalla. A few hours to the north of Asalla are
Aboo Guroon's Bongo Seribas, called Gebel Regheb and Abooleghee by the Nubians, after the Bongo Sboikh of the district.
The native name for Abooleghee is Karey, that of Gebel Reggeb
being Hibboo.
IL—ROUTE TO THE SOUTII FROM KULONGO TO
GEBEL HIGGOO AND MUNDO.
First day.- -Five hours to the S.S.W. to Kurshook Ali's small
Seriba Kileby. Four hours to the west of Kileby lies the small
Seriba Ngorr, belonging to the same company.
Second day. —Seven hours' march to Ghattas's subsidiary Seriba
Mboh, of which the local chief of the Bongo is named Doliba. A
deserted Seriba of Kurshook Ali's, of which the local chief was
named Abrass, is passed on the road. Two considerable brooks
(the Molmul and the Nyedokoo ?) are crossed between Kileby
and Mboh.
Third day. — Six or seven hours to Ghattas's Seriba Doggaia,
of which the local chief is named Bonyira.
Fourth day. — Four hours' march to Ghattas's Seriba on Gebel
The Bongo disirict is called Longo, the local chief
Higgoo.
Higgoo. Three hours to the east is a much frequented Seriba
belonging to Ghattas ; it is situated on the so-called Gebel
Shiteta (cayenne-pepper hill), and called Roome by the Bongo.
The local overseer of the district is named Bomadioh. Sabby
lies two days' march east of Gebel Shiteta ; after crossing the
Tondy the road leads on the first day through the village of the
Bongo sheikh Guiya, who is in Aboo Sammat's territory.
Mundo lies only two leagues to the south of Gebel Higgoo ; the
route to the Niam-niam lands across this mountainous region of
the Babuckur leads through a dangerous defile, where travellers
are often attacked by the natives. This is the Mundo visited
by J. Petherick in February 1858, the name of the places
which he passed are given by him in the Bongo dialect, and
several of them, such as Yow, Dangah, Mahah, Murr, and Lungo,
are retained to the present iime.

(
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L1ST OF MAMMALIA OBSERVED DURING
TRAVELS FROM THE GAZ ELLE.

MY

NAI‘lliS.*)

1. Troglodytes niger.

Geoff. (Variety : Schweinfurthii.
Bongo : Dadda.
Niam-niam: Irangba or Manjarooma.
Monbuttoo : Nohzo.
Sehre : Sango.

G igl. )

2. Colobus guereza.
Bongo: Ndollo.
Niam-niam : Mbeggeh.
Cereopithecus griseoviridis. Desm.
Dyoor : Ngero or Angehro.
Bongo : Manga.
Niam-niam : Ngalangala.
Kredy : Ohlo.
4. Cereopithecuspyrrhonotus. Ehrb.
Dinka: Agohk.
Dyoor : Abworro.
Bongo : Gumbi.
N iam-niam : Gungbeh.
Golo: Toggwa.
Kredy : Nyagga.

* The native names will also show the geographical distribution of the
various animals. I am indebted to Professor R. Hartmann for the names of
all but the doubtful species.
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5. Cercopithecuspygerythrus. F. Cuv.
Niam-niam Ndumm.
6. Cunocephalus Babuin. Desm.
Dyoor : Bimm.
Bongo : Kungah.
Niam-niam: Bokkoo.
7. Cynocephalus sp.
Sehre : Mbeeri.
Golo :
Kredy : Booroo.
8. Otolicnus Teng. Geoffr. (Galago senegalensis.
Dinka : Londorr or Nehngby.
Dyoor : Anyoi or Anynai.
Bongo : Ndohr.
Niam niam: Bakumbosso.
9.

Otolicnus .Pelei. Temm. (Galago Demidoffii.
i am -niarn : Mbuttoo.

10. .711egaderma
frons.

Geoffr.

11. Vesperugo sp.
Bongo : Beeroo.
Niam-niam : Tooreh.
12. Scotophilus leucogaster.
13. Nycteris hispida.

GeofIr.

Geoffr.

14. Phyllorrhina caffra.

Lund.

1 5, Erinaceus sp.

Dyoor : Ohkoddo.
Bongo : Ndudoopirakpeh.
Niam-niam Dunduleh.
Golo : Idd oo.
Kredy: Ohko.
Sehre : Mbarra.
Sorex sp.
Dyoor : Ushull
Bongo Tondo, or Shondo.
Niam-niam
Ndelly.
Golo : Diffee.
Kredy : Djanje-kreie.

envier.)

Fiselr)
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17. Ratelus capensis. G. Cuv.
Dyoor : Ogang.
Bongo: Nyirr.
Niam-niam : Torubale.
18. Lutra inunguis. F. Cuv, ?
Niarn-niam : Limmu.
19. Canis familiaris. L.
Dinka • Dyong.
Dyoor : Grook.
Bongo : Bihee.
Niam-niain : Ango.
Mittoo : Weehy.
Golo: Ovio.
Kredy : Kohno.
Sehre : Borro,
Monbuttoo : Nessy.
20. Canis variegatus. Cretsehm.
(C. aureus auctorum.)
Dinka : Awaun.
Dyoor : Toh.
Bongo: Galah:
Niam-niam : Hoah.
Kredy : Glommu.
Golo : Ndaggeh.
Sehre : Ndeh.
21. Canis pictus. Desm.
Dinka : Kwaty.
Bongo :
Niam-niarn : Tiah.
Sehre : Sahr.
22. GetocyonLalandii. H. SM. ?
Dinka : Paudey.
23. Hycena crocata. Zimm.
Dinka Angwee.
Dyoor : Utwomrn.
Bongo Heeloo.
Niam-niam : Wegge.
Mittoo : Moddaoo.
Golo : Mboo,
Sehre : Mboh.
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21. Viverra eivetta. Schreb.
Dyoor : Yuoll.
Bongo: Kurrukkoo.
Niam-niam : Teeya.
25. riverra genetta. L.
Dinka : Augonn.
Dyoor : Anyara.
Bongo : Dongoh.
Niarn-niam : Mbellee.
Golo: Nifah.
Kredy : Ndilly.
Sehre : Mehre.
20. Herpestes fasciatus. Destn.
Dinka : Agorr.
Dyoor : Gorr.
Bongo : Ngorr, or Dai,
Niam-niam : Nduttwah.
27. Felis leo, L.
Dinka : Kohr,
Dyoor : Moo.
Bongo : Pull.
Niam-niam : Mbongonoo,
Golo: Singilee.
Kredy : Ganye-kaza.
Sehre : Sirringinny.
28. Felis leopardus. Schreb.
Dyoor : Kwaty.
Bongo : Koggo.
Niam-niam : Mamah,
Kredy : Sellembey.
29. Felis caracal. L.
Dyoor : Nwoi.
Bongo: Mudyokpollah,
Niam-niam: Mobboroo.
30. Felis serval. Schreb.
Dinka: Dohk.
Bongo: Gregge.
Niam-niam : Ngafio.
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31. Felis maniculata. Temm :
Dinka : Angow.
Dyoor Bang, or Gwang.
Bongo: Mbira-oo.
Niam-niam: Dandalah.
Golo : Dahve,
Kiedy Lehje.
Sehre Sahte.
Mittoo Ngorroh.
82. Sclurus leucumbrinus. Riipp.
Dyoor: Aiyeda.
Bongo Remme.
Niam-niam : Bedeny.
33. Sciurus superciliaris. A. Wagn.
Dinka ; Allohl.
Dyoor ; Anynai.
Bongo Urenge.
Niam-niara : Bamumba, or Bakumbah.
Golo: Angah.
Sehre: Serenna.
31. Mus decumanus. Pall.
Bongo Luny.
Niam-niam: Gwah.
35. Mus alexandrinus. Geoffr.
Dinka: Lohk.
Bongo: Higgeh-roo, or Rohpattah.
Niam-niam: Babilly.
Krecly : Ohtob.
Sehl e : Dyoo.
36. Golundapulchella. Gray,
Dinka : Manyang.
Dyoor : Weeo.
Bongo: Yangah.
Niam-niam: Sikka.
Golo : Ngadze.
Mittoo : Gaggah.
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37. Meriones Bartonli. A. Wagn.
Dinka : Maval kondo.
Dyoor : Omadda.
Bongo : Mokokoh, or Higgebnyakkah
Niam-niam : Zakadda.
Golo : Fyako.
Kredy : Jltee.
Sehre : Dyoo.
gentilis. Brants.
Bongo : Mangbelle.
Niam-niam: Ndekkitelly.
39. Aulaeodus Swinderianus, Temm.
Bongo : Bohko.
Dinka: Lony.
Dyoor Nyanyahr.
Niam-niam: Remvo or
Golo : Elle.
Sehre : Abattara.
Kredy : Mbadja.
Mittoo Wohko.
40. Lepus tethiopieus. Ehrbg.
Dinka : Anyorr.
Dyoor Ap-woio.
Bongo : Battab.
Niam-niam : Ndekutteh.
Kredy: Ohzo.
41. Hystrix eristata. L .
Dyoor : Shyow.
Bongo : Kehoa.
Niam-niam: Nzingeneh.
42. Oryeteropus eethiopieus. Sundev.
Dyoor : Mohk.
Niam-niam: Kahre.
13. Manis Temminekii. Sund.
Dyoor: Kong.
Bongo : Komn
Niam-niam : Bashishee.

APPF.NDIX III.
44. Elephas africanus. Blum.
Dinka : Akoml.
Dyoor : Lyady.
Bongo : Kiddy.
Niam-niam Mbarab.
Mittoo : Kiady.
Golo : Offio.
Kredy : Morrongob.
Sehre : Shah.
45 Rhineceros biconds. L.
Dyoor : Umwoh.
Bongo : Basha.
Niam-niam : Kangah.
Kredy: Gruruppo.
46. Hippopotamus amphibius.
Dinka : Nyang.
Dyoor : Fahr.
Bongo : Habba.
Niam-niam : Duppoh.
Golo: Fyongoo.
Krecly Mningoo.
Sehre : Diffoh.
47. Hyrax sp.
Bongo: Mberedoo.
Niam-niam : Attaboo.
Lehsy : Keltoh.
Golo : Ngaffe.
Kredy : Ozo.
Sehre : Nogoun.
Rfipp.
48. Phaeoehcerus
Dinka Dyehr.
Dyoor: Kull.
Bongo: Bohdoo.
Niam-niam : Tibba.
Mittoo : Wadoh.
Kredy : Bonghoh, or Boddoh.
Golo : Vungbah.
Sehre : Badzo.
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Potatuoch eras penicillatas. Gray.
Niam-niam: Mokkuroo, or Djomborr.
Monbuttoo: Napazo.

5O. Camelopardalis girafa. L.
Dinka : Mehr.
Dyoor : Wehr.
Bongo : Eilliroo.
Niam-niam: Basumbarrighy.
Golo : Ndakkala.
Kredy : Govisisee.
Sebre : Bagga.
51. Sus sennaariensis. Fitz.
Dinka : Angow.
Dyoor : Amayok.
Bongo: Mondoh.
Niam-niam: Gurrwa.
Mittoo Madi : Legyeh.
52. Autilope Oreas. Pall.
Dinka : Golgwall.
Dyoor : Odyerr.
Bongo : Mburreh.
Niani-niam : Mburreb.
Mittoo : Kehr, or Mburreh.
Bellanda : Odehr.
Kredy : Kobbo.
Sehre: Kovo.
Golo : Kobbo.
Antilope leueophtea. Pall. (Ægoceros.
Dinka : Amomm.
Dyoor : Ommar.
Bongo Manya.
Niam-niam: Bisso.
Golo: Vunnungoo.
Bellanda : Omahr
Sehre: Delingah.

54. Antilope nigra.

Harris.

(Ægoceros.

Ham. Sin.)

Ham. Sm.)

APPENDIX

III.

55. Antilope eaama.

Gray. (Aeronolus. 11. Sm.)
Dinka : Alalwehl.
Dyoor : Purroh.
Bongo : Karia.
Niam-niam : Songoroh, or Sogguraoo.
Mittoo : Borro.
Golo : Kotzo.
Kredy Kreia.
Sehre : Dangah.
Babuckur Borro.
Monbuttoo : Nakkibbee.

Antilope leueotis. Licht. Peters, (Kolms. A. Sm.)
Dinka : Teel.
Dyoor: Teel.
Bongo : Kalah.
Niam-niam : Tagba.
Mittoo :
Sehre : Boddy.
Kredy Ngaio.
Golo : Ngallah.
Monbuttoo : Nehpedde.
57. Antilope defassa.

Rüpp. (Kobus. A. Sm.)
Dinka : Pohr or Fohr.
Dyoor : Ummoowoh.
Bongo : Booboo.
Mam-Niana : Mbagga.
Mittoo Lehby.
Kredy: Adyee.
Golo : Boggo, or Weemly.

8. Antllope megaloceros. Heugl,
Dinka: Abohk.
59. Antdope arundinacea. Gray.
Dinka : Kao.
Dyoor Rohr.
Bongo : Yolo.
Niam-niam : Yoro.
Golo : Ngallab.
Sehre : Dyiang.

(Kelytts. A. Sm.)
(Eleotragus.)
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60. Antilope seripta. Pall. (Tragelaphs.
Dinka : Pehr, ur Fehr.
Dyoor : Bohro.
Bungo : Tobbo.
Niam-Niam : Boddy.
Golo : Kuffoo.
Mittoo : Ehboo.
Kredy : Leuje.
Sehre : Ya-oo, or Yavob.
Bellanda : Bodda.
61. Antilope Addax. Licht.
Dinka : Anyidohl.
Bongo : Owel.
62. Antilope senegalensis. H. Lin.
Dinka : Tyang.
Dyoor : Tahng.
Bongo : Tanghe.

Blainv.)

(Dunudis.

Gray.)

63. Antilope madoqua. Büpp. (Cephaloloplins. II. Sm. Hens.)
Dinka, : Lohdy.
Dyoor : Nettyade.
Bongo : Heggoleh.
Mittoo : Kulleh.
Niam-niam : Bongbalyah.
Golo : Leffa.
Kredy : Kehdo.
Sehre : Ngogoh.
Shillook : Akony.
(Cephalotoplics. 11. Sin.)
64. Antilope grimmia. Licht.
Dinka : Amook.
Dyuor : Nyepael.
Bongo Deelg.
Niam-niam : Bafoo.
Mittoo : Lehloo.
Mittoo-Madi : Heehou.
Sehre : Dee.
65. Antilope pygmcea. Licht.
(Cephalolophus. II. Sin.)
Bongo : Mburrumo6.
Niam-niam : Mourrah.
Sehre : Nzerre.
Monbuttoo

• Nelimbokoh.

APPENDIX III.
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66. Antilope sp. minor rufeseens. (Cephalolophus. H. Sm.)
Bongo : Dongboh.
Niam-niam
Kohtumoh.
67. Capra Mreus. L.

Dinka : Tonn (male); Tohk (female).
Dyoor : Byell.
Bongo : Binya.
Niam-niam : Wussindeh.
Mittoo Oanya.
Golo : Orego.
Kredy : Ehne,
Sehre : Mvirry.
Monbuttoo : Memmeh.
68. Onis aries. L.
Dinka: Amahl.
Dyoor : Rohmo.
Bongo : Romboh.
Kredy : Ndillimee.
Mittoo : Kameleh.
Sehre: Dzagga.
60. Bos tanrus. L. (13. Zebu, var. Afrieala).
Dinka : Wehng (common) ; Tonn (male) ; Ngoot
(female).
Bongo : Shah.
Niam-niam : Hilty.
Mittoo : Ehshah.
Golo : Moddoh.
Kredy : Mocloh.
Dyoor : Dyang.
70. 13nbalis Caffer. Gray.
Dinka: Anyarr.
Dyoor : Dyooy.
Bongo : Kobby.
Niam-niam: Mbab.
Golo : Meende.
Kredy: Sobbo, or Mbah.
Sehre: Mbah.
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71. Manatus senegalensis. Desrn.

M. Vogelii?
Nubians : Kharoof-el-Bahr.

DOUffi_IFUL SPECIES, KNOWN ONLY FROM INFORMATION DERIVED FROM NATIVES.
72. Sorex sp.?
Bongo : Iliggeh Earia,
73. Mus sp.?
Bongo : Mobiddy.
74. Mus sp.
Bongo : Highee Deoloo.
75. Chrysochloris sp.? (Talpa?)
Bongo : Brumur.
Niam-niwn : Tundooah.

INDEX.

fribe of, i. 522; entertaining,
i. 531 ; their arrows, i. 534 ; trophy
of their heads, iL 176, 178; great
body of, ii. 180.
Aboo Guroon, i. 185 ; repnlEed by
Tikkiboh, ii. 95 ; viit to, ii. 287
his death, li. 308.
Aboo Maaref, i. 242.
Aboo Odfa, a natural monument, i. 37.
Aboo Sammat, i. 99 : his liberality,
i. 333, 417 ; his hospitality, i, 351 ;
his speech, i. 397 ; his territory,
i. 465 ; wounded, ii, 171 ; present
from, ii. 277 ; attaeked, il. 285.
Abrey (cohl eup), i. 373.
Aeacia, spiroearpa, i. 59 ; verugata,
i. 76 ; fistula, i. 97.
Adenia venenota, i. 135.
Adimokoo the Akka, li. 127 ; bis wardance,
Agar, i. 225.
Ahmed, i. 434 ; Ilis death, il. 230.
Ahmed Aga, ii. 357, 360, 369.
Akka, their country, ii. 81 ; their
height, complexion, and hair, iL 140 ;
appemanee, ii. 141 ; their hands,
skull, and eyes, ii. 142 ; ears and
lips, IL 143; dialect, ii. 141 ; their
treatment by the Monbuttoo, ii. 115.
.Albizzia serico-cephalus, i. 141.
Algiers, ii. 435.
Allagabo the Bougo, iL 205, 460, 487.
Aloe, not found in Egypt, i. 105 ; with
green b1ossom, ii. 203.
A1waj district, i. 171.
Ambatch (Herminiera), i. 61 ; canoes,
i. 77.
Amomum, i. 468.
A-BANGA,

VOL. II.

Analogy of rivers, i. 113.
Anonacere, i. 497.
Anow Senegalensis, i. 222.
A ntelopes megaloceras,i. 63 ; madoqua,
i. 188, 213, ii. 461 ; caama, i. 195, 427 ;
leueolis, i. 196, 241, 457 ; ii. 233, 445 ;
leueophæa, i. 216 ; nigra, i. 242 ;
grimmia, i. 243 ; arundinacea,
446; ellipsipryozna, i. 338; orea.s,
i. 359, ii. 218 ; antelope chased by
hyæna, il. 205.
Ant-hills, i. 349 ; iL 196.
Antliocleista, i. 470.
Authiori, Marquis, i. 185 ; ti. 80.
Ants, invasion o', ii. 227.
Apostrophe to the Nile, i. 187.
Arab nieknames, i. 82.
Arabs, true, i. 28.
Arash Kol, Mt., i. 57,
Arbab, marriage of, i. 10.
Arslan, my sheep dog, i. 56; stang by
bees, i. 71 ; his cleath, i. 217.
Assika, the river, ti. 180.
Atoborroo, i. 457.
Awoory, i. 377.
raid on, ti. 222 ; persecution of, ii. 257 ; their women,ii. 258 ;
value as slaves, ii. 419.
Baggara, i. 66 ; Rizegat, ii. 341, 395.
Baginze, Mt., ii, 212; its position,
ii. 213 ; vegetation, ii. 214.
Bahr-el-Arab, its mouth, i. 122, identity with the Bahr-el-Homr, ii. 370 ;
its importance, Si. 392.
Bahr-el-Ghazal, eompared to the Havel,
i. 115 ; its importance, i. 123, 125.
(Vide Gazelle.)
BABUCKUR,

2 L
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Bahr-el-Kooroo, ii. 353.
Baker, Sir Sarnuel
encounter with
natives, i. 30 ; bis opinion of soil by
the White Nile i. 56 ; suppression
of slave expedition from Fashoda,
i. 83 ; hindered at the grass barrier,
i. 106; loss of pack-ass, i. 135; praise
of Lepidosiren, i. 136; living on
Melochia, ii. 197 ; book of travels,
i. 320, ii. 198 ; condemns eleusine,
i. 492 ; statement about Lake Mwootan, ii. 162 ; peremptory measures,
ii. 410, 429; indignation
against,
ii. 485.
Balæniceps rex, i. 117, ii. 472.
Barnboos (bambusa), i. 183; in blossom,
i. 237 ; jungles, ii. 251, 253.
Bastard-gemsbock, i. 216.
Beads, i. 203, 502 ; it. 235.
Beans, i. 249 ; ii. 251.
Bear-baboons, i. 198.
Bearers, desertion of, i. 184, fceding
them, i. 461, 475 ; consideration
shown to them, i. 477 ; an exhausted
bearer, i. 433; three of them murdered, ii. 220.
Bedouins, town, i. 28.
Beery, the river, ii. 377.
Bees
attaeked by a swarm, i. 73
sulfering from their stings, i. 75.
Bees' wax, ii. 167.
Behnky, nanle for Niam-niarn chieftains, ii. 22.
Bellanda, i. 200.
Berber, i. 38 ; return to, ii. 185.
Bet-el-Gellahba, il. 394.
Bishareen, i. 28 ; their sheep and goats,
i. 32 ; ugliness of the women, i. 36.
Blessing, the missionary, ii. 482.
Blippo (Gardenia malleifera), i. 440 ;
used by Monbuttoo, ii 101.
Boar, wild, i. 363.
Bodumoh, the river, ii. 202.
BONGO : festival of, i. 183 : their country, i. 257 ; vassalage, i. 259 ; population, i. 260 ; complexion, i. 261 ;
stature, i. 263 ; skull and hair,
i. 261 ; agriculture, i. 266 ; smoking,
i. 269 ; goats, i. 270 ; dogs, i. 271
hunting,
i. 272; money, i. 270 ;

ornaments, i. 279; graves, i. 285,
303 ; music, i. 287; weapons, i. 299;
games, i. 300 ; fear of ghosts, i. 305 ;
belief n witches, i. 307; singing,
i. 309 ; dialect, i. 311 ; sauces, i. 462;
concerf, ii. 404 ; value as sl.aves,
ii. 419 ; chief, executed, ii. 457.
14‘mgwa, the chieftain, i. 513 ; his
i. 541; return to, ii. 153.
Boroo (or borru), ii. 32, 181.
" Bride of the
i. 16.
Bruce, the traveller. i. 113.
Buffalo, attack of a wild, i. 64 ; frant:c
herd of them, i. 70; African species,
i. 193 ; alarmed by, ii. 250; herd of
them, ii. 265 ; ealf kilini, ii. 317.
Bunza, son of Munza, ii 57.
Bushbock killed, ii. 255.
Buslnnen, ii. 139.
Butterflies, i. 197.
Butter tree, i. 220.
liedge
of; i. 168.
Calotropis, ii. 313.
Cannibalism :
traces of, i. 517
amongst Niam-niam, ii. 17, 224 ;
amongst Monbuttoo, ii. 93.
Carail) (Bucerosia), i. 22.
Caroob, i. 191.
Carpodinus, i. 192.
Cat, wild (Felis .1[Taniculata), i. 320.
Cattle-diseases, ti. 280.
Cattle-raids on Dinka, i. 227; ii. 465.
Caves of Kulongo, i. 231.
Charcoal, ignorance or,i. 208.
Chhapanzees:
abundanco in Wando's
district, i. 497, 518 ; mode of catching, i. 521.
Chinese ham1barrows, ii. 307.
Christianity and slave-trade, ii. 432.
Christ's thorn (Zizyphus Baciei),
360.
Cogyvor, or wizards, i. 331.
Cola-nut, ii. 49.
Coldest day, ii. 301.
Colocasia, i. 445.
Copper : taken as exchange, i. 502;
known to Monbutto.), ii. 109 ; ornaments, ii. 110 ; goods obtained for,
ii. 362 ; mines, ii. 372.
CALAMUS,

INDEX.
Cerdia abyssenica, i. 558.
Crocodiles, ii. 336.
Cussonia, ii. 212.
Cyanite, ii. 47.
KIJIWYGOK,
a Dinka chief, il. 466.
Damury, ii. 315.
Damvo, ii. 212.
Dangabor, 13ongo ornament, i. 282.
DangadduloO, i. 372.
Dapper, ii. 136.
Dar Aboo Dinga river, ii. 390.
Dar Ferteet, district of, ii. 365, 430.
Darfoor, refuge for out1aws, i. 383 ;
route to, ii. 371; its copper-mines,
ii. 372.
Defafang, an extinct volcano, i. 69.
Dehms, ii. 335, 305 ; Dehm Nduggo,
ii. 360; Dehm Gudyoo, ii. 380 ;
Dehm Bekeer, ii. 387.
Deloo antelopes, i. 245.
Depopulation of Africa, ii. 437.
Deraggo, i. 399.
Dialect : Dyoor, i. 200; Bongo, i. 311 ;
Niam.niam, ii. 31 ; Monbuttoo,
102 ; Akka, ii. 144 ; Golo, il. 350 ;
Kredy, ii. 368 ; Sehre, 11.396.
DINKA
:
territory, i. 148 ; physical
peculiarities, i. 149 ; ornaments,
153 ; weapons, i. 155 ; cookery,
i. 157 ; houses, i. 159; domestic animals, i. 160; population, i. 167 ;
character, i. 169; o1l, i. 180.
Displacement of Nile vegetation, i. 69.
Djee, the river, ii. 388, 393,
Doggoroo, the river, i. 327 ; ii 268.
Doggudoo (or Dokk'uttoo), i. 367.
Dome -palins (11ypktne (hebaica),
185.
Doomookoo, i. 240.
Dracoense, i. 21.
Dualism of vegetation, i. 223, 505.
Dueks, i. 120.
Dneme,
on the White Nile,
i. 59.
Daggoo, i. 313.
Dugwara, i. 383.
Duisberg, German viee-consul at Khartoom, i. 12, 45; ii. 482.
Dumburre, ii. 107.
DAL
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Dyafer, Pasha, Governor-general of
Khartoom, i, 41 ; ii. 479, 483.
Dyagbe, the river, i. 516.
Dyoor, the river, mouth of, i. 121 ; old
bed of, i. 125 ; dimensions of, i. 186;
ii. 283, 312; fishing in, fi. 451.
Dvoon,
nation ; name and dialect,
200 ; complexion and ornaments,
i. 201 ; women,, i. 202 ; slimness,
i. 204; spears and spades, i. 205 ;
iron-unelting, i. 206; smelting-furnaces, i. 207 ; huts, i. 209 ; hunting
snares, i. 211 ; character, i. 211 ;
clay-floors, i. 212; affection, i. 212.
i. 250.
Eelipse of sun, i. 11.
Egyptians, their troops, ii. 357 ; their
apathy, ii. 435.
Elephants : African contrasted with
Indian, i. 139 ; traces of, i. 457;
hunted by Niam-niano, ii, 25; present of a young elephant, ii. 277.
Eleusine-corn, i. 248, 418, 492 ; beer
made from, il. 13.
El-Sett (the grass barrier), i. 107.
El-Usher, ii. 343.
Eneephalartus, i, 418; ii. 375.
Ensete (wild plantain), ii. 215.
Entada scandens, ii. 62.
Eriodendron anfraetuosum, ii. 351.
Erkoweet, a summer retreat from Suakin, i. 25.
Euphorbiæ, i. 21 ; candelabra, i. 120.
Extract of meat, ii. 69, 234.
grave of a, ii. 292 ; reverence for
Fakis, li. 324; Fakis as slave-dealers,
iL 413.
analogy with Niam-niam, ii, 19.
Fanatical priest from Kano, i. 30 ; an
offended, ii. 312.
Panekama, ii, 479,
Farookh (black soldiers), ii. 182, 421.
Fashoe1a, limit of Egyptian government,
i. 78 return to, ii. 479.
Ferns, i. 507.
Fever, immunity from, i. 128; deaths
from, ti. 186.
Fig-trees of Monbuttoo, ii. 88 ; gigantic
FAKI,
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i. 65.
lIaliOtos vocifer, i. 96.
Hartebeests, i. 195; ii. 231, 259, 263,
163.
Hassanieh-their
eattle, i. 58 ; their
dogs, i 59.
Ilegelig (13alanites), i. 66.
Hellali, the swindler, ti. 266, 330, 356,
361.
Herminiera (ambateh), i. 61.
Heuglin, Theodor von, i. 129 ; ii. 337,
GADDA, the river, ii. 251.
339, 341.
Gallery-forests, i. 504 ; vegetation of,
Ilexabolus (Anonaeca), i. 432.
i. 506.
Hibiseus i. 253.
Garden, my, i. 213.
Ilippopotamuses-in
the Wldte Nile,
Gazelle, the river (11ahr-el-Ghazal),
56 ; in the Keebaly, ii. 159 ; in the
112, 113, 123, 126 ; ii. 473.
Dyoor, il. 314; thcir fitt, ii. 316; oue
Geer, the Seriba, i. 181, 230 ; ii. 460.
dying, ii. 473.
Geese, on the White Nile,
Gellahbas (slave-dealers), 1. 228; ii. Hoo, the river, i. 456; ii. 200, 225.
Humboldt
Institution,
grant from,
356, 369, 365, 112, 417.
i. 4.
Ghattas, choice of,i. 45; contraet with,
i. 48; a bird narned, i. 115 ; his Humboldtia (Kobbo-tree), i. 451.
Husgien, my Nubian servant, i. 416.
Seribas, ii. 270, 289.
Huts, of the Dyoor, i. 209; grass,
Ghetty, the river, ii. 336.
226.
Gimsah, sulphur works at, i. 12.
Hymna-dogs (Canis pietus), ii. 274.
Giraffes, i. 182.
Hymna-woman, i. 307; ii. 475.
Gnats, i. 115.
Hymna chasing att antelope, ii. 205.
Gneiss-hills, i. 536 ; ii. 387.
G oat-suckers
(Cosmetornis
Spekii Hydrograpideal law as affeeting river- •
banks, i. 51.
Sciatei), i, 357.
Hyptis, i. 259.
Goggo, i. 391.
Gourds, i. 252, ii. 269.
IBBA, the river (the Upper Tondy),
Government contract, i. 6 ; troops,
435.
305.
Ibrahim Effendi, ii. 363.
Glass, i. 229.
Grass-barrier (El-Sett), i. 105.
Idrees (Ghattas's p1enipotentiary),
178; his negligenee, i. 297.
Grass-huts, il. 226.
Idrees, Wod Defter, i. 349.
Greenstone prevalent, i. 32.
Gresse, the river, iL 380.
Indionna, ii. 239.
Ingbq.y, Mohalnmed Aboo Sammat's
Gudyoo, Dehm, ii. 379.
Guinea-fowl, i. 460.
trumpeter, i. 190.
Guinea-hog, ii. 78.
Islamism, ii. 431.
Gumango, the hill, i. 446 ; chasm,
Islands of Sixth Cataraet, i. 40.
346.
Ismail Pasha, bon mot of, i. 113.
Issoo, the Upper Tondy, ii. 210.
Gum-arabie, i. 97.
Gun-aceident, i. 88 ; narrow eseape Ivery, trade in Khattoom, i. 16 ; traffie
from, i. 474, 497.
uMmportant, i. 175 ; Europeans in
Gyabir, the interpreter, i. 513 ; shot in
ivory trade, i. 177 ; cost of, i. 503.
the arm i. 533 ; his eowardiee,
lzingerria-visit
to, i. 517.
281.

tree in Bungoland, ii. 313 ; in Seriba
Moody, ii. 405.
Fire, alarm of, i. 31(3; ii. 461 ; in SeriLn,
ii. 290.
Flags, i. 138.
Flies on the Gazelle, i. 115.
Fulbe, affinity of Monbuttoo with, ii.
101.
Funguses, i. 267.

HABI3ABKUM,

INDEX.
i. 236.
Jewish school, i. 330

JACKALS,

the river, ii 155.
Kamrasi, inquiries for, ii. 67.
Kanna, ambassadors from, ii. 55; march
to, li. 210.
Karra, the magic tuber, ii. 399.
Keebaly, the river, ii. 151 ; its rapids,
ii. 158; its identity with the Upper
Shary, li. 161.
Ehalil, i, 188 ; ii. 302, 318, 409, 453.
Khareef, i. 321.
Khartoom: merchants of, i. 5 ; arrival
at, i. 42; reeeption in, i. 11 ; ivory
trade of, i. 46 ; ship-buildiug
at,
51 ; return lo, ii. 481.
Khaya-tree, i. 188.
Kher, Mohammed, i. 71.
Khor-el-Renuem, ii. 353.
Kigelia, •, 110.
Kilnoky, i. 231.
Kisby, bridge over tbe river, ii, 203.
Kissere (Arab brend), i 249; ii. 252.
Kites, ii. 231.
Kobbe-trees (Humboldtia), i, 431.
KoLkorokoo, the tree, i, 469.
Kosaria palmata, i. 220.
Krapf, ii. 138.
Kltany
:
their appealauce,
ii. 367 ;
boundaries, ii. 368 ; huts, ii. 375;
eorn-magazines, ii. 376.
Kubby, ii. 157.
Kudy, village of, i. 170 ; ii. 466.
Kulongo, i. 233.
Kurbatehes, ii. 317.
Kurdyook, Shol's husband, i. 133 ;
469.
Kurragera,
southern limit of Aboo
Sammat's territory, i. 395.
Kurkur, i. 273.
Kurshook Ali, the Sandjak, ii. 265;
his death, ii 282.
Kussumbo, woods on the, i. 541 ;
151.
Kyatt worm, i. 166.
Kyt, cul-cle-sae ou the Gazelle, i. 124,
127 ; li. 471.
KAIIPILY,

I.Ao, its waLy, i. IlO

; ii.

167.
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Lassav (Capparis galeata), i. 23
Lavargue,
French
vice-consul
at
Berber, i. 39; his death, ii. 186
Leopard killed, ii. 255.
Lepidosiren, i. 135.
Le Saint, i. 129.
Leucotis antelopes, i. 196.
" L'llomme h queue" told on the Nile,
i. 68 ; ii, 2.
Lightning, women killed by, i. 317.
Lindukoo, last streatn of Nile-system,
186, 493; cataract on, i. 491 ; ii 191.
Lions;
litnited in number, i. 361;
carrying off a soldier, i. 367 ; track
of a, ii. 156 ; one shot, il. 311.
Livingstone, Dr., i. 504 ; ii. 99, 186.
Lizard.s (Agama eolonorum), i. 322.
Lollo, tbe river, ii. 477.
Longo, dirt in, ii. 340.
Loobah wornan, i. 409.
ii. 201.
Madoqua antelopes, i. 244.
Maia SignOra, i. 107 ; il. 474.
Maize, i 218 ; preparation by Niatnniam, ii. 16; in Mbomo's district,
254.
Mabzac, i. 337.
Manatus, in the Keebaly, ii. 160.
Mandeb (Mimosa aspirata), i. 61.
Manioc, bearer poisoned by, i. 476; its
cultivation, i. 525.
Manzilly, the brook, i. 458.
Maogoo, cattle from the, i. 546;
69 ;
probable identity with the Malegga,
ii. 85.
Marshes, mode of crossing, i. 498.
Matamma, on the Nile, i. 39.
Mhahly nickname for Aboo Sammat,
i. 481; Munza's inquirh.s for, ii. 38 ;
Ids challenge, ii. 177.
Mbarik-pah, the leaf-eater, i. 513; ii.
202.
Mbomo, the Seriba, ii. 247, 253.
Mbrwole, the river, i. 496; ii. 188, 189.
Mehemet Ali, ii. 131.
Menagerie, a, ii. 278.
Menlyan's Seriba, li. 201.
Meshera, i. 48 ; arrival at the, i. 124;
the mode of anchoring lit , . 130 ;
MADIRAMM,
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start from the, i. 137 ; embarkation
from the, ii. 469.
Mice, i. 273.
Mimosa, stranding on a, ii. 260.
Minstrels, a Niam-niam, i. 415; ii. 30,
241.
Mirakok, i. 145.
MITTOO : tour in their country, i. 367;
language, i. 403 ; fertility of soil,
405; ornaments, i. 411 ; bearers,
419 ; value as slaves, ii. 419.
Mofio, ii. 389, 417.
Molmul, the river, ii. 273, 301.
goats of the, ii. 69; their
Momvoo
country, ii. 83.
pipes, i. 548 ; canoes,
MONBUTTOO
555 ; charm of country, i. 557 ; halls,
ii. 42 ; their curiosity, ii. 53, 59;
women, li. 60, 91 ; reports of territory,
ii. 81, 82 ; government, ii. 86 ; scenery,
ii. 86 ; produce, ii. 87 ; hunting, ii. 89 ;
cannibalism, ii. 92 ; potentates,
96; complexion, ii. 100 ; dialect,
102; coiffure, ii. 106 ; weapons,
107, 111 ; smelting, li. 108 ; tools,
112 ; benches, ii. 113 ; shields and
seat-rests, ii. 115 ; water-bottles,
116 ; basket work and musical instrurnents, ii. 117 ; architecture,
118 ; religion, ii. 120.
Money, iron, i. 279.
Mongolongbo, valley of, 1. 429.
Mongono, ii. 348.
Monkeys, i, 488.
Morokoh, the river, il. 251.
Mummery, Munza's brother, ii. 72, 74 ;
his body-guard of Akka, il. 131.
Mundo, of the Bongo, i. 211 ; ii. 258.
Mundo in Zileï Mountains, ii. 210.
Mungala, Niam-niam game, ii. 28.
Muntass Bey, Governor of Suakin,
24.
Munza messengers from, i. 556; view
of his palace, i. 558 ; his friendship
for Mohammed, ii. 37 ; summons to,
ii. 39 ; waiting for, ii. 11 ; lds ornamental weapons, ii. 43, 91 ; his costume and appearance, ii. 45; presents for, ii. 47 ; his mode of smoking, ii. 48 ; his oration, il. 51 ; his

present to me, ii. 52 ; his sister,
58; his wives, il. 58 ; his castle,
63; his arsenal, ii. 64 ; Ids dance,
75 ; his sleeping apartments, ii. 77 ;
visits from, ii. .77 ; his dish, ii. 79
his harem, ii. 96; his household,
97 ; his wardrobe, ii. 98.
Murhaga, ii. 421.
Musa sapientium, i. 447.
Mvolo, distriet of, i. 384 ; animals in,
i. 387.
Mwata. Yanvo, ii. 99.
NASAMBISSO,
the river, li. 193.
Nalengbe, Munza's sister, il. 58, 95.
Names of places, i. 191.
Ndoruma, ii. 309.
Nduppo, Wando's brother, i. 478; his
death, i. 517.
Nembey, visit from, i. 540; arrival at,
ii. 153.
Neophron pileatus, i. 97.
Ngama, i, 411.
Nganye, a Niam-niam eldeftain, i. 436;
visit to, i. 431 ; his family, i. 150 ;
stay with, ii. 243.
Ngoly, i. 428 ; ii. 263.
Ngudoroo, the river, ii. 388.
Ngulfala, distillery in, i. 238 ; ii. 403.
NIAU-NIAM
first sight of, i. 189 ; start
to their country, i. 416 ; their buts,
i. 449 ; their chiefs, i. 467; modesty
of the women, i. 471; morniug
toilette, i. 491; names of, ii. 3;
their country, ii. 3 ; their appearmee,
ii. 5 ; clothing, ii 6 ; head-gear,
7; decorations, ii. 8 ; trumbashes,
9; weapons, ii. 10 ; hunting and
ii. 12 ; beer, ii. 13 ;
agriculture,
pipes, li. 14; dogs, ii. 15, 241 ; archiii. 21 ;
tecture, ii. 20; chieftain,
emblems of war, ii. 23 ; handicraft,
ii. 25; greetings, ii. 27 ; marriages
and conjugal affection, ii. 28; music,
ii 29; dialect, ii. 31 ; auguries,
32; superstition and treatment of
dead, ii. 34 ; attack by, ii. 236 ; value
as slaves, ii. 419.
Nile-boats, crowded, i. 50 ; ii. 478.
Nilometer, proposed, i. 41.
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No, Lake, i. 111, 112.
Nsewne, the Akka, ii. 132; his love of
misehief, ii. 111.
their pitiab/e condition,
NUBIANS:
11 ; their superstitions, i. 49; ii. 322;
how to deal with them, i. 421; their
inconsistency, ii. 165; their dislike
to pure water, il. 275; soldlers,
176.
Nueir, distriet of the, i. 117; their
habits, i. 119.
Nyemata, Mount, i. 67.
Nyitti, i. 251.
Nymphwa stellata and N. lotus, i. 114.

Pygmies my-incredulity about, i. 68 ;
exchange a dog for a pygrny, ii. 67
stories about, 11. 153. (Vide Akka.)
Python Seke, killeh near Fashoda,
83; and antelope killed together,
i. 364.
i. 128 ; value of, i. 323.

ii. 281.
Raphia vinifera, i. 199 ; used for building, ii. 42.
Rats, ii, 105.
Red Sea, voyage on, i. 11 ; heat on,
i. 15 ; nights on, i. 18.
Reed-rats, ii. 384 ; hunting, ii. 408,
0-Boxao, ii. 135.
446.
Oil palm, ii. 89; oil from, ii. 92.
0-mareg, summer retreat from Suakin, Reggo, i. 392.
Rek, Pert, i. 125; ii. 467.
i. 31.
abyssiRhinoceros-bird (Tetmoceras
Ombet (dragon-tree), i. 22.
nicus), ii. 205.
Ori, Dr., letter to Antinori, ii. 80 ; his
Rice, i. 247.
death, ii. 486.
Riharn, my cook, i. 60, 486; ii. 204.
Oysters, river, ii. 452.
Rikkete, Wando's brother, i. 479 ; entertaining, i. 486 ; visit to, i. 487 ; his
i. 109; at the Kyt, i. 126.
PAPYRUS,
wives, i. 489.
Parkia-trees, il. 339.
Parley with Niam-niam chiefs, ii. 169. Roah, the river, i. 367.
Rock rabbits, i. 385.
Parra africanus, i. 136.
Rohl, the river, i. 376, 401.
Parrots, grey, ii. 9.
Rokko-coats of Monbuttoo, ii. 104.
Peneeo, the behnky, i. 436.
Rokooba, il. 289.
Penicillaria, i. 218.
Roway, salt-works at, i. 16.
Pepper, cayenne, i. 253; malaghetta
Rye, the river, i. 448.
i. 468; Ashantee, ii. 382.
Petherick, i. 127.
Piaggia, his visit to the Niam-niam, SABBY (Seriba), i. 337, 310 ; ii. 264.
i. 431, 501 ; inquiries about, i. 480; Sablook, i. 40.
Salt-works at Cape Roway, i. 16.
ii. 56; his lake, ii. 65.
Sareocephalus, i. 192.
Pillen-wasp (Eumenes tinctor), i. 321.
Schweinfurthia, i. 35.
Plantains, i. 198; ii. 87, 88.
Seorbutic attack, li. 381.
Platycerium elephantotis, i. 538.
Scorpions, ii. 156.
Plotus melanogaster, i. 111.
Seebehr Rahama, ii. 329 ; his Seriba,
Polopterus bichir, i. 135, 232,
ii. 354 ; his court, ii. 361 ; departure
Poneet, the brothers, contraet with the
from, ii. 374.
government, i. 382 ; their settlemeut,
Sehre, ii. 395, 397, 401.
i. 393.
Seriba, i. 47 ; Gliattas's, i. 172 ; dePongo, the river, ii. 311.
struction of a, i. 225; law, i. 226;
Popukky grass, i. 437, 447.
controllers of, ii. 426 ; Shereefee's,
Port Rek, i. 125; ii. 467.
i. 310.
Posts, memorial, i. 517.
Sesame, i. 229.
Pushyoh, a Treeulia, i. 528.
RAINFALL,
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Seyleb (Sanserierd), i. 22.
Shary, identity with the Welle, i. 553.
Shekka, ii. 370.
Shereefe e, his Seriba Duggoo, i. 343;
his Set iha Dogguddoo, i. 344 ; dearth
in his Seribas, ii. 267 ; attacks Moharnmed, ii. 85 ; shiehled by the
Aga, il. 358.
Sun.Looxs: first sight of, i. 72 ; statistics, i. 85 ; their villages, i. 87 ;
their anirnals, i, 91 ; pursuit by,
101 ; market, i. 101 ; ii. 471.
Shipbuilding in Khartoom, i. 51.
Shol, the Dinka queen, i. 141 ; her
riches and influence, i. 131 ; her
appearance, i. 132 ; presents to,
131 ; her death, ii. 338; remains of
ber huts, ji. 469.
Slicosh-gt ass (Panicum turgidum),
53.
Short rations, ii. 196.
Singat, i. 21.
Skins, abundance of, i. 481.
Skulls, purchase of, ii. 54 ; in Berlin
Museum, ii. 32.
Slaves crowded in boats, i. 50; ii. 478 ;
as payment to soldiers, i. 175 ; dying
of starvation, i. 346 ; feeding a caravan of, i. 368 ; complaints of .fentale,
i. 390 ; cruelty to, ii. 414 ; priee of,
ii. 418 ; comparative value of, ii. 119 ;
number of, ii. 420; as soldiers, ii. 421 ;
private, ii. 422 ; employed in husbandry, ii. 125 ; treatment in Egypt,
ii. 436 ; on board the Nile boat,
470 ; at Wod Shellay, ii. 480 ; confiscation of, ii. 483.
Slave-dealer from Tunis, i. 189.
of ivory
Slave-trade : independent
trade, i. 46 ; population of Bongoland diminished by, i. 260 ; tacitly
acknowledged, i. 381 ; all enterprises
involved in, i. 383 ; fiourishing in
1870 and 1871, ii. 410; sourees of,
ii. 428 ; abolition of, li. 433 ; measures
taken in Fanekama against, il. 478.
Slave-ti adt rs iMquity of, i. 190 ; rendezvous at Shekka for, ii. 370; goods
bartered by, ii. 411 ; deseription
ii. 412 ; risks ineurred by, ii. 415;

hospitality shown to, ii. 416 ; classes
of, ii. 117.
of the Dyoor,
Smelting-furnaces
207 ; of the Bongo, i. 208, 278.
Sobat, the river, i. 100.
Soire-e musicale of the Bongo, i. 351.
Solar phenomenon, i. 326.
Soldiers: Nublan, i. 176 ; black, 1.183.
Soliman, son of Kurshook Ali, ii. 452.
Solongob, ii. 389.
Sorghum, i. 215 ; il. 252.
Sources of slave-trade, ii. 428.
Sparmannia, ii. 200.
Speke, i. 113, 319 ; ii. 126.
Spiro streptus, i. 214.
(Sciurus lmrcumbr:uus),
Squirrels
387.
Steps counted in walking, il. 300.
Stereulia, ii. 393.
Steudner, Dr., i. 129 ; death of, ii. 337.
Suæda (samphire), i. 17.
Suakin, sea-route to, i. 10 ; excursion
from, i. 19 ; return to, ii. 488.
Suez, blunders in telegram, i. 7 ; seenes
in governor's divan, i. 8, 9 ; canal,
10.
Sugar-canes, i. 547.
Sulphur-works at Gimsab, i. 12.
Sun, eclipse of, i. 11.
Suppression of slave-trade, suggest'.ons
for, ii. 439.
Surroor, Aboo Sammat's lientenant,
465 ; his mbanga, i. 170 ; speaks
Arabie, i. 473.
Swamp-men, i. 119.
Sway, the river, idcutical with the
Dyoor, i. 453 ; crossing the, ii. 228.
S words, il. 457.
village of, i. 145; ii. 467.
Telegram, i. 7 ; ii. 482.
Terminalia, i. 426.
Thiband, ii. 482.
from
ii. 133; parting
Tikkitikki,
friends, ii. 149 ; successful shcoting,
ii. 278, 450 ; illness and death,
486.
Miss, fatality of expedition,
129 ; her headquarters, ii. 332 ; her
mother, ii. 338.
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i. 496 ; Mohammed's interview with
Tobacco, i. 160, 214, 254, 269 ; il. 11,
i. 501, 504 ; his nonchalance, i. 505 •
87.
his present of food, i. 511 ;
Tokkuls, i. 178.
Tombo, king, i. 480.
augury, 11.33,19.
Tondy, the river, i. 181 ; passage over, Watches, 11.299.
i. 336; suspension-bridge over, ii. 43, Water, bad, ii. 400.
-birds, il, 315.
41 ; crossing the, ii. 269.
Transport, means of, i. 139; ii. 305 ; -Iilies, i. 114.
suggestion for, ii. 307.
-plants, i. 121.
Travelling costume, i. 425.
-shed of Nile, 1. 194.
Welle, the river, i. 548, 551.
Troglodytes niger, i. 519.
White-ants : their hills, i. 120 ; of the
Trumbash, i. 411 ; ii 9.
trees, i. 539 ; as food, ii. 197.
Trumpet-tree, ii. 157.
White Nile, embarkation on, i. 49.
Tubers, i. 250, 208, 445.
Widow-ducks, i. 121.
Tudyee, the river, i. 366, 426.
Tuhamy, arrival of, i. 542 ; his Seriba, WilcI boar shot, i. 363.
Wod SheIlay, i. 56 ; ii. 480.
ii. 201, 209.
Wounds, Mittoo treatment of, i. 371 ;
Turks, ii. 359.
by arrows, ii. 279 ; Dyoor treatment
of, ii. 331.
Urostigma Kotschyana, ii. 88 ; bast of,
Wow, the Seriba, i. 91.
ii. 102.
Usnea (beard-moss), i. 26.
Wow, the river, i. 190 ; ii. 383.
Uzze, the river, i. 477.
YABO, i. 476.
Yabongo, i. 476 ; ji. 193.
in the Gazelle, 1. 123.
VALISNERIA,
Yams, i. 250.
Vasel, ii. 485.
Yanga's grave, i. 285.
Vayssiere, the French hunter, i. 185.
Vegetation of Nile displaced by civili- Yolo-antelopes, ii. 446.
Yubbo, the river, i. 478 ; ii. 192.
zation, i. 69.
Viceroy, hon mot of, i. 113; small Yumma, Kurshook Ali's Vokeel,
381, 389.
power of, ii. 441.
Yuroo, i. 531.
Victuria regia, attempt to naturalize,
121.
Zawa-trees, i. 447; ii. 200.
Vine, wild, ii. 234.
Zebra-ichneumon, 1. 358.
Vivera genetta, i. 190.
Zileï Mmintains, ii. 210.
WANDO : animosity of, i. 482; river of,
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6s.

Numerous

Illustrations, Charts, &c. New and Cheaper Edition, with numerous important
Additions and Corrections. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 8s. 6d.
" Professed geologists and zoologists, as well as general readers, will find Professor Dana's book in every way worthy of their attentlon."—The Athemeum.

List of Publications.
Daughter (A) of Heth. By Wm.
Cheaper Edition.

7
Thirteenth and

BLACK.

i vol., crown 8vo, 6s.

Davics (Wm.)

The Pilgrimage of the Tiber, from its

Mouth to its Source ; with some account of its Tributaries.
Wocdcuts and a Map, cloth extra, Second Edition, 18s.

Davies (Wm.) A Fine Old English

8vo, witl, many very fine

Gentleman, Exem-

plified in the Life and Character of Lord Collingwood : a Biographical Study. By
WILLIAM
DAVIES,
Author of " The Pilgrimage of the Tiber," &c. i vol., crown
[Ready.
Evo, cloth extra, 6s.
N.B.—This little volume is enriched by a very fine Portrait, engraved by C. H.
Jeens, after a mezzotint by Charles Turner from a painting in the possession of Lady
Collingwood in 1811.
A few Engraver's Proofs of the Portrait printed on large paper, suitable for
the portfolio or for framing, ss.

Spain. Sce Spain.
Dougall's
D.) Shootzng ; its Appliances,
and Purpose.

Practice,

See Shooting.

Euglish Catalogue of Books (The).

Published

during

1863 to 1871 inclusive, comprising also the Important American Publications.
This Volume, occupying over 450 pages, shows the Titles of 32, 000 New Books and

New Editions issued during Nine Years, with the Size, Price, and Publisher's Name,
the Lists of Learned Societies, Printing Clubs, and other Literary Associations, and
the Books issued by them ; as also the Publishers' Series and Collections—altogether
forming an indispensable adjunct to the Bookseller's Establishment, as weB as to
every Learned and Literary Club and Association. 30$. half-bound.
The previous Volume, 1835 to 1862, of which a very few remain on sale, price
al. ss. ; as also the Inclex Volume, 1837 to 1857, price il. 6s.

Supplements, 1863, 1864, 1865, 35. 6d. each ;
1866, 2867, to 2875, ss. each.

Writers,

Chapters

for

Self-improvement

English Literature ; by the Author of " The Gentle Life."

Matrons and their Profession ;

in

6s.

With some con-

as to its Various Branches, its National Value, and the Education it requires.
By M. L. F., Writer of " My Life, and what shall I do with it," Cr. 8vo, cloth, 7$. 6d.

siderations

Painters

of

the Georgian Era.

Turner. Biographical Notices. Illustrated with 48 permanent
the most celebrated Works. Demy 4to, cloth extra, 18s.

Erckmann-Chatrian.
Lovers.

Forest

House

to

Photographs, after

Catherine's

Crown 8vo, 32. 6d.

The Brothers Rantzau
vols.,
crotvn 8vo, cloth,
extra, 5s.

o

Evans
C.

and

Hogarth

EVANS,

(C.)

21.V.

Over the Hills

Author of "A

A Story of the Vosges.

New Edition.

Strange

2 vol. profusely Illustrated,

and Far Away.

Friendship."

cloth

By

i vol., crown Svo, cloth extra,

los. 6d.

A Strange Friendship. Crown 8vo, cloth, ss.
E. V. B.'s Beauty and the Beast. See Beauty and the
Beast.

Faillz Gartney's Girlhood, by the
Gayworthys."

Fcap., with Coloured Frontispiece, 30.

Author

of " The

Sampson Low and Co.'s
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Few (A) Hints on Proving

WZWS. Enlarged Edition,

sewed, 1s.

Authors.

T.) Yesterdays

Fields

Crown 8vo,

tos. 6d.

Flammarion (C.) The Atmosphere.

Translate'd from the

F.R.S., SuperinGLAISHER,
Edited by JAMES
FLAMMARION.
French of CAMILLE
tendent of the Magnetical and Meteorological Department of the Royal Observatory
Royal
and 81 Woodcuts.
With to beautiful Chromo-Lithographs
at Greenwich.
8vo, cloth extra, bevelled boards, 300.

Fogg' s (W . P.) Arabistan:

or, the Land

of " The

Being Travels through Egypt, Arabia, and Persia to l3agdad.
Arabian Nights."
Demy 8vo, with nuinerous Illustrations, cloth
M.A.
FOGG,
PERRY
By WILLIAM
extra, 045.

Fool of the Family,and other Tales. By
FIELD.

Forbes

2 VOls.,

crown 8vo,

JOHN

DANGER-

215.

(y. G.) Africa:

Geographical _Explorations and

Christian Enterprise, from the Earlicst Times to the Present.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

ily J. Gnumt

FORBES.

Forrest (Yolzn) .Explorations in Australia ; being Mr.
John Forrest's Personal Accounts of his Journeys : Ist. In Search of Dr. Leichardt
end. From Perth or Adelaide, around the Great Australian Bight. 3rd.
and Party.
e vol.,
Frorn Champion Bay across the Desert to the Telegraph and to Adelaide.
demy 8vo, cloth, with several Illustrations from the Author's Sketches, drawn on
wood by G. F. Angas, and 3 Maps, 16s.

Forrest' s (R. W.) Gleanings from the Pastnres of Tekoa.
M.A.,
WILLIAM FORREST,
By ROBERT
small post 8vo, e6c, pp., cloth extra, 6s.

Franc (Maude Yeane)
Tale.

i vol., small post 8vo.

Vicar of St. Jude' s, South

Kensington.

s Choice, an Australian

With a Frontispiece

by G. F.

ANGAS,

55.

Hall's Vineyard. Small post 8vo, cloth, 45.
rohn's Wife. A Story of Life in South Australia.
Small post Ivo, cloth extra,

Marian; or,the Light of Some One's Home. Fcp.
3rd Edition, with Frontispiece,

Silken
Vermont

55.

Cords and Iron Fetters,
Vale. Small post 4to, with Frontis-

piece, 5s.

s Mission. Small post 8vo, with Frontispiece,
Friswell (Laura) The Gingerbread Maiden ; and other
Stories.

Garvagli

With Illustrations.

(Lord)

Square cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Pilgrim

of Scandinavia.

By

B.A., Christ Church, Oxford, and Member of the Alpine Club.
GARVAGH,
8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, tos. 6d.
" Although of late there has been no lack of works on Iceland, this little volume is
written with so much freshness and vivacity that it will be read with interest and
pleasure."—Standard.
LORD

Gentle Life (Queen Edition).

2 vols. in i. 8vo, ios. 6d.

List of Publications.
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THE OENTLE LIFE SERIES.
nted in Elzevir, on Toned Paper, handsomely bound, forming suitable
Volumes for Presents. Price 6s. each ; or in calf extra, price 1os. 6d.

Essays in aid of the Formation

Gentle Life.

of

Character of Gentlemen and Gentlewomen. Tenth Edition.
" Deserves to be printed in letters of gold, and circulated in every house."—Chambers' 7 ournat.

'out in the World.

Essays by the Author of "The

Gentle Life."
" It is not easy to open it at any page without finding some handy idea."—Mortting
Post.

ke unto Christ.

A New Translation

of the " De

Imitatione Christi " usually ascribed to Thomas å Kempis. With a Vignette from an
Original Drawing by Sir Thomas Lawrence. Second Edition.
Could not be presented in a more exquisite form, for a more sightly volume was
never seen."—Illustrated Lontion News.

zmiliar

An Index Verborum, or Quotation

Words.

Handbook. Affording an immediate Reference to Phrases and Sentences that have
become embedded in the English language. Second and enlarged Edition.
and
" The most extensive dictionary of quotation we have met with."—Notes
Queries.

ssays by Montaigne.

Edited, Compared, Revised, and

Annotated by the Author of "The Gentle Life." With Vignette Portrait.
Second
Edition.
" VVeshould be glad if any words of ours could help to bespeak a large circulation
Times.
for this handsome attractive book."—Illustrated

Tie Countess of Pembroke' s Areadia.

Written by Sir

Edited, with Notes, by the Author of " The Gentle Life." DediS/DNEY,
PHILIP
cated, by Permission, to the Earl of Derby. 7s. 6d.
" All the best things in the Arcadia are retained intact in Mr. Friswell's edition."
—Examiner.

TieGentle Life.

Second Scries.

Seventh Edition.

" There is not a single thought in the volume that does not contribute in some
measure to the formation of a true gentleman."—Daily News.

aria: Readings from Rare Books.

Reprinted, by per-

mission, from the Saturday Review, .Vectator, &c.
" The books discussed in this volume are no less valuable than they are rare, and
the compiler in entitled to the gratitude of the public."—Observer.

ke Silent Hour : .Essays, Original and Selected.

By

the Author of " The Gentle Life." Third Edition.
" All who possess The Gentle Life ' should own this volume."—Standard.

ssays on .Englisk Writers, for the Self-improvement of
Students in English Literature.
" To all (both men and women) who have neglected to read and study their native
literature we would certainly suggest the volume before us as a fitting introduction."
—Examiner.

(her People's Windows.

By J.

HAIN

FRISWELL.

Second Edition.
" The chapters are so lively in themselves, so mingled up with shrewd views of
imman nature, so full of illustrative anecdotes, that the reader cannot fail to be
amused."—Marning Post.

.111-an'
s Thoughts.

By J.

HAIN

FRISWELL.

Sampson Low and Co.'s
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Getting On in the World ; or, Hints on Success in Life.
By

WILLIAM

Gouft:

MATHEWS,

LL.D.

Small post Svo, cloth extra, bevelled edges, 6s.

The Royal Cookery Book.

By

JULES

GOUFFE.

Head Pastrycook
Translated and adapted for English use by ALPIIONSE
GOUPTE,
to Her Majesty the Queen. Illustrated with large plates, prMted in colours. 161
Woodcuts, 8vo, cloth extra, gilt edgcs, 2/. as.

Domestic

Edition,

half-bound, ros. 6,1.
"By far the ablest and most complete work on cookery that has ever been submitted to the gastronomical world."—Pall Mall Gazette.

The

Book of Preservcs ; or, Receipts for Pre-

paring and Preserving Meat, Fish salt and smoked, Terrines, Gelatines, Vegetables,
Fruits, Confitures, Syrups, Liqueurs de Famille, Petits Fours, Bonbons,
&c.
vol., royal Svo, containing upwards of soo Receipts and 34 Illustrations, ros. 6d.

Royal Book of Pastry and Confectionery.

By

Chef-de-Cuisine of the Paris Jockey Club. Royal 8vo, Illustrated
JOLES
GOI1PFE,
with so Chromo-lithographs and 537 Woodcuts, from Drawings from Nature by
E. MONJAT.
Cloth extra, gilt edges, 358.

Gonraud (Mdlle.)

Four Gold Pieces.

trations, small post Svo, cloth, es. 6d.

Gower (Lord Ronald)

Numerous Illus-

See also Rose Library.

Handbook to the Art

Public and Private, of Belgium and Holland.

Galleries,

ISnio, cloth, ss.

The Castle Howard Portraits.

Folio,

2 VO1S.

cloth extra, 61. 6s.

Greek Testament. See Novum Testamentum.
Guizot's History of France. Translated By

ROBERT

BLACE.
Royal 8vo. Numerous Illustrations. Vols. I., II., III., and IV., cloth
extra, each 24S. ; in Parts, 25. each (to be completed in one more volume).

Guyon Wdme.)

Life.

By Upham.

Sixth Edition.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

A Short Method of Prayer and Spiritual Torrents.
Translated from the French original of Madarne Da
cloth extra, as.

Guyot (A.) Physical Geography.

By

LA

MOTHE

GUTON.

[Now ready.

ARNOLD

GUYOT,

Author of " Earth and Man." In volume, large 410, 128 pp., numerous coloured
Diagrams, Maps, and Woodcuts, price los. 6d., strong boards.

Ilacklander (F. W.) Bombardier H. and Corporal Dose ;
or, Military Life in Prussia. First Series. The Soldier in Time of Peace. Translated (by permission of the Author) frorn the German of F. W. HACELANDER,
by
F. E. R. and H. E. R. Crown Svo, cloth extra, sr.

Hale (E. .E.) In His Name ; a Story of the Dark Ages.
Small post 8vo, cloth, 38. 6d.

Half-Length
Persons.

Portraits.

By

Hall (S. P.)

GIBSON

CRAIG.

Short

Studies

of Notable

Small post Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Sketches from an Artist's Portfolio.

[Shorlly.

Sce

Sketches.

Hall (W.

W.)

How to Live Long ; or, 1408 Hcalth

Maxims, Physical, Mental, and Moral. By W. W. HALL, A.M., M.D. Small post
cloth, ss. Second Edition.
" We can cordially commend it to all who wish to possess the mens sana in eor.

pore sano."—S tandard.

List of Publications.
Vans Brinker ; or, the Silver Skates.

An entirely New

Edition, with so Full-page and other Woodcuts. Square crown 8vo, cloth extra,
7..r.6d.
An Edition de Luxe of an old favourite.

gazard (S.) Santo Domingo, Past and Present ; With a
Glance at Hayti. With upwards of zso beautiful Woodcuts and Maps, chiefly frorn
Designs and Sketches by the Author. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, z8s.

Cuba with Pen and Pencil.
Woodcut Engravings.

Hazlitt

Over 300 Fine
iss.
The Round Table. (Bayard Series.)

New Edition, 8vo, cloth extra,

(William)

2s. 6d.

Heber's (Bishop) Illustrated Edition of Hymns.

With

upwards of zoo Designs engraved in the first style of Art under the superintendence
of J. D. COOPER.
Small 410, handsomely bound, 7s. 6d.

Henderson (A.) Latin Proverbs and Ouotations ; with
Translations

and Parallel Passages, and a copious Enzlish Index.
Fcap. 4to, 5p pp•, zos. 6d.

HENDERSON.

Hitherto.

Ey

By the Author of " The Gayworthys."

Edition, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

ALFRED

New

Also in Low's Arnerican Series, Double Vol., as. 6d.

Hofmann (Carl) A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Paper in all its Branches. Illustrated by so Wood Engravings,
large Folding Plates. In z vob, 4to, cloth, about 400 PP., 31. 13s. 6a'.

and Five

Holland (Dr.) Kathrina and Titcomb's Letters. See Rose
Library.

Mistress of tlw Mansc, 2s. 6d.

See also Rose

Library.

.Holmes (Oliver W.) The Guardian Angel.

See Rose

Library.

Songs in Many Keys. Post 8vo, 7$. 6d.
Mechanism
in Thought and Morals. I 22/10, IS. 6d.
Horace (Works of). Translated literally into English
Prose.

By C.

SMART,

A.M.

New Edition, olmo, cloth, as.

Hugo (Victor) " Ninety-Three."
LEE

13ENEDICT

and J.

HAIN

FRISWELL.

Translated

by

FRANK

New Edition, Illustrated, crown 8vo, 6s.

Toilers of the Sea. Crown 8vo, 6s.; fancy boards,
;

cloth, as. 6d. ; Illustrated Edition, zos. 6d.

Hunt (Leigh) and S. A. Lee, Elegant Sonnets, with Essay
on Sonneteers.

s vols., 8vo, 18s.

Day by the Fire. Fcap., 6s. 6d.
Hutchinson (Thos.)
Summer Rambles

in Brittany.

Illustrated, cloth extra, ens. 6d.

Hymnal Companion to Book of Common Prayer.

Sce

Bickersteth.

Illustrations of China and its People. By J.

THOMSON,

F.R.G.S.
Being Photographs from the Author's Negatives, printed in permanent
Pigments by the Autotype Process, and Notes from Personal Observation.
The complete work embraees 200 Photographs, with Letter-press Descriptions
of the Places and People represented. 4 vols., Imperial 4to, each 3/. 3s.

Sampson Low and Co.'s
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Yacquemart

(7.)History

of the Ceramic Art : Descriptive

and Analytical Study of the Potteries of all Times and of all Nations.
By ALMERT
12 Steel-plate
200
Woodcuts by H. Catenacci and J. Jacquemart.
JACOUEMART.
Engravings, and rocio Marks and Monograms.
Translated by Mrs. BuaY PALLisaa.
In i vol., super-royal 8vo, of about 700 pp., eloth extra, gilt edges, 422.
[Ready.

"This is one of those few gift-books which, while they can certainly lie on a table
and look beautiful, can also be read through with real pleasure and profit."—Timcs.

Kennan (G.) Tent Life in Siberia. Third Edition, 6s.
Kennedy's (Capt. W. R.) Sporting Adventurcs in the
Pacific.

King

With Illustrations,

demy 8vo, I8s.

(Clarence) Mountaineering

in the Sierra Nevada.

Crawn 8vo. Third and Cheaper Edition, cloth extra, 6s.
The Time$says: — " If we 3udge his descriptions by the vivid impressions they leave,
we feel inclined to give them very high praise."

oldewey (Capt.) The

Second North

German

Polar

Expedition in the Years 1869-70, of the Ships " Germania" and " Hansa," under
Command of Captain Koldewey.
Edited and condensed by H. W. BATES, Esq..
and Translated by LOUIS MERCIER,
M.A.
(Oxon.) Numerous Woodcuts, Maps, and
Chromo-lithographs.
Royal 8vo, cloth extra, xl. /3s.

Lang (Dr.

7. D.)

An Historical and Statistical Account

of New South Wales, from the Founding of the Colony in 1788 to the present day,
including Details of the Remarkable Discoveries of Gold, Copper, and Tin in that
Colony. By JOHN DONMORE
LANG,
D.D., A.M. Senior Minister of the Scotch
Church, Sydney.
Fourth Edition.
In n vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra,

Leared (A) illorocco and the Moors.

Being an Account

of Travels, with a general Description of the Country and its People.
LEARED,
M.D. With Illustrations, 8vo, cloth extra, 18s.

By

ARTHOR

Leavids (Professor 7. M.) New World Tragedies.
Le Duc (V.) How to Build a House. By VIOLLET

LE

Duc, Author of " The Dictionary of Architecture," &c. Numerous Illustrations,
Plans, 8/c. i vol., medium 8vo, cloth, gilt edges, Second Edition, 122.

Annals
and Diagrams.

of a Fortress.

The Habitations
LE Duc.
NALL, Architect.

VIOLET

Numerous Illustrations

llemy 8vo, cloth extra, 135.

of Man in all Ages.

Illustrated by 203 Woodcuts.
8vo, cloth extra,

Lectures on Architecture.
Translated from the French
Ivo, 3/. 3S.

by

On Restoration.

BENJAMIN

By

Translated

By

by

BucK-

LE

Duc.

VIOLLET

BUCKNALL,

Architect.

VIOLLET

LE

By E.

BENJAMIN

In

royal
[In the „nress.
2 vols.,

Duc, and a

Notice of his Works in connexion with the Historical Monuments of France.
By
WETHERED.
Crown 8vo, with a Portrait on Steel of Viollet le Due, cloth
extra, is. 6d.
[Rearly.
CHARLES

Lessing's Laocoon : an Essay upon the Limits of Painting

Art

and Poetry, with Remarks illustrative of various Points in the Ilistory of Ancient
By GOTTIIOLD
EPHRAIM
LESSING.
A New Translation
by ELLEN
FROTHcrown 8vo, eloth extra,

INGIIAM,

Lindsay

(W.

55.
S.) History of Merchant

Shipping

and

Ancient Coinmerce.
Over /3c, Illustrations, Maps, and Charts. In 4 vols., demy
tvo, cloth extra.
Vols. sand 2, ers. each ; vols. 3 and 4, 245. cach ; 4 vols., 41.
"Another standard work."—The Times.

Little Preacher.

321110,

IS.

List of Publications.
ocker (.4.) The Village Surgeon. A Fragment of Autobiography.By ARTHUR LOCKER, Author of " Sweet Seventeen." Crown 8vo,
cloth, New Edition, 3s. 6d.

ow's German SeriesEeing the easiest IntroducPRIMER.
GERMAN
THE ILLUSTRATED
is.
tion to the Study of German for all Beginners.
A Selection of Amusing
1300K.
OWN GERMAN
2. THE CHILDREN'S
Edited by Dr. A. L. MEISSNER,
Professor of
and Instructive Stories in Prose.
Small post Ivo,
Modern Languages in the Queen's University in Ireland.
cloth, is. 6d.
for Children from Ten to Fourteen.
READER,
GERMAN
3. THE FIRST
Edited by Dr. A. L. MEISSNER. Small post 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.
Edited by Dr. A. L. MEISSNER.
READER.
4. THE SECOND GERMAN
1Ini5reparation.
Small post 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

i.

.8uchheisn's Deutsche
s. SCHILLER'S

Prosa.

Two volusnes,

soM se,harately:-

Containing Selections from the Prose Works c>f
PROSA.
Professor of
By Dr. Jiucutjrtst,
Schiller, with Notes for English Students.
Small post
the German Language and Literature, King's College, London.
Ready.
8vo, is. 6d.
Containing Selections from the Prose Works of Coethe,
PROSA.
6. GOETHE'S
Small post 8vo.
By Dr. BUCHHEIM.
with Notes for English Students.
[I n preparation.

ow's Half-Crown

Series, choicely bound, cloth, gilt

edges, small post Ivo. :Numerous Illustrations.
Ry JULES SANDEAU.
1. SEA-GULL ROCK.
By Madame STOLZ. Numerous IllustraHOUSE ON WHEELS.
2. THE
tions.
By Dr. HOLLAND.
OF THE MANSE.
3. THE MISTRESS
Illustrations.
By FOUQUE.
AND 'I'HE TWO ('.APTAINS.
UNDINE,
WIFE.
DOWRY AND THE ELDER'S
5. DRAXY MILLER'S
Numerous IllusBy Madame GOURAUD.
6. THE FOUR GOLD PIECES.
trations.
NuBy X. B. SAINT1NE.
FLOWER.
7. PICCIOLA ; OR, THE PRISON
inerous Illustrations.
Profusely Illustrated.
HOLIDAYS.
8. ROBERT'S
Profusely Illustrated.
OF ST. DOMINGO.
9. THE TWO CHILDREN
lo. THE PEARL OF ORR'S ISLAND.
WOOING.
2/. THE MINISTER'S
12. AUNT JO'S SCRAP BAG.

ow's Copyright and Cheap Editions of American Authors,
comprising Popular Works, reprinted by arrangement with their Authors
By the Author of "The Lamplighter."
HEARTS.
HAUNTED
i.
By " The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table."
ANGEL.
2. THE GUARDIAN
By the Author of "Unde Tom's Cabin."
WOOING.
3. THE MINISTER'S
By BAYARD TAYLOR.
VIEWS AFOOT.
By J. G. HOLLAND.
ITER LIFE AND MINE.
5. KATHRINA,
By Mrs. DODGE.
; OR, LIFE IN HOLLAND.
6. HANS BRINKER
By Miss PHELPS.
7. MEN, WOMEN, ANI) GHOSTS.
EMERSON.
Witimo
By RALPII
8. SOCIETY AND SOLITUDE.
PHELPS.
IN. By ELIZABETH
9. HEDGED
GARTNEY.
11. FAITH
cloth, y.
2S. 6d.
12. STOWE'S OLD TOWN FOLKS,
STUDY WINDOWS.
13. LOWELL'S
WARNER.
DUDLEY
MY SUMMER IN A GARDE N. By CHARLES
i.
By Mrs. STown.
TYRANNY,
ss. PINK AND WHITE
By MSS. WHITNEY.
16. WE GIRLS.
By Mrs. WHITNEY. 2s.
17. OTHER GIRLS.
Author of "My
WARNER,
DUDLEY
By CHARLES
20. BACK-LOG STUDIES.
Summer in a Garden."
'' This is a defightlul book."---A tIantic Monthly.
Double Volume, 2S. 6d., fanity
By Mrs. T. D. WHITNEY.
22. HITHERTO.
flexible boards
IS.
By WILL CARLETON.
23. FARM BALLADS.
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Low' s Standard

Library

of

Travel

and Adventure.

Crown 8vo, bound uniformly in cloth extra
r. THE GREAT LONE LAND.
By W. F. BUTLER.
With Illustrations and
Map. Fifth Edition, 75. 6d.
s. THE WILD NORTH LAND : The Story of a Winter Journey with Dogs
across Northern North America. By W. F. BUTLER.
With numerous Woodcuts and a Map. Fifth Edition, 7.s. 64.
3. HOW I FOUND LIVINGSTONE.
By H. M. STANLEY.
Introductory
Chapter on the Death of Livingstone, with a brief Memoir. 7s. 6d.
4. THE THRESHOLD
OF THE UNKNOWN
REGION.
By C. R.
HAM. With Maps and Illustrations.
Fourth Edition, with Additional Chapters, los. 64.
5. A WHALING
CRUISE TO BAFFIN'S
BAY AND THE GULF OF
Boothia.
By A. H. MARKHAM.
New Edition.
Two Maps and several
Illustrations, 7s. 6d.
6. CAMPAIGNING
ON THE OXUS. By J. A. MACGAHAN.
Fourth Edition,
73. 64.

y. AKIM-F00
: The History of a Failure.
Edition, 73. 6d.

By Major W. F.

BUTLER.

[Shoray.
New

*.* OMer Volumes in itre,tamtion.

Low' s Standard

Novels.

Crown 8vo, 6s. each, cloth

extra :—
THREE FEATHERS.
By WILLam BLACK.
A DAUGHTER
OF HETH.
Thirteenth Edition.
By W. BLACK.
With
Frontispiece by F. Walker, A.R.A.
KILMENY.
A Novel. By W. BLACK.
IN SILK ATTIRE.
By W. BLACK.
ALICE LORRAINE.
By R. D. BLACKMORE.
LORNA DOONE.
By R. D. BLACKMORE.
Eighth Edition.
CRADOCK NOWELL.
By R. D. BLACKMORE.
CLARA VAUGHAN.
By R. D. BLACKMORE.
INNOCENT.
By Mrs. OLIPHANT.
Eight Illustrations
WORK : A Story of Experience.
By LOUISA. M. ALCOTT.
Illustrations. (See
also Rose Library.)
MISTRESS JUDITH : A Cambridgeshire Story. By C. C. FRASER-TYTLER.
NINETY-THREE.
By VICTOR HUGO.
Numerous Illustrations.
NEVER AGAIN.
By Dr. M4vo.
MY WIFE AND I ; or, Harry Henderson's History. By H. BEECHER
STOIVE.
WE AND OUR NEIGHBOURS.
By H. BEECHER STOWE.
OLD TOWN TALK.
By 11. BEECHER STOWE.

Low' s Handbook to the Charities of London for

1875.

Edited and Revised to February, /876, by CHARLES
MACKESON,
F.S.S., Editor of
" A Guide to the Churches of London and its Suburbs," &c. Price

MacGahan

A.) Campaigning- on the Oxus and the

Fall of Khiva. With Map and numerous Illustrations.
Fourth Edition, small post
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 64. See also Low's Library of Travel and Adventure.

Under the Northern Lights ; or, The Cruise of
the Pandora to Peel's Straits in Search of Sir john Franklin's Papers. With Illustrations by Mr. DE WYLDE, who accompanied the Expedition. Demy 8vo, cloth
extra, /8s.

.111-acgreg-or
(Yohn) " Rob Roy"

on the Baltic.

Third

Edition, small post 8vo, ss. 6d.

A

Thousand Miles in the " Rob Roy"

Canoe.

Eleventh Edition, small post 8vo, ss. 64.

Description of the" Rob Roy" Canoe, with Plans,

List of Publications.
Macgregor (Yohn) The Voyage Alone in the Yazed " Rob
Roy."

Second Edition, srnall post 8vo, ss.

Markham
A. H.

(A. H.) The Cruise of the " Rosario."

MARKHAM,

Commandcr, R.N.

By

8vo, cloth, with Map and Illustraticns, 16s.

A Whaling Cruise to Baffin's Bay and the Gulf
of Boothia. With an Account of the Rescue, by his Ship, of the Survivors of the
Crew of the " Polaris."
Third Edition, crown 8vo, 2 Maps and Illustrations, cloth,
70. 6d.

Markham (C. R.) Tlze ThresIzold of the Unknown Region.
Crown 8vo, with 4 Maps. Fourth Edition. With additional Chapters, giving the
History of our Present Expedition as far as known, and an Account of the Cruise of
the Pandora. Cloth extra, tos. 6d.

Marsh (G. P.) Origin and History of the English Language.8vo, 16s.
The Eartlz, as Modified by Human Action, being
a New Edition of " Man and Nature."

Royal 8vo, cloth, 18s.

Lectures on the English Language.

8vo,

Maury (('ommander) Physical Geography of the Secz and
its Meteorology. Being a Reconstruction and Enlargement of his former Work,
with illustrative Charts and Diagrams. New Edition, crown 8vo, 6s.
Price rs. 6d., a New MooWy

Periodical.

Men of Mark ; a Gallery of Contemporary

Portraits

(taken from Life) of the most Eminent Men of the Day. Printed in Permanent Photography.
With brief Biographical Notices,
A specimen of the Photographs,
mounted cornplete, will be forwarded on receipt of six penny stamps.

Michell (N.) The Hcart's Great Rulers, a Poem, and
Wanderings from the Rhine to the South Sea Islands.

Fcap. 8vo, 35. 61.

.Milton's Complete Poetical Works ; with Concordance
by W. D.

CLEVELAND.

Mistress Yudith.

New Edition, 8vo,

I2S.;

1110TOCCO, ei.

/S.

A Cambridgeshire Story.

Author of " Jasmine
vol., small post 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

FRASER-TYTLER,

Leigh."

By C. C.

A New and Cheaper Edition, in

Mohr (E.) To the Victoria Falls of the Zambesi.
Translated by N. D'ANVERS.
Numerous Illustrations,
Chromo-lithographs and a Map. i vol., demy 8vo, cloth extra, 245.
EDWARD

MOHR.

Moody (Emma) Echoes of the Heart.
upwards of soo Sacred Poems.

four

A Collection of

16mo, cloth, gilt edges, price 3s. bd.

Narrative of Edward Crewe, The.
and Experiences in New Zealand.

Never Ag-ain

By

Personal Adventures

Small post 8vo, cloth extra, ss.

a Novel.

By Dr.

MAYO,

Author

of

New and Cheaper Edition, in i vol., small post 8vo, 6s. Cheapest
"Kaloolah."
Edition, fancy boards, ss.
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Sampson Low and Co.'s

New

Testament.

The Authorized

English Version ;

with the various readings from the most celebrated Manuscripts, including the Sinaitic,
the Vatican, and the Alexandrian MSS., in English. With Notes by the Editor,
TISCHENDORF.
The whole revised and carefully corrected for the Thousandth
Volume of Baron Tauchnitz's Collection. Cloth flexible, gilt edges, 2S. 6d. ; cheaper
style,
; or sewed, is. 6d.

.1Voel (Hon. Roden) Living-stone in Africa ; a Poem.
the Hon.

RODEN

NOEL.

Post 8vo, limp cloth extra,

20.

Nordhoff (C.) California : for Health,
Residents. A Book for Travellers and Settlers.
extra, I25. 6d.

—

Pleasure, and

Numerous Illustrations.

8vo, cloth

Northern California, Oregon, and the Sandwich

Islands.

Square 8vo, cloth extra, price izs. 6d.

Nothing
ALLEN

By

6d.

to Wear, and Two Millions.
EUTLER.

Novum

By

WILLIAM

IS.

Testamentum Græce. Edidit

OSCAR

DE

GEB-

18mo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

HARDT.

Oliphant (11Irs.) Innocent.

A Tale of Modern Life.

By

Author of " The Chronicles of Carlingford," &c., &c. With Eight
Mrs. OLIPHANT,
Full-page Illustrations.
Small post 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.'

Our Little Ones in Heaven. Edited by Rev. H.

ROBBINS.

Fcap. cloth extra, New Edition, with Illustrations, price 55.

Palliser (Mrs.) A History of Lace, from the Earliest
.

period. A New and Revised Edition, with additional Cuts and Text, with upwards
of roo Illustrations and Coloured Designs. t vol., 8vo, x/. rI. Third Edition.
" One of the most readable books of the season ; permanently valuable, always
interesting, often amusing, and not inferior in all the essentials of a gift book."—
Times.

Historic

Devices, Badges, and War Cries. 8vo,

xl.

The China Collector's Pocket Companion. With
upwards of r000 Illustrations of Marks and Monograms.
Additions. Small post 8vo, limp cloth, 5s.

Second Edition, with

Paris (Comte de) History of the Civil War in America.
By the COMTE DE Pants. Translated, with the approval of the Author, by Locts
Edited by HENRY COPP/E,
LL.D. Volume I. (ernbracing, without
F. TASISTRO.
abridgment, the First Two Volumes of the French Edition). With Maps faithfully
engraved from. the Originals, and Printed in Three Colours. Svo, cloth, 18s.

Phelps (Miss) Gates Ajar. 32mo, 6d.
Men,
W omen, and Ghosts. i 2mo, sewed, is. 6d.;
ClOth,

2S.

Hedged In. 12mo, sewed, is. 6d.; cloth, 2s.
Silent Partner. 5s.
Trotty' s W edding Tour. Small post, 8vo, 35. 6d.
What to W ear. Foolscap 8vo, fancy boards, ls.
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List of Publications.

Phillips (L.) Dictionary of Biographical Reference. 8vo,
11. IIS. 6d.
Pike (N.) Sub-Tropical Rambles in the Land of the
/n r vol., demy 8vo, r8s. Profusely Illustrated from the Author's
Aphanapteryx.
own Sketches, also with Maps and valuable Meteorological Charts.

An entirely New and Library Edition.

Plutarch's Lives.

5 vols., 8vo, s/. ms. ; half morocco, top gilt, 31.

Edited by A. H. CLouGri, Esq.,

with Clough's Edition

Uniform

Morals.

Edited by Professor Goomvw.

" Lives of Plutarch."

4 vols., 21. 25.

Poe (E. A.) The Works of
Poems of the Inner Life.

of

5 vols., Svo, 31. 33.

A New Edition, Revised, with

many additional Poems, inserted by permission of the Authors.
cloth, 5s.

Small post 8vo,

Sce Koldewey and Markham.
Portraits of Cclebrated Women. By C. A. STE.-BEUVE.

Polar Expcdition.
/21110,

6s. 6d.

Collegit et edidit Joannes F. France.

Preces Veterum.

Crown 8vo, cloth, red edges, 53.

Prejevalsky (N. M.) Travels in Mongolia.

By N. M.

Lieut.-Colonel, Russian Staffl Translated by E. DELMAR MORDAN,
F.R.G.S., and Annotated by Colonel YULE, C.B. 2 vols., demy 8vo, cloth extra,
with numerous Illustrations and Maps, 425.
PREJEVALSKY,

Qucen (The) of the Colonies ; or, Queensland as I Saw it.
Second Edition, crown 8vo, 75. 6d.

Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia.
Introduction

by the Rev.

WILLIAM

WEST,

By Dr.

JOHNSON.

Vicar of Nairn.

With

(Bayard Series.) 2$. 6d.

Rcad (S.) Leaves from a Sketch Book : Pencillings of
By SAMUEL
Travel of Home and Abroad
030 Engravings on Wood, cloth extra. 255.

READ.

Royal 4to containing, about

Reminiscences of America in 1869, by Two Englishmen.
Crown 8vo. 73. 6d.

Retzsch (M.) Outlines to Burger's Ballads.
MORITS

With Text, Explanations,

RETZSCH.

cloth extra.

and Notes.

Etchings by

Designs.

Oblong 4t0,

ros. 6d.

Outlines to Goethe's Faust. 26 Etchings. Oblong
4to,xos.Sd.
to Schiller's " Fight with the Dragon,"
Outlines
and " Fridolin."

26 Etchings.

Oblong 4to, cloth extra, ros. 6d.

Outlines to Schiller's " Lay of the Bell." 42 Etchings. With Lord Lytton's Translation.

Reynard the Fox.
THOMAS

by A. J.

Roscoa.
ELWES,

New Edition.

Oblong 4to, cloth extra, los. 6d.

The Prose Translation by the late

With about mo exquisite Illustrations
Imperial Mmo, cloth extra, 75. 6d.

on Wood, after designs

Sampson Low and Co.'s
Riclzardson (A. S.) Stories fronz

Old English Poetry.

Small post 8v:t, cloth, 5s.

Rivington's (F.) Life of St. Paul.

With Map.

5s.

Rochefoucauld's Reflections. Flexible cloth extra.

2s.6d.

(Bayard Series )

Rogers (S.) Pleasures of .11Iemory. See " Choice Editions
of Choice Bocks."

25,

6d.

Rohlfs (Dr. G.) Adventures

in Moroceo and

through the Oases of Draa and Tafilet. By Dr. GERHARD
the German. With an Introduction by WINIVOOD READE.
Portrait of the Author, cloth extra, 12s.

Rose Library (The).

yourneys

Translated from
Demy 8vo. Map, and

ROHLFS.

Popular Literature of all countries.

is. each volume. Many of the volurnes are Illustrated.
The following volurnes are
now ready :x. SEA-GULL ROCK. By JULES SANDEAU.
Illustrated.
1s.
2. LITTLE
IS.
WOMEN.
By LOITISA 114. ALCOTT.
3. LITTLE WOMEN WEDDED.
(Forming a Sequel to "Little Women.")
4. THE HOUSE ON WHEELS.
By MADAME DE STOLZ.
Illustrated.
5. LITTLE MEN. By LOUISA M. ALCOTT.
IS.
6. THE OLD-FASHIONED
GIRL. By Loulsw M. ALcorr.
Is.
7. THE MISTRESS OF THE MANSE.
By J. G. HOLLAND.
15.
8. TIMOTHY
TITCOMB'S LETTERS TO YOUNG PEOPLE, SINGLE
AND MARRIED.
Is.
9. UNDINE,
AND THE TWO CAPTAINS.
By Baron DE LA MOTTIC
FOUQUE.
A new Translation by F. E. BONNETT.
Illustrated.
rs.
to. DRAXY'S MILLER'S DOWRY AND THE ELDER'S WIFE.
By SAXH
Is.
HOLM.
sr. THE FOUR GOLD PIECES.
By Madame GOURAUD.
Numerous Illustrations.
WORK : A Story of Experience. First Portion. By Loutss M. ALCOTT.
12.
15.
AGAIN being a Continuation of " Work." By LOITISA. M.
13. BEGINNING
ALCOTT.

IS.

Numerous graphic
PICCIOLA : or, The Prison Flower. By X. B. SAINTINE.
Illustrations.
is.
x5. ROBERT'S HOLIDAYS.
Illustrated.
is.
16. THE TWO CHILDREN
OF' ST. DOMINGO.
Numerous Illustrations. is.
17. AUNT JO'S SCRAP BAG. xs.
STOWE (Mrs. H. B. ) THE PEARL OF ORR'S ISLAND.
1s.
19.
THE MINISTER'S
WOOING.
1s.
20.
BETTY'S BRIGHT IDEA. 1s.
21.
THE GHOST IN THE MILL. is.
22.
CAPTAIN K IDD'S MONEY.
WE AND OUR NEIGHBOURS.
23.
(Double Vol.), 2s.
24. MY
WIFE AND I. (Double Vol.) 2s.
25. HANS BRINKER
or, The Silver Skates. 1s.
26. LOWELL'S MY STUDY WINDOW.
is.
27. HOLMES (0. W.) THE GUARDIAN ANCEL.
28. WARNER
(C. D.) MY SUMMER IN A GARDEN.
.Notice.-The Vohimes in this Sertes are also published in a niore expensive form
en fine toned paper, cloth extra, gilt edges, at 2S. 6d. or 35. 6d. each, according to
sixe, &c. See Low's Half-Crown Series.
24.

Rutli and Gabriel.

A Novel.

By

LAURENCE

CHENY.

" The reader's interest is sustained from the first page to the last."-Scutsman.

Sauer's (E.) Ilandbook of European Commeree. What
toBuy and Where to Buy It, &c. By GEORGE SAUER, for many years Correspon.
dent of the New York Herctld.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 55.

lfn the press

List of Publications.
Schiller's Lay of the Bell.
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Translated by Lord Lytton.
Oblong 4t0, los. 6d.

With 42 Illustrations after Retsch.

Schnyler (E.) Turkistan.

See Turkistan.

Schwezzzfurth (Dr. G.) The Heart of Africa ; or, Three
Years' Travels and Adventures in the Unexplored Regions of the Centre of Africa.
Two Vols.,
By Dr. GEORG SCHWEINFURTH.
Translated by ELLEN E. FRENVER,
8vo, upwards of 500 pages each, with 130 Woodcuts from Drawings made by the
Author, and 2 Maps, 42$, Second Edition.

Artes Africanæ.

Illustrations

and Descriptions

of Productions of the Natural Arts of Central African Tribes.
Plates. Imperial 4to, boards, z8s.

Sea-Gull Rock.

By

JULES

With 26 Lithographic

of the French

SANDEAU,

Academy. Translated by ROBERT BLACK, M.A. With Seventy-nine very beautiful
Woodcuts. Royal r6rno, cloth extra, gilt edges, 7$. 6d. Cheaper Edition, cloth gilt,
2S. 6d. See also Rose Library.
" It deserves to please the new nation of boys to whom it is presented."— Times.

Shooting- : Its Appliances, Practice, and Purpose.
JAMES

DALZIEL

DOUGALL,

By

F.S.A., F.Z.A., Author of "Scottish Field Sports," &c.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, los. 6d.
"The book is admirable in every way .
. . We wish it every success."—
Glabe.
"A very complete treatisc .
Likely to take high rank as an authority on
shooting."—Dady News.

Sketclzes from

an Artist's

Portfolio.

By

SYDNEY

P.

Folio, cloth extra, 31. 35.
N.B.—This volume contains about 6o Facsimiles of the original Sketches by this
well-known Artist during his travels in various parts of Europe.
" A pottfolio which any one might be glad to call their own."—Times.
HALL.

SketcIzes of Life and Sceneryin Australia.
five Years' Resident.

By a Twenty-

i vol., demy 8vo, cloth extra, 14s.

Smillz (G.) Assyrian

Explorations and Discoveries.

By

(of the British Museum).

Illustrated by Photographs and numerous
Woodcut Illustrations of his recent Discoveries. Detny 8vo, 18s. Fifth Edition.
GEORGE

SMITH

77ie Chaldean Account of Genesis.

Containing

the Description of the Creation, the Fall of Man, the Deluge, the Tower of Babel,
the Times of the Patriarchs, and Nimrod ; Babylonian Fables, and Legends of the
Gods ; from the Cuneiform Inscriptions.
By GE.ORGE SMITH, of the Department of
Oriental Antiquities, British Museum, Author of " History of Assurbanipal," "Assyrian Discoveries," &c., &c. With many Illustrations.
Demy 8vo, cloth extra, r6s.

Third Edition.

Smitlz and Hamilton's French Dictionazy.

2 vOls., cloth,

Spain.

Text by the

ass.; half roan, 225.

Illustrated

by

GUSTAvE

DORE.

Baron CH. D'Amm.liza. This fine work contains over 240 Wood Engravings, half of
them being Fulbpage size. All after DrawMgs by the celebrated Artist. Imperial
4to, elaborately bound in cloth, gilt extra, gilt edges, 31. 35.

Socrates.
E.

LEVIEN.

.Memoirs from Xenophon's
Flexible cloth, zs. 6d.

Bayard Series.

By

Sampson Low and Co's
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Spooner (Very Rev. E.) St. Oswald' s Sunday School.
Small post 8vo, cloth, 30. 6d.

Stanley (H. M.) How I Found Livingstone.

Crown Svo,

cloth extra, 7$. 6,1.

" My Kalulu," Prince, King, and Slave. A Story
from Central Africa. Crown 8vo, about 430 pp.. with nurnerous graphic Illustrations,
after original Designs by the Author. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

Coomassie

and Magdala.

A Story of Two British

Campaigns in Africa. Demy 8vo, with Maps and Illustrations, 16.s. Second Edition.

Stolz (Madame) The House on Wheels.
2.S.

6d.

Small post Svo,

See also Rose Library.

Story without an End.

From the German of

CAROVE,

by the late Mrs. SARAH T. AUSTIN.
Crown 4t0, with 13 exquisite Drawings by
E. V. B., printed in Colours in facsimile of the Original Water Colours, and numerous other Illustrations.
New Edition, 7$. 6,1.

Square, with Illustrations by HARVEV, 2s. 6d.
Stowe (Mrs. Beecher) Dred. i 2mo, in boards, is.
Geography, with 6o Illustrations, square cloth,
45. 6d:

Minister' s
6d. ;

ClOth,

Wooing.

5s.;

Copyright

Series,

2S.

Old Town Folk. 6s.; Cheap Edition, 2s. 6d.
Old
Town Fireside Stories. Cloth extra, 3s. 6d.
My
Wife and I ; or, Harry Henderson's History. Small post 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
We and Our Neighbours. Small post Svo, 6s.
Pink and White Tyrann y. Small post 8vo, 35.6d.
Cheap Edition, ls. 6d. and cs.

Chimney Corner. is.; cloth, is. 6d.
The
Pearl of Orr' s Island. Crown 8vo, 5s.
Women
in Sacred History. Illustrated with
Chromo-lithographs and about zoo pages of Letterpress, forming one of the mo,t
elegant and attractive volumes ever published. Demy 4r0, cloth extra, gilt edges,
price 11. ss.

Studies from .Nature.
Letterpress.

By

STEPHEN

Four Plates, with Descriptive

THOMPSON.

Imperial 4to, 4$. 65. each part.

''Ål.tog(eCtrerplthteesitny'lePogthe)work
is excellent."—Brit

Yournal

Parts r,

olPhotog-ratIty.

Sullivan (G. C.) Dhow Chasing in Zanzibar Waters and
on the Eastern Coast of Africa ; a Narrative of Five Years' Experiences in the Suppression of the Slave Trade. With Illustrations from Photographs and Sketches
taken on the spot by the Author. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 265, Second Edition.

List of Publicatzons.
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THE FUR COUNTRY.
TOS. 6d.
MERIDIANA:
OR, THE ADVENTURES
OF THREE
RUSSIANS
THREE ENGLISHMEN
IN SOUTH AFRICA.*
7s. 6d,
FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON.*
7s. 6d.
A FLOATING CITY.* 7s. 6d.
THE BLOCKADE RUNNERS.*
is. only.
FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON.*
Ixos, 6d.
AROUND THE MOON.*
TWENTY THOUSAND
LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA.• ros. 6d.
MARTIN PAZ, THE INDIAN PATRIOT.

AND

and that all other Copies of (hese Works are unauthorized and counter.
feit ref,rints.
"(Signed)
J. HETZEL & CO."
soussigne certifie que M. HETZEL, mon editeur, a seul droit d'autoriser
on de refuser lareproduction de mer livres."
" Signed)
JULES VERNE."

" 7e

Besides tli

more expensive Editions, Messrs. Low have issued handsome

Shilling Illustrated Editions of each of the Books marked with an asterisk, thus (*).
Complete Lists of all the Editions and full particulars may be had on applying to the
English publishers.
N.B.—The remaining and forthcoming Works having yet many years of Copyright
to run, and having been produced at an irnmense expense, both as to Author's Copy
right and Illustrations, will not yet be brought out in any other form than as at
present.
EDITIONS.
The publie must kindly be eareful ta order Low's AUTHOR'S

Vincent (F.) The Land of the White Elephant:

Sights

and Scenes in South-Eastern Asia, With Maps, Plans, and Illustrations.
extra, r8s.

8vo, cloth

Waller (Rev. C. H.) The Names on the Gates of Pearl,
and other Studies.

Warburton

By the Rev. C. H.

(Col. Egerton)

WALLER,

M.A.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Yourney Across Australia.

An Account of the Exploring Expedition lsent out by Messrs. Elder and Hughes,
under the Command of Colonel EGERTON WARBURTON
; giving a full Account of his
Perilous Journey from the centre to Roebourne, Western Australia. With Illustrations and a Map. Edited, with an Introductory Chapter, by H. W. BATES, Esq., of
the Royal Geographical Society. Derny 8vo, cloth, 16s.

Warner (C. D.) My Summer in a Garden.
ClOth,

2S.

Boards,

(Rose Library. )

Back-log Studies.

Boards, is. 6d.;

cloth, 2s.

(Low's Copyright Series.)

Mummies and Moslems.
[In the press.
Westropp (H. M.) A Manual of Precious Stones and
Antique Gerns. By HODDER M. WESTROPP,
Author of "The
panion," "Pre-Historic Phases," &c. Numerous Illustrations.
extra, 6s.

Travellers' Art ComSrnall post 8vo, cloth

Wheaton (Henry) Elements of International Law.
Edition.

New

[In Me fress.

Whitall (Alice B.) On the Rock.
by Mm.

WH1TALL,

PEARSALL

SMITH.

A Memoir of Alice B.

Small post,

ClOth,

2S.

Whitney (Mrs. A. D. T.) The Gayworthys.

Small post

vo, 35. 6d.

Faith Gartney,
Rose Library, xs.

Small post 8vo, 3$. 6d.

And in

